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00019 GENERALOPERATIONSPLAN ANDPROCEDURESFOR 06-18-69 _' !
RECOVERY QUARANTINE OPERATIONS FOR A LUNAR _ ,}
LANDING MISSION (REV. B)
I'T
00021 LUNAR RECEIVING LABORATORYMISSION PROCEDURE 07-10-89 TH
FOR APOLLO 11
00109 DEVELOPMENT OF AN _N-HOUSE SILICONE EPITAXIAL 05-28-69 M.K. HENDRIX ':
PROCESS
00110 DATA PROCESSINGPLAN FORTHE EARTHRESOURCES 07-28-69
AIRCRAFTPROGRAM
00116 FLOWCHARACTERISTICSOF THE LUNARMODULEWATER 07-01-60 R. TRABANINO
MANAGEMENTSYSTEM
00120 DATA PROCESSINGPLAN FORAPOLLO11, AS-BOB/ 06-27-69 D.E. ILOFF
CSM-IO7/LM-5
00121 MAJOR TEST ACCOMPLISHMENTSOF THE ENGINEERING/ 04-28-69
DEVELOPMENTDIRECIORATE, 1968
00122 AN ITERATIVE METHOD DERIVED FROM EXISTENCE 06-28-69 R. L. MANICKE
AND UNIQUENESS THEOREMS FOR SYSTEMS OF SECOND- ("
ORDER, NONLINEAR, TWO-POINT BOUNDARY VALUE (_
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ,
00126 APOLLO 10 MISSION REPORT 08-28-69
SUPPL. 3 - PERFORMANCE OF THE COMMAND AND 08-28-70 L. W. JENKINS
SERVICE MODULE REACTION CONTROL W. N. LINGLE
SYSTEM
SUPPL. 4 - SERVICE PROPULSION SYSTEM, FINAL 03-31-70 W. G. GRIFFIN (
FLIGHT EVALUATION R. J. SMITH
SUPPL. 5 - PERFORMANCEOF THE LUNARMODULE 06-16-69 D.R. BLEVINS
REACTIONCONTROLSYSTEM L. W. JENKINS
R. J. VILLEMARETTE
00127 APOLLO 10 MISSION FAILURE/ANOMALYLISTING 06-28-69
)
00132 DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR A VOICE COMMUNICATION 06-28-69 C.H. STEWART
SYSTEM SIMULATOR !
00133 OPTIMIZATION OF LASER ALTIMETER BORESIGHT PRISM 06-28-69 R.C. KELLY
00134 SPACE FLIGHT HAZARDS CATALOG (REV. B) 10-06-75 NA
00138 INITIAL REPORT OF BIOMEDICAL DATA PROCESSING 07-28-69 !
IN THE LUNAR RECEIVING LABORATORY
00139 PROCEDURESFORHANDLINGPHOTOGRAPHICFILM AND 07-28-89
MAGNETIC TAPE FROM LUNAR MISSIONS
[
00142 MSC SUPPORtSERVICESPLAN FORAPOLLOMANNED 07-28-69 !
MISSIONS
00146 APOLLO11 MISSION 5-DAY REPORT 07-28-69
00147 ORTHOGONAL, BIORTHOGONAL, AND CONVOLUTIONAL 07-28-69 J. F. PAWLOWSKI ,}
oo,.o
00152 CHOLESTERIC LIQUID CRYSTALS AND THEIR 08-27-69 M. H. PERRY _^
APPLICATION TO SPACE TECHNOLOGY ! '
h
00153 LUNAR MODULE REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM ENGINE 09-16-89 I
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00154 NONLINEAREFFECTSOF FLUCTUATIONSIN DRIFTER 09-12-69 K. H. SINZ (
PLASMAS I
00155 LUNARMODULETEST ARTICLE BACKUPSTRUCTURAL 09-15-69 W.C. SCHNEIDER - f /
ANALYSIS C. J. WESSELSKI
00157 APOLLO11 30-DAY FAILURE ANDANOMALYLISTING 09-28-89
REPORT
00158 RECOVERY CONSIDERATIONS FOR POSSIBLE HIGH- 10-02-69 J. E. FERGUSON
INCLINATION,LONG-DURATION EARTH ORBITAL T. E. O'DRIANT
MISSIONS
00159 ANALYSIS OF OPTIMIZED LAND-LANDINGSITES 09-30-69 J. E. FERGUSON
00161 A COMPUTERPROGRAMTO CALCULATERIGID/ELASTIC 01-01-69 D. L. BERRY
BODYLOADCOEFFICIENTS FORTHREE-DIMENSIONAL
STRUCTURES
00166 MSC PROGRAMANAGEMENTISSUES AND ALTERNATIVES 09-28-69
00169 CONTROL OF SAFETY, RELIABILITY,AND QUALITY 06-28-84
ASSURANCE DOCUMENTS (REV. H)
!.
00,71 APOLLO)1 MISSION REPORT 11-28-69 (:
SUPPL. 2 - GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, ANDCONTROL 12-31-89 L.W. JENKINS
SYSTEMS PERFORMANCEANALYSIS W.N. LINGLE _
SUPPL. 3 - PERFORMANCEOF THE COMMANDAND 12-38-71 C.A. VAUGHN
SERVICEMODULEREACTIONCONTROL
SYSTEM
SUPPL. 4 - SERVICE PROPULSIONSYSTEM, FINAL 09-28-70
FLIGHT EVALUATION (
SUPPL. 5 - PERFORMANCEOF THE LUNARMODULE 12-28-71 PA
REACTIONCONTROLSYSTEM
SUPPL. 6 - ASCENTPROPULSIONSYSTEM, FINAL 11-28-69 P. F. THOMPSON
FLIGHT EVALUATION
SUPPL. 7 - DESCENTPROPULSIONSYSTEM, FINAL 03-28-70 R. L. BARROWS
FLIGHT EVALUATION R.K. SETO
00176 APOLLO MISSION TECHNIQUES-MISSIONH-1 LUNAR 10-17-69
DESCENT TECHNIQUES DESCRIPTION
I
00178 APOLLO MISSION TECHNIQUES-MISSIONH-1 LUNAR 10-15-69
SURFACE PHASE TECHNIQUES DESCRIPTION
00179 EVALUATION OF CONTRACT COST DRIVERS AND 09-30-69
PROGRAM CONTROL METHODOLOGY !
00181 SNAP 27 ENDURANCEVALUATION 10-28-69 D. B. TRAHAN )
00183 RADIATION ENVIRONMENTFORTHE 1975-1985 SPACE 10-09-69 TG A. C. HARDY
STATION PROGRAM D. E. ROBBINS t
T. T. WHITE
00184 LONG-LIFE HARDWARE STUDY, PART I: I-YEAR 10-01-69 NB H.L. WILLIAMS A
MISSION
00185 APOLLO12 MISSION REPORT-SERVICEPROPULSION 12-28-71 PA
SYSTEMFINAL FLIGHT EVALUTION, SUPPLEMENT3
00188 SPACESTATION SAFETYSTUDY, FINAL ORALREVIEW 01-27-70 EV
00191 STUDY OF INTEGRAL LAUNCH AND REENTRY SYSTEM, 11-28-89 LA
MONTHLYSTATUSREPORTNO. 8
00192 STUDYOF INTEGRAL LAUNCH/REENTRYVEHICLE 12-28-89 LA
SYSTEM, FINAL REPORT
VOL. 2 TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS E
VOL. 3 SECOND PHASE ENVIRONMENT AND EA |
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VOL. 4A - LO2/LH2 REUSABLEROCKETENGINE EP
DATA ; '"
VOL. 5 - SECONDPHASEOPERATIONSAND LA
RESOURCES
VOL. 5A - COSTANALYSIS :'
00193 STUDYOF INTEGRALLAUNCHAND REENTRYVEHICLE 12-28-69 LA
SYSTEM, VOLUME1
00194 STUDYOF INTEGRALLAUNCHAND REENTRYVEHICLE 12-28-69
SYSTEM-BROCHUREOF FIGURES, '-_NAL REPORT
00195 STUDYOF INTEGRALLAUNCHAND REENTRYVEHICLE 11-28-69
SYSTEM, VOLUME7. SECONDPHASEBRIEFING
BROCHURE,FINAL REPORT
00197 INFORMATIONMANAGEMENTSTUDY, FINAL REPORT 06-30-70 EV
VOL. 1 - OVERALLRESULTSSUMMARY
VOL, 2 - ONBOARDIM SYSTEMCONCEPTS
VOL. 3 - IM SYSTEMSDESIGN REQUIREMENTS
TABULATION
VOL. 4 - GROUNDOPERATIONSUMMARY _:
00202 APOLLOAPPLICATIONSCSM PROGRAMMONTHLY 05-09-69
MANAGEMENTMEETING '_ '
00215 CONTRACTEND-ITEM DETAIL SPECIFICATION 02-28-69
(CEIDS) (PRIME EQUIPMENT), PERFORMANCE/
DES£GNREQUIREMENTS(P/DR)-FIXTURE,
INSTALLATION. RETURNBATTERYPACK
00217 CEIDS (PRIME EQUIPMENT), P/DR-TEST UNIT, 02-28-69
ENVIRONMENTALCONTROLSUBSYSTEM
00218 CEIDS (PRIME EQUIPMENT), P/DR-COOLING UNIT, 02-28-69
HEATER-THERMOSWITCHFOR THE APOLLO APPLI-
CATIONS PROGRAM(AAP)
00219 CEIDS (PRIME EQUIPMENT), P/DR-CABLE SET, 02-28-69
ELECTRICAL. SPECIAL PURPOSE,MANNEDSPACE
FLIGHT
00220 CEIDS (PRIME EQUIPMENT), PART 1 02-28-69
00221 CEIDS (PRIME EQUIPMENT), PART 1 02-28-69
00222 CEIDS (PRIME EQUIPMENT) P/DR LATCHLOADCELL 01-22-69 KW !, )SET FORTHE AAP
00223 AAP COMMANDAND SERVICEMODULE(CSM) 01-29-89
MEASUREMENTS, REQUIREMENTSSPECIFICATION
00231 CEIDS (PRIME EQUIPMENT)P/DR-SIMULATOR, 02-28-69
ELECTRICAL, MULTIPLE DOCKING ADAPTER ._
00234 AAP/ALEMBRIEFING TO DR. GEORGEMILLER 08-07-69 _
00242 APOLLOAPPLICATIONSCSMPROGRAMPHOTOGRAPHIC 07-24-69 KW _
DOCUMENTATIONSUBMITTALNO, 2 "_ I00264 CEIDS (PRIME EQUIPMENT), P/DR GSEMODELNO. 02-28-69 _,
C54-008 CALIBRATION AND VERIFICATION
00270 AAP REVIEWFORDR. THOMASPAINE 04-29-68 KA R_
00288 CEIDS (PRIME EQUIPMENT), P/DR-DOWNEYSPECIAL 02-28-69 KW
PURPOSEELECTRICALCABLESET
l
00303 SPACESHUTTLEPHASEB ENGINE/VEHICLE 11-28-70 LA D. L. JONES J
(dupl. #) INTEGRATION STUDIES-ENGINE STRUCTURAL LOADS I
3
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00303 TEST PLAN-0.6 PERCENTSHUTTLEASCENT 11-28-70 T. W. OARRETT "_
(dupl. #) MODEL MDAC 4, TRISONIC TEST FACILITY H. G. SCHELLENGER .I
00309 AAP CSMTHERMALPARAMETRICSTUDY 01-24-68
00315 AAP SERVICE MODULEREACTIONCONTROL 01-28-88
SYSTEMREPORT
00316 AAP INTEGRATEDVEHICLE CAUTION/WARNING 01-05-88
REQUIREMENTSSTUDY
00320 AAP SPACECRAFTTECHNICALSUMMARY,VOLUMEI 02-16-68
00321 CEIDS (PRIME EQUIPMENT), P/DR-CABLE SET, 02-28-69
ELZCTRICAL, SPECIAL PURPOSE LAUNCH
00322 AAP STATEMENTOF WORK,VOLUME2 02-18-88
00323 CEIDS (PRIME EQUIPMENT), P/DR-GSE MODEL 02-28-69
NO. C54-010 BATTERYPACKSUPPLYFORAAP
00326 PREFERREDELECTRONIC, ELECTRICAL, AND 09-23-68
ELECTROMECHNICALPARTS REQUIREMENTS FOR _.
CSM PROGRAMS (
00329 AAP MOCKUPPLAN 11-18-68 W. THORNE
00330 AAP CSMMASTERPROGRAMPLAN 07-18-68 P. HANLON
00331 AAP CSMSAFETY PLAN 02-10-69 L. LAWRENCE
N. MCMANUS t
N. SAMUELS
00334 AAP CSMQUALITY PLAN 02-28-69
00335 AAP DATAMANAGEMENTPLAN 12-19-68
00336 AAP ENGINEEERINGOPERATIONS PLAN 01-17-69 T.J. DOLAN ,
J. J. WILLIAMS
00343 AAP CSM FACILITY PLAN 03-28-69 W.H. DIETERLE '
W. W. HATFIELD
R. HOUTS
00344 AAP CSMMISSION/SYSTEMREQUIREMENTS(REV. 1) 07-18-68 J
00346 AAP CSMVERIFICATION PROGRAMGUIDELINES 03-28-70 KA ¢'
i
00347 AAP CSM GSE REQUIREMENTS, VOLUMES 1-2 08-18-68
00348 AAP CSMMONTHLYMANAGEMENTMEETING, JUNE 18, 06-28-69
1969, VOLUME 1 - EXECUTIVE SESSION
00352 APOLLOAND SKYLABPROGRAMSCSM/GSEINTERFACE 12-01-70 J. MAIOCCHI
CONTROL DOCUMENT STATUS REPORT
00354 APOLLOAPPLICATIONS FAILURE MODEEFFECTS 10-20-69
ANALYSIS, VOLUME I )
00356 AAP CSM VERIFICATION PLAN 02-28-68 ¢
VOL. 1 - LAUNCHESCAPESYSTEMSTRUCTURE 10-17-69
VOL. 2 - COMMANDMODULESTRUCTURE 02-28-89
VOL. 3 - SEERVICEMODULESTRUCTURE 10-17-69 !
VOL. 4 - SPACECRAFTLM ADAPTERSUBSYSTEM 10-17-69
VOL. 5 - ORDNANCESUBSYSTEM 09-25-69 m
VOL. 8 - EARTHLANDINGSYSTEM 02-28-69
RESOURCES
VOL. 7 - IMPACTATTENUATIONSUBSYSTEM 02-28-69
VOL. 8 - COMMANDMODULEUPRIGHTING 06-28-69
SUBSYSTEM
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VOL. 10 - DOCKING SUBSYSTEM 09-29-89 KA _,
VOL. 11 - ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 02-28-89 !
VOL. 12 - LAUNCH ESCAPE SUBSYSTEM MOTORS 10-07-89 KAVOL. 13 - CM REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 10-14-89 .r
VOL. 14 - SM REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 10-14-09 KA )
VOL. 15 - SERVICE PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM 10-09-69 _,
VOL. 18 - CREW EQUIPMENT SUBSYSTEM 10-28-69 KA
VOL. 17 - STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 10-21-69 KA
SUBSYSTEM
VOL. 18 - THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 02-18-69
VOL. 19 - ENTRY MONITOR SUBSYSTEM 10-21-69
VOL. 20 - !NSTRUMENTATION SUBSYSTEM 09-30-69 KA
VOL. 21 - COMMUNICATION 09-30-89 KA
VOL. 22 - ELECTRICAL POWERDISTRIBUTION 09-30-69 KA
SUBSYSTEM
VOL. 23 - CYROGENIC STORAGE SUBSYSTEM 10-14-69
VOL. 24 - FUEL CELL SUBSYSTEM 10-07-69
VOL. 25 - ELECTRICAL WIRING SUBSYSTEM 09-02-69
VOL. 26 - DISPLAYS AND CONTROLS 09-29-69
VOL. 27 - 3RC-2 MAJOR GROUND TEST (SM-RCS) 02-28-89
VOL. 28 - 3D-Z MAJOR GROUNDTEST 02-28-89
VIBRO-ACOUSTIC TEST
VOL. 30 - SUBSYSTEM BREADBOARDTESTS 10-28-69
00358 ASTRONAUT BRIEFING (D+C) DOWNEY. CALIFORNIA 11-03-69
00361 SKYLAB CRITICALITY I/II, SINGLE FAILURE POINT 03-01-71
SUMMARIES
00362 AAP-GSE PRELIMINARY DESIGN REVIEW, DOWNEV, 11-19-69
CALIFORNIA
00363 CEIDS (PRIME EQUIPMENT), P/DR-CRYOGENIC 01-24-89
STORAGE SYSTEM TANK INSTALLATION
00364 CEIDS (PRIME EQUIPMENT), P/DR-COMMAND 01-31-89
MODULE DOCKING INTERFACE
00365 CEIDS (PRIME EQUIPMENT), P/DR-MULTIPLE 01-31-69
DOCKING ADAPTER/LUNAR MODULE
00366 CEIDS (PRIME EQUIPMENT), P/DR-APOLLO TELESCOPE 01-31-69
00387 CEIDS (PRIME EQUIPMENT), P/DR-DROGUE DOCKING 01-27-69
ASSEMBLY CHECKOUT UNIT
00368 CEIDS (PRIME EQUIPMENT), P/DR-COMMAND MUDULE 01-14-69
HORIZONTAL SUPPORT FIXTURE
00369 CEIDS (PRLME EQUIPMENT), P/DR-COMMAND MODULE 01-13-89
INTERNAL ACCESS PLATFORM
00370 AAP CSM LOGISTICS AND SITE SUPPORT PLAN 02-24-69
00374 AAP P/DR OF THE GROUNDSYSTEM FOR THE 02-28-69
COMMANDAND SERVICE MODULE
00375 CEIDS (PRIME EQUIPMENT), P/DR-BATTERY 01-31-69 _
ACTIVATION UNIT
00376 CEIDS (PRIME EQUIPMENT), P/DR-LM/CSM 01-27-69
ELECTRICAL SIMULATOR FOR AAP
00377 AAP CSM MASTER DISPLAY AND CONTROL 01-24-89 *i I
SPECIFICATION
00378 AAP CRYOGENIC GAS STORAGE SUBSYSTEM ASSEMBLY/ 01-23-89 S. LEVINE
COMMANDAND SERVICE MODULE PERFORMANCE AND
INTERFACE SPECIFICATIONS
00380 AAP MONTHLY MANAGEMENTMEETING, HOUSTON, TEXAS 11-02-89
5
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00388 AAP MANUFACTURING TASK BRIEFING 01-21-B9
00389 AAPO/NR MANAGEMENTREVIEW 01-22-89
00392 NASA/MR MANAGEMENTMEETING NO. 3 03-28-69
00408 COST STUDY BASELINE, HOUSTON, TEXAS 07-03-69
00412 AAP ASTRONAUT STOWAGELOCKER REVIEW 07-09-69
00415 APOLLO CSM 101 POST-FLIGHT TESTING OF EPS 03-28-89 W.H. BRANSON
BATTERIES C.A. HOUSMANS
S. YOUNG
00416 AAP CSM MONTHLY PROGRESS LETTER REPORTS 04-14-70
00418 AAP TEST AND CHECKOUT REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT- 01-27-69
DOWNEY, CALIFORNIA
00422 NR/NASA TECHNICAL MANAGEMENTMEETING, MSC 08-22-89
00423 AAP CSM DRY WORKSHOPPRELIMINARY REQUIREMENTS 08-28-69
REVIEW, SPACE DIVISION, DOWNEY, CALIFORNIA
00424 AAP MR/NASA MANAGEMENTMEETING, HOUSTON, TEXAS 08-13-89
00429 AAP PRELIMINARY EVALUATION DATA, APOLLO LANDING 04-28-69
AND RECOVERY SUBSYSTEM ANALYSIS
00442 AAP CSM PERFORMANCEMANAGEMENTPLAN 10-15-68
00445 CEIDS (PRIME EQUIPMENT), P/DR-GSE MODEL NO. 02-28-69
$54-005 CHARGING UNIT
00447 CEIDS (PRIME EQUIPMENT),PART 1 02-28-69
00449 SKYLAB SERVICE MODULE REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM 08-28-70
BREADBOARD PHASE ! DEVELOPMENT TEST
00454 MODULAR SPACE STATION SYSTE_ REQUIREMENTS BOOK 09-07-71 EV
(REV. E)
00455 SKYLAB CSM REQUIREMENTS REPORT FOR THE OB-ZB-70
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
00480 ORBITAL OPERATIONS STUDY-ORBTIAL INTERFACE 10-28-71 FA J.J. ARMSTEAD
OPERATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS L. SMITH
W.L. STEINWACHS
00700 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION STUDY 12-12-69 EV R. E. GREER
PLAN E. H. MUNSEY
00701 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION 07-28-70 EV S.W. CARPENTER
STUDY-EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
00702 SOLAR-POWERED SPACE STATION PROGRAMCOST AND 07-_8-70 JM L. J. TAUBE
SCHEDULES
00703 SPACE STATION PROGRAM PHASE B DEFINITION- 07-28-70 EV R. W. ANTELL
SUPPORTING RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY PLAN C. L. GOULD
00704 SPACE STATION PROGRAM PHASE B DEFINITION- 07-28-70 EV A. L. JONES
SKYLAB PROGRAM UTILIZATION PLAN
00705 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- 07-28-70 EV C. L. GOULD
PHASE C/D PROGRAMOPERATIONS PLAN V. R. HODGSON
00706 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- 07-28-70 EV J. W. PATRICK
PHASE C/D CREW TRAINING PLAN H. R. STEISSLINGER
00707 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- 07-28-70 EV F. H. KRANZ
PHASE C/D DESIGN PLAN
8 r
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00700 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- 07-Z8-70 EV L.K. GROHARING ;
PHASE C/O MANUFACTURING PLAN W.S. STILES
t_ -
- 0d709 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- 07-Z8-70 EV W. W. HATFIELD
PHASE C/D FACILITY UTILIZATION PLAN i
00710 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- 07-28-70 EV W, A. CHAPIN
PHASE C/D QUALITY PROGRAMPLAN (00711 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- 07-28-70 EV A, M, POPE
PHASE C/D TEST PLAN "_,.
00712 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- 07-24-70 W. K. LUCKOW ":
SPACE BASE DEFINITION (3 VOLUMES)
00713 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- 07-20-70 EV G. S. CAVETTI
PHASE C/D SYSTEM SAFETYPLAN
00714 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- 07-28-70 EV S. W. CARPENTER
PHASE C/D PROGRAMMANAGEMENT PLAN F. C. SLEMMER _,
00715 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- 07-28-70 EV E. F. KRALY
PHASE C/D EXPERIMENT INIEGRATION PLAN W. R. TERRELL
00716 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- 07-28-70 EV M. B. PETERSON _k
e
• PHASE C/D LOGISTICS SUPPORT PLAN .
00717 SOLAR-POWERED SPACE STATION PHASE B 07-28-70 EV ;
DEFINITION _)_
VOL. I - SUMMARY A.L. JONES
VOL. 2 - MISSION OPERATIONS. PAYLOADS ANALYSIS A.L. JONES e
(2 PARTS) C.W. ROBERTS
-_ R D. MESTON
VOL. 3 - SUBSYSTEM DEFINITION (4 PARTS) A L. JONES
G LAUBACH
' A A. NUSSBERGER
C R. GERBER
C L. GOULD
VOL. 4 - CONFIGURATION ANALYSIS AND PAYLOAD A L. JONES
ACCOMMODATION
VOL. 5 - PRELIMINARY DEFINITION OF EXPERIMENT J
MODULES
00718 SPACE STATION PHASE B DEFINITION-CREW 07-21-70 EV J. W. PATRICK
OPERATIONS DEFINITION i i00719 SOLAR-POWERED SPACE STATION PHASE B 07-07-70 EV * k
DEFINITION-GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT • |
AND FACILITIES DEFINITION
007ZO SOLAR-POWERED SPACE STATION PHASE B 07-Z8-70 EV _ 1
UEFINITION-PRELIMINARY DESIGN 1VOL. 1 - SUMMARYCORE MODULE SYSTEM
VOL. 2 - ELECTRICAL POWERSUBSYSTEM, A. NUSSBERGER
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND LIFE L. WALKOVER i
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM
VOL. 3 - INFORMATION SUBSYSTEM, GUIDANCE AND C. R. GERBER ,
CONT" SUBSYSTEM
VOL. 4 - SPECI_ STUDIES ENGINEERING ANALYSIS A. NUSSBERGER
VOL. 5 - ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY PROVISIONS SYSTEM, A. CORMACK _ tPRE_MISSION OPERATIONS SUPPORT SYSTEMS L. WALKOVER |
VOL. 8 - EARTH SURVEY MODULE SYSTEM C.W. ROBERTS _¢
VOL. 7 - SPACE STATION DRAWINGS A. STEFAN
L. WALKOVER
VOL. 0 - STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS CALCULATIONS A. NUSSBERGER
R. WESTRUP
VOL. 0 - FMEA DATA ANALYSIS HAZARDS ANALYSIS
00721 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION-PHASE 07-28-70
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007Z2 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE S DEFINITION- 07-28-70 EV E. T. WILLIAMS
ADVANCED LOGISTICS SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
00723 SOLAR-POWERED SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B 07-28-70 EV L. G. DRANKHAN
DEFINITION-MASS PROPERTIES L. A. DUFFEY
00725 SOLAR-POWERED SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B 07-28-70 EV H. L. MATTSON
DEFINITION-ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY SYSTEM
PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCESPECIFICATION
00726 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- 07-28-70 EV E. F. KRALY
EARTH SURVEYS MODULE PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE C. W. ROBERTS
SPECIFICATION
00727 SPACE STATION PROGRAM PHASE B DEFINITION- 07-28-70 A. GIANFORMAGSIO
MISSION OPERATIONS SUPPORT SYSTEMS PRE- O.T. HAIGH
LIMINARY PERFORMANCE
00728 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- 07-28-70 EV
PRE-MISSION OPERATIONS SUPPORT SYSTEMS
PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCESPECIFICATION
00729 SOLAR-POWERED SPACE STATION PRO_DAM PHASE 07-28-70 EV N. _, ANDERSON
B DEFINITION-PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE L.M. METERS
SPECIFICATION
00730 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- 07-21-70 E.T. WILLIAMS
INITIAL LOGISTICS SYSTEM CONCEPT
00731 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- 07-24-70 EV P.D. WILTSE
PLANETARY MISSION CONCEPT
00732 SOLAR-POWERED SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B 07-28-70 EV O.T. HAIGH
DEFINITION-DEVELOPMENT DEFINITION PROGRAM W.E. TOLLES
ELEMENT MASTER PLAN (2 PARTS) S.W. CARPENTER
J. MCMANUS
00733 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- 05-28-70 EV E. G. COLE
MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORTS J. E. MARKWITH
R. E. OLSEN
00734 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- 10-28-70 EV R. E. GREER
STUDY - QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORTS
00735 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- EV
DESIGN SHEETS
VOL. 1 - ZERO-G CONFIGURATION OF A 05-01-70 N. R, ANDERSON
SOLAR-POWERED SPACE STATION A.G. GIANFORMAGGIO
VOL. Z - ARTIFICIAL G SYSTEM FOR A 05-08-70 A.G. GIANFORMAGGIO '
SOLAR-POWERED SPACE STATION H.L. MATTSON
E. F. KRALY
3 - EARTH SURVEYS MODULE 08-[2 70 C. W. ROBERTS iVOL.
00737 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION - 07-28-70 EV A, TISCHLER
SPECIAL EMPHASIS TASKS SUMMARY REPORT
00739 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- 07-28-70 EV G. H. AMSBER_Y
PHASE C/D RELIABILITY PROGRAMPLAN J. R. GIGLIO
00740 SPACE BASE AND PLANETARY MISSION MODULE COST 07-28-70 JM L. J. [AUBE
AND SCHEDULES
l
00741 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- EV
NUCLEAR REACTOR-POWEREDSPACE STATION
DEFINITION AND PRELIMINARY DESIGN
VOL, 1 - SUMMARY 01-28-71
VOL. 2 - OPERATIONS 01-28-71 R. 0. MESTOM
VOL. 3 - ELECTRICAL 01-28-71 C. L. GOULD
VOL. 4 - SUBSYSTEM ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 01-26-71 C. L. GOULD
VOL. 5 - SUBSYSTEMS STRUCTURE 01-28-71
VOL. B - CONFIGURATION PRELIMINARY DESIGN 11-28-70 L. WALKOVER
8
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00743 SPACE STATION PROGRAMCORE PHA_E B DEFINITION- 11-Z8-70 EV A. A, TISCHLER
MODULE MOCKUPDEFINITION
.
00745 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- EV
NUCLEAR REACTOR-POWEREDSPACE STATION DES]GN
SHEETS ,_
VOL. 1 - CORE MODULE SYSTEM 10-07-70
VOL, 2 - PRE-MISSION OPERATIONS SUPPORT 10-28-70
VOL. 3 - MISSION OPERATIONS SUPPORT 10-2_-70
00746 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- 11-28-70 EV
RADIOISOTOPE-POWERED SPACE STATION DESIGN
SHEETS
VOL, 1 - CORE MODULE SYSTEM R.
L.
VOL, 2 - PRE-MISSION OPERATIONS SUPPORT D. _r'_L
VOL. 3 " MISSION OPERATIONS SUPPORT
00747 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION-- 01--26--71 EV
RADIOISOTOPE'POWERED SPACE STATION
DEFINITION t
VOL. 1 - SUMMARY R.W. ANTELL
VOL. 2 - OPERATIONS R.D. MESTON
VOL. 3 - SUBSYTEMS C.L. GOULD
00748 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- 11-_8-70 EV L, A. DUFFEY
NUCLEAR REACTOR-POWEREDSPACE STATION MASS
PROPERTIES
00749 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- 01-Z8-71 EV S. W. CARPENTER
NUCLEAR REACTOR-POWEREDSPACE STATION
DEVELOPMENT DEFINITION (Z VOLUMES)
00750 AAP MSC CREW SYSTEMS DIVISION GEE BASELINE 11-30-Bg R. E. DAVIS
INTCRFACE REQUIREMENTS-GSE TO CREW EQUIPMENT
00751 AAP MSC CREW SYSTEMS DIVISION GFE BASELINE 11-30-6g R. E. DAVIS
INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS-EVA/IVA CREW EQUIPMENT
TO STOWAGESSA-13, PRELIMINARY
00752 EXPERIMENT WEIGHT AND MASS PROPERTIES 04-05-73 L. W. SPLETSTOSER
REPORT-SUMMARY WEIGHT STATUS (REV. DD)
00754 MALFUNCTION ANALYSIS FOR FUNCTIONAL 04-30-71 NB D. G. GRIFFITH
TEST SET GSE (REV. B) S. N. TRIVEDI
00755 TEST VERIFICATION PROGRAMSTATUS REPORT- 0Z-Z8-70 W. E. MASSAKER
EXPERIMENTS (REV. E)
00757 END-ITEM SPECIFICATION (EIS) GSE-PLETHYSMOGRAPH 03-30-70
CIRCUMFERENTIAL CALIBRATOR, EXPERIMENT MOgZ
00758 EIS GSE FOR SHIPPING CONTAINER SET, 03-30-70 ]
EXPERIMENT MogE 4
00759 SPACE STATION PROGRAMPHASE B DEFINITION- 01-28-71 EV E. T. WILLIAMS
EIS GSE SHIPPING CONTAINER SET, EXPERIMENT
M0g3 CARGO MODULE DEFINITION
00762 EIS GSE SHIPPING CONTAINER SET, EXPERIMENT 03-02-70
M508
007B3 EIS 6SE CHECKOUT STAND, EXPERIMENT M508 03-0Z-70
00765 EIS GSE ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING EOUIPMENT 0Z-11-70 LA
CHECKOUT DOLLY, EXPERIMENT M509
00774 EIS GSE FUNCTIONAL TEST SET 0Z-Z7-70 LA
00775 EIS 6SE LEAK CHECK AND VACUUM TEST SET 02-11-70 LA





TITLE _ OPR AUTHOR(S)
00779 AAP MISSION EVALUATION AND FLIGHT DATA 12-20-69
ANALYSIS MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT
00783 _TATEMENT OF WORK FOR THE /tAP FOOD SYSTEM 01-28-70 _ -
00784 TRAINING EQUIPMENT DESIGN. DEVELOPMENT. 02-15-71 K.W. COYNE
OPERATIONS, AND UTILIZATION (REV. C)
00791 SKYLAB PROGRAMPAYLOAD INTEGRATION GOVERNMENT 04-22-70 B, SEVERSON
FURNISHED EQUIPMENT INTERFACE SCOPE SHHETS
(REV.A)
00792 EXPERIMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMANAGEMENTPLAN 01-15-71
(REV. A)
00795 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENTREPORT 01-25-76
00798 SKYLAB PROGRAMPAYLOAD INTEGRATION FCO0 MASTER 05-31-70
TASK _CHEDULE
06797 GROUNDOPERATING, MAINTENANCE, AND HANDLING 10-13-72 I.C. OBERMEYER
_ROCEDURE FOR FUNCTIONAL TEST SET (REV. C)
C0798 GROUNDOPERATING. MAINTENANCE. AND HANDLING 09-29-72 C.M. NIELSON
PROCEDURE FOR LEAK CHECK AND VACUUM TEST SET
(REV. B)
00799 SKYLAB/MSC MANAGEMENTPLAN 11-11-70 W.J. LOVEGROVE
00803 EXPERIMENT PROGRAMREVIEW PLAN (REV. D) 03-28-70 KW
00804 SKYLAB PROGRAMQUARTERLY TASK EVALUATION 04-20-72 KA O.J. HUGHES
REPORTS
00806 SKYLAB PROGRAMMONTHLY PROGRESS REPORTS 08-12-71 KA
00825 SKYLAB PROGRAM IN-FLIGHT OPERATIONS TRAINING 12-31-70 R.L. CREASEY
PLAN (REV. A)
00827 SAFETY ASSESSMENT REPORT FOR ¥ECTORCARDIOGRAM, 04-2r.72
EXPERIMENT M093 (REV. A)
00828 SKYLAB PROGRAMEXPERIMENTS LOCISTICS MANAGEMEHT 11-18-70 C.O. H(X3K
INSTRUCTIONS FOR M093-VECTORCARD!OGRAM (REV. B)
0n829 EIS SKYLAB EXPERIIIENT MOCKUPHARDWAre- 11-15-70 KW F.G. OCALLAGHAN
ULTRAVIOLET STELLAR ASTRONOMYEXPERIMENT J. 0. WRAY
5019. ARTICULATED MIRROR SYSTEM
00831 SKYLAB PROGRAMEIS VERIFICATION PLAN FOR 05-01-70
VECTORCARDIOGRAMEXPERIMENT MOg3
00832 FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS FOR 07-11-72
VECTORCAROIOGRAMEXPERIMENT M093 (REV. C)
00833 NONMETALLIC MATERIALS LIST FOR VECTORCAROJOGRAM 01-12-72
EXPERIMENT M093 (REV. C) i
00836 SKYLAB PROGRAMEIS V_R(FICATION PLAN FOR 07-15-70
IN-FLIGHT LOWER BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE
EXPERIMENT MOG2
00838 SKYLAB PROGRAMZOO IDENTIFICATION AND STATUS 0g-22-70
REPORT (REV. 6)
I
00841 MMC SKYLAB EXPERIMENTS EEE APPROVED PARTS 05-15-92 EE J. CARRZNGTON
LIST (REV. 8) M. OUFFY
R. HOLTZ i
00812 SKYLAB PROGRAMPAYLOAD INTEGRATION RESOURCE 01-25-75 i
A_D SCHEDULE ANALYSIS REPORT _ t
I0
1990007273-012
_ TIT_E _ OPR AUT"OR(S}
G0843 FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS FOR LOWER 10-28o71 q
BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE EXPERIMENT MOgZ i(REV.A)
00847 SKYLAB PROGRAMIN-FLIGHT OPERATIONS 09-30-70 E. D. MELANCON '_
DEFINIT%O| (REV. E)
00848 CREW PROCEDURESDIVISION DATA BASE
VOL. 1 - STATUS AND INDEX 09-01-72 R S. INGERSON
VOL. 2 - COMPLEX ACTIVITIES 02-29-72 G. W. CRAW
VOL. 3 - ACTIVTTY ELEMENTS 0Z-29-72 G. W. CRAW
VOL. 4 - SUPPORTING DATA 09-01-72 T. W. CONNOLLY
00849 SKYLAB PROGR/LMFLIGHT PLANNING DATA FILE 04-30-71 E. TUCKER
BIBLIOGRAPHY AND INDEX (REV. N)
00850 GSE SHIPPING CONTAINER SET MALFUNCTION 03-1Z-70
ANALYSIS FOR LOWERBODY NEGATIVE
PRESSURE EXPERIMENT M092
00852 SKYLAB PROGRAMEXPERIMENTS LOGISIICS 12-01-70 C. O HOOK
MANAGEMENT INSTRUCTIONS FOR IN-FLIGHT
LOWER BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE EXPERIMENT
MOO2 (REV. A) l
00853 CRITICAL DESIGN REVIEW MINUTES- PART B 05-29-70 DE W. C. AHRENS
EXPERIMENT S015-EFFECT OF ZERO GRAVITY i
ON SINGLE HUMAN CELLS
00854 FLIGHT PLANNING STUDY REPORT 03-31-70 R. L. SCHODNOVER
00858 EXPERIMENT MSOG-GROU_D SUPrORT EQUIPMENT 03-05-70
CRITICAL DESIGN 9EVIEW MINUTES, PART A i
00883 EIS VERIFICATION PLAN FOR METABOLIC ACTIVITY 03-17-71 WT
EXPERIMENT M171 (REV. A)
00885 GSE MALFUNCTION ANALYSIS FOR PLETHYSMOGRAPH 03-12-70
CIRCUMFERENTIAL CALIBRATbR, EXPERIMENT MOB2
00886 SKYLAB PROGRAMNONMETALLIC MATERIALS LIST FOR 01-08-72
EXPERIMENT MOQZ, IN-FLIGHT LOWER BODY NE kTZVE
PRESSURE (REV. C)
00871 EXPERIMENT LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT INSTRUCTIONS 03-13-70 I. C. OBEP_EYER
FOR METABOLIC _CTIVITY-EXPERIMENT M171
00872 SKYLAB PROGRAMFAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS 05-1G-72
ANALYSIS FOR METABOLIC ACTIVITY EXPERIMENT
M171 (REV. D)
00874 SAFETY ASSESSMENT REPORT FOR LOWER BODY 05-02-7Z J. SUSI
NEGATIVE PRESSURE EXPERXMEN1MOGZ (REV. A) _
00877 EXPERIMENT SUPPORT REOUIREMENTS C_)CUMENTFOR 03-28-70
LOWERBODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE EXPERIMENT MO92
00P79 NONMETALLIC MATERIALS LIST FOR METABOLIC 01-03-73
ACTIVITY EXPERIMENT M171 (REV. D)
00883 SAFETY ASSESSMENT REPORT FOR METABOLIC ACTIVITY 05-23-72 J. SUSX
EXPERIMENT M171 (REV. A) (
00884 EZS-FLZGHT HARDWAREEXPERIMENT STOWAGE 08-14-70
CONTAINER e
00890 SKYLAB SECOND WORKSHO_ PLANNING STUDY FOR 04-03-70 B. R. PARKER





DOC. # TITLE DATE OP._R AUTHOR(S)




00896 EXPERIMENTREQUIREMENTSD_CUMENTFOR L-BAND 02-01-71
RADIOMETER
00897 PRELIMINARYDESIGN REVIEWMINUTES-EXPERIMENT _3-28-70 KW J. B. HAMMACK
M093 VECTORCARDIOGRAM
00899 EXPERIMENTSLOGISTICSMANAGEMENTINSTRUCTIONS 11-19-70 KW F.G. OCALLAGHAN
FORS019-ULTRAVIOLETSTELLARASTRONOMY, J.D. WRAY
ARTICULATEDMIRRORSYSTEM
00900 EXPERIMENTSYSTEMSSTUDYANDANALYSIS REPORT- 03-13-70 H, F. ZIMBALMAN
EXPERIMENTM131, ACCELEROMETERREQUIREMENT
EVALUATION
O&u01 FAILURE MODEANDEFFECTSANALYSIS FOP 11-15-70 KW F. G. OCALLAGHAN
ULTRAVIOLETSTELLARASTRONOMYEXPERIMENT J. D. WRAY
S019, ARTICULATEDMIRRORSYSTEM
00903 PRELIMINARYDESIGN REVIEWMINUTES-EXPEnIMENT 12-28-70 KW J. B. HAMMACK
M131, HUMANVESTIBULARFUNCTION C. M, JACKSON
00906 SAFETYASSESSMENTREPORTFORULTRA IOLET 11-19-70 F. G. OCALLAGHAN
STELLARASTRONOMYEXPERIMENTS019, J.D. WRAY
ARTICULATEDMIRRORSYSTEM
00907 EXPERIMENTSYSTEMSTUDYANDANALYSIS-EREP 05-04-70 W.I. KNUDSEN
MICROWAVESENSORS
00909 CONFIGURATIONSPECIFICATION FORULTRAVIOLET 11-15-70 KW F, G. OCALLAGHAN
STELLAR ASTRONOMY EXPERIMENT S019, ARTICULATED J, D. WRAY
MIRROR SYSTEM
00910 EXPERIMENTSSYSTEMSSTUDYANDANALYSIS REPORT 04-28-70
FORMANEUVERINGUNIT REQUIREMENTSDEFINITION
STUDY
VOL. I - TECHNICAL REPORT
VOL. 2 - BIBLIOGRAPHY
VOL. 3 - SIMULATION PLAN
00911 FAILURE MODEANDEFFECTSANALYSIS ANDSINGLE 07-24-72
FAILURE POINT SUMMARYFORCORONAGRAPH
CONTAMINATIONMEASUREMENTS (REV. B)
00918 EXPERIMENTS LOGISTICSMANAGEMENT INSTRUCTIONS 10-19-70 R. C. LERE
FOR EXPERIMENT SO63-ULTRAVIOLETAIRGLOW HORIZON
PHOTOGRAPHY (REV. A)
00919 STATEMENTOF WORK-EXPERIMENTM487, HABIT- 04-30-70 A.F. MAGNOTTA
ABILITY/CREW QUARTERS
00920 ANCILLARYEQUIPMENTDEVELOPMENTPLAN- 04-30-70 A F. MAGNOTTA
EXPERIMENTM487, HABITABILITY/CREWQUARTERS
00921 EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT INSTRUCTIONS 04-08-70
(REV. A)
00922 TOOZ/DO09FINAL COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS WITH 34-24-70
SKYLAB1





DOC. _ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) i¢
00924 SKYLABEXPERIMENTOPERATIONSHANDBOOK CG
VOL. I - EXPERIMENTALDESCRIPTIONS 03-17-72 H.T. SMITH _ '
-"
VOL, 2 - EXPERIMENTOPERATIONALPROCEDURES 09-08-72 : :
(REV. A) _
00925 IN-FLIGHT MEDICALSUPPORTSYSTEMPRELIMINARY 05-28-70 HA T. L. CARROLL
REQUIREMENTSREVIEWMINUTES L. C. COX
00926 EREP TECHNICALREVIEWCONTROLSAND DISPLAY PANEL 06-05-70 KA J.B. HAMMACK
00927 SPARESREQUIREMENTSLIST FORCORONAGRAPH 01-22-71 1. C. OBERMEYER )
CONTAMINATIONMEASUREMENTEXPERIMENTT025
(REV. A)




00930 EIS VERIFICATION PLAN FOR T025 CORONAGRAPH 09-16-70
CONTAMINATIONMEASUREMENTS
00935 EREP PROPOSALAND TECHNICALREQUIREMENTSREVIEW 06-04-70 KA !
!
00939 TECHNICAL REPORT-STRESSANALYSIS, ASTRONAUT 07-17-70 KA
MANEUVERINGEQUIPMENTCHECKOUTDOLLYGSE
EXPERIMENTM509
00940 TECHNICALREPORT-STRESSANALYSIS, LEAK CHECK 07-17-70 KA
AND VACUUMTEST SET GSE
00941 FAILURE MODEANDEFFECTSANALYSIS FOR 02-28-72
ULTRAVIOLETAIRGLOWHORIZONPHOTOGRAPHY
EXPERIMENTS063 (REV, B)
00943 SKYLABPROGRAMSPARESREQUIREMENTLIST FOR 12-15-70
LEAK CHECKAND VACUUMSET (REV. C)
i
00945 SAFETY ASSESSMENTREPORTFORULTRAVIOLET 05-26-72
AIRGLOWHORIZONPHOTOGRAPHYEXPERIMENTS063
(REV. A)




00950 NONMETALLICMATERIALSLIST EXPERIMENTS063- 01-19-72
ULTRAVIOLET AIRGLOW HORIZON PHOTOGRAPHY
(REV. C)
00953 SKYLABPROGRAMEXPERIMENTSTUDYAND ANALYSIS 01-29'.71 O. L. BUTLER
FORULTRA REPORT-BLOODSAMPLEHANULING _ _,
REQUIREMENTS,PHASE3, FINAL REPORT(REV. A) _ ?




00957 MSC-28 SKYLABPROGRAMTRAINER SPECIFICATION 05-01-70 J. BATEMAN
PERFORMANCE AND OPERATION REQUIREMENTS FOR
NEUTRAL BUOYANCY AIRLOCK MODULE TRAINER ,_,
00958 MSC-27 SKYLABPROGRAMTRAINER SPECIFICATION 05-01-70 J. BATEMAN
PERFCRMANCEANDOPERATIONREQUIREMENTSFOR
ZERO-G AIRLOCK MODULE TRAINER
l00959 MSC-28 SKYLABPROGRAMTRAINER SPECIFICATION 05-01-70 G, S, LUDWIGPERFORMANCE AND OPERATION REQUIREMENTS FORONE-G MULTIPLE DOCKING ADAPTER TRAINER
13
1990007273-015
DOC. # TITLE DATE OP.__RRAUTHOR(S)
oo06oMSC20SKYLABPROGRAMTRAINERSPECIFICATIONO, B70 G S LUDWIG J
PERFORMANCEAND OPERATION REQUIREMENTS FOR
NEUTEAL BUOYANCYMULTIPLE DOCKING ADAPTER
TRAINER
00961 MSC-30 SKYLAB PROGRAM TRAINER SPECIFICATION 04-08-70 G, S. LUDWIG
PERFORMANCE AND OPERATION REQUIREMENTS FOR
ZERO-G MULTIPLE DOCKING ADAPTER TRAINER
00962 MSC-3) SKYLAB PROGRAM TRAINER SPECIFICATION D. G. DOUGLASPERFORMANCE AND PERATION REQUIR MENTS F R
NEUTRAL BUOYANCY APOLLO TELESCOPE MOUNT
TRAINER
00963 MSC-34 SKYLAB PROGRAMMSC MOCKUP SPECIFICATION 04-Z9-70 W. E. MCCORMICK
PERFORMANCEAND OPERATION REQUIREMENTS FOR
ATM DEPLOYMENT ASSEMBLY MOCKUP
00964 MSC-21SKYLAB PROGRAMMSC TRAINER SPECIFICA- 05-28-70 D.G. DOUGLAS
TION PERFORMANCE AND OPERATION REQUIREMENTS
FOR ONE-G OPBITAL WORKSHOP TRAINER
00965 MSC-25 SKYLAB PROGRAM MSC TRAINER SPECIFICATION 05-08-70 J. BATEMAN
PERFORMANCE AND OPERATION REQUIREMENTS FOR
ONE-G AIRLOCK MODULE TRAINER
00966 MSC-31SKYLAB PROGRAMMSC TRAINER SPECIFICA- 05-07-70 D.G. DOUGLAS
TION PERFORMANCE AND OPERATION REQUIREMENTS
FOR ONE-G APOLLO TELESCOPE MOUNT TRAINER
00967 FLIGHT PLANNING STUDY REPORT SYSTEMS 05-15-70
HOUSEKEEPING SCHEDULING STUDY
00968 SKYLAB PROGRAM SPARES REQUIREMENTS LIST FOR 01-22-71 I.C. OBERMEYER
FUNCTIONAL TEST SET (REV. D)
00969 EREP CONTROLS AND DISPLAY PANEL WORKING GROUP 05-06-70 KW
00973 EXPERIMENT M508 EVALUATION STUDY 05-13-70 R. F. MCCONNELL
J. J. SMIALEK
O. L. STANCATO
00974 SKYLAB PROGRAM SAFETY ASSESSMENT REPORT FOR 09-06-72 J. JIMENEZ
CORONAGRAPH CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENTS EXPER-
IMENT T025 (REV. B)
i
00976 TECHNICAL REVIEW-EREP TAPE RECORDER SYSTEM 05-14-70 KW J. B. HAMMACK
00978 BLOOD SAMPLE HANDLING REQUIREMENTS-PHASE Z 05-29-70
REPORT
00979 GROUND OPERATING, MAINTENANCE, AND HANDLING 11-17-72 I. C. ORERMEYER
PROCEDURES FOR CORONAGRAPH CONTAMINATION
MEASUREMENTASSEMBLY, EQUIPMENT T025 (REV. C)
00981 OPERATING, MAINTENANCE, AND HANDLING PROCEDURES 06-30-70 B.R. PINCE
FOR RESPIROMETER FLIGHT HARDWARE (REV. A)
00983 FLIGHT PLANNING PROCESSOR DATA BASE SYNTAX 04-15-71
MANUAL i00984 SKYLAB PROGRAM INSTRUMENTATION ACCURACY REPORT 08-01-72 KM
00985 SKYLAB PROGRAMEXPERIMENT LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT 10-23-70 I.C. OBERMEYER
I_STRUCTIONS FOR CORONAGRAPHCONTAMINATION
MEASUREMENT, EXPERIMENT T025 (REV. B)
00987 NONMETALLIC MATERIALS LEST FOR EXPERIMENT 02-10-73
T025 (REV. E)





DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
00995 SKYLABPROGRAMINERALAND ENDOCRINOLOGICAL 07-09-70 KA
POOLREQUIREMENTSFLOWDIAGRAMS
01002 ASTRONAUTMANEUVERINGEQUIPMENTTO PRESSURE 04-08-71
SUIT ASSEMBLY/PRESSURECONTROLUNIT
.i
01003 INTERFACECONTROLDOCUMENT(ICD) EXPERIMENT 06-11-70




OPTICAL DISPLAY TO GOVERNMENTFURNISHED
PROPERTY,HASSELBLADCAMERA(REV. A)
01006 ICD EXPERIMENTM171-METABOLICACTIVITY 10-08-70 KW J.D. LEM
BREATHINGAPPARATUSTO METABOLICANALYZEn
01007 ICD $190 MULTISPECTRALPHOTOGRAPHICFACILITY 08-28-71 WA
TO EARTHRESOURCESEXPERIMENTPACKAGESUPPORT
EQUIPMENT
01008 ICD S191 INFRAREDSPECTROMETERTO EARTH 08-28-71 TF
RESOURCESEXPERIMENTPACKAGESUPPORTEQUIPMENT
01009 ICD $192 IO-BAND MULTISPECTRALSCANNERTO 07-07-71 WA
EARTHRESOURCESEXPERIMENTPACKAGESUPPORT
EQUIPMENT(REV. A)
01010 MICROWAVE RADIOMETER, SCATTEROMETER, ALTIMETER 07-28-71 TF
TO EARTH RESOURCES EXPERIMENT PACKAGE SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT (REV. A)
01011 ICD M171 MASS SPECTROMETERTO METABOLIC 08-27-70 ED P.S. MIGLICCO
ANALYZER
01016 ICD S194 L-BAND RADIOMETERTD EARTHRESOURCES 07-27-71 TD
EXPERIMENT PACKAGE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (REV. A)
01017 ICD VIEWFINDER/TRACKINGSYSTEM SIMULATOR TO 12-04-70
MSC FURNISHED PROPERTY
01018 ICD OPERATIONAL BIOINSTRUMENTATIONSYSTEM 10-16-70
TO GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PROPERTY
01020 ICD OPERATIONAL BIOINSTRUMENTATIONCWG 11-05-70
HARNESS TO LIGHTWEIGHT HEADSET
01021 ICD OPERATIONAL BIOINSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM TD 10-26-70
CONSTANT WEAR GARMENT
01022 ICD OPERATIONAL BIOINSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM TO 11-05-70
JACKET
01025 ICD OPERATIONAL BIOINSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM TO 11-13-70
COMMUNICATIONS CARRIER
e
01027 ICD EXPERIMENT S020 FLIGHT STOWAGE CONTAINER 11-12-70 W. F. BARKER
TO SPECTROGRAPH CANISTER MECHANICAL INTERFACE
01028 ICD S019 FLIGHT STOWAGE CONTAINERS TO OPTICAL 12-22-70 L.A. BERNARDI
CANISTER AND ARTICULATED MIRROR SYSTEM
MECHANICAL INTERFACE
01029 ICD EXPERIMENTSOB3 STOWAGEAND EXPERIMENT 03-24-72 KW
HARDWARE CONTRACTOR FURNISHED EQUIPMENT AND




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
01030 ICD $149 MOTORDRIVE/CASSETTESUPPORTUNIT 12-21-70 TF
ANDCASSETTESTO FLIGHT STOWAGECONTAINERS
MECHANICALINTERFACE t
01031 ICD BIOMEDICAL FLIGHT STOWAGECONTAINERSTO 08-11-71 KW
BIOMEE'CALGOVERNMENTFURNISHEDEQUIPMENT
MECHANICALREQUIREMENTS
01032 ICD EXPERIMENTM093 SUBJECTINTERFACEBOX 11-03-70
TO EXPERIMENTM092 LOWERBODYNEGATIVE
PRESSUREDEVICE
01033 ICD GFE ELECTRODEHARNESSTO EXPERIMENTM093 12-17-70 DE
SUBJECTINTERFACEBOX
01034 ICD EXPERIMENTM093 SUBJECTINTERFACEBOX TO 11-03-70
EXPERIMENTM171 ERGOMETER
01038 ICD EXPERIMENTM133 PANELASSEMBLYTO 03-01-71 DE
GOVERNMENTFURNISHEDEQUIPMENT
01039 ICD EXPERIMENTM172 CALIBRATION MATSADAPTER 10-04-71 KW
TO FOODTRAYS
01040 ICD EXPERIMENTS191 TO EARTHRESOURCES 10-20-71 TD
EXPERIMENTPACKAGEGROUNDSUPPORTEQUIPMEhT
01042 ICD EXPERIMENT$193 TO EREP GROUNDSUPPORT 10-20-71 TF
EQUIPMENT
01043 ICD EXPERIMENT$194 TO EREP GSE 10-20-71 KT
01045 ICD FUNCTIONALTEST SET FORSCIENTIFIC AND 09-09-71 KW
BIOMEDICALEXPERIMENTSTO MANNEDSPACECRAFT
CENTERFACILITIES
01046 ICD OPTICAL ADAPTER TO SKYLAB DATA ACQUISITION 01-28-73 EE
CAMERA AND COLOR TELEVISIONCAMERA INTERFACE
REQUIREMENTS (REV. A)
01048 ICD $190A OPTICS CLEANINGKITS TO $190 09-22-72 KW
EQUIPMENTCONTAINER
01150 END-ITEM SPECIFICATION FLIGHT HARDWARE FOR 09-06-68 DD




01154 ICD EXPERIMENTM093 VECTORCARDIOGRAMTO 07-29-71 WA
EXPERIMENTSUPPORTSYSTEM(REV. A)
01155 ICD EXPERIMENTM092 IN-FLIGHT LOWERBODY 11-01-71 DE
NEGATIVE PRESSURETO EXPERIMENTSUPPORT
SYSTEM(REV. A)
01157 ICD INSTRUMENTATIONANDCOMMUNICATION 06-17-70
EXPERIMENTM171 METABOLICACTIVITY TO
EXPERIMENTSUPPORTSYSTEM
01159 FLIGHT HARDWARENVIRONMENTALDESIGN 09-01-70 CA
REQUIREMENTS(REV. C)
01160 SKYLABPROGRAMCONFIGURATIONMANAGEMENTPLAN 03-28-72




DOC, # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) i _
01162 SKYLAB EXPERIMENTS FOLLOW-ON ACTION REQUIRED 07-12-72
01163 SKYLAB EXPERIMENTS RETROFIT STATUS 02-06-73
01164 IN-FLIGHT MEDICAL SUPPORT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 03-28-70
DOCUMENT
01171 EIS FLIGHT HARDWARE FOR EREP CONTROLS AND 07-01-70
DISPLAY PANEL (REV, A)
01173 EIS FLIGHT HARDWARE FOR EREP TAPE RECORDER 07-01-70 LA
(REV, A)
01174 EIS FLIGHT HARDWARE FOR EXPERIMENT s1go 07-01-70
MULTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHIC FACILITY
SUPPLEMENTAL HARDWARE (REV. A)
01176 EIS FLIGHT HARDWARE FOR EREP VIEWFINDER/ 07-01-70
TRACKING SYSTEM (REV, A)
01178 EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENTS (ERD) FOR 01-15-71
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER EXPERIMENT S192
01179 ERD FOR MICROWAVE RADIOMETER, SCATTEROMETER 03-24-70
EXPERIMENT S193
01180 ERD FOR MULTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHIC FACILITY 01-28-72
EXPERIMENT $190 (REV. A)
01181 ERD FOR EREP SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 03-24-70
01182 ERD FOR INFRARED SPECTROMETER EXPERIMENT 05-22-72 KW
$191 (REV. A)
01183 EIS FOR OPERATIONAL BIOINSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM 08-23-70 LA
01193 EREP VIEWFINDER/TRACKINGSYSTEM 04-29-70 KA
01197 PHOTOGRAPHICDOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS FOR 09-28-70
ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT
01199 IMPINGING CONCENTRIC SHEET GASEOUS HYDROGEN/ I0-16-7_ R, K. WILLIAMS
OXYGEN ENGINE TEST REPORT
01205 ABLATIVE MATERIALS TEST IN THE LUNAR MODULE 01-28-70 U.E. WARD
REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM ENGINE EXHAUST PLUME
01208 MSC DOCUMENT RTQA AND SAFETY FLIGHT SUPPORT 12-28-70 NA
PLAN - APOLLO MISSIONS
01214 BIBLIOGRAPHYOF SOURCEDATA FORTHE SPACE 01-29-71
STATIONPROGRAMDEFINITION PHASEB STUDY
(REV, F)
01218 MSC STANDARD PROCEDURES FOR LIQUID AND GAS 12-28-69 NA
SAMPLING
01219 APOLLO MISSION TECHNIQUES-MISSIONH-I TRACKING 11-07-69
DATA SELECTION CONTROLLERS PROCEDURES ._
01220 MISSION H-1 ABORTFROMLUNAR-POWEREDESCENT 11-07-69
AND SUBSEQUENT RENDEZVOUS-TECHNIQUES
DESCRIPTION




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S} , !
01224 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS AT MACH 11-28-69 E.R. HILLaE "I
20 FOR TWO CONFIGURATIONS OF THE NASA/MSC
ORBITER SHUTTLE, MSC TEST SERIES B-IV "
01225 STATIC STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE AUGUST 06-04-70 EX
1969 CONFIGURATION FOR THE NASA/MSC ORBITER
SHUTTLE, INITIAL LANGLEY MACH 6, TEST 5
_1229 PROCEDURE FOR THE PREPARATION AND DISTRIBUTION 12-28-70 NA
l OF THE MSC R&QA/SAFETY SUSPECT FLIGHT ANOMALY
REPORT
01231 SPACE BASE ROTARY INTERFACE AND POWERSYSTEM 11-03-69 S. H. AMER
01233 STUDY OF MOBILITY AND RESTRAINT DEVICE CONCEPTS 08-07-70 C. R. BASSANO
FOR FUTURE MANNED SPACE SYSTEMS, CONTRACT G. P. GIBBONS
SUMMARY REPORT
01241 STUDY OF PERSONAL HYGIENE CONCEPTS FOR FUTURE 08-07-70 L.C. FLOCKE
MANNED MISSIONS, FINAL REPORT G, J. FRANKEL
01242 STUDY OF PERSONAL HYGIENE CONCEPTS FOR FUTURE 08-07-70 L.C. FLOCKE
MANNED MISSIONS, CONTRACT SUMMARY REPORT G.J. FRANKEL i,
01250 HOUSEKEEPING CONCEPTS FOR MANNED SPACE 10-30-70 i_
SYSTEMS, FINAL REPORT
01251 HOUSEKEEPING CONCEPTS FOR MANNED SPACE SYSTEMS, I0-30-70
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY REPORT
01252 APOLLO 12 MISSION 5-DAY REPORT 11-28-69
0125 _ PRIMARY PROPULSION FOR SHUTTLE VEHICLE 12-28-70 C.E. HUMPHRIES
01254 PRELIMINARY CONSUMABLESANALYSIS FOR THE 12-24-69 FM M.L. ALEXANDER
APOLLO J-TYPE MISSIONS (IN-BB-FM-316) H, E. KOLKHORST
R. C. WADLE
01256 DEVELOPING A MANAGEMENTAND ENGINEERING TOOL 12-28-70
FOR GUIDING AND EVALUATING CONCEPTUAL DESIGNS
OF FUTURE SPACE SYSTEMS
01257 WEIGHT ESTIMATING AND FORECASTNG DURING 07-28-70
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN, MIDTERM BRIEFING MATERIAL
01258 WEIGHT ESTIMATING AND FORECASTING DURING 11-28-70 |
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN, FINAL PROGRAM BRIEFING !
01259 HANDBOOK FOR WEIGHT ESTIMATING AND FORECASTING 11-28-70 I
OF MANNED SPACE SYSTEMS DURING CONCEPTUAL
DESIGN (2 VOLUMES)
01260 COMPUTER PROGRAM MANUAL FOR WEIGHT ESTIMATING 11-28-70
AND FORECASTING OF MANNED SPACE SYSTEMS DURING
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
01261 SUMMARY REPORT-WEIGHT ESTIMATING AND 11-28-70
FORECASTING OF MANNED SPACE SYSTEMS
DURING CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
01262 APPLICATION OF BROUWER'S ARTIFICIAL SATELLITE 01-08-70 FM G.H. BORN ]
THEORY TO COMPUTATION OF THE STATE TRANSITION J.C. KIRKPATRICK I
MATRIX (IN-BB-FM-317)
012B6 APOLLO PROGRAM MISSION DEFINITIONS, PHASE I 08-15-70
LUNAR EXPLORATION (REV. I) " i
01267 PROPERTIES OF THERMALLY GROWNOXIDES AS 10-29-89 W.J. MCGRADY |







DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _11-"
01288 A METHODFOR PREDICTINGTHE RESULTINGOXIDE 11-03-B9 W.J. MCGRADY _ ;
THICKNESSAFTER SUCCESSIVEOXIDATIONS
01273 SPACECRAFTOPERATIONALTRAJECTORYFOR 12-23-B9 FM
APOLLO!3, VOLUME 2-TRAJECTORYPARAMETERS
(IN-Bg-FM-321)
01276 SPACECRAFTOPERATIONALTRAJECTORYFOR 01-23-70 FM
APOLLO 13, VOLUME I-HYBRID MISSION
PROFILE (IN-6g-FM-322)
01277 LASER RANGER/TRACKER 11-12-69 E.B. WALTERS
01278 OPTIMUM INSTANTANEOUS IMPULSIVE ORBITAL 02-08-70 FM W. C. BEAN
INJECTION TO ATTAIN A SPECIFIED ASYMPTOTIC
VELOCITY VECTOR (IN-B9-FM-323)
01279 APOLLO12 RTACF POST-MISSION REPORT 12-31-B9 FM
(IN-Bg-FM-324)





01281 RTCC OFFLINE REQUIREMENTS FOR H-2 STAR-HORIZON 02-24-70 FM
OBSERVATION PROCESSOR (IN-Bg-FM-326)
01285 MSC-MSFC GUIDELINES AND CONSTRAINTS VARIATIONS 08-07-70
(REV. A)
01286 RTCC REQUIREMENTS FOR MISSION H-3 LOI 12-31-69 FM
TARGETING (IN-Bg-FM-327)
01289 APOLLO 12 30-DAY FAILURE AND ANOMALY LISTING 12-28-69
REPORT
01293 APOLLO 14 (MISSION H-3) BASELINE MISSION 12-31-B9 FM
PROFILE (IN-Bg-FM-32B)
012g5 THE SEARCH FOR SURVEYOR 3 (IN-Bg-FM-32g) 01-16-70 FM J. P. MAYER
01298 THE EFFECTSOF ABORTCONSIDERATIONSON MSC 01-22-70 FM
SHUTTLECRAFT INJECTION CONDITIONS
(IN-70-FM-O01)
01305 APOLLOPLSS LITHIUM HYDROXIDECANISTER 03-02-70 O. HANSEN
BREAKTHROUGH INVESTIGATION
01310 APOLLO ELECTRODE PASTE FORMULATION PROCEDURE 03-20-70 SE J. L. DAY
01324 APOLLO 14 BSLSS DESIGN VERIFICATION TEST 11-03-70 EC
PROCEDURE
01325 SYSTEM QUALIFICATION PLAN FOR APOLLO J 03-01-71 EC
MISSION- EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT
GARMENTS AND ASSOCIATED HARDWARE
01328 APOLLO VACUUM CLEANER EVALUATION 03-20-70 J. C. LEBLANC i.
01331 MASTER END-ITEM SPECIFICATION PERFORMANCE/ I0-07-71 EC F. J. DEVOS
DESIGN AND PRODUCT CONFIGURATION REQUIREMENTS- B. D. SERRIER
EMU FOR APOLLO 18 AND SUBSEQUENT MISSIONS
,i
01333 APOLLO15 MISSION OPERATIONSTEST PROCEDURE 01-13-71 EC K. S. SYNDER i
01339 APOLLO VACUUM CLEANER EVALUATION, FINAL REPORT 06-18-70 J. C. LEBLANC
1990007273-021
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DOC.# TITLE DATE OP.__RRAUTHOR(S) '
01344 CEIDS (PRIME EQUIPMENT), P/DR-EVA/IVA 05-11-71 EC R.N. TANNER
COOLANT GAS SEPARATOR
01345 PREDELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURES FOR 05-12-71 EC R. N. TANNER
EVA/IVA COOLANT GAS SEPARATOR ASSEMBLY
01346 QUALIFICATION TEST PLAN FOR EVA/IVA COOLANT 05-11-71 EC R. N. TANNER
GAS SEPARATOR ASSEMBLY
01347 OUALIFICATION TEST PROCEDURES FOR EVA/IVA 05-11-71 EC R. N. TANNER
COOLANT GAS SEPARATOR ASSEMBLY
01348 EMERGENCYEVAPORATIVE COOLANT GARMENT EC J. TYNER
01352 LRV HAND CONTROLLER THERMAL INTERFACE TEST 03-31-71 EC J, MAYS
PROCEDURE
01354 CREW SYSTEMS DIVISION APOLLO AND SKYLAB 04-29-71 EC
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENTPLAN
01356 OPS REGULATOR SIMULATED FAILURE TEST, FINAL 08-12-70 J. SKIPPER
REPORT
01360 CONTRACT END-ITEM DETAIL SPECIFICATION 01-04-74 EC J. H. BARNETT
PERFORMANCE/DESIGN AND PRODUCT CONFIGURATION
REOUIREMENTS FOR THE SKYLAB GLOVE ASSEMBLY
01362 LOW METABOLIC RATE DEW POINT DETERMINATION 07-25-70 J. M. SKIPPER
FOR APOLLO EMU OPERATIONS-TEST PROCEDURE
01363 AL7 PRESSURE GARMENTASSEMBLY PENETRATION TEST 07-22-70 J. D. TYNER
PROCEDURE
f
01365 BIOINSTRUMENTATION ELECTRODE HARNESS 10-06-70
PREDELIVERY TEST PLAN AND PROCEDUREAND
DATA FOR STERNAL AND AUXILIARY HARNESSES
01367 OUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR THE LITTON B/A 08-18-70 J. E, REED
EV SUIT SELECTED INTERFACE TESTS
01368 COMFORT EVALUATION OF PROTOTYPE HYDRO-JOHN, 11-12-70 J. C. LEBLANC
FINAL REPORT
01369 USER'S GUIDE FOR TESFLO AND GASPLT DIGITAL 11-23-70 J. R. TROMBLEY
COMPUTER PROGRAMS, FINAL REPORT
01370 A7L PRESSURE GARMENTASSEMBLY PENETRATION TEST 08-03-70 J. D. TYNER
REPORT
01371 SKYLAB BIOINSTRUMENTATION DC/DC CONVERTER SHORT 08-26-70 E. RODRIGUEZ
CIRCUIT FLAMMABILITY HAZARD TEST RESULTS
01372 APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK EXTRAVEHICULAR EC
MOBILITY UNIT
VOL. 1 - SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 03-28-71 J. L, GIBSON
VOL. 2 - OPERATTONAL PROCEDURES 06-28-71
01374 SKKYLAB OPERATIONAL BIOINSTRUMENTATION 09-02-7G
ELECTRODE HARNESSES PROGRAMPLAN )
01375 UNMANNED SPACE STATION SUBSYSTEM TEST BED AIR 09-2Z-71 EV
CIRCULATION TEST, PHASE 3 TEST PROCEDURE
01376 UNMANNED SPACE STATION SUBSYSTEM TEST BED AIR 10-27-70 EC
CIRCULATION TEST, PHASE 4 TEST PROCEDURE




TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S } !
01383 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TEST PLAN FOR THE 12-21-70 _1t
ATLB PRESSURE GARMENTASSEMBLY AND ACCESSORIES
01384 APOLLO EMU ALTITUDE VERIFICATION TEST 02-05-71 EC O. NAYS
(dup. #)
01384 SKYLAB PROGRAMPLAN VECTORCARDIOGRAPH ELECTRODE 09-25-70 _
(dup. #) KIT A q ELECTRODE HARNESSES
01389 PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST AND OPERATIONAL 07-13-71 EC J. AMAZEEN
PERFORMANCEQUALIFICATIONS TEST PROCEDURES FOR
LIFE SUPPORT UMBILICAL, ASTRONAUT LIFE SUPPORT
ASSEMBLY
01392 UNMANNED APOLLO PLSS VERIFICATION TEST 11-23-70 EC J. TROMBLEY
PROCEDURES, PLSS SN/OO2B, 0027, AND 0032
01393 APOLLO 15 EMU CREW TRAINING TEST PROCEDURES 01-07-71 EC J.C. LEBLANC
01394 EMU LOW METABOLIC DEW POINT DETERMINATION, 12-21-70 J. SKIPPER _ t
FINAL REPORT |
01398 APOLLO VACUUM CLEANER DESIGN VERIFICATION 01-11-71 J.D. NAYS
TEST, FINAL REPORT _.
01397 CONFIDENCE TESTING OF APOLLO PRESSURE GARMENT 01-11-70
ASSEMBLY BOOT BLADDERS
01398 UNMANNED PLSS VERIFICATION TEST FOR APOLLO 02-15-71 EC J. TROMBLEY
MISSIONS, PLSS SIN 0028, 0027, AND 0032;
FEEDWATER PRESSURE ANOMALY INVESTIGATION,
PLSS SIN 0028, FINAL REPORT f
01399 CONTRACT END-ITEM DETAIL SPECIFICATION, 12-21-71 EC J.H. BARNETT
PERFORMANCE/DESIGN AND PRODUCT CONFIGURATION
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SKYLAB JACKET ASSEMBLY
01400 CONTRACT END-ITEM DETAIL SPECIFICATION, 10-18-74 EC J.H. BARNETT
PERFORMANCE/DESIGN AND PRODUCT CONFIGURATION
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SKYLAB TROUSER ASSEMBLY
01401 CONTRACT END-ITEM DETAIL SPECIFICATION 01-04-74 EC J.H. BARNETT J
PERFORMANCE/DESIGN AND PRODUCT CONFIGURATION
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SKYLAB BOOT ASSEMBLY
01402 CONTRACT END-ITEM DETAIL SPECIFICATION 01-04-74 EC J.H. BARNETT
PERFORMANCE/DESIGN AND PRODUCT CONFIGURATION I
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SKYLAB SHIRT ASSEMBLY
01406 CARBON DIOXIDE WASHOUTTEST ON INTERNATIONAL 03-15-71 EC
LATEX CORPORATION DEVELOPMENTAL INTRAVEHICULAR _ ,
SUIT, FINAL REPORT e i
01409 APOLLO 14 BSLSS DESIGN VERIFICATION TEST, 02-22-71 EC j/
FINAL REPORT _ _
01410 APOLLO NONMETALLIC MATERIALS CONTROL PLAN 03-01-71 EC ]_
lk01411 CONTRACT END-ITEM DETAIL SPECIFICATION, 01-04-74 EC J. H. BARNETTPERFORMANCE/DESIGN AND PRODUCT CONFIGURATIONREQUIREEMNTS FOR THE SKYLAB BIOBELT ASSEMBLY01412 PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN AND PRO- 11-22-71 EC J. H. BARNETT
CEDURES WITH CLEANING AND PACKAGING FOR
SKYLAB BIOBELT ASSEMBLY
01413 APOLI.O 15 CREW TRAINING ANOMALY INVESTIGATION 02-18-71 EC J. C. LEBLANC





DOC. W TITLE DATE OPR AUTHQR(_ ) y
01420 CONTRACT END-ITEM SPECIFICATION, PERFORM- 04-01-71 EC R.M. BERNARDIN
ANCE/DESIGNA DPRODUCTONFIGURATION
REQUIREMENTS FOR APOLLO WRIST TETHER
01421 PREDELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE FOR 03-12-71 EC
APOLLO WRIST TETHER
01425 MANUAL FOR OPERATION AND TEST OF THE PORTABLE 09-22-71 EC S. N. MARTIN
OXYGEN VENTILATOR R. N. PRINCE
01428 PROCEDURE FOR ASSEMBLY OF PORTABLE OXYGEN 08-28-71 EC
VENTILATOR
01428 GROUNDOPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS PLAN FOR SKYLAB 11-15-71 EC
CREW SYSTEMS DIVISION GOVERNMENTFURNISHED
EQUIPMENT
01430 MASTER END-ITEM DETAIL SPECIFICATION, 06-22-71 EC
PERFORMANCE/DESIGN, PRODUCT CONFIGURATION,
AND QUALITY ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
PLSS
01431 ASSEMBLY PROCEDCRES FOR COMMANDERPLSS TOOL 08-18-71 EC
CARRIER
01432 PRE-DELLVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN AND PROCEDURES 08-22-71 EC
FOR PLSS TOOL CARRIERS
01433 CLEANING, PRESERVATION, PACKAGING, HANDLING, 08-22-71 EC
SHIPPING, AND STORAGE PROCEDURES FOR PLSS TOOL
CARRIERS
01430 APOLLO J MISSIONS EMU DESIGN CERTIFICATION 04-28-71 J.W. MCBARRDN
REVIEW (VOLUME 7B)
01440 TEST PROCEDURE, UNMANNEDAPOLLO PLSS 04-08-71 EC R. E. DREXEL
VERIFICATION TEST PLSS S/N 0027, 0029, L. C. WHITBY
0030, AND 0032
01441 PERFORMANCE/DESIGN, PRODUCT CONFIGURATION, 04-28-71 EC
AND ACCEPTANCE TEST REQUIREMENTS FOR HIGH
CAPACITY URINE FILTER
01442 ASSEMBLY AND PRE-DELZVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST 04-28-71 EC
PROCEDURES FOR HIGH CAPACITY URINE FILTER
01443 QUALIFICATION TEST PLAN AND PROCEDURESFOR 05-28-71 EC
HIGH CAPACITY URINE FILTER
01444 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR HIGH CAPACITY 08-18-71 EC
URINE FILTER
01448 APOLLO 15 EMU CREW ALTITUDE TRAINING TEST 05-17-71 EC
01449 APOLLO 15 MISSION OPERATIONS lEST 0S-19-71 EC K.S. SNYDER
01450 APOLLO 15 COleMANDMODULE PILOT EVA TEST, 08-20..71 EC J.C. LEBLANC
(dup. #) FINAL REPORT
01450 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMSCREENING 04-28-71 TF J.C. LEBLANC
(dup. #) AND INDEXING MISSION 128E REPORT, TEST SITE 228
01451 APOLLO 15 CREW TRAINING ANOMALY INVESTIGATION 07-15-71 EC J.C. LEBLANC
01452 APOLLO 15 MISS;ON OPERATIONS TEST PROCEDURE 00-20-71 EC
(dup. #)
01452 APOLLO EMU ALTITUDE VERIFICATION TEST 07-00-71 EC
(dup. #)






TZT E DATE AU'HOR, )
01454 APOLLO 15 MISSION OPERATION TEST PROCEDURES 07-16-71 EC J.C. LEpm_NC _ 1!
01458 A-3 ANTIFOG COMPOUNDFORMULATION AND IN-LINE 05"10"71 EC .)INSPECTION PROCEDURE
01457 CMP EMU SYSTEM VERIFICATION SERIES, APOLLO J 08-30o71 EC
MISSIONS, SUMMARYTEST REPORT
01458 DISCHARGING PRESSURE VESSEL GAS TRANSIENT TEST 05-19-71 [C J.M. SKIPPER
PROCEDURE
01459 CREW SYSTEMS DIVISION GFE SKYLAB FUNCTIONAL 11-03-71 EC F. J. DEVOS
INTERFACE VERIFICATION REQUIREMENTS D. PRICE
01482 EMU MANNED THERMAL/VACUUM QUALIFICATION 06-28-71 EC
TEST, APOLLO J MISSIONS, SUMMARYTEST REPORT
01463 DELTA QUALIFICATION TEST PLAN FOR SKYLAB 05-26-71 EC
EMERGENCY OXYGEN MASK ASSEMBLY
01484 MASTER END-ITEM/CONTRACT END-ITEM DETAIL 09-03-71 EC S, N. MARTIN
SPECIFICATION, (APOLLO AND SKYLAB PRIME R.N. PRINCE
EQUIPMENT) PERFORMANCE/DESIGN AND
PRODUCT CONFIGURATION AND ACCEPTANCE _'
REQUIREMENTS, PORTABLE OXYGEN VENTILATOP
01468 SYSTEM INTERFACE VERIFICATION QUALIFICATION 08-30-71 EC i
TEST, SUMMARYREPORT FOR APOLLO J MISSION EMU
01467 FINAL TEST REPORT ON CARBON DIOXIDE WASHOUT 02-12-71 EC
AND VISOR FOGGING CHARACTERTSTICS OF MODIFIED
A7LB APOLLO HELMETS
01470 NONMETALLIC MATERIALS LIST FOR EVA/IVA COOLANT 08-10-71 EC
GAS SEPARATOR ASSEMBLY
i 01471 ASSEMBLY PROCEDURES FOR LUNAR MODULE PILOT 08-18-71 EC
PLSS TOOL CARRIER AND LCRU RETAINING STRAP
ASSEMBLY
01472 APOLLO MISSION J LCG VERIFICATION TEST 07-01-71 EC
01473 APOLLO CMP EVA TRAINING TEST PROCEDURE 06-24-71 "C J. C. LEBLANC
01474 UNMANNEDPLSS VERIFICATION TEST FOR APOLLO 07-30-71 EC R. D. DREXEL
MISSIONS, PLSS SN 0027, 0029, AND 0032 L. WHITBY i
01475 APOLLO 15 MISSION OPERATIONS RETAINING TESTS 09-20-71 EC J.C. LE_LANC
(dup. _)
01475 APOLLO LRV HAND CONTROLLER THERMAL INTERFACE 08-16-71 EC O. NAYS
(dup. #) TEST )
01476 APOLLO 15 CMP EVA WARNING TONE VERIFICATION TEST 09-27-71 EC J.C. LEBLANC t
01480 MASTER END-ITEM DETAIL SPECIFICATION, 01-04-74 EC J.H. BARNETT
PERFORMANCE/DESIGN AND PRODUCT CONFIGURATION '
REQUIREMENTS FOR SKYLAB 28-DAY CLOTHING MODULE _ )
01481 MASTER END-ITEM SPECIFICATION FOR SKYLAB 01-04-74 EC J.H. BARNETT _
CONTINGENCY CLOTHING MODULE ]
01482 CEIDS PERFORMANCE/DESIGN AND PRODUCT 01-04-74 EC J. H. BARNETT ,
CONFIGURATION REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SKYLAB #
RUCKSACKIS-DAY CLOTHING MODULE
01483 THE RANQUE-HILSCH VORTEX TUBE AND ITS 09-2B-70 EC
APPLICATION TO SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL |
CONTROL SYSTEMS ]
. 01485 CEIDS FOR SKYLAB CCNTINGENCY CLOTHING RUCKSACK 01-04-74 EC J. H. BARNETT
...... --_n r*)
1990007273-025
DOC.# TITLE OATE OPR AVTHQR(S) _
01486 CEIDS (PRIME EQUIPMENT) SPECIFICATION PERFORM- 01-16-74 EC J.H. BARNETT /
ANCE/DESIGN, PRODUCT CONFIGURATION AND ACCEPT- (
ANCE TEST REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SKYLAB PCRSONAL
HYGIENE KIT
01487 C" ; PERFORMANCE/DESIGN, PROOUCT CONFIGURATION 12-27-73 EC J, H. BARNETT
ACCEPTANCE TEST REOUZREMENTS FOR THE SKYLkB
OFF-DUTY ACTIVITIES EOU%PMENT
01489 CLEANING, PRESERVATION, PACKAGING, HANDLING, 05-03°73 EC J.H. BARNETT
STORAGE, AND SHIPPING PROCEDURES FOR THE SKYLAB
28-DAY CLOTHING MODULE AND CONTINGENCY CLOTHING
_DULE
01491 PACKING PROCEDURE FOR THE SKYLAB Z8-OAY 06-03-73 EC O. H. BARNETT
CLOTHING MODULE AND CONTINGENCY CLOTHING
MODULE
0149Z PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN AND PRO- 05-03-73 EC J. H. BARNETT
CEDURE FOR SKYLAB 2E-DAY CLOTHING MODULE
AND CONTINGENCY CLOTHING MODULE
01493 lEST PROCEDURE UNMANNEDAPOLLO PLSS 08-06-71 EC L. WHITBY
VERIFICATION TEST PLSS SIN 0030
t-
01494 APOLLO PLSS TRAINING HARDWAREQUALITY 08-01-72 S.N. MARTIN 1
ASSURANCE, RELIABILITY, AND CONFIGURATION
MANAGEMENTDOCUMENT
01495 ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN AND PROCEDURE FOR THE 11-2E-71 S.N. MARTIN
APOLLO 7 PLSS CONFIGURATION CRYOPACK
01498 MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION OF THE APOLLO 7 PLSS 08-G1-72 EC S.N. MARTIN
CRYOPACK/APOLLO A7LB SUIT INTERFACE
01497 PRELIMINARY DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR SHUTTLE 09-30-71 EC
EVA/IVA ORBITER SUPPORT
01500 GRADUATE ENGINEERING PRACTICE I_ MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING, FINAL REPORTS
PANT I - CONSTANT STRESS CIRCULAR PLATES 03-08-71 ES
PART 2 - ORBITER MISSION ABORT FEASIBILITY 04-23-71 EX
PART 3 - SPACE SHUTTLE SEPARATION METHODS 04-17-71 EX
PARI 4 - WIND TUNNEL BALANCE SYSTEM FOR 09-Z2-71 EX
DETERMINATION OF WIND-INDUCED
VIBRATIONS OF A RIGID SHUTTLE
MODEL i
01503 RTCC REQUIREMENTS FOR MISSION H-3 AND SUB- 02-06-70 FM
SEQUENT MISSIONS, ENTRY PHASE (IN-70-FM-O02) i
01504 LOGISTICS VEHICLE ORBITAL TRAJECTORY 01-ZE-7O FM
CONSIDERATIONS AND TYPICAL MIS&ION PROFILES
AND ATTITUDE TIMELINES, VOLUME t-RENDEZVOUS
AND MANEUVERING (IN-70-FM-O03)
01b00 SPACECRAFT CRYOGENIC GAS STORAGE SYSTEMS EA G. RYSAVY
01507 VIEWS FROM THE CM AND LM DURING THE FLIGHT OF 01-25-70 FN
APOLLO 13, MISSION H-E (IN-70-FM-O04) I
01508 LOGISTICS VEHICLE ORBITAL TRAJECTORY 01"22-70 FM I
CONSIDERATIONS AND TYPICAL MISSION PROFILES t
AND ATTITUDE TIMELINES, VOLUME Z TYPICAL
MISSION PROFILE (ZN-70-FM-O05)
01510 COMMERCIAL AND NILITARY INSPECTION, TEST, 01-'08"70 EB
AND MAINTENANCE EXPERIENCE AS APPLICABLE
TO REUSABLE SPACECRAFT PROGRAMS •




DOC. I TITLE DATE QPR A_THOR(S)
01513 CONSUMABLESANALYSIS FOR THE APOLLO 13, 01-30-70 FM /
MISSION H-2, SPACECRAFT OPERATIONAL :,
TRAJECTORY (IN-70-FM-007) ],
01515 A PRELIMTNARY PARAMETRIC TRANSLATIONAL _'UDY FOR 0129 70 FM
THE AAP COMMAND/SERVICE MODULE (IN-70-FM-OU8)
01519 APOLLO 13 MISSION TECHNIQUES AND SUBSEQUENT 04-0B-70 PA
TRANSLUNAR COAST MIDCOURSE CORRECTION AND
LUNAR OqBIT INSERTION
01530 ARCHITECIURAL/ENVI_ONMENTAL HANDBOOK FOR 12-28-70 EV A. A. ROSENER ,
EXTRATERRESTRIAL DESIGN
01534 OPERATIONAL LM ABORT AND RESCUE PLAN FOR 01-30-70 FM
APOLLO 13, VOLUME .-RENDEZVOUS AND RESCUE
(IN-70-FM-00g)
01535 EVALUATION OF THE EXPERIMENTS AND GPERATIONS 01-30-70 FM
SCHEDULING PROCEDURE PROGRAM(ZN-70-FM-010)
0153B RTCC REQUIREMENTS FOR APOLLO 14 LUNAR FLYBY OZ-Oe-70 FM
MODES OF THE TRANSLUNAR MIDCOURSE CORRECTION t
PROCESSOR (IN-71-FM-011)
01538 APOLLO 13 SPACECRAFT DISPERSION ANALYSIS, G_-13-70 FM i
VOLUME 4-DESCENT AND ASCENT DISPERSION
ANALYSES (]N-70-FM-012)
01539 LOW ALTITUDE LANDMARKTRACKING ATTITUDE 01-22-70 FM
STUDIES (IN-70-FM-013) ¢
01540 ANALYSIS OF APOLLO 12 LIGHTING INCIDENT 02'-28-70 PA R. GODFREY
01545 PRELIMINARY STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF SPACE BAr. EA D.S. GRISSOM
LIVING QUARTERS MODULES TO VERIFY A WEIGHT-
ESTIMATING TECHNIQUE
01543 ARC HEATING TRAJECTORY SIMULATION TESTS OF 07-15-70 D.J. TILLIAN
IMPACT-INTACT HEAT SOURCE CANISTERS
01547 STORED PROGRAMDATA PROCESSOR SYSTEM ANALYZER 05-03-7Z EB
PCM SIMULATOR
01549 SKYLAB PROGRAMOPERATIONAL DATA BOOK
VOL. 1 - EXPERIMEHTS PERFORMANCEDATA, lO-ZO-7Z KA _ |
2 PARTS (REV. A) CA !l
VOL. 2 - MISSION MASS PROPERTIES (REV. B) I0-ZB-7Z PA
VOL. 3 - CSM PERFORMANCEDATP, Z PARTS 03-01-73 KA
(REV. A) .
VOL. 4 - SKYLAB 1 PERFORMANCEDATA (RCV. A) tO-ZB-7Z
VOC. 5 - CREW EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE D_TA 10-2B-7_ PA t
(REV. A) _ •
,¢
01550 MSC DATA DESCRIPTION STANDARDS 11-30-70 JM C.M. GRANT 4
01551 RTCC REQUIREMENTS FOR APOLLO 14 NONFREE RETURN 02" 1B-70 FM ._ +
MODES OF THE TRANSLUNAR MIDCOUR_E CORRECTION
I,.-,o,. ! i01555 RTCC REQUIREMENTS FOR APOLLO 14 XYZT AND FREE- 02-1B-70 FM
RETURN MODES OF THE TRANSLUNAR MIDCOURSE @J
CORRECTION PROCESSOR (IN-70-FM-015) !
01553 DEVELOPMENT OF A METHOD FOR QUALIFYING lO-Ze-70 H H. JAMISONSPACECRAFT MATERIALS USED IN PURE OXYGEN ' L_-
01555 USER'S MANUAL FOR GENERALIZED STATE VECTOR 02-13-70 FM IJ
PROCESSING PROGRAM(IN-70-FM-016)
i
01557 APOLLO 13 PRELIMINARY ATTITUDE SEQUENCE-LOZ TO 02-04-70 F_UNDOCKING (IN-70-FM-017)
25
1990007273-027
DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _"
01560 REQUIREMENTSFORRETRIEVALOF NUCLEARORBITAL 02-10-70 FM
LAUNCHVEHICLESAFTERINTERPLANETARYDEPARTURE
(ZN-70-FM-018)
01562 THE APOLLO11 ADVENTURE(IN-70-FM-020) 02-05-70 FM
01564 APOLLOPOST-FLIGHT TRAJECTORYPARAMETERS 02-13-70 FM
(IN-70-FH 021)
01566 OPTIMUMTWO-DIMENSIONALSINGLE-STAGELAUNCH 02-25-70 FM T.B. MURTAGH
FROMTHE SURFACEOF MARS(IN-70-FM-022)
01567 RTCCREQUIREMENTSFORAPOLLO14 EARTH-CENTERED 03-23-70 FM
RETURN-TO-EARTHCONIC SUBPROCESSOR
(IN-70-FM-O23)
01568 SPACECRAFTOPERATIONALTRAJECTORYFOR 02-17-70 FM
APOLLO13, VOLUME2-TRAJECTORYPARAMETERS
(IN-70-FM-024)
01571 SATURNINTERMEDIATE-20AND INTERMEDIATE-21 02-12-70 FM C.J. LAETZ
LAUNCHVEHICLE PERFORMANCECAPABILITY S.R. NEWMAN
(IN-70-FM-O25)
01597 MULTIPLE-ORIFICE GASEOUSHYDROGEN/OXYGEN 11-24-70 R.K. WILLIAMS
ENGINE TEST REPORT
01601 MICROMINIATURESIGNAL CONDITIONING SYSTEM 12-10-69
(TRW) COMPONENT EVALUATION PROCEDURE
01602 MICROMINIATURESIGNAL CONDITIONINGSYSTEM 12-10-69
TEST REPORT
01603 PROGRAMMINGSYSTEM/DISKOPERATINGSYSTEM 12-02-99 A.R. RUSNAK
CONVERSION STUDY T.A. WEBB
01607 SPECIAL LENS TEST REPORT PHYSICAL OPTICS 02-12-70 E.H. YUNG
LABORATORY
01643 APOLLO SPACECRAFT INVERTER ME-495-0001-0014 09-28-70 C. H. HUBER
TRANSIENT VOLTAGE TEST REPORT
01646 DESCRIPTIONOF USER'S GUIDE FOR A PROCESSING 10-02-70 EB
SYSTEM FOR AIRBORNE MULTISPECTRALSCANNER DATA
01647 A PATTERN RECOGNITIONTECHNIQUE WHICH MAKES USE 10-08-70 EG C. A. HELMKE
OF LOOK-UPTABLES-INFORMATIONSYSTEMS DIVISION
INTERNAL NOTE
01656 LM SEQUENCER HANDBOOK-INFORMATIONSYSTEMS 04-28-71 EG
DIVISION INTERNAL NOTE
L
01657 ISD CONFIGURATIONI AVIONICS BREADBOARD, 03-28-72 EB
FINAL REPORT
01806 APOLLO11 ENTRYPOST-FLIGHTANALYSIS 02-20-70 FM R. MANDERS
(IN-70-FM-030)
01807 APOLLO 14 FINAL FLIGHT MISSION RULES 11-01-70
01813 TRAJECTORYPREDICTIONPARAMETERSFORAAP, 03-05-70 FM
SPACESTATION, SHUTTLE, AND INTERPLANETARY
MISSIONS (IN-70-FM-033) )
01814 SPACESTATION/BASEFOODSYSTEMSTUDY, 12-31-70 EV
FINAL REPORT
VOL. I - SYSTEMS DESIGN HANDBOOK
VOL. 2 - SYSTEMSASSESSMENTS




DOC. # TITLE DATE 0P.__..RRAUTHOR(S)
01818 SPACE STATION/BASE FOOD SYSTEr4 STUDY 12-31-70 EV "_r[
DATA BOOK _;l
BOOK 1 ELEMENT CONCEPT DATA SHEETS
BOOK 2 - SUPPORTING TECHNICAL DATABOOK 3 - STUDY SELECTION RATIONALE SHEETS
01821 MEDICAL INFORMATION COMPUTER SYSTEMS M. S. MICHELLI
E. C. MOSELEY
01829 UNIVERSAL SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLE SYSTEMS 02-20-70 FC
HANDBOOKAS-508 AND SUBSEQUENT VEHICLES
01842 MEDICAL REQUIREMENTS H-2 TYPE MISSION-LUNAR 02-28-70 DA
LANDING
01845 REQUIREMENTS ANALYSES FOR A MANNED SPACEFLIGHT 12-28-70
PROGRAMMINGLANGUAGEAND COMPILER
01846 THE PROGRAMMINGLANGUAGE HAL-A SPECEFICATION 06-28-71 LA
DOCUMENT
01847 HALMAT-AN INTERMEDIATE LANGUAGE OF THE FIRST 06-12-71 LA
HAL COMPILER _"
I
01848 A GUIDE TO THE HAL PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 06-28-71 LAVOLUME 2, FINAL REPORT
01855 APOLLO 12 MISSION REPORT (MULTIPLE SUPPLEMENTS) 03-28-70
01856 APOLLO/SKYLAB RECbVERY OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES 10-24-73 FA
• MANUAL (REV. E)
01860 SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE REENTRY FLOW-FIELD 02-28-71 LA
ANALYSIS MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORTS
01868 MODULAR EQUIPMENT TRANSPORTER SYSTEM THERMAL 12-08-70 J.A. ROBERSON
VACUUM ENDURANCE TEST
01874 FIFTY-POUND THRUST GH2/GO 2 ENGINE STEADY-STATE 0fi-30-70 R.K. WILLIAMS
FIRING TEST
01875 CONCENTRIC SHEET GH2/GO 2 ENGINE TEST REPORT 08-25-70 R. K. WILLIAMS
01877 APOLLO SERVICE PROPULSION SYSTEM INJECTOR 10-05-70 R. C. KAHL
COLD-FLOW AND ENGINE RESTART TEST PROGRAMS
01885 COMPATIBILITY TESTS OF CRYOGENICALLY STRETCHED 09-21-70 J. A. ROBERSON
301 STAINLESS STEEL
01889 PARAMETRIC TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS OF THE 1986 04-07-70 FM i
MARS CONJUNCTION CLASS MISSION USING TWO- _
AND THREE-IMPUSE TRANSMARS TRAJECTORIES _
(IN-70-FM'061) :
01890 LAUNCH WINDOW AND TRANSLUNAR, LUNAR ORBIT, 04-08-70 FM
AND TRANSEARTH TRAJECTORY PLANNING AND "
CONTROL FOR THE APOLLO 11 LUNAR LANDING _
MISSION (IN-70-FM-O62) _
01891 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM CONSUMABLES 04-07-70 FM
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MARCH 15, 1972 SKYLAB +/
BASELINE REFERENCE MISSIONS (IN-70-FM-083) |
m
01894 SPACECRAFT OPERATIONAL TRAJECTORY FOR 03-31-70 FM t?
m
APOLLO 13, VOLUME 2 - TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS ,_ ;
(REV. 1) , _





lDO£.# TITLE DATE OP___BRAUTHOR(S) .'_
02422 JSC SR&QASUSPECTFLIGHT ANOMALYREPORTS i -_
APOLLO17 04-05-73 NB
SKYLAB3 11-09-73 NA
SKYLAB4 03-22-74 NA - _ ':
ASTP 09-16-75 NS




02438 LANDING AIRFIELOS SELECTIONWITH IMPLICIT 05-15-70 FL
DESIGNSANDOPERATIONSFORSHUTTLEORBITERS
02439 FILM SENSITOMETRICCALIBKATIOk PROCESSING, 05-04-70
HANDLING, AND EQUIPMENTCAPABILITIES
02440 MSCACCIDENTEXPERIENCESUMMARYFOR1989 07-_8-70 SA
02446 TRAJECTORYPREDICTION PARAMETERSFORSKYLAB, 08-31-70 FM R.R. LANIER
SPACESTATION, SPACESHUTTLE, AND INTER-
PLANETARY MISSIONS (IN-70-FW:_21) (REV. 1)
02451 NUCLEAR REACTOR-POWEREDSPACE STATION 11-28-70 EV D.T. HAIGH
PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCESPECIFICATION |
VOL. I - CORE MODULE SYSTEM , k
VOL. 2 - PRE-MISSION OPERATEONS SUPPORT
VOL. 3 - MISSION OPERATIONS SUPPORT
02453 SPACE STATION-A GUIDE FOR EXPERIMENTERS 10-28-70 LP
02454 SPACESTATION PROGRAMPHASEB DEFINITION- 11-28-70 _V
SOLAR-POWEREDSPACESTATION THERMALCONCEPT
FORMULATION
02455 SPACE STATION PROGRAM PHASE B DEFINITION- 11-28-70 EV
SPACE STATION MOCK-UP BROCHURE
02456 OPTIONS PERIOD EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 01-28-71 EV C. L. GOULD
A. A. TISCHLER
02460 SPACE STATION PROGRAM PHASE B DEFINITION- 12-28-70 EV W.E. BAKER
CARGO MODULE DESIGN SHEETS
02461 SPACE STATION PROGRAM PHASE B DEFINITION-CORE 01-28-71 EV B. BARNETT
MODULE MOCKUP REVIEW AND EVALUATION
02462 SPACE STATION PROGRAM PHASE B DEFINITION- 01-28-71 EV S. CARPENTER
INTERNATIONAL SYSTEMOF UNITS CONVERSION
ASSESSMENT
J
02463 SPACESTATION PRDGRPMPHASEB DEFINITION- 12-28-70 EV L. C. BJORN
33-FOOT DIAMETERSPACESTATION, KSC LAUNCH
SITE SUPPORTDEFINITION (2 VOLUMES)
02464 SPACE STATION PROGRAM PHASE B DEFINITION- 01-28-71 EV
SHUTTLE-LAUNCHEDMODULAR SPACE STATION
VOL. I - CONCEPT DEFINITION N. R. ANDERSON
VOL. 2 - SYSTEM DEVELOPMENTREQUIREMENTS D. F. SELEGUE
VOL. 3 - 22-FOOT _iAMETER CORE MODULE A. L. JONES
COMPARISON
02465 15-FOOT DIAMETER MODULAR SPACE STATION 11-23-71 EV
PHASE B EXTENSION-KSC LAUNCH SITE SUPPORT
DEFINITION
0_466 MODULAR SPACE STATION PHASE B DEFINITION- 02-28-71 EV E. G. COLE
EXTENSION PERIOD STUDY PLAN





DOC. # TITLE DATE OP_...RRAUTHOR(S) /
02468 MODULARSPACESTATIONPHASEB EXTENSION 01-2B-72 EV _ t
PERIOD-EXECUTIVESUMMARY _ , l
02469 MODULARSPACESTATIONPHASEB EXTENSION 12-10-71 EV _,
PRELIMINARYPERFORMANCESPECIFICATION
VOL. 1 - INITIAL STATION SYSTEMS
VOL. 2 - PROJECT
02470 MODULARSPACESTATIONPHASEB EXTENSION 01-28-72 JM
DRAWINGS
02471 MODULARSPACESTATIONPHASEB EXTENSION- 01-28-72 EV
(dupl. #) PRELIMINARYSYSTEMDESIGN
VOL. 2 - OPERATIONSANDCREWANALYSES
VOL. 4 - SUBSYSTEMSANALYSES
VOL. 5 - CONFIGURATIONANALYSES
VOL. 6 - TRADESANDANALYSIS
VOL. 7 - ANCILLARYSTUDIES
02471 INFORMATIONMANAGEMENTADVANCED 07-31-72 LA C, R. GERBER
(dupl. #) DEVELOPMENT
VOL. 1 - SUMMARY _
VOL. 2 - COMMUNICATIONSTERMINAL
BREADBOARD
VOL. 3 - DIGITAL DATABUS BREADBOARD t_VOL. 4 - DATA PROCESSINGASSEMBLY
VOL. 5 - SOFTWAREASSEMBLY
02472 MODULARSPACESTATION PHASEB DEFINITION- 07-28-71 EV
MASSPROPERTIESINITIAL SUMMARY
02473 MODULARSPACESTATION PHASEB EXTENSION- 01-28-72
MOCKUP REVIEW AND EVALUATION ¢
02474 MODULAR SPACE STATION PHASE B EXTENSION- 12-07-71 EV
SHUTTLE INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
02476 MODULARSPACESTATIONPHASEB EXTENSION- 12-07-71 EV
INTEGRATEDGROUNDOPERATIONS
)
02478 MODULARSPACESTATION PHASEB EXTENSION- 11-30-71
SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT
02479 MODULARSPACESTATION PHASEB EXTENSION- 12-28-71 EV
PROGRAM ASTERPLAN
02480 MODULARSPACESTATION PHASEB EXTENSION- 01-28-72 EV i
PROGRAMCOSTANDSCHEDULES !
I - COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATINGVOL.
PROCESS AND RESULTS
VOL. 2 - APPENDICES
' (
02500 VIEWS FROMTHE RETURNINGAPOLLO13 SPACECRAFT 05-15-70 FM
(IN-70-FM-090) )
!
02501 A CATALOGOF ROUND-TRIPMARSORBITALMISSIONS 05-18-70 FM ; ._
IN THE 1980'S (IN-70-FM-O89) _
02521 AN ENTRYGUIDANCECONCEPTWITH SHUTTLE 05-27-70 FM _
! "APPLICATIONS (IN-7J-FM-095)
02526 FEASIBILITY STUDYFORAN ADVANCEDAVIONICS 11-28-70 R. C. KIDDER ]
FLIGHT TEST AIRCRAFT, FINAL REPORT i
02536 AS-SI1/CSM-112/LM-lO APOLLO15 MISSION SCIENCE 10-30-70 R. R. BALDWIN
REQUIREMENTS, PRELIMINARY L
02538 _POLLO SPACECRAFTPROGRAMPLAN-LUNAR 08-28-72 PA




! DOC._ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHORS.P_S____ ,,
02542 TYPICAL SHUTTLE MISSION PROFILES AND FM
ATTITUDE TIMELINES
VOL. 1 - SPACE STATION RESUPPLY MISSIONS 06-23-70
(IN-70-FM-104)
VOL. 2 - FOUR SCIENTIFIC SUPPORT MISSIONS 09-28-70 H.L. CONWAY
(IN-70-FM-147) R.S. MERRIAM
VOL. 3 - FIRST 10 SHUTTLE MISSIONS 12-11-70 H.L. CONWAY
(IN-70-FM-105)
VOL. 4 - FOUR SHUTTLE MISSION PROFILES 03-01-71 R.S. MERRIAM
i (IN-70-FM-082)
02543 SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE ROCKET PLUME IMPINGEMENT 01-28-71 M. M. PENNY
STUDY FOR SEPARATION ANALYSIS
• 02545 APOLLO 13 CRYOGENIC OXYGEN TANK 2 ANOMALY 07-28-70 PA
REPORT NO. 1
'02552 MPAD REAL-TIME SUPPORT OF THE APOLLO 13 07-07-70 FM
MISSION (IN-70-FM-109)
02553 ADVANCFD SOFTWARETECHNIQUES FOR SPACE SHUTTLE 02-26-71 EB W. A. GANZEL
DATA MANAGEMENTSYSTEMS, FINAL REPORT M. D. RICHTER
R. J. RUBEY
02556 DEVELOPMENTOF A THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM 09-30-71 ES D. M. WHITE
FOR THE WING OF A SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE.
QUARTERLY REPORTS
02557 DEVELOPMENTOF A THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM 04-30-72 ES D. M. WHITE
FOR THE WING OF A SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE,
PHASE 1, FINAL REPORT
02559 QUALITY ASSURANCE, RELIABILITY, AND SAFETY 11-28-76 NA
OFFICE-DOWNEY OPERATING PLAN
02561 DEVELOPMENTOF A THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM 11-17-70 J.C. BLOME
FOR THE WING OF A SHUTTLE VEHICLE, QUARTERLY G. P. LANG
REPORT
02562 DEVELOPMENT OF A THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM 02-18-71 EW J.C. BLOME
FOR THE WING OF A SHUTTLE VEHICLE, FINAL
REPORT
02563 A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF LIQUID HYDROGEN 07-20-70 FL
LOGISTICS FOR SPACE SHUTTLE FERRY OPERATIONS
02565 DEVELOPMENT OF A RIGIDIZED, SURFACE INSULATIVE, 04-30-71 LA E. L. RUSERT
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM FOR SHUTTLE ORBITER,
FINAL REPORT
02566 PROPOSED ITERATIVE GUIDANCE MODE EQUATIONS FOR 05-03-71 FM A.D. LONG
THE.SHUTTLE LAUNCH GUIDANCE (IN-71-FM-137)
(REVo 1)
02567 DEVELOPMENTOF A RIGIDIZED, SURFACE INSULATIVE 02-16-71 EW R.D. BUTTRAM
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM FOR SHUTTLE ORBITER,
FINAL REPORT
02568 SPACE STATION PHASE B DEFINITION STUDY-MSC 07-10-70
COMPARABILITY DATA FOR CONTRACT NAS9-9953
MISSION OPERATIONS PANEL
02569 SPACE STATION PHASE B DEFINITION STUDY-MSC 07-13-70 EA






DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
02570 SPACESTATION PHASEB DEFINITION STUDY-MSC 0B-22-70 EA
COMPARABILITYDATAFORCONTRACTNASB-gg53
SPACESTATION SYSTEMSAND SUBSYSTEMSPANEL
02571 SPACESTATION PHASEB DEFINITION STUDY-MSC 08-29-70 EV
COMPARABILITYDATAFOR CONTRACTNAS9-9953
EXPERIMENTSPANEL ,_
02572 SPACESTATION PHASEB DEFINITION STUDY-MSC 07-10o70 EV
COMPARABILITYDATA FORCONTRACTNAS9-9953
GROUNDOPERATIONSPANEL
02575 MISSION REOUIREMENTSA-510/CSM-112/LM-10 01-04-71
J-1 TYPE MISSION LUNARLANDING
02576 EARTHRESOURCESRESEARCHDATAFACILITY INDEX 01-28-71 PA
VOL. 1 - DOCUMENTARYDATA
VOL. 2 - SENSORDATA
I
02577 EARTHRESOURCESRESEARCHDATAFACILITY R&D 07-28-71 TF
FILE
VOL. 1 - DOCUMENTARYDATA
VOL. 2 - SENSORDATA
02578 FLIGHT CONTROLDIVISION ADVANCEDTECHNOLOGY 07-17-70 FC
BRIEF NOTEBOOK
02579 AN ANALYSIS OF THE NASAMANNEDSPACECRAFT 05-28-70
CENTER'S EMPLOYEEPERFORMANCERATING SYSTEM
AND ITS EFFECTON EMPLOYEEDEVELOPMENT
02581 STUDYOF SKYLABECS _EQUIREMENTS(IN-70-FM-116) 07-23-70 FM
02583 FRA MAUROLUNARLANDINGVISIBILITY AT HIGH SUN 01-20-71
ELEVATIONANGLES
02585 PRELIMINARYCSMMISSION PROFILE FORA TYPICAL 07-28-70 FM
J-TYPE MZSSION(IN-71-FM-117)
02588 STATION PROGRAMDEFINITION PHA_E B OPTION- 08-07-70 EV
GUIDELINES ANDCONCTRAINTSDOCUMENT
02597 CONTINUOUSONLINE ANALYSIS OF EXPIRED og-2B-70 FD
RESPIRATORYGASESAND SIMULTANEOUS
COMPUTATIONOF CARDIACOUTPUT _
025P_ FEASIBILITY STUDYOF AN APOLLOOXYGENCSS 07-30-70 D.R. SAUCIER
EXTERNAL DESTRATIFICATIONLOOPUSING AN
APOLLO ECS COOLANT PUMP
02599 DESIGN ANDTESTING OF A SPACECRAFTWINDOW 08-04-70 ES J. D, BRADEEY
02600 APOLLOANDSKYLABCSM PROCEDURESFORTHE 03-28-71 NE 1
PERFORMANCEANDCONTROLOF PRELAUNCH
HAZARDANALYSES _ ::
02601 MSC/MSFCSPACESTATIONPHASEB DEFINITION 07-31-70 _ :
STUDYCOMPARABILITYEFFORT i
J02602 SPACESHUTTLETRAJECTORYAND PERFORMANCE 06-30-71 LA J k
ANALYSIS REPORT
02603 SPACESHUTTLEHYPERSONICAERODYNAMICDATA 0B-30-71 LA
ANALYSIS (2 PARTS)
02604 MSC SPACESHUTTLEAERODYNAMICDESIGN DATABOOK EX _ '
VOL. 1 - ORBITERAERODYNAMICDESIGN DATA 07-28-70VOL. 3 - LAUNCHCONFIGURATION 09-28-70
31
1990007273-033
DOC.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) ; ;
02605 SIMULATORSTUDYOF OPTICAL IMU ALIGNMENT 07-15-70 KM
CAPABILITY FORSKYLAB
02618 CHARACTERISTICSOF FASTGRANDTOUR 09-08-70 FM
TgAJECTORIESNEARSATURN(IN-70-FM-124)
02625 APOLLOREEFING-LINE CUTTEREVALUATIONTEST 08-18-70 L. L. WOLZ
DATA
02826 ELECTRONICNAVIGATIONAND TERMINALAIDS 09-09-70 C. F. KOONTZ
AVAILABLE FORPROPOSEDLANDINGFIELDS FOR
SHUTTLEORBITERS




VOL. 1 - MISSION PROFILE (IN-70-FM-141) 09-25-70
VOL. 2 - TRAJECTORYPARAMETERS(IN-70-FM-126) 09-04-70
02636 STUDYOF SHUTTLEVEHICLE ELASTICITY- 04-10-72 L_ R K. CAVIN •
MONTHLYPROGRESSREPORTS D. COLUNGA
R. E. MARTIN !
(
02637 ADVANCEDINITIATOR IGNITION MIX EVALUATION- 12-28-70 L. _ PRICE
INTERNALNOTE




02639 AN ANALYSIS OF THE APOLLO ENTRY MONITORING 09-10-70 FM A.L. BASCH
PLAN (IN-70-FM-130)
02640 SHUTTLECRAFTLAUNCHPERFORMANCEANDORBIT 08-28-70 FM R.D. DAVIS
INSERTION ANALYSIS (IN-70-FM-131) B.D. WEBER
02641 P-23 ERRORMODELAND PROCEDURESANALYSIS 09-03-70 FM C. A SHREFFLER
(IN-70-FM-132)
02642 TRANSONICFLOWFIELD SURVEYTESTS O'VTHE 06-28-71 EW
0.0088105 SCALEMSCORBITER245/BOOSTER
251 SPACESHUTTLE(2 VOLUMES)
02643 COMPUTERUSAGEPROGRAM(IN-70-FM-133) 09-22-70 FM T. Lo TURNER
02845 LOGIC AND EQUATIONSFORTHE CALCULATIONOF 09-14-70 FM D.M. BRALEY
TRAJECTORYOPPORTUNITIESFORA SPACECRAFT R.N. HINSON
IN EARTHORBIT (IN-70-FM-134)
02647 TEST PLAN FOR LUNARROVINGVEHICLE 10-08-70 b
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY PROGRAM
02648 1981-1962 MARSROUND-TRIPORBITAL MISSIONS 09-21-70 FM G.A. ZAMBO
USING TWO-IMPULSE, THREE-IMPULSE, ANDVENUS !
SWING-BY TRAJECTORIES; RETURN TO ELLIPTICAL
CAPTUREORBIT AT EARTH(IN-70-FM-135)
02850 MPADSOFTWAREDEVELOPMENTPLAN-MISSION 11-24-70 FM W.A. SULLIVAN
OPERATIONSPLANN1NGSYSTEM(IN-70-FM-187)
02651 EFFECTSOF VEHICLE ROTATIONON HEAT LEAK INTO 09-10-70 FM R.C. 4ADLE
CYLINDRICAL CRYOGENICTANKS(IN-70-FM-137)





OOC. # TITLE DATE OP.__RRAUTHOR(S) :"
02653 AN ILLUSTRATIVEEXAMPLE OF THE APPLICATION OF 08-18-70 R. A. NEWLANDER "_t
DYNAMOPROGRAMMINGFORUSE AS A MANAGEMENT R. S. ZUCKERMAN
TOOLINDECISIONMAKING i'
02664 SOME PRELIMINARY ASCENT TRAJECTORY AND BOOSTER 0B-30-70 FM
FLYBACK CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE
(IN-70-FM-138)
02655 SKYLABAM/OWS/MDAPARAMETRICSTUDY 09-24-70 FM A.C. LEE
(IN-70-FM-140)
02659 RTCC REQUIREMENTS FOR APOLLO 14 EARTH ORBIT 02-22-71 FM E.M. JIONGO '
INSERTION PROCESSOR(IN-70-FM-070) (REV. 7)
02660 PRELIMINARYSHUTTLEDYNAMICSANALYSIS 09-23-70 FM C.E. FOGGATT
(IN-70-FM-143) C.J. GOTT
D. G. IVES
02661 ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS TEST LABORATORY CALIBRATION 01-15-71 J. C. LOGAN
TEST PROCEDURES FOR LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE
ELECTROMAGNETICCOMPATIBILITY TESTS
02663 ORBIT ALTITUDE SELECTION FORASSEMBLYAND 09-22-70 FM J. FUNK
REFUELNGDURING ADVANCEDLUNARAND PLANETARY S.F. MCADO0 i,
MISSIONS (IN-70-FM-144) (
02664 LANDING POINT DESIGNATOR ERROR ANALYSIS FOR 09-28-70 FM G. D. VENABLES
POTENTIAL LANDING SITES (MARIUS HILLS, HADLEY,
AND COPERNICUS) (IN-70-FM-146)
02665 A COMPARISON OF THE APOLLO 13 AND APOLLO 14 09-22-70 FM B. G. TAYLOR
DESCENT TRAJECTORIES (IN-70-FM-149)
t
02666 SELECTION OF LANDING AIRFIELDS FOR SHUTTLE 09-25-70 J. E. FERGUSON
ORBITERS WITH VARIOUS CROSS RANGES
02668 APOLLO EXPERIENCE REPORT-APOLLO NAVIGATION 10-07-70 FM G.A. RANSFORD
SUPPORT TECHNIQUES AND PROBLEM AREAS
(IN-70-FM-150)
02669 SKYLAB PRELIMINARY REFERENCE TRAJECTORY 08-11-71 FM
(IN-71-FM-313) (REV. 2)
02670 THE ACTIVITIES SCHEDULER ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 10-05-70 FM H.E. KOLKHORST
SYSTEM MODEL (IN-70-FM-152)
02671 LASER SIMULATIONOF RADARCROSS-SECTIONS 08-04-70 EE 't
02673 STUDY PLAN FOR HABITABILITY DATA HANDBOOKS 12-31-70
02674 DESCRIPTION OF SIGMA 5 HYBRID COMPUTER SYSTEM 08-18-70 EG D. C. BROWN
02675 MANNED SIMULATION OF A STRAIGHT WING ORBITER 09-30-70 EG H.E. SMITH _I
UNPOWERED APPROACH AND LANDING L.M. WALTER _¢
02676 APOLLO EXPERIENCE REPORT-APOLLO SPACECRAFT 09-2d-70 FM R.R. REGELBRUGGE
AND GROUND SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT FOR RENDEZ-
VOUS (IN-70-FM-153)
02677 APOLLOEXPERIENCEREPORT-LUNARORBIT 11-02-70 FM J.D. ALEXAkDER
RENDEZVOUS DEVELOPMENTFOR APOLLO R, W. BECKER
(IN-70-FM-154)
02678 ORBITING LUNAR STATION PHASE A FEASIBILITY 04-28-71 EV
AND DEFINITION STUDY, VOLUME 3-OLS PERFORM-
ANCE REQUIREMENTS, FINAL REPORT
02880 APOLLO13 MISSION REPORT(MULTIPLE VOLUMES) 09-28-70 R.K. SETO
33
1990007273-035
DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) C"
02681 NONMETALLICMATERIALSDESIGN GUIDELINES 02-28-83 ES
AND TEST DATAHANDBOOK(REV. 3) (SUPER-
SEDEDBY 3SC 09604)
02682 APOLLOEXPERIENCEREPORT-MISSIONPLANNING 10-05-70 FM C. A. GRAVES
FORAPOLLOREENTRY(IN-70-FM-155) 3. C. HARPOLD
02683 BEYONDAPOLLO(IN-70-FM-156) 09-30-70 FM V. HANSSEN
02684 APOLLO14 (MISSION H-3) PRELIMINARYCREW 10-02-70 FM L. O. DAVIS
CHARTS(IN-70-FM-157)
02686 ORBITING LUNARSTATION PHASEA FEASIBILITY 12-28-70 PA J. 3. ARMSTEAD
AND DEFINITION, VOLUME 2-CONFIGURATION W. L. STEINWACHS
AND SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, INTERIM REPORT
02687 ORBITING LUNAR STATION PHASE A FEASIBILITY AND 04-28-71 EV
DEFINITION STUDY, FINAL REPORT
VOL. I - OLS OBJECTIVES
VOL. 2 - MISSION OPERATIONS
VOL. 4 - CONFIGURATION AND SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
VOL. 5 - OLS CONFIGURATION DEFINITION
VOL. 6 - COMPARISON OF OLS CONFIGURATIONS
02688 ORBITING LUNAR STATION PHASE A FEASIBILITY 04-28-71 EV L.R. HOGAN
AND DEFINITION STUDY, CONDENSED SUMMARY,
FINAL REPORT
02702 SKYLABPROGRAMSIMULATOR/TRAINERS/SUPPORT 06-23-70 G.S. LUDWIG
(MDA) PLAN
02703 EXPERIMENTTRAINING HARDWAREUPDATETECHNICAL 06-30-70
SUPPORTPLAN
02704 CONSOLIDATEDSPARESREQUIREMENTSLIST AND SPARE 04-05-73
PARTS STATUSREPORT(REV. P)
02706 STATEMENT OF WORK FOR THE HEATING FOOD TRAY 09-30-70
02707 EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS STUDY AND ANALYSIS REPORT- 07-15-70 R. F. MCCONNELL
EXPERIMENT M509 PRESSURE VESSEL CHARGING STUDY
02708 ACCEPTANCE TEST SPECIFICATION FOR LEAK CHECK 08-05-70 L. W. GRASS
AND VACUUM TEST SET COMMON GSE
02710 SKYLAB PROGRAM ACCEPTANCE TEST SPECIFICATION 08-26-70 L. W. GRASS
FOR PRESSURIZATION SET COMMON GSE
02711 SKYLABPROGRAMMINERALAND ENDOCRINOLOGICAL 08-06-70 KA
POOLHANDLINGANDANALYTICALREQUIREMENTS
REPORT
02713 SKYLABPROGRAMSPARESREQUIREMENTSLIST FOR 10-20-70 C. O. HOOK
VECTORCARDIOGRAMEXPERIMENTM093 (REV. A)
02714 GROUND OPERATING, MAINTENANCE, AND HANDLING 09-15-72 C. M. NIELSON
PROCEDURE FOR VECTORCARDIOGRAM EXPERIMENT
M093 (REV. B)
02715 GROUNDOPERATING,MAINTENANCE,AND HANDLING 10-13-72 KW C.M. NIELSON
PROCEDURE FOR METABOLIC ACTIVITY EXPERIMENT
M171 (REV. C)
02716 MISSION PLANNING AND OPERATIONS STUDY REPORT- 07-28-70 P.C. CARNEY
ANALYSIS OF CELESTIAL VIEWING FROM ORBITAL
ASSEMBLY WINDOWS




OOC. t TITLE DATE _ AUTHOR(S) __]02720 SKYLAB PROGRAMSPARESREQUIREMENTSLIST FOR 11-05-70 a.R. MEYERASTRONAUTMANEUVERINGEQUIPMENTEXPERIMENTM509 (REV. C)
02721 EXPERIMENTSTUDYANDANALYSIS REPORTFOR 07-23-70 M.E. BRZECZEK
CANDIDATESKYLABFOODAND NEPHELIZERSIN
ZERO-GRAVITY




02745 SKYLABPROGRAMEIS VERIFICATION PLAN FOR 10o28-70
EARTHRESOURCESEXPERIMENTPACKAGESUPPORT
EQUIPMENTSUBSYSTEM
02746 SKYLABPROGRAMEIS VERIFICATION PLAN FOR 10-28-70
EARTHRESOURCESEXPERIMENTPACKAGETAPE
RECORDERSYSTEM
02747 SKYLABPROGRAMEIS VERIFICATION PLAN FOR 10-26-70 I
EARTHRESOURCESEXPERIMENTPACKAGE
VIEWFINDER/TRACKINGSYSTEM
02748 SKYLABPROGRAMEIS VERIFICATION PLAN FOR 10-28-70
EXPERIMENT$190, MULTISPECTRALPHOTOGRAPHIC !
FACILITY SUPPLEMENTALHARDWARE
02749 SKYLABPROGRAMEIS VERIFICATION PLAN FOR 10-28-70
EARTHRESOURCESEXPERIMENTPACKAGECONTROL ¢
AND DISPLAY PANEL
02750 SKYLABPROGRAMFAILURE MODEAND EFFECTS 01-28-72
ANALYSIS FOREARTHRESOURCESEXPERIMENT
PACKAGE(REV. A)
02754 GROUNDOPERATING, MAINTENANCE,ANDHANDLING 09-15-71 KA C.M. NIELSON
PROCEDUREFORLOWERBODYNEGATIVEPRESSURE
EXPERIMENTM092 (REV. B)
02755 SKYLABSPARESREQUIREMENTSLIST FOR EREP 10-20-70 O. K. MCDOWELL
CONTROLSAND DISPLAYS PANELAND VIEWFINDER/
TRACKINGSYSTEM(REV. B) _
4
02759 TEST PLAN FOREARTHRESOURCESEXPERIMENT 08-28-70 .
INTEGRATEDSYSTEMBENCHTESTING TEST STUDY _ 1
AND ANALYSISREPORT , .
02760 EXPERIMENTSYSTEMSSTUDYANDANALYSIS REPORT 08-28-70 O. M. ADAMS * i
FORANALYSIS OF M509 SIMULATION DATA C. E. FARRELL 1 _zVOL 1 - SIMULATION DESCRIPTION
VOL 2 - QUALITATIVE DATA (SKYLAB)
VOL 3 - QUANTITATIVE CODINGPOINT DATA _
VOL 4 - STATISTICAL DATA SUMMARIES _
VOL 5 - QUANTITATIVECONTINUOUSDATA
VOL B - DATA ANALYSESAND CONCLUSIONS
02761 EXPERIMENTSTUDYANDANALYSIS REPORT-MINERAL 09-28-70 S. W. BUTLER
AND ENDOCRiNOLOGICALPOOL CREWAND EXPERIMENT
OPERATIDNREQUIREMENTS
02762 HARDWARDEXPERIMENTSDATA/EXPERIMENTDATA 08-28-70 _1_
RETRIEVALTRADESTUDY d







l_,t TITLE DATE OPR A_THOR(S)
02788 SKYLAB PR_RAM FAILURE _OE AND EFFECTS 04-28-71 KA , l
i
ANALYSIS AND SINGLEPOINT S_ARY FOR
OPERATIONAL BIOINSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM(REV.B)
02780 FAILURE _DE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS FOR FLIGHT 01-12-71
HAR_ARE EXPERIMENT ST_AGE (C_N) FOR
EXPERIMENTS S020, TOZ5, $149, $109 O/C,
s01g AMS, S063, AND BIOMED
1
02773 ACCEPTANCE DATA PACKAGE CERTIFICATION FOR LEAK 09-11-70
I CHECK AND VACUUM TEST SET
02775 EXPERIMENT LOGISTICS MANAGEMENTINSTRUCTIONS 10-18-70 _J. R. MEYER
FOR ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING EQUIPMENT EXPERIMENT
M509
02776 EXPERIMENT STUDY AND ANALYSIS REPORT - 10-29-70 R. C. SMART
PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF A GROUNDCONTROL
GROUP FOR SKYLAB MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS
02780 ACCEPTANCE DATA PACKAGE FOR PRESSURIZATION SET 09-18-70
02781 SKYLAB GROUNDOPERATING, MAINTENANCE, AND 00-29-72 R. C. LERE ("
HANDLING PROCEDURE FOR ULTRAVIOLET AIRGLOW _'
HORIZON PHOTOGRAPHYEXPERIMENT S083 (REV. B)
02784 SKYLAB PROGRAMDETAIL DESIGN SUMMARYFOR 11-10-70 J. P. GORZELANSKZ
METABOLIC ACTIVITY EXPERIMENT M171. BODY
TEMPERATURE MEASURING SYSTEM
02785 SKYLAB PROGRAMDETAIL DESIGN SUMMARYFOR 04-03-72 (
VECTORCAPDIOGRAN EXPERIMENT M093 (REV. A)
02788 SKYLAB PROGRAMDETAIL DESIGN SUMMARYFOR 08-07-71 KA G. G. CRAYTON
IN-FLIGHT LOWER BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE
EXPERIMENT Mog2 (REV. A)
02790 EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTS _UMENT FOR SLEEP 03-03-71
MONITORING EXPERIMENT M133
02791 END-ITEM SPECIFICATION FOR FLIGHT HARDWARE 03-03-71 KA
FOR SLEEP _NITORING EXPERIMENT M133
02702 SKYLAB PROGRAMEXPERIMENT STUDY AND ANALYSIS 10-09-70 S.W. BUTLER
REPORT-PROTOCOL SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS CRITERIA i
02704 SPARES REQUIREMENTS LIST FOR ULTRAVIOLET 10-10-70 R.C. LERE
AIRGLOW HORIZON PHOTOGRAPHYEXPERIMENT S083
02796 MECHANICAL REVIEW MINUTES FOR FLIGHT STOWAGE 11-24-70 KS
CONTAINER EXPERIMENT S020 J
02799 POTENTIAL EMI AND RFI INCOMPATIBILITIES 10-14-70 KA J.B. HAMMAC_t ]
BETWEEN EREP $193, S194, AND SKYLAB AM/MOA !
COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS - TECHNICAL REVIEW
02801 SKYLAB PROGRAMMISSION OPERATIONS PLANNING 10-30-70 R. L. SCH_NCVER
STUDY REPORT- EXPERIMENT CONSTRAINTS ]02803 ACCEPTANCE DATA P_CKAGE FOR PRESSURIZATION SET 11-P4-70
02804 ACCEPTANCE DATA PACKAGE FOR PRESSUR[ZATION SET 11-04-70
02805 ACCEPTANCE DATA PACKAGE FOR FUNCTIONAL TEST SET 11-00-70
02808 MASTER END-ITEM SPECIFT_ATION PERFORMANCEAND 02-29-72 EC J.D. ROSEN






_ TITLE DAlE _ AUTHOR(S )
02809 SKYLAB PROGRAMDETAIL DESIGN SUMMARYFOR 02-24-71 X.H. WILLIAMS
ULTRAVIOLET AIRGLOW HORIZON PHOTOGRAPHY
EXPERIMENT S083 (REV. A) |
02810 EXPERIMENT STUDY AND ANALYSIS REPORT-REFORMAT 11-24-70 S W. BUTLER
OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS ID 202 ;"
02811 S .... , PROGRAMEXPERIMENT STUDY AND ANALYSIS 02-I0-71
RLr. RT-MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS GROUNDSUPPORT
CRITERIA, HARDWAREAND FACILITIES
l
02812 TECHNICAL DESIGN REVIEW FOR FOOD HEATING TRAYS 10-28-70 KS L. C. COX
02813 SKYLAB PROGRAMNONMETALLIC MATERIALS LIST 11-16-70
FOR EARTH RESOURCES EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
02818 MECHANICAL REVIEW MINUTES FOR FLIGHT 11-24-70 KS
STOWAGECONTAINER SOt9
02819 MECHANICAL REVIEW MINUTES FOR FLIGHT STOWAGE 11-24-70 KS
CONTAINER S083 i'
02820 MECHANICAL REVIEW MINUTFS FOR $149 FLIGHT 11-24-70 KS
STOWAGECONTAINER (
02821 MECHANICAL REVIEW MINUTES FOR T025 FLIGHT 11-24-70 KS
STOWAGECONTAINER
02822 MECHANICAL REVIEW MINUTES FOR BIO-MED FLIGHT 11-24-70 KS
STOWAGECONTAINER
J
02824 GROUNDOPERATING, MAIrlTENANCE, AND HANDLING 09-29-72 R.A. DURFEE
PROCEDURE FOR VIEWFINDER/TRACKING SYSTEM
(hey. C)
02825 SKYLAB PROGqAM GROUNDOPERATING, MAINTENANCE, 09-29-72
AND HANDLING PROCEDURE FUR EREP CONTROLS
AND DISPLAYS PANEL (REV. C)
02828 GROUNDOPERATING, MAINTENANCE, AND HANDLING 09-29-72 R. L. BAILEY
PROCEDURE FOR EREP TAPE RECORDER (REV. C)
02833 ACCEPTANCE DATA PACKAGE CERTIFICATION 12-02-70
02835 SKYLAB PROGRAMTEST SPECIFICATION FOR 01-05-71 P. R. CAMPBELL
OUALIFICATION AND ACCEPTANCE TESTING OF _
FLIGHT HARDWAREEXPERIMENT STOWAGE k
02838 SKYLA8 PROGRAMGROUND OPERATING, MAINTENANCE, 08-29-72AND HANDLING PROCEDURE FF)R ASTRONAUT MANEU- . ,
VERING EQUIPMENT EXPERIME'_T MSO9 (REV. B)
01838 SKYLAB GOVERNMENT-FURNISHED EQUIPMENT DATA 03-18-73 KA " "
RECORDING AND PREINSTALLATION ACrEPTANCE INDEX ,_(REV.H)
g_
02839 MISSION DATA REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
VOL. 1 - MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS (REV. B) 10-31-72 FC "_" )
VOL. 2 - ATM, COROLLARY, AND EREP EXPERIMENTS 10-31-72 FC _ •(REV.e) .|
VOL. 3 - EREP EXPERIMENTS (REV. C) 01-31-74 HC • J
02842 DESIGN REVIEW FOOD HEATING TRAYS 12-07-70 KA L. C COX A
02843 NONMETALLIC MATERIALS LIST FLIGHT HARDWARE 11-14-72 F. J. SMITH dW
EXPERIMENT STOWAGE (REV. B)
02844 GROUNDOPERATING, MAINTENANCE, AND HANDLING 11-17-72 R. A. OURFEE $ _





DOC, t TITLE OATg OPR AUTHOR(S) "_
02845 SKYLAB PROGRAMDETAIL DESIGN SUMMARYFOR 07-01-71 KA
FLIGHT HARDWAREEXPERIMENT STORAGE (REV. A) • I
,t
02848 INTERIM THERMAL VACUUM DEVELOPMENT TESY 11-30-70 S. PRELOVSK; ',
REPORT FOR EXPERIMENT T025
02847 EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR SI90B 08-31-72
EARTH TERRAIN CAMERA IN SUPPORT OF S190 _'
MULTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHIC FACILITY
02848 FIELD-OF-VIEW FOR THIRTEEN ORBITAL ASSEMBLY 12-10-70 a. O. LONG
: WINDOVS, SKYLAB PROGRAM
02850 SKYLAB PROGRAMSAFETY ASSESSMENT REPORT 02-23-71 W. R. O'HALLORAN
FOR OPERATIONAL BIOINSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
02854 CONTAMINATION CONTROL PLAN FOR ASTRONAUT 01-04-71 J. E. COLE
MANEUVERING EQUIPMENT, M509
02855 CONTAMINATION CONTROL PLAN FOR EARTH 02-17-71 J. E. COLE
RESOURCES EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
02856 CONTAMINATION CONTROL PLAN FOR MOG2-IN-FLIGHT 01-22-71 a. E. COLE
LOWER BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE, M092 VECTORCAR- _.
DIOGRAM M17%-METABOLIC ANALYZER
02857 CONTAMINATION CONTROL PLAN FOR EXPERIMENTS 01-21-71 J. E. COLE
T025 AND S083 AND STOWAGECONTAINERS
02859 SAFETY ASSESSMENT REPORT FOR INTEGRATED 01-22-71 H. E. HESKETT
MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS
02880 ACCEPTANCE DATA PACKAG_ FOk FUNCTIONAL 01-14-70 I
TEST SET
02865 TECHNICAL DESIGN REVIEW OPERATIONAL 01-14-71 KS T. L. CARROLL
BIOINSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM BOARD
02866 SKYLAB PROGRAMSPARES REQUIREMENTS LIST 01-18-71 N.M. ISKDW
FOR COMMONFLIGHT STOWAGECONTAINERS
02867 SKYLAB PROGRAMEXPERIMENT STUDY AND ANALYSIS 08-25-71
REPORT-ENVIRONMENTAL ACCEPTANCE TEST PROGRAM
EXPERIMENTS A AND B (REV. A)
02868 SKYLAB PROGRAMDEVELOPMENT TEST SPECIFICATION 01-20-71 R.L. BOONE ,i
FOR OPERATIONAL BIOINSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM i
028_8 SKYLAB OPERATIONS HAND§OOK-EXTRAVEHICULAR 04-28-73 EC I
MOBILITY UNIT
VOL. I - SYSTEM DESCRIPTION (REV. A)
VOL. 2 - OPERATING PROCEDURES(RE'_. J) t
02870 SYSTEM SPECIFICATION FOP EARTH RESOURCES 09-28-72 KW
EXPERIMENT PACKAGE I
02872 TECHNICAL DESIGN REVIEW FOR EXPERIMENT $193- 01-22-71 KV L.C. COX
MICROWAVE RADIOMETER, SCATTEROMETER, ALTIMETER
02874 EXPERIMENT STUDY AND ANALYSIS REPORT FOR VASTE 01-_8-71 2
HEAT PROFILES FOR 144C/MSC DEVELOPED EXPERIMENT ]HARDWARE
02878 GROUND OPERATING, MAINTENANCE, AND HANDLING 09-29-72 R.C. LERE
PROCEDURE FOR OPERATIONAL BIOINSTRUNENTATION
SYSTEM {REV. 8)
02878 SKYLAR PROGRAMNONMETALLIC MATERIALS LIST- 03-31-71 KA F.a. _IIITH
BREATHING APPARATUS EXPERIMENT M|TI (REV. A) •
35
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028'/7 NO_tETALLIC MATERIALS LIST-OPERATIONAL 12"01-72 F.J. SMITH
BIOINSTRUMFNTATION SYSTEM (REV. C)
02878 TECHNICAL DESIGN REVIE_ FOR EXPERIMENT 02-04-71 KA L.C. COX
M133- SLEEP MONITORING BOARD •!
02079 EXPERIMENT STUDY AND ANALYSIS REPORT FOR 02-04-7; KA L. C. COX
FOO INSTRUMENTATION PARAMETERS REVIEW
02884 SKYLAB PROGRAMDETAIL DESIGN SUMMARY FOR 02-22-71
OPERATIONAL BIOINSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM ,"
02085 TEST SPECIFICATION FOR $190 INTEGRATION 03-01-71 L. W. MEYER
PHASE I _ENCH TESTING
02806 EREP PROGRAMTEST SPECIFICATION FOR $191 04-28-71 KA
INTEGRATION PHASE I BENCH TESTING
02887 TEST SPECIFICATION FOR 5192 INTEGRATION 03-19-71 L, V. MEYER _
PHASE I BENCH TESTING
02888 TEST SPECIFICATION FOR $193 INTEGRATION 03-19-71 W.A. COOK
PHASE I BENCH TESTING _,
02889 EREP PROGRAMTEST SPECIFICATION FOR S194 03-01-71 L.W. MEYER &
INTEGRATION PHASE I BENCI_ TESTING. _
,
02891 EXPERIMENT STUDY AND ANALYSIS REPORT-FOD 02-23-71 KA L.C. COX
INSTRUMENTATION PARAMETERS REVIEW
02892 NONMETALLIC MATERIALS LIST-EARTH RESUURCES 03-14-73
EXPERIMENT PACKAGE TAPE RECORDER (REV. A)
02893 MISSION DATA REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT, 07-00-73 HC
(dup. W) VOLUME 3 (REV. C)
02893 SKYLAB PROGRAMNONMETALLIC M,_.rL_IALS LIST 02-01-72
(dup. I) EREP EXPERIMENT SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (REV. A)
02894 NONMETALLIC MATERIALS LIST-EARTH RESOURCES 02-18-72 KA
EXPeRIMeNT PACKAGE VIEWFINDER/TRA_KING SYSTEM
02895 NONMETALLIC MATERIALS LIST-EREP S190 02-09-73
SUPPLEMENTAL HARDWARE(REV. 6)
02806 NONMETALLIC MATERIALS LIST-EARTH RESOURCES 02-11-72
EXPERIMENT PACKAGE CONTROL AND DISPLAY PANEL I
ASSEMBLY (REV. A) bt
02897 SAFETY ASSESSMENT REPORT FOR SLEEP MONITORING 08-18-72
SYSTEM EXPERIMENT M133 (REV. A) t
4
02809 DESIGN REVIEW MINUTES ;OR FLIGHT HAROVARE 02-28-71 KS
EXPERIMENT STOWAGE _•
02900 DETAIL DESIGN STUDY FOH METABOLIC ACTIVITY- 03-01-71 Ka J. P. GORZELAMSKI _ |
EXPERIMENT M171, BREATHING APPARATUS
02906 SKYLAB PROGRAMCONPiJTERPROGRAMTO EVALUATE 03-31-71 KV J. O. LONG q
Too2THEMOA WINDOW FIELD-OF-VIEW FOR EXPERIMENT _ ¢|t
02)00 EREP INTEGRATION IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMENTS 09-29-)1 LA q
_J
02912 MSC EOP REQUIREMENTS FOR DATA REQUIREMENTS 08-30-71 FC _
DOCUMENTATION _
02915 SKYLAB PROGRA,_SIdULATION SPECIFICATION FOR 36o11-71 KA _ |
EXPERIMEPT M809





02919 EREP PROGRAMTEST SPECTFICATIONFOR INTEGRATED 04-01-71 KA W, COOK i.'|
SYSTEMSBENCHTESTING
02920 SKYLABPROGRAMSET-UP ANDOPERATING 08-23-71 KA C, H, JOHNSON
INSTRUCTIONSFOREREPVIEWFINDER
TRACKINGSYSTEMSIMULATOR
02921 SERVICEANDMAINTENANCEINSTRUCTIONSFOREREP 06-23-71 D, H. WINE
VIEWFINDERTRACKINGSYSTEMSIMULATOR
02922 SKYLABPROGRAMSIGNATURESUBMITTALEIS 05-07-71 KA
VERIFICATIONPLAN FOR OPERATIONAL
BIOINSTRUMENTATIONSYSTEMS




02932 ACCEPTANCEDATAPACKAGEFORS020 STOWAGE 09-02-71 _
CONTAINER FLIGHT HARDWARE
!.
07937 TECHNICALREPORT-NATURALAND INDUCED 05-2fi-71 KA t_ENVIRONMENTSANALYSISFOREXPERIMENT
STOWAGECONTAINERS i
02939 SKYLABPROGRAMDETAIL DESIGN SUMMARYFOR 04-26-71 DB
SLEEP MONITORING EXPERMENT M133
02940 ACCEPTANCE DATA PACKAGE FOR S019 STOWAGE 10-18-71
CONTAINER FLIGHT HARDWARE
02942 SKYLAB PROGRAM FAILUREMODE AND EFFECTS 04-22-71 NB W.F. BARKER
ANALYSIS FOR SLEEP MONITORING 3YSTEM M133 R.A. HOLTZ
02943 SKYLAB PROGRAM NONMETALLICMATERIALS LIST 07-19-71 KA
EXPERIMENT M133 (REV, A)
I
02955 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT-EXPERIMENT$190 12-28-71 D.L. -ONZALES
MULTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHICFACILITY
SUPPLEMENTALHARDWARE (REV. A)
02959 TECHNICAL DESIGN REVIEW FOR EXPERIMENT S019- 05-20-71 KS W.L. SKELTON
ULTRAVIOLETSTELLAR ASTRONOMY AMS JETTISON
SYSTEM |
02960 SKYLAB PROGRAM TEST SPECIFICATIONS FOR 04-28-71 KA G. FROHWEIN
DEVELOPMENT TESTING OF SLEEP MONITORING
SYSTEM,EXPERIMENT M133
02963 /CCEPTANCEDATA PACKAGEFORS063 STOWAGE 10-08-71 _i
CONTAINER FLIGHT HARDWARE
02964 TECHNICAL DESIGN REVIEW-BIOMEDICALSTOWAGE 05-25-71 KS E.F. VICKERS _
CONTAINERS E615 AND E610 )
0296G TEST SPECIFICATION FOR QUALIFICATION AND 04-28-71




02972 EREPSYSTEMINTEGRATIONREPORT-EREP 05-27-72 K, FESSENDEN
REQUIREMENTSMATRIX ENVIRONMENTAL
PARAMETERS (REV. A)
VOL. 1 - $190 SUPPLEMENTARYHARDWARE •
VOL. 2 - $191VIEWFINDER/TRACKING SYSTEM |
VOL. 3 - _Io2 4VOL. 4 - $193
40
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OOC.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
VOL. 5 - $194 _, *
VOL. 6 - EREP SUPPLEMENTARYHARDWARE _ t
B
VOL. 7 - EREPMECHANICAL,ELECTRICAL, * "
AMDTHERMALPARAMETERS ,,
02974 TEST SPECIFICATION FORACCEPTANCEAND 06-15-71
QUALIFICATION TESTING OF M133 TAPE
RETURNCANISTER
02975 ACCEPTANCEDATAPACKAGEFORS019 STOWAGE 10-22-71
CONTAINERSET BACKUP
02976 ACCEPTANCEDATAPACKAGEFORS020 STOWAGE 09-02-71
CONTAINERBACKUP




02979 GROUNDOPERATING, MAINTENANCE,AND HANDLING 09-15-72 W.B. BRUST :
PROCEDURESFORSLEEPMONITORINGEXPERIMENT
M133 (REV. C) _,
02982 DEVELOPMENTEST REPORTFOREARTHRESOURCES 09-24-71 t_
EXPERIMENTPACKAGECONTROLSAND DISPLAYS
PANEL (REV. A)
02985 ACCEPTANCETEST PROCEDUREFORM133 SLEEP 07-02-71 DE S. L. CARMAN
MONITORING SYSTEM TO TAPE RECORDER
COMPATIBILITY TEST
02986 SKYLABPROGRAMEREP SYSTEMON-MODULETEST 02-16-.73
SPECIFICATION (REV. A)
02991 SKYLABPROGRAMMISSION OPERATIONSPLANNING 07-08-71 KA
STUDYREPORT-EREPOPPORTUNITIESWHILE IN
SOLARINERTIAL MODE
02992 TECHNICALREPORT-STRESSENVIRONMENT,USEFUL 07-23-71 KA
LIFE. AND STORAGELIFE ANALYSESFOREXPERIMENT
T025
02993 ACCEPTANCETEST PROCEDUREFORSLEEP MONITORING 07-28-71
SYSTEM
02994 ACCEPTANCETEST PROCEDUREFORTHE AUTOMATIC 06-28-71 1
BLOOD PRESSURE MEASURING SYSTEM
02995 MSCDDS DESCRIPTIONAND TERMINALOPERATING 08-30-71 FC
PROCEDURES
02996 DEVELOPMENTEST REPORTFORVIEWFINDER/TRACKING 01-28-72 F. A. THOMPSON _
SYSTEMS CONTROL PANEL ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLYAND INFRAREDSPECTROMETERCASEASSEMBLY
02997 DEVELOPMENTEST REPORT-VIEWFINDER/TRACKING 06-28-71 :
SYSTEMINFRAREDCASE ASSEMBLY-St911FTU _
INTERFACE VIBRATION LEVELVERIFICATION _
02999 SKYLABPROGRAMEREPSYSTEMINTEGRATIONREPORT- 07-23-71 KA _ _
ANALYSIS OF COMPATIBILITY OF EREP QUICK-LOOK --
DATA STATION WITH THE EREP SYSTEM _ J
03007 ACCEPTANCEDATAPACKAGEFORBIOMEDICALSTOWAGE 12-28-71
CONTAINER FLIGHT HARDWARE SET _
03010 EREP GSE REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY-POST-DELIVERY 12-01-71 _ |
TESTS (REV. A) 41 _.!
1990007273-043
JDOC, # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) ,;
03021 EREP BASE SERVICES AND FACILITIES PLAN DENVER 10-01-71
TEST SITE REQUIREMENTS, FINAL SUBMITTAL
03028 CALIBRATION DATA REPORT M-171 BODY TEMPERATURE 08-23-71 G.E. CLARK
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM FLIGHT UNIT
03029 CALIBRATION DATA REPORT M-171 BODY TEMPERATURE 08-23-71 G.E. CLARK
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM FLIGHT UNIT
03030 CALIBRATION DATA REPORT M-171 BODY TEMPERATURE 08-23-71 G. E CLARK
MEASURING SYSTEM FLIGHT UNIT
03031 CALLIBRATION DATA REPORT M-171 BODY TEMPERATURE 08-23-71 G. E. CLARK
MEASURING SYSTEM FLIGHT BACKUP UNIT
03043 ACCEPTANCE DATA PACKAGE FOR EREP EXPERIMENT 10-06-71
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT BACKUP UNIT
03044 ACCEPTANCE DATA PACKAGE FOR EREP EXPERIMENT 10-11-71 KT
CONTROL AND DISPLAY PANEL ASSEMBLY FLIGHT
HARDWARE
03046 EREP BASE SERVICES AND FACILITIES PLAN- 05-08-72 O.L. BUTLER
ST. LOUIS TEST SITE REQUIREMENTS, FINAL
SUBMITTAL (REV. A)
03047 SPECIFICIATION FOR OUTGASSING, THERMAL VACUUM 08-31-71
03048 EREP INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TEST REPORT-BENCH 0C-21-71 W, A. COOK
TESTING
03049 SKYLAB PROGRAM PLAN (REV. 8) 02-01-73 KA
03055 EXPERIMENT M092 BPMS AND LVMS, EXPERIMENT 09-10-71 DE W. L, SKELTON
M093 VCG TECHNICAL DESIGN REVIEW BOARD
MINUTES
03057 EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT FOR EXPER- 05-31-72 KW R. L, BOND
IMENT 516 CREW ACTIVITIES/MAINTENANCESTUDY
03058 TEST PROCEDURE INTEGRATIONOF INFRARED 09-28-71
SPECTROMETER AND VIEWFINDER TRACKING SYSTEM
03059 TEST SPECIFICATION INTEGRATION OF INFRARED 09-28-71
SPECTROMETERAND VIEWFINDER TRACKING SYSTEM
03061 SKYLAB PROGRAM INTEGRATED THERMAL VACUUM TEST 02-15-73
PROCEDURE FOR FLIGHT BACKUP IRSCA AND INFRARED
SPECTROMETER, CONTAMINATION BAKEOUT, AND HEAT
PIPE TEST
03062 SKYLABPROGRAMTHERMALVACUUMTEST SPECIFI- 01-17-72
CATION FOR EREP INFRAREDSPECTROMETER,VIeW-
FINDER/TRACKINGSYSTEMS191 (REV. A)
03064 CPD DATABASESYNTAXMANUAL
VOL. 1 - CONTROLS 10-._9-71
VOL. 2 - FORMATS(REV. D) 02-06-73
03065 ACCEPTANCEDATA PACKAGEFOREREP EXPERIMENT 08-08-72 ED W.L. MCCRACKEN
S192-MULTISPECTRALSCANNERCUSTOMERACCEPTANCE
READINESSREVIEW, POST REVIEWBOARDMINUTES
03067 CALIBRATIONDATAREPORT$191VIEWFINDER/ 09-24-71 R. BRIER
TRACKINGSYSTEMFLIGHT UNIT
03068 EREP TEST REQUIREMENTSSUMMARY 10-31-71






DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) ,_"_
![
03075 FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS FOR EREP TAPE 11-28-71 _,
RECOROER DIAGNOSTIC CAPABILITY MODIFICATION ((REV. A) ,.
03078 SAFETY ASSESSMENT REPORT M_09 SIMULATION 02-11-72 !
03079 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR M133 TAPE RETURN 12-14-72 KW
CANISTER
03080 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR SLEEP MONITORING 11-22-72 KW
EXPERIMENT M133
03081 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR VECTORCARDIOGRAM 02-22-73 KW
EXPERIMENT M093
03082 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR IN-FLIGHT LOWER 02-28-73 KW
BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE EXPERIMENT M092
03083 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR METABOLIC 02-27-73 KW
ACTIVITY EXPERIMENT M171
03084 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR OPERATIONAL 10-10-72 KW
BIOZNSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
03085 QUALIFICATION REPORT FOR ULTRAVIOLET AIRGLOW 10-04-72 KW t
HORIZON PHOTOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT S063
03086 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR S019 OFTICAL 11-24-72 KW
AND AMS FLIGHT STOWAGECONTAINERS
03087 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR S020 FLIGHT 11-24-72 KW
STOWAGE CONTAINER t
03088 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR SI,-9 FLIGHT 02-16-73 KS
STOWAGE CONTAINER
03089 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR BIOMEDICAL 02-19-73 KW
STOWAGE CONTAINERS SET
03093 ERER SYSTEM INTEGRATION REPORT POWER PROFILE 06-29-72
(REV. D)
03094 GROUNDOPERATING, MAINTENANCE, AND HANDLING 05-.05-72
PROCEDURES FOR FUNCTIONAL TEST SET ACCESSORY
KIT
03095 GROUNDOPERATING, MAINTENANCE, AND HANDLING 05-05-72
PROCEDURES FOR BREAKOUT BOX AND CABLE SET
03006 GROUND OPERATING, MAINTENANCE, AND HANDLING 05-05-72 W.B. BRUST
PROCEDURES FOR MISCELLANEOUS EXPERIMENT
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT KIT ,4 ,
03097 EREP BASE SERVLCES AND FACILITIES PLAN-KSC 01-28-72 H. R. GRIGGS
T_ST SITE REQUIREMENTS -,
03106 GROUNDOPERATING, MAINTENANCE, AND HANDLING 05-05-72 !
PROCEDURES FOR MEDICAL DATA SYSTEM _ J
03116 TV COVERAGEOPPORTUNITIES OVER THE U.S. AND 12"03"71 _
ORBIT ALTITUDE/INCLINATION VERSUS GROUNDTRACK
REPEATABILITY
03117 PERPENDICULAR SIDE SLIP OF THE NADIR TRACKS 12-10"71 ?_
FOR GROUNDTRACK REPEATABILITY tf._I
03121 ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING EQUIPMENT PROPELLANT 01-28-72
SUPPLY SUBSYSTEM TOUCH TEMPERATURE STUDY
43
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DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
03122 GROUNDOPERATING,MAINTENANCE,AND HANDLING 10-31-72 TK R.L. BAILEY j!
PROCEDURESFORMICROMETEORITEPARTICLE B.L. REYNOLDS I
COLLECTIONEXPERIMENT$149 (REV. C) .,
03125 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORTFOREREP TAPE 12-20-71
RECORDERCOOLANTSELECTORVALVE
03131 SKYLABDATAACQUISITION ANDMANAGEMENTPLAN 07-21-72 FC C.C. BRATTY ,:
S. L. WEBSTER
03132 EREP GEE DOCUMENI REVIEW SUMMARY 12-31-71
03133 DEVELOPMENT STATUS REPORT, OCTOBER 1 TO EW
NOVEMBER30, 1971
03134 SKYLAB PROGRAM EREP ELECTRICAL SCHEMATICS, 04-28-73
SYSTEMS (REV. B)
03135 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT-EREP SUPPORT 07-12-72 KW
EQUIPMENT SUBSYSTEM (REV. A)
03136 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR EREP CONTROLS 06-22-72 KW
AND DISPLAYS PANEL (REV. A)
03137 POST-DELIVERYOPERATIONSPLAN 12-10-71
03138 SPARESREQUIREMENTSLIST FORDEPOTREPAIR 02-07-72
03140 CALIBRATION DATA REPORT _092 LIMB VOLUME 05-25-72 G.E. CLARK
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM FLIGHT UNIT
03143 DEVELOPMENT TEST REPORT FOR EARTH RESOURCES 05-22-72 P. L. BUTLER t
EXPERIMENT PACKAGE TAPE RECORDER
03148 TECHNICAL REPORT OF THE DESIGN REQUIREMENTSFOR 05-01-72
EREP SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
03149 TECHNICAL REPORT OF THE DESIGN REGUIREMENTS 12-05-72
FOR EXPERIMENT St90-MULTISPECTRALPHOTOGRAPHIC
FACILITY SUPPLEMENTAL HARDWARE
03150 TECHNICAL REPORT OF THE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 06-02-72
FOR EREP CONTROL AND DISPLAY PANEL
03151 DEVELOPMENT AND QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR 12-07-72 KW
EREP VIEWFINDER/TRACKING SYSTEMS, TELESCOPE
OPTICAL ADAPTER ASSEMBLY (2 VOLUMES)
03154 SKYLAB PROGRAM MISSION OPERATIONS PLANNING 01-15-72
STUDY REPORT EREP PASS SUCCESS PROBABILITY
STUDY
03156 EREPSYSTEM INTEGRATION REPORT MDA TEST 06-12-72 !
DOCUMENT REVIEW SUMMARY
=
03157 REFURBISHMENT PLAN FOR EREPVIEWFINOER/ 04-17-73
TRACKING SYSTEMTELESCOPE(REV. A)
03158 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR EARTH RESOURCES 03-08-73 KW
EXPERIMENT PACKAGETAPE RECORDER SYSTEM
(3 VOLUMES) I
03168 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT ILLUMINATEDOPTICAL 09-28-72
SIGHT I
03169 MAINTENANCEAND REPAIR PLAN FORFR1928 AMPEX 04-10-72
RECORDER/REPRODUCER (REV. A)
03171 TECHNICAL REPORT OF THE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 05-10-72 I




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _ f
03172 TECHNICAL REPORT OF THE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 09-01-72
FOR VIEWFINDER/TRACKING SYSTEM
03173 EREP TEST DATA ANALYSIS REPORT-EREP SYSTEMS 01-31-72
BENCH TEST
03178 TEST PLAN ESE/EREP SENSOR FIELD SUPPORT 06-30-72 KW
03179 ESE/EREP SENSOR FACILITY INTERFACE 07-14-72
REQUIREMENTS (REV. B)
03180 EREP SUPPORT EQUIPMENT FIELD SUPPORT TEST 03-20-72
PROCEDUqE (REV. B)
03181 SKYLAB PROGRAM$192 FIELD SUPPORT TEST 04-01-72
PROCEDURE(REV. A)
03185 OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, AND TEST PROCEDURE 02-23-73
FOR MO92-LOWER BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE DEVICE
(REV. A)
03186 OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, AND TEST PROCEDURE 02-23-73 i
FOR MO92-BLOOD PRESSURE MEASURING SYSTEM
(REV. B)
03187 OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, AND TEST PROCEDURE 05-31-72
FOR M131-HUMAN VESTIBULAR FUNCTION, CONTROL
CONSOLE, AND ROTATING LITTEF CHAIR
03188 OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, AND TEST PROCEDURE 05-31-72
FOR M133-SLEEP MONITORING SYSTEM
03189 OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, AND TEST PROCEDURE 02-23-73 J.A. KURTZ
FOR M171-METABOLIC ANALYZER (REV. A) C.M. NIELSEN
03190 OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, AND TEST PROCEDURE 02-23-73
FOR EXPERIMENT SUPPOqT SYSTEM (REV. A)
03200 LUNAR RECEIVING LABORATORY INTEGRATED 10-14-70 3. C. WOOLEY
QUARANTINE OPERATIONS
03201 BACK CONTAMINATION MISSION RULES 11-02-70 J.K. HIRASAKI
03202 LUNAR RECEIVING LABORATORY (LRL) CONTAINMENT 01-06-71 P. E. PHILLIPS
SYSTEMS CONTINGENCY PLAN |
03203 LRL QUALIFICATION SPECIFICATIONS FOR 12-17-70 P. E. PHILLIPS i
QUARANTINE CERTIFICATION OF EQUIPMENT
03204 LRL OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF BIOLOGICAL 12-30-70 P.E. PHILLIPS i
SAFETY TEST EQUIPMENT |
03205 LRL BIOLOGICAL SAFETY MANUAL 01-18-71 P. E, PHILLIPS
03206 APOLLO SPACECRAFT IN-FLIGHT HOUSEKEEPING 10-13-70 CA D. C. SCHULTZ
03207 LRL APOLLO SPACECRAFT QUARANTINE AND RELEASE 10-30-70 TL D. T. HAMILTON _
PLAN
03208 RECOVERYOPERATIONS FOR QUARANTINE MISSIONS 10-20-70 J. HIRASAKI .,
03209 LUNAR SAMPLE INFORMATION CATALOG-APOLLO 15 11-28-71 TL e
03210 LUNAR SAMPLE INFORMATION CATALOG-APOLLO 18 08-08-72 SN P. BUTLER
03211 LUNAR SAMPLE INFORMATION CATALOG-APOLLO 17 04-28-73 TL
03220 LRL PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION REQUIREMENTS 11-23-70 M.B. DUKE





DOC.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S ) i
03222 LRL ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE 09-26-70 D. PHELAN ,
J
: 03223 DOCUMENTATION PLAN FOR THE LUNAR RECEIVING 02-25-72 TL
J, LABORATORY
03224 LRL SAFETY MANUAL 07-28-71 EC
03225 MSC SECURITY PLAN FOR SAFEGUARDING LUNAR 09-28-70 E. D. SHAFER
SAMPLES
03227 IMSS MICROBIOLOGY PROCEDURESAND TRAINING 05-25-72 DD
MANUAL FOR SKYLAB
03228 APOLLO 15 COARSE FINES (4-10 MM) SAMPLE 02-28-72
CLASSIFICATION, DESCRIPTION, AND INVENTORY
03240 LRL FACILITY DESCRIPTION 05-07-71 TL I. E. CAMPAGNA
03242 LRL SPARE PARTS MANUAL FOR LABORATORY EOUIPMENT 08-15-72 TL
03243 LRL CLEANING PROCEDURES FOR CONTAMINATION 10-01-71 TL P. GRAF
CONTROL
03248 LRL TOOL AND CONTAINER CONTROL PROCEDURES 07-16-71 TL
03249 LRL OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE MANUAL FOR 12-01-70 TL
THE VACUUM LABORATORY
03250 LRL LUNAR SAMPLE PROCESSING FACILITIES 02-07-72 TL
03251 LRL PROCEDURES FOR OPERATING LIQUID AND 04-27-72
GASEOUS STERILE NITROGEN SYSTEMS
03260 LRL CREW RECEPTION AREA OPERATIONS MANUAL 10-20-70 W. C. ALEXANDER
03261 SUMMARYOF LUNAR QUARANTINE BIOTEST PROTOCOLS 12-04-70 B. C. WOOLEY
03262 LUNAR SAMPLE BIOMEDICAL EVALUATION SAMPLE 11-30-70 H. O. SCHNEIDER
PREPARATION AND DIRECT OBSERVATION
03263 LRL LUNAR SAMPLE BIOMEDICAL EVALUATION 01-22-71 G. R. TAYLOR
MICROBIOLOGY TEST PROTOCOL
03264 LRL LUNAR SAMPLE BIOMEDICAL EVALUATION 12-21-70
VIROLOGY TEST PROTOCOL
03285 LRL LUNAR SAMPLE BIOMEDICAL EVALUATION 11-04-70 J. M. HOLLAND
MAMMALIAN TEST PROTOCOL
03266 LRL LUNAR SAMPLE BIOMEDICAL EVALUATION 11-10-70 R. C. SIMMONDS
LOWER VERTEBRATE AND INVERTEBRATE PROTOCOL
03267 LRL LUNAR SAMPLE BIOMEDICAL EVALUATION 02-01-71
BOTANICAL TEST PROTOCOL
O3268 LRL LUNAR SAMPLE BIOMEDICAL EVALUATION 11-23-70 R.C. SIMMONDS
PROCEDURES FOR THE MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT
OF LABORATORY ANIMALS
03269 PRELIMINARY BIOMEDICAL EVALUATION OF LUNAR 02-22-72 DA B.C. WOOLEY
SAMPLES (REV. A)
03271 PROCEDURESFOR PREPARATION OF IMSS 06-08-72 DO
MICROBIOLOGICAL MEDIA FOR SKYLAB
03280 LRL SAMPLE FLOW 10-20-70 TL E. K, GIBSON





l'k _ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHQR(S)
"_ 03282 LRL OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR THE GAS ANALYSIS 12-01-71 TL _*
'_ LABORATORY (REV. B) ,,
L! "" 03283 LRL OPERATING PROCEDURESFOR THE CHEMICAL 01-05-71 P. H. JOHNSON _ANALYSIS LABORATORY i(
03284 LUNAR RECEIVING LABORATORY OPERATING PROCE- 06-25-71 IL R. S. CLARK jDURES FOR THE RADIATION COUNTING LABORATORY
i_ 03285 LRL OPERATING PROCEDURESFOR THE MINERAL 10-29-70 K. A. RICHARDSON
SEPARATION LABORATORY
THIN SECTION M. B DUKE
LABORATORY
-m
03287 LRL OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR PACRAT 06-20-71 TL C. BENDER
03288 LRL OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR THE DATA AND PHOTO 08-28-71 TL
CONTROL CENTER
L 03289 LRL OPERATING PROCEDURESFOR THE SAMPLE 06-11-71 TL 3. O. ANNEXSTAD '_
, f PACKAGING FACILITY _'
03291 LRL OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR STERILE NITROGEN 01-18-72 TL _.
ATMOSPHERIC PROCESSING (SNAP) LINE _l
03292 PREFLIGHT PROCESSING OF THE APOLLO LUNAR 10-29-71 TL W.A. PARKAN _
SAMPLE RETURN CONTAINER (REV. B)
03293 LRL LUNAR SAMPLE PROCESSING PROCEDURES 04-14-72 TL P.J. BUTLER _'
03294 LRL OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR NOflSTERILE 01-24-72 TL
NITROGEN PROCESSING LINE '_
r
-_ 03301 SPACE SHUTTLE PHASE B DEFINITION-TEST PLAN 05-25-71 LA
L 03302 SPACE SHUTTLE PHASE B DEFINITION-MASS 05-01-71 LA L, T. HASSMAN
PROPERTIES STATUS REPORTS
03303 SPACE SHUTTLE PHASE B DEFINITION- LA
ENGINE/VEHICLE INTEGRATION STUDIES
VOL. 1 - NOZZLE EXTENSION OPERATIONAL 10-28-70 D.L. JONES '
REQUIREMENTS
VOL. 2 - FIXED VERSUS GIMBALED LOX AND _0-28-70 D.L. JONES
AND FUEL LOW PRESSURE TURBO PUMPS
VOL. 4 - ENGINE STRUCTURAL LOADS 11-28-70 D. L, JONES
VOL. 5 - ENGINE ELECTRICAL POWER 01-28-71 M.F. BLASKI _|
REQUIREMENTS , _
VOL. 7 - ENGINE CONTROLLER 01-28-71 D.L. JONES
VOL. 8 - THRUST VECTOR CONTROL SYSTEM 01-28-71 M. F. BLASKI
VOL. 9 - BASE HEATING/AERODYNAMIC 03-28-71 G. H. CADWELL -;
ENVIRONMENT
VOL. 10 - PROPELLANT TASK PRESSURIZATION 03-28-71 S. R. CAVANAUGH J
STUDY _ _
VOL. 11 - ENGINE PRE-START CONDITIONING 03-28-71 L. 3. LEGER
VOL. 12 - AIRBREATHING ENGINE REQUIREMENTS 03-28-71 R.E. LIVINGSTON _
VO_ . 13 - VEHICLE FEEDLINE CONFIGURATION 03-28-71 L.J. SEGER __"
_. 14 - THROTTLE REQUIREMENTS FOR G LIMITING 06-28-71 D. L, JONES
VOL. 15 - THRUST PROFILE 05-28-71 G.H. CADWELL
VOL, 16 - ATTITUDE CONTROL PROPULSION 08-28-71
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND DUTY
CYCLES
VOL, 17 - AUXILIARY POWER UNIT 06-28-71
REQUIREMENTS
VOL. 18 - POGO SUPPRESSION SYSTEM 06-28-71 G. H. CADWELL
VOL. 20 - ORBITAL MANEUVERING SYSTEM 06-28-71
CONCEPT SELECTION TRADE STUDY
03304 SPACE SHUTTLE TECHNOLOGYREQUIREMENTS 03-19-71 LA
L 03305 INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENTATION FOR A SPACE 08-25-71 LASHUTTLE SYSTEM
47
1990007273-049
r DOE.# TITLE DATE OPR .A_JTHOR(S) ,
03306 SPACE SHUTTLE SYSTEM PHASE B DEFINITION 11-13-70 LA {
HANDBOOK
VOL. 1 - DESIGN CRITERIA
VOL. 2 - SHUTTLE SYSTEM, BOOSTER/ORBITER
CEI SPECIFICATION
VOL. 3 - SHUTTLE VEHICLE, BOOSTER, ORBITER
CONFIGURATION
VOL. 4 - OPERATIONS/TEST PLAN I
03307 SPACE SHUTTLE PHASE B FINAL REPORT 08-28-71 LA
VOL. 1 - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
VOL. 2 - TECHNICAL SUMMARY
VOL. 3 - PLANS SUMMARY J
03308 PROGRAMMANAGEMENTPLAN FOR PHASE C/b 06-25-71 LA
03309 SPACE SHUTTLE ENGINEERING AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN 06-25-71 LA
FOR PHASE C/D
VOL. 1 - SHUTTLE SYSTEM
VOL. 2 - ORBITER SYSTEM
VOL. 3 - BOOSTER SYSTEM |
03310 SPACE SHUTTLE OPERATIONS PLAN FGR PHASE C/D 08-25-71 LA 1
VOL. 1 - SHUTTLE SYSTEM
VOL. 2 - ORBITER SYSTEM
VOL. 3 - BOOSTER SYSTEM
03311 SPACE SHUTTLE FACILITY UTILIZATION AND 06-25-71 LA l
• MANUFACTURING PLAN FOR PHASE C/D I
,, VOL. 1 - ORBITER SYSTEM
,: VOL. 2 - BOOSTER SYSTEM
03312 SPACE SHUTTLE PRELIMINARY TEST PLAN FOR PHASE 06-25-71 LA
C/DVOL. I - SHUTTLE SYSTEM
VOL. 2 - ORBITER SYSTEM
VOL. 3 - BOOSTER SYSTEM "'
VOL. 4 - SHUTTLE SUPPORT EOUIPMENT
VOL. 8 - SHUTTLE SOFTWARE
03313 SPACE SHUTTLE LOGISTICS AND MAINTENANCE PLAN 06-25-71 LA
FOR PHASE C/D !
03314 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAMCOST AND SCHEDULE 06-25-71 LA
ESTIMATES PLAN FOR PHASE C/D, PARTS 1 AND 2
03315 ORBITER VEHICLE PRIME ITEM SPECIFICATION 06-25-71 LA i
J
03316 GROUND SYSTEMS SPECIFICATION FOR A 08-25-71 LA
SPACE SHUTTLE SYSTEM I
jk
03317 SPACE SHUTTLE DETAIL MASS PROPERTIES REPORT 06-25-71 LA i
VOL, 1 - SUMMARY
VOL. 2 - BOOSTER BOO:,, MASS PROPERTIES DATA
VOL. 3 - ORBITER BOOK, MASS PROPERTIES DATA
03320 PHASE A/B STUDY FOR EXPENDABLE SECOND-STAGE 12-30-70 LV R.B. OLIVER
#
REUSABLE SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTER, INTERIM FINAL ,,,
REPORT
VOL. 1 - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 2,k
VOL. 2 - TECHNICAL SUMMARY
03321 SPACE SHUTTLE PHASE B FINAL REPORT-EXPENDABLE 06-25-71 LA J
_" (dup. #) SECOND STAGE REUSABLE SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTER
VOL. 1 - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
VOL. 2 - TECHNICAL SUMMARY
VOL. 3 - WIND TUNNEL TEST DATA
VOL. 4 - DETAIL MASS PROPERTIES DATA
VOL. 5 - OPERATIONS AND RESOURCES
VOL. 6 - INTERFACE CONTROL DRAWINGS 'lvoL.7-PRELIMINARYDESIGNDRAWINGS
'8 i|
1990007273-050
TITLE DATE OP_R AUTHOR(S) J
VOL. 8 - PRELIMINARY CEI SPECIFICATION
VOL. 9 - PRELIMINARY SYSTEM SPECIFICATION. 10 - TECHNOLOG REQUIREMENTS
VOL. 11 - COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATES
VOL. 12 - DESIGN DATA BOOK
03321 SKYLAB PROGRAMEREP TAPE MANAGEMENT REPORT 0B-01-72
(dup. #) (REV. A)
03322 SPACE SHUTTLE PHASE B DEFINITION-STRUCTURAL 01-10-72
TEST PROGRAMPLAN
03323 STRUCTURAL TEST PROGRAM-TEST AND EVALUATION 06-26-72
REPORT (MULTIPLE TASKS)
03325 SPACE SHUTTLE PHASE C/D SCHEDULE BASELINE 06-25-71 LA
VOL. 1 - SHUTTLE/ORBITER PROGRAM
VOL. 2 - BOOSTER PROGRAM
VOL. 3 - WORK BREAKDOWNSTRUCTURE
DICTIONARY
03327 ORBITER EXTERNAL HYDROGEN TANK STUDY 06-25-71 LA
VOL. 1 - SUMMARY
VOL. 2 - CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
VOL. 3 - PROGRAMMATIC IMPACT
03328 SPACE SHUTTLE PHASE B EXTENSION TECHNICAL 11-12-71 LV
REPORT _2 VOLUMES)
0332g ALTERNATE AVIONICS SYSTEM STUDY AND PHASE B 11-12-71
EXTENSION (APPENDIX H)
03330 SPACE SHUTTLE PHASE P STUDY PLAN 11-04-71
03331 SPACE SHUTTLE r B PROGRAMCOST AND 03-15-72
SCHEDULE EST" .=_ PLAN FOR PHASE C/D
03332 SPACE SHUTTLE PHASE B MASS PROPERTIES, 03-15-72
FINAL REPORT
VOL. 1 - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
VOL. 2 - TECHNICAL SUMMARY
03333 SPACE SHUTTLE PHA.E B FINAL REPORT-MASS 03-15-72
PROPERTIES STATUS REPORT
03405 PRE-INSTALLAT;ON ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE 11-06-70 EW
AND RECEIVING INSP_CTIqN REQUIREMENTS FOR
THE ASSEMBLY DISPLAY AND CONTROL CONSOLE
LRV EQUIPMENT
03406 PRELIMINARY ALTERNATIVES FOR REDUCING THE 10-07-7U FM J.A. BELL
EARTH ORBITAL SHUTTLE RENDEZVOUS RESCUE
TIME (IN-70-FM-158)
03408 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE ASCENT PROPULSION 12-28-70 J.C. COOPER
SUBSYSTEM OF THE APOLLO SPACECRAFT
03411 PRELIMINARY PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND FLOW 11-10-70 A.J. LOYD
DIAGRAM OF THE TACS-SM RCS CONSUMABLES
PROGRAM (IN-70-FM-IBO) _'
03412 SAFETY, RELIABILITY, AND QUALITY ASSURANCE OB-Ze-B7 NS
OFFICE EMERGENCYPREPAREDNESS PLAN (REV. D)
03413 PROPELLANT WEIGHT REQUIREMENTS FOR THE 19BB 10-12-70 FM J.S. SHANNAHAN
CONJUNCTION CLASS MANNED MARS LANDING MISSION
(IN-70-FM-161) ()
03414 APOLLO REEFING-LINE CUTTER EVALUATION TEST 10-02-70 L.L. _K)LZ ]




DOC._ TITLE pATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
03415 MAJOR TEST FACILITIES OF THE ENGINEERING 10-28-70
AND DEVELOPMENT DIRECTORATE
03417 ACTIVITIES SCHEDULING PROGRAM-ELECTRICAL 11-13-70 FM L. BAKER
POWER SUBSYSTEM FORMULATION REOUIREMENTS R. A. MINTZ
(IN-70-FM-148) R. E. STOKES
03418 A PRELIMINARY DESCRIPTION OF THE TAPE 11-04-70 FM W. P. B[AL
RECORDERMANAGEMENTMODULE FOR THE MISSION
OPERATIONS PLANNING SYSTEM (IN-7O-FM-102)03419 PRELIMINARY REFERENCE TRAJECTORY SIMULATOR 10-08-70 FM L. D. DAVIS
DATA PACKAGE FOR SKYLAB (IN-70-FM-163) E. R. HISCHKE
03421 END-ITEM SPECIFICATION SELF-RECORDING
PENETROMETER
03424 ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE FOR LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENT 12-28-70 EH
S-200 INCLUDING SELF-RECORDING PENETROMETER
03425 PREDELTVERY ACCEPTANCE PLAN AND PROCEDURE FOR 04-28-71 EH
SELF-RECORDING PENETROMETER AND ACCESSORY
HOLDER
03427 PREINSTALLATION ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE 08-28-71 EH
FOR SELF-RECORDING PENETROMETERAND ACCEPTANCE
HOLDER
03431 PRELIMINARY CONSUMABLESANALYSIS FOR THE 10-12-70 FM P.F. CANTIN
APOLLO 15 MISSION (IN-70-FM-184) A. J. LOYD
03432 COMMANDMODULE/SERVICE MODULE REACTION CONTROL 06-28-71 EA
SUBSYSTEM ASSESSMENT
03434 ANALYTICAL SELECTION OF SKYLAB ATTITUDE STATE 09-04-70 EG
ESTIMATION PARAMETERS
03435 THE GUIDANCE AND CONTROL OBSERVATORY-ITS 09-17-70 EG I. SAULIETIS i
CAPABILITIES AND APPLICATIONS i
03436 SIMPI.IFIED WIND GUST MODELS FOR SPACE SHUTTLE 0g-25-70 EG J.H. SUDDATH Y
LANDING SIMULATIONS i
03438 PRELIMINARY SHUTTLE ABORT STUDIES (IN-70-FM-185) 10-14-70 FM E. HENDERSON
03440 ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE FOR EVA/IVA COOLANT GAS 01-22-71 EC
SEPARATOR i
03441 LOG1C FOR EARTH ORBITAL AEG WITH 3ACCHI_ 10-2g-70 FM E. 3. KENYON
DYNAMIC ATMOSPHERES (IN-70-FM-186)
03444 CONSUMABLESANALYSIS FOR THE APOLLO 14 10-22-70 FM A. J. LOYD
SPACECRAFT OPERATIONAL TRAJECTORY S. O. MAYFIELD
(IN-70-FM-187) W. SCOTT
}
03446 COMPARISON OF PROPELLANTS FOR AN EARTH 0Q-30-70 A. GILLIES
ORBITIk. SPACE TUG
0344§ COLLISION PROBABILITY OF FUTURE MANNED MISSIONS 10-20-70 FM M. E. OONAHO0WITH OBJECTS IN EARTH ORBIT (IN-70-FM-IBB) |
i
03447 COMPARATIVE PANORAMIC CAMERA LUNAR SURFACE 10-15-70
COVERAGE FOR J-MISSION TIMELINE ALTERNATIVES
FOR HADLEY RILLE, DESCARTES, MARIUS HILLS,
COPERNICUS, AND DAVY RILLE
03448 ABORT RESET POINTS FOR APOLLO 14 (IN-70-FM-1BP) 10-21-70 FM L. GONZALES I m
I
03449 APOLLO EXPERIENCE REPORT-MISSION PLANNING FOR 10-22-70 FM F. V. BENNETT !t




i _. k,., mmm_.,,.,,,&.....t__. _ ...................................
DOC, I TITLE DATE _PR A_THQR(_) _"
03458 LUNAR MODULE DESCENT PROPULSION CRYOGENIC 10-Z0-70 N. C. LUSKA
STORAGE SYSTEM EVALUATION
L- 03457 BIOMEDICAL EVALUATION OF THE APOLLO 7 MISSION 12-28-70 DB
l
03458 BIOMEDICAL EVALUATION OF THE APOLLO 8 MISSION 1Z-28-70 DB
03459 BIOMEDICAL EVALUATION OF THE APOLLO 0 MISSION 12-Z8-70 DB
03460 APOLLO 11 MISSION ANOMALY REPORT NO. Z-GLYCOL 10-28-70
TEMPERATURE CONTROL VALUE
03461 REVIEW OF FACTORS AFFECTING IGNITION OF METALS 10-28-70 J. H. KIMZEY
IN HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN SYSTEMS
03462 CSS MATERIALS SPARK IGNITION TEST 10-21-70 L. J. PRICE
03483 GHz-GOz LOW THRUST TUBE CLUSTER INJECTOR ENGINE 1Z-11-70 W. M. VANCE
TEST REPORT
03486 APOLLO 11 MISSION ANOMALY REPORT NO. 3 - 11-Z8-70
SERVICE MODULE ENTRY
03468 MSC EVALUATION TEAM SUPPORT PLAN FOR KSC 10-Z8-70
TESTING DURING APOLLO 14 PRE-LAUNCH TESTS
03489 APOLLO EXPERIENCE REPORT-ONBOARD NAVIGATION 11-08-70 FM B. F. COCKRELL
AND ALINEMENT SOFTWARE (IN-70-FM-171) S. PINES
R. T. SAVELY
03470 SOLID STATE HAND CONTROLLER 01-05-70 EG C.L. BAILEY
03471 TEST RESULTS OF THE MANUAL THRUST VECTOR lZ-23-69 EG M. M, SCHIMEK t
CONTROL DURING THE APS TEI CONTINGENCY
MANEUVER
03472 SPIN CONTROL FOR ARTIFICIAL-G SPACE STATIONS 01-1Z-70 EG E. H. SIMON
0_473 SIMULATOR STUDY OF OPTICAL IMU ALINEMENT 01-30-70 EG L. J, MILLER
CAPABILITY FOR AAP
034_4 GN&C OPERATIONAL TECHNIOLIES SLP MISSION 04-17-70 EG J. WRIGHT
03475 OPTICAL TRACKING OF THE APOLLO 12 SPACECRAFT 02-17-70 EG I. SAULIETIS
03477 A SIMULATION STUDY TO EVALUATE THE 03-27-70 EG R. L. CHRISTOPHER
TRANSITION MANEUVER FOR A PRELIMINARY
ILRV ORBITER VEHICLE CONFIGURATION
03478 A STAR IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM FOR SPACE 03-23-70 EG I, SAULIETIS
SHUTTLE/SPACE BASE APPLICATION
03479 APOLLO OAP POST-FLIGHT ANALYSIS SUMMARY 03-30-70 EG W. H. DELASHMIT
R. LEE
03480 STUDY OF SPACE BASE BALANCE CONTROL TECHNIQUES 03-19-70 EG J. W. SUNKEL
03481 PROCEDURESFOR USE OF THE LM LANDING POINT 03-10-70 EG G. NCSWAIN
DESIGNATOR IN THE PRESENCE OF SYSTEM AND
ENVIRONMENTAL ERRORS
e
0348Z STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF LATERAL STABILITY 03-31-70 EG E. E, SMITH j
DERIVATIVES ON THE HYPERSONIC ENTRY OF THE
ILRV ORBITER
03483 ILRV ORBITER ENTRY GUIDANCE REOUIREMENTS 04-15-70 EG
BASED ON POST-TRANSITION POWER-OFF APPROACH
AND LANDING CONSIDERATIONS





DOC, t TITLE OA.Q.AT_____ OPR A_THOR(SI . ,
f
034a6 SKYLAB CSM GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 05-01-70 EG
REOU_REMENTS AND CAPABILITIES REPORT 2
034qe LANDING POINT BIASES BASED O_ LPD CAPABILITY 05-05-70 EG R. L. SALOANA
03487 SPACE BASE GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AND CONTROL 05-15-70 EG
REQUIREMENTS
03488 DIGITAL METHODS OF OPTICAL PATTERN ANALYSIS 08-05-70 EG D. E. TADLOCK
03489 PROJECT SKYLA8 ERROk _ALYSIS OF PRE-LALINCH OB-1R-70 EG N. P. OWIVEDI
IMU ALINEMENT AND CALIBRATION
03490 SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, 08-18-70 EG C, r. LIVELY
AND CONTROL SOkTWARE FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT_ E, E. SMITH
03491 RESULTS FOR THE NR/MSC SPACE STATION IO-POUND 08-30-70 EG H. D, MYERS
THRUST SIMULATION INVESTIGATIONS
03492 APOLLO EXPERIENCE REPORT-CONSLqdABLESBUDGETING 12-09-70 FM
FOR THE APOLLO SPACECRAFT (IN-70-FM-I?Z) |
03493 PRELIMINARY EVPLUATION OF THE COMPATIBILITY OF 11-13-70 FM S. D. HOLZAEPFEL
POTENTIAL PAYLOADS WITH CANDIDATE EARTH ORBIT
SHUTTLE CONFIGURATIONS (IN-70-FM-!73)
03494 RECOMMENDEDENTRY MONITORING AND BACKUP CON- 10-27-70 FM H. L, BOLING
TROL PROCEDURES FOR APOLLO 14 (IN-70-FM-174)
03495 PRESSURE TEST OF ENTRY AND POST-LANDING 10-28-70 L. L, WOLZ
BATTERY CELLS-TEST REPORT
03496 AUTOO4ATIC LANDING SYSTEMS AND NAVIGATION AIDS 11-04-70 FM
FOR APPLICATION TO THE SPACE SHUTTLE
(_N-70-FM-175)
03497 NASA/DOD 25,000-POUND SPACE SHUTTLE TRAFFIC 11-02-70 FM S, D. HOLZAEPFEL
MODEL-1978 TO 1987 (IN-70-FM-178) e.E. KINCAIOE
W. R. PRUETT
03499 A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ENTRY GUIDANCE FOR THE 10-04-70 EG
MSC SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION j
03500 SKYLAB SIMULATOR PROGRAMPLAN 11-18-70 J, C. NIST r
03501 SKYLAB SIMULATOR DATA MANAGEMENT PLAN 11-18-70 J.C. MIST
B. STECKERT
03502 SKYLAB SIMULATOR QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN 11-18-70 C. LAMBERT
J. C. MIST
03504 SKYLAB SIMULATOR ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURES 10-08-71 J. F. BURKE
03505 SKYLAB SIMULATOR MAINTENANCE MANU^L 11-1_-71
e
03506 SKYLAB SIMULATOR OPERATING MANUAL I1-10-71
03508 SKYLAB SIMULATOR ENGINEERING DESIGN REPORTS 02-04-71
(REV. A)
03511 SKYLAB SIMULATOR DESIGN DATA BOOK (REV. B)
SEC. 1 ELECTRICAL POM(R SYSTEM 08-08-7Z
SEC, 2 - ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM 08-%4-72
SEC. 3 - ATTITUOE CONTROL SYSTEM 08-00-7Z
SEC. 4A - VOICE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 08-14-7Z
SEC. 48 - OCS AND SLS/MCC INTERFACE 08-10-7Z
SEC. 5 IMAGE GENERATION SYSTEM om-om-)z
SEC. 8 IMAGE GRAPHICS (REV, A) 04-00-71
SEC. 7 - ATM EXPERIMENTS 08-04-72
SEC. 8 EQUATIONS OF MOTION 08-08-72
SEC. 9A - SLS/CMS INTERFACE SOFTWARE 08-08-72 ._
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SEC. 10 - MISCELLANEOUS SOFTWARE 0B-14-72 £
L SEC. 11 - CONTROLS AND DISPLAY 08-09-72
SEC. 12 - CREW STATION 08-09-72
SEC. 13 - INSTRUCTOR/OPERATOR STATION 08-09-72 /
SEC. 10 - ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT 08-14-72
SEC. 21 - CAUTION AND WARNING SUBSYSTEM 0B-14-72
SEC. 30 - EARTH RESOURCES EXPERIMENT lO-IO-7Z
PACKAGE
03515 SKYLAB SIMULATOH DESIGN REVIEW SUMqARY REPORT 11-15o71 I.V. BURKE
(nev. B) J.C. NIST
03816 SKYLAB SIMULATOR CONTRACT ENn-ITEM 12-29-70 J.F. BURKE
SPECIFICATION J.C. NIST
VOL. 2 - DIGITAL CONVERSION EQUIPMENT
VOL. 3 - VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
VOL. 0 - INSTRUCTOR/OPERATORSTATION
VOL. 7 - CREW STATIONS
VOL. 8 - CONTROLS AND OISPLAqh
VOL. 9 - IMAGE GRAPHICS
VOL. 10 - IMAGE GENERATION EQUI_'_ENT
VOL. ll - TELEPRINTER BUFFER
VOL. 12 - EVENT TIMER
03517 SKYLAB SIMULATOR CONTRACT END-ITEM SPECIFI- J. F. BURKE t
CATION, COMPUTER PROGRAM, PART 1 ). C. MIST _ "
VOL. 1 - ELECTRICAL POKIERSYSTEM 02-04-71
VOL. 3 - EQUATIONS OF MOTION 02-19-71
VOL. 4 - INTERFACE SOFTWARE 02-19-71
VOL. 5 - ATTITUDE CONTROL 03-22-71 '
VOL. e - CRT ON-LINE SOFTWARE 02-23-71
VOL. 7 - CRT OFF-LINE SOFTWARE 02-24-71
VOL. 8 - DATA BASE GENERATOR (REV. A) 09-10-71
VOL. 9 - TELEMETRY AND DIGITAL COMMAND 04-13-71
SYSTEM
VOL. I0 - CAUTION AND WARNING SYSTEM 03-03-71
VOL. I1 - IMAGE GENERATION 04-06-71VOL. 12 - ATM EXPERIMENTS 04-04-71
VOL. 13 - PATCHING AND SCHEMATICS 04-01-71
VOL. le - VOICE COMMUNICATIONS 02-23-71
VOL. 17 - RESET GENERATOR 09-20-71
VOL. IB - X-T RECORDER 03-17-71
VOL. 19 - MASTER TIMING 03-17-71
VOL. 20 - MASTER CONTkOL 03-17-71
VOL. 24 - ATM-DC INTERFACE 07-01-71 ;
VOL. Z5 - ATM-DC CLOSED LOOP DRt,ER 05-28-7%
VOL. 27 - EXECUTIVE 06-26-71
03518 SKYLAB SIMULATOR CONTRACT E_D-ITEM SPECIFI- J, F. BURKE
CATION. PART 2 J.C. MIST
VOL. I - POWERAND GROUNDING 04-13-71
VOL. 2 - DIGITAL CONVERSION EQUIPMENT M3-12-71 ' t
VOL. 3 - VOICE COMMUNICATIONS 05-13-7!
VOL. 4 - CENTRAL TIMING EQUIPMENT 03-IZ-71 |•
VOL. 5 - CMS BUFFER 03-12-71
VOL. 0 '. INSTRUCTOR/OPERATOR STATION 04-05-71 _
VOL. 7 - CREW STATIONS 04-13-71
VOL. 5 - CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS 04-1Z-71
VOL. 0 - IMAGE GRAPHICS 04-0B-71 _
VOL. 10 - IMAGE GENERATION EQUIPMENT 04-0B-71 _
VOL. _l - TELEPRINTER BUFFER 05-19-71 !
VOL. IZ - EVENT TIMERS 03-30-71 _
03519 SKYLAB SIMULATOR CONTRACT END-ITEM SPECIFI- 10-2B-71 J.F. BURKE
CATION, COMPUTER PROGRAM,PART 2 J.C. MIST
VOL. I - ELECTRICAL PO_ER SYSTEM
VOL. 2 - ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM _
VOL. 3 - EQUATIONS OF MOTION
VOL. 4 - INTERFAC_ SOFTWARESYSTEM
VOL. 5 - ATT|TUOE CONTROL SYTEM _ t
163 :"
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VOL. 6 - CRT ON-LINE PROCESSOR
VOL. 7 - CRT OFF-LINE PROCESSOR
VOL. 9 - TELEMETRYANDDIGITAL COMMAND
SYSTEM
VOL. 10 - CAUTIONANDWARNINGSYSTEM
VOL. 11 - IMAGEGENERATIONSYSTEM
VOL. 12 - ATM EXPERIMENTSSYSTEM
VOL. 13 - PATCHINGANDSCHEMATICSSYSTEM
VOL. lfi - VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
VOL. 17 - RESETGENERATOR
VOL. 18 - X-T RECORDER
VOL. 19 - MASTERTIMING
VOL. 20 - MASTER CONTROL
VOL. 28 - EXECUTIVE
VOL. 27 - REAL-TIME INPUT/OUTPUT
03520 SKYLAB SIMULATOR INSTALLATIONAT MSC PLAN 05-05-71 J.F. BURKE
(REV. A) O.C. NIST
03521 SKYLABSIMULATORFINAL ACCEPTANCEREVIEW PLAN 11-09-71 J.C. NIST
B. W, STECKERT
03522 SKYLABSIMULATORDIGITAL COMMANDSYSTEM(APCU 09-03-71 J. F. BURKE
TO SLS DATA LINK) INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT J. C. NIST 1
(REV. B)
r
03523 SKYLABSIMULATORTRAJECTORYDATALINK SLS/CMS 09-10-71 J. F. BURKE i
INTERFACE(REV. B) J. C. NIST
03524 SKYLAB SIMULATOR TELEMETRY INTERFACE CONTROL 09-13-71 J.F. BURKE ',
DOCUMENT (REV. B) J. C. NIST
03525 SKYLAB SIMULATOR CENTRAL TIMING EQUIPMENT 03-10-71 J. F. BURKE ¢
SLS/CMS/MCC INTERFACE (REV. A) J. C. NIST
03526 SKYLABSIMULATORCMSBUFFERSLS/CMS INTERFACE 03-10-71 J, F. BURKE
(REV. A) O.C. NIST
03527 SKYLAB SIMULATOR PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS 06-14-71 J.F. BURKE
INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT J.C. NIST
03528 SKYLAB SIMULATOR ATM-DC INTERFACE CONTROL 10-22-71
DOCUMENT (REV. C)
03529 SKYLAB SIMULATOR TV DOWNLINK INTERFACE CONTROL 04-06-71
DOCUMENT
03530 SKYLAB SIMULATOR VOICE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM- 06-14-71
SLS/CMS/MCC INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT
03531 SKYLAB SIMULATOR POWER REQUIREMENTS INTERFACE 06-14-71
CONTROL DOCUMENT
03535 REAL-TIME SUPERVISORSYSTEMDESCRIPTION 11-28-73
03600 APOLLOANDSKYLABMAJOREND ITEMS 11-01-70 PP
03601 AERODYNAMIC LOAD RELIEF USING ANGLE-OF-ATTACK 11-02-70 FM J.K. BURTON
MODULATIONFORABORTSFROMTHE SHUTTLEORBITER
VEHICLE LAUNCH TRAJECTORY (IN-70-FM-176) )03602 WORK ACCELERATED ELECTRON BEAM GbN EVAPORATION 09-28-70 F. L. BAIAMONTEOF ALUMINUM
03603 SPACESHUTTLECONTROLSYSTEMSIMULATORDESIGN 10-08-70 EG R. O. BRENNAN
REPORT J. M. COBB
03604 SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, 10-20-70 EG G. O. MILLER
AND CONTROL DATA BUS SURVEY I'
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03605 REVIEWOF CURRENTCOCKPITDISPLAY SYSTEMS 10-26-70 EG W. E. MILLER
03607 SPACECRAFTOPERATIONALTRAOECTORYFOR FM i
APOLLO14 _
VOL. 1 - HYBRID MISSION PROFILE 01-19-71
(IN-71-FM-O06) _
VOL. 2 - TRAJECTORYPARAMETERS 11-09-70
(IN-70-FM-179)
03608 THE MOTIONOF A RIGID SATELLITE IN THE 11-28-70 BA
GRAVITATIONALFIELD OF AN OBLATEPLANET
03609 SPECIFICATION FOR THE ACTIVITY ELEMENT OPTIONS 11-12-70 FM R. W. O'REAR
OF THE ACTIVITY SCHEDULING PROGRAM R. L. PETTY
(IN-70-FM-180) J. C. RICHARDSON
03610 LAUNCHWINDOWSCANSANDASSOCIATEDMISSION 11-12-70 FM B. O. MCCAFFETY
PLANNINGDATAFOR 1972 (IN-70-FM-181)
03611 APOLLOOXYGENCRYOGENICSTORAGESYSTEMPARTIAL 11-04-70 N. C. LUSKA _ :
FILL TEST EVALUATION
03612 CONCENTRICTUBE GH2/GO2 ENGINE TEST REPORT 11-18-70 J. E. BOUVIER (
03613 RELIABILITYAND QUALITY ASSURANCE GUIDELINE 02-28-71 NA i
FOR GOVERNMENT-FURNISHEDEQUIPMENTCONTROL •
03615 VIKING 75 ENTRY CORRIDOR DEFINITION FOR 11-12-70 FM O. HILL _
OPTION B (IN-70-FM-182)
03620 SAFETY, RELIABILITY, AND QUALITY ASSURANCE 02-28-73 NA
PROCEDURE FOR THE PREPARATION, ISSUANCE,
AND CONTROL OF ACTION DOCUMENTATION
03621 OPERATIONAL ABORT PLAN FOR APOLLO 14 FM
(IN-70-FM-183)
VOL. 1 - LAUNCHPHASE(IN-70-FM-1B4) 12-15-70 E.M. HENDERSON
S. R. NEWMMJ
VOL. 2 - TRANSLUNAR, LUNAR ORBIT, AND 01-22-71 L. GONZALES
TRANSEARTH ORBITS (IN-70-FM-183)
036_2 MSC DATA REQUIREMENTS INSTRUCTION DOCUMENT 02-08-72 FC
03625 SKYLABFLIGHT PLAN FORSL-2, SL-3, 10-30-70 B. E, FERGUSON _
SL-4, PRELIMINARY REFERENCE , |
03650 PROGRAM PLAN, SKYLAB OPERATIONAL BIOINSTRUMEN- 12-10-70 DE S. M. LUCZKOWSKI
TATION SYSTEM, GOVERNMENT-FURNISHEDEQUIPMENT
03651 OPERATIONAL LOGISTICS PLANNING (IN-70-FM-184) 11-17-70 FM " J!
03652 LUNARSURFACEEVA PLANNINGGUIDELINES, APOLLO-J 11-25-70 K.L. THOMAS @
03653 MSC/APOLLO MISSION CONTINGENCY INVESTIGATION 03-28-72 AA
PLAN _
03654 A PRELIMINARY DESCRIPTION OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC 12-08-70 FM W. BEAL
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT MODULE FOR THE MISSION M. WILLIAM$ON
OPERATIONS PLANNING SYSTEM (IN-10-FM-185) _ J
|
03665 VIEWS FROMTHE SPACECRAFTDURING THE FLIGHT OF 11-24-70 FM A. N. LUNOE
APOLLO14 (IN-70-FM-18S)




DOC, # TITLE DATE OP._BR AUTHOR(S)
03667 PRELIMINARY LUNAR ORBIT ATTITUDE SEQUENCE FOR 11-24-70 FM J. R. GENSERT i
APOLLO 14 (IN-70-FM-189) E. C. HOWELL
J. F. MARTIN
03668 ELECTRICAL IGNITION SYSTEMS TEST 04-14-71 LA R.W. SMITH
03669 GASEOUS HYDROGEN/GASEOUSOXYGEN IGNITION 10-29-71 EP
STUDIES (PHASES 1 AND 2) ':
03670 GASEOUS HYDROGEN/GASEOUSOXYCEN JET PUMP 04-07-71 LV B, J. LEE
INJECTION EVALUATION
03672 1975 DIRECT ENTRY VIKING MISSION PERFORMANCE 11-28-70 FM C.W. ARVEY
ANALYSIS (IN*70-FM-190) O.T. MCNEELY
03673 SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AND ASSESSMENT - 07-28-72
MONTHLY TECHNICAL SUMMARYREPORTS
03074 MASTER WORK PACKAGE DOCUMENT 08-15-72 F.A. HAGAN ,
03675 SPACE SHUTTLE LOW PRESSURE AUXILIARY PRO- 01-29-71 EP A.E. BRUNS
PULSION SUBSYSTEM DEFINITION DESIGN HANDBOOK J. G, GRAY
03676 SPACE SHUTTLE AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEM 01-14-70 R.A. BENSON t;
DEFINITION-MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORTS H.L. BURGE &
03677 TEST AND FABRICATION SCHEDULE, NO. 5 11-03-70 LA
03678 SIN BAY DOOR JETTISION RELATIVE MOTTON ANALYSIS 12-02-70 FM D. DAVIDSON
FOR APOLLO 15 AND SUBSEQUENT MISSIONS M.L. WILLIAMSON
(IN-70-FM-191)
03679 HOUSEKEEPING CONCEPTS fOR MANNED SPACE SYSTEMS 10-30-70
DATA BOOKS
VOL. 1 - WASTE CONTROL TASKS AND SYSTEM
CONCEPTS
VOL. 2 - WASTE DEFINITION
03680 SP_CE STATION GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AND CONTROL 07-15-71 EG
S_FEMS REQUIREMENTS
¢
03681 FROM TOYS TO SPACE STATIONS-AN ANALYSIS OF 12-14-70 F'i J. FUNK
THE ROTATIONAL MOTION OF AN ARTICULATED, ZERO
ANGULAR MOMENTUM SPACE STATION CONFIGURATION
(IN-70-FM-192)
03682 DEVELOPMENT OF A RIGIDIZED SURFACE INSULATIVE 12-14-70 I
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM FOR SHUTTLE ORBITER-
MONTHLY LETTER REPORT NO. 4
03687 SPACE SHUTTLE/SPACE BASE KS-199 LABORATORY TEST 11-03-70 EG D. E, TADLOCK
REPORT
03688 A SIMULATION STUDY TO EVALUATE CLOSED-LOOP 11-10-70 EG
CONTROL SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS FOR THE AUTOMATIC
TRANSITION MANEUVER OF THE SSV ORBITER VEHICLE
03689 SUMMARY OF STUDY RESULTS PERTAINING TO SPACE 10-28-70 EG I. I. CARO
SHUTTLE AUTOMATIC ORBIT AND RENDEZVOUS
NAVIGATION i
03690 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, 01-28-73 EG
AND CONTROL SOFTWARE FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
(REV. D)





DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
03696 SPACESTATION PHASEB PROGRAMDEFINITION 11-12-71 EV H.L. VOGEL :
STUDY-MODULARSPACESTATIONGUIDELINES AND
CONSTRAINTS DOCUMENT (REV. 6)
03697 SOMEPRELIMINARY SHUTTLELAUNCHTRAJECTORIES 12-18-70 FM B.D. WEBER
TO VARIOUS INCLINATIONS (IN-70-FM-196)
03698 ASSEMBLYPROCEDUREROCKPHOTOSTAGEASSEMBLY 12-03-70
03699 APOLLO14 MISSION EVALUATIONPLAN 12-28-70
03701 SITE 7-COAST RANGE,OREGON/WASHINGTON- 11-28-70 TF
PRELIMINARY SCIENCE REPORT
03702 EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROGRAM SCREENING 12-28-70 TF
AND INDEXING REPORT-MISSIOK 128D, SITES 187,
194, 229, 230, 231
03703 EARTHRESOURC'- AIRCRAFT PROGRAMSCREENING 12-28-70 TF
AND INDEXING _.JRT-MISSION 151, SITE 250
03704 EARTHRESOURCESAIRCRAFT PROJECT-MISSION139, 11-28-70 HB R. K. BLILIE
SITES 10, 20, 29, 211, 24Z, 243
03705 EARTHRESOURCESAIRCRAFT PROJECTMISSION 01-28-71 SF R.K. BLILIE
REPORT-MISSION146, SITES 209, 220, 246 25b
03706 EARTHRESOURCESAIRCRAFT PROGRAMSCREENING 12-28-70 TF
AND INDEXING REPORT-MISSION 132, SITES 44,
168, 178, 190, 197, 218, 239
03707 AN ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTSOF AIRCRAFT DRIFT 12-28-70 G. A. BRADLEY
ANGLE ON REMOTE RADAR SENSORS J.D. YOUNG
03708 AN EVALUATION OF FINE RESOLUTION RADAR IMAGERY 12-28-70 J. COINER
(dup. #) FOR MAKING AGRICULTURAL DETERMINATIONS S.A. MORAIN
(
03708 EARTHRESOURCESAIRCRAFT PROGRAMSCREENINGAND 04-28-71 TF
(dup. #) INDEXING REPORT-MISSION154, SITES 128, 175,
251, 256
03709 EARTHRESOURCESAIRCRAFT PROJECT, UNIVERSITY 12-28-70 HB P. HASELL
OF MICHIGAN MISSION REPORT-MISSIONZ2M,
SiTE 146
03710 EARTHRESOURCESAIRCRAFT PROJECTMISSION 01-28-71 HB P. HASELL
REPORT-MISSION24M, SITE 190
03711 EARTHRESOURCESAIRCRAFT PROJECTMISSION 12-28-70 V. ETTREDGE
REPORT-MISSION117, SITES 32, 707, 708
03712 EARTHRESOURCESAIRCRAFT PROJECTMISSION 01-Z8-71 H8 P. HASELL
REPORT-MISSION28M, SITE 250
03714 A REGIONALSTUDYOF RADARLINEAMENTPATTERNS 01-28-71 J. N. KIR_
IN THE QUACHITA MOUNTAINS, MCALESTER BASIN,
ARKANSAS VALLEY, AND OZARK REGIONS OF OKLAHOMA t
03715 RADAR LINEAMENT ANALYSIS, BURNING SPRINGS 02-28-71 W. K. OVERBY
AREA, WEST VIRGINIA - AN AID IN THE DEFINI- R. S. WING
TION OF APPALACHIAN PLATEAU THRUSTS "
03717 EARTHRESOURCESAIRCRAFTPROJECTMISSION PLAN- 01-28-71 R. L. ROWLEY
MISSION 155, SITES 259, 260, AND 261 q
03718 EARTHRESOURCESAIRCRAFTPROGRAMSCREENINGAND 01-28-71 TF _.
INDEXING REPORT-MISSION 149, SITES 175, 155
$
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03720 RADAR SENSING IN AGRICULTURE - A SOCIOECONOMIC 01-28-71 F. HENDERSON t
VIEWPOINT O. HOLTZMAN
S. A. MORAIN i
03721 EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROCRAMSCREENING AND 01-28-71 TF
INDEXING REPORT-MISSION 138, SITE 237
03725 EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROGRAMSCREENING AND 02-28-7] TF
INDEXING REPORT-MISSION 141, SITES 217, 220,
246
03726 SCREENING AND INDEXING REPORT-FUNCTIONAL CHECK 01-28-71 TF
FLIGHTS, HOUSYON AREA TEST SITE 175
03729 EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROJECT FINAL MISSION 02-28-71 TC R.L. ROWLEY
PLAN-MISSION 157- SITES 169, 217, 255
03730 EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROJECT MISSION PLAN: 02-28 71 SF L. BALLINGER
MISSION 159, SITES 128, 251 256, ZB5
03731 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 02-28-71 HB P. HASELL
REPORT-MISSION 26M, SITE 190
03732 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 02-28-71 HB P. HASELL
REPORT-MISSION 21M, SITE 240
03733 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAM MISSION 04-28-71 R.K. BLILIE J
REPORT-MISSION 132, SITES 44, 168, 178, 190,
197, 216, 239
03734 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 03-28-71 HB P. HASELL
REPORT-MISSION 29M, SITE 252
03735 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROJECT MISSION 02-28-71
PLAN-MISSION 32M, SITE 32
03737 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMSCREENING 02-28-71 TF
AND INDEXING REPORT-MISSION 139, SITES 10,
20, 29, 211, 242, 243
03738 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMSCREENING 03-28-71 TF
AND INDEXING REPORf-MISSION 148, SITE 851
03739 EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROGRA_ SCREENING 02-28-71 SF
AND INDEXING REPORT-MISSION 150, SITE 198
03740 EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROGRAM SCREENING 03-28-71 TF
AND INDEXING REPORT-FUNCTIONAL CHECK FLIGHTS
IN 1970
03741 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMSCREENING 03-28-71 TF
AND INDEXING REPORT-MISSION 126, SITES 93,
219, 221
03742 THIRD ANNUAL EARTH RESOURCES PROGRAMREVIEW
(3 VOLUMES) w.
03743 EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROGRAM MISSION 04-28-71 F. NEWMAN
REPORT-MISSION 163, SITE 270
03744 EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROGRAM MISSION PLAN- 03-28-71 HB R.L. ROWLEY
MISSION 164, 260, 211, 254
03745 EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROGRAM SCREENING AND 03-28-71 TF
INDEXING REPORT-MISSION 153, SITES 78, 185,
245
03746 EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROGRAMSCREENING AND 03-28-71 TF




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(,S)
03747 EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROJECT MISSION 05-28-71 F.B. NEWMAN _,I
REPORT-MISSION 156. SITE 166
03749 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 05-28-71 P. HASELL
PLAN-MISSION 35M, SITE 175
03750 EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 04-28-71 L. H. BALLINGER
REPORT-MISSION 159, SITES 128, 251, 256,
265
03751 COMMANDSTRUCTURE REQUIREMENTS/CANDIDATES 11-11-70 S. CAMPBELL
REPORT
03753 APOLLO 13 ANOMALY:REPORT NO. 2 - HIGH GAIN 12-28-70
ANTENNA ACQUISITION PROBLEM
03754 SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHT SIMULATION STUDY, 05-07-71 FC
FINAL REPORT
03755 TEST REPORT - APOLLO 14 CREW ALTITUDE AND 03-10-71 CE B. F. MCGHEE
THERMAL-VACUUM TRAINING TEST 46-B-f19 AND
47-B-69
l.03756 APOLLO EXPERIENCE REPORT - APOLLO REAL-TIME 12-11-70 FM C. ALLDAY
OFF-LINE COMPUTATIONAL FACILITY DEVELOPMENT
AND EXPERIENCE (IN-70-FM-107) t
03759 PRE-INSTALLATION ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE 12-17-70 EW
AND RECEIVING INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS FOR
BAG ASSEMBLIES LH AND RH, PAYLOAD STOWAGE
LRV EQUIPMENT
!
03763 SKYLAB LAUNCH WINDOW PROCESSOR (IN-70-FM-198) 12-22-70 FM J. W. KAHANEK
03764 EFFECTS OF CLUSTER LEAKAGE RATES ON THE SKYLAB 01-13-71 FM H.E. KOLKHORST
M-509 EXPERIMENT (IN-70-FM-199)
03765 RTCC REQUIREMENTS FOR APOLLO 14 TRAJECTORY 12-24-70 FM
PREDICTION PROGRAMDESCRIPTION (IN-70-FM-200)
03766 EVALUATION OF CRYOGENIC STORAGE SYSTEM IO-PIN 04-05-71 NB G.S. CRITTENDON
CONNECTOR AND HEADER ASSEMBLY
03767 STEEP DESCENT TRAJECTORY CONSIDERATIONS FOR 12-15-70 FM B. G, KIRKLAND
APOLLO 15 (IN-70-FM-201)
03768 RTCC AND MOPS REQUIREMENTS FOR MODIFIED 1970 01-26-71 FM J. R. LEWIS
JACCHIA ATMOSPHEREMODEL (IN-70-FM-202)
03769 PROJECT SPACE SHUTTLE/SPACE BASE PRELIMINARY 11-18-70 EG C. E. MANRY
STUDY RESULTS OF THE EARTH'S INFRARED
3
HORIZON PROFILE '_
'i03770 PYROTECHNIC ENERGY SENSOR EVALUATION 12-14-70 L. I. WIND
a
_03773 NEUTRAL BUOYANCYTESTING OF ARCHIlECTURAL AND 05-28-73 EW A. A. ROSENER
03774 F'EUTRAL BUOYANCYTESTING OF A SHUTTLE ORBITER 05-28-73 EW A.A. 40SENER
CREW COMPARTMENT M.L. STEPHENSON
03776 TECHNIQUE TO SIMULATE SEPARATION OF A TWO-STAGE 12-07-70 I.H. FOSSLER
SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE
03777 A PRELIMINARY APOLLO 15 POWEREDDESCENT 12-18-70 FM B.G. TAYLOR
TRAJECTORY (IN-70-FM-205)
03778 SCREENING TEST PROCEDURES FOR SKYLAB EXPERIMENT 12-03-70




DOC._..__.#t TITLE DATE OP.RR AUTHOR(S) ,
03779 CANDIDATESYSTEMSFORSPACESHUTTLEATMOSPHERIC 12-31-70 C.F. KOONTZ
NAVIGATIONAND TERMINALLANDING
03780 SKYLABEND-ITEM SPECIFICATION - PORTABLEC02/ 03-31-71 KA C.O. MCCLENNY
DEW POINT MONITOR
03781 LLTV PROPORTIONERVALVE TEST REPORT-LUNAR 12-14-70 E. REESE
LANDINGTRAINING VEHICLE
03782 APOLLO14 S-IVB POST-TLI TRACKINGACCURACIES 12-21-70 FM P.H. MITCHELL
(IN-70-FM-ZO8)
03783 OPERATIONALLM ABORTANDRESCUEPLAN FOR 12-29-70 FM A.L. DUPONT
APOLLO14 (IN-70-FM-Z07)
03784 APOLLO14 FINAL CREWCHARTS(IN-70-FM-208) 12-21-70 FM L.D. DAVIS
03787 AN APPLICATION OF STATE VARIABLE TECHNIQUES TO 11-03-70 EG
SPACE SHUTTLE DIGITAL AUTOPILOT SYNTHESIS
03788 DATA PROCESSINGPLAN FORAPOLLO14 01-20-71
03789 PRELIMINARYMISSION PROFILE FORTHE DESCENT 01-05-71 FM R. J, LABRECQUE
AND LANDINGOF THE SHUTTLECRAFT(IN-70-FM-209)
03790 SHUTTLE NAVIGATION SENSOR REQUIREMENTS, 01-04-71 FM D.G. KEACH
VOLUME1 - ONBOARDRENDEZVOUSENSORS
(IN-70-FM-210)
03791 COMMUNICATIONSYSTEMSPERFORMANCEAND COVERAGE 06-28-71 EE A. PORTER
ANALYSIS FORAPOLLO14 ANDSUBSEQUENTAPOLLO
MISSIONS (REV. A)
03792 SPECIFICATIONS FORTHE CREWMODELOF THE 12-29-70 FM F.W. KNOPF
ACTIVITY SCHEDULINGPROGRAM(IN-70-FM-211)
03793 SPACE SHUTTLE ENGINEERINGSIMULATION ACTIVITIES 12-17-70 EG
SURVEY
03795 COMMANDER'S OUT-THE-WINDOW VISIBILITY DURING 12-31-70 FM G, L. CARMAN
APOLLO14 LUNARDESCENT(IN-IO-FM-ZlZ)
03796 RTCCSKYLABREQUIREMENTS-ONBOARDNAVIGATION/ 01-25-71 FM S. W. CRIGLER
TIMING AND COORDINATETRANSFORMATION
DETERMINATION(IN-70-FM-213)




03798 LM RENDEZVOUSPROCEDURES,H-3 MISSION, AS-509/ 1Z-31-70 S.P. GREGA
CSM-110/LM-B. FINAL
03799 APPLICATION OF MATCHEDASYMPTOTICEXPANSIONS 12-28-70 EE
TO LUNARAND INTERPLANETARYTRAJECTORIES-
PROGRESSREPORTS
03801 ALTERNATESPACESHUTTLECONCEPTSSTUDY 04-28-71 LA
03802 ALTERNATE SPACE SHUTTLE CONCEPTS STUDY- 06-Z0-71 LA
TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
03803 ALTERNATESPACESHUTTLECONCEPTSSTUDY LA
VOL. 1 - SYSTEMDEFINITION HANDBOOK(REV. A) 04-09-71
VOL. Z - INTEGRALVS. FLOATINGTANK TRADESTUDY 06-28-71
VOL. 3 - VISIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 04-22-71
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03804 ALTERNATESPACESHUTTLECONCEPTSSTUDY- 07-08-71 LA 1
EXTERNALHYDROGENTANKORBITERHEAT SINK
BOOSTER, FINAL BRIEFING
03805 ALTERNATESPACESHUTTLECONCEPTSSTUDY- 02-15-72 LV
INDEPENDENTRESEARCHAND DEVELOPMENT 4
ACTIVITIES
03806 DEFINITION OF SPACESHUTTLEPROGRAMREPORT- 02-15-72 EA
(dupl. #) MASSPROPERTIESMONTHLYSTATUSREPORTS
03806 THE EFFECTOF N204 AND UDMHON SUBCRITICAL 08-16-71 ES L. RAYMO_
(dupl. #) CRACKGROWTHIN VARIOUSHIGH-TOUGHNESS, R.J. USELL
LOWSTRENGTHSTEELS
03807 ALTERNATESPACESHUTTLECONCEPTSMID-TERM 12-31-70 EA
REPORT
VOL. 1 - EXECUTIVESUMMARY
VOL. 2 - CONCEPTDEFINITION, PLANNING,AND COST
DATA (3 PARTS)
03809 ALTERNATESPACESHUTTLECONCEPTSSTUDY-PART1, 07-06-71 LA
EXECUTIVESUMMARY
03810 ALTERNATESPACESHUTTLECONCEPTSSTUDY-PART2, 07-08-71 LA
TECHNICALSUMMARYVOL. 1 - SHUTTLEDEFINITION
VOL. 2 - ORBITER DEFINITION
VOL. 3 - BOOSTERDEFINITION
03811 ALTERNATESPACESHUTTLECONCEPTSSTUDY-PART3, 07-06-71 EA
ENGINEERINGANDDEVELOPMENTPLAN
VOL. 1 - SHUTTLESYSTEM
VOL. 2 - ORBITERVEHICLE
VOL. 3 - BOOSTERVEHICLE
03812 ALTERNATESPACESHUTTLECONCEPTSSTUDY-PART3, 07-08-71 EA
OPERATIONSPLAN
03813 ALTERNATESPACESHUTTLECONCEPTSSTUDY-PART3, 07-08-71 EA
PROGRAMCOST ANDSCHEDULEESTIMATESPLAN
03814 ALTERNATESPACESHUTTLECONCEPTSSTUDY-DETAIL 07-06-71 EA
MASSPROPERTIESREPORT
VOL. 1 - ORBITER/BOOSTER
VOL. 2 - ORBITERWEIGHTSUBSTANTIATION
VOL. 3 - BOOSTERWEIGHTSUBSTANTIATION C
03815 SHUTTLEASSC STUDYEXTENSION, VOLUME2 (REV. A) 08-18-71
03818 ALTERNATESPACESHUTTLECONCEPTSSTUDY-DESIGN 09-01-71 LA
REQUIREMENTSAND PHASEDPROGRAMSEVALUATION,
MID-TERM REVIEW, NASAHQ !
03819 ALTERNATESPACESHUTTLECONCEPTSSTUDY 11-03-71
EXTENSION _
I'03820 DEFINITION OF SPACESHUTTLEPROGRAMPLAN STUDY 11-16-71 LY
03821 DEFINITION OF MARKI/II ORBITERS, BALLISTIC, 11-16-71
AND FLYBACKBOOSTERS
03822 SHUTTLESYSTEMSEVALUATIONAND SELECTION 12-15-71 LV
VOL. 1 - EXECUTIVESUMMARY e_
VOL. 2 - MID-TERM BRIEFING
VOL. 3 - ORBITER DATA
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038Z4 SPACESHUTTLESYSTEMPROGRAMDEFINITION PHASEB 03-16-72 LA
EXTENSION
VOLo 1 - EXECUTIVESUMMARY
VOL. 2 - TECHNICALREPORT
VOL. 3 - MASSPROPERTIESREPORT
VOL. 4 - COSTANDSCHEDULEREPORT
03825 SHUTTLECRYHOCYCLEAPPLICATION STUDY, 08-18-72 EP
FINAL REPORT
03850 DEVELOPMENTOF A RIGIDIZED SURFACEINSULATIVE 12-01-70 R. L. HAMMITT
THERMALPROTECTIONSYSTEM-MONTHLYPROGRESS
REPORT
03852 APOLLO14 SPACECRAFTDISPERSIONANALYS_S 01-07-71 FM J. W. NOLLEY
SUMMARY(IN-70-FM-215)
03853 APOLLO14 TLI GO/NOGO FORA LUNARLANDING 01-05-71 FM P. S. SCHEFFMAN
ALTERNATEMISSION (IN-70-FM-21B)
03854 THE FINAL CONSUMABLESANALYSISFORTHE 01-12-71 FM P. F. CANTIN
APOLLO14 SPACECRAFTOPERATIONALTRAJECTORY
(IN-70-FM-Z17)
03858 A DESCRIPTIONOF THE APOLLO14 POWERED 01-05-71 FM G. L. CARMIN
DESCENTTRAJECTORYAND DESCENTMONITORING
TECHNIQUES(IN-70-FM-218)
03857 APOLLOG&N CONTINGENCYALINEMENTACCURACY 01-15-71 FM M. GELBERG
UPDATE, AGSGRAVITY ALINEMENT, ANDRTCC LM
IMU ORIENTATION DETERMINATION ACCURACY
(IN-70-FM-219)
03859 APOLLO14 P-23 SIGHTING SCHEDULESFORTRANS- 01-05-71 FM R.e. ECKELKAMP
LUNAR HORIZON VERIFICATION AND TRANSEARTH
CONSTRAINT TESTING (IN-70-FM-220)
03860 SKYLAB LOCAL VERTICAL ERRORS DUE TO 01-05-71 FM T. 3. PLUCKER
ELLIPTICITYAND ASCENDING NODE PRECESSION
(IN-70-FM-ZZ1)





03864 EARTHORBIT-TO-ORBIT TUGCONFIGURATION 01-13-71 FM
(IN-70-FM-ZZ3)
03865 RTCC REQUIREMENTS FOR ANALYTIC DETERMINATION 01-26-71 FM
OF COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS FOR THE EARTH
ANDMOONFORSKYLAB(IN-70-FM-Z24)
03867 A FAMILY OF ROUND-TRIPSATURNFLYBY 01-07-71 FM V.R. BOND
TRAJECTORIESTHAT ENCOUNTERJUPITER
(IN-71-FM-O01)
03868 APOLLO14 LUNARLANDMARKLOCATIONSANDOFFSETS 01-19-71 FM R. E, ECKELKAMP
(IN-71-FM-OO2)
03869 OPERATIONALSPACECRAFTATTITUDE SEQUENCEFOR 01-07-71 FM J. R. GENSERT
APOLLO14 (IN-71-FM-O03)
038;0 OPTIMALBOOSTTRAJECTORIESFOR THE SHUTTLE 01-13-71 FM H.C. SULLIVA_ _o
VEHICLE (IN-71-FM-O04) B.R. UZZELL
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03874 INFORMATION FOR INITIAL PLANNING OF MARS 01-21-71 FM J.D. ALEXANDER -
ASCENT RENDEZVOUS OF A SINGLE MARS LANDER _eJ
WITH THE MISSION MODULE (IN-71-FM-O07)
03875 DESCRIPTION OF APOLLO 14 POWEREDASCENT 01-11-71 FM W. C. LAMEY "'
TRAJECTORY AND DISPERSION ANALYSIS
(IN-71-FM-008)
03876 VERIFICATION OF LUMINARY 178 RENDEZVOUS 01-15-71 FM B.F. COCKRELL
NAVIGATION PROGRAM(IN-71-FM-OO9)
03877 APOLLO 14 S-IVB IMPACT TARGETING (IN-71-FM-010) 01-20-71 FM R.K. OSBURN
03878 VACUDYNE HYBERBARIC CHAMBER STANDARD 01-28-78 SD G.L. PITTMAN
OPERATING PROCEDURE (REV, B)
03879 VERIFICATION OF COMMANCHE108 P-22 FOR APOLLO 01-15-71 FM R.E. ECKELKAMP
14 (IN-71-FM-011)
03880 LUNAR TIRE TEST 01-08-71
03881 BENDIX 1D-LITER REFRIGERATED DEWAR EVALUATION 01-12-71 D. B. TRAHAN
03882 APOLLO 14 NAVIGATION PROCEDURES (IN-71-FM-012) 01-22-71 FM
03884 SHUTTLE TIRE LEAK RATE EVALUATION 01-13-71 LA C. D. WEST
03885 EXPOSURE OF 6061-T6 ALUMINUM AND TITANIUM ALLOY 01-13-71 L. L. WOLZ
TO N204
03886 SLA PANEL SEPARATION CHARGE VELOCITY TEST 01-15-71 L. L. WOLZ
03887 CSM RENDEZVOUS PROCEDURES FOR APOLLO 14, 01-08-71
CSM-110. FINAL
03889 LAUNCH WINDOW ANALYSIS IN A NEW PERSPECTIVE 01-21-71 FM V. R. BOND
WITH EXAMPLES OF DEPARTURES FROM EARTH TO J. R. THIBODEAU
MARS (IN-71-FM-013)
03891 A COMPILATION AND ANALYSIS OF SCH4EOF THE 03-24-71 FM B.D. WEBER
SHUTTLE LAUNCH SITE SELECTION CRITERIA
(IN-71-FM-014)
03893 ENTRY MISSION PLAN-APOLLO 14 (IN-71-FM-016) 01-19-71 FM
03894 SUMMARYOF REPORTS OF THE APOLLO 13 ANOMALY 01-19-71 C.E. PROPP
INVESTIGATIONS PERFORMED BY THE THERMOCHEMICAL
TEST BRANCH
03896 A STUDY OF THE FEASIBILITY OF SELECTED SYSTEMS FM D.G. KEACH '
FOR SW!'TLE NAVIGATION SUPPORT "
VOL. 1 - TRANSIT SYSTEM (IN-71-FM-017) 02-26-71
VOL. 2 - TRACKING DATA RELAY SATELLITE SYSTEM 05-08-71 _
(IN-71-FM-051)
VOL. 3 - HORIZON SCANNER SYSTEM (IN-71-FM-O08) 04-20-72
V
03898 SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHT SIMULATION STUDY-MONTHLY 04-15-71 LA
PROGRESS REPORTS _
03899 HANDBOOKOF GARMENT AND ACCESSORY SYSTEMS 11-28-70 t_
SELECTION CRITERIA FOR A SPACE STATION
03904 ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE-UNIVERSAL MOUNT 01-28-71 KW ._:
03905 PREDELIVERY ACCEPTANCE PLAN AND PPOCEDURE- 01-28-71 KW
SKYLAB UNIVERSAL MOUNT
03906 APOLLO 14 LUNAR TRAJECTORY NOTES (IN-71-FM-OZ9) 01-19-71 FM _
83
1990007273-065
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03907 POST-TEI VIEWS OF THE MOON FOR APOLLO 8, 10, 01-21-71 F_ A. N. LUNDE
11, AN_ 12 MISSIONS (IN-71-FM-020)
03908 PRELIMINARY SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE SEQUENCE FOR 01-22-71 FM _. R. GENSERT
APOLLO 14 (IN-71-FM-OZ2)
03909 HABITABILITY DATA HANDBOOK 07-31-71 EV
VOL. 1 - MOBILITY AND RESTRAINT
VOL. 2 - ARCHITECTURE AND ENVIRONMENT
VOL. 3 - HOUSEKEEPING
VOL. 4 - FOOD MANAGEMENT
VOL. 5 - GARMENTS AND ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT
VOL. 6 - PERSONAL HYGIENE
03910 DISPERSION ANALYSIS FOR APOLLO 14 TRANSEARTH 01-21-71 FM R. H. SANDERS
PHASE WITH OPTICAL NAVIGATION (IN-71-FM-O23)
03911 MPB, SSR. AND RTCC OFF-LINE REAL-TIME MISSION 01-20-71 FM T. O. BLUCKER
SUPPORT ON ONBOARDNAVIGATION AND ALINEMENT R. E. ECKELKAMP
DURING APOLLO 14 (IN-71-FM-024) R. T. SAVELY
03912 ANALYSIS OF APOLLO 14 LANDMARKTRACKING 01-25-71 FM R. E. ECKELKAMP
SIMULATIONS AT CAPE KENNEDY (IN-71-FM-025)
03913 APOLLO 14 PRE-MISSION PREPARATION FOR TASK 01-22-71 FM M. A. GELBERG
A-1B9 LUNAR SURFACE SUPPORT (IN-71-FM-O2B)
03914 LM A_S RENDEZVOUS NAqIGATION VERIFICATION FOR 01-22-71 FM A. L. ACTKINSON
APOLLO 14 (IN-71-FM-027)
03915 STUDY OF TELEOPERATOR TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 01-15-71
AND EXPERIMENT PROGRAMSFOR MANNED SPACE ¢
FLIGHT APPLICATIONS (2 VOLUMES)
03918 NAVIGATION SENSOR REQUIREMENTS FOR SHUTTLE 05-05-71 FM D. G. KEACH
PHASE C STUDIES (IN-71-FM-O87) (REV. 1)
03917 ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES FOR EARTH 01-28-71 TF D. PHELAN
OBSERVATIONS DIVISION
03918 VERIFICATION OF LUMINARY 178 P-25 PREFERRED 01-25-71 FM B.F. COCKRELL
ATTITUDE TRACKING PROGRAM(IN-71-FM-029)
03919 UPDATED APOLLO 14 SEQUENCE OF MAJOR EVENTS 01-22-71 FM D. it. LOSTAK
FOR A JANUARY 31, 1971 LAUNCH (IN-71-FM-030) ;
03920 AN IMPROVED STAR RECOGNITION ALGORITHM FOR 12-31-70 EG I. SAULIETUS
SPACE SHUTTLE OR SPACE BASE APPLICATIONS
03921 SIMPLIFIED GUIDELINES FOR SPACE SHUTTLE 10-27-70 EG J.H. SUDDATHAVOIDANCE OF MAN-MADE TURBULENCE
!
03923 CISLUNAR ONBOARDNAVIGATION DATA FOR 01-2e-71 FM P.T. PIXLEY
THE APOLLO 14, JANUARY 31, 1971 LAUNCH
(IN-71-FM-031)
03924 CISLUNAR ONBOARD NAVIGATION FOR THE 02-03-71 FM A.C. BOND
APOLLO 14, MARCH 1, 1971 LAUNCH G.D. PETZEL
(IN-71-FM-032) P.T. PIXLEY
03925 RTCC VERIFICATION REPORT-RTCC EPHEMERIS 02-01-71 FM H.A. PERKINS
AND TRANSFORMATION DATA FOR APOLLO 14
(IN-71-FM-033)
03928 LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE ELECTROMAGNETIC 01-31-71
COMPATIBILITY TEST PROGRAMTEST RULES
03927 OPTIMIZING RTCC DATA BATCHING LOGIC FOR CS_ 01-25-71 FM A. WYLIE
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_-'_ ( 03028 DISASSEMBLY OF APOLLO CARTRIDGES 02-16-71 G.S. CRITTENDON
03020 APOLLO 14 DOI MSFN MONITORING (IN-71-FM-036) 01-Z5-71 FM R.K. OSBURN
930 CON UMA ES ANALYSIS FOR HE APOLLO 14 1-27- FM W. SCOTT
SPACECRAFT OPERATIONAL TRAJECTORY
_i (IN-71-FM-038)
03931 VERIFICATION OF COLOSSUS P-ZO (RENDEZVOUS 01-27-71 FM T.J. BLUCKER
NAVIGATION) FOR APOLLO 14 (IN-71-FM-037)
03032 VERIFICATION OF THE RTCC OFF-LINE STAR-HORIZON 01-27-71 FM T.J. BLUCKER
OBSERVATION PROCESSOR (IN-71-FM-038)
.y
03933 FINAL CREW CHARTS FOR APOLLO 14 FOR THE 01-27-71 FM L. 0. DAVIS
' MARCH 1, 1971 LAUNCH (IN-71-FM-030)
03034 RTCC REQUIREMENTS FOR SKYLAB VENTING ROUTINE 02-11-71 FM B.F. COCKRELL
4 (IN-71-FM-040)
03935 APOLLO 14 OUT-THE-WINDOW VIEWS FOR THE LUNAR 01-27-71 FM G.L. CARMAN
MODULE PILOT AND ONBOARD CAMERA (IN-71-FM-041)
03936 PROJECT APOLLO VERIFICATION OF THE AGS 02-02-71 FM A. ACTKINSON
RENDEZVOUS RADAR SIGHTING SCHEDULE AND THE
AGS NAVIGATION FILTER CONSTANTS FOR THE
APOLLO 14 FAST RENDEZVOUS (IN-71-FM-042)
03937 ESB LUNAR BATTERY DESIGN VERIFICATION 01-27-71 D. B. TRAHAN
03938 LOGIC FOR REAL-TIME COMPUTATION OF SKYLAB 02-10-71 FM J.W. KAHANEK
; LAUNCH TARGETING PARAMETERS AND RECOMMENDED
LIFT-OFF TIME (IN-71-FM-021)
03939 AN ANALYSIS OF NOUN 89 DETERMINED BY THE RTCC 0Z-05-71 FM A.D. WYLIE
POWEREDFLIGHT PROCESSOR AND RTCC RANGE RATE
RESIDUAL PROCESSORUSING APOLLO 12 DATA
(IN-71-FM-043)
03940 NOUN 49 DISPLAYS OBSERVED DURING DIGITAL 02-02-71 FM R.E. ECKELKAMP
SIMULATION OF P23 SIGHTINGS ON TRANSLUNAR C.L. FLETCHER
COAST FOR APOLLO 14, JANUARY 31, 19_1 LAUNCH
(IN-71-FM-044)
03941 APOLLO 14 PRE-LAUNCH NAVIGATION ERASABLE LOAD 02-0Z-71 FM B.F. COCKRELL
AND VERIFICATION (IN-71-FM-045)
03942 VERIFICATION OF COMANCHE 108 P23 FOR 02-02-71 FN R. E. ECKELKAMP
APOLLO 14 (IN-71-FM-047) C. L. FLETCHER
03943 FABRICATION PROCEDURE FOR VECTORCARDIOGRAM 01-28-71 DE M. LUCZKOUSKI
HARNESS
)
03045 PROCESS TECHNIQUES FOR THE FABRICATION OF 04-28-71 LA W.J. MCGRADY
MICROMINIATURIZED ELECTRONIC COMPONENTSFOR t
SPACE SHUTTLE AND OTHER ADVANCED AVIONICS
SYSTEMS _
03946 EVALUATION OF MODIFIED L-I LUNAR GRAVITY 02-11-71 FM W. _. WOLLENHAUPT _
MODELS (IN-71-FM-048) ' i
03947 VERIFICATION OF COMANCHE 108 P24 FOR 02-02-71 FM g. E. ECKELKAMP
APOLLO 14 (IN-71-FM-O4g)
03950 VERIFICATION Of LUMINARY AND COLOSSUS IMU 0Z-02-71 FM T.J. BLUCKER _
ALINEMENT PROGRAMFOR APOLLO 14 (IN-71-FM-O50) S. JANKOk#SKI !1
03951 VERIFTCATION OF COLOSSUS REVISION 108 COASTING 02-02-71 FM B.F. COCKRELL
INTEGRATION, PROJECT APOLLO (IN-TI-FM-OSZ) I
85
1990007273-067
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i
03952 EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT LUNAR SURFACE 03-01-71 R. E. SAL_ER$
QUALIFICATION TEST 3Z-B-eQ-TEST REPORT p
03953 PROPULSION SYSTEMS CONSUMABLESANALYSIS FOR 02-04-71 A.J. LOYD
THE PRELIMINARY REFERENCE SKYLAB FLIGHT PLAN
(SL-I/2 MISSION) (IN-71-FM-053)
03954 GHz-G0 Z IGNITION STUDY, PHASE 3 0Z-02-71 J.O. WEBER
03955 LUNAR MODULEPROPELLANT BUDGETING 02-24-71 S. _, KAMEN
(IN-7I-FM-054)
03959 VERIFICATION OF LUMINARY P-22 FOP "OOLLO 14 02-10-71 FM B.F. COCKRELL
(IN-71-FM-055)
03960 REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM SERVICING UNIT PLEMP 07-15-71 EP B.J. LEE
TEST
03961 APOLLO 02 CSS TEMPERATURE SENSORMALFUNCTION 0Z-02-71 J.E. BOUVIER
INVESTIGATION
03962 DERIVATION OF THE FP-8 LM AGS FILTER EOUATIONS 02-24-7! FN A.L. ACT_INSON
(IN-71-FM-058) _.
03963 VIKING 75 BROKEN PLANE PERFORMANCEANALYSIS 02-11-71 FM tl
(IN-TI-FM-O57)
03965 APOLLO OXYGEN CRYOGENIC STORAGE SYSTEM BLOWOOWN 02-03-71 N.C. LUSKA
TEST
03968 PRELIMINARY SHUTTLE ABORT ANALYSIS FOR 02-16-71 FM S. R. NEWAN
MISSIONS OTHER THAN THE BASELINE MISSION- i
INCLINATION 55 DEGREE (IN-71-FM-059)
03967 APOLLO IZ MISSION CREW THERMALVACUUM TRAINING 0Z-18-71 R. E. SANDERS
TESTS 38-B-69 AND 37-B-69-TEST REPORTS
03988 A TYPICAL GUIDED ENTRY REFERENCE TRAJECTORY FOR 0Z-16-71 FM J.W. TOLIN
THE LOWCROSS-RANGE ORBITER SHUTTLE VEHICLE
(IN-71-FM-060)
03969 USER'S GUI[_E FOR THE PROJECT VIKING ANALYTIC 0Z-10-71 FM J.R. THIBOOEAU
LANDING SITE ACCESSIBILITY PROGRAM
(IN-71-FM-OB1)
03970 A GENERALMETHOD FOR DERIVING THE MEAN AND 02-16-71 FM k.L. ACTKINSON i
VARIANCE OF A SAMPLE SPACE GIVEN THE MEAN, wi
VARIANCL, AND PROBABILITY OF EACH ELEMENT )
OF A PARTITION OF THAT SAMPLE SPACE
(IN-71-FM-O62)
03972 SPECIFICATION FOR THE ACTIVITY SCHEDULING 02-10-71 FM R.W. O'REAR
PROGRAM (SUPERCEDEO BY MSC 05543)
(IN-71-FN-063)
03973 APOLLO 14 REAL-TIME PROCESSING RESULTS OF PZ3 OZ-[e-71 FM )
TRANSLUNAR STAR/HORIZON SIGHTINGS (IN-TI-FM-O64)
03974 MISSION REOUIREMENTS SA-SII/CSM-113/LM 11 J-Z 07-19-71 TO
TYPE MISSION LUNAR LANDING #[03975 LUNAR MISSION SAFETY AND RESCUE-EXECUTIVE 07-15-71 SF
SUMMARY
03976 LUNAR NISSION SAFETY AND RESCUE-TECHNICAL 07-15-71 SF
SUIiOIARY
03977 LUNAR MISSION SAFETY AND RESCUE-HAZARDS 07-15-71 SF _=





OOC. I TITL_ DATE OPR AUTHORIS)
03978 LUNAR MISSIGN SAFETY AND RESCUE-ESCAPE/RESCUE 07-15-71 SF
ANALYSIS AkD PLAN _,e,'
03979 COMMANDER'S OUT-THE-WINDOW VISIBILITY DURING 02-_0-7! FM G.D. VEN'_LES
,- APOLLO 16 LUNAR DESCENT (IN-71-FM-065)
L 03980 PROJECT SPACE STATION CONSIDERATIONS ZP THE 02-28-71 EE W.J. MCGRADY
DESIGN OF RADIATION HARDENED ELECTRONIC
- COMPONENTSAND SYSTEMS
03981 PRELIMINARY DISPERSION ANALYSIS OF THE NOMINAL 04-Z9-71 FM P. SHANNAHAN
, (M=5) SKYLAB 11Z RENDEZVOUS MANEUVER SEQUENCE '
(IN-71-FM-OB8)
03982 ATTITUDE AND POINTING CALCULATIONS FOR THE 03-10-71 FM L.C. CONNELLY
ATTITUDE POINTING SUBSYSTEM OF THE ACTIVITY C.R. HUkT
SCHEDULING PROGRAM (IN-71-FM-087)
03984 OPERATIONAL POLICIES FOR THE JSC HYPERBARIC 08-28-78 SD B. MASS r
CHAMBER FACILITY (REV. B)
03985 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS 02-28-71 M.K. HENDRIX
i.
03988 APOLLO 14 PRELIMINARY _OST-FLIGHT TRAJECTORY 02-12-71 FM E. D. MURRAH l
SL_4MARY(IN-71-FM-089)
03987 SKYLAB MEDICAL DATA REQUIREMENTS 07-30-71 DA -
03988 APOLLO 14 5-DAY MISSION REPORT 02-Z8o71
03992 WARDROOM-GALLEYCONCEPT FOR A SHUTTLE-LAUNCHED, 02-28-71 EW M. DALTON (
ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY MODULAR SPACE STATION
03993 PREDICTED LAUNCP ABORT LANDING POINT DATA 0Z-17-71 eM E. R. HISCHKE
COMPUTEDFOR APOLLO 14 (IN-71-FM-073)
03_94 GASEOUS HYDROGENCOOLED GH2-G02 ENGINE TEST 03-01-71 EP J. E. BOUVIER
r
03998 AA-42 GYRO CALIBRATION AND TRANSFORMATION 03-Z3-71 FM R. H. KIDD
DETERMINATION PROGRAMS (IN.-71-FM-074)
03998 AN APPROXIMATE METHOD FOR SIZING A SPACE 03-17-71 FM R. D. DAVIS
SHUTTLE (IN-11-FM-075)
04000 MPAD SOFTWAREDEVELOPMENT PLAN (IN-7I-FM-135) 04-_4-71 FM E. J. KENYON
(REV. 2) W. A. SULLIVAN |
04001 PRELIMINARY AHALYSIS OF SPACE SHUTTLE 03-03-71 FM C.J. GOTT
SEPARATION USING k REVERSE LINK MECHANISM t
(IN-71-FM-077)
¢
04003 SERVICE MODULE AUXILIARv BATTERY THERMAL TEST 02-Z8-71 PA N. C. LUSKA ;EVALUATION
04004 ESTIMATED UNPOWEREDGLIDE RANGE FOR A SHUTTLE 03-12-71 FM J.V. MFST
CRAFT _INo7t-FM-078)
04005 A PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF 5_LECTED POTENTIAL 04-01-71 LP G. L, R!CHESON _ _
iSHUTTLE LAUNCH SITES04068 SHUTTLE REENTRY DISPERSION ANALYSIS FOR RL10 03-01-71 FM C. R. HALLIMANAND AN ACPS DEORBIT (IN-71-FM-079)
04010 AS-51I/CSM-IIZ/LM 10 APOLLO 15 MISSION SCIENCE 05-18-71 TO
PLANNING DOCUMENT .





DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
04014 FLIGHT MECHANICSTUDIES, FINAL REPORT 01-28-71
04015 IR ANDD ACTIVITIES, FOURTHQUARTERREPORT 12-20-70
04016 PRELIMINARYWORKSTATEMENTFORDEVELOPMENT 12-14-70
OF RIGIDIZED, SURFACEINSI'LATIVE THERMAL
PROTECTIONSYSTEMFORSHUTTLEORBITER,
PHASE4
04017 SPECIFICATIONS FORTHE SKYLABMOMENTUMAN- 03-03-71 FM C.A. CHAO
AGEMENT PROGRAM OF THE MISSION OPERATIONS
PLANNING SYSTEM (SUPERCEDEDBY MSC 05845)
(IN-71-FM-083)
04022 ESTIMATE OF PARTICLE DENSITIES AND COLLISION 03-28-71 PA D.J. KESSLER
DANGER FOR SPACECRAFTMOVING THROUGH THE
ASTEROID BELT
04025 APOLLO/SATURN PERFORMANCLTRADE-OFFS/ 03-01-71 FD
PROBABILITIES
04326 A COMPARATIVEANALYSIS OF AN OPTIMAL SHUTTLE 03-16-71 FM A.D. LONG
ASCENT TRAJECTORY AND GRAVITY TURN FRAJECTORIES
(IN-71-FM-O84)
(
04027 COMMANDAND FERVICEMODULELTV-2 THERMALVACUUM 03-08-71 PD
5-DAY TEST R_PORT
04030 SIMPLIFIED EPS MODELFORTHE ACTIVITY 03-20-73 FM
SCHEDULING PROGRAM-FINALREQUIREMENTS
(IN-71-FM-201) (_EV. 2)
04032 APOLLO 14 NAVIGATION RESULTS (IN-71-FM-080) 03-12-71 FM
04040 APOLLO 14 30-DAY FAILUREAND ANOMALY LISTING 03-28-71
REPORT
04041 APOLLO 14 POST-MISSIONVIEWS OF THE MOON 03-10-71 FM A.N. LUNDE
(IN-71-FM-OB6)
04042 SATURN S-IVB/ALTERN_TELAUNCH VEHICLE ANALYSES 01-28-71 J.F. MEYERS
VOL. i - SUMMARY REPORT PHASE A STUDY RESULTS
VOL. 2 - DETAILED TECHNICAL REPORT, PHASE A
STUDY RESULTS
VOL. 3 - APPENDICES
04044 USER'S MA_" FOR THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING 03-18-71 FM E.M. FRIDGE
PROGRAM I (,_-71-FM-088)
04045 GYRO FLOAT OFFSET AND OA RATE SENSITIVITY IN 0!-15-71 EG J. M. LECHER
THE NASA-MSC STRAPDOWN INERTIAL GUIDANCE AND
NAVIGATION SYSTEM
04051 ANALYSIS ON OWS RECONTACT WITH THE S-II OR THE 03-23-71 FM M.L. WILLIAMSON
PAYLOADSHROUDPANELSFORSKYLAB(IN-71-FM-089) y
04054 TEST CASE ANALYSIS FOR IHE SMALL THRUST OPTION 04-02-71 FM H.A. PERKINS
OF THE RTC_ GROUND NAVIGATION PROCESSOR FOR THE
APOLLO MISSIONS (IN-71-FM-090)
?
04056 PRELIMINARYAPOLLO 14 LM RADIUS ANALYSIS 03-1g-71 FM R.T. SAVELY
(IN-71-FM-091)
04057 SHUTTLE MISSION CONTROL CONCEPTS PRESENTED 03-28-71 FC M.L. WINDLER
AT THE AIAA SPACE SHUTTLE DEVELOPMENT,
TESTING, AND OPERATIONSCONFERENCE
04058 SPACE SIIUTTLECREW OPERATIONS AND TRAINING 03-28-71 LV W.J. NORTH
04059 APOLLO SPS PROPELLANTREQUIREMENTS DUE TO 03-15-71 FM M. D. CASSETTI
SATURN PERFORMANCE LIMITATIONS (IN-?I-FM-O@2)
88
1990007273-070
DOC. # TITLE DATE OPPR AUTHOR(S) _
04081 SCHEDULINGTECHNIQUEIMPROVEMENTSTUDYFOR 07-25-71 EP _,.
ADVANCEDPROGRAMS ,-
VOL. 1 - SUMMARY
VOL. 2 - S_AGE2 ADVANCEDSPACETRANSPORT
PROGRAM
VOL. 3 - STAGE1 ADVANCEDSTAGETRANSPORT
PROGRAM
VOL. 4 - GROUNDSUPPORf, TEST, TRAINING,
INVESTMENT,O'ERATIONS
04062 ORBITER FLIGHT TECHNIQUES AND LANDING POINT 03-17-71 FM E. M. HENDERSON "
CONTROLFOR SUBORBITALABORTS(IN-71-FM-O93)
04063 CHARACTERISTICSOF AN 8-DEGREE ENTRY CORRIDOR 03-23-71 FM O. HILL
FORVIKING 1977 AND 1979 OPTION B MISSIONS
(IN-71-FM-095)
04068 VIKING 1975 OPTION B NAVIGATION FEASIBILITY 08-18-71 FM M, M. GROGAN
ANALYSIS (IN-71-FM-328) P.H. MITCHELL
04070 APOLLO 15 PRELIMINARY PRE-LAUNCH NAVIGATION 03-22-71 FM B. F, COCKRELL
ERASABLELOAD(IN-71-FM-096)
04072 EFFECTSOF LIFT VECTORMODULATIONON ENTRY 03-23-71 FM O, HILL
,iCHARACTERISTICSFORVIKING 1977 AND 1979 AND
A MARS ENTRY GUIDANCE LOGIC (IN-71-FM-097) ,
04074 ANALYSIS OF WICK HUMIDIFIER FOR SKYLAB 03-22-71 FM H. E, KOLKHORST
(IN-71-FM-098)
04075 FUNCTIONAL AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 05-I0-71 EG
SPECIFICATION-SPACESHUTTLE AVIONICS SYSTEM, I
ORBITER (REV. B)
04076 RESULTS OF PROCESSING APOLLO 14 LUNAR SURFACE 03-2?-71 FM J. BLUCKER
ALINEMENT DATA WITH THE LEAST SQUARES ATTITUDE
AND POSITION PROGRAM (GOLAP) (IN-71-FM-099)
04077 PRELIMINARY ELECTRICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL 03-29-71 FM V.S. RITCHEY
CONSUMABLES ANALYSIS FOR APOLLO 15/LM-10
TIMELINE STUDY (IN-71-FM-100)
04078 APOLLO 14 LM DESCENT POST-FLIGHT ANALYSIS 03-22-71 FM M, N, MONTEZ
(IN-71-FM-101)
04079 APOLLO 14 ENTRY POST-FLIGHT ANALYSIS 04-22-71 FM J.C. HARPOLD
(IN-71-FM-102)
04081 SKYI.ABMISSION OPERATIONS PLANNING SIMULATION 12-21-71 FM
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS-SIMULATIONOF ATMDC ,_
NAVIGATION AND TIMING EQUATIONS (IN-71-FM-391) i
04082 DATAFORTHE SKYLABEPHEMERIS(IN-71-FM-104) 04-14-71 FM H.A. PERKINS _
04083 APOLLO 15 POST-TEl VIEWS OF THE MOON FOR JULY 03-22-71 FM A. N, LUNDE _ -
26, 1971 LAUNCH(IN-71-FM-105) _
04085 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM CONSUMABLES FOR SKYLAB 04-19-71 FM
ONE HALF PRELIMINARY REFERENCE FLIGHT PLAN
(IN-71-FM-106)
_,
04086 SUBSYSTEMTEST BED PROGRAMREPORT-SYSTEMS 03-18-71 EW
EVALUATION AND TEST SUMMARY _ -
i
04089 APOLLO 14 P23 TRANSEARTHDATA (IN-71-FM-107) 04-13-71 FM R. E. ECKELKAMP k,_
04090 UPDATES TO POWERED FLIGHT PROCESSOR OPERATIONAL 03-29-71 FM A, D. WYLIE m.
PROCEDURES FOR APOLLO 14 DESCENT (IN-71-FM-108)
89
1990007273-071
IDOC._ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S),,, i
04091 INITIAL LIFT VECTORMODULATIONTO GUARANTEE 03-26-71 FM J.C. HARPOLD i
ATMOSPHERIC APTUREUSING ONBOARDNAVIGATION
(IN-71-FM-109)
04093 APOLLO02 CSS TEMPERATURESENSORRUPTURETESTS 04-22-71 PA
04094 THUMPERANOMALYINVESTIGATION 03-31-71 PA
04095 MDF-FLSC PERFORMANCETESTS 05-11-71 EP L.L. WOLZ
04096 SEARCHFORC15 TO C30 ALKANESIN LUNARSOILS 02-22-71 TA W.G. MEINSCHEIN
04097 ENVIRONMENTALTEST PLAN FOR FUSELAGEANDWING 03-17-71 LA
PROTOTYPEPANELSTO BE TESTEDAT NASA-MSC
04098 APOLLO14 RTCCSYSTEMPARAMETERSUSEDBY THE 03-30-71 FM A. V. HAWKINS
MATHEMATICALPHYSICS BRANCH(IN-71-FM-110)
04101 COLOSSUS3 AND LUMINARY209 RENDEZVOUS 04-08-71 FM R. BECKER
VERIFICATION (IN-71-FM-111)
04102 SPACECRAFTOPERATIONALTRAJECTORYFORAPOLLO15 FM
VOL. 1 - MISSION PROFILE (IN-71-FM-130) 03-26-71
VOL. 2 - TRAJECTORYPARAMETERS(IN-;1-FM-112) 04-16-71




04104 SCIENCEOPERATIONSSUPPORTPLAN-APOLLO15 06-01-71 TG G. P. BARNES
04105 SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTSCONTINGENCYPLANNING 06-01-71 PA G.P. BARNES
ANDPROCEDURES-APOLLO15
94106 DESCRIPTIONOF AN ADDITION TO THE EXISTING 03-31-71 FM J.W. KAt;ANEK
NCC/NSRLOGIC IN THE RTCC (IN-71-FM-114)
04109 ASSEMBLY_ROCEDUREFORSELF-RECORDING 04-28-71 JN
PENETROMETERAND ACCESSORYHOLDER
04110 THREE-ANGLEMANUALABOkTSFROMPOWERED 04-01-71 FM M.N. MONTEZ
DESCENT(IN-71-FM-115)
04111 RTCC REQUIREMENTS FOR ANALYTIC DETERMINATION 04-ZI-71 FM
OF COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS FOR THE EARTH
FOR MOPS (IN-71-FM-116)
04112 APOLLO 14 MISSION REPORT PA
SUPPL. 1 - GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, ANDCONTROL 01-28-72
SYSTEMPERFORMANCEANALYSISREPORT
SUPPL. 2 - POST-FLIGHT ANALYSIS OF CRYOGENIC 07-14-72 J.E. BARTON
OXYGENSYSTEM H.W. PATTERSON
D. D. RULE
SUPPL. 3 - SERVICE PROPULSIONSYSTEM, FINAL 05-28-72 R. J. SMITH
FLIGHT EVALUATION S. C. WOOD
SUPPL. 4 - ASCENT PROPULSION SYSTEM. FINAL 09-28-72 W. G. GRIFFIN
FLIGHT EVALUATION
SUPPL. 5 - DESCENTPROPULSIONSYSTEM, FINAL 09-28-72
FLIGHT EVALUATION
SUPPL. 7 - IN-FLIGHT DEMONSTRATIONS 01-28-72
SUPPL. 8 - SUMMARYOF APOLLOEXPERIMENTS 07-28-72
ON LAUNCHPHASEELECTRICAL
PHENOMENA ,,
04114 GRAVITY TURN AND OPTIMAL STEERING REFFn- 04-19-71 FM I. L. JOHNSON





_ TITLE DATE OP..__RRAUTHOR(S)04115 POWEREDLANDING CHARACTERISTICS OF TWO 04-06-71 FM B.J. GARLAND
CONFIGURATIONS OF THE ORBITAL STAGE OF -"
AN EARTH-ORBITAL SHUTTLE (IN-TI-FM-11B)
!
0411B DETERMINATION OF EARTH ORBIT INCLINATION 04-21-71 FM R. S. MERRIAM
ANO PERIOD FOR SPECIAL TYPES OF REPEATING
ORBITS (IN-7)-FM-119)
04118 POINTING ACQUISITION PROCESSOR FOR THE 08-25-72 FM W. E. MOORE
ATTITUDE/POINTING SUBSYSTEM (IN-71-FM-378) R. R. REYNOLDS
04119 1977 AND 1979 DIRECT ENTRY VIKING MISSION 05"13-71 FM C.W. ARVEY
PERFORMANCEANALYSIS (IN-71-FM-12_) (
04120 GRAPHIC DISPLAY OF EARTH RESOURCES EXPERI- 04-15-71 FM A. N, LUNDE !
MENT PACKAGE SITES AND GROUNDTRACKS FOR i
THE SL'2 MISSION (IN-71-FM-122)
04121 LGC INTERPRETER USING RAYTHEON 520 03-10-71 E1 E.A. LEE
04122 A SIMULATION STUDY TO EVALUATE THE SSV 03-15-71 EG R. L. CHRISTOPHER
ORBITER VEHICLE TRANSITION MANEUVERS AT
ALTITUDES OF 40,000-80,000 FEET
04123 SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE ATTITUDE/POINTING 05-04-71 FM L. C. CONNELLY
MODEL OF THE ACTIVITY SCHEDULING PROGRAM
(IN-71-FM-123) (SUPERCEDED BY MSC 05291)
04126 PERFORMANCEANALYSIS OF 1977 VIKING 04-22-71 FM J.T. MCNEELY 9'
ORBITING/LANDING MISSIONS (IN-71-FM-124) ;'
r
04127 TECHNIQUE FOR CORRECTING LARGE PRIMARY 04-13-71 FM O.H. ALPHIN ¢
GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
ERRORS DURING LUNAR MODULE POWEREDDESCENT
(IN-71-FM-125)
04128 PRELIMINARY APOLLO 15 P23 TRANSLUNAR 05-20-71 FM R. E. ECKELKAMP
SIGHTING SCHEDULE (IN-71-FM-128)
04132 VIEWS OF THE EARTH AND MOON IN SUPPORT OF 05-17-71 FM A.N. LUNDE
THE APOLLO 15 FLIGHT PLAN (IN-71-FM-127) '!
04133 LM-EPS REAL-TIME CONSUMABLES SUPPORT AND 04-18-71 FM V. S. RITCHEY
POST-MISSION ANALYSIS FOR APOLLO 14
(IN-71-FM-128)
04136 PLANETARY SIGHTING VECTORS FOR APOLLO 15 04-18-71 FM T.J. BLUCKER
CSM AND LM CREW CHARTS (IN-71-FH-131) %_
04137 THE EFFECT OF THE AOT+G LM POSITION 04-16-71 FM T.J. BLUCKER >
DETERMINATION (IN-71-FM-132)
04138 ALIGNMENT OPTICAL TELESCOPE STAR AVAILABILITY 04-16-71 FM T. J. BLUCKER
FOR DOCKED LM INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT
ALIGNMENT SIMULATION (IN-71-FM-133) )04142 B-L MAGNETIC COORDINATE SY5TEM (IN-71-FM-134) 04-20-71 FM E. J. KENYON04143 AS-511/CSM-I13/LM-11 APOLLO SCIENCE PLANNING 03-15-72 TADOCUMENT04146 REASSESSMENT OF LANDING RADAR MISSION RULE FOR 04-18-71 FM W. M. BOLTM DESCENT (IN-71-FM-13B)
04147 LANDING POINT DESIGNATOR ANGLE HISTORIES FOR 04-20-71 FM J. D. PAYNE #
APOLLO 15 LM ASCENTS (IN-71-FM-138)





DOC. N TITLE DATE OP._..RRAUTHOR(S) ,
S
04151 EARTHRESOURCESAIRCRAFT PROGRAMPLAN 04-28-71 F. NEWMAN !
MISSION 165, SITES 76, 128, 251, 256, 285
04152 UTILIZATION OF EARTHRESOURCESTECHNOLOGY 04-15-71 TF 'i
SATELLITE A ANDB DATA FORAPPLICAIION IN THE
HOUSTONAREA
04153 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMSCREENING C5-28-71 TF
AND INDEXING REPORT-MISSION146, SITES 209,
220, 246, 255
04154 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMISSION 05-20-71 SF L. H. BI_LLINGER
PLAN-MISSION 167, SITES 20, 48
04158 EARTHUBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMSCREENING 05-28-71 TF
AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION145,
SITES 29, 175, 190, 209, 239, 244, 253, 257
04159 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMISSION 06-28-71 HB R. K. BLILIE
REPORT-MISSION158, SITES 29, 32, 217, 220,
246
04160 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMISSION 05-28-71 SF F.B. NEWMAN
PLAN-MISSION 168, SITES 76, 185 L.
04161 EARTHRESOURCESAIRCRAFTPROGRAMSCREENING 05-28-71 SF i
AND INDEXING REPORT-MISSION 147, SITES 164, i
247, 248
04162 AIRCRAFT REMOTESENSINGSYSTEMS 05-28-71 HD
04163 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 06-28-71 HB L. MITCHELL
REPORT-MISSION 16M, SITE 178 !
04164 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 06-28-71 P. HASELL
PLAN-MISSIONS 40M-46M, SITE 277
04165 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 06-28-71 P. HASELL
PLAN-MISSION 38M, SITE 277
04166 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATA- 06-28-71 TF
(dup. #) LOGING AND INDEXING REPORT-MISSION 155,
SITES 259, 261, 262, 275
04166 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAM CATA- 11-28-71 TF
(dup. #) LOGING AND INDEXING REPORT-MISSION 160,
SITE 219 i
04168 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 07-28-71 R.K. BLILIE
REPORT-MISSION 171, SITE 277
J
04169 EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROJECT MISSION 07-28-71 HB L.H. BALLINGER Ji
REPORT-MISSION 172, SITE 711
04170 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAM MISSION 06-16-71 TJ
PLAN-MISSION 185, SITE 175, HOUSTON AREA SITE
278, FLOWERGARDENREEFS
04172 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 07-08-71 SF G. C. HRABAL )
PLAN-MISSION 182, SITES 128, 137, 175, 198,
256 i04173 EARTHRESOURCESAIRCRAFT PROGRAMISSION 06-28-71 HB P. HASELL /
REPORT-MISSION38M, SITE 277 I
04174 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATA- 08-28-71 TF






i DOC. # TITLE DATE OP.._RR AUTHOR(S)
04175 EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 07-28-71 HB J. D. WEBER
.o_ REPORT-MISSION 181,SITE 174 '_
|t 04176 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 03-28-71 R. L. ROWLEY •PLAN CONTINGENCY TEST SITE FOR MISSIONS 173 _
TO 180, SITE 175 $
04177 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 07-28-71 L.H. BALLINGER _Y
REPORT-MISSION 167,SITES 20, 48
04178 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 09-27-71 SF R. ROWLrY ,_'
• PLAN-MISSION 189, SITES 26, 29, 236, 286,
271 '_
'_ 04180 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 07-28-71 HB P. HASELL
REPORT-MISSION 35M, SITE 175
04181 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 07-28-71 F. NEWMAN
REPORT-MISSION 1B5,SITES 76, 128, 251, 256,
285 i 504182 EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOGING 07-Z8-71 TF
'I AND INDEXING REPORT-MISSION 144, SITES167,244 _:_
04183 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATA- 07-28-71 TF _,
LOGING AND INDEXING REPORT-MISSION 28M,
SITE 250 )_
04184 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATA- 07-28-71 TF
-" LOGING AND INDEXING REPORT, MISSION 158,
SITES 29, 32, 217, 220, 246
,(
04185 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAM MISSION 08-28-71 HB R. BLILIE
PLAN-MISSIONS 175 - 180, SITE 197
i 04186 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAM MISSION 08-28-71 HB R. BLILIE. PLAN-MISSIONS 176 - 178, SITE 280
' !
04187 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 08-28-71 HB R. BLILIE
PLAN-MISSIONS 175 - 180, SITE 279 l
04189 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAM MISSION 08-28-71 B. RENDLEMAN
PLAN-MISSION 48M, SITES 2, 3, 76
04190 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 08-28-71 F. NEWMAN
,_ REPORT-MISSION 188,SITE 283
' 04191 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 08-28-71 TF %1
ING AND INDEXING REPORT-MISSION 157, SITES 114,
128, 169, 182, 217, 253, 264, LOS ANGELES _
EARTHQUAKE
04192 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 08-28-71 R. ROWLEY
REPORT-MISSION 151,SITE 250
04193 LOCAL LEVEL AGRICULTURAL PRACTICES AND 08-28-71 F.M. HENDERSON
INDIVIDUAL FARMER NEEDS AS INFLUENCES ON
SOLAR IMAGERY DATA COLLECTION
04194 SIGNAL ANALYSIS OF THE SINGLE POLARIZED 08-28-71 G.A. BRADLEY
13.3 GHZ SCATTEROMETER
04195 EVALUATION OF HIGH RESOLUTION X-BAND RADAR 08-28-71 L.F. DELLWIG "
IN THE QUACHITA MOUNTAINS J.R. MCCAULEY
, 04196 A FRESNEL ZONE-PLATE PROCESSOR FOR PROCESSING 08-28-71 R, L. ANGLE ,




DOC.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) 1| .e
04197 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 09-28-71 R. ROWLEY
REPORT-MISSION 141, SITES Z17, 220, 246
04199 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATA- 09-28-71 TF
LOGING AND INDEXING REPORT-MISSION 35M.
SITE 175 AND LAVACA BAY
04200 SKYLAB DEORBIT AND ENTRY PROCEDURES 05-01-71 KA J.O. RIPLEY
04203 APOLLO 02 CSS TEMPERATURE SENSOR OUTGAS TEST 04-15-71 PA R.K. WILLIAMS
04204 APOLLO ENHANCEMENTBATTERY AUTO-OXIDATION 12-02-71 EP
04206 STAR DATA FOR BESSELIAN YEAR 1972 04-26-71 FM B.F. COCKRELL
(IN-71-FM-140)
04209 APOLLO 15 (MISSION J-l) OPERATIONAL TRA- 04-28-71 FM
JECTORY SIMULATOR DATA PACKAGE (IN-71-FM-141)
04212 SUBSYSTEM TEST BED THERMAL VACUUM TEST- 03-18-71 ES
CHAMBER A TEST REPORT
04213 CISLUNAR ONBOARD NAVIGATION DATA FOR THE 06-14-71 FM F.L. BARNS
APOLLO 15, JULY 2fl, 1971 LAUNCH (IN-71-FM-142) P.H. MITCHELL )
&
04214 A USER'S GUIDE FOR A GENERALIZED MULTIPLANET 05-07-71 FM
FLYBY PROGRAM(IN-71-FM-143)
04217 SPACE SHUTTLE GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AND 03-15-73 EA
CONTROL DESIGN EQUATIONS (REV. D)
VOL, 1 - STATUS
VOL, 2 - NAVIGATION
VOL. 3 - GUIDANCE
04218 PRELIMINARY MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR A SPACE 05-12-71 FM J.V. WEST
SHUTTLE LANDING SIMULATION (IN-71-FM-145)
04221 TARGETS USED TO COMPENSATE FOR COMPUTER LAGS 04-29-71 FM J. H, ALPHIN
DURING THE LUNAR DESCENT (IN-71-FM-146)
04222 SIN BAY DOOR RELATIVE MOTION ANALYSIS FOR 04-26-71 FM
JETTISON AT LUNAR ORBIT INSERTION MINUS
4.5 HOURS FOR APOLLO 15 AND SUBSEQUENT
MISSIONS (IN-71-FM-147)
04224 APOLLO 15 DESCENT TARGETING ERRORS 04-27-71 FM E.R. SCHIESSER
(IN-71-FM-148)
04225 SPACE SHUTTLE PkOGRAM CORE AVIONICS 07-29-71
STATEMENT OF WORK(REV. B)
04227 EEE PARTS LIST FOR INCUBATOR/WORK STATION 03-28-72 DE '
SKYLAB IN-FLIGHT MECICAL SUPPORT SYSTEM _.
04229 TEST REPORT-THERMAL VACUUM TEST FOR THE 03-18-71 EL B. F. MCGHEE
LUNAR MODULE EXTERIOR TRACKING LIGHT
04230 FARADAY CAP SEAL TEST 05-07-71 EP G. S. CRITTENDON •
04231 APOLLO 15 LUNAH MODULE ABORT CHARACTERISTICS 04-26-71 FM J.D. PAYNE
(IN-7J-FM-149)
04232 FLIGHT SUPPORT DIVISION AND MISSION PLANNING 08-18-71 FM L.J. DUNGAN
AND ANALYSIS DIVISION INTERFACE CONTROL W.A. SULLIVAN
DOCUMENTATION FOR MISSION SUPPORT PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT (IN-71-FM-319) (REV. 1)





DOC.# TITLE DAlE OPR AUTHOR(S ) c_
04234 SPECIFICATIONS FOR SUBROUTINE MOVER OF SKYLAB 05-07-71 FM C. MCGEE _,
ACTIVITY SCHEDULING PROGRAM(IN-71-FM-151) "_
04235 PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF IN-FLIGHT GYRO 05-10-71 FM
SCALE FACTOR CALIBRATION FOR SKYLAB :_
(IN-71-FM-152) |
04236 ERROR MODELS FOR SKYLAB ATTITUDE SENSORS 05-21-71 FM J. BLUCKER
(IN-71-FM-153) ._
04239 PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURES FOR 05-25-71 EC
GAS SEPARATOR CARTRIDGE ASSEMBLY AND GAS
SEPARATOR CARTRIDGE/WATER DISPENSER ADAPTER
ASSEMBLY (REV. C)
04240 PRELIMINARY MISSION PROFILE FOR THE POWERED 05-08-71 FM V. HANSSEN
CRUISE, DESCENT, AND LANDING OF THE SHUTTLE
CRAFT (IN-71-FM-154)
04241 LUNAR SURFACE NAVIGATION ANALYSIS 05-05-71 FM R. T. SAVELY '_"
(IN-71-FM-155)
04242 SHUTTLE REENTRY DISPERSION ANALYSIS FOR 05-14-71 FM C.R. HALLIMAN _t,RLIO AND AN ACPS DEORBIT (DELTA WING)
(IN-71-FM-159) I
04243 PRELIMINARY ENTRY TARGET LINE FOR MISSION 04-27-71 FM J.C. HARPOLD _
PLANNING ACTIVITIES ON THE DELTA WING ORBITER
(IN-71-FM-156) _,
04245 PROPOSED COORDINATE SYSTEMS STANDARDS FOR 05-05-71 FM B.F. COCKRELL ,_
INTERNATIONAL RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING OF
SPACECRAFT (IN-71-FM-157)
04248 SHUTTLE NAVIGATION FILTER DEVELOPMENT 05-05-71 FM R.T. SAVELY
(IN-71-FM-158)
04249 ANALYSIS OF A SHUTTLE CARGOAND CARGO/ 03-04-71 EW R.F. BAZHAW ;
PASSENGER MODULE CONCEPT
#
04250 MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE DESCENT AND LANDING 04-30-71 FM R. J. LABRECQUE
GUIDANCE PROGRAMFOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE FOR USE
WITH THE GRASP SIMULATOR (IN-71-FM-160)
04253 PROJECT SPACE SHUTTLE/SPACE BASE KS-199 03-23-71 EG O.E. TAOLOCK _
FIELD TEST REPORT
I
04254 ENTRY GUIDANCE AND CONTROL ANALYSIS OF THE 04-01-71 EG C. H. PAULK )
STRAIGHT WING ORBITER _j
04255 TEST REPORT FOR LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE 05-28-71 PA _ |
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY PROGRAM
04257 IMPACT OF VARYING TOTAL CABIN PRESSURE AND 05-14-71 FM R.C. WADLE a[_
ATMOSPHERE COMPOSITION UPON ELECTRICAL POWER
REQUIREMENTS FOR A HYPOTHETICAL ADVANCED
SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
(IN-71-FM-181)
14
04261 CONSUMABLESANALYSIS SECTION REQUIREMENTS FOR 05-12-71 FM R.C. WADLE
REAL-TIME COMPUTER COMPLEX/MISSION OPERATIONS
PLANNING SYSTEM/ACTIVITIES SCHEDULING PROGRAM
(IN-71-FM-182)
04262 DESCRIPTION OF THE INPUT TO THE APOLLO MISSION 06-15-71 FM
PLANNING AND REAL-TIME RENDEZVOUS SUPPORT _-





DOC_._._ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) )
Y
04265 SPFCIF_CATION FOR SPACE SHUTTLE FLUID 05-10-71 f
PROCUREMENTAND USE CONTROL ,I
0426C PRESSURE-VOLUME-TEMPERATURE GAGING IN THE 09-21-71 FM ,,
THRUSTER ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM (IN-71-FM-355)
04267 APOLLO 15 ALTERNATE RENDEZVOUS SIMULATOR 05-06-71 FM
DATA PACKAGE (IN-71-FM-185) ,:
04268 APOLLO 15 M!D-COURSE CORRECTION SIMULATOR 05-06-71 FM
DATA PACKAGE (IN-71-FM-166) i
04270 SKYLAB 2 PRELIMINARY REFERENCE EARTH RESOURCES FM
EXPERIMENT PACKAGE PASS PLANNING DOCUMENT
VOL. 1 - GROUNDTRACKS(IN-71-FM-187) 05-05-71 A. N. |.UNDE
VOL. 2 - EREP SITES AND $190 SWATH 05-13-71 A.N. LUNDE
(IN-71-FM-181)
VOL. 3 - DETAILED DIGITAL PASS DATA 07-23-71 D.D. DEATKINE
(IN-71-FM-278) A.N. LUNDE
04273 APOLLO 15 DEORBIT AND ENTRY SIMULATOR DATA 05-10-71 FM
PACKAGE (IN-71-FM-188)
04275 A DESCRIPTION OF THE APOLLO 15 POWERED 05-06-71 FM t,
DESCENT AND ASCENT TRAJECTORIES AND _
MONITORING TECHNIQUES (IN-71-FM-189)
04276 APOLLO 15 TERRAIN MODEL EVALUATION 05-25-71 FM G. L, CARMAN
(IN-71-FM-170)
04277 PERFORMANCEANALYSIS OF 1979 VIKING ORBITING/ 05-07-71 FM J.T. MCNEELY
LANDING MISSIONS (IN-71-FM-171)
04280 APOLLO 15 LUNAR MODULE ASCENT TELEVISION 05-10-71 FM W.C. LAMEY
COVERAGEDATA (IN-71-FM-172)
04281 CONSUMABLESANALYSIS FOR THE APOLLO 15 05-12-71 FM S. O. MAYFIELD
SPACECRAFT OPERATIONAL TRAJECTORY
(IN-71-FM-173)
04282 ANALYS;S OF SKYLAB ATTITUDE REFERENCE ERRORS 05-21-71 FM T.J. BLUCKER
FOR Z-LOCAL VERTICAL MANEUVERS (IN-71-FM-174) J
04291 APOLLO 15 BASIC CREW CHARTS FOR JULY 26, 1971 05-11-71 FM
LAUNCH (IN-71-FM-175)
04293 SPACE SHUTTLE TPS MATERIALS EVALUATION 09-14-71 EP R. K, WILLIAMS i
04294 FUNCTIONAL AND PERFORMANCEREQUIREMENTS/ 05-10-71 |
SPECIFICATION FOR SPACE SHUTTLE AVIONICS
SYSTEM BOOSTER
04298 NAVIGATION ANALYSIS FOP VIKING 1977, OPTION B 05-20-71 FM P H MITCHELL
(IN-71-FM-178) " "
04299 SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE ELECTRICAL POWER 05-17-71 FM e. W, KNOPF
SUBSYSTEM EVALUATION OPTION OF THE ACTIVITY V, W. SIMMONS
SCHEDULING PROGRAM(IN-71-FM-177)
04300 BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SOURCE DATA FOR THE MODULAR 10-15-71 EV !
SPACE STATION PROGRAMDEFINITION PHASE B I
STUDY (REV. B) [
04302 INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT ERROR SEPARATION 01-05-71 EG
TECHNIQUES
4
04303 OPERATIONAL ABORT PLAN FOR APOLLO 16 05-20-71 FM
VOL, 1 - LAUNCH PHASE (IN-71-FM-180) 08-14-71 E, M. HENDERSON IN





TITLE DATE OPR A_UTHOR[S)
/
04306 OPERATIONAL LUNAR MODULE ABORT AND RESCUE 06-_6-71 FM A.L. DUPONT _ /f.
PLAN FOR APOLLO 16 (IN-71-FM-182) _ ,
04306 LM-IO MESA STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS RELAY UNIT 04-19-71 EW t_ '_)
04307 APOLLO 16 MISSION EVALUATION PLAN 06-28-71 PT
04310 APOLLO 14 TRANSEARTH ONBOARDNAVIGATIOh 06-08-71 FM R. E. ECKELKAMP
ANALYSIS (IN-71-FM-IB3) R. H, WOLFE
04311 CONSTANT STAGNATION POINT CONVECTI"E HEfT RATE 05-24-71 FM J. K. BURTON
CONTROL TRAJECTORIES FOR DELTA-WING ORBITER
ENTRIES (IN-71-FM-1E8)
04312 PAPERS PRESENTED AT MSC CRYOGENICS SYMPOSIUM, 12-28-71
MAY 20-21, 1971
04313 VIEWS FROM THE SPACECRAFT DURING THE FLIGHT 05-17-71 FM A. N. LUNDE
OF APOLLO 15 (IN-71-FM-188)
04314 RECOMMENDEDSTARS FOR LM IMU ALINEMENT ON THE 06-26-71 FM T. J, BLUCKER
LUNAR SURFACE DURING APOLLO 16 (IN-71-FM-187) (
04315 PROPOSED COORDINATE SYSTEMS STANDARDS FOR THE 05-21-71 FM B. F. COCKRELL
SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE (IN-71-FM-188) |
z
04316 DESIGN OF LITHIUM HYDROXIDE CANISTER FOR SKYLAB 06-26-71 FM
MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS ATTITUDE TEST (IN-71-FM-189)
04317 LUNAR MISSION SAFETY AND RESCUE,FINAL BRIEFING 03-28-71 PA
04318 PRELIMINARY MANNED SKYLAB LAUNCH ABORT MISSION 06-28-71
TECHNIQUES
04322 USE OF SQUARE ROOT VARIANCE NAVIGATION FILTERS 05-25-7t FM S. PINES
WITH STATE PROCESS NOISE (IN-71-FM-190)04324 TEST CASES FOR EXERCISING MSFN NAVIGATION 06-03-71 FM
PROGRAMLOGIC AND PROCEDURESDURING APOLLO
15-RTCC SIMULATIONS OF DESCENT, ASCENT. AND
DESCENT ORBIT INSERTION (IN-71-FM-191)
04325 MANUAL STAGING ON THE LUNAR SURFACE FOR LM-IO 05-28-71 FM C. J. GOTT
AND SUBSEQUENT VEHICLES (IN-71-FM-198)
04327 STAR AVAILABILITY FOR DOCKED LM IMU ALINEMENT 06-20-71 FM T.J. BLUCKER
DURING APOLLO 16 (IN-71-FM-lg2)
04328 THE EFFECT OF ENTRY CONSTRAINTS ON THE DELTA- 05-20-71 FM J.C. HARPOLD i
WING FLIGHT CORRIDOR (IN-71-FM-193)
04330 POST-FLIG,;T EVALUATION OF THE APOLLO 14 06-26-71 FM
SPACECRAFT TRAJECTORIES (IN-71-FM-195) i
04333 TRUE HOUR ANGLE OF THE EQUINOX FOR YEARS 05-20-71 FM
1970 THROUGH 2001 (IN-71-FM-196) _,
04334 ROUND-TRIP LANDING MISSIONS TO THE ASTEROID 06-08-71 FM G.A. ZAMBO 1
EROS, 1981 OPPORTUNITY (IN-71-FM-197)
04335 STAGING ANALYSES OF PHASE B PRELIMINARY 06-02-7t FM _
SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION-REVERSE LINK SYSTEM
(IN-71-FM-199)
04336 SKYLAB MISSIONS TRAINING PROGRAM 10-_8-71 CE
04337 RECOVERY REQUIREMENTS FOR APOLLO 15 06-26-71 Pk _ '
04339 AN MSC GUIDELINE FOR ATMOSPHERIC FLIGHT 05-20-71 FM I. L. JOHNSON
OPTIMIZATION (IN-71-FM-200) J. L. KAMM
77
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DOC. Q TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) y
tt
04343 TEST PROCEDURE FOR THE TIMEX MODEL 400610 05-10-71 EG
THREE-AXIS RATE PACKAGE
04344 COMPUTERSIMULAfION SPACE STATION DOCKING 06-03-71 E_
04345 FULL-TIME OPTIMAL CONTROL OF A DOUBLE 03-22-71 EG
INTEGRATING PLANT
04347 SHUTTLE TOUCHDOWNREOUIREMENTS 04-30-71 EG D.A. DYER
04348 DETAILED SKYLAB ECS CONSOMABLESANALYSIS FOR 06-28-71 FM
THE INTERIM REVISION FLIGHT PLAN (IN-71-FM-202)
04349 OUT-OF-PLANE PERFORMANCEREQUIREMENTS FOR 05-28-71 FM J.D. PAYNE
LUNAR MODULE ASCENT (IN-71-FM-203)
04351 APOLLO 14 QUARANTINE AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 09-10-71 DC
REPORT
04354 SKYLAB 3 PRELIMINARY REFERENCE EARTH RESOURCES FM A.N. LUNDE
EXPERIMENT PACKAGE PASS PLANNING DOCUMENT
VOL. 1 - GROUND TRACKS (IN-7_-FM-204) 05-28-71
VOL. Z - EREP SITES AND $190 SWATCH 08-08-71
(IN-71-FM-219) !
i
04355 PRELIMINARY LUNAR ORBIT ATTITUDE SEOUENCE FOR 05-25-71 FM N.R. GANDER
APOLLO 15 (IN-71-FM-205)
04356 SPACE SHUTTLE LAUP_CHTRAJECTORY AND PERFORMANCE 05-26-71 FM $
DATA FOR CANDIDATE LAUNCH SITES (IN-71-FM-ZO§)
0435G PRE-INSTALLATION ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE AND 08-01-71 EW
RECEIVING INSPECTION REOUIREMENTS FOR THE LRV
MAP HOLDER
04382 INTEGRATED QUALIFICATION TEST PLAN FOR THE LRV 08-01-71 EW
MAP HOLDER
04383 SPECIFICATION FOR CLEANING, PACKAGING, O8-ZB-7Z EW W.K. CREASY
PRESERVATION, HANDLING, AND SHIPPING OF
THE LRV MAP HOLDER
04388 APOLLO 15 LUNAR LANDMARK LOCATIONS AND OFFSETS 08-17-71 FM
(IN-71-FM-207)
04367 SEPARATION PROCEDURES FOR APOLLO 15 AND 08-10-71 FM C.W. FRALEY
SUBSEQUENT NOMINAL, ALTERNATE, AND ABORT M.L. WILLIAMSON
MISSIONS (IN-71-FM-_O8)
04388 APOLLO 15 NO-TLI EARTH ORBIT ALTERNATE MISSION 08-02-71 FM J.D. ALEXANDER
(IN-71-FM-209) H.O. SPURLIN
04389 SKYLAB 4 PRELIMINARY REFERENCE EARTH RESOURCES 08-03-71 FM
EXPERIMENT PACKAGE-PASS PLANNING DOCUMENT
VOL. I - GROUNDTRACKS (IN-71-FM-210)
VOL. 2 - EREP SITES AND $190 SWATCH
(IN-71-FM-218)
04370 A SHUTTLE REFERENCE TRAJECTORY UTILIZING A 08-18-71 FM D.K. FORD
CLOSED FORM GUIDANCE AFTER MAXIMUM DYNAMIC A.D. LONG
PRESSURE (IN-71-FM-Z]l)
¥
04372 PROJECT SPACE SHUTTLE-AN INVESTIGATION OF 05-01-71 EG
THE EFFECT OF L/D UPON THE SHUTTLE ORBITER
TRAJECTORY CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS FOR AN
UNPOWEREDAPPROACH AND LANDING





iT_TLE 0ATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _
04377 EVALUATION OF THE REAL-TIME COMPUTERMODEL O9-28-71 FM
FOR SKYLAB ELECTRICAL POWER DISTRIBUTION
(REV. 1)ANALYSIS (IN-TI-FM-329)
04378 SKYLAB RT_C MASS PROPERTIES SYSTEM REQUIRE- 06-14-71 FM R.E. HISCHKE
MENTS (IN-71-FM-214) !
04380 SAMPLE RATE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SHUTTLE 06-25-71 FM B.F. COCKRELL
ACCELEROMETER (IN-71-FM-215) ,
04381 SYSTEMS AND FLIGHT PROCEDURESDEVELOPMENT 07-28-73 CG P.C. KRAMER
04382 PROPERTY PROTECTION PLAN FOR MANNED 12-28-71 JN
SPACECRAFT CENTER FACILITIES
04383 THE CRYOGENICS ANALYSIS PROGRAMFOR APOLLO 08-08-71 FM M. SCOTT
MISSION PLANNING AND ANALYSIS (IN-71-FM-217) J. WILLIAMS
04384 THE SQUARE ROOT OF THE STATE COVARIANCE IN 07-29-71 FM
THE CONSIDER MODE (IN-71-FM-218) +
J
04386 DATA PROCESSING PLAN FOR APOLLO 16 07-16-71 PA ] :
04387 GENERAL DESCRIPTION ISD CONFIGURATION I 07-_8-71 EB !
AVIONICS BREADBOARD &
04388 LM RENDEZVOUS PROCEDURES, J-1 MISSION 06-16-71 FM
04396 HYBRID SIMULATION TESTS OF STRAIGHT-W:NG 05-28-71 EG
ORBITER MANUAL AERODYNAMIC CONTROL MODES
04399 CANDIDATE LEAST-SQUARES FILTER FOR LUNAR 06-14-71 FM
SURFACE TRAVERSE POSITION FROM 3ACKUP SUN
COMPASS OBSERVATIONS (IN-71-2M-220)
04400 RECOMMENDEDSPACE SHUTTLE COORDINATE SYSTEM 05-28-71 EW L. M. JENKINS
STANDARDS
04402 RECOMMENDEDENTRY MONITORING AND BACKUP CON- 06-09-71 FM
TROL PROCEDURES FOR APOLLO 16 (IN-71-FM-221)
04404 APOLLO POST-FLIGHT TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS 06-17-71 FM 0. J. INCERTO
(IN-71-FM-Z22)
04405 RTCC REQUIREMENTS FOR SKYLAE FREE-FLIGHT 08-19-71
TRAJECTORY PREDICTION PROGRAM (IN-71-FM-Z24) _
0_406 SPACE SHUTTLE TERMINAL AREA NAVIGATION 05-26-71 EG C.R. PRICE ,
ACCURACY VERSUS ONBOARD ANTENNA COVERAGE _ i
AND GROUND TRANSPONDER LOCATION
04408 CO_ANCER OUT-THE-WINDOW VISIBILITY DURING 06-11-71 FM G.L. CARMAN _ ;
NOMINAL APOLLO 15 LUNAR DESCENT (IN-71-FM-225) I °
04409 PARAMETRIC STUDY FOR ORBITER AERODYNAMIC 06-24-71 FM C. FRALEY
POWEREDPULLOUT AND AERODYNAMIC POWEREDTURN lMANEUVERS (IN-71-FM-Z2B) 4
04410 TERRAIN CLEARANCE OVER CRATER ALPHONSUS FOR 06-14-71 FM
APOLLO 1B ASCENT (IN-71-FM-227)
04411 SPACE SHUTTLE SYSTEM PAYLOAD HANDLING AND 08-28-71 EW
DOCKING
04412 FORMULATIONS FOR RTCC TELEMETRY PROCESSING 07-28-71 FM
REQUIREMENTS OF SKYLAB ATTITUDE AND RATE DATA
(IN-71-FM-ZZS)
04417 MPAD SOFTVARE DEVELOPMENT PLANS-SKYLAB RTCC 06-15-71 FM E.J. KENYON
AND MOPS (IN-71-FM-2ZQ) V.k. SULLIVAN
79
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DOC. I TITLE, DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) :
04418 REMOVABLELOCKERS FOR SHUTTLE EQUIPMENT AND 05-28-71 EW
EXPENDABLES
04418 SHUTTLE MASS PROPERTIES STUDY 01-10-72 EW
04421 COMPARISON OF DIRECT AND JUPITER ENCOUNTER 08o28--71 FM
MODES WITH DEPARTURE DATES FROM 1978 THROUGH
1980 FOR ACHIEVING ELLIPTICAL ORBITS ABOUT
SATURN (IN-7I-FM-231)
04422 SPACE SHUTTL. AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEM 07-E8-72 LA
DESIGN STUDY-PROGRESS REPORTS
04423 SPACE SHUTTLE AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEM 02-15-73 EP G.F. ORTON
DESIGN STUDY (SEVERAL PHASES) T.F. SCHWEICKERT
04424 SPACE SHUTTLE AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEM 07-15-71 LA
DESIGN STUDY PROGRAMPLAN
04425 SHUTTLE ORBITER PASSENGER COMPARTMENT 05-2b-71 EW
HABITABILITY _EOUIREMENTS STUDY FOR
FLIGHT PERSONNEL ACCOMMODATIONS
04426 APOLLO 15 LUNAR TRAJECTORY NOTES (ZN-TI-FM-232) _-30-71 FM i
04427 POWEREDDESCENT INITIATION MAXIMUM ALTITUDE 05-16-71 FM
LIMIT (IN-7I-FM-233)
04428 PRELIMINARY REPORT ON SHUTTLE ONCE-AROUND 06-17-71 FM
ABORTS (_N-7I-FM-234)
04431 USING AN ORTHOGONALITY PROPERTY TO CONDITION 08-21-71 FM
THE DAVIDON MFTRIC AND REDUCE GRADIENT ¢
COMPUTATION (IN-71-FM-235)
04438 PLANETARY SIGHTING VECTORS FOR A4 APOLLO 15 06-25-71 FM T.O. BLUCKER
LAUNCH ON JULY 27, 5971 (IN-75-FM-Z3B) S.C. JANKOWSKI
04439 APOLLO 15, JULY 2B, 5975 LAUNCH-TRANSLUNAR 0B-22-71 FM R.H. SANDERS
DISPERSION ANALYSIS (IN-7I-FM-237)
04440 A METHOD FOR LUNAR ROVING VEHICLL POSITION 0B-Z5-71 FM T.J. BLUCKER
DETERMINATION FROM THREE LANDMARKOBSERVATIONS G.L. STIMMEL
WITH A SUN COMPASS (IN-71-FM-238)
04445 VERIFICATION OF LM AGS RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION OB-30-TI FM A. ACTKINSON
USING AUTOMATIC Dk A FOR APOLLO 55
(IN-75-FM-239) _
04442 THE LM END DETONATING CARTRIDGE TEST 08-17-71 EP V. M. VANCE
R. K. WILLIAMS
044_3 APOLLO 55, FINAL PRE-LAUNCH NAVIGATION 0B-25-71 FM 8. F. COCKRELL i
ERASABLE LOAD (IN-75-FM-240)
04446 SUN COMPASS ERROR MODEL (IN-7I-FM-_45) 08-30-75 FM T. J. BLUCKER
W. W, FERRY
04448 A METHOD FOR STAR VECTOR DETERMINATION FROM 08-30-71 FM T.J. BLUCKER
ALINEMENT OPTICAL TELESCOPE SIGHTING S.W. CRIGLER !
(IN-75-FM-242) !
04447 APOLLO 55 PE3 TRANSLUNAR SIGHTING SCHEDULE 07-56-71 FM R.E. ECKELKAMP !
(%N-75-FM-243) ]
04448 PROPOSED TEST PLAN FOR APOLLO 15 VERXFICATION 07-_5-7 _ FM T.J. BLUCKER
OF THE RTCC OFF-LINE PROGRAMLM POSITION S.W. CRIGLER




OOC. I T_TLE _ OPR AUTHOR(S)
04440 RECOMMENDEDSTARS FOR LM IMU ALINEMENT 07-16-71 FM T. J BLUCKE. .'_JT
ON THE LUNAR SURFACE DURING APOLLO 15 JJ
(IN-71-FM-245) _,
04450 SPECIFICATIONS FOR THL TAPE RECO9OER MANAGE- 07-06-71 FM _, BEAL
MENT MODULE OF THE ACTIVITY SCHEDULING PROGRAM
(IN-71-FM-24B)
04453 OPERATING PLAN OF THE QUALITY ASSURANCE 06-28-79 NA
RELIABILI1Y AND SAFETY OFFICE, WSTF
04454 HIGH CHAMBER PRESSURE GASEOUS HYDROGEN COOLED 00-23-71 EP
GHz/GO 2 ROCKET ENGINE TEST
04455 THE SPACE SHUTTLE TPS MATERIALS EVALUATION II 00-23-71 ES
04458 APOLLO 15 SPACECRAFT DISPERSION ANALYSIS 07-07-71 FM 9
SI.JMF_RY (IN-71-FM-247)
044B2 ORBITEr ACCFLERATED CLIMB OUT 00-24-71 LA R.L. BARTON
04463 AN ANALYSIS OF POWEREDDESCENT FLIGHT-SAFETY 06-20-71 FM
WITH PARTIAL LANDING RADAR ALTITUDE UPDATING
(IN-71-FM-_48) _,
04464 LOGIC AND EQUATIONS FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE 07-02-71 FM
ACQ/LOS TIMES OF AN N-SIDED AREA OR A POINT TAR- .
GET BY A SPACECRAFT IN EARTH ORBIT (IN-71-FM-240)
N4485 CISLUNAR NAVIGATION DATA FOR THE APOLLO 15 07-09-71 FV F. Lo BARNES
JULY 26, 1971 LAUNCH (IN-71-F'*-250) P.H. MITCHELL
04486 A SUBORBITAL ABORT GUIDANCE SCHEME FOR ORBITER 03-30-71 FM W. [. LACY
RETURNS TO THE LAUNCH SITE (IN-71-FM-251)
04487 SPECIFICATICNS FOR THE CAMERA MODEL OF THE 0;-06-71 FM
ACTIVITY SCHEDULING PROGRAM (IN-71-rM-252) 6
04468 APOLLO 15 ENTRY MISSION PLAN (IN-T1-FM-?53) 08-30-71 FM F
0446g TEST REPORT FOR THE THERMAL VACUUM TEST OF THE 06-28-71 EL
MODULAR EQUIPMENT TRANSPORTER
04472 APOLLO 15 SCIENCE HANDBOOK 07-21-71 PA
04473 OPERATIONAL SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE SEQUENCE FOR 06-30-71 FM
APOLLO 15 (IN-71-FM-254) ' 1
04474 FORMULATIONS FOR PREDICTING MAXIMUM VEHICLE v0-05-71 FM
RATE AVAILABLE FROM SKYLAB CONTROL MOI4ENT
GYRO SYSTEM (IN-71-FM-258)
04475 TIME INCREMENT RESOLVER EVALUATION BASED ON 07-09-71 FM _ :
APOLLO 14 DOPPLER DATA (IN-71-FM-286) "
04476 SAFETY IN EARTH ORBIT STUDY PLAN 08-04-71 G.S. CANETTI _
04477 SAFETY IN EARTH ORBIT STUDY. FINAL REPORT 07-12-72 SA
VOL. I - TECHNICAL SUNDRY '
VOL. 2 - ANALYSIS OF HAZARDOUS PAYLOADS DOCKING _i
ON[_RD SURVIVABILITY
. 3 - I TUMBLING CECRAFT ESCAPE
AND RESCUE •




VOL. 5 - SPACE SHUTTLE PAYLOADS SAFFTY *_
REQUIREMENTS AND GUIDELINES, 1_4
ON-ORBIT PHASF
1990007273-083
DOC,_ TITLE DATE OP...RR AUTHOR(S) '_
04482 ORBITAL r_ERATiONS STUDY 05-28-72
VOL. 1 -,4ISSION ANALYSES .(
VOL. 2 - INTERFACING ACTIVITIES ANALFSES
VOL. 3 - BASIC VEHICLE SUMMARIES :_
04483 ORBIFAL OPERATIONS STUDY - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 05-28-72
04485 APOLLO 15 LUNAR LANDING MISSION CAPABILITY 07-07-71 FM D.S. SCHEFFMAN
FOR PREMATUREL01 SHUTDOWN(IN-71-FM-257) ""
04490 AIRLOCK MODULE COOLANT SYSTEM PARAMETRIC 07-12-71 FM H.E. KOLKHORST
STUDIES (IN-71-FM-258) M.A. ZAMORA
04491 NASA/DOD EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE TRAFFIC MODELS 07-08-71 FM M. E. DONAHOO
BASED ON END-TO-END LOADING OF PAYLOADS R.E. KINCADE
(ADDENDUM TO DOCUMENTIS CLASSIFIED SECRET) W.R. PRUETT
(IN-71-FM-259)
04492 NASA/ODD EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE TRAFFIC MO_ELS 07-08-71 FM M.E. DONAHO0
BASED ON SIDE-BY-SIDE LOADING OF PAYLOADS R.E. KINCADE
(IN-71-FM-280) W.R. PRUETT
04494 EFFECTS OF CONTINUING LM DESCENT GUIDANCE 07-07-71 FM G.D. VENABLES
AFTER ABORT STAGE (IN-71-FM-261) _.
044_ A STUDY OF THE JUPITER-SATURN-PLUTO AND 07-19-71 FM K.W. ANSON l
JUPIT_R-IIRANUS-NEPTUNE MISSIL"S FROM 1976 TO N.L. FAUST
1983 (IN-71-_M-282)
04498 FJNAL CSM-112 RENCEZVOUS PROCEDURESFOR 06-30-71 EG
APOLLO 15
04498 PRIME CSM PROCEDURES FOR SKYLAB 1/2, M=5 07-28-71 CE M.L. HANK
RENDEZVOUS-BAJIC ISSUE G.R. RIDDLE
04499 LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE GYRO ALINEMENT USING 07-16-71 FM T.J. BLUCKER
THE SUN SHADOW DEVICE (IN-71-FM-263)
04501 PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURES 10-10-72 ND
(ATP) HEMATOLOGY-URINALYSIS KIT, IN-FLIGHT
MEDICAL SUPPORT SYSTEM (IMSS) FOR SKYLAB
(REV, A) !
04502 PRE-DELIVERY ATP-DENTAL £IT, IMSS FOR SKYLAB 09-28-72 ND
(REV. A)
04503 PRE-DELIVERY ATP-MICROSCOPE KIT, IMSS FO_ I0"G2-72 ND
SKYLAB (REV. A) !
04504 PRE-DELIVERY ATP-MINOR SURGERY 'tiT, IMSS FOR 06-07-72 ND i
SKYLAB (REV. A)
!
04505 PRE-DFLIVERY ATP'DRUG SUPPLY KIT, IMSS FOR 08-12-72 ND t
SKYLAB (REV. A)
04506 PRE-D'ILIVERY ATP-MICROBIOLOGY KII, IMSS FOR 12-03-72 DE J.M. SLEITH
SKYLA3 (REV. B)
04507 PRE-DELIVERY ATP-DIAGNOSTIC KIT, IMSS FOR 12-18-1Z DE J.M. SLEITH
SKYLAB (REV. C)
04508 PRF-u_LIVERY ATP-RESUPPLY KIT, IMSS FOR 09-20-72 ND I
SK'/LAB (REV. )
04509 PRE-DELIVERY ATP-THERAPEUTIC KIT FOR SKYL_B 12-18-72 DE J.M. SLEITH
(REV. B)
04510 P_E-DELIVERY ATP-BANDAGE KIT, IMSS FOR SKYLAB 0B-29-72 ND
(.EV. A)
04511 PRE-DELIVERY ATP-DRUG CANISTER ASSEMBLY, IMSS 06-21-72 ND




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _r
04512 PRE--DELIVERYATP--D_UGCANISTERASSEMBLY, 06--21--72 ND _!
IMSS FORSKYLAB(REV. A) )I04513 PRE-INSTALLATIONACCEPTANCEINSPECTION 05-08-73 DE W. F. KONVICKA
PROCEDURESFORTHE RESUPPLYKIT, IMSS J. M. LITTLEFIELD _"
FORSKYLAP(REV. A)
04514 PRE-DELIVERYATP-INCUBATOR/WORKSTATION 10-04-72 ND
ASSEMBLY,IMSS FORSKYLAB(REV. A)
04515 PRE-DELIVERYATP-TOPICAL DRIJ_KIT. 10-20-72 ND
IWSS FORSKYLAB(REV, B)
04516 PRE-DELIVERYATP-BOTTLEDRUGKIT, 10-27-72 ND
IMSS FORSKYLAB(REV. B)
04517 PRE-DELIVERYATP-AXR SAMPLERASSEMBLY, 04-19-72 DE W. F. KONVICKA
IMSS FORSKYLAB(REV. A)
04518 PRE-DELIVERYATP-CAN OPENERASSEMBLY, 01-08-73 DE W. F. KONVZCKA
IMSS FORSKYLAB(REV. A) J. M. LITTLEFIELD
04519 PRE-DELIVERYATP-SPLINT ASSEMBLY, 03-27-72
IMSS FORSKYLAB _,
04520 PRE-DELIVEPYATP INCUBATOR RACK ASSEMBLY, IMSS I0-19-72 ND (
FOR SKYLAB (REV. A)
04521 ARE-INSTALLATIONACCEPTANCE INSPECTION PRO- 04-14-72 ND
CEDURES FOR THE DENTAL KIT
04522 PRE-INSTALLATIONACCEPTANCE INSPECTION PRO- 12-15-72 DE W. F. KONVICKA
CEDURES FOR THE DIAGNOSTIC KIT
04523 PRE-INSTALLATIONACCEPTANCE INSPECTION PRO- 12-18-72 DE J. M. LITTLEFIELD
CEDURES FOR THE THERAPEUTIC KIT (REV. A) J. M, SLEITH
04524 PRE-INSTALLATIONACCEPTANCE INSPECTION PRO- 04-14-72 ND
CEDURES FOR THE BANDAGE KIT
04525 PRE-INSTALLATIONACCEPTANCE INSPECTION PRO- 01-08-73 DE J.M. LITTI_EFIELD
CEDURES FOR THE IN-USE DRUG MODULE (REV. A) J.M. SLEITH )
04526 PRE-INSTALLATIONACCEPTANCE INSPECTION PRO- 09-25-72 ND
CEDURES FOR YHE DRUG SUPPLY MODULE (REV. A)
04527 PRE-INSTALLATIONATP FORTHE INCUBATOR/WORK 07-28-72 ND
F
STATIONMODULE (REV. B) !
04528 PRE-DELIVERYATP DISINFECTANT PAD AND 10-30-72 ND
PHISOHEX, IMSS FOR SKYLAB (REV, A)
i
04529 PRE-DELIVERYACCEPTANCETEST PROCEDURES 10-12-72 DE J.S. ARTHUR
FOR THE PRESSURE INFUSER ASSEMBLY AND THE J.M. SLEITH ,_ °_
INTRAVENOUS FLUID KIT ,_
04530 QUALIFICATION TEST SPECIFICATION FOR THE 02-28-72 DE W. F. KONVICKA ,i
RESUPPLY KIT J. M. LITTLEFIELD _ _,
!
04540 QUALIFICATION TEST £PECIFICATION FOR THE 02-28-72 NB W. F. KONVICKA '_ i
IMSS _ ,I
04550 ANALYSIS RESULTING IN A GUIDANCE THRUST 07-28-71 FM ' i
COMMAND LIMIT LINE TO PREDICT GUIDANCE +
DIVERGENCE (IN-71-FM-264) ,_
04551 MPAD SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PLANS SKYLAB RTCC 07-09-71 F_ E. J. KENYON
AND MOPS (IN-71-FM-285) W. A, SULLIVAN




DOC # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
04553 SIMULATION RESULTS FROM THE SKYLAB MOMENTUM 07-26-71 FM H. S. ESTES
MANAGEMENTPROGRAMFOR THE MISSION OPERATIONS R. E. HIGGINBOrHAM
PLANNING SYSTEM (IN-71-FM-287)
04554 MEASUREMENTOF LM GYkO DRIFT AND PIPA BIAS 08-10-71 FC
ON THE LUNAR SURFACE
04555 MULTIMODE OPTICAL SENSOR DESIGN STUDY 04-23-71 EG
04558 APOLLO 15 TECHNICAL AIR-TO-GROUND VOICE 07-28-71
TRANSCRIPTION
04561 APOLLO 15 TECHNICAL CREW DEBRIEFING 08-14-71 FS
04564 SOME PRELIMINARY BOOSTER ENGINE OUT AND 07-13-71 FM E. M. HENDERSON
ABORT STUDIES (IN-71-FM-268)
04568 EXPERIMENT $191 DELTA QUALIFICATION TEST KA
READINESS REVIEW MINUTES
04568 EVALUATION TEST REPORT FOR PRECISION 06-18-71 EG
DIGITAL SOLAR ASPECT SENSOR
04569 A FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF A PROPOSED 05-27-71 EG C.E. MANRY
OPTICAL SUBSYSTEM FOR THE SPACE SHUITLE I. SAULIETIS
VEHICLE D.E. TADLOCK
04570 OPTIMAL ANALYTIC MULTIBURN TRAJECTORIES 07-15-71 FM D.J. JEZEWSKI
(IN-71-FM-269)
04572 CM ENTRY BATTERY LLTV USE FEASIBILITY TEST 07-12-71 EP
04573 VERIFICATION OF LM AGS RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION 07-16-71 FM A.L. ACTKINSON
USING MANUAL DATA FOR APOLLO 15 (IN-71-FM-271)
04574 PROCEDURES FOR OPERATING THE AUDIO-VISUAL 07-28-71 EE
EQUIPMENT IN THE CONFERENCE ROOMON THE
NINTH FLOOR, BUILDING 1
04579 VERIFICATION OF COMANCHE 110 P22 FOR 07-16-71 FM R.E. ECKELKAMP
APOLLO 15 (IN-71-FM-272)
04581 ALTERNATF LUNAR MISSION PROFILES FOR 07-15-71 FM G. WEISSKOPF
APOLLO 15 (IN-71-FM-273)
04582 APOLLO 15 P23 TRANSLUNAR SIGHTING SCHEDULE 07-16-71 FM R.E. ECKELKAMP
FOR A JULY 26, 1971 LAUNCH (IN-71-FM-274)
04584 VERIFICATION OF COMANCHE110 P21 AND P29 AND 07-22-71 FM
LUMINARY 209 P21 FOR APOLLO 15 (IN-71-FM-275)
04585 VERIFICATION OF COMANCHE11C P24 FOR 07-16-71 FM R.E. ECKELKAMP
APOLLO 15 (IN-71-FM-276)
04586 PRELIMINARY SKYLAB RESCUE MISSION AND LAUNCH 07-20-71 FM Co OSGOOD
WINDOW ANALYSIS (IN-71-FM-277) P. SHANNAHAN
K. YOUNG
04588 THE FINAL CONSUMABLESANALYSIS FOR THE 07-18-71 FM
APOLLO 15 SPACECRAFT OPERATIONAL TRAJECTORY,
JULY 2U, 1971 LAUNCH DATE (IN-71-FM-279)
04589 AN ANALYSIS OF AIRFIELDS TO SUPPORT SHUITLE 07-14-71 LA
ORBITER LANDINGS
04592 RTCC PRE-AND POST-TRANSLUNAR INJECTION VENT 07-26-71 FM A.V. HAWKINS
TABLES cOR APOLLO 15 (IN-71-FM-280) H.A. PERKINS
i
t
04593 PTCC VERIFICATION REPORT-RTCC EPHEMERIS AND 07-22-71 FM H. A. PERKINS




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S} _- _
04594 PLANETARY SIGHTING VECTORS FOR AN APOLLO 15 07-22-71 FM T. J. BLUCKER _ '_
LAUNCH ON AUGUST 24, 1971 (IN-71-FM-282) S. C. JANKOWSKI ,,
04595 VERIFICATION OF RTCC STAR HORIZON PROCESSOR 07-22-71 FM S.W. CRIGLER
(IN-71-FM-283) R.E. ECKELKAMP
04598 ACTIVITY SCHEDULING PROGRAM-RESOURCEMODEL 07-16-71 FM J.C. RICHARDSON
INTERFACE (IN-71-FM-284)
04599 FINAL CREW CHARTS FOR APOLLO 15 FOR THE 07-19-71 FM
JUlY 26, 1971 LAUNCH (IN-71-FM-285)
04600 APOLLO 16 LM CABIN OPERATIONS TEST PROCEDURE 09-08-71 EC K. SNYDER
04601 APOLLO 16 LM CABIN OPERATIONS TEST 12-13-71 EC K. SNYDER
04602 FAMILIARIZATION MANUAL FOR SKYLAB 28-DAY 05-03-73 EC J.H. BARNETT
CLOTHING MODULE AND CONTINGENCY CLOTHING MODULE
04603 CREW SYSTEMS DIVISION SKYLAB GOVERNMENT- 11-15-71 EC M. RADEIZY
FURNISHED EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENTPLAN (REV. A)
04605 APOLLO 16 EMU FAMILIARIZATION TEST PROCEDURE 09-08-71 EC J. LEBLANC L,
04608 PRE-_ELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN AND PROCEDURE 06-02-72 EC J.H. BARNETT
FOR MISCELLANEOUS NON-FUNCTIONAL SOFTGOODS
04609 SYSTEM QUALIFICATION PLAN FOR SKYLAB 02-28-72 EC
EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT
04610 HUE DISCRIMINATION TEST-APOLLO 15 LUNAR 09-17-71 EC D.G. SAUERS t
EXTRAVEHICULAR VISOR ASSEMBLIES
04611 APOLLO DISCHARGING PRESSURE VESSEL GAS 10-04-71 EC J. SKIPPER
TRANSIENT TEST
04612 CLEANING, PRESERVATION, PACKAGING, HANDLING, 08-03-72 EC J.H. BARNETT
SHIPPING, AND STORAGE PROCEDURE FOR SKYLAB
PERSONAL HYGIENE EQUIPMENT
04U13 A7LB EV PGA AND ACCESSORIES DONNING 09-29-71 EC J.W. MCBARRON '
PROCEDURES FOR CSD CHAMBER TESTING
04614 APOLLO 15 CMP EVA RETRAINING TEST 10-18-71 J.C. LEBLANC
VERIFICATION TEST FOR APOLLO 11-01-71 EC L. WHITnY |04615 UNMANNEDPLSS
MISSIONS _=|
04616 MANNED PRESSURE DROP TEST OF A7LB-317 PGA 10-06-71 EC O. C, LEBLANC
04617 APOLLO A7LB PGA PRESSURE DROP TEST 10-18-71 EC J. C. LEBLANC i
J. NAYS
04619 APOLLO 16 EMU FAMILIARIZATION TEST 12-20-71 EC O. C. LEBLANC ;
04620 CLEANING, PRESERVATION, PACKING, HANDLING, 02-03-72 EC J.H. BARNETT
STORAGE. AND SHIPPING MANUAL FOR SKYLAB OFF- ! )
DUTY ACTIVITIES EQUIPMENT _ ,.
04621 PRE-INSTALLATION ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN AND 02-03-72 EC J. H, BARNETT _'
PROCEDURE FOR SKYLAB OFF-DUTY ACTIVITIES
EQUIPMENT
04622 PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN AND PROCEDURE 09-15-72 EC 3. H. BARNETT
FOR SKYLAB OFF-DUTY ACTIVITIES EQUIPMENT , •
04623 PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN AND PROCEDURE 08-03-72 EC J.H. BARNETT _ |
FOR SKYLAB PERSONAL HYGIENE EQUIPMENT (CHANGE I) _'L
!






DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) %'
04625 PRE-INSTALLATION ATe' AND PROCEDURESFOR SKYLAB 08-04-72 EC 3. H. BARNETT
. !PERSONAL HYGIENE EQUIPMENT (CHANGE 1) l
04626 QUALIFICATION TEST PL_ FOR SKYLAB PERSONAL 01-15-74 EC 3. H. BARNETT ,1
HYGIENE EQUIPMENT ',
04627 PACKAGING PROCEDURE FOR SKYLAB PERSONAL HYGIENE 09-07-72 EC J.H. BARNETT
EQUIPMENT (CHANGE 1)
04628 PACKING PROCEDURES FOR SKYLAB OFF-DUTY 02-03-72 EC J.H. BARNETT
ACTIVITIES EQUIPMENT
04629 FAMILIARIZATION MANUAL FOR THE PERSONAL HYGIENE 01-17-74 EC J.H. BARNETT
KITS
04632 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR SKYLAB OXYGEN MASK 11-24-71 EC W, L. BURTON
ASSEMBLY
04634 PRELIMINARY REQUIREMENTS FOR AIRLOCKS ON SPACE 02-08-72 EC J. R. JAAX
STATIONS
04635 QUALIFICATION TEST PROCEDURES FOR HIGH AND LOW 02-25-72 ND
PRESSURE TEST OF SKYLAB PERSONAL HYGIENE
EQUIPMENT
04636 FAMILIARIZATION MANUAL FOR THE SKYLAB OFF-DUTY 02-03-72 EC J. H. BARNETT |
ACTIVITIES EQUIPMENT
e
04637 MAINTENANCE, SERVICING, REPAIR. AND MODIFICATION 05-01-72 EC R.N. PRINCE
PROCEDURE FOR SKYLAB EMU RELATED GSE
04641 MOVIDYN WATER POLISHING AND qHARGING STAND- 03-10-72 EC J.D. TRAMEL
MAINTENANCE AND SERVICING INSTRUCTIONS f
04642 OPERATION MANUAL FOR CHARGING SKYLAB LIQUID 03-27-72 EC J.D. TRAMEL
COOLING GARMENT ASSEMBLY USING THE MOVIDYN
POLISHING AND CHARGING STAND
04644 SKYLAB EMU FUNCTIONAL QUALIFICATION-SUMMARY 08-24-72 EC
TEST REPORT
04645 PRELIMINARY SHUTTLE ORBITER INTERFACE AND 02-28-72 EC D. W, MORRIS
SYSTEM DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR EVA/IVA SUPPORT
04648 LONG-TERM REQUIREMENTS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL 03-10-72 EC J.R. JAAX
CONTROL. LIFE SUPPORT, AND CREW TRANSFER
BETWEEN U.S. AND U.S.S.R. SPACECRAFT AND .:,
SPACE STATION I
04649 APOLLO 16 EMU TRAINING, PHASE 2 TEST PROCEDURE 12-16-71 EC J. LEBLANC
O. HAYS j
04650 PRESSURE DROP TEST OF MODIFIED APOLLO ATLB 12-20-71 EC J. LEBLANC
317 PGP
I
04651 APOLLO 16 CMP EVA TRAINING PHASE 2 TEST 01-04-72 EC J. NAYS
PROCEDURE
04652 PRELIMINARY DESIGN REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS 02-28-72 EC
FOR A SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER ENVIRONMENTAL
CCNTROL/LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
04658 FIREMAN'S HELMETS IMPACT TEST REPORT 01-05-72 EC O. D. TYNER |
04659 TEST PROCEDURE FOR SIMULATED ORBITAL STORAGE 01-17-72 EC O. ESTEP |
(dup. #) EVALUATION OF SKYLAB ODAE BATTERIES
04659 PRE-INSTALLATION ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN AND 01-12-72 EC J. H. BARNETT
(dup. #) PROCEDURE FOR SKYLAB 28-DAY CLOTHING MODULE





DOC.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) ,_)"0_661 QUALIFICATION TEST PLAN FORAPOLLOSURVIVAL 02-26-72 ECEQUIPMENT
04662 APOLLOSURVIVAL KIT PACKINGPROCEDURE(REV. D) 02-27-73 EC
04663 TEST PROCEDUREFORUNMANNEDAPOLLOPLSS 01-18-72 EC L. WHITBY
VERIFICATION
04667 ENVIRONMENTALQUALIFICATION OF THE APOLLO A7LB 02-14-72 EC
PRESSURE GARMENT ASSEMBLY
04668 OPERATIONAL MANUAL FOR FILLING, SAMPLING, AND 02-07-72 EC J. O. TRAMEL
PRESSURIZINGSKYLAB LIQUID COOLING GARMENT
ASSEMBLY
04669 SKYLABWATERCHARGINGSTANDMAINTENANCEAND 02-07-72 EC J. D. TRAMEL
SERVICING INSTRUCTIONS
04670 SKYLABEMUQUALIFICATION TEST REQUIREMENTS 02-18-7Z EC R. GRAFE
4
04671 SKYLABEMULOWTEMPERATUREVALUATIONTEST 03-14-72 EC _
REQUIREMENTS
04672 DEFINITION OF AN ENVIRONMENTALCONTROL/LIFE 03-28-72 EC D.W. MORRIS |
SUPPORTSYSTEMFORTHE 040C SPACESHUTTLE
ORBITER !,
04C73 APOLLO16 CMP EVA TRAINING PHASE2 02-25-72 EC J. MAYS
04674 APOLLO16 EMUTRAINING PHASE2 02-25-72 EC O. LEBLANC
04676 MANUALFORSHIPMENTAND TEST OF THE MURDOCK 02-18-72 EC t
TEST PANEL
04677 PRE-DELIVERYAND PRE-INSTALLATIONACCEPTANCE 02-02-72 EC
TEST PLANAND PROCEDUREFOR APOLLOEMU
COMMUNICATIONS CARRIER (REV. A)
04679 UNMANNED APOLLO PLSS VERIFICATION TEST 03-31-72 EC L.C. WHITBY
04680 PRELIMINARYDESIGN REQUIREMENTSAND 03-28-72 EC D.W. MORRIS
CONSTRAINTS FOR A SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER I
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM
04682 PRE-DELIVERYACCEPTANCETEST PLAN AND 08-19-68
PROCEDURES WITH CLEANING AND PACKAGING FOR '_
APOLLO IN-FLIGHT HELMET STOWAGE BAY ASSEMBLY
04683 CE!DS PERFORMANCE/DESIGN_ND PRODUCT 11-04-68
CONFIGURATION REQUIREMENTS FOR IN-FLIGHT
HELMET STOWAGE BAG FOR THE APOLLO
COMMAND MODULE ]
04684 APOLLO16 PRESSUREGARMENTASSEMBLYLOWER 05-08-72
TORSO QUALIFICATION LIFE CYCLING REQUIRE-
MENTSREASSESSMENT ,' -"
04687 SKYLAB EMU QUALIFICATION TEST 06-10-72 EC J, R. TROMBLEY _
04689 PRE-DELIVERYACCEPTANCETEST PLAN AND 04-24-73 EC
PROCEDURESFORAPOLLO/SKYLABAND RESCUE _ ¢
MISSION RUCKSACK KITS !
04690 TEST REPORTON SIMULATEDORBITAL STORAGE 04-11-72 EC J. ESTEP
EVALUATION OF SKYLABOFF-DUTYACTIVITY P)
EQUIPMENT BATTERIES ,,_




OOC. t TITLE DATE DPR AUTHQR($} ]
04692 MEI/CEI DETAIL SPECIFICATION (PRIME EQUIPMENT) 08-07-08 IPERFORMANCE/DESIGNAND PRODUCTCONFIGURATION
REQUIREMENTS-APOLLOSURVIVALEQUIPMENT ,,,
04697 TEST PROCEDURE-APOLLO17 CMP EVA TRAINING 08-16-72 EC C, HESS
J. NAYS
L. C. WHITBY
04698 SKYLABPRESSUREGARMENTASSEMBLYFUNGUS 05-22-72 EC J. LEBLANC
COMPATIBILITY rEST
04701 APOLLO15 NAVIGATION PROCEDURES(IN-71-FM-28B) 07-28-71 FM
(REV. 1)
04703 TRANSLUNAR MSFN NAVIGATION ERROR ANALYSIS FOR 07-26-71 FM P.H. MITCHELL
APOLLO15 (IN-71-FM-287)
04704 MPB SSR AND RTCCOFFLINE REAL-TIME MISSION 07-21-71 FM T. J. PLUCKER
SUPPORTON ONBOARDNAVIGATIONANDALINEMENT R. E. ECKELKAMP
DURINGAPOLLO15 (IN-71-FM-288) R. T. SAVELY t
J
04705 VERIFICATION OF THE LM AGS INTEGRATORS FOR 07-22-71 FM A. L. ACTKINSON
APOLLO 15 (IN-71-FM-289)
04706 VERIFICATION OF COMANCHE110 P23 FORAPOLLO15 07-22-71 FM R.E. ECKELKAMP ('
(IN-71-FM-290) t
04707 ESTIMATEDDE19 LUNAREPHEMERISERRORSFORTHE 07-22-71 FM W. YORK
APOLLO1_ MISSION (IN-71-FM-291)
04708 ANALYSISOF SUN COMPASSPOSITION DETERMINATION 07-26-71 FM T.J. BLUCKER
ACCURACYFORAPOLLO15 LUNARSURFACETRAVERSES W.W. FERRY
(IN-71-FM-292)
04709 APOLLO15 RTCCSYSTEMPARAMETERSUSEDBY THE 07-26-71 FM A.V. HAWKINS
MATHEMATICALPHYSICS BRANCH(IN-71-FM-293)
04710 BIOMEDICAL EVALUATION OF THE APOLLO 10 MISSION 07-28-71 DA W.R. HAWKINS
P
047_I ORBA._R FLIGHT TECHNIQUES FOR FLYBACK ABORTS 07-27-71 FM R. H. BROWN
(IN-71-FM-294) H.J. GARCIA @
04714 ESTIMATEDBEHAVIOROF THE KEPLERIANORBITAL 07-27-71 FM
ELEMENTS DURING LUNAR ORBIT OF IHE APOLLO 15
MISSION (IN-71-FM-295)
04715 FUNCTIONALAND PERFORMANCEREQUIREMENTSFOR 07-29-71 LA t
SPACE SHUTTLE AVIONICS SYSTEM ORBITER NONCORE _
04718 DOWN-RANGELANDINGAS A SUBORBITALABORTMODE 07-27-71 FM
FORSHUTTLE(IN-71-FM-296)
1
04718 VERIFICATION OF LUMINARYP22 FORAPOLLO15 07-26-71 FM P, F. COCKRELL(IN-71-FM-297)
£
04719 VERIFICATION OF A LUMINARYP20 LEVEL 5 07-27-71 FM B.F. COC_RELL
RENDEZVOUS SIMULATION FOR APOLLO 15 R.H. WOLFE
(IN-71-FM-298)
04720 ACCELEROMETERCOUNTERINCREMENTREQUIREMENTS 06-10-71 FM
FORTHE SPACESHUTTLEVEHICLE (IN-71-FM-299) I
04723 SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTER GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, 07-01-71 EG
AND CONTROL SOFTWARE FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
04724 VERIFICATION OF THE ADS NAVIGATIONALFILTER 07-29-71 FM A.L. ACTKINSON
CONSTANTSFORAPOLLO15 (IN-71-FM-300)




DOC. # TITLE DATE OP._R AUTHOR(S ) _ ,.,
04727 SKYLAB OPERATIONS HANDBOOK(2 VOLUMES) 07-17-72 CG
04728 APOLLO TELESCOPE MOUNT OPERATIONS HANDBOOK, 12-01-72 CGVOLUME 2 - YST MS AND EXPERIME TS OPERATING
PROCEDURES
04732 VERIFICATION OF THE AUXILIARY GUIDANCE SYSTEM 06-29-71 FM
ALINEMENT COMPUTATIONS FOR APOLLO 15
(IN-71-FM-302)
04733 A NONLINEAR ALOGORITHM FOR LOCATING SERVICE 02-03-72 FM
FACILITIES (IN-72-FM-031)
04735 GRAND TOUR TRAJECTORIES WITH AUXILIARY JUPITER 08-02-71 FM
ORBITER OR FLYBY MISSIONS (IN-71-FM-304)
04736 VERIFICATION OF ONBOARD NAVIGATION AND ALINEMENT 07-28-71 FM
PROGRAMSFOR APOLLO 15 (IN-7t-FM-305)
04737 VERIFICATION OF COMANCHE110 ERASABLE LANDMARK 07-29-71 FM
TRACKING PROGRAMS FOR APOLLO 15 (IN-71-FM-306)
04738 APOLLO 14 LUNAR ORBIT TRAJECTORY RECONSTRUCTION 08-13-71 FM
(IN-71-FM-307)
04739 APOLLO 14 POST-FLIGHT TRAJECTORY ANALYSES-LUNAR 08-13-71 FM
REVOLUTION 3 (IN-7t-FM-308)
04742 INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND MEAgUREMENF STANDARDS 04-01-71 EA
04743 SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE UNIFIED TEST EQUIPMENT 03-01-71 LA
CONCEPTS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR GROUND TEST AND
CHECKOUT
04744 LUNAR ROVER VEHICLE NAVIGATION SYSTEM RESET 08-06-71 FM
GROUND _UPPORT PROGRAM (IN-71-FM-310)
04745 APOLLO LUNAR LANDING SITE OFFSET PREDICTION 08-28-71 FM
PROGRAM (IN-71-FM-311)
04746 COORDINATE SYSTEMS STANDARDS FOR INTERNATIONAL 58-09-71 FM
RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING OF SPACECRAFT
(IN-71-FM-312)
04750 INTERNATIONAL RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING MISSION 11-19-71 EV
STUDY GUIDELINES AND CONSTRAINTS DOCUMENT
(REV. 4)
04751 APOLLO 14 ANOMALY REPORT NO. t-FOOD PREP- 08-28-71 PA
ARATION UNIT LEAKAGE
04752 STUDY ANALYSIS REPORT OF THE SPACE STATION 07-30-71 EG
SEPARATION, TRANSPOSITION, AND DOCKING
SIMULATION
04753 SUN COMPASS POSITION DETERMINATION PROGRAM FOR 09-28-71 FM
SIGHTINGS ON LUNAR LANDMARKS (IN-71-FM-314)
04754 APOLLO 15 REAL-TIME PROCESSING RESULTS OF P23 08-09-71 FM
TRANSLUNAR STAR/HORXZON SlGHTINGS
(IN-71-FM-315)
04755 VERIFICATION RESULTS FOR APOLLO 15 LUNAR 08-10-71 FM
TRAVERSE SUPPORT PROGRAMS, TASK A-189 ._,
(IN-71-FM-316)
04758 APOLLO 15 LUNAR LIrT-qFF, THE FIRST 3 SECONDS 08-05-71 FM
(IN-71-FM-318) _'
04757 REPORT ON ORBITAL ASSEMBLY PRESSURE MANAGEMENT 08-17-71 FM
PROBLEM FOR EXPERIMENT M509 (IN'7t'FM--317)
8_
1990007273-091
DOC.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S } _'"
V
04758 TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN 07-Z8-71 TF I
FOR PROJECT NO. 7105, MULTISPECTRAL DATA I
ANALYSIS ,,
,q
04759 GENERAL DISCUSSION OF SPACECRAFT TIMING 08-Z8-71 EB
EQUIPMENT
04760 PRELIMINARY LUNAR ROVER VEHICLE NAVIGATION 08-24-71 FM
SUMMARY(IN-71-FM-320)
04762 MPAD SOFTWAREDEVELOPMENT PLANS-SKYLAB RTCC AND 08-10-71 FM E. J, KENYON
MOPS (IN-71-FM-321) W. A. SULLIVAN
04764 A MINIMAX APPROACH TO THE SHUTTLE REENTRY 10-22-71 FM
HEATING PROBLEM (IN-71-FM-322)
04765 PRELIMINARY AOT&G LANDING SITE SOLUTIONS FOR 08-24-71 FM
APOLLO 15 (IN-71-FM-323)
04766 SEVA SIGHTINGS LM POSITION SOLUTION FOR 08-24-71 FM
APOLLO 16 (IN-71-FM-324)
04767 REAL-TIME STAR SELECTION FOR LM LUNAR SURFACE 08-19-71 FM
IMU ALINEMENTS FOR APOLLO 15 (IN-71-FM-3Z5) L,
04768 APOLLO 15 MISSION 5-DAY REPORT 08-28-71 FA
04769 NAVIGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF 1977 MARS VIKING 08-20-71 FM
MISSIONS (IN-71-FM-326)
04770 UNDERWATER SWIMMER'S COURSE (REV. A) 08-20-71 FS
04771 SKYLAB PROGRAMDIFFERENTIAL CORRECTION 10-18-71 FM f
EPHEMERIS DENSITY STUDY (IN-71-FM-365) (REV.)
04472 PRELIMINARY MISSION PROFILE FOR THE 08-16-71 FM
INTERNATIONAL RENDEZVOUSAND DOCKING
MISSION (IN-71-FM-330)
04774 APOLLO 15 STATE VECTOR COPRECTIONS DURING 08-24-71 FM
TRANSLUNAR P?3 NAVIGATION (IN-7I-FM-331)
04777 ARCHITECTURAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 08-28-71 EW
FOR SPACE STATION DESIGN
04778 SWITCHING LOGIC FOR REDUNDANT SYSTEMS 08-30-71 FM
(IN-71-FM-33Z) l
04779 ATMOSPHERE COMPATIBILITY OF THE SKYLAB AUDIO 09-01-71 EP
SYSTEM
04780 ACCELERATING THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL SEARCH USED 08-Z3-71 FM
IN THE ACCELERATED GRADIENT PROGRAM ,_
(IN-71-FM-333)
04781 SHUTTLE ASCENT ERROR COVARIANCE MATRICE 08-27-71 FM
(IN-ll-FM-334) _
0A782 APOLLO 14 INTEGRATED CREW MICROBIOLOGY 07-26-71 DA '_
INVESTIGATION
04783 APOLLC 15 LUNAR LANDMARK TRACKING REAL-TIME 08-30-71 FM
PROCESSING RESULTS (IN-71-FM-335) |





DOC.# TITLE OATE OP...RR AUTHCR(S)
04785 SKYLAB OPERATIONS HANDBOOK-COMMAND/SERVICE 03-15-73 CG
MODULES CSM 118 - 118
VOL. 1 - COMMANDAND SERVICE MOuULE DESCRIPTION 03-15-73VOL. 2 - OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES 03-01-73
04788 ROCKETDYNE DRAGBODY FLOWMETEREVALUATION 08-19-71 EP
04787 DESCRIPTION OF SKYLAB DKI LOGIC (IN-71-FM-337) 08-27-71 FM
04789 APOLLO 15 LM DESCENT POST-FLIGHT ANrLYSIS 09-17-71 FM
(IN-71-FM-358)
04790 INTEGRATED ABORT ANALYSES FOR A FULLY REUSABLE 09-14-71 FM
SPACE SHUTTLE (IN-71-FM-339)
04791 SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE FLIGHT DYNAMICS ANALYSIS 08-30-7Z EX
VOL. 1 - LAUNCH VEHICLE
VOL. Z - ORBITER REENTRY
04792 SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE FLIGHT PERFORMANCE EX
ANALYSIS
04793 APOLLO 15 REAL-TIME PROCESSING RESULTS OF P23 09-07-71 FM S. W. CRIGLER
TRANSEARTH STAR/HORIZON SIGHTINGS (IN-71-FM-340) R. E. ECKELKAMP
04795 EFFECT OF SMALLER EOS CONFIGURATION ON CARSO 08-27-71 FM
] AND MISSION MODEL (IN-71-FM-341)
04798 REPRESENTATIVE REENTRY MISSION PROFILE FOR THE 08-27-71 FM
DELTA-WING ORBITER (IN-71-FM-34Z)
04798 PAYLOAD HANDBOOKAPOLLO IB-LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE 02-18-72 EW
(REV. B)
04799 STATE PROPAGATION IN THE MULTIPHASE FILTER 08-30-71 FM
(IN-71-FM-343)
04800 STLq_Y OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION DURING MECHANICAL 03-15-72 B.O. MCCAULEY
TES,S OF LARGE FLIGHT WEIGHT TANK STRUCTURE Y. NAKAMURA
04801 SHUTTLE APS PROPELLANT THERMAL CONDITIONER 07-30-71 EP
STUDY-MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORTS
04803 CONCLUSIONS OF THE ANALYSIS ON THE HYBRID 08-28-71 EE
STADIAMETRIC DOCKING TRACKING SYSTEM
04804 ASSESSMENT OF TANK DISPOSAL TECHNIQUE FOR 09-03-71 FM
EXTERNAL TANK ORBITER CONFIGURATION
(IN-71-FN-348)
04805 PREDICTED LAUNCH ABORT LANDING POINT DATA 09-02-71 FM
COMPUTFD FOR APOLLO 15 (IN-71-FM-347)
04808 OPTIMUM BOOSTER FLYBACK TRAJECTORY 08-30-71 EX
04807 APOLLO 15 ONBOARDTRANSEARTH NAVIGATION 09-10-71 FM
(IN-7_-FM-348)
048_ READ AND INTERPOLATION ROUTINE FOR PLANETARY 11-11-71 FM
EPHEMERIS TAPE PESOD (IN-71-FM-b49)
04809 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMSUPPORT 05-ZB-7Z FOPLAN
04810 EARTH OBSERVATIONS A'RCRAFT REMOTE SENSING 04-ZB-7Z EA
HANDBOOK (3 VOLUMES) 4-
04812 APOLLO HYDROGEN FAILED CHECK VALVE TEST 09-02-71 EP N, C. LUSKA
04813 SPACE SHUTTLE PERFORMANCECAPABILITIES 07-10-73 FM A






DOC. I TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) :_
04818 IMU ERROR MODELS FOR SHUTTLE NAVIGATION 09-22-71 FM
STUDIES (IN-71-FM-381)
04817 APOLLO 18 80- BY 8-NAUTICAL MILE LANDMARK 10-07-71 FM
TRACKING GEOMETRYDATA (SUPERCEDED BY MSC 0584e)
(IN-71-FM-352)
04822 APOLLO 15 30-DAY FAILURE AND ANOMALY LISTING 09-28-71 PA
REPORT
04823 FIRST SKYLAB MISSION PRELIMINARY REFERENCE 03-29-72 FM
TRAOECTORY-SIMULATOR DATA PACKAGE (REV. 2)
(IN-71-FM-353)
04824 MPAD SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PLANS-SKYLAB RTCC 09-09-71 FM E.J. KENYON
AND MOPS (IN-71-FM-354) W.A. SULLIVAN
04826 EAkTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMSCREENING 09-28-71 TF
AND INDEXING REPORT-MISSI3N 98. SITES 92, 192
04827 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCBAFT PROGRAMMISSIC 09-28-71 J. D. WEBER
REPORT-MISSION 183, SITES 233, 247, 997
048Z8 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 09-28-71 HB J. D. WEBER t'
PLAN-MISSION 187
04829 GEOSCIENCE RADAR SYSTEMS 09"28-71 F. M. DICKEY
G. C. THOMANN
04830 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOGING 09"28-71 TF
AND INDEXING REPORT-MISSION 175, SITE 277
04831 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 09-28-71 R. K. BLILIE
REPORT-MISSION 147, SITES 164, 247, 248
04832 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 09-15-71 G. HRABAL
PLAN-MISSiON 186,SITES 256, 287
04833 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOGING 00-28-71 TF
AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 173,
SITE 277, FORBES AFB, TOPEKA, AND KANSAS CITY
04834 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOGING 09-28-71 TF
AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 174,
SITES 275, 277
I
04837 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 09-28-71 B. RENDELMAN
PLAN-MISSION 49M, SITE 76
04844 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOGING 09-28-71 TC Jh
AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 171,
SITE 277
04848 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 10-28-71 HB T. BARROW
REPORT-MISSION 177, SITE 277
04847 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 10-28-71 HB T. BARROW
REPORT-MISSION 178, SITE 277 )
04848 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOGING 10-28-71 TF
AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MIsSION 166, T
SITES 1G8. 177, 190, 239, 244, 273. 277 |04849 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOGING 10-28-71 TF
AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 185,
SITES 175, 278
0485_ EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 00-28-11 SF
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04851 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 10-28-71 TC R. RONLEY I




04853 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 10-28-71 P. HASELL
PLAN-MISSION 53M, SITE 217
04855 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 10-28-71 P. HASELL
PLAN-MISSION 52M, SITE 167
04856 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 10-28-71 HB R. K PLILIE
REPORT-MISSION 173, SITE 277
J
04857 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 10-28-71 HB P. HASELL
REPORT-MISSION 40M, SITE _77
04859 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOGING I0-28-71 TF
AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 137,
SITES 20, 48
04881 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCONTINGENCY 10-28-71 TC P. HASELL
MISSION PLAN-SITE 252
04862 EARTH OBSEBVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOGING 11-28-71 TF i
AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 156,SITE 168
04863 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOGING 10-28-71 TF
AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 159,
SITES 128, 251, 256, 265
04864 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 10-28-71 TC W. DAVIDSON r
PLAN-MISSION 191,SITES 128, 253, 177, 217, 247,
255, 290
04885 EARI H OBSERVATION_ AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 10-28-71 SF R.K. BLILIE
PLAN-MISSION 290190/191,SITE
04866 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 11-29-71 F. NEWMAN
REPORT-MISSION 188,SITES 76, 185
04867 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGkAM MISSIO_ 11-28-71 HB P. HASELL
REPORT-M;SSION llM,SITES 95, 163, 169
04868 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 10-28-71 HB R. ROWLEY
REPORT-MISSION 175,SITE 277 [
04869 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 11-28-71 HB P. HASELL
REPORT-MISS1JN 32M,SITE 32
04870 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 11-28-71 Sr P. HASELL •
PLAN-MISSION 5IN,SITES 175, 76 q. RENOLEMAN i
0487_ EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT P_OGRM4 MISSION 11-28-71 R. ROMLEY
REPORT-MISSION 176,SITES 197, 277, 280
04872 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 11-28-71 SF L. LEVEREAULT
REPORT-MISSION 41M,SITE 277 )
04873 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 11-Z8-71 HB S. STEWART ,
REPORT-MISSION 4IN,SITE 277 !
04874 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 11-28-71 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 163, !
SITES 233, 247, 997
04875 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 11-28-71 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSiON 185,
SITES 76, 128, 251, 255
" !
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04876 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT P_OGR/_ CATALOG 11-28-71 TF t !
ING AND INDEXING REPORT MISSION REPORT- ' t
MISSION 181, SITE 174 )
0487) EARTH OBSFRVATIONS AIRCRAFT _ROGRAM MISS_Ow 11-28-71 SF R. KARLSON
REPORT-MISSION 43M,SITE 277
04878 (ARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 11-28-71 SF L. LEVEREAULT
REPORT-MISSION 44M,SITE 2)7
04879 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 11-28-71 TC
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 17b,
SITES 197, 277, 280
04830 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PfloGRAM CATALOG- 11-28-71 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 188,
SITE 283
04881 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 12-28-71 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 168o
SITES 76, 185
04882 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 11-28-71 O. WEBLR
REPORT-MISSION 187,$1TES 187, 204, 206, 215, t.
224, 293 ",I
04883 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 12-28-71 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 164,
SITES 211, 254, 280
04884 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 12-28-71 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSXON REPORT-MISSION 178,
SITE 277 !
04885 TRINITY BAY AIRBORNE AND GROUNDTRUTH DATA 08-08-11 TF
COMPILATION MISSION 182, FLIGHT 6
048(8 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PkOGRAM CATALOG- 12-28-71 TF
ING AND !NDEXI_G MISSIO_ REPORT-MISSION 177,
SITE 277
04887 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 12-28-71 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 182,
SITES 128, 137, 198, 258. 284
04888 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMV'_YO_ 12-26-7_ T.L. BARROM ,L
REPORT-MISSION 180,SITES 21, 28, 29, ,_4. 738,
246, 271, 288, 291, 292, 294
04889 RADAR LINEAMENT ANALYSIS, BURNING SPRINGS AREA, 12-78-)I L. F. OELLVIG I"
WEST VIRGINIA - AN AID IN THE DEFINITION OF M. K. OVERBEY
APPALACHIAN PLATEAU THRUSTS R. S. WING !
04890 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT P,_OGRAMCATALOG- 12-26-71 TF
ING AND INOEXINb MISSION REPORT-MISSION 179,
S%TE 27? 4
04892 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT _ROGRAMMISSION 01-26-72 SF L. BALLINGER )
PLAN-MISSION 192,SITES 178, 198, 258, Z87, 293 k
04893 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 02-04-72 TC F. NEMMAN I
REPORT-MISSION 184, SITES 184, 185, 194, 285, |
288 i
04894 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 12-30-71 TC G. C. HRABAL
REPORT-MISSION 185, SITES 175, 218
t
04898 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 01-08-72 F. NEMMAN
PLAN-MISSION 193, S[TE 188 1
494
1990007273-096
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04897 EARTH OIBSERVATTONS AIRCqAFT PROGRA_I CATALOG- 01-28-7_ TC
ING AND INDEXIkG MISSION REPORT-MISSION 180,
(. SITES 137, 197, 277, 280, AND BAUSAU, WISCONSIN
4p,_ 04898 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAF1 PROGRAMCATALOG- 02-28-72 TF
ING A_D INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 80
SITE 180
_ 04899 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 01-28-72 TF
ING _ND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION B4,
SITE 710
04904 APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK-COMMANDAND SERVICE 00-18-72 CG
MODULES CSM 113 AND 114, VOLUME 2-OPERATIONale
PROCEDURES
04906 LUNAR CYCLE CHAIN AND SPROCKET TEST 10-05-71 EP
_! 04907 APOLLO S_ITCH MOTOR TE_T 10-14-71 EP
04908 THE SPACE SHUTTLE TPS MATERIALS EVALUATION III 09-14-71 EP
04909 Sfr:E SHUTTLE ASCENT CONTROL CA'ABILZT_ 09-18-71 FM
FOLLOWING ENGINE LOSS (IN-71-FM-357)
04910 FINE ALINEMENT OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE INERTIAL 07-14-71 EG
REFERENCE UNIT BY THE MULTIMODE OPTICAL SENSOR
• 04911 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF AN IMAGE INTENSIFIER CREW 07-30-71 EGe
; OPTICAL SIGHT FOR SPACE SHUTTLE APPLICATIONS
04912 EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT SPECIFICATION EDS-IO00 08-18-71 EG
FOR THE ORBITER SIMPLEX FLIGHT CONTqOL
SIMULATION SYSTEM
04913 rdASE I Vk _FICATION OF THE CSN qLS DOCKED 08-31-71 EG
)AP-SKYLAB 031
04915 AUXILIARY POWERUNITS AND HYDRAULIC POWER O_ 28-71 EA
SYSTEMS AND THEIR APPLICATION TO THE SPACE
SHUTTLE
04917 SPACE _HUTTLE HIGH PRESSURE AUXILIARY 05-03-71 E_ R.A. BENSON
PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM DEFINITION D.H. GRUBMAN
A. SHAFFER
04920 SKYLAB P_OGR_M APOLLO TELESCOPE MOUNT 09-30-71 FM
EXPERIMENTS POINTING PROCESSOR (IN-7.-FM-358)
04921 TIMING REQUIREMENTS FOR SHUTTLE PHASE C S1UDIES 0_-_8-71 FM
(IN-7_-¢N-359)
04925 "WIN CMG F[NAL TEST REPORT 10-_8-71 EG
04927 _HUTTLE ASCENT NAVIGATION ERRORS AT ENTRY 09-_3-)1 FM
,-. INTERFACE FOR A ONCE-A_OUND ABORT (IN-71-FM-3B0)
- 04930 FLIGHT TESTS AT _HITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE FOR 09-22-71 FM
' SPACE SHUTTLE NAVIGATION STUUIES (IN-71-FM-38')%
_ 04934 BRAYTON CYCLE DEMONSTRATOR EVALUATION 10-21-71 EP C, LUSKA
q 04939 FORMULATIONS FOR RTCC TELEMETRY PROCESSING 10-14-71 FM
REOUZREMENTS OF SKYLAB TORQUE, ACCELERATION,
, AND I,K]NENTUMn_TA (IN-71-FM-3C2)
0_94_ ADVANCED VEHICLE GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AND 07-30-71 EG





DOC. # TITLt DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _ ,,
04943 THE DESIGN, FABRICATION, AND TESTING OF A 09-01-71 EB
HYBRID MICROELECTRONIC SCANNING SYNCHRONIZATION
GENERATOR FOR A PROTOTYPE APOLLO COMMANDMODULE 'i
TELEVISION CAMERA
04947 FiLM HANDLING PROCEDURES FOR MANNED SPACE 11-28-71 JL
FLIGHTS
04948 PRESSURE-VOLUME-TEMPERAtURE (P-V-T) GAGING IN 10-08-71 FM
THE SKYLAB AIRLOCK GAS DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
(IN-71-FM-363)
04950 CONSTRAINED LANDING SITE ACCESSIBILITY FOR THE 09-29-71 FM
1977 V!KING MI3SION OPPOF'UNITY (IN-71-FM-364)
04955 SPACE SHUTTLE RCS MASS FLOW CONTROLLER-MONTHLY 09-30-71 LA
REPORTS
04956 SPACE SHUTTLE APS THERMAL CONDITIONER STUDY- 08-28-71 EP W. E. PEARSON
MONTHLY PROGRES_ REPORTS
04 ' SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE FLIGHT PERFORMANCE AND 12-23-71 LA
DYNAMICS ANALYSIS PROGRESS REPORTS
04958 RELIABILITY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE 07-28-73 NA K.P. SPERBER i,
04959 TEST REPORT CHAMBER A V-2 CONTAMINATION EL
MEASUREMENT TEST
04gfio M093 VCG ELECTRODE KIF PACKIN_ PROCEDURES AND I0-27-71 DE O.A. LINTOTT
PDA
04362 GENERALIZED FREE-FLIGHT PREDICTOR 06-21-72 FM
SPECIFICATIONS (REV, I) (IN-71-FM-366)
04963 PAYLOAD CENTER-OF-GRAVITY ANALYSIS FOR THE 10-13-71 FM
SHUTTLE TRAFFIC MODEL WITH END-TO-END LOADING
(IN-71-FM-367)
04964 LOW CHAMBER PRESSURE, HIGH THRUST, GASEOUS I0-22-71 EP
HYDROGEN/OXYGEN ROCKET ENGINE
04965 SIM DOOR EXPLOSIVE JOINT TEST 11-28-71 EP
04966 SEVENTY AMP-HOUR SILVER CADMIUM BATTERY 05-31-72 D.R. SAUCIER
EVALUATION
04968 PROZEDURE FOR PRESERVATION, CLEANING, 01-10-72 ND
PACKAGING, HANDLING, PRE-DELIVERY, ACCEPTANCE, _
AND SHIPPING OF THE M-133 RUCKSACK
04969 SPACE VEHICLE OPERATIONAL DESIGN CRITERIA MANUAL 12-01-71 FC J. COMMONSENSE
VOL. 1 - SYSTEMS
VOL. 2 - EXPERIMENTS i
04972 DOI TRIM PROBABILITY (IN-71-FM-369) 11-04-71 FM
A
04973 ADVANCED CHEMICAL TUG FOR USE IN SPACE FLIGHT 11-22-71 FM
OPERATIONS (IN-71-FM-370)
04971 EXPECTED GRAVITY EFFECTS ON THE APOLLO 15 60- 11-03-71 FM
BY 8-NAUTICAL MILE LUNAR ORBIT TRAJECTORY i
(IN-71-FM-371)
04978 BASELINE SFUDIES ON THE EFFECIS OF LOW MAGNETIC I0-13-71 DC
FIELDS (L_3_ THAN 50 GAMMAS) ON BIOLOGICAL S
PROCESSES IN THREE ORGANISMS g
04979 APOLLO 15 NAVIGATION RESULTS (IN-71-FM-372) I0-13-71 FM
04g80 MPAD SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PLANS.-SKYLAB RTCC AND 10-12-71 FM E. J, KENYON
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04983 APOLLO 15 STATION LOCATION DETERMINATION 11-04-71 FM
(IN-71-FM-374) _
04984 D[FINITION OF SHUTTLE SQUARE ROOT STATE NOISE 11-03-71 FM !
COVARIANCE AND TRANSITION MATRICES
(IN-71-FM-375)
04987 SKYLAB MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS ALTITUDE TEST CREW 10-Z8-71 CA
TRAINING PROGRAM
04990 SPACE SHUTTLE FUNCTIONAL SIMULATOR 10-28-71 FD
04995 CONSTRAINED LANDING 31TE ACCESSIBILITY FOR THE 10-15-71 FM !
1979 VIKING MISSION OPPORTUNITY (IN-71-FM-377)
04996 BEYOND APOLLO (IN-71-FM-378) 10-14-71 FM V. HANSSEN
04998 LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENTS DEPLOYMENT 10-15-71 EH
CRITERIA-APOLLO 16 ._
04999 A LANDING DISTANCE PARAMETRIC STUDY OF THE 10-20-71 FM _
ORBITER STAGE OF AN EARTH ORBITAL SHUTTLE
(IN-71-FM-379) i,
05037 MATRIX CRS RECONCILIATION FOOD SYSTEM 07-28-72
05100 INDEX OF SPECIFICATIONS, STANDARDS, AND 02-28-73 _:
PUBLICATIONS GENERATED AND UTILIZED BY MSC ,.
05101 APOLLO 14 MISSION ANOMALY REPORT NO. 1- 10-28-71
FAILURE TO ACHIEVE DOCKING PROBE CAPTURE
LATCH ENGAGEMENT
05102 HEADSET AUDIO INPUT TO TONE WARNING INPUT 09-24-71 W, C. MORGA
ISOLATION
05103 APOLLO COMMAND MODULE RCS ENGINE RE-IGNITION 10-22-71 EP
TFST
05104 PHASE I CREW INTERFACE DEFINITION STUDY- 09-28-71
QUARTERLY REPORT NO. I
05105 STUDY OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION DURING MECHANICAL 01-2b-72
TESTS OF LARGE FLIGHT WEIGHT TANK STRUCTURE-
MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORTS '¢
05107 ADVANCING HAL TO AN OPERATIONAL STATUS 07-28-74 FR :
#
05108 VERIFICATION OF SATELLITE RELAT=VE SENSOR 11-29-71 FM ' •
REQUIREMENTS FOR SHUTTLE NAVIGATION SUPPORT
(IN-71-FM-380) _ i
05109 FLYBACK RANGE COMPUTATION FOR SHUTTLE VEHICLE I0_Z8-71 FM ,_
(IN-71-FM-381)
05110 APOLLO CSM HYDROGEN TANK PRESSURE 04-19-72 EP _ }
OSCILLATION EVALUATION _
05111 PYROLYSIS OF SPACE BASE WASTES 10-29-71 EP _
.3
05112 APPROXIMATION OF LABORATORY SEXTANT SCATTERED 11-03-71 FM
LIGHT CONSTRAINTS (IN-71-FM-38Z)
05115 SPACE SHUTTLE SYSTEMS INTEGRATION LABORATORY 10-19-71 (_ J
DEVELOPMENT STUDY i
05117 PROCEDURE FOR CERTIFICATION OF FLIGHT 12-28-71 PA
WORT;;INESS
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l
05120 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE MSFC ORBITAL LIFETIME 10-28-71 FM t
PROGRAM(IN-71-FN-384)
05121 TERMINAL AREA GUIDANCE FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE 10-15-71 EG T. E. MOORE
VEHICLE WITH VARIABLE POINT O,' ENTRY IN FINAL '2
APPROACH PLAN
05122 A PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF G/N/TPS DESIGN 10-01-71 EG
CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE DELTA ORBITER
05123 TWO-CONTROL VARIABLE FAST-TIME INTEGRATION 10-26-71 EG
GUIDANCE
05124 PROGRAMPLAN FOR M211 BIOSTACK EXPERIMENT 10-28-71
05125 FIRST SKYLAB MISSION GRAPHIC DATA IN SUPPORT 11-03-71 FM
OF EARTH RESOURCES EXPERIMENT PACKAGE PROPOSAL
EVALUATIONS (IN-71-FM-385)
05126 AN OPTIMIZATION PROGRAMFOR GENERATING 11-17-71 FM
NUTRITIONALLY COMPLETE MENUS WITH MAXIMUM
PALATIBILITY (IN-71-FM-386)
05127 SHUTTLE INCREMENTAL VERTICAL FLIGHT TEST 11-05-71 FM
(IN-71-FM-3872 (SUPERCEDED BY MSC 05276) t
05128 SPACECRAFT OPERATIONAL TRAJECTORY FOR FM
APOLLO 16
VOL. 1 - MISSION PROFILE (IN-71-FM-401) 12-01-71
VOL. 2 - TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS (IN-71-FM-388) 11-04-71
05131 THIRD SKYLAB MISSION GRAPHIC DATA IN SUPPORT 11-03-71 FM
OF EARTH RESOURCES EXPERIMENT PACKAGE PROPOSAL
EVALUATIONS (IN-71-FM-389) t
05134 NOTES ON PATTERN RECOGNITION AND EARTH 11-22-71 FM
RESOURCES (IN-71-FM-390)
05140 PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF A SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 04-07-72 ES
TEST BED
05141 THE IMPORTANCE OF BOUNDARYLAYER TRANSITION 12-28-71 EA
TO THE SPACE SHUTTLE DESIGN
05143 APOLLO 16 DESCENT TARGETING ERRORS 11-04-71 FM
(IN-71-FM-392)
05144 A DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA BUS SYSTEM FOR 01-12-71 EG
INTEGRATED BREADBOARDS(REV. A)
05145 INTERNATIONAL RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING MISSION FM
VOL. 1 - TYPICAL MISSION MODEL (IN-71-FM-393) 11-03-71
VOL. 2 - CSM RENDEZVOUS AND LAUNCH WINDOW 11-22-71 R.S. MERRIAM
ANALYSIS (IN-71-FM-409) K.A. YOUNG
05146 DOWN-RANGE COMPENSATIONS FOR LM DESCENTS WITH 11-05-71 FM
LOW THRUST-TO-WEIGHT RATIOS (IN-71-FM-3942
05147 DATA PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS ASSESSMENT FOR I0-28-71 FD
SKYLAB/EARTH RESOURCES EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
05148 PAYL3AD CENTER-OF-GRAVITY ANALYSIS FOR THE 11-11-71 FM
SHUTTLE TRAFFIC MODEL WITH SIDE-BY-SIDE
LOADING (IN-71-FM-395)
05151 PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF THE SHUTTLE OMPS 09-15-71 EG
GIMBALED ENGINE TVC
05152 A DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL LOGIC FOR ON-ORBIT I0-07-71 EG J. W. SUNKEL )







DOC. # TITLE DATE OP.__RRAUTHOR(S)
05153 FORCED FIRING IMPLEMENTATION IN SKYLAB 10-22-71 EG R. D. MILLER _" IDOCKED DIGITAL AUTOPILOT A.J. SEGRETO
05154 TERMINAL AREA PERFORMANCEANALYSIS AND 10-29-71 EG ,_
PILOTED LANDING SIMULATION OF THE UNPOWERED i
DELTA-WING ORBITER
05155 HYBRID SIMULATION TESTS OF THE STRAIGHT-WING 09-28-71 EG '=
ORBITER UNPOWEREDAPPROACHAND LANDING "
05156 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER FLYING OUALITIES 10-22-71 EG D.W. GILBERT '
SPECIFICATION W.J. KLINAR
05157 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER CRUISE, APPROACH, AND 11-01-71 EG A. B. MCDANIEL
LANDING SIMULATION W. P. WEBSTER
05160 EPHEMERIS INTERPOLATION ACCURACY STUDY 12-21-71 FM
(IN-71-FM-396)
05161 APOLLO 15 MISSION REPORT (MULTIPLE SUPPLEMENTS) 09-28-72 PA
05162 MPAD SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PLANS-SKYLAB RTCC 11-11-71 FM E. J. KENYON Y
AND MOPS (IN-71-FM-307) W. A. SULLIVAN
05153 INTERNATIONAL RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING 11-24-71 FM (_
SIMULATOR DATA PACKAGE (IN-71-FM-398) ,o
, i
05164 LM NONPERILUNE DESCENT PERFORMANCE 11-15-71 FM
(IN-71-FM-399)
051.65 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF BLAS_ 07-28-72 EX
OVERPRESSURES ON AN APOLLO COMMANDMODULE !
DURING A SIMULATED ABORT IN AN EXPLOSION
ENVIRONVENT
05166 MOPS PROGRAMREQUIREMENTS STAR TRACKER STAR 11-29-71 FM
SELECTION AND BRIGHT OBJECT AVOIDANCE
(IN-71-FM-400)
!
05171 SCIENCE CONTINGENCY PROCEDURES FOR APOLLO 16 04-28-72 PA
(REV. A)
05175 SECOND SKYLAB MISSION GRAPHIC DATA IN SUPPORT 11-19-71 FM
OF EREP PROPOSAL EVALUATIONS (IN-71-FM-402)
05178 HYPERGOLIC EXHAUST PRODUCTSCONTAMINATION 12-03-71 EP '_
EVALUATION TEST t
05177 A GENERAL ERROR MODEL FOR BOTH STABLE-MEMBER 11-24-71 FM L. MCHENRY )
AND STRAPDOWN IMU SYSTEMS (IN-71-FM-403)
J
05178 AVIONICS COST/SCHEDULE STUDY, FINAL REPORT 09-01-72 BN
VOL 1 - MANAGEMENTSUMMARY _
VOL. 2 - HISTORIC COST DATA
VOL. 3 - FUTURE AVIONICS COST DATA _
VOL. 4 - FUTURE AVIONICS HARDWARE DATA :
VOL, 5 - TIME PHASED COST RECORDS, COMPUTER ' _
°i05181 SPECIFICATIONS FOR SUBROUTINE MOVER OF THE 11-24-71 FM
SKYLAB ACTIVITY SCHEDULING PROGRAM
(IN-71-FM-404) (REV. 1)
05182 FORMULATIONS FOR THE SKYLAB ATTITUDE REFERENCE 12-08-71 FM ,_(
AND ALINEMENT DISPLAY (IN-71-FM-405) _|




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) \," )
05185 APOLLO 16 P23 TRANSLUNAR SIGHTING SCHEDULE 11-22-71 FM _ _
(IN-71-FM-408) ,[
05188 APOLLO 18 POST-TEI VIEWS OF THE MOON 11-22-71 FM - _,
(IN-71-FM-407) "
05187 SUBSONIC PERFORMANCECHARACTERISTICS OF A 11-22-71 FM B.G. KI_KLAND
DELTA-WING SHUTTLE ORBITER WITH AIR-BREATHING
ENGINES (IN-71-FM-408)
05188 LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE FENDE_ DEPLOYMENT THERMAL 10-06-71 EL
VACUUM QUALIFICATION CHAMBERB TEST REPORT
05190 PROPOSED INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT FOR 11-28-71
ONBOARDORIENTATION LIGHTS FOR APPLICATION
TO U.S.A./U.S.S.R. COMPATIBLE RENDEZVOUS
AND DOCKING STUDY, CSM/SALYUT
05191 PROPOSED INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT FOR 11-28-71
FLASHING LIGHT OPTICAL BEACONS FOR APPLICATION
TO U.S.A./U.S.S.R. COMPATIBLE RENDEZVOUS AND
DOCKING STUDY, CSM/SALYUT
05192 PROPOSED INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT FOR 11-28-71
ONBOARD ORIENTATION LIGHTS FOR APPLICATION L.
TO U.S.A./U.S.S.R. COMPATIBLE RENDEZVOUS AND (
DOCKING STUDY
05194 PROPOSED INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT FOR 11-28-71
FLOODLI(,V] FOR APPLICATION TO U.S.A./U.S.S.R.
COMPATIBLE RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING STUDY, CSM/
SALYUT
f
05195 DISCUSSION OF DOCKING ALINEMENT SYSTEM 01-06-72 EG
CHARACTERISTICS
05196 PROPOSED SPECIFICATION FOR SPACECRAFT DOCKING 11-09-71
ALINEMENT SYSTEM FOR APPLICATION TO U.S.A.,'
U.S.S.R. COMPATIBLE RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING STUDY
05198 EXPERIMENT S020 ULTRAVIOLET X-RAY SOLAR 11-18-71 TD
PHOTOGRAPHYTURNOVER STATUS REPORT
05199 PRELIMINARY NAVIGATION REQUIREMENTS FOR THE 12-08-71 FM
MARK I SHUTTLE VEHICLE (IN-71-FM-410)
05200 SKYLAB GOVERNMENT-FURNISHED EQUIPMENT 04-14-72 KW i
REQUIREMENTS REPORT (REV. 4) !
05202 TURNOVER STATUS REPORT FOR FLIGHT HARDWARE 11-19-71 DE
SKYLAB EXPERIMENT M133, SLEEP MONITORING
05203 TURNOVER STATUS REPORT FOR FLIGHT HARDWARE 11-30-71 TD
SKYLAB EXPERIMENT S063, ULTRAVIOLET AIRGLOW 4
HORIZON PHOTOGRAPHY !
05205 ACCEPTANCE TEST GUIDELINES 12-28-71 NB
05206 SPACECRAFT CERTIFICATION GUIDELINES 12-28-71 NB
05207 TURNOVER STATUS REPORT FOR FLIGHT HARDWARE 11-22-71 DE
SKYLAB EXPERIMENT M172, BODY MASS MEASUREMENTS T
05210 PROPOSED INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT FOR DOCKING 11-28-71
CONTACT CONDITION CRITERIA FOR APPLICATION TO





DOC. # TITLE DATE _OPR AUTHOR(S ) T_""_
06211 PROPOSED INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT FOR DOCKING 11-28-71
ALINEMENT SYSTEM DESCRIPTION FOR APPLICATION TO
U.S.A./U.S.S.R. COMPATIBLE RENDEZVOUS AND
DOCKING STUDY, CSM/SALYUT _ :
05212 PROPOSED INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT FOR 11-28-71
STABILIZATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS y
FOR APPLICATION TO U.S.A./U.S.S.R. COMPATIBLE
RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING STUDY, CSN/SALYUT
05213 PROPOSED VALUES OF PARAMETERS FOR CONTROL, RADIO 11-28-71
GUIDANCE, AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS ENSURING THE
RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING OF U.S.S.R. AND U.S.A.
SPACECRAFT AND STATIONS
05216 BASIC EQUATIONS AND LOGIC FOR THE REAL-TIME 10-27-72 FM
GROUND NAVIGATION PROGRAM FOR THE SKYLAB MISSION
(IN-71-FM-411)
05218 PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF A SHUTTLE DOCKING AND 02-28~72 EW W. BURKITT
CARGO HANDLING SYSTEM-DEVELOPMENT OF A SIMU- F. GREEB
LATION PROGRAMFOR A FULL SIZE REMOTE MANIPU- A. RAY _
LATOR SYSTEM
05219 SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MANIPULATOR SYSTEM 01-07-72 EW !
FOR ASSEMBLY, DOCKING, MAINTENANCE, CARGO ,
HANDLING AND SPACECRAFT RETRIEVAL (4 VOLUMES)
05229 EREP MISSION DATA EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS 08-31-73 KA
05230 BIOMEDICAL LABORATORIES COMPUTER SYSTEM 11-28-71 FD
REQUIREMENTS AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN, PHASE 1
05232 APOLLO 16 PRELIMINARY PRE-LAUNCH NAVIGATION 12-16-71 FM
ERASABLE LOAD (IN-71-FM-415)
05233 RECOMMENDEDSTARS FOR LM IMU ALINEMENT ON THE 12-08-71 FM
LUNAR SURFACE DURING APOLLO 16 (IN-71-FM-412)
05234 PLANETARY SIGHTING VECTORS FOR APOLLO 16 12-20-71 FM
CREW CHARTS-MARCH 17, 1972 AND T + 24 HOUR
LPUNCHES (IN-71-FM-413)
05235 CISLUNAR ONBOARDNAVIGATION DATA FOR THE 11-07-71 FM
APOLLO 16, MARCH 17, 1972 LAUNCH
(IN-71-FM-414) ,
05236 THE SPACE SHUTTLE TPS MATERIALS EVALUATION IV 11-30-71 R.K. WILLIAMS
05239 LANDING CHARACTERISTICS OF THREE SHUTTLE 12-06-71 FM '_ z
CONFIGURATIONS (IN-71-FM-415) _
05242 APOLLO 14 MISSION ANOMALY REPORT NO. 2- 12-28-71 PA _
INABILITY TO DISCONNECT MAIN BUS A
05243 APOLLO 16 OPERATIONAL TRAOECTORY SIMULATOR 12-16-71 FM !DATA PACKAGE (IN-71-FM-417)
05244 OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR EASTERN 12-03-71 FM
LANDINGS FOR APOLLO 17 (IN-71-FM-418) Im_
05248 MOPS PROGRAMREQUIREMENTS - SKYLAB CLUSTER 12-10-71 FM _
COORDINATE DETERMINATION (IN-71-FM-4_9) d
05249 POST-FLIGHT EVALUATION OF THE APOLLO 15 01-04-72 FM E. D, MURRAH
SPACECRAFT TRAJECTORIES (IN-71-FM-420)
05250 FINAL EXPERIMENTS MISSION RULES APOLLO 16 12-15-71 FC "_






DOC._ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHORIS) \2
05252 STAR AVAILABILITY FOR DOCKED LM IMU ALINEMENT 12-23-71 FM T
DURING APOLLO 16 (IN-71-FM-421) , l
05253 PRELIMINARY SKYLAB POINTING CONTROL MISSION 12-17-71 FC
TECHNIQUES
05254 PRELIMINARY SKYLAB ATTITUDE REFERENCE 12-22-71 _M
INITIALIZATION MISSION TECHNIQUES
05255 BIOMEDICAL OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 11-28-71 DO
05256 APOLLO 16 NO TLI EARTH ORBIT ALTERNATE MISSION 12-13-71 FM
(IN-71-FM-422)
05257 LM ASCENT BATTERY CELL SHORTING INVESTIGATION 02-15-72 EP
05258 VORTEX SHEDDING FLOWMETEREVALUATION 01-14-72 EP O. E. BOUVIER
05260 MEDICAL RESEARCH AND OPERATIONS DIRECTORATE 02-29-72 DA
APOLLO MEDICAL OPERATIONS PLAN
05261 PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS ON AN AUTOMATIC 11-03-71 EG
BRAKING CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE
I.
05262 TEST RESULTS FOR TIMEX MODEL 400510 THREE-AXIS 11-05-71 EG E. R. MCFARLAND ',
RATE PACKAGE 1
05263 FUNCTIONAL TEST OF S-68 SQUIBS 12-28-71 EP
05264 FIRST SKYLAB MISSION PRELIMINARY REFERENCE 12-08-71 FM
ATTITUDE AND POINTING TIMELINE (IN-71-FM-424)
05265 SOLAR ECLIPSE AS SEEN BY THE CREW OF APOLLO 16 12-08-71 FM t
(IN-71-FM-425)
05266 BROKEN PLANE TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS FOR A 1981 12-17-71 FM
ROUND-TRIP MISSION TO THE MOONS OF MARS
(IN-71-FM-426)
05269 SKYLAB RTCC REQUIREMENTS FORMULATION FOR 12-31-71 FM T
SIMULATING AND UPDATING THE ATMDC NAVIGATION
ANO TIMING PROGRAM(IN-71-FM-423)
05271 APOLLO 16 MID-COURSE CORRECTION (SUPPLEMENT 12-23-71 FM
TO OPERATIONAL TRAJECTORY SIMULATOR DATA
PACKAGE) (IN-71-FM-427) i
05273 TURNOVER STATUS REPORT FOR FLIGHT HARDWARE 12-10-71 DE l
SKYLAB EXPERIMENT M131, HUMANVESTIBULAR
FUNCTION t
05274 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NASA ALERT SYSTEM 12-28-71 NA M. L. RAINES i
05276 SHUTTLE INCREMENTAL VERTICAL FLIGHT TEST ASCENT FM
STUDY (IN-71-FM-428) (SUPERCEDES MSC 05127) |
A
05278 EARTH RESOURCES EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE POINTING 09-20-72 FM
DISPLAY PROCESSOR (IN-71-FM-430) (REV. 1)
05279 REUSABLE EXTERNAL INSULATOR THERMAL BOUNDARIES 12-23-71 FM
FOR THE HIGH CROSS-RANGE ORBITER (IN-71-FM-431) i05280 EVALUATION OF STAGING MECHANISMS FOR THE FULLY 01-13-72 FMREUSABLE SHUTTLE (IN-71-FM-432)
05281 MPAD SOFTWAREDEVELOPMENT PLANS-SKYLAB RTCC FM W. A, SULLIVAN
AND MOPS E. J. KENYON '
05284 APOLLO 16 MISSION EVALUATIO_ PLAN 12-28-71 PA 1
1
05285 SPACE SHUTTLE SIMULATION PROGRAM 12-01-71 EG
102
1990007273-104
DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) -- _i[
05286 APOLLO 18 DEORBIT AND ENTRY SIMULATOR DATA 12-23-71 FM " ,tPACKAGE SUPPLEMENT 2 TO APOLLO 15 OPERATIONAL .,
TRAJECTORY SIMULATOR DATA PACKAGE (IN-71-FM-434)
05287 ERROR CONTRIBUTIONS OF NONESTIMATED PARAMETERS 01-06-72 FM J.B. WILLIAMSON
IN NAVIGATION ERROR ANALYSIS (IN-71-FM-435)
05288 EPHEMERIS INTERPOLATION ACCURACY STUDY, TEST 12-21-71 FM
CASES (IN-71-FM-438)
05289 COMPUTER PROGRAMDOCUMENTATION FOR ROVER 01-10-72 FM V. S. RITCHEY
EVALUATION PROGRAMFOR TRAVERSES IN LUNAR R. M. SWALIN
ENVIRONMENT (IN-71-FM-437)
05291 SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE ATTITUDE/POINTING MODEL 01-04-72 FM F. W. KNOPF
OF THE ACTIVITY SCHEDULING PROGRAM (SUPERCEDES
MSC 04123) (IN-71-FM-438)
05293 BUILDING 12 SKYLAB ADDT PROCESSING SYSTEM 12-10-7l FD
05294 SKYLAB RTCC REQUIREMENTS FORMULATION FOR ATMDC 09-21-72 FM
EVENT TIMING (IN-71-FM-439) (REV. 1) i,
05297 A DESCRIPTION OF THE APOLLO 16 POWEREDDESCENT 12-27-71 FM |
AND ASCENT TRAJECTORIES AND MONITORING •
TECHNIQUES (IN-71-FM-440)
05298 A NEIGHBORING OPTIMAL GUIDANCE SCHEME USING 02-24-72 FM
THE DAVIDON VARIABLE METRIC (IN-72-FM-032)
05306 EREP ELECTRICAL INTERFACE ANALYSIS REPORT 07-22-72 t
(2 VOLUMES)
05307 MATRIX CRS RECONCILIATION (VARIOUS SYSTEMS) 08-11-72
05308 PROBLEM REPORTS-CRS RECONCILIATION (VARIOUS 08-25-72
SYSTEMS)
05309 PROBLEM/ACTION REPORTS-CRS RECONCILIATION 08-12-72
(VARIOUS SYSTEMS)
05310 DATA SHEET EREP DATA QUICK-LOOK SYSTEM GSE 03-20-72 R. M, MACHELL
05312 CALIBRATION DATA REPORT FOR EARTH RESOURCES 02-24-72
EXPERIMENT PACKAGE TAPE RECORDER i
05314 GROUND OPERATING, MAINTENANCE, AND HANDLING 11-29-72 I. C OBERMEYER• !
PROCEDURE FOR DATA QUICK-LOOK SYSTEM (REV. B)
05317 EREP SYSTEM INTEGRATION REPORT - EREP SYSTEM 02-28-72
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY STUDY 4
05318 EREP ON MODULE ALL-UP EREP SYSTEM TEST DATA 03-21-72 _ JANALYSIS REPORT
05319 EREP SYSTEM INTEGRATION REPORT-GROUNDING STUDY 04-01-71 C. D. SMITH
05320 TEST PLAN FOR $192 IFTU DATA EVALUATION 05-01-72 _
05322 S192 IFTU DATA EVALUATION TEST PROCEDURE 03-10-72 .
i05323 SPARE REQUIREMENTS LIST FOR EREP GROUND TEST 03-06-72
MAGNETIC TAPES
05324 SKYLAB PROGRAMEREP SYSTEM INTEGRATION REPORT- 03-31-72 A.D. WOOTEN
MAXIMUM DEMAND POWERPROFILE AMENDMENT _ m
05326 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR CARDIOTACHOMETER 09-28-72





TITLE DATE OPR AVTHQR(_ ) _,:
05329 SKYLAB PROGRAMEREP SYSTEM INTEGRATION REPORT- 03-31-72 A.D. WOOTEN p
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS C&D PANEL THREE-POSITION
SWITCH MATRIX '1
05330 SKYLAB PROGRAMEREP SYSTEM INTEGRATION REPORT- 03-31-72 ,*'
TAPE AND FILM REQUIREMENTS IMPACT WITH
INCREASED OPERATION TO 65 PASSES
05338 TECHNICAL REPORT OF THE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 04-20-72
FOR BLOOD PRESSURE AND LIMB VOLUME MEASURINC
SYSTEM
05339 TECHNICAL REPORT OF THE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 05-30-72
FOR M093 VECTORCARDIOGRAM
05340 TECHNICAL REPORT OF THE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 05-28-72
FOR M171, BODY TEMPERATUREMEASURING SYSTEMS
AND BREATHING APPARATUS
06341 TECHNICAL REPORT OF THE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 07-27-72
FOR OPERATIONAL BIO-INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
05342 TECHNICAL REPORT OF THE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 07-14-72
FOR ULTRAVIOLET HORIZON PHOTOGRAPHY
05343 TECHNICAL REPORT OF THE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 07-27-72 _:
FOR SLEEP MONITORING SYSTEM (
05344 SKYLAB PROGRAM$192 IFTU/DRA DATA EVALUATION 08-01-72
TEST PROCEDURE (REV. A)
05345 CALIBRATION DATA REPORT M093 VECTORCARDIOGRAM 03-23-72
SYSTEM QUALIFICATION UNIT ¢
05346 REFURBISHMENT PLAN FOR EREP MAGNETIC TAPE 05-30-72 KW
RECORDER
05352 TEST REPORT EREP MAGNETIC TAPE EVALUATION TEST 12-07_72
PROGRAM
05354 SKYLAB DRF INDEX (REV. L) 08-29-73 FC
05355 SPARES REQUIREMENTS LIST FOR DEPOT REPAIR 04-04-72
05358 SKYLAB PROGRAMEREP $193 LAUNCH LOCK CON- 04-14-72
TROLLER ORDNANCE AND EXPLOSIVE SAFETY
05368 EREP DATA QUICK-LOOK SYSTEM ACCEPTANCE REVIEW 04-18-72 D.E. SEVIER
MINUTES/REPORT
05369 POST-DELIVERY CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENTPLAN 06-09-72 I
05370 ACCEPTANCE REVIEW MINUTES-M509 SIX DEGREE-OF- 04-18-72
FREEDOM SIMULATOR
%
05371 SKYLAB PROGRAM$192 IFTU DATA EVALUATION TEST 08-23-72
AND DATA RECORDING PROCEDURE (REV. A)
05372 SKYLAB PROGRAM$192 IFTU DATA Fv_LUATION TEST 08-01-72 J
PROCEDURE
05375 EARTH RESOURCES EXPERIMENT PACKAGE EXPERIMENT 06-09-72 KA T. L. CARROLL
S192-MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER TECHNICAL REVIEW )MINUTES BOARD05380 CALIBRATION DATA REPORT MO92-LIMB VOLUME 07-07-72
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM BACKUP UNIT
05381 EARTH RESOURCES EXPERIMENT PACKAGE TAPE 06-30-73





DOC, I TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
05382 SKYLAB PROGRAMEREP RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT 04-Z4-72 f
,tFOR EREP C&D PANEL @
05384 MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR PLAN FOR VARIAN STRIP 04-28-72 ,,
CHART RECORDER (CHANGE Z)
t
05386 PROCEDURE FOR SKYLAB DESIGN CERTIFICATION 05-01-72 KA
REVIEWS
05387 EREP SYSTEM INTEGRATION REPORT-EMI TEST DATA 04-28-72
ANALYSIS
05388 DESIGN OF NEW EREP-ESE RACK NO. I FLUID 05-22-72
INTERCONNECT FOR THE ERFP CONTROL AND DISPLAY
PANEL AND CONTROL AND DISPLAY PANEL THERMAL
VACUUM TEST PLAN
05390 SKYLRB PROGRAMEREP HARDWARETECHNICAL SUMMARY
05391 MAGNETIC TAPE EVALUATION PLAN 05-28-72
05393 EVALUATION OF IN-FLIGHT REPLACEMENT OF EREP 05-30-72
CONTROL AND DISPLAY PANEL MODULAR SEGMENTS
05394 PROCESS DEVELOPMENT FOR $192 MILLER BOARD 05-16-72 &
MODIFICATION
# *
05411 V/TS-TV TRANSMISSION OPTICAL ADAPTER 12-05-72
BREADBOARDTEST REPORT
05414 DATA SHEET STRIP CHART RECORDERGSE 05-15-72
05416 DATA SHEET ELECTRONIC PCM SIMULATOR GSE 05-05-72 (
05417 CALIBRATION DATA REPORT FOR EREP TAPE RECORDER 07-20-72
(REV. A)
05418 INTEGRATED THERMAL VACUUM TEST REPORT - EREP 10-30-72 D.E. WHI_E
INFRARED SPECTROMETER, VIEWFINDER/TRACKING ; ;
SYSTEM EXPERIMENT $101 (Z VOLUMES)
05420 CALIBRATION DATA REPORT-OPERATIONAL BIOIN ° 05-31-72
STRUMENTATION SYSTEM, SIX FLIGHT UNITS
05424 SUMMARYREPORT FOR $149 EXPERIMENT-THERMAL 08-14"72 M. BEHESHTI
ANALYSIS i05425 SKYLAB PROGRAMEREP SYSTEMS INTEGRATION REPORT- 12-05-72
THERMAL STUDIES UPDATE
05420 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR AUTOMATIC BLOOD 00-28-72
PRESSURE MEASURING E;YSTEM. VOLUME 1
05428 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR S083 ULTRA- 02-19-73 KW
VIOLET IRGLOW _ORIZON PHOTOGRAPHYCAMERAS _
AND CUSHIONING MATERIAL _ _.05429 ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING EQUIPMENT PROPELLANT 06-28-72SUPPLY SYSTEM DESIGN SAFETY SYNOPSIS
06430 EREP DESIGN CERTIFICAIlON REVIEW ASSESSMENT 06-29-72
REPORT-SYSTEMS 'IBRARY ACCESSION LIST
05437 SKYLAB MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS ALTITUDE TEST- 07-28-72
MEDICAL SUPPORT HANDBOOK
05448 EREP SYSTEM INTEGRATION ANALYSIS REPORT- 12-15-72
ST. LOUIS EREP BENCH TEST (2 PARTS) •
05449 CALIBRATION DATA REPORT FOR EREP TAPE RECORDER 07-31-72
105
1990007273-107
4 ' ....... , di,;
DOC. t T%T_E DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
05400 EREP SYSTEMS INTEGRATION ANALYSIS REPORT-IR 1Z-Z8-72 D.D. SOUSEK ,{
SPECTROMETERCOOLER THERMAL CONTROL TRADE STUDY
!
05451 EXPERIMENT T025 CORONAGRAPHCONTAMINATION 08-07-72 R. D. UIDMER "
MEASUREMENTDELTA CUSTOMER ACCEPTANCE READINESS
REVIEW. POST-REVIEW MINUTES
05452 SKYLAB PROGRAMEREP ESE AND SENSORS SYSTEM T_ST 08-15-72 '
REPORT-BENCH TESTING
05453 DEVELOPMENT TEST REPORT FOR EARTH RESOURCES 08-15-72 E.F. NAGLE
EXPERIMENT PACKAGE VIEWFINDER/TRACKING
SYSTEMS TELESCOPE DAC OPTICS HOUSING
05455 SKYLAB PROGRAMSIMULATOR SUMMARYREPORT FOR CREW 08-25-7Z
PROCEDURESDEVELOPMENT SIMULATION
05458 MSC SKYLAB ARCHIVE ]NDEX/LOCATOR SYSTEM 08-15-72
FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION
05458 DEVELOPMENT TEST REPORT FOR EARTH RESOURCES 08-Z5-72 E.F. NAGLE
EXPERIMENT PACKAGE VIEWFINDER/TRACKING SYSTEMS
ZOOM LENS ASSEMBLY
05450 GROUNDOPERATING, MAINTENANCE, AND HANDLING 09-2B-72 B.J. PHILLIPS t
PROCEDURE FOR ELEC1RONIC SIMULATOR
05480 EVALUATION OF SKYLAB ORBITAL ASSEMBLY-EREP 08-18-72
MANEUVERCONSTRAINTS AND REQUIREMENTS
05483 DATA SHEET COLLIMATOR TARGET SYSTEM GSE 08-21-72
05484 SKYLAB PROGRAM EXPERIMENT STUDY AND ANALYSIS 07-20-72 J.A. ZIMMERMAN
REPORT-EXPERIMENT $194 CONTINGENCY MODE
RETRACTION TEST REPORT
05465 GROUNDOPERATING, MAINTENANCE, AND HANDLING 10-20-7Z R. C. LERE
PROCEDURE FOR FR-1928 RECORDER/REPRODUCER
05407 CRS RECONCILIATION TASK REPORT 08-31-72
05_88 GROUNDOPERATING, MAINTENANCE, AND HANDLING 05-10-73 S. V. SWINTON
PROCEDURE FOR SML DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
05471 CALIBRATION DATA REPORT FOR EREP TAPE RECORDER 09-05-72 F. A, THOMPSON
05474 ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURECOLLIMATOR TEST SYSTEM 10-02-72 F.M. FRENQUELL] J
GSE (REV. A) I
05475 FIRST/SECOND TECHNICAL DESIGN REVIEW MINUTES/ 0G-ZZ-7Z
REPORT FOR COLLIMATOR TARGET SYSTEM GSE |
t
05478 VIBRATION TESTS OF FLIGHT C&D BABY BOARDS 09-08-7Z D.E. SPADE
TESTS OF FLIGHT V/TS CPEA BOARDS 00-08-72 R.J. JENICEK05477 VIBRATION
05478 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR EXPERIMENT TOZ5 02-28-73 KW |
HARDWAREAND FLIGHT STOWAGE CONTAINER
05482 P_OCESS DEVELOPMENT FOR REFURBISHING OR 10-18-72 S, J. LESINSKI
REPLACING OF STBIDI08-2 CONNECTORS |)05483 USER'S GUIDE FOR SKYLAB STOWAGECOMPUTER SYSTEM 01-Ze-73
05484 DELTA QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR MOOZ A_D OZ-Z8-73 KW
M093 ESS MOUNTED HARDWARE
05485 GROUNDSUPPORT EQUIPMENT DATA SHEET TORQUE TOOL 12-07-7Z KW i





T_T_[ pAT_ OPR AUTHOR(S) _
05487 SKYLAB PROGRAMEREP MISSION DATA PACKAG_ 01-31-73 _ )
05488 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPIdENT DATA SHEET TV COLOR 01-26-73 KW
TRANSPARENCIES
05489 EARTH RESOURCES EXPERIMENr PACKAGE TEST 02-Z0-73
DATA ANALYSIS REPORT ALL-UP EREP SYSTEM
TEST (ST. LOUIS) FIV, SFIV, SSFIV, SDPV
05494 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR EARTH RESOURCES 01-03-73
EXPERIMENT PACKAGE HEAT PIPES FOR EXTERNAL
IR SPECTROMETER, VIEWFINDER/TRACKING SYSTEM
05495 GROUNDOPERATING, MAINTENANCE, AND HANDLING UI-15-73 R. A. DURFEE
PROCEDURE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR
TELEVISION SYSTEM COLOR CHARTS
05496 SKYLAB PROGRAMDESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR SKYLAR 01-25-73
STOWAGE COMPUTER SYSTEM
05497 ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE FOR SKYLAB STOMAGE 01-Z9-73
COMPUTER SYSTEM
05503 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION FOR SKYLAB STOWAGECOMPUTER _-Z5-73 1
SYSTEM
05504 EARTH RESOURCES EXPERIMENT PACKAGE SOP TEST 03-01-73 C.D. SMITh
DATA ANALYSIS EMC EVALUATION
05505 CALIBRATION DATA REPORT FOR EARTH RESOURCES 0Z-28-73 F.A. THOMPSON
EXPERIMENT PACKAGE TAPE RECORDER 4
05506 NONMETALLIC MATERIALS LIST TELEVISION COLOR OZ-Z3-73
CHART
05508 TEST PLAN FOR $192 IMAGERY TEST C3-21-73
05509 SHOCK TEST REPORT FOR EREP INFRARED OZ-ZB-73
SPEC1ROMETER CASE ASSEMBLY (DOOR UNLATCHED)
05512 END-ITEM SPECIFICATION FLIGHT HARDWAREFOP EREP 03-Z8-73 KA
DIAGNOSTIC DOWNLINK UNIT
05515 GROUNDOPERATING, MAINTENANCE, AND HANDLING 04-23-73
PROCEDURE FOR EREP DIAGNOSTIC DOWNLIP'K UNIT |I
05518 ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING EQUIPMENT 05-Z8-74
VOL. I - CONTROL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 04-Z8-73
VOL. Z - PROPULSION AND ELECTRICAL 02-Z8-74
DATA (REV. 6) "
VOL. 3 - CONTROL SYSTEM END-TO-END 05-ZB-74 R. DAVENPORT i
RESPONSE J. 3OSEPHSON I .
VOL. 4 - EXPERIMENT M509 CONTROL SYSTEM 04-28-74 R. DORNY _ _"
DATA BOOK, CONSUMABLEPROFILES e. FEARN _ |
FOR BASIC MANEUVERS t "
05519 %MPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR EREP MISSION SUPPORT
BENCH SYSTEM
055Z0 EREP GROUND DATA SPECIFICATION 04-20-73 _]
I
OSSZl EREP EVALUATION IMPLEMENTING PLAN 04-20-73 "I-
0552Z UTILIZATION PLAN FOR EREP MISSION SUPPORT 05-t8-73 KA
BENCH SYSTEM
055Z3 SKYLA8 PROGRAMSIMULATOR SUMMARYREPORT FOR 08-22-73 _J_




DI_..,# TITLF DATE OPR A_THOR(S) . _
• t
05524 SKYLAB PROGRAMS192 IMAGERY TEST REPORT (REV. A) 06-05-73 Il
05525 NONMETALLIC MATERIALS LIST EARTH RESOURCES 05-02°73
EXPERIMENT PACKAGE DIAGNOSTIC DOWNLINK UNIT '_
0552_ £RE_' SENSOR PERFORMANCEREPOPT FORMAT 05-21-73
(6 VOLUMES)
05_27 TEST PROGRAMFOR EREP DIAGNOSTIC DO, LINK UNIT 05-01-73 G.P. KOCLANES
055_ _ EREP SENSOR PERFORMANCEREPORT (7 VOLUMES) 10-30-74 HC
055_9 EREP MISSION CATA EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS 08-31-73 KA
z
05531 EARTH RESOURCES EXPERIMENT PACKAGE GROUND 08-15-73 HC
TRUTH DATA FOR TEST SITES, SL-2
05532 TECHNICAL REPORT.-TV CJ_AERA/T027 BOOM THERMAL 08-20-73 D. D. SOUSEK
ANALYSIS
05535 SKYLAB PROGRAMSIMULATOR SUMMARYREPORT FOR 11-27-73
SIX DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM CREW TRAINING
SIMULATION-EXPERIMENT M509, ASTRONAUT
"_HEUVERING EOU/PM£NT, SKYLAB MISSION SL-4 _:
05537 GROUNDTRUTH DATA FOP TEST SITES, SL-3 03-2g-74 HC
05538 EREP GEOTHERMAL, FINAL REPORT 08-01-74 HC A. L. DUNKLE_
E. W. JOHNSTON
D. C. WYCH_RAM
05541 GROUNDSYSTEM TEST PROCEDURE FOR STAPE 07-19-73 J. H. MAYOR
1
05542 OPERATIONS PROCEDURE FOR STAPE 08-28-73 J H. MAYOR
05543 GROUNDTRUTH DATA FOR TEST SITES, SL-4 04-30-74 HC
05544 SIMULATOR SUMMARYREPORT FOR S_X DEGREE-OF- 07-15-74
FREEDOM POST-FLIGHT SIMULATION EXPERIMENT MS09,
ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING EOU_PMENT, SL-3, SL-4
05546 EARTH RESOURCES EXPERIMENT PACKAGE SENSOR 05-'_-75 HC G.P. KENNY ,.-
PEqFORMANCEEVALUATION (6 VOLUMES)
05547 Msog ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING EOUIPMENT HARL)WAqE 06-28-74 R. FEARN
ASSESSMENT REPORT J. JO_EP,SON
A. RAY
05719 3M 888 MAGNETIC TAPE EVALUATION TEST PROCEDURE 05-31-72 P.L. BUTLER
R. G. GREGOPY
L. SHIN
05734 EARTH RESOURCES EXPERIMENT PACKAGE DESIGN 07-20-72
CERTIFICATION REVIEW ASSESSMENT REPORt (REV. B) |05800 INFORMATION MANAGEMENTSYSTEM - A SUMMARY 01-25-72 R. A. SAYERS "r
_" ,CUSSION WITH SUPPLEMENT
05804 PROPULSION SYSTEMS CONSUMABLESANALYSIS FOR 01-10-72 FM A. J. LOYD
SKYLAB (IN-71-FM-442) i06805 APOLLO 15 ANOMALY REPORT NO. 1-MAIN PARACHL_TE 12-28-71 PA
FAILURE t
05808 BENCH _VALUATION OF HRM-A SffCONDARYACTUATOR 12-02-)1 EG
05807 PROJECT SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER GN&C CRITICAL 12-06-71 EG
FAILURE IDENTIFICATION ANALYSIS
05808 PHASE 2 VERIFICATION OF THE CSM RCS DOCKED 12-15-71 EG A.J. SEGRETO /




DOC. # TITLE DATE OP._..RRAUTHOR(S) _"
#
05800 EVALUATION OF EFFECTS OF PHOSPHORIC ACID 01-26-72 EP "' !
FLUSHING OF CM RCS ENGINES _ ' [
,,
05810 APOLLO 16 ALTERNATE RENDEZ_uUS SIMULATOR 12-29-71 FM
DATA PACKAGE (SUPPLEMENT 3 TO THE APOLLO 16
OPERATIONAL TRAJECTORY SIMULATOR DAT_ PACKAGE)
(IN-71-FM-443)
05811 VIEWS FROM TIlE SPACECRAFT DURING THE FLIGHT 02-29-72 FM
OF APOLLO 16 (IN-72-FM-057)
05812 PAYLOAD CEN_ER-OF-GRAVITY ANALYSIS FOR THE 01-10-72 FM M.E. DONAHO0
SHUTTLE TRAFFIC MODEL WITH END-TO-END LOADING
AND ABES ATTACHED (IN-72-FM-O03)
05814 APOLLO 14 ANOMALY REPORT NO. 4-CIRCUIT 12-28-71 PA
BREAKER
0581q SKYLPRK RENDEZVOUS VERIFICATION (IN-71-FM-445) 01-03-72 FM
05819 ANALYSIS OF NOUN 69 DISCREPANCY FOR APOLLO 15 01-07-72 FM J. V. RUTKOSKIE /
(IN-71-FM-446) •
05820 APOLLO 15 RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION (IN-72-F,_-109) 04-21-72 FM ,_
05822 NOMINAL, ALTENATE, AND ABORT MISSION SEPARA- 03-24-72 FM
TION PROCEDURES FOR APOLLO 16 AND SU_SEQUEN1 _
J-TYPE MISSIONS (IN-72-FM-050)
05823 SKYLARK COASTING INTEGRATION ROUTINE 01-06-72 FM B. F, COCKRELL
VERIFICATION (IN-71-FM-449)
t
05824 VERIFICATION OF SKYLARK LEVEL IV TESTING FOR 01-06-72 FM B.F. COCKRELL
P21, P29, R27 (IN-71-FM-450)
05825 OPERATIONAL ABOR1 PLAN FOR APOLLO 16 FM
(IN-72-FM-O04)
VOL. 1 - LAUNCH PHASE 01-21-72
VOL. 2 - TRANSLUNAR, LUNAR ORBIT, AND 03-23-72
TRANSEARTE ABORTS (REV. 1)
05826 PROCEDURES FOR PROCESSING SCIENTIFIC 04-28-72
INSTRUMENTATION BAY (SIMBAY) FILMS
05827 MART;AN MOON RENDEZVOUS (IN-TI-FM-452) 01_04-72 FM J.J. TAYLOR
05828 PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINATION OF STORAGE LIFE 01-11-72 DE
OF M133 CAP ASSEMBLY _ _
05831 APOLLO 16 BASIC CREW CHARTS FOR MARCH 17, 1972 01-10-72 FM
LAUNCH (IN-72-FM-O02) J
05832 SPACE STATION PROJECT OFFICE SFLECTED 12-28-71 _
DISCUSSIONS OF RECENT AVIONICS ACTIVITIES JAT MSC
g
05834 TECHNIQUES FOR REAL-TIME DETERMINATION OF THE 06-01-72 FM J, H. DELASHMIT _ '_
ANGLE (V2) BETWEEN THE VEHICLE X-AXIS AND THE C.F. MCGEE 4
ORBIT PLANE FROM ESTIMATED GRAVITY GRADIENT M.R. ROTHER _TORQUE DATA (IN-72-FM-O05)
05835 RTCC PROGRAMMINGREQUIREMENTS FOR SKYLAB ZLV- 01-19-72 FM
OFFSET COMPUTATIONS (IN-72-FM-O06) _.r
05836 SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS USING HYDROGEN/OXYGEN 05--28--73 EX H. HOPKINS e)s _
GAS MIXTURES IN A HIGH-PRESSURE DETONATION W. KONOPKA j





DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) 2. ]
05839 THE SKYLAB SERVICE PROPULSION _YSTEM PVl LEAK 02-03-72 FM " !
DETECTION COMPUTERPROGRAMFORMULATION l
(IN-72-FM-OOg)
05840 LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE SYSTEMS HANDBOOKLRV-2 01-06-72
05841 ANALYSIS OF SELECTED HABITABILITY ELEMENTS OF 01-28-72 EW
THE HABITABILITY ENVIRONMENTAL SXMULATOR
05842 TECHNICAL MANAGEHENTPLAN FOR CONTRACT 01-28-74 NA
NAS 9-12223-THE BOEING COMPANY RELIABILITY,
QUALITY ASSURANCE, AND SAFETY ENGINEERING
(REV.C)
05843 SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE ACTIVZ,Y OPTIONS OF 01-18-72 FM
THE ACTIVITY SCHEDULING PROGRAM (IN-72-FM-010)
(SUPERCEDES MSC 03972)
05844 VERIFICATION OF SKYLARK (REV. 46) P20, 01-17-72 FM
UNIVERSAL TRACKING, AND PSOS (IN-72-FM-011)
05845 SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE SKYLAB MOMENTUM 05-01-72 FM
MANAGEMENTPROGRAK OF THE MISSION OPERATIONS
PLANNING SYSTEM (SUPERCEDES MSC 04017)
(IN-72-FM-012) (REV. 2) l
05846 APOLLO 16 60-BY B-NAUTICAL MILE LANDMARK 02-10-72 FM
TRACKING GEOMETRY DATA (IN-72-FM-013)
(SUPERCEDES MSC 04817) (REV. 1)
0584? _POLLO MISSION TECHNIQUES-MISSION J-2 AND 01-24-72 PA
MISSION J-3 UPDAYE TECHNIQUES DESCRIPTION (
05850 AN ANALYSIS OF ERROR SOURCES INHERENT IN 11-28-71 EG
ALINEMENT AIDS FOR MANUAL-VlSUAL DOCKING
05851 SKYLAB ATMDC FLIGHT PROGRAM SOFTWARE 02-10-73 FC
IN(ERPRETATION HANDBOOK (REV. A)
05852 SPACECRAFT OPERATIONAL TRAJECTORY FOR 01-13-72 FM
APOLLO 15, VOLUME 2 - TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS
(REV. 1) (IN-72-FM-014)
05853 MPAD SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PLANS-SKYLAB 01-17-72 FM E.J. KENYON
RTCC AND MOPS (IN-72-FM-015) W.A. SULLIVAN :
05854 APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE 01-12-72 FC
SYSTEMS HANDBOOK-APOLLO 16, ALSEP 3,
p
ARRAY D
05857 PRELIMINARY REENTRY MONITORING AND BACKUP 01-17-72 FM
CONTROL PROCEDURES FOR THE SKYLAB MISSIONS
(IN-72-FM-Ot6) i
r
05858 APOLLO 16 LUNAR LANDMARK LOCATIONS AND OFFSETS 02-10-72 FM
(IN-72-FM-017)
4
05863 PYRANOMETER SYSTEMS GUIDE 02-28-72
05865 PRELIMINARY SPACECRAFT LAUNCH ABORT PLAN FOR 01-24-72 FM _
THE SKYLAB MANNED M_SSIONS (IN-72-FM-018)
i05866 LOGIC AND EQUATIE,kS FOR THE CALCULATIONS OF 01-24-72 FMTHE ACQ/LOS TIMES OF AN N-SIDED AREA OR A
POINT TARGET BY A SPACECRAFT IN EARTH ORBIT
(IN-72-FM-OIg) , , |
05068 ATTITUDE AND POINTING CALCULATIONS FOR THE 02-10-72 FM
ATTITUDE/POINTING SUBSYSTEM OF THE ACTIVITY
SCHEDULING PROGRAM (IN-72-FM-020) (REV. I)
110
1990007273-112
DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
05869 CURRENT SHUTTLE CANDIDATE SEQUENTIAL 02-1§-72 FM
NAVIGATION FILTER EQUATIONS (IN-72-FM-O21) -'I
05970 APOLLO 16 SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT MODULE LUNAR 02-17-72 FC
ORBITAL SCIENCE CONSOLE HANDBOOK, CSM-113 _ _
(REV. A)
058_1 AS-512/CSM-114/LM-12 APOLLO 17 MISSION 10-11-72 TA J
SCIENCE PLANNING DOCUMENT (REVISION) _ ,_
05875 METHODS OF VECTOR RO1ATIONS (IN-72-FM-022) 02-07-72 FM
05877 APOLLO PHOTOGRAPHEVALUATION PROGRAM 02-24-7L FM H.H. CUNNINGHAM
ENGINEERING MANUAL (IN-72-FM-OZ3) :
05878 EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY EXPERIENCE IN MANNED CA
SPACE OPERATIONS
05879 LUMINARY 210 DESCENT AND ASCENT VERIFICATION 02-01-72 FM
SUMMARY(IN-72-FM-026)
05880 FIRST SKYLAB MISSION GRAPHIC DATA FOR MISSION 01-27-72 FM
PLANNING SIMULATION SUPPORT (IN-72-FM-O24)
VOL, 1 - CONTROLLED ORBIT GROUND TRACKS
VOL, 2 - EREP SITES AND S190 SWATHS STUDY _,
F
05881 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE TRINITY BAY ISOTHERMAL 02-01-72 FM
CONTOURPROGRAM (IN-72-FM-027)
05882 POINTING AND VIEWING CAPABILITIES FOR SKYLAB 12-06-72 FM i
EQUIPMENT (IN-72-FM-025) (REV. 1) _,
05884 BACKUP CSM PROCEDURES FOR SKYLAB I/L M=5 12-31-71 CG
RENDEZVOUS, BASIC ISSUE _ e
05885 CSM PROCEDURES FOR ORBITAL PHASE OF THE 12-31-71 CG ._
SKYLAB 1/2 MISSION, BASIC ISSUE
05886 PRELIMINARY SKYLAB ATTITUDE REFERENCE 02-07-72 FM
INITIALIZATION ACCURACIES (IN-72-FM-028)
05889 METEOROLOGICAL DATA NEEDS FOR SKYLAB REMOTE 03-28-72 D. E. PITTS
SENSING EXPERIMENTS
05890 LANDING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 040A ORBITER 02-22-72 FM
(IN-72-FM-029)
05891 INSTRUCTION FOR INSPECTION, TESTING, AND 12-28-74 3N S.H. 8ERLOCHER i |
CERTIFICATION OF FIRED AND UNFIRED STEAM, !
CRYOGENIC AND UNFIREq PRESSURIZED LIQUID _,i
AND GASEOUS FACILITY SYSTEMS
oj
05892 SKYLAB DEORBIT AND ENTRY PROCEDURES, BASIC 12-31-71 CG
ISSUE _ .
05893 SM/RCS ISOLATION VALVE TEST 08-01-72 EP _
05894 APOLLO 18 SCIENCE HANDBOOK(REVISION) 04-07-72 TD
05895 CONFIGURATION ACCOUNTING FOR FUTURE NASA 11-28-71 PP
PROGRAMS-SYSTEMS STUDY REPORT
05806 SKYLAB MEDICAL EXPERIMENT ALTITUDE TEST 02-07-72
MISSION SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS







DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) 7
05900 JSC EMERGENCYPREPAREDNESSPLAN 08-28-84 (
ANNEXA - FIRE, EXPLOSION, ESCAPINGGAS, 10-28-85 k_ : I
ANDCHEMICALACCIDENTSPLAN ,,
ANNEXB - HURRICANE/SEVEREWEATHERPLAN 08-28-86 JJ
05902 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMISSION 01-28-72 HB P. HASELL
REPORT-MISSION53M, SITE 217
05903 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOGING 02-28-72 SF
AND INDEXING REPORT-LOCALSUPPORTFLIGHT 2
05904 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMISSION 01-28-72 HB L. LEVEREAULT
REPORT-MISSION46M, SITE 277
05905 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 01-20-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION93,
SITES 145, 185, 189
05906 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 01-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION90,
SITES 164, 185
05907 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 02-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION84, {,
SITES 178, 179 (_
05908 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- N2-28-72 TFING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION96,
SITES 801, 802, 803, 804, 805
05909 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 02-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION97, ¢
SITE 901
05910 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 02-28-72 HB R. BLILIE
REPORT-MISSION 174, SITES 277 AND 275
05911 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAM CATALOG- 02-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION64.
SITE 32 AND JUNCTION CITY, TEXAS
05912 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 02-28-72 TF J
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION88,
SITE 166
05913 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 02-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION92, !
SITES 148, 147, 163, 164, 155, 169 )
05914 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 02-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 95,
SITES 165, 170 1
F
05915 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 02-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 75,
SITES 32, 1fl2
05917 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 02-28-72 TF k
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION91.
SITES 701 702, 703, 704 705, 708
05918 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 02-28-72 P. HASELL
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION34M, J
SITE 177 •
05919 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMISSION 02-28-72 HB S. STEWART t-





DOC, # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR[S)
05920 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 02-28-72 TF _.
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 1B6, ""
,., .4, .,,
05922 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 02-28-72 TF "_
ING AND INDEXING REPORT-LOCALSUPPORTFLIGHT
8, S-TES 175, 996 !
05923 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 02-28-72 HB T. BARROW
PLAN-MISSION 194, SITES 255, 275
05924 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 02-28-72 HB T. bARROW
PLAN-MISSION 194, SITES 128, 253, 217, 239, ;
253
05925 EARTHO_ERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 02-28-72 SF
ING AND INDEXING REPORT-LOCALSUPPORTFLIGHT
3, SITE 175
05926 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 02-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION89,
SITES TUCSON,ARIZONA, DALLAS, AND EL PASO,
TEXAS
05927 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 03-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION49, !i:.
SITES 99, 155 ;
05928 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 03-28-72 TF _,ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION58,
SITES MISSISSIPPI RIVER DELTA, LOUISIANA, AND
CAPEKENNEDY/TITUSVILLE, FLORIDAAREA
05930 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 03-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 53,
SITES 46, 124, 142, 150, 153_, 175
05931 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 03-28-72 SF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION74,
SITES 44, 76, 85, 168
05932 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PR)GRAMCATALOG- 03-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPOR:-MISSION 79,
SITES 155, 164, 168, 172, 173, 174
05933 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMPRELIM- 03-28-72 HB J. WEBER
INARY MISSION PLAN-MISSION 198, SITE 175 !
05934 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 03-28-72 HB _
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 76,
SITES 22, 56, 75 _ J
05935 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAM CATALOG-03-28-72 HB R. BLILIE " •
ING AND INDEXING MISSION PLAN-MISSION 197, _ ¢
SITES 29, 177, 271 _ i
05937 FOURTHANNUALEARTHRESOURCESPROGRAMREVIEW 01-28-72 SC
VOL. 1 - NASA PROGRAMS , _
VOL. 2 - UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS 1
VOL. 3 - U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY PROGRAMS
o 4 NOAAAND U.S. NAV LRESEARCH '
LABORATORYPROGRAMS _
VOL. 5 - AGRICULTUREAND FORESTRYPROGRAMS l
05938 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 04-28-72 SF L. BALLINGER
PLAN-MISSION 200, SITES 175, 190 (t
05939 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 03-22-'2 SF G. HRABAL _l





DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) \
q _
05940 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCONTIN- 03-22-72 SF G. HRABAL !
GENCYMISSION PLAN-TESTSITE 166 '1
05941 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 03-28-72 HB R. BLILIE _,
PLAN-MISSIONS 197/201, SITE 175 B. DAVIDSON
05942 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMISSION 04-28-72 HB F. NEWMAN
REPORT-MISSION190, SITES 128, 175, 198, 20Z,
205, 290
05943 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMISSION 04-28-72 TC J. LINDEMANN
PLAN-MISSION 203, SITES 168, 244
05945 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION190,
SITES 128, 175, 198, 202, 205, 290
05946 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 04"28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION50,
SITES 95, 99, 108, 128
05947 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-72 TF
ZNGAND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION82,
SITES 147, 152, 161, 176 _.
05948 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-72 SF J. WEBER |_
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 199,SITES 198, 287, 300, 302
05950 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 03-14-72 P. HASELL
PLAN-MISSION55M, SITE 252
05951 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 03-14-72 HB P. HASELL
PLAN-MISSION 56M, SITE 149
05952 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 03-13-72 HB P. HASELL
PLAN-MISSION57M, SITE 190
05954 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 81,
SITES 132, 145, 146, 147, 163, 165
!
05955 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 04-28-72 TC F. NEWMAN
PLAN-MISSION 193, SITE 166
05956 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 04-28-72 L. BALLINGER
REPORT-MISSION192, SITES 175, 198, 256, 287,
293
05957 EARTHOBSERVAIIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-72 TF i
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 54, '•
SITES 44, 76, 85, 118, 144 Ji
05958 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION86,
SITES 180, 183
05959 EARTHOBSEKVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAMMISSION 05-28-72 TC W. DAVIDSON
PLAN-MISSION 20I, SITES 194, 217, 300, 303,
3U4
05961 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 04-28-72 TC T. BARROW
REPORT-MISSION194, SITES 128, 217, 239, 253, i255, 275
05962 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAM ISSION 09-28-71 HB S. STEWART
PLAN-MISSION 54M, SITE SOUTHEASTERNMICHIGAN
114 '_
1990007273-116
DOC.# TITLE DATE OP__RRAUTHOR(S) ',.-
_L_p
05963 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 05-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 59, 'i
SITES 20, 51, 135, 156, 159 i
'E
05964 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 05-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 65,
SITES 46, 124, 142, 150, 151, 152, 1al
OL 55 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 05-08-72 TC F. NEWMAN
PLAN-MISSION 202, SITES 211, 254, 308
05966 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAM MISSION 05-08-72 TC F. NEWMAN
PLAN CONTINGENCY - SITE 301
05967 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 05-28-72 HB R. L. ROWLEY
PLAN-MISSIONS201/205, SITES 234, 175, 194,
996, 227, 228, 85, 994, 232, 226, 132
05968 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 05-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSIONS INDEXING REPORT-
MISSION 511951, SITE 32
05970 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 05-28-72 SF T. L. BARROW
PLAN-MISSION 205, SITE 239 ,:
05972 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 05-28-72 T. L. BARROW
PLAN-MISSION 205, SITE 279
05973 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCON- 05-2b-72 TF
TINGENCY MISSION PLAN-MISSION 205, TEST SITE
255-NORTH GREAT PLAINS
05976 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAM MISSION HA R. BLILIE
BLAN-ERTS PROJECT 257/283, SITE 310
05977 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAM MISSION SF W. DAVIDSON
PLAN-MISSION 205, SITE 242
05978 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAM MISSION 05-24-72 SF F. NEWMAN
PLAN-MISSION 204, SITE 256
05979 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 05-28-72 HD R. L. RO_LEY
PLAN-MISSIONS 201/205 FORERTS PROJECT074
AUTOMATICTHEMATICMAPPINGANDCHANGEDETEC-
TION OF ERTS IMAGES, SITES 32, 132
05980 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 08-28-72 SF W. DAVIDSON
PLAN-MISSION 205,SITE 280 k
05981 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 06-28-72 TC
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 191,
SITES 137, 175, 177, 217, 290 ",
05985 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 06-28-72 FC J. WEBER
SUPPORTPLAN FORERTS PROJECT108, SITE 300 !_ A
05968 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAM PROJECT 08-28-72 FC J. WEBER _
SUPPORTPLAN FORERTS PROJECT280, SITE 309 ,_
05987 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 06-28-72 FC J. WEBER _ ,
SUPPORTPLAN ERTS PROJECT325, SITE 318 ..! +
k T
05g88 PROJECTSUPPORTPLAN FORERTS PROJECT074 06-28-72 CH R. ROWLEY #iAUTOMATED THEMATIC MAPPING AND CHANGE lDETECTIONOF ERTS-A IMAGES, SITES 27, 29,
32,40,132,
05989 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 08-28-72 FC J. L. LINDEMAN







_i _ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) !_
05990 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 06-28-72 HB J. WEBER )
SUPPORTPLAN FORERTS PROJECT140-WETLANDS I
ECOLOGY,SITES 124, 168, 317
05991 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 06-26-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION56,
SITES 3, 19, 130, 157
05992 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 06-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION85,
SITES 146, 164, 165 I
05993 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 06-28-72 FC J. WEBER
SUPPORTPLAN FORERTS PROJECTO82-INTERDISCI-
I PLINARY APPLICATIONSAND INTERPRETATIONSOF
! ERTS DATA WITHIN THE SUSQUEHANNARIVER BASIN,
RESOURCEINVENTORY,LANDUSE
;
: 05994 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMERTS 06-28-72 TC J. WEBER
PROJECT070-ESTUARINE ANDCOASTALOCEANOGRAPHY
OF BLOCKISLAND SOUNDAND ADJACENTNEWYORK I_
COASTALWATERS,SITES 151. 188
05995 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 07-28-72 TF i,
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION8., ¢_
SITES 78, 118, 171
@
05996 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCONTIN- 06-28-72 TF
GENCYMISSION PLAN-MISSION 205, SITE 311,
LAKE MICHIGAN(WISCONSIN SHORELINE)
05997 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 07-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION 192 REPORT-SITES 175,
198, 256, 287, 293
05998 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 06-27-72 FC
SUPPORTPLAN FORERTS PROJECT600-UNDERFLIGHT
FORHOUSTONAREA, TEST SITE 175
05999 PROJECTSUPPORTPLAN FORERTS PROJECT011 USE 06-27-72 FC
OF SPACEDATAIN WATERSHEDHYDROLOGY,TEST SITE
184, CHICKASHA,OKLAHOMA !
08000 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 06-28-72 TF
' SUPPORTPLAN FORMISSION 207-ADVANCEDAPPLICA-
TIONS FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS-RADIOMETER,SCATTERO-
METER I
00002 OPTIMAL ASCENT-FLYBACKTRAJECTORIESFORTHE 03-08-72 FM [
FULLY REUSABLESPACESHUTTLE(IN-72-FM-033)
06003 PLANETARYSIGHTING VECTORSFORAPOLLO16 CREW 02-10-72 FM
CHARTS(IN-72-FM-034)
06006 IMU ERRORMODELSFORSHUTTLE_AVIGATION 02-16-72 FM
STUDIES (IN-72-FM-035) ]
08007 TARGETINGFEASIBILITY FORAN ARTIFICIAL 02-16-72 FM
METEOROIDEJECTEDDURING THE TRANSEARTHPHASE
OF THE APOLLO17 MISSION (IN-72-FM-03B)
m
08008 PRELIMINARYLUNARORBIT ATTITUDE SEQUENCEFOR O2-16-72 FM I
APOLLO16 (IN-72-FM-037)
06009 SKYLABEARTHRESOURCESEXPERIMENTSPACKAGES 10-20-72 FC
(dupl. #) SYSTEMHANDBOOK(2ND EDITION) o
06009 ANALYTICALSTUDYTO DETERMINETHE CHARACTER- 09-28-69 FC





DOC. _ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S ) _ ;
06010 COORDINATE SYSTEMS STANDARDS rCR INTERNA- 02-10-72 FM , ,I
TIONAL RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING OF SPACECRAFT I
(IN-72-FM-038) (REV. 1) :,
06014 APOLLO 17 RECOVERY REQUIREMENTS 10-01-72 FC
06015 VAPOR DEPOSITED INSULATING FILMS FOR 01-06-72
MICROELECTRONZCS APPLICATIONS
06016 SPACECRAFT OPERATIONAL TRAJECTORY FOR FM
APOLLO 18 (IN-72-EM-039)
VOL. 1 - MISSION PROFILE 03-14-72
VOL. 2 - TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS 02-10-72
06017 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER ENTRY STUDIES USING t2-28-72 CG
FIXED TIME CONTROLLED MANEUVERS AND A MINIMUM
GUIDANCE CONCEPT
06018 SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE SIZING USING PEACE 03-13-72 FM
PROGRAM(IN-72-FM-040)
?
08020 IN-ORBIT DELTA-5 STUDY FOR AN ADVANCED 11-17-69 FM
LOGISTICS SYSTEM RESUPPLY (IN-71-FM-281) l,
06022 SOLAR ECLIPSE AS SEEN BY THE CREW OF 02-14-72 FM
APOLLO 18 (IN-72-FM-042)
06024 TURNOVER STATUS REPORT FOR FLIGHT HARDWARE- 02-12-72 DE
SKYLAB EXPERIMENT M092 LOWER BODY NEGATIVE
PRESSURE
06027 SELF-RECORDING PENETROMETERTHERMAL TEST 03-01-72 EP ¢
06031 APOLLO 16 POST-TEI VIEWS OF THE MOON 02-15-72 FM
(IN-72-FM-043)
06032 EXPLOSIVE AND PYROTECHNIC DEVICES IN SPACE- 07-26-71 EP
CRAFTSYSTEMS
06033 SKYLAB MISSION EVALUATION PLAN 03-28-73 KA
06034 RTCC REQUIREMENTS FOR SKYLAB MISSIONS ENTRY 03-16-72 FM I
PHASE (IN-72-FM-044)
06035 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE ORBITAL MISSION 03-22-73 FM
DISPERSION ANALYSIS PROGRAM(IN-72-FM-045)
(eEV. 1) !
06036 APOLLO 16 FINAL PRE-LAUNCH NAVIGATION ERASABLE 03-28-72 FM
LOAD (IN-72-FM-048)
06037 ALFMED ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS FOR EP ';
VIBRATION, VACUUM, AND SHOCK _
06038 A PILOTED SIMULATION STUDY OF UNPOWERED 12-15-71 EG ; ]
ORBITER CROSSWIND LANDINGS a
06055 APOLLO 16 LUNAR MODULE ABORT CHARACTERISTICS 02-29-72 FM _
(IN-72-FM-047) | i
06057 AN EXAMINATION OF POTENTIALLY EXCESSIVE NUMBERS 01-28-_2 EG
OF SERVICE MODULE REACTION JET FIRINGS FOR A _ |
SKYLAB CONTINGENCY MISSION i
06050 AN ALGORITHM FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE 12-22-71 EG
PARAMETERS IN A FINITE ELEMENT FLEXIBLE BODY _
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
|




I)OC,# TITLE DATE OPR A_THOR(S_ i/;
06060 A STUDY OF RETRANSMISSION ERROR CONTROL 01-19-72 EG • t
m
TECHNIQUES FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE GUIDANCE
el
AND CONTROL SYSTEM .,
06061 SIMULATOR EVALUATTON OF MANUAL CONTROL MODES 01-15-72 EG
FOR AN UNPOWEREDDELTA-WING ORBITER
06062 SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICL_ ENTRY SIMULATION 01-10-72 EG ':
08064 CONTINUED ADVANCEMENT OF THE PROGRAMMING 12-30-71
LANGUAGEHAL TO AN OPERATIONAL STATUS
06068 APOLLO 16 RTCC REQUIREMENTS COEFFICIENTS 02-25-72 FM
FOR THE PREDICTED LM DESCENT PROPELLANT
MARGIN DISPLAYS (IN-72-FM-048)
06066 APOLLO 16 VIEWS THROUGH THE SIX LM AOT DETENT 02-24-72 FM
POSITIONS FOR THE DOCKED IMU ALINEMENT
(IN-72-FM-050)
06068 SKYLAB PROGRAMFLIGHT OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 06-01-72
ROOMOPERATION PLAN
06069 EVALUATION OF POWEREDDESCENT STRIP CHART ABORT 02-28-72 FM t'
LIMITS FOR APOLLO 16 (IN-72-FM-051) &_
06070 THRUST MODEL FOR SHUTTLE AIR-BREATHING ENGINES 03-07-72 FM
(IN-72-FM-052)
d06071 PHASE I VERIFICATION OF CSM P20 UNIVERSAL 01-;9-72 EG
TRACKING OPTIONS 1, 2, AND 5 (SKYLARK 042)
¢
06072 EARTH RESOURCES EXPERIMENTS PASS DIGITAL DATA 02-25-72 FM
FOR EXPERIMENT PLANNING SIMULATION
(IN-72-FM-053)
06073 TURNOVER STATUS REPORT FOR FLIGHT HARDWARE- 02-22-72 KW
SKYLAB EXPERIMENT S019o STELLAR ASTRONOMY
06074 DATA PROCESSING PLAN FOR THE THERMAL VACUUM 07-28-72 FD
TESTING OF THE APOLLO TELESCOPE MOUNT/FLIGHT
ARTICLE
06076 ALINEMENT OPTICAL TELESCOPE STAR AVAILABILITY 03-03-72 FM
FOR DOCKFD LM IMU ALINEMENT DURING APOLLO 16,
APRIL 16, 1972 LAUNCH (IN-72-FM-054) i
06079 A STRUCTURAL FEASIBILITY STUDY OF A SEVEN- EW
CLUSTER RECOVERABLE SHUTTLE BOOSTER |
06080 PROCEDURE FOR REFURBISHING M-133 CAP ASSEMBLY 02-29-72 DE
ELECTRODES t
06082 APOLLO 16 MODE 1 ABORT ANALYSIS (IN-72-FM-055) 02-25-72 FM m
06083 DODECAHEDRONGUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION ERROR 03-00-72 FM
ANALYSIS FOR A ONCE-AROUND SHUTTLE MISSION
(IN-72-FM-OS6)
06084 SKYLAB RECOVERY PLAN 02-23-72 FC
06085 AN ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE FOR EVALUATING SHUTTLE 08-31-73 R. MEYER
ABORT STAGING AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
06086 RTCC REQUIREMENTS FOR ERIPS FORMULATION FOR 03-22-72 FM
SIMULATING EARTH RESOURCES IMAGE DATA
(IN-72-FM-058)







DOC. I TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
00089 PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN AND PROCEDURE 12-28-72 DE
FOR M-133 GSE T-ADAPTER CABLE ASSEMBLY( l
06090 OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR PRINCIPAL 02-28-72 TA ._
INVESTIGATORS OF IHE LUNAR SAMPLE PROGRAM _t
06091 SHUTTLE ATTACHED MANIPULATOR SYSTEM REOUIREMENTS 01-28-72 EW
00094 OPERATIONAL TRAJECTORY SIMULATOR DATA PACKAGE 03-20-72 FM
FOR APOLLO 16 FOR APRIL 16, 1972 LAUNCH
(IN-72-FM-OB1) (4 SUPPLEMENTS)
06095 VEHICLE MANAGEMENTAND MISSION PLANNING SYSTEMS 03-08-72 FM
WITH SHUTTLE APPLICATIONS (IN-72-FM-002)
06099 RTCC AND MDRS FORMULATION FOR TELEMETRY 03-28-72 FM
PROCESSING OF SKYLAB ATTITUDE AND RATE
DATA (IN-72-FM-063)
06100 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE COLOR PROGRAM-A COLOR 03-14-72 FM _
DISPLAY SYSTEM FOR TRINITY BAY ISOTHERMAL
CONTOURS (IN-72-FM-064) )
06151 APOLLO 15 CSM-112 SERVICE PROPULSION SYSTEM, 11-28-72 BT R.J. SMITH &
FINAL FLIGHT EVALUATION (SUPPLEMENT 2) S.C. WOODS ,
06701 DESCRIPTION OF THE OFFLINE VERSION OF THE 10-09-73 FM R.A. MINTZ
PEARL COMPUTER PROGRAMFOR SKYLAB (REV. 4)
(IN-72-FM-O65)
06702 CISLUNAR ONBOARD NAVIGATION DATA FOR THE 03-22-72 FM I
APOLLO 10, APRIL 16, 1972 LAUNCH (IN-72-FM-066)
06703 SKYLAB RESCUE MISSION PROGRAMPLAN,PRELIMINARY 04-26-72 KA
06704 RECOMMENDEDSTARS FOR LM IMU ALINEMENT ON THE 03-29-72 FM
LUNAR SURFACE DURING APOLLO 16 (IN-72-FM-067)
00705 HYPERGOLIC ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM TEST 03-28-72 EP
i




06707 PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKOUT OF THE M133 SLEEP 03-07-72 DE
MONITORING EXPERIMENT EOUIPMENT !
b
08708 VERIFICATION PLAN FOR MOPS SIMULATION OF ATMDC 03-28-72 FM
NAVIGATION AND TIMING EOUATIONS (IN-72-FM-OB8) j
!06709 SKYLAB MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS ALTITUDE TEST 01-21-71 DE J.R. TROMBLEY
PROGRAMPLAN (REV. A) _ ""
06713 ACCELEROMETER PERFORMANCE FOR OFF-THE-SHELF 02-23-72 EG
INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNITS _
06714 APOLLO 10 LUNAR TRAJECTORY NOTES (IN-T2-FM-OO9) 03-13-72 FM _
08718 BASIC CREW CHARTS FOR APOLLO 16 FOR THE APRIL 03-20-72 FM
16, 1972 LAUNCH (IN'72-FM-070)
,I
06119 RADIATION SAFETY PLAN FOR RADIOACTIVE SOURCE 03"10-72 DE R. BROWN '_
USED IN EXPERIMENT M131, OTOLITH TEST GOGGLE R. A. ENGLISH ,j
J. EVANS ,_
06723 APOLLO 10 FINAL CSN RENDEZVOUS PROCEDURES 03-10-72 CG
06724 LUNAR SURFACE TELEVISION OPERATIONS PLAN- 02-18-72 FC
APOLLO 10




TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
06726 SPACE SHUTTLE FUNCTIONAL SIMULATOR !
VOL. 1 - SYSTEM (REV. A) 12-28-72 FD 1
VOL. 2 - USER'S GUIDE (REV. C) 01-28-78 EJ N. B. BALD
A. F. WALKER
VOL. 3 - ENVIRONMENT (REV. D) 05-28-77 EJ B. C. FOREMAN
A. F. WALKER
06727 APOLLO 16 S-IVB PRE- AND POST-TRANSLUNAR 03-23-72 FM
INJECTION VENTING TABLES (IN-7Z-FM-072)
06728 APOLLO 16 P23 TRANSLUNAR SIGHTING SCHEDULE, 03-29-72 FM
APRIL 16, 1972 LAUNCH (IN-72-FM-073)
06730 OPERATIONAL SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE SEQUENCE FOR 03-22-72 FM
APOLLO 16 LAUNCHED APRIL 16, 1972 (IN-72-FM-074)
06733 OPERATIONAL LUNAR MODLILE ABORT AND RESCUE 03-27-72 FM
PLAN FOR APOLLO 16 (IN-72-FM-075)
06734 THE FINAL CONSUMABLESANALYSIS FOR THE APOLLO 04-12-72 FM S. O. HAYFIELD
16 SPACECRAFT OPERATIONAL TRAJECTORY
(IN-72-FM-076)
06735 LUNAR LANDING _ISSION CAPABILITY FOR PREMATURE 03-17-72 FM
TLI SHUTDOWNDURING APOLLO 16 (IN-72-FM-077)
06736 USER'S GUIDE TO THE ICOAST BENCH PROGRAM 06-01-72 FM
(IN-72-FM-078) (REV 1)
06737 SHUTTLE REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM CRYOGENIC 01-28-72
LIQUID DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM STUDY
06740 SKYLAB OAOE TAPE RECORDERTEST PROGRAM 05-31-72 EP G.S. CRITTENDON
06741 SPACE SHUTTLE VISUAL SIMULATION SYSTEM DESIGN 07-20-73
STUDY
06742 SPACE SHUTTLE VISUAL SIMULATION SYSTEM 01-12-73
DESIGN STUDY, PRELIMINARY ANALYTICAL REPORT
06743 SPACE SHUTTLE VISUAL SIMULATION SYSTEM 10-27-72
DESIGN STUDY, CONTEMPORARYREPORT
08744 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION FOR A 05-24-72
VISUAL SIMULATION SYSTEM FOR THE SHUTTLE
MISSION SIMULATOR
06745 ALTERNATE LUNAR MISSION PROFILES FOR APOLLO 03-27-72 FM l
16 (IN-72-FM-079)
:r
06746 NASA/BOB EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE TRAFFIC MODEL IN 03-21-72 FM
SUPPORT OF THE MARCH 1972 REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL *
(IN-72-FM-071)
06747 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, 03-24-72 EG
AND CONTROL FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS-HORIZONTAL
FLIGHT OPERATIONS
06749 ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE-ORBITAL WORKSHOPATMOSPHERIC 03-22-72 DO 1
, )SAMPLER ASSEMBLY
,+06740 MPAD SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PLANS-SKYLAe RTCC AND 03-27-72 FMMOPS (IN-72-FM-080) t
06750 THE MANAGEMENTAPPROACH TO THE NASA bPACE 06-28-72 ER _ |
STATION DEFINITION STUDIES AT THE MANNED |SPACECRAFT CENTER




DOC. t TITLE DATE OPR AVTHOR(S) ..
I
06752 SELECTED ASPECTS OF PAYLOAD PLANNING FOR THE 03-24-7Z J.C. HEBERLIG i
SPACE SHUTTLE ERA
" 06753 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE MANUAL FOR THE SLEEP 03-22-72 DE
MONI" SYSTEM TEST SET
06?54 RTCC AND MDRS FORMULATIONS FOR TELEMETRY 03-30-72 FM
PROCESSING OF SKYLAB TORQUE AND MOMENTUM DATA
(IN-72-FM-O82)
06756 ADVANCEDREDUNDANTELECTRICALPOWERSYSTEMS 02-23-72 EB
CONCEPTS
06757 EXTRAVEHICULARMOBILITY UNIT DESIGN 03-26-72 EC
VERIFICATION TEST REPORT
06756 SHUTTLE NAVIGATION ACCURACY DURING REENTRY AND 03-23-7Z FN
LANDING USING ONE-WAY INTEGRATED DOPPLER
MEASUREMENTS(IN-72-FM-083)
06759 COMPARISONOF ONE-WAYDOPPLERNAVIGATIONWITH 03-23-72 FM
NAVIGATION USING PRECISION RANGING BEACONS
(IN-72-FM-084) ,,
06760 ENTRYMISSION PLAN-APOLLO16 (IN-72-FM-085) 03-28-72 FM




06764 ESTIMATEDDE10 LUNAREPHEMERISERRORSFOR 03-2g-72 FM
THE APOLLO16 MISSION (IN-72-FM-087)
06765 CALIBRATIONNUMBERSFORTHE ADVANCEDRANGE 04-07-72 FM
ANDORBIT DETERMINATIONSATELLITE TRACKING
TRANSPONDERSYSTEM(IN-72-FM-088)
06787 EPS ANALYSTSFORTHE PRELIMINARYREFERENCE 04-08-72 FM W. SCOTT
SKYLABFLIGHT PLAN (IN-72-FM-089) (REV. A) R. SWALIN
06769 APOLLO16 LUNARTRAVERSELRV NAVIGATION _4-03-72 FM
ERRORSAND REALINEMENTSCHEDULE
(IN-72-FM-000)
06770 SKYLABATTITUDE DETERMINATIONF_OMATM STAR 04-14-72 _M
TRACKERDATAIN Z-LV, FEASIBILITY ANDSTAR I•
AVAILABILITY (IN-72-FM-001) •
06771 SUMMARYOF SKYLABDEORBITANALYSES 04-11-72 FM A.H. BENNEY 9
(IN-7Z-FM-O92)
06772 COMMANDER'SOUT-THE-WIND(OVIEWS FORTHE 04-06-72 FM G. L. CARMAN
APOLLO17 LUNARDESCENT(IN-72-FM-O93)
06773 N-BURNOPTIMALANALYTICALTRAJECTORIES 06-01-72 FM
(IN-72-FM-OO4) 3
06774 SENSORINSTRUMENTPROCESSORDATABUS 03-31-72 EB
COMPATIBLESIGNAL CONDITIONINGEQUIPMENT _
06776 PRELIMINARY SKYLABRESCUEMISSION TECHNIQUES 05-30-72 FM _ )
*!
06777 REUSABLEEXTERNALINSULATORANDABLATOR 04-20-72 FM
THERMALBOUNDARIESFORTHE MSC 040A ORBITER _ •(IN-T2-FM-095)
06776 ECS CONSUMABLESANALYSIS FOR THE PRELIMINARY 04-06-72 FM C.O. WELLS !
REFERENCE,SKYLABFLIUHT PLAN (REV. A)
(IN-72-FM-096)
121




T!T_L_ DATE _ AUTHOR(S) L"
06779 AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BANNING DESIGN FUTO- J4-03-72 EB W. a. MCGRAnY {
NATION SYSTEM FOR SHUTTLE MICROELECTRONIC I
HAk_ARE DEVELOPMENT _7
i l
06780 PRE-LAUNCH IMU CALIBRAIION USING THE ONBOARD 04-|_-72 F_
NAVIGATION PROGRAM(IN-72-rM-097)
06782 CISLUNAR ONBOARDNAVIGATION DATA FOR THE 04-07-72 FM F. B, LO_'ES .'
APOLLO 16, MAY 16, 1972 LAUNCH (IN-/Z-FM-098)
06783 INTERNATIONAL RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING MISSION 04-07-72 FM
1
) CSM LAUNCH WINDOW ANALYS,S (IN-72-rM-OBB) &
i 06784 CONDUCTIVE PARTICULATE CONTAMINATION IN TEXAS 03-28-72 EB
INSTRUMENTS LOW POWERDIGITAL LOGIC INTEGRCTED
CIRCUITS
06785 PLANETARY SIGHTING VECTORS FOR APOLLO 16 CREW 04-11-72 FM
CHARTS (IN-72-FM-lO0)
067P8 APOLLO 16 NAVIGATION PROCEDURES(IN-7Z-FM-I01) 04-1Z-/Z FM
06786 APOLLG 16 EXPECTED LUNAR ORBIT PARAMETERRATES 04-07-72 FM J.N. ENGEL
(1N-7P-FM-IOZ) i
'!
06789 TARGETING VARIATIONS FOR SEVERAL 'FYPES OF ONCE- 04-20-72 FM
AROUND ABORTS (IN-72-FM-I03) )
• 06791 SUBSYSTEM TEST PLAN FOR MOPS STAR "RACKER STAR 04-20-72 FM T.J. BLUCKER
SELECTION AND 3RIGHT OBJECT AVOIDANCE
(IN-72-FM-IOA)
I
06792 TEST REPORT-APOLLO J MISSION CREW RESPONSE lEST 02-28-72
(dupl, #) NO. 54-B-71. CHAMBER B
06702 SPACE SHUTTLE FUNCTIONAL SIMULATOR, I2-ZB-7Z FD
(dupl. m) VOLUME 3 - ENVIRONMENT (REV. A)
06793 SKYLAB S!MULATOk ATMDC RESET DAIA 04-14-72 FM
(%N-72-FM-I05)
06794 MPB SSR AND RTCC OFFLINE RE_L-TIME MISSION 04-12-72 FM '=
SUPPORT ON ONBOARDNAVIGATION AND ALINEMENT
DURING APOLLO 16 (IN-72-FM-I06)
06795 APOLLO 16 PZ3 TRANSLUNAR SIGHTING SCHEDULE 04-11-72 FM
(IN-7Z-FM-I07) !
S
06797 MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER QUALITY STANDARDS JJ $
MANUAL. VOLUME l
06799 A LOW#SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST OF THE 0.06 SCALE 0_-08-73 I
NASA/JSC SHUTTLE ORBITER 08QB TO DETERMINE ',
THE LONGITUDINAL AMP LATERAL DIRECTIONAL
06800 EXPERIENCE GAINED IN PROGRAMMINGFOR REDUNDANT 02-16-72 EG
SYSTEMS
06801 AN OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE FOR MULTIVARIABLE 05-08-7Z FM -b
RESOURCE ALLOCATION PROBLEMS THAT REQUTRES kO
DERIVATIVES (IN-TZ-FM-108) t
06802 APOLLO 16 TECHNICAL AIR-TO-GROUND VOICE 04-28-72 FO
TRANSCRIPTION
06608 APOLLO I6 TECHNICAL CREW DEBRIEFING 05-05-7Z CA
06810 FINAL CREW CHARTS FOR APOLLO 16 FOR THE 04-1_-7Z FM •
APRIL 98. 1972 LAUNCH (IN-TZ-FM-II0) J
06811 APOLLO tO OUT-THE-WINDOM VIEWS ONE REVOLUTION 04-13-7Z rM G.L. CARMAN




_C. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
l
t
06812 NOUN49 DISPLAYSOBSERVEDDURINGDIGITAL 04-14-72 FM
SIMULATIONOF P23 SIGHTINGS ON TRANSLUNAR j.COASTFORAPOLLO16, APRIL t6, 1972 LAUNCH
(IN-72-FM-II2)
06814 SKYLABC_MAND SERVICEMODULESYSTEMS 04--20-72 FC
HANDBOOK,CSM 116-119 '_.
06817 ANALYSIS OF THE SPACECRAFTINTEGRATEDDOCKING 03-28-72 EG
ALINEMENTTARGET/SIGHTINGDEVICE
05818 PHASE3 VERIFICATION OF THF CSMRCSDOCKED 08-15-7Z EG
DIGITAL AUTOPILOT(2 VOLUMES)
06819 ALINEMENTOPTICAL TELESCOPESTARAVAILABILITY 04-14-72 FM T. J. BLUCKER
FORDOCKEDLM IMU ALINEMENTDURINGAPOLLO18
LAUNCH(IN-72-FM-113)
06820 APOLLO16 LANDEDLM POSIT_ONUNCERTAINTIES 04-20-72 FM R. E, ECKELKAMP
(IN-72-FM-114) R. T. SAVELY _.
06821 APOLLO16 P23 TRANSLUNARSIGHTING SCHEDULE 04-14-72 FM
(IN-72-FM-115)
06823 THE RTCCSTARCATALOGFORSKYLAB(IN-72-FM-116) 05-04-72 FM i
06824 CISLUNARONBOARDNAVIGATION DATAFOR1HE APOLLO 04-14-72 FM
16, MAY 14, 1972 LAUNCH(IN-72-FM-117) ::
06835 PERFORMANCE AND RELIABILITY OF GYROS USED IN 02-29-72 EG
AIRCRAFT INERTIAL NAVIGATORS
06837 ON THE MONTECARLOPROCESS(IN-72-FM-141) 05-03-72 FM C.R. HALLIMAN
06838 PRELIMINARYACCESSIBILITY STUDYOF S191 TARGETS 04-24-72 FM
ON SKYLAB-2ANDSKYLAB-3 REFERENCETRAJECTORY
EREP PASSES (IN-72-FM-118)
06839 A SIMULATOREVALUATIONGF TERMINALAREA 04-30-72 EG
GUIDANCEANDCONTROLFORA DELTA-WINGORBITER
06840 PROCEDURE FOR CORRECTING EXTERNAL GEOMETRICAL 05-18-72 FM A.L. ACTKINSON
DISTORTIONS (IN-72-FM-119)
06841 A METHODFORSTABILIZING THE ALTITUDE CHANNEL 04-26-72 FM
OF INERTIAL NAVIGATIONSYSTEMSDURINGENTRY
(IN-TZ-FM-120) ,
06842 SKYLABPROGRAMCREWPROCEDURESMANAGEMENT 11-28-72 CG ,.
PLAN (REV. A)
06844 SHUTTLESUBORBITALVERTICAL FLIGHT TEST 04-28-72 FM
APPLICABILITY TO INCREMENTAL TESTING _ ,
(IN-72-FM-121) _ C
06845 APOLLO 16 STATE VECTOR CORRECTIONS DURING 05-01-72 FM P.T. PIXLEY _
TRANSLUNARP23 NAVIGATION (IN-72-FM-122) "
06846 USER'S MANUALFORTHE GENERALACCOUNTING 05-18-72 FM E.M. FRIDGE
PROGRAMII (IN-72-FM-123) M.A. GOODWIN '_
06848 DEVELOPMENTOF A FAIL SAFE DESIGN OXIDATION 06-28-73 ES _
RESISTANT REINFORCED CARBON SYSTEM FOR THE
WING LEADING EDGE OF A SPACE SHUTTLE
VEHICLE, FINAL REPORT (5 VOLUMES)







DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) r,
06853 APOLLO16 REAL-TIME PROCESSINGRESULTSOF 05-04-72 FM J
P23 TRANSLUNARSTAR/HORIZONSIGHTINGS
(IN-72-FM-124) '
06854 MPADSOFTWAREDEVELOPMENTPLANS-SKYLAB 05-01-72 FM
RTCCANDMOPS(IN-72-FM-125)
06857 EXPECTEDGRAVITY EFFECTSON THE APOLLO 05-25-72 FM R.K. OSBURN
15 PRE-LANDING LUNAR ORBIT TRAJECTORY W. YORK
(IN-72-FM-126)
06859 APOLLO16 MISSION 5-DAY REPORT 05-28-82
06861 PREDICTEDLAUNCHABORTLANDINGPOINT DATA 05-05-72 FM
COMPUTEDFORAPOLLO16 (IN-72-FM-127)
06862 APOLLOEXPERIENCEREPORT-CONSUMABLESBUDGETING 09-28-72 FM D. A. NELSON
06863 A VEHICLE SCHEDULINGALGORITHMUSING DISCRETE FM
DYNAMIC PROGRAMMINGWITH SHUTTLE APPLICATIONS
VOL. ! - CONVENTIONAL DISCRETE DYNAMIC 09-07-72
PROGRAMMING(IN-72-FM-128)
VOL. 2 - THE SCHEDULINGALGORITHM 02-06-73 E.G. DUPNICK ),
06864 SLA-MDF DETONATION VELOCITY INVESTIGATION 05-31-72 EP
06865 CISLUNARONBOARDNAVIGATIONDATA FOR THE 05-28-72 FM
ALTERNATE APOLLO 16, MAY 15, 1972 LAUNCH
(IN-72-FM-120)
06866 INSTRUMENT DEFINITION TABLE FOR THE ATTITUDE/ 05-17-73 FM
POINTING SUBSYSTEM OF THE ACTIVITY SCHEDULING
PROGRAM (IN-72-FM-130) (REV. I)
06867 SKYLABMISSION TRAJECTORYTAPES (IN-72-FM-131) 03-22-73 FM
(REV. 1)
06868 SPACE SHUTTLE NAVIGATION SOFTWARE (IN-72-FM-132) FM
VOL. 2 - ENVIRONMENT ROUTINES 06-01-72 J.B. CLIFFORD
B. F. COCKRELL
VOL. 4 - IN-FLIGHT ALIGNMENT ROUTINES 10-17-72
(GIMBALLED PLATFORM IRUS)
VOL. 6 - PRE-LAUNCH CALIBRATION AND ALIGN- 08-31-72
MENT (GIMBALLED PLATFORM IMU)
06860 ABORTCONTROLCONSIDERATIONSDURINGAN 040C/ 05-10-72 FM
EOHT SHUTTLELAUNCHABORT(IN-72-FM-133) _
06870 SKYLABVIDEO DOCUMENTATIONPROJECT(REV. A) 08-28-72 KA
06871 SKYLAB ATTITUDE, TORQUE, AND MOMENTUM PROFILES 06-1g-72 FM J.L. WELLS
FOR A TYPICAL Z-LOCAL VERTICAL MANEUVER
(IN-72-FM-134) !06872 POST- LIGHT TESTING OF COMMANDMODULES 07-28-73 PT D.T. HAMILTON
06874 REAL-TIME VERIFICATIONOF STAR AVAILABILITY 05-25-72 FM T. J. BLUCKEP ;'
FOR DOCKED LM IMU ALINEMENT DURING APOLLO 16
(IN-72-FM-135) i
06875 SKYLABBASELINE OPERATIONSPLAN 05-28-72 FC 1
06876 MINIMUM FUEL DEORBIT MANEUVER USING PEACE 05-18-72 FM I.L. JOHNSON I
PROGRAM(IN-72-FM-136)
06877 WELDINGPROCEDUREFORSKYLABEXPERIMENTS-191 05-28-72 ES
MALAKER CRYOGENIC COOLER ASSEMBLY (
06880 A TERMINALAREA ENERGYMANAGEMENTSCHEMEFOR 03-28-72 EG i





DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) "_"_'-
4-
06881 THE SEDIMENTARYPETROGRAPHYAND SEDIMENTATION 08-28-72 G. H. LADLE I
OF THE DEADWOODFORMATIONIN BLACKHILLS, • J
SOUTHD_KOTA
'T
06882 THE TECHNIQUESUSEDTO SIMULATEA STRAPDOWN 05-Z5-72 FM
INERTIAL SENSORSYSTEM(IN-72-FM-142)
06883 SUBSYSTEMTEST PLAN fOR MOPSSKYLABCLUSTER 05-25-72 FM R. P. BENNETT
COORDINATEDETERMINATION(IN-72-FM-139) T. J. BLUCKER
06886 APGLLO15 PHOTOGRAPHEVALUATIONDATABOOK 06-13-72 FM
(IN-72-FM-140)
06887 HEATINGANDAIR CONDITIONINGANALYSIS 05-28-72 JN R. LEVESQUE
06890 SKYLABEXPERIMENTHARDWARELOCATIONAND 08-01-73 KW
UTILIZATION REPORT
06894 SKYLABREFERENCETRAJECTORY(IN-72-FM-143) 06-07-72 FM
SUPPL. 1 - EREP PASSES. FIRST SKYLAB 06-06-72 D.D. DEATKINE
A. N. LUNDE
SUPPt. 2 - EREF PASSES. SECONDSKYLAB 07-24-72 D. D. DEATKINE
SUPPL. 3 - EREP PASSES. THIRD SKYLAB 08-22-72 D. D. DEATKINE
A. N. LUNDE i,
06896 APOLLO STANDARD INITIATOR BRIDGEWIRE 06-06-72 EP
INVESTIGATION _
06897 BENDIX 32-CUBIC FOOT INTERNALLY REFRIGERATED 06-26-72 EP
DEWAR EVALUATION
0690C SPACESHUTTLEBASELINE ACCOMMODATIONSFOR 06-27-72 L;,
PAYLOADS r
06901 SKYLAB PERSONAL HYGIENE KIT, HIGH AND LOW 05-15-72 EC J.D. TYNER
PRESSURE PROFILE QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT
06905 " MANUAL FOR OPERATION AND TEST OF THE GEMINI 05-17-72 R.N. PRINCE
PRESSURE SUIT LEAK CHECK TEST CONSOLE FOR
THE SKYLAB EMU i
06906 INTERFACE PROCEDURES FOR EVA/BRANCH/CSRO AND 05-22-72 EC
HAMILTON STANDARD AND AIRESEARCH FIELD SERVICE
OFFICES AT MSC AND KSC
06908 PROCEDURE FOR PREPARATION OF SKYLAB EMU WATER 03-28-73 EC
06910 TEST REPORT- SKYLABTAPE RECORDERANDPOWER 06-28-72 J.D. TYNER
>
SUPPLY AND CABLE ASSEMBLYFLAMMABILITYTEST
06912 MODULAR RADIATOR SYSTEM SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION 10-03-72 EC G. SPENCER
TEST REQUIREMENTS
06914 MASK TEST CONSOLE MAINTENANCE AND SERVICING 07-{7-72 ND S. N. MARFIN
INSTRUCTIONS _
06915 PGC TEST STANDMAINTENANCEANDSERVICE 09-15-72 EC R.M. BERNADIN
INSTRUCTIONS _
06918 PROCEDURE FOR DISPOSAL OF SKYLAB GSE 06-29-72 EC T.F. GALLAGHER
rO,ERNMENT-OWNED CONTRACTOR INVENTORY ._r
06919 SHUTTLE ORBITER EVA/IVA AIRLOCK DIMENSIONAL 06-14-72 EC B.D. SEVIER 4
AND TIMELINE REQUIREMENTSTEST PLAN _
06920 SHUTTLEORBITEREVA TECHNIQUESFOR PAYLOAD 06-27-72 D. L. BOYDSTON _ iDEPLOYMENT-UIFTANKTEST PLAN B. D. SEVIER _




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) i;'
00922 SKYLA8 EMU ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY AND 10-18-72 EC ;_"
SYSTEM INTERFACE CERTIFICATION TEST REPORT I
I
06924 PROCUREMENT, QUALIFICATION, AND USE OF 08-10-72 EC R. M. BERNARDIN " ,,
OXYGEN PRESSURE CONTROL DEVICES "
06925 PROCEDURE FOR CONFIGURATION CONTROL OF 01-04-73 EC
SKYLAB EMU GSE ITEMS
06926 TEST PROCEDURE FOR APOLLO/SOYUZ DOCKING 09-11-72 EC O. ESTEP
SEAL ADHESION TEST IN A SIMULATED EARTH
ORBIT ENVIRONMENT
06927 LCG TEST STAND MAINTENANCE AND SERVICE 09-15-72 EC R. M. BERNARDIN
INSTRUCTIONS
06928 APOLLO PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE ALTITUDE 09-15-72 EC R. L. JARBOE
CERTIFICATION PLAN AND PROCEDURES
06929 REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENTFOR SPACE STATION 10-17-72 EC
PROTOTYPE PALLET/TEST ENCLOSURE
06930 VARIABLE CONDUCTANCEHEAT PIPE AND RADIATOR 11-06-72 EC G. SPENCER
TEST FOR SPACE STATION
06932 APOLLO 17 EMU TRAINING PHASE II TEST 09-Z5-72 EC J. SKIPFER
PROCEDURE L. MHILBY
06934 SKYLAB RESCUE VEHICLE COUCH AND RESTRAINT 10-05-72
SYSTEMS-MANNED IMPACT TEST
06935 SKYLAB EMU CREW TRAINING TEST REQUIREMENTS 10-13-72 EC R. GRAFE
!
06936 PLAN FOR SIMULATED WEIGHTLESSNESS STUDIES 09-20-72 EC S. N. MARTIN
OF EVA CREWMANMOVING LARGE SCALE SHUTTLE
PAYLOAD MOCKUPS
06937 ASTP ENGINEERING EVALUATION, DIPPED GOODS, 03-26-73 EC J. W. MCBARRON
AND SPACE SUIT BLADDER AGING TEST
06938 TEST PROCEDURES FOR MSC SIMULATED ZERO-G 10-13-72 EC S. N. MARTIN
DEPLOYMENT OF LARGE PAYLOAD MASSES FROM
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER PAYLOAD BAY
06939 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR SKYLAB PERSONAL 10-17-72 EC O. H. BARNETT
HYGIENE EQUIPMENT AND OFF-DUTY ACTIVITIES
EQUIPMENT06940 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR SKYLAB 28-DAY 10-17-72 EC J. H. BARNETT
CLOTHING MODULE AND CONTINGENCY CLOTHING MODULE |
06941 SHUTTLE ECLSS AND CREW EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 02-11-74 EC B. D. SEVIER J
PENALTY FOR MISSIONS WITH LARGER CREWS AND l
EXTENDED DURATION "o
06942 TEST PROCEDURE SKYLAB EMU PRESSURE INTEGRITY 10-27-72 EC E. HENSLEY
CHECK EVALUATION J. LEBLANC
C. THOMAS '_
06945 CREW SYSTEMS DIVISION ASTP PROGRAMPLAN 01-28-73 PA R. E. SMYLIE
06946 A STEADY STATE MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR CARBON 10-28-72 EC C. H. LIM ¢
DIOXIDE TRANSPORT IN A HYDROGENDEPOLARIZED !
CELL FOR SPACE STATION APPLICATION
08947 TEST REPORT FOR COMMANDMODULE C02 AND ODOR 04-11-73 EC
ABSORBER ELEMENT EXPOSURE TEST
06948 TEST PROCEDURE FOR APOLLO UNMANNED PLSS 11-01-72 EC E. HENSLEY /




1DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR($2 It_
06949 THERMAL DESIGN AND PERFORMANCEOF THE APOLLO 01-07-74 EC D.W. MnRROW
BLOCK II ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM RADIATORS t
08950 CHAMBER TEST PROCEDURE-SKYLAB CREW TRAINING 11-20-72 EC F. BURGETT
I
ALTITUDE TEST (SMEAT) J.D. MAYS _',
J. M. SKIPPER 1y
06951 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT-SHUTTLE 07-03-74 EC B.D. SEVIER
ORBITER ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND LIFE SUPPORT ,:
SYSTEM, EVA SYSTEM, AND THE PORTABLE OXYGEN
SYSTEM
06952 ASSEMBLY AND PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST 11-28-72 EC
PROCEDURESFOR THE SKYLAB ORBITER WORKSHOP J
FIREHOSE ASSEMBLY
06953 PRE-INSTALLATION ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN AND 12-05-72 EC
PROCEDURESFOR SKYLAB URINE COLLECTION TRANSFER
ASSEMBLY
06954 SKYLAB INTERFACE VERIFICATION MATRIX CSD GFE- 01-18-73 EC
TO-GFE'AND CSD GFE-TO-VEHICLE
06955 APOLLO UNMANNEDPLSS VERIFICATION TEST 12-05-72 EC O. R. TROMBLEY
06958 LIQUID COOLING GARMENT TUBING-56-DAY SKYLAB 12-15-72 EC J. W. MCBARRON &
FLUID COMPATIBILITY TEST PLAN AND PROCEDURE
06959 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER AIRLOCK CONFIGURATION 12-15-72 EC B. D. SEVIER
EVALUATION
06960 SKYLAB EMU PRESSURE INTEGRITY CHECK EVALUATION 09-05-73 EC J. LEBLANC
!
00961 APOLLO 17 CMP EVA TRAINING 01-09-73 EC J. D. MAYS
05962 APOLLO 17 EMU TRAINING PHASE Z 12-Z9-72 EC J. M. SKIPPER
06963 SKYLAB EMU ENGINEERING EVALUATION TEST 01-10-73 EC R. GRAFE .
REQUIREMENTS
06964 APOLLO/SOYUZ DOCKING SEAL ADHESION TEST 01-17-73 EC J. ESTEP
06966 ASTP ECLSS BREADBOARDTEST MANAGEMENTPLAN 05-03-73 EC !
06967 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR APOLLO/SKYLAB 02-05-73 EC
SURVIVIAL RUCKSACK KIT NO. 1
06968 TEST PRO_EDURE-SKYLAB EMU ENGINEERING 03-16-73 EC C. HESS t
EVALUATION TEST O. LEBLANC q
3. D. MAYS [
06969 SKYLAB LIFE RAFT MATERIALS TEST PLAN AND 02-28-73 EC , __
PROCEDURES _ 1




06971 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR THE SKYLAB OWS 03-Z8-73 EC _|
J
FIREHOSE ASSEMBLY !
06972 TEST REPORT-EXTRAVEHICULAR SUITED CREWMEN 03-20-73 EC M. CARSON
HANDLING AN 8500-POUND SHUTTLE PAYLOAD MOCKUP S. N. MARTIN
IN A SIMULATED WEIGH]LESSNESS ENVIRONMENT 1
06973 CHAMBER TEST PROCEDURES-SKYLAB METABOLIC 04-10-73 EC J. M. SKIPPER
ANALYZER MANNED EVALUATION AT ALTITUDE |






DOC. # TITLE DATE OP.__.RRAUTHOR(S) _ .'
06977 SHUTTLEFUNCTIONALINTERFACEREQUIREMENTS 12-18-74 EC B.D. SEVIER t
DOCUMENT-ENVIRONMENTALCONTROLAND LIFE !
SUPPORTSYSTEM(ECLSS), EVA EQUIPMENT, 'l
AND CREWPROVISIONSTO PAYLOAD
06979 CREWSYSTEMSDIVISION APOLLO/SOYUZTEST 08-13-73 EC D. PERRY
PROJECTCONFIGURATIONMANAGEMENTPLAN
06981 SKYLABWATERCHARGINGCONSOLEASSEMBLY 06-08-73 EC R. M. BERNARDIN .:
MAINTENANCEANDSERVICING INSTRUCTIONS
06982 SKYLABSL-3 CREWTRAINING TEST PEQUIREMENTS 06-07 73 EC D. PRICE
06983 TEST P,ROCEDURE-SKYLAB3 CREWTRAINING 06-12-73 EC C. HESS
J. LEBLANC
J. MAYS
06985 ASTP DM'BREADBOARDMANNEDALTITUDE TEST 08-15-73 EC H. BATTAGLIA
PROCEDURE E. HENSLEY
J. SKIPPER
06986 CREWSYSTEMSDIVISION APOLLO/SOYUZTEST PRO- 08-27-73 EC J. L. SHONE
JECT SYSTEMSAFETYPROGRAMPLAN, PHASE2 i'
06987 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORTFORDIGITAL 07-03-73 EC J. H. BARNETT (.MULTIMETERKIT
06988 SUMMARYTEST REPORT-SKYLABEMUENGINEERING 08-16-73 EC G. FLAHERTY
EVALUATION
06989 CHAMBERTEST PROCEDURES-SKYLABIV MEDICAL 07-17-73 EC E. HENSLEY
TEST, MANNEDEVALUATIONAT ALTITUDE J.M. SKIPPER
C. R. THOMAS
#
06990 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORTFORSKYLAB 07-23-73 EC J. H. BARNETT
GYROSTABILIZEDIMAGE BINOCULAR KIT
06991 ASTP RELIABILITY PLAN FOR CSD HARDWARE, 06-24-73 EC R. H, STEELE
PHASE 2
06992 CREWSYSTEMSDIVISION APOLLO/SOYUZTEST 11-09-73 EC C. E. VETTER
PROJECT QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM PLAN,
PHASE2
06993 APOLLO/SOYUZTEST PROJECTMASTERAUTHORIZED 11-02-73 EC D. A. PERRY
CHANGERECORD
06994 DOCKING MODULE/SOYUZ ENGINEERING EVALUATIO' 01-03-74 EC F. BURGETT
TEST J. LEBLANC !
O. NAYS
06995 ASTP DOCKINGMODULEBREADBOARDTEST REPORT 01-03-74 EC J. M. SKIPPER
06996 SKYLABMETABOLICANALYZEREVALUATIONAT 01-18-74 EC O.M. SKIPPER w
ALTITUDE
06997 CREWSYSTEMSDIVISION SPACESHUTTLEPROGRAM 03-01-76 EC D. M. PERRY
CREW RELATED GFE CONTRACTORS CONFIGURATION
MANAGEMENT MANUAL (REV, A)
06998 ASTP DOCKINGMODULECREWTRAINING MANNED 07-02-74 EC J. NAYS
ALTITUDE TEST i
06999 SPACE SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 08-14-75 EC D.M. PERRY
P AN
07000 BIBLIOGRAPHYOF SOURCE DATA FOR THE SPACE 08-Z8-75 LP F. D. GOODSON
SHUTTLE PAYLOADS COORDINATION ACTIVITY (REV. F)
07001 APOL'.OJ MISSION EMU THERMAL VACUUM QUALIFICA- 04-28-72 •




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
07002 APOLLO17 DESCENTTARGETINGERRORS 06-12-72 FM
(IN-72-FM-144) 1
07004 SPACESHUTTLEFUNCTIONALSIMULATION 04-03-72 EG '
DEVELOPMENTPLAN !
07005 ATTACHEDREMOTEMANIPULATORSYSTEM 02-28-72 EW /
TECHNOLOGYPLAN
07006 PHASE2 VERIFICATION OF CSM P20 UNIVERSAL 05-02-72 EG A. J. SEGRETO
TRACKING(SKYLARK048) A. J. SNYGG -
07007 APOLLO16 30-DAY FAILURE ANDANOMALYLISTING 05-28-72
REPORT
07009 ATTACHEDMANIPULATORSYSTEMSIMULATION PLAN 03-28-72 EW
07011 A MODELFORSIMULATING SKYLABPROPELLANT 08"13-72 FM
SUPPLYSUBSYSTEMRECHARGEOPERATIONS
(IN-72-FM-145)
07013 DATA PROCESSINGMANUALFORTHE EARTHOBSER- 01-28-73 FD
VATIONS AIRCRAFTPROGRAM(REV. 1) t
07014 ASSESSMENTOF DATA PROCESSINGREQUIREMENTS 08-28-72 FD
FORSKYLABEARTHRESOURCESEXPERIMENTS
PACKAGE,PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORPROGRAM
07018 C-5 COST, SCHEDULE,TECHNICALCHARACTERISTICS 11-17-72
STUDY-MANAGEMENTSUMMARY
07019 PRELIMINARYANALYSISOF ORBITER/TANK 06-02-72 FM
ATMOSPHERICSEPARATION(IN-72-FM-146)
07021 SOLAR ECLIPSE AS SEEN ON THE lRANSLUNARPHASE 08-08-72 FM
OF THE APOLLO17 MISSION (IN-72-FM-147)
07022 APOLLO18 RENDEZVOUSNAVIGATION (IN-72-FM-148) 06-20-72 FM
07023 MEDICALOPERATIONSPLAN FORSKYLABMEDICAL DD
EXPERIMENTSALTITUDE TEST
07025 PROPOSEDUNIFIED FIELD DESIGNATIONSYSTEM 08-02-72 FM
FORERIPS (IN-72-FM-149)
07026 MPADSOFTWAREDEVELOPMENTPLANS-SKYLABRTCC 06-08-72 FM E.J. KENYON _.
AND MOPS(IN-72-FM-150) W.A. SULLIVAN
07031 SKYLABSATURNWORKSHOPSYSTEMSHANDBOOK 04-10-73 FC
(REV. A) .
07032 APOLLO 16 MISSION ANOMALYREPORTNO. 1- 11-28-72 PA _ ,i
OXIDIZER DESERVICINGTANK FAILURE (REV. A) _,
07033 SPACEVEHICLE DYNAMICSSIMULATION PROGRAM 08-20-72 FM _
(IN-72-FM-152) 't_
07034 CANDIDATEORBITALMISSION FORFIRST MANNED 06-20-72 FM
VERTICAL FLIGHT TEST OF THE SPACESHUTTLE
(IN-72-FM-153)
07037 MEANAND COVARIANCEMATRI'_ ESTIMATION FROM 07-05-72 FM
TEST FIELD DATA (IN-72-FM-154) ,
07038 SKYLABBATTERYINCIDENT INVESTIGATION 06-09-72 D, R, SAO_iE
D. B. TRAHAN
07039 SKYLABHYDROGENONPROPULSIVEVENT EVALUATION 0§-28-72 EP






DOC._ TITLE DATE OP._RR AUTHOR(S)
07043 DELCHEM 2303C NEUTRALIZER EVALUATION 08-03-72 EP G.S. CRITTENDON . t
I
07044 ASCENT CONTROL CAPABILITY OF A PARALLEL BURN 08-16-72 FM :'
SRM SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION (IN-TZ-FM-15B)
07046 POST-FLIGHT ANALYSIS OF APOLLO 15 S-IVB IMPACT 07-05-72 FM
NAVIGATION (IN-72-FM-157)
07040 SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE SKYLAB GROUNDCONTROL 06-28-72 FM
MOMENTUMMANAGEMENTPROGRAMOF THE MISSION
OPERATIONS PLANNING SYSTEM (IN-72-FM-158)
07050 AN OPTIMAL SOLID ROCKET MOTOR THRUST PROFILE 06-16-72 FM
TO MINIMIZE 040A SHUTTLE GLOW (IN-72-FM-159)
07052 APOLLO 16 LUNAR LANDMARKTRACKING REAL-TIME 0U-26-72 FM
PROCESSING RESULTS (IN-72-FM-160)
07053 A MINIMUM SIZED SPACE SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION 06-28-72 FM
(IN-72-FM-161)
07054 POST-FLIGHT ANALYSIS OF APOLLO 15 CSM RCS 05-10-72 EG E. T. KUBIAN
LIMIT CYCLE BEHAVIOR IN LUNAR ORBIT K. L. LINDSAY _.
07055 SOLID STATE TRANSDUCER DEVELOPMENT 05-05-72 EG (
07056 PROJECT SPACE SHUTTLE LABORATORY AND VAN 01-28-72 EG J. M. LECHER
TESTING OF A CAROUSEL IV INERTIAL NAVIGATION
SYSTEM
07057 POST-BLACKOUT ENTRY GUIDANCE AND CONTROL 05-30-72 EG
ANALYSIS OF THE ORBITER SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE +
07058 A PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF THE FLIGHT CONTROL 05-28-72 EG
SYSTEM ENERGY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SUBSONIC
PORTION OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHT REGIME
07061 PROPULSION AND POWERDIVISION THERMOCHEMICAL 07-14-72 EP J. P. CkABB
TEST AREA SAFETY REVIEW REPORT
07062 MSC ACCIDENT EXPERIENCE SUMMARY FOR 1971 07-28-72
07063 DIRECT MODE DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF THE ASTRONAUT 07-10-72 FM
MANEUVERING RESEARCH VEHICLE (IN-72-FM-162)
07065 QUALIFICATION TEST PLAN AND PROCEDURE FOR THE 08-28-72 ND
LUNAR NEUTRON PROBE EXPERIMENT, VOLUME 1 !
07G66 PRE-INSTALLATION ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE FOR 08-28-72 ND W.L. YOUNG
LUNAR NEUTRON PROBE EXPERIMENT, VOLUME 2
07067 A COMPUTERIZED TECHNIQUE FOR OBTAINING ORDINAL 07-10-72 FM i
PRIORITIES OF EXPERIMENTS FROM SUBJECTIVE $
EVALUATIONS BY COGNIZANT SCIENTISTS
(IN-72-FM-151)
07068 VIEWS FROM THE WARDROOM WINDOW FOR SKYLAB 06-29-72 FM
MISSION PLANNING SIMULATION SUPPORT
(IN-72-FM-163) i
07069 ABORT CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT OF A PARALLEL 07-06-72 FM
BURN SRM SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION (IN-72-FM-184) i07070 ANALYSIS OF SHUTTLE ORBITER FERRY METHODS 06-26-72 FC
07071 COMPARISON OF TRIAD AND DODECAHEDRONSTRAPDOWN 07-17-72 FM ,m
ERROR MODELS (IN-72-FM-165)





_ ........... "15 ................... _ .,,,
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07077 JSC SKYLAB MISSION CONTINGENCY INVESTIGATION 04-28-73 KA
PLAN (REV. 1)
07078 APPLICATICN OF SEQUENTIAL FILTER TECHNIQUES 07-12-72 FM
TO THE MANAGEMENTOF REDUNDANT STRAPI)OWN
PLATFORMS (IN-72-FM-187) '_
07079 DATA PROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTION PLAN FOR SKY- 08-28-7Z FD
LAB MEDICAL EVALUATION ALTITUDE TEST (SMEAT)
07081 SKYLAB REFERENCE TRAJECTORY SIMULATOR DATA 07-10-72 FM
PACKAGE (IN-72-FM-168)
07083 DEVELOPMENT OF LOW-COST SPACE SHUTTLE THERMAL 08-Z8-73 R. C. THUSS
PROTECTIONMATERIALS IN BULK FORM
07084 DEVELOPMENT .OF LOW-COST SPACE SHUTTLE THERMAL 07-31-73
PROTECTION MATERIALS IN BULK FORM
07085 FIRST SKYLAB MISSION REFERENCE ATTITUDE AND 07-10-72 FM L. C. CONNELLY _
POINTING TIME LINE (IN-72-FM-189) C. R. HUNT
07086 EFFECTS OF VENTING ON THE SKYLAB CONTROL 07-26-72 FM
SYSTEM RESPONSE (IN-72-FM-170) Ii
1'07090 DIGITAL PROCESSORCONTROL OF ELECTRICAL POWER 06-23-72 EB S. C. NANCE
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM _
07091 HYPERGOLIC ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM LUBRICATING 07-29-72
OIL PHASE-SEPARATOR STUDY
07092 INERTIAL MEASUREMENTUNIT PERFORMANCE 04-18-73 FM
COMPARISON FOR A SHUTTLE ONE-REVOLUTION
MISSION (IN-72-FM-172)
07093 SHIP AND AIRCRAFT REQUIREMENTS IN SUPPORT OF 02-01-74 FC
FUTURE NASA MANNED SPACE FLIGHT RECOVERY
OPERATIONS
07097 VERIFICATION SUMMARYOF THE NOMINAL MOTION 06-16-72 EG R.L. HAKEN
PROGRAMOF THE FLEXIBLE SPACECRAFT SIMULATION
07098 LABORATORY PHOTOTYPE FLASH EVAPORATOR 10-28-72 EC L. GADDIS
07099 A KALMAN FORMULATION FOR THE NEAP FILTER 07-18-72 FM
COVARIANCE MATRIX USING STATE NOISE EFFECTS
(IN-72-FM-174) ,_
07100 SPACE SHUTTLE PRESENTATIONS FOR THE NASA 07-31-72 _
SPACE SHUTTLE SORTIE SYMPOSIUM-WORKSHOPS
HELD AT THE GODDARDSPACE FLIGHT CENTER ,
07101 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOGING 07-28-72 TF _
AND INDEXING REPORT-MISSION 196, SITES 239,
208, 299
07102 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAM ERTS 06-26-72 TF
OF PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND, SITE 314
07103 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAM ERTS 08-28-72 CH W. DAVIDSON
PROJECT 013 SUPPORT PLAN-CROP IDENTIFICA-
TION AND ACREAGE MEASUREMENT
07104 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMERTS 06-28-72 FC G. HRABAL
PROJECT 110-2-3-4-14 SUPPORT PLAN-APPLICATION
OF ERTS-A IMAGERY TO RESOURCE IDENTIFICATION
AND INVENTORY IN ALASKA
07105 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMERTS 06-28-72 TF
PROJECT 110-12 SUPPORT PLAN-MAPPING OF




DOC,_ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
07108 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMERTS 0B-28-72 TF
PROJECT 110-3 SUPPORT PLAN-GLACIOLOGICAL
AND VOLCANOLOGICAL STUDIES OF WRANGELL
MOUNTAINS
07107 PROJECT 593 SUPPORT PLAN FOR ERTS- 07-18-72 FC
APPLICATION OF ENHANCED ERTS-A IMAGERY
TO COASTAL POLLUTION TEST SITE 308,
PUGET SOUND
07108 PROJECT 110-14 SUPPORT PLAN FOR ERTS- 06-28-72 FC G. HRABAL
FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR LOCATING ALASKAN
ARCHEOLOGICAL VILLAGE SITES
07109 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 07-12-72 FC J. MCCAULLEY
SUPPORT PLAN FOR M25-ENGINEERING EVALUATION
FLIGHT TEST 001
07110 PROJECT 273 SUPPORT PLAN FOR ERTS-CENSUS 07-28-72 FC
CITIES/URBAN CHANGE DETECTION
07111 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCPAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 07-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 187,
TEST SITES 187, 204, 206, 215, 224, 293
07112 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMERTS PRO- 07-28-72 FC F. HEWMAN I
JECT 102 SUPPORT PLAN-A STUDY OF MARINE EN-
VIRONMENT OF THE NORTHERN GULF OF CALIFORNIA
07113 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMERTS PRO- 07-28-72 FC W. DAVIDSON
JECT 183 SUPPORT PLAN-MONITORING CHANGING
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES ALONG THE TEXAS GULF
COAST
07114 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMERTS 07-28-72 FC 3. C. LINDEMANN
PROJECT 139 SUPPORT PLAN-APPLICATION OF
ERTS OBTAINED IMAGERY TO AGRICULTURE/FORESTRY
07115 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMERTS 00-28-72 CH G. HRABAL
PROJECT 025 SUPPORT PLAN- THE CIRCULATION
OF THE COOK INLET, ALASKA, TEST SITE 314
07116 EVALUATION OF ERTS IMAGERY FOR MAPPING AND 06-28-72 FC G. HRABAL
DETECTION OF CHANGES OF SNOW COVER ON LAND
AND ON GLACIERS
07117 ERTS PROJECT 6BT-EFFECTIVE USE OF MULTISENSOR 05-28-72 FC R. BLILIE
DATA IN THE GREAT PLAINS CORRIDOR
07118 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 07-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 326,
TEST SITES 95, 98, 102, 103, 104
07119 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMERTS 07-28-72 FC J. LINDEMANN _"
PROJECT 281/282 SUPPORT PLAN-HYDRODYNAMIC
ACTIONS AND DELINEATION OF SUSPENDED SEDI-
MENT CONCENTRATIONS, CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION
07120 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT FC T. BARROW
020 SUPPORT PLAN-SOIL NAPPING/MANAGEMENT IN
NEBRASKA SAND HILLS TEST SITE
07121 PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR ERTS PROJECT 11g-TEST 05-28-72 FC R. BLILIE
SITE 255, NORTH HIGH PLAINS, SOUTH DAKOTA
07122 IMAGE ENHANCEMENTAND ADVANCED INFORMATION FC R. BLILIE
EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES PROPOSAL TO USE ERTS




DOC,# T_T_ DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
07123 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 07-28-72 TF
ZNG AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 195,
( TEST SITES 208, 209 t"
07124 EARTHOBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 07-28-72 TF ]:
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 40,
TEST SITTS 00, 102. 103, 104, 132, 133, 134,
137
07125 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 07-26-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 41,
TEST SITE 128
07126 EARTH OBSERVATIOHS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROOECT 07-28-72 FC W. DAVIDSON
208 ERTS SUPPORT PLAN-APPLICATION OF REMOTE
SENSING TO SELEC',ED BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
PROJECTS
07127 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 07-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 20,
SITE 06
07129 EARTH OGSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 07-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 38,
TEST SITES 80, 175 I
07130 INTERDISCIPLINARY ANALYSIS OF ERTS DATA FOR 0)-28-72 FC R. ROWLEY [
COLORADO MOUNTAIN ENVIRONMENTS USING AUTOMATIC
DATA PROCESSING TECHNIOUES !
07131 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 07-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING REPORT MISSION-MISSION 26o
TEST SITE 128 )
07132 EAQTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 07-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 37,
TEST SITE 128
07133 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 07-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 32,
TEST SITES 11, 75
07134 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 07-20-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 22,
TEST SITES 87, 175
07135 ERTS PROJECT Z40-GULF OF MEXICO 07-28-72 FC J. WEBER _
07136 PRIVJCIPAL SOURCES AND DISPERSAL PATTERNS OF 08-15-72 FC F. NEk_4AN _
k
_USPENDED PARTICULATE MATTER IN NEAR-SHORE
SURFACE WATERS OF THE NORTHEAST PACIFIC OCEAN
AND THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS _
07137 MARYLAND GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF GEOLOGY, MINERAL, FC O. WEBER _ 1
AND MATER RESOURCES _..
_k
07138 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT tSUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT-TEST SITE 239, lLAKE ONTARIO07130 REMOTE SENSING IN IOWA AGRICULTURE 07-27-72 FC F. NEMMAN ,07140 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 00-20-72 TFING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 55,
TEST SITES 7. 46, 56, 158
07141 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 06-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSIr'I REPORT-MISSION 52, '_
TEST SITE 144





DOC.# TITLE DATE OPR AVTHOR(S)
#
07143 SYSTEM FOR APPRAISING CHANGES IN CONTINENTAL FC J. WEBER "
MIGRATORY BIRD HABITAT I
07144 PROPOSAL TO USE ERTS IMAGERY FOR THE STUDY OF FC J. WEBER :_
RECREATIONAL LAND USE AND OPEN SPACE
07145 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT CH J. WEBER
SUPPORT PLAN PROJEC" T_P SITE 176
07146 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT SUP- CH J. WEBER
PORT PLAN FOR EASTERN FLOOD DAMAGE ASSESSMENT
07147 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT CH J. WEBER ,
132 SUPPORT PLAN-TEST SITE 296
07148 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOGING 08-28-72 TF
AND INDEXING REPORT-LOCAL SUPPORT FLIGHT 8,
TEST SITE 207
07140 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 08-28-72 CH R. BLILIE
SUPPORT PLAN FOR ERTS PROJECT 173
07151 WORKING PAPER, PROJECT SPACE SHUTTLE-FLYING 12-15-73 EG D. W. GILBERT
QUALITIES REQUIREMENTS FOR FHE ORBITER C. T. HACKLER
UTILIZING CLOSED-LOOP, FLY-BY-WIRE CONTPlOL W. J. KLINAR
RESPONSE PARAMETERS (REV. 1) (
07152 ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION REPORT OF THE WATER 04-28-72 EP
IMMERSION FACILITY BATTERY BOX EXPLOSION
07153 APOLLO 15 AND 18 RENDEZVOUS RADAR AND VHF 07-18-72 FM
SENSOR PERFORMANCE (IN-72-FM-175)
#
07155 DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR THE SPACE VEHICLE DYNAMIC 07-06-72 FM
SIMULATION (IN-72-FM-176)
07157 KALMAN AND BAYESIAN GAIN MATRICES CONSIDERING 07-21-72 FM
MEASUREMENTUNDERWEIGHTING AND STATE NOISE
(IN-7Z-FM-178) F
07159 MANUALLY FLOWN FINAL APPROACHPATHS FOR THE 07-Z6-72 FM
DELTA-WING ORBITER, PRELIMINARY SIMULATION
RESULTS (IN-72-FM-177)
07160 THIRD TOPICAL REPORT-DESIGN SUPPORT, MAJOR 09-28-72 EP
HARDWARE, AND SYSTEM LEVEL TESTING
L
07161 DESIGN DATA HANDBOOKFOR FLEXIBLE SOLAR 03-28-73 EP O. J, PARQUET
ARRAY SYSTEMS
07163 SPACE STATION SOLAR ARRAY TECHNOLOGY 02-28-73 EP F. V. BISCHOF ;
EVALUATION, FINAL REPORT i
07184 SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLE SYSTEMS HANDBOOK SL-1 12-ZB-7Z
07165 STAR AVAILABILITY FOR STELLAR ALINEMENT WITH 06-02-72 EG
THE SPACE SHUTTLE MULTIMODE OPTICAL SENSOR
-p
07168 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR GN&C DISPLAYS AND 08-30-72 EG )
CONTROLS
07167 AN EVALUATION OF MINIMUM ACCEPTABILITY BARE 08-30-72 EG A. J. LEGENDRE ]
AIRFRAME HANDLING QUALITIES FOR THE UNPOMERED l
ORBITER APPROACH AND LANDING m
07188 A GENERALIZED VEHICLE SCHEDULING ALGORITHM 07-19-72 FM R.L. BRUTON
USING INTEGER-VALUED DYNAMIC PROGRAPO4ING --
(IN-72-FM-180)
07169 A'ALYSIS OF GYROCOMPASSALINEMENT FOR GINBAL 07-21-72 FM |





DOC, W T_TLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
07170 VIEWS OF THE SOLAR ECLIPSE FROM THE SATURN 07-20-72 FM A.N. LONOE _
WORKSHOPDURING THE SKYLAB MISSION R.H. MOORE I,t (IN-72-FM-182)
07181 RESCUE MISSION REFERENCE TRAJECTORY 00-02-7_ FM 5
(IN°72-FM'168)
07187 AN ANALYTICAL EXAMINATION OF CONSTANT 07-18 72 FM
EQUIVALENT AIRSPEED GLIDING SUBSONIC
FLIGHT (IN-72-FM-183)
07188 APOLLO 18 ENTRY POST-FLIGHT ANALYSIS 07-Z0-;Z FM J.C. HARPOLD
(IN-72-FM-104)
07100 ERROR AND REDUNDANCYMANAGEMENTEQUATIONS FOR 07-31-72 FM
A DODECAHEDRONGUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION SYSTEM
(%N-72-FM-188)
07101 SKYLAB FINAL FLIGHT MISSION RULES, PARTS 1-2 03-01-73 FA
07104 MAJOR TEST ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE ENGINEERING 02"O0°73 EA
AND DEVELOPMENT DIRECTORATE, 1970-1071
07100 SKYLAB PROGRAMDESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW 00-15-72
VOLUME 2-SKYLAB MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS
07107 SPACECRAFT OPERATIONAL TRAJECTORY, APOLLO 17 08-18"72 FM
LAUNCH, DECEMBER6, 1072 (IN-72-FM'187)
VOL. 1 - MISSION PROFILE
VOL. 2 - TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS
07108 SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLE SYSTEMS HANDBOOKSL'2, 12-28"72
3, AND 4
07199 USER'S GUIDE AND SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION FOR 08-04-72 FM
THE ALGORITHM SIMULATION TEST AND EVALUATION
PROGRAM (IN-72-FM-188)
07200 GFE AND EXPERIMENTS REQUIREMENTS REPORT FOR 03-19-73 KW
KSC REQUIREMENTS AND DELIVERY DATA-SKYLAB
FLIGHT EQUIPMENT SHORTAGE LISTS
07202 TURNOVER STATUS REPORT FOR FLIGHT HARDWARE 05-15-72 KW
SKYLAB EARTH TERRAIN CAMERA EXPERIMENT $1000
07203 LUNAR SEISMIC PROFILING EXPERIMENT SAFETY 08-26-72 ED
PROGRAM
07204 FINAL MANNED SKYLAB LAUNCH ABORT MISSION 08-18-72 FC
TECHNIQUES
07205 TEST REPORT-CHAMBERA, V-I CONTAMINATION 05-28-72
MEASUREMENT TEST _
07206 CLOSED FORM ENTRY GUIO'e'E LOG;C FOR THE 07-28-72 FM _
HIGH CROSS-RANGE ORBITEN (IN-T2-FM-189)
072¢0 ELEVON HINGE MOMENTAND POkieR REQUIREMENTS 07-31-72 [G _ '
FOR A SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE _
07200 A PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF 040A ORBITER 08-_0-72 EG
PAD ABORTS _ !
07210 HANDBOOK OF PILOT OPERATIONAL EQUIPMENT FOR 08-28-73 CD
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
07212 qERYLLIUM RCS ENGINE TEST 08-18-72 EP "
07213 LUNAR SURFACE ULTRAVIOLET CAMERA BATTERY TEST 00-_5-72 EP
07214 EFFECT OF HIGH VACUUMON THE CUTTING ABILITY 08-17-72 _o L. J. PRICEOF LINEAR SHAPED CHARGE ._
135
1990007273-137
_ m , l ....... _ ......... m_ae
t
ooc. m TITLE PATE ;2R AUTHOR(S) _
07216 P&FS-2 LIFETIME POST-MORTEM (IN-72-FM-170) 00-11-72 FM J.N. ENGEL
W. R. VOLLENHAUPT
0721g PREPRINT OF PAPERS FOR THE SEVENTH AI_ROSPACE 11-28-72 EA G.G. HERZL
MECHANISMS SYMPOSIUM HELD AT NASA/MSI:, W.F. ROGERS
SEPTEMBER 7-8. 1072 G. RYSAVY
07220 FINAL SKYLAB POINTING CONTROL MISSION 10-11-72 FC
TECHNIQUES
07221 FIRE SL!ORESSION SYSTEM TEST CHAMBER E, TEST 07-28-72 EL
NO. 55-B-71
07222 NAVIGATION SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS 07-10-73 FM
(IN-7Z-FM-190) (REV. 1)
07224 PRELIMINARY SHUTTLE ORBITER ABORT STUDY USING 08-07-72 FM
SOLID ROCKET MOTORS (IN-72oFM-Ig2)
07228 SKYLAB RENDEZVOUS PROCEDURESCONCERNI_'G NCC/ 08-08-72 FM P. SHANIJAHAN
NSR MANEUVER SELECTION (IN-72-FM-193)
07227 COMPUTER-AIDED METAL-OXIDE SEMICONDUCTOR CIR- 08-01-72 EB W.a. MCGRADY
CUIT ANALYSIS USING SCEPTRE-SYSTEM FOR CIRCUIT
EVALUATION AND PREDICTION OF TRANSIENT RADIA-
TION EFFECTS
07230 APOI.LO 16 MISSION REPORT (MULTIPLE SUPPLEMENTS) 08-28-.74 BT
07233 SHUTTLE HYDROGEN/OXYGENTANK DISPOSAL FOR 08-23-72 FM
INSERTIONS INTO VARIOUS ALTITUDE ORBITS
(IN-77-FM-194) I
07235 SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE SIZING WITH MAXIMUM 08-15-72 FM 1. L. JOHNSON
DYNAMIC PRESSURE CONSTRAINT INCLUDED
(IN-72-FM-196)
07236 THE STAGING DYNAMICS OF A PROPOSED SPACE 10-28-72
SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION
07238 A REPRESENTATIVE REENTRY AND LANDING TRAJECTORY 08-17-72 FM J, H. ALPHTN
FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE ORBTTER (IN-72-FM-197) J.W. TOLIN
07239 EXPERIMENTS EVALUATING COMPLIANCE AND FORCE 08-28-72 EW O.A. KUGATH
FEEDBACK EFFECTS ON MANIPULATOR PERFORMANCE
07241 APOLLO 16 NAVIGATION RESULTS (IN-72-FM-198) 09-13-72 FM
07242 EXPANSION AND REFINEMENT OF TIME ESTIMATING 08-28-72 gT |
RELATIONSHIPS FOR ADVANCED PROGRAMS
07243 APOLLO 17 POST-TEI VIEWS OF THE MOON 08-1S-72 FM A. N. LUNDE |
(IN-72-FM-199)
07244 QUICK-LOOK REPORT FOR AIRCRAFT SENSOR 08-18-72 FM B. O. MCCAFFETY
SYSTEMS (IN-72-FM-Z00)
07247 APOLLO 15 INDEX OF MAPPING CAJ4EPAAND 01-20-72 TF
PANORAMIC CAMERA PHOTOGRAPHS
07249 APOLLO 15 INDEX OF 16144 FILM STRIPS 0_-28-72
07252 APOLLO |6 INDEX OF 701414PHOTOGRAPHS 11-28-72 TF
AND 181414FILM STRIPS
072S3 PERFORMANCEANALYSIS OF 049A/SAM SHUTTLE 09-0S-72 FM 1. L. JOHNSON
(dupl, m) FOR MINIMUM GLOW (IN-72-FM-202) J, L. KAMM
07253 PRE- AND POST-UPDATE MEASUktMENT RESIDUAL 08-30-7.
(dupl. I) STATISTICS (IN-72-FM-l_I)
07254 TEPHEM TABLE FOR SKYLAB (IN-72-FM-203) 08-21,72 FM B.F. COCERELL
136
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DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR[S)
07256 BASIC CONCEPTS OF SIGNATURE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 08-25-72 FM R. STOKES
(IN-72-FM-204) _'
07259 RATE GYRO MODE DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF THE ASIRONAUT 08-28"72 FM T.B. MURTAGH '
MANEUVERING RESEARCH VEHICLE (IN-72-F_-205)
07260 THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF THE MALAKER MARK XV 0i-28-73 EP
MINIATURE STIRLING-CYCLE REFRIGERATOR
07262 EVALUATION OF FAILURE EFFECTS AND RECOVERY FROM 08-31-72 EG
HARDOVER ELEVATOR FAILURES
07264 SKYLAB SIMULATOR ATMDC RESET DAIA FOR REFERENCE 08-30-72 FM G.L. STIMMEL
TRAJECTORY (IN-72-FM-Z07)
07265 PROGRAMNOTES FOR SKYLAB CMC FLIGItT PROGRAM 07-28-73 FS
SKYLARK 48 (REV. 2)
07267 STAR AVAILABILITY FOR DOCKED LM IMU ALINEMENT 09-01-72 FM
DURING APOLLO 17 (IN-72-FM-208)
07268 SPACE SYSTEMS OPERATIONAL DESIGN CRITERIA MANUAL 08-01-72 FC J. COMMONSENSE
07210 REDUNDANT FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM BREADBOARD 05-28-72 EG
DESIGN REPORT
07271 OPERATIONAL TRAJECTORY SIMULATOR DATA PACKAGE 09-07-72 FM
FOR APOLLO 17 (IN-72-FM-209) (MULTIPLE
SUPPLEMENTS AND VOLUMES)
07273 MODIFICATIONS TO ERIPS REQUIREMENTS TO REDUCE 02-06-73 FM G. AUSTIN
COMPUTATION TIME AND STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
07274 COMMAND/SERVICE MODULE SYSTEMS HANDBOOK-CSM 114 08-23-72 FC A.N. LUNDE
07275 VIEWS THROUGH THE SIX LM AOT DETENT POSITIONS 08-29-72 FM
FOR THE DOCKED IMU ALINEMENT DURING APOLLO 17
(IN-72-FM-211)
07276 PLANETARY SIGHTING VECTORS FOR APOLLO 17 CREW 09-18-72 FM
CHARTS (IN-72-FM-212)
07278 HIGH THRESHOLD MOS PROCESSING FOR SPACE SHUTTLE 08-25-72 EB
APPLICATIONS
07279 NAVIGATION ERRORS USING VARIOUS NAVIGATION AIDS 09-12-72 FM
DURING A SPACE SHUTTLE REENTRY AND LANDING _
(IN-72-FM-213)
07280 SKYLAB VIDEO DOCUMENTATION PROJECT TEST REPORT- 08-28-72 T.L. CARROLL
TFLEVISION SCENE DEVELOPMENT
07282 LEVEL 6 VERIFICATION OF THE MIT/CSDL SKYLARK 09-13-72 =M _ _
ENTRY GUIDANCE PROGRAMS(IN-72-FM-215)
-,
07283 AUTOMATIC MODAL TUNING AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM 12-28-72 E, J, JUNG ,,
HANDBOOK(3 VOLUMES) R, A. SALYER
B. L. STEPHENS
07285 TEST REPORT APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGYSATELLITE 08-28-72 EL '
PARABOLIC REFLECTOR SUBSYSTEM TEST _ '
07288 DESIGN CERTIFICATIO_ REVIEW-SKYLAB FOOD SYSTEM 08-18-72 KA
07289 DESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW-HEATING/SERVING TRAY 08-18-72 KA 4
07292 FINAL SKYLAB ATTITUDE REFERENCE I_ITIALIZATION I0-06-72 FC
MISSION TECHNIQUES
07293 EFFECTS OF BU,IrD OBSTACLES ON PENETRATION 11-28-72 L.H. CARRASCO _ |.




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) "!
!
07205 VERIFICATION OF SKYLARKI LEVEL B TESTING FOR 11-13-72 FM
NAVIGATIONANDALINEMENTS(IN-72-FM-216)
07296 CISLUNARONBOARDNAVIGATIONDATA FORAPOLLO 09-12-72 FM
17 LAUNCHDECEMBER6, 1972 (IN-72-FM-217)
07297 ORBITER040q SENSITIVITY TO STATIC MARGIN, 08-15-72 EX R.L. BARTON
PAYLOADPOSITION, AND FUSELAGECG D.L. EICHBLATT
07299 TEST REPORTCOMMANDSERVICEMODULE2TV-2 11-28-72 EL
THERMALVACUUMTESTS
07301 EARTHOBSE,,VATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOg- 08-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION
BENDIX 6B, SITE 240
07302 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 08-10-72 TF
SUPPORTPLAN FOR SRT PROJECT12Z-ENGINEERING
GEOLOGYDESIGN INVESTIGATIONS
07303 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 08-10-72 TF
SUPPORTPLAN FOR ERTSPROJECT050-EVALUATION
ANDCOMPARISONOF ERTS-A MEASUREMENTS
07304 EARTHOBSERVATIOIJSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 09-28-72 TF
SUPPORTPLAN FORERTS PROJECT081
07305 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 09-28-72
SUPPORTPLAN FORERTS PROJECT114
07306 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 11-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION62,
SITES 32, 132, 133, 134, 137
07307 EART" OBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 09-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION57,
SITES 146, 158
07308 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAMCATALOG- 10-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION47,
SITES 93, 143
0v309 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAMCATALOG- 08-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION61,
SITES 76, 79, 85, 129, 141
07310 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAMSUPPORT 12-28-72 TF
PLAN-AIRCRAFTVISIBLE LASEROPTICAL
COMMUNICATIONS, ADVANCED APPLICATIONS FLIGHT
07311 S191 PHOTO IMAGERY ACQUISITION016 FC R. JACOBS ,:
07312 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAMPROJECT 12-28-72 TF
SUPPORTPLAN FOR TEST SITE 239, LAKE ONTARIO
07313 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECt 12-28"72 TF
SUPPORTPLAN FOR ERTSPROJECTOZB-GEOLOGIC,
MINERAL, ANDWATERRESOURCESINVESTIGATION
07314 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 08-22-72 TF
SUPPORTPLAN FORSRT PROJECT112-HYDROLOGIC
STUDIES OF SAN ANTONIO BAY, SITE 112
07315 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 09-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION42,
SITES ST, HELENSGLACIER, 130
07316 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAMCATALOG- 09-28-72 TF





DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
07317 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 0g-zc-7z TF _'iINGANDINDEXINGMISSIONREPORT-MISSION43.SITES14,29,lo,, 1.
)7
07318 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 0g-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION44, ,_
SITES 2, 51, 52, 154
07319 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 08-25-72 TF
SUPPORTPLAN FORERTS PROJECT434-ANALYSIS
OF ERTS IMAGERYOF WYOMING
07320 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 09-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION35,
SITE 32
07321 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 09-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORTMISSION 34,
SITES 46, gg, 128, 138
07323 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 09-28-72 TC
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION197,
SITES 29, 175, 177, 271, 275
k.
07324 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 09-28-72 L. BALLINGER
REPORT-MISSION200, SITES 175, 190 ($
07325 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 09-28-/2 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 43M,
SITE 277
07326 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 0g-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT MISSION 42M, (
SITE 277
07327 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 09-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 48M,
SITE 277
07328 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 11-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION67
SITES 145, 146, 147, 165
0732g EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 09-23-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 53M,
SITE 217
07330 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 09-28-72 TF _.
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 51M,SITE 175
07331 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 09-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 73 _
SITES 20, 27, 48, 72, 130, 157
07333 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAM CATALOG- 10-28-72 TF '
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION Ig4, <
SITES128,253
07334 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 08-30-72 TF ,
SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT O91-SITE
32o
/
07335 ERTS PROJECT304-NEW JERSEY TIDELANDOCEAN 09-28-72 FC J. LINDEMAN • t
CURRENTDATA _ -
07336 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 12-28-72 TF
SUPPORTPLAN FORSRT PROJECTOg2-SITE 175
07337 EARTHOBSERVAFIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 09-28-72 TF
SUPPORTPLAN FOR ERTS PROJECT347-SITE 175
139
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DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
07338 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAMPROJECT FC H. WEYER ;
SUPPORTPLAN FORERTS PROJECT228-INVENTORY
OF FORESTAND RANGELANDRESOURCES ' '_
07339 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAMPROJECT 0B-28-72 TF
SUPPORTPLAN FORERTS PROJECT049-SITE 250,
WABASHRIVER BASIN
07340 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAMCATALOG- 10-28-72 TFING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION199,
SITES 198, 287, 293, 300, 302, 309
07341 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAMCATALOG- 10-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION85,
SITES 128, 132. 155, 162, 163, AND 184
07342 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAMCATALOG- 09-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION77,
SITES 44, 76, 148
07343 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAMCATALOG- 10-28-72 TF J
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION72,
SITES 41, 44. 128. 167
07344 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAMCATALOG- 11-2B-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION27.
SITE 32
07345 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAMCATALOG- 09-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION28,
SITES 24, 114, 130
07346 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAMCATALOG- 09-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION29,
SITES 40, 130
07347 EARTHOBSEkVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAMCATALOG- 11-28-7_ TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION30,
SITES 3, 19, 20, 52, 135
07348 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAMCATALOG- 09-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION31,
SITE 43
07349 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAMCAT_LOG- 09-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION33,
SITES 114
07350 SPACETUG GEOSYNCHRONOUSEQUATORIALMISSION 09-13-72 FM
DESIGN (IN-72-FM-218) =
07351 VIEWS FROMTHE SPACECRAFTDURINGTHE FLIGHT 09-18-72 FM
OF APOLLO17 (IN-72-FM-219)
07354 OPERATIONALCONSUMABLESANALYSIS, APOLLO17 11-21-72 FM _.
(IN-72-FM-221)
VOL. 1 - ECS AND EPS ANALYSIS
VOL. 2 - PROPELLANTSYSTEMS
07355 PRE-DELIVERYACCEPTANCEPLAN ANDPROCEDURE- 02-06-73 JN
SKYLABIODINE TABLETPACKAGE
07356 INVESTIGATIONOF CRACKS IN INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 08-25-72
CERAMICDUAL IN-LINE PACKAGEIN SKYLAB
ELECTRONIC HARDWARE
07357 P23 TRANSLUNARSIGHTING SCHEDULEFOR 10-03-72 FM
APOLLO17 (IN-72-FM-222) I$




IDOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) i_ _''
07359 A CLOSEDFORMOPTIMAL SOLUTIONFORMINIMIZA- 09-12-72 FM °_ ;
TION OF REENTRYHEATING (ZN-72-FM-224) _ ,[
07360 ALTERNATEMISSIONS, APOLLO17 (IN-72-FM-225) 10-10"72 FM _
,
07361 APOLLO17 MISSION EVALUATIONPLAN (REV. A) 11-28-72 PA
07362 TEST PLAN FORTHE REMOTEMANIPULATORSYSTEM 08-08-72 EG
VISUAL SIMULATION
07363 ORBITERANDCSM/SALYUTMANUALDOCKING 05-22-72 EG
SIMULATION
07364 A SURVEYOF ANALYTICALORBIT COMPUTATION 11-06-72 FM
OF NEAR-EARTHANDSYNCHRONOUSATELLITES
(IN-72-FM-226)
07365 BASIC CREWCHARTSFORAPOLLO17 09-13-72 FM
(IN-72-FM-227)
07366 CARDIOVASCULARLABORATORYDIGITAL DATA 09-28-72 FD
ACQUISITION SYSTEMSOFTWAREREQUIRrMENTS
07370 PRELIMINARYLUNARORBIT ATTITUDE TIMELINE 09-18-72 FM
FORAPOLLO17 (IN-72-FM-228) i,
07371 STATISTICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN AN INTERACTIVE 09-28-72 FD
GRAPHICS PATTERN RECOGNITION SYSTEM
07372 OPERATIONALABORTPLAN FORAPOLLO17
(IN-72-FM-231)
VOL. 1 - LAUNCHPHASE 09-21-72 FM
VOL. 2 - TRANSLUNAR,LUNARORBIT, AND 11-02-72 I
TRANSEARTH
07374 FINAL PRE-LAUNCHNAVIGATION ERASABLELOAD 09-27-72 FM
FORAPOLLO17 (IN-72-F_,_-229)
07375 VERIFICATION TEST PLAN OF RTCCSIMULATION 09-22-72 FM
AND UPDATE OF THE ATMDC NAVIGATION AND
TIMING PROGRAM (IN-72-FM-230)
07378 COMMANDANDSERVICE MODULEOPENPROBLEMLIST 01-10-74 ND
WITH SAFETY, RELIABILITY. ANDQUALITY
ASSURANCEREMARKS
07379 GUIDANCEAND NAVIGATIONOPEN PROBLEMLIST 03-15-73 ND
WITH SAFETY, RELIABILITY, AND QUALITY !
ASSURANCEREMARKS L
i
07380 GOVERNMENT-FURNISHEDQUIPMENTOPENPROBLEM 11-26-87 ND T. J. ADAMS
LIST WITH SAFETY, RELIABILITY, AND QUALITY
ASSURANCE REMARKS
:i
07381 GROUNDSUPPORTEQUIPMENTOPENPROBLEMLIST 02-08-73 ND _
WITH SAFETY, RELIABILITY, ANDQUALITY _
ASSURANCE REMARKS
07382 TEST RESULTSOF B-MONTHTEST OF TWOWATER 10-28-72 EC E. S. MILLS
ELECTROLYSISSYSTEMS G. W. WELLS
07383 WATERELECTROLYSISSYSTEMREFURBISHMENTAND 12-01-72 EC B. M. GREENOUGH
TESTING ,)07384 THE DEVELOPMENTOF A NONCRYOGENICNITROGEN/ 12-01-72 EC B. M. GREENOUGH
OXYGENSUPPLYSYSTEM
C-
07386 MSC CONTRACT SAFETY, RELIABILITY, AND 04-01-73 NA _ -
QUALITY ASSURANCE STATUS REPORTS _I|
i
07387 CREWSTATION SPECIFICATIONS (REV. B) 01-28-82 EW
141
1990007273-143
+DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHORIS) r
0738g OPERATIONALPROCEDUREFORPROOF-LOADINGOF 01-30-70 NA
MOBILEEQUIPMENT,CABLES, SLINGS, ANDOTHER
RELATEDLIFTING DEVICES
07390 OMEGA-ANAPPROXIMATEANALYTIC SOLUTIONOF 09-27-)2 FM
N-BURNOPTIMALTRAJECTORIES(IN-72-FM-232)
07391 A USER'S GUIDE TO TWOKS THEORYPROGRAMSFOR 11-02-72 FM
NUMERICALINTEGRATIONOF TRAJECTORIES
(IN-72-FM-233)
07392 A BETTERTECHNIQUEFORPARAMETRICALLYMODELING 10-03-72 FM I. L. JOHNSON
TIME-VARYINGCONTROLFUNCTIONS(IN-72-FM-234)
07393 A STUDYOF THE REACTIONKINETICS FORSEVERAL 08-26-72 EC R. K. FORSYTHE
SPACECRAFTLIFE SUPPORTSYSTEMS
07394 QUALIFICATION TEST PLANAND PROCEDURE-SKYLAB 02-06-73 JN
IODINE TABLET PACKAGE
07395 TRWGASEOUSHYDROGEN/GASEOUSOXYGENHIGH 11-09-72 EP
CHAMBERPRESSUREENGINE EVALUATION
07396 APOLLO16 PHOTOGRAPHEVALUATIONDATA900K 01-24-73 FM
(;N-72-FM-235)
07398 UNIFIED TEST EQUIPMENTFORSHUTTLEPROGRAM 09-08-72 EB
TEST OPERATIONS
07399 LUNARLANDINGCAPABILITY FORA PREMATURE 10-02-72 FM
TLI SHUTDOWNDURING APOLLO17 (IN-72-FM-236)
07401 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAMINTERIM 09-26-72 CH J. ELLIOTT
PROJECT028 REPORT-INVESTIGATIONOF CAMERA
MOUNTSTABILIZATION




07403 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM 02-06-73 HA
07404 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAMSUPPORT 08-28-72 FC
PLAN FOR ERTS PROJECT 251 *
07405 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMSUPPORT 08-28-72 FC
PLAN FORSRT PROJECT13b
07406 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMSUPPORT 09-28-72 FC
PLAN FORSRT PROJECT078
07407_ EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 10-28-72 TF T. BARROW
REPORT-MISSION205, SITE 311, LAKEMICHIGAN
(WISCONSINSHORELINE)
07408 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMSUPPORT 10-08-72 TF
PLAN FORERTS PROJECT654-DELAWAREBAY
07409 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 10-28-72 F. NEWMAN
REPORT-MISSION204, SITE 256
07411 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 11-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 80,
SITES 78, 118, 171
07412 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 10-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 70,
SITE 166, ICELAND
07413 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM ISSION 11-28-72 F. NEWMAN





DOC.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
07414 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 11-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 19,
SITE 29
07415 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 11-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 23,
SITES 48, 95, 98, 99, 105, 108, 107, 108
07418 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 12-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 21,
SITES 2, 3, 12, 40, 101, AND ZUNI SALT LAKE
07417 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 12-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 25,
SITES 43, 88
07418 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 12-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 24
SITE 32
07421 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 09-28-72 TC W. DAVIDSON
REPORT-MISSION 191, SITES 128/253, 177, 217,
247, 255, 290, 137, 175
07422 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 10-28-72 HB W. DAVIDSON
REPORT-MISSION 179, SITE 277
07423 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 11-28-72 S. STEWART
REPORT-MISSION 45M, SITE 277
07426 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 10-28-72 TC F. NEWMAN
REPORT-MISSION 197
07427 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMSUPPORT 10-28-72 CH
PLAN FOR ERTS PROJECT 245-DETERMINATION OF
AEROSOL CONTENT IN THE ATMOSPHERE
07428 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 11-28-72 R. K. BLILIE
REPORT-MISSION 180, SITES 137, 197, 277, 280
07429 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMSUPPORT 12-28-72 FC
PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT 130, SITE 188
07430 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMSUPPORT 10-29-72 FC
PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT 121
07433 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMSUPPORT 12-28-72 FC
PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT 085
07434 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMSUPPORT 12-28-72 FC
PLAN FOR ERTS PROJECT 271, SITES 337, 338
07436 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMSUPPORT 11-28-72 CH T. BARROW {
PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT O90-MISSISSIPPI LAND
USE, SITE 339 _,
07437 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMSUPPORT 12-28-72 FC
PLAN FOR ERTS PROJECT 648
07438 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 07-10-72
REPORT-MISSION 58M, SITE 218 J
07439 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 05-31-72
REPORT-MISSION 54M
07440 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 06-10"72 _
REPORT-MISSION 58M, SITE 239
07441 EARTH OuSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 08-09-72
REPORT-MISSION 55M, SITE 252
143
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i
07442 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 12-28-72
REPORT-MISSION 59M, SITE 178
07443 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 09-28-72 .:4
REPORT-MISSION 60M, ERTS PROJECT 285,
SITES Z1B, 286 (2 VOLUMES)
07444 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 08-31-72
REPORT-MISSION 63M, ERTS PROJECT 138/321,
SITE 279
07445 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 08-30-72
REPORT-MISSION 81M, ERTS PROJECT 049, SITE
250
07448 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 10-28-72 P. G. HASELL
REPORT-MISSION BBM, ERTS PROJECT 648, SITE
130
07447 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 06-23-72
REPORT-MISSION 57M, TEST SITE 190
07448 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 08-28-72
62M REPORT-ERTS PROJECT 081 (3 VOLUMES)
07449 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOGING 12-28-72 TF
AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 99, SITE 7
07450 SKYLAB OPERATIONAL COMMANDLISTING 09-19-72 FC
07451 PERFORMANCECHARACTERISTICS OF THE GROUND 10-11-72 FM
CONTROL MOMENTUMMANAGEMENTPROGRAM
(IN-7Z-FM-237)
07452 SKYLAB ENTRY CORRIDOR AND TARGET LINE 09-28-72 FM
DEFINITIONS (IN-72-FM-238)
07454 LAUNCH TRAJECTORY ERROR ANALYSIS FOR THE MSC 10-10-72 FM
049A PARALLEL BURN SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION
(IN-72-FM-240)
07455 RTCC VERIFICATION REPORT-EPHEMERIS AND 10-11-72 FM
TRANSFORMATION DATA FOR APOLLO 17 (IN-72-FM-241)
07456 APOLLO-SOYUZ TEST PROJECT-PRELIMINARY REFLEC- 09-13-72 EG
TIVITY MODEL FOR THE SOYUZ SPACECRAFT
¢.
07457 RESULTS OF PROCESSING APOLLO 16 DESCENT/ASCENT 10-13-72 FM
DATA WITH THE POWERED FLIGHT DATA PROCESSOR
(IN-12-FM-242)
07458 MULTISTAGE LINEAR TANGENT ASCENT GUIDANCE AS 08-3U-72 EG
BASELINED FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE
07459 PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING MANEUVER LENGTHS 10-04-72 FM
FOR SKYLAB EREP PASSES (IN-72-FM-243)
07461 VERIFICATION PLAN FOR THE ATMDC EVENT TIMING 10-25-72 FM
PROGRAM IN THE RTCC (IN-72-FM-244) t
07463 APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT BASELINE SCHEDULE 05-10-74 PA
DOCUMENT (REV. 3) _,
07464 LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE SYSTEMS HANDBOOK-APOLLO 10-02-72 FC
17 LRV-3
07485 BIOMEDICAL SPECIMEN RECOVERY LOGISTICS PLAN 08-07-73 DE
07466 EXPECTED GRAVITY EFFECTS ON THE APOLLO 17 11-02-72 FM i





DOC.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
07467 SUMHARYANALYSIS OF THE GEMINI ENTRY 11-28-72 D.B. HOWES
AERODYNAMICS A.M. WHITNAH
07460 PROBLEMTRENDSFORAPOLLO17 11-15-72
07469 POWERED ESCENTANDASCENTTRAJECTORIES 10-11-72 FM
AND MONITORING TECHNIQUES,APOLLO 17 '_
(IN-72-FM-246)
07470 SKYLABMOBILE LABORATORIESGENERAL 10-01-72 DE
SPECIFICATION
07471 SKYLABHYDROGENCSS DEPLETIONTEST 11-15-72 EP
07473 PRE-INSTALLATIONACCEPTANCEINSPECTION 02-06-73 JN
PROCEDURE-SKYLABIODINE TABLET PACKAGE
07474 PROJECTSPACESHUTTLEORBITER GN&C 10-28-72 EG
MISSION TECHNIQUES
VOL. 1 - SUMMARY
VOL. 2 - TERMINAL AREA ,_
VOL. 3 - ENTRY _
07476 APOLLO17 P23 TRANSLUNARSIGHTING SCHEDULE 11-02-72 FM
(IN-72-FM-247)
07477 LUNARMODULEABORTCHARACTERISTICSFOR APOLLO 11-01-72 FM
17 (IN-72-FM-248)
l
07478 SKYLABDEORBITAND ENTRYMISSION TECHNIQUES 11-20-72 FC
07479 FINAL SKYLABPRE-LAUNCHTARGETINGAND 12-22-72 FC
RENDEZVOUS MISSION TECHNIQUES
07480 FINAL SKYLAB RESCUE MISSION TECHNIQUES 12-08-72 FC
I
07481 DESCRIPTIONOF OFFLINE VERSIONOF THE STAR 06-06-73 FM
TRACKERSTAR SELECTIONAND BRIGHT OBJECT
AVOIDANCEPROGRAM(IN-73-FM-094)
07483 BENCHEVALUATION0¢ HRM-C SECONDARYACTUATOR 06-01-72 EG
07486 A DISCUSSIONOF CANDIDATESENSORSFOR 11-03-72 FM
AGRICULTURE STABILIZATION AND CONSERVATION ]
SERVICE (IN-72-FM-250)
07487 DATA PROCESSINGPLAN FORAPOLLO17 LUNAR 11-21-72 FD
SURFACEAND ORBITAL EXPERIMENTS _ :
07488 A PRELIMINARYTRAFFIC MODELANDSHUTTLEMISSION 10-18-72 FM
TYPE DEFINITION ANALYSIS (IN-72-FM-251)
07489 APOLLO16 MISSION ANOMALYREPORTNO. 11 - 10-28-72 PA
MALFUNCTION OF TELEVISION CAMERA MONITOR ON I
COMMAND MODULE 1"
07490 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT-SKYLABIODINE TABLET 02-06-73 JN
PACKAGE
07491 SKYLABEMULOWTEMPERATUREVALUATIONTEST 09-28-72 EL
REPORT _
07403 APOLLO17 S-IVB PRE- AND POST-TRANSLUNAR 11-02-72 FM
INJECTION VENTING TABLES (IN-72-FM-252)
07494 CISLUNARONBOARDNAVIGATIONDATAFORAPOLLO17 10-26-72 FM
(IN-72-FM-254) "_
07495 MODELDEVELOPMENTFORCAPACITYDEGRADATIONOF 11-29-72 FM





DOC._ TITLE DATE OPR ApTHOR(S) _
07498 oISCUSSIONS IN BASIC STATISTICS 08-28-72 FD
07497 SKYLAB VIDEO DOCUMENTATION PROJECT TELEVISION 10-28-72
SCENE DEVELOPMENT TEST PLAN
07498 QUALIFICAIION TEST REPORT FOR THE LRV SOIL 10-17-72 JN
SAMPLER
07499 IMPACT OF NIGHT LAUNCH ON APOLLO 17 ABORT 10-24-72 FM
TECHNIQUES (IN-72-FM-258)
07500 PROGRAMFORMULATION OF SKYLAB ATTITUDE 11-Zl-72 FM
DETERMINATION FROM ATM STAR TRACKER DATA
(IN-72-FM-257)
07501 AIRCRAFT GROUND TRACK PROGRAM 10-28-72 FD
07502 RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION SUMMARYDATA FOR 10-27-72 FM
THE APOLLO 17 DIRECT RENDEZVOUS (LN-72-FM-253)
07503 APOLLO 17 LUNAR LANDMARKLOCATIONS AND OFFSETS 11-10-72 FM
(IN-72-FM-258)
07504 SIZING A SIAMESE LIFTING BODY-TRIAMESE TANK 11-30-72 FM
ASCENT CONFIGURATION (IN-7Z-FM-259)
07505 APOLLO 14 ANOMALY REPORT NO. 5 AND APOLLO 15 10-28-72 PA
ANOMALY REPORT NO. 2-INTERMITTENT STEERABLE
ANTENNA OPERATION
07506 NOMINAL, ALTERNATE, AND ABORT MISSION 11-21-72 FM
SEPARATION PROCEDURES FOR APOLLO 17
(IN-72-FM-260) (REV. 1)
07507 MODIFICATION PROCEDUREFOR BODY T-v, .,TURE 01-10-73 DE 3. D. LEM
PROBE
07R09 SHUTILE IMU REDUNDANCYMANA_hMENT EVALUATION 11-16-72 FM
PROGRAM(IN-72-FM-261)
07510 EAETH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOGING 11-28-72 TF
AND '_OEXLNG MISSION REPORT-MISSION 78, SITES
3, 19. 40, 58, 156
07511 EARTH t)BSERV_TTONS AIRCkAFT PROGRA_ PPOJECT 02-13-73 TF
SUPPORT PLaN FOR ER_S PRO3ECT _7--AUTOMATIC
PHOTOINTERP_ETATION FOR PLANF SPECIES AND
STRESS IDENTIFICATION, TEST SITE _iO.MINNESOTA
07512 EARTH OBSERVATIO_IS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMPRO3ECT 11-28-72 TF
045 SUPPORT PLAN FOR ATMOSPHERIC MODEL
VERIFICATION
07513 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMERTS PRO- 12-19-72 CH J. L. LINDEMANN
JECT X133 SUPPORT P_ N FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PRO-
TECTION AGENCY PATUXENT RIVER POLLUTION STUDY
07514 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMERTS 02-28-73 CH R. BLILIE
PROJECT 257/283 REPORT-TEST SITE 310
07516 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 12-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 200,
SITES 175, 190
07518 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 12-28-72 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 12,
SITES 29, 31, 32
07519 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 12-28-7_ TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 13,
SITES 3, 7, 19, 40, 48, 49, 50, 199
_48
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DOC._ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
07524 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMERTS - TF :
.._ PROJECT 010 SUPPORT PLAN FOR WIND EROSION ,_
OF SOILS
-qm_J
07526 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMERTS 12-28-72 CH J.L. LINDEMANN
PROJECT 665 SUPPORT PLAN-LAND USE, WETLAND
CHARACTERIZATION, ATCHAFALAYA RIVER
07527 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMSUPPORT 11-28-72 CH H. WEYER
PLAN FOR PROJECT X-134-ALABAMA FOREST DAMAGE
ASSESSMENT, TEST SITES 337, 338
07528 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMSRT PROJECT 02-28-73 TF
130 REPORT-TEST SITE 166, NORTH ATLANTIC
07530 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMSRT 067 02-28-73 CH J. WEBER
PROJECT REPORT-TEST SITE 293
07531 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 02-28-73 TF
041 REPORT-SITE 244, CENTRAL ATLANTIC COASTAL
AREA
07535 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOGING 02-28-73 TF
AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 201, SITES
85, 132, 2ZB, 227, 232, 234. 30B, 994. 99B t
07536 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOGING 01-28-73 TF
AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 202, SITES
211, 254, 301, 308
07537 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMSRT PROJECT 11-28-72 CH G. HRABAL
Xi3B SUPPORT PLAN FOR CANADIAN RIVER PROJECT-
TEST SITE 340
07538 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMSRT 12-15-72 CH
PROJECT X130 SUPPORT PLAN FOR SPECIAL AREA
MOSQUITO CONTROL DEMONSTRATION-TEST SITE 132
07539 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 11-10-72
REPORT-MISSION 67M, ERTS PROJECT 049, TEST
SITE 250
07544 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 11-28-7E
REPORT-MISSION 84M, ERTS PROJECT 114, TEST
SITE 239
07545 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMERTS 01-28-73 TF ,
PROJECT 072 SUPPORT PLAN-WATER RESOURCES
LAKE ICE SURVEY
07546 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 12-28-72 T. L. LEVEREAULT
REPORT-MISSION §3M, ERTS PROJTECT 085, TESTSITE 279-OAKLAND COUNTY AND POINTE MOUILLEE
07547 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMSUPPORT 01-28-73 TF
FOR ERTS PRO,"CT 005-LAND USE PLANNING OF
MISSISSIPPI tJULF COAST _ *
07548 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 01-28-73 TF t
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISS%ON ZOB, lSITES 132, 137, 244, 298, 300, 320
07549 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 01-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 203
SITES 168. 244
O_
07550 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 01-28-73 TF
%NG AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 204,SITE 258
"_ 07551 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 12-28-7% R. L. RONLEY
: REPORT-MISSION 184, SITES 211, 254, 280I.-
147
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#
07552 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION R. L. ROWLEY "
REPORT-MISSION 155,SITES 259, 261, 2BZ, 275 / '
07553 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION R. L. ROVLEY
REPORT-MISSION 128oSITES 2R, 30, 4B, 85, 132,
175, 187, 104, 211, 217, 225, 226, 227, 228,
229, 239, 231, 234, 235, 994, 990
07554 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 02-28-73 P. HASELL
REPORT-MISSION 68M,SITE 233, TAMPA BAY,
FLORIDA
07555 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 02-28-73 TF T. BARROW
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 205,
SITES 185, 194, 217, 228o 232, 23Q, 242, 255o
279, 280, 305, 308, 310, 3 '_
07556 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 02-28-73 BC E. WORK
REPORT-MISSION 56M, VOLUME 2, ERTS 226, SITE
14g
07557 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 02-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 20,
SITES 314, 315, 316
07558 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 02-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 217,
SITE 322
07559 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 02-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 214,
TEST SITES 175, 2_7, 305
0756Z SKYLAB VIDEO "OCUMENTATATION PROJECT TEST 10-28-7Z
REPORT TELEVISION SCENE DEVELOPMENT
07583 VMMPS PHASE I-B SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONAL FM
REQUIREMENTS (IN-72-FM-Z62)
VOL. 1 - FLIGHT SCHEDULING SUBSYSTEM 12-12-72
VOL. 2 - INFORMATION MANAGEMENTSYSTEM 11-15-72
VOL. 3 - MISSION DESIGN AND ANALYSIS SUBSYSTEM 11-24-72
07564 APOLLO 17 SCIENCE HANDBOOK 11-10-72 TN
07565 APOLLO 17 LUNAR TRAJECTORY NOTES (IN-72-FM-Z83) 11-01-72 FM
07586 APOLLO 17 CSM RENDEZVOUS PROCEDURES 11-06-72
07567 MPAD SOFTMARE DEVELOPMENT PLANS-SKYLAB RTCC AND 11-03-7_ FM
MOPS (IN-7Z-FM-267)
07568 OPERATIONAL SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE TIMELINE FOR 11-14-72 FM
APOLLO 17 (IN-72-FM-265)
07589 GN&C DISPLAY FORMAT REQUIREMENTS 10-31-72 EG
07571 APOLLO 16 MISSION ANUMALY REPORT NO. 3 - 11-28-72 Pk
INERTIAL SUBSYSTEM WARNINGS AND COUPLING
DATA UNIT FAILURE INDICATIONS
I
07572 LIST OF MATERIALS MEETING JSC VACUUM STABILITY 06-28-82
REQUIREMENTS (SEE JSC 09604) (REV. K)
07573 APOLLO 16 MISSION ANOMALY REPORT NO. 4 - UNEVEN 11-26-72 PA
DRIVE RATES OF THE SCANNING TELESCOPE
07574 CONTROL MOMENTGYRO MODE DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF 1:-06-72 FM
THE ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING RESEARCH VEHICLE
(IN-72-FM-Z87)
07575 SKYLAB VIDEO DOCUMENTATION PROJECT 02-06-73 KW T. L. CARROLL
148 "_
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T_ DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
07578 CAMERA CALIBRATION LABORATORY CAPABILITIES 11-25-72 W
( 07577 RTCC REQUIREMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF A 04-23-73 FM
CLUSTERING PROGRAMIN THE EREPS (IN-72-FM-260/
(REV. 1)
07580 RECOMMENDEDSTARS FOR LM IMU ALINEMENT ON THE 11-16-72 FM
LUNAR SURFACE DURING APOLLO 17 (]N-72-FM-209)
07582 A THRUST-TO-WEIGHT RATIO STUDY FOR THE SHUTTLE 1Z-11-72 FM A, 0. LONG
OMS (ZN-72-FM-270)
07584 _ENDZX RF QUANTITY GAGING TEST 03-09-73 EP
07585 FAST TIME INTEGRATION SHUTTLE ENTRY GUIDANCE 10-.28-72 EG
07588 FAILURE ANALYSIS OF TI ZNZI02 TRANSISTOR 11-10-72 EP
07587 HORIZONTAL TAKEOFF PERFORMANCEOF THE 040A 11-21-72 FM
ORBITER (IN-72-FM-271)
07588 CALIBI_ATION PROCEDURE-METABOLIC ANLAYZER 11-15-72
07589 CROP/FIELD SIGNATUqE ANALYSIS (IN-72-FM-272) 12-04-72 FM i
07590 QUARTERLY REPORT-LASL ROVER PROGRAM 03-Z8-68 FM
07592 AN EVALUATION OF THE MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEM !1-01-72 EG
AND OTHER TERMINAL NAVAIDS FOR USE BY THE SPACE
SHUTTLE
07594 NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING FOR INITIATORS 12-ZZ-72 EP
(
07595 MPAD DEVELOPMENT PLANS-VEHICLE MANAGEMENTAND 11-30-72 FM E. J. KENYON
MISSION PLANNING SYSTEM (IN-72-FM-Z74) W. A. SULLIVAN
: 07596 JSC SKYLAB RESCUE _ISSION (SL-4) IMPLEMENTATION 03-28-73 KM
PLAN
07597 REQUIREMENTS ON THE SHUTTLE AVIONICS COMPUTER 11-20-72 FS G. R. SABIONSKI
HARDWARE FACILITATING AVIONICS SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT AND RELIABILITY J
07598 APOLLO 16 RNOMALY REPORT NO. 2-WATER/GLYCOL 11-28-72
TEMPERATURE CONTROL CIRCUIT FAILED IN THE
AUTOMATIC NODE
07599 COATING AND SELECTION PROCEDURE FOR 11-Z0-72 DE J. A. LINTOTT
VECTORCARDIOGRAMELECTRODE PELLETS
07601 CISLUNAR ONBOARDNAVIGATION DATA FOR APOLLO 17 12-01-72 FM
ALTERNATE LAUNCH, JANUARY 5, 1973 (IN-72-FM-275)
0760Z A LINEAR MODEL APPROACH FOR SOLVING THE SENSOR 11-Z8-72 FM
PROBLEM (IN-7Z-FM-278) k
4
07605 ALTERNATE LUNAR MISSION PROFILES FOR APOLLO 17 11-24-72 FM
(IN-7Z-FM-277) ! i
07606 APOLLO 17 NAVIGATION PROCEDURES (]N-7Z-FM-270) 11-24-72 FM _
A
07608 SKYLAB RECOVERY REQUIREMENTS (REV. A) 04-10-73 FC
07609 APOLLO 17 LANDER LM POSITION UNCERTAINITIES 11-30-7Z FM
(IN-7Z-FM-279)
07510 ALTERNATE PLANETARY SIGHTING VECTORS FOP APOLLO 11-28-12 FM
17 CREW CHARTS (]N-72-FM-260) /





DOC. I !ITLE _ _ AUTHOR(S) r
07612 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TEST PROCEDURE FOR 12-20-72 DE
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE SLEEP MONITORING
SYSTEM CAP ASSEMBLY
07613 EARTH RESOURCES EXPERIMENT PACKAGE POST-FLIGHT 04-28-73 KA
PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA HANDLING PLAN
07614 FINAL CREW CHARTS FOR APOLLO 17 (IN-72-¢M-_82) II-24-72 FM
07615 NOUN 40 DISPLAYS OBSERVED DURING DIGITAL SIMU- 11-28-72 FM
LATiON OF P23 SIGHTINGS ON TRANSLUNAR COAST
FOR APOLLO 17 (IN-7_-FM-283)
07610 SECOND SKYLAB MISSION REFERENCE ATTITUDE AND 12-04-72 FM
POINTING TIMELINE (IN-72-FM-284)
07017 A COMPARISON OF THREE VOTING TECHNIQUES F_R 02-06-73 FM T. ROELL
DETERMINING A RANKING or ITEMS BY SEVERAL
JUDGES ACCORDING TO THEIR SUBJECTIVE IMPORTANCE
07620 SENSITIVITY STUDY FOR THE DIRECT MODE DYNAMIC 02-00-73 FD J. k. GREENLEE
RESPONSE OF THE ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING RESEARCH !VEHICLE
i
07621 APOLLO 17 NAVIGATION SUPPORT PROCEDURES 11-30-72 FM
(IN-72-FM-286)
07623 SKYLAB EXPERIMENTS SYSTEMS HANDBOOK (REV. A) I2-06-72 FC
07624 APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT CONFIGURATION 04-15-.74 MA
MANAGEMENTMANUAL
C7625 SPACE SHUTTLE EXOATMOSPHERIC GUIDANCE SUMMARY 12-19-72 FM
(IN-72-FM-287)
07627 ESTIMATED DE-19 EPHEMERIS ERRORS FOR THE 12-05-72 FM
APOLLO 17 MISSION (IN-TZ-FN-206)
07020 TEMPERATURE RISE RATES DURING SHUTTLE ENTRY 12-06-72 FM
(IN-72-FM-289)
07020 APOLLO 17 TECHNICAL AIR-TO-GROUND VOICE 12-28-72
TRANSCRIPTION
07631 APOLLO 17 TECHNICAL CREW DEBRIEFING 01-04-73 CE
07834 APOLLO 17 VIEWS IN SUPPORT OF THE UV 12-06-72 FM
SPECTROMETER (IN-72-FM-290)
07635 APOLLO 17 (T+24 HOURS) VIEWS FROM THE 12-06-72 FM
SPACECRAFT (IN-72-FM-291)
LIGPTNING PROTECTION CRITERIA DOCUMENT 1o-26-86 GJ4(REV.D)
07636 APOLLO 14 MISSION ANOMALY PEPORT NO. 6- 12-26"72 PA
ACTIVE SEISMIC EXPERIHENT GEOPHONE •
3 DATA ERRATIC
07639 SKYLAB RESCUE CREW TRAINING PROGRAM 04-28"73 EC
07640 APOLLO 16 MISSION ANOMALY REPORT NO. 6" 12-26-72 PA
REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM HELIUM PRESSURE
REGULATOR FILTER FAILURE
0764, APOLLO 16 MISSION ANOMALY REPORT NO. 5-HOLES 12-28-72 PA
IN CANOPY OF MAIN PARACHUTE
07043 ATTACHED I_NIP_LATOR SYSTEM SIMULATTON I - 12-20-72 iV •




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
07644 THE USE OF REMOTESENSING IN MOSQUITO 02-28-73 DA
CONTROL
07645 SUMMARYREPORTON POST-FLIGHT RECONSTRUCTION 11-20-72 EG 'F
OF LUNARDESCENTAND ASCENTPOWEREDFLIGHT
TRAJECTORIES
07646 THE LEASTABSOLUTEERRORSOLUTION 01-02-73 FM
(IN-72-FM-292)
07647 AN EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATIONOF ASTRONAUT 02-06-73 FM C.E. WHiTSETT
MANEUVERINGUNIT DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
07648 A 30-RUN, IO0-RUN REENTRYMONTECARLO 01-02-73 FM
COMPARISONANALYSIS (IN-72-F_-294)
07649 SKYLABMOBILELABORATORYMAINTENANCEPLAN 12-13-72 DA
07650 RENDEZVOUSDISPERSIONANALYSIS OF THE 02-06-73 FM P. SHANNAHAN
APOLLO/SOYUZTEST PROJECT
07651 SKYLABRTCCVERIFICATION RESULTSOF THE ATMDC 01-30-73 FM
NAVIGATION/TIMINGSIMULATION AND UPDATE PROGRAM
(IN-72-FM-296)
07652 STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES-WATERIMMERSION 03-28-79 EA ":
FACILITY AND AIR BEARING FACILITY
07653 ROCKET RESEARCH 27-POUND THRUST HYDRAZINE 02-05-72 EP J. E. BOUWER
ENGINE TEST PROGRAM E. REESE
07656 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE EA1 8400 DIGITAL COMPUTER FM
(IN-72-FM-297)
07657 FIELD-OF-VIEW SELECTIONCONSTRAINTSFOR THE EG
MULTIMODEOPTICALSENSOR
07661 PREDICTEDLAUNCHABORTLANDINGPOINT DATA 12-21-72 FM
COMPUTEDFORAPOLLO17 (IN-72-FM-298)
07662 1G LRV TRAINER SYSTEMSFAMILIARIZATION 12-28-72 CG
SUMMARY
07663 SKYLABARCHIVESPLAN 01-07-73 KA
07664 SKYLABMOBILELABORATORYOPERATIONSPLAN 12-20-72 DA
07665 APOLLO17 TRANSLUNARP23 REAL-TIME RESULTS 01-03-73 FM
(IN-72-FM-299)
07666 APOLLO17 MISSION 5-DAY REPORT 12-28-72 PA
07681 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAMPROJECT 02-13-73 FC W. FENNER i
SUPPORTPLAN FORSRT PROJECT143-SUGARLAND
FIRE ANT STUDY, TEST SITE 175-HOUSTONAREA
07668 APOLLO 17 LUNAR LANDMARK IRACKING REAL-TIME 01-24-73 FM
REPORT (IN-72-FM-300)
07669 RATIONALE FOR THE DETERMINATION OF FLIGHT 01-26-73 FM
PERFORMANCE RESERVES FOR THE MSC 049
SHUTTLE ORBITER CONFIGURATION (IN-73-FM-O01)
07670 OPERATIONAL READINESS PLAN-WATER IMMERSION 01-28-73 CO '_
FACILITY (REV. A)
07671 PAYLOADCENTER-OF-GRAVITYANALYSISFOR THE 02-23-73 FM M.E. DONAHO0
MSCSHUTTLETRAFFIC MODEL(IN-7_-FM-OO2_




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _
07675 INTERNAL DATA TABLES FOR THE SKYLAB PEARL 04-19-73 FM R. ACOSTA ,t
COMPUTERPROGRAM(IN-73-FM-O03) (REV. 1) ,_
07676 A SIMPLE SEQUENTIAL ESTIMATOR WITH INITIAL 01-24-73 CG
COVARIANCE COMPUTATION AND NONLINEAR
ADVANCEMENT
07679 THE ADEQUACY OF THE NEAP FORMULATION FOR 02-01-73 FM
MODELING ONE-WAY RANGE RATE FROM GROUND
TRACKING STATION TO SHUTTLE VIA TDRSS
(IN-73-FM-O04)
07681 SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS FACILITIES 12-28-72
HANDBOOK
076B2 FACILITY OPERATIONS TRAINING PLAN FOR THE 01-28-73 CD
FLIGHT CREW INTEGRATION LABORATORY
07683 APOLLO 16 MISSION ANOMALY REPORT NO. 10- 01-28-73 PA
REAR STEERING INOPERATIVE
07684 APOLLO 16 MISSION ANOMALY REPORT NO. g-LUNAR 01-28-73 PA
ROVING VEHICLE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM METER ANOMALIES i,
07685 DELTA-WING ORBITER TPS ANALYSIS (IN-73-FM-O05) 02-06-73 FM J. W. TOLIN
07688 MOPS VERIFICATION AT ATMDC NAVIGATION DISPLAY 01-31-73 FM
AND MOMENTUM MANAGEMENT TIMING DISPLAY
(IN-73-FM-O06)
07689 PREPARATION OF RELIABILITY SECTIONS OF CONTRACT 06-28-77 NB
STATEMENTS OF WORK (REV. D)
07690 TEST PLAN AND PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINATION OF 12-28-73 DE
SENSITIVITY OF SKYLAB CREW MEMBERS TO MEDICAL
EXPERIMENT M-133 CAP ASSEMBLIES
07691 OPERATIONAL TRAJECTORY FOR THE FIRST SKYLA3 05-08-73 FM
MISSION (SL-1/SL-2) (IN-73-FM-OO7) (REV. I)
07692 CONTROL MOMENT GYRO CAGE/LOCK SEQUENCE FOR THE 01-29-73 FM
SKYLAb ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING RESEARCH VEHICLE
(IN-73-FM-O08)
07693 EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE SCHEDULING CONSTRAINTS 08-05-74 FM M.E. DONAHOO
(IN-73-FM-OO9) (REV. 1)
07695 SEVERAL PER-POINT, PARAMETRIC CLASSIFIERS 02-13-73 FM A.L. ACTKINSON
(IN-73-FM-010)
07696 ATTITUDE CORRECTION MATRIX FOR TWO STAR 02-08-73 FM
SIGHTINGS (IN-73-FM-011)
07697 SKYLAB OPERATIONAL TRAJECTOkY SI_'ULATOR DATA 02-01-73 FM
PACKAGE (IN-73-FM-012) ;
07698 DATA PROCESSING PLAN FOR SKYLAB DATA MANAGEMENT 07-28-73 FD
0770.____00 NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM-LEVEL II LA Z
PROGRAM DEFINITION AND REQUIREMENTS
VOL. 1 - GENERAL APPROACH (REV. B) 11-24-88
VOL. 2 - PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND RESPONSIEIL- 09-21-87
ITIES (REV. C) !
VOL. 3 - STS FLIGHT DEFINITION AND REQUIRE- 07-25-86
MENTS DIRECTIVE (REV. r) l(SEE JSC 17379)
VOL. 4 - CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENTREQUIRE- 05-16-77
MENTS (REV. B)
VOL. 5 - INFORMATION MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 01-27-76
(REV. C)





DOC. # TITLE DATE OP__RR AUTHOR(S)
VOL. 7 - COMMONALITY MANAGEMENT(REV. A) O9-1Z-BB
VOL. B - FLIGHT OPERATIONS (REV. A) 0B-15-8B #'_
VOL. 9 - SHUTTLE MASTER VERIFICATION PLAN 01-05-87(REV. A)
VOL. 10 - SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHT AND GROUND 09-30-83
SYSTEMS SPECIFICATION (REV. E)
VOL. 11 - ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST REQUIREMENTS 06-28-81
DOCUMENT(REV. B)
VOL. 12 - INTEGRATED LOGISTICS REQUIREMENTS 09-03-86
(REV. C)
VOL. 13 - NASA SUPPORT TO VAFB LAUNCH AND 12-10-86
LANDING SITE DEVELOPMENT AND
ACTIVATION
VOL. 14 - SPACE SHUTTLE SYSTEM PAYLOAD 09-16-86
ACCOMMODATION(REV. H)
VOL. 15 - RESOURCE MANAGEMENTPOLICY AND 12-10-87
REQUIREMENTS (REV. A)
VOL. 18 - COMPUTERSYSTEMS AND SOFTWARE 11-28-86
REQUIREMENTS (REV. B)
07702 MPAD DEVELOPMENT PLAN-VEHICLE MANAGEMENTAND 02-06-73 FM
MISSION PLANNING SYSTEM (IN-73-FM-013)
07703 ONE-WAY DOPPLER DERIVATION, DISCUSSION, AND 02-13-73 FM
APPLICATION TO SPACE SHUTTLE (IN-73-FM-014)
p
07704 MSC PROCEDURE FOR SKYLAB FLIGHT READINESS 01-24-73 ,iREVIEWS
07722 CSM SKYLAB FLYAROUND (IN-73-FM-016) 05-18-73 FM A. N. LUNDE
(REV. 1) B. O. MCCAFFERTY ¢
07723 CAD SKYLAB BASIC OPERATIONS PLAN 01-28-73 FD
07724 SHUTTLE FLIGHT TEST CREW TRAINING PLAN 02-28-73 CE
(PRELIMINARY)
07725 PPE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURESFOR 01-2R-73 ON C. CHASSAY
T;tL CM AUXILIARY DRUG KIT O. M. SLEITH
07726 PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURES FOR 02-14-73 _ C. CHASSAY !
THE MEDICAL ACCESSORIES KIT O.M. SLEITH
07727 SKYLAB MOBILE LABORATORY INTERFACE DEPLOYMENT 01-30-73 DE
PROCEDURES FOR MSC/PRS CONFIGURATION
07728 SKYLAB MOBILE LABORATORY INTERFACE 01-30-73 DE
PREPARATION FOR TRANSFER PROCEDURES FOR
MSC/PRS CONFIGURATION
07729 EARTH OBSERVATION AIRCRAFT PROGRAMGULF 02-26-73 ED I
COAST FUNCTIONAL CHECK FLIGHT LINES FOR _ ._
EARTH RESOURCESSENSORS
07730 USER'S GUIDE-SKYMED DATA PROCESSING REQUEST 01-28-73 FD _ _'"
FORM :
07731 LIFE SCIENCE DIRECTORATE SKYLAB MEDICAL 04-28-73 DA
OPERATIONS PLAN _
0773? PROCEDURE FOR MANAGEMENTAND OPERATION OF JSC 04-28-74 AA
BONDED STORAGE AREAS _ '
07734 PRE-INSTALLATION ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE 02-15-73 JN C. CHASSAY G_
FOR THE CM AUXILIARY DRUG KIT J. M. SLEITH _
07735 PRE-INSTALLATION ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURES 02-21-73 JN C. CHASSAY
FOR THE MEDICAL ACCESSORIES KIT J.M. SLEITH
153
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TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) T
X
07737 SKYLABMEDICAL EXPERIMENTPRE-FLIGHT DATA 02-28-73 PT ,'1
COLLECTION(1-G TRAINER TEST) INSTRUMENTA-
TION OPERATIONALCALIBRATION CURVES _




07739 SKYLABINSTRUMENTATIONCALIBRATIONDATA. 07-28-73 PT
VOLUME1-SKYLABMISSION SL-3
07740 CSM-118/SL-4 OPERATIONALCALIBRATIONDATA 08-28-73 WT J, F. DEMOSS
07742 SKYLABINSTRUMENTATIONCALIBRATIONDATA. 03-28-73 PT
VOLUME2-SKYLABMISSION SL-1
07743 SKYLABINSTRUMENTATIONCALTBRATIONDATA. 05-03-73
VOLUME3-ORBITAL WORKSHOP_ APOLLO !
TELESCOPEMODULEEXPERIMENTCALIBRATION
DATA
07744 SKYLABINSTRUMENTATIONCALIBRATIONDATA. 04-28-73 WT _)
VOLUME4-SKYLABMISSION SL-1 &_
07745 SKYLAB INSTRUMENTATIONCALIBRATION DATA, 05-28-73 PT
VOLUME 5-SKYLAB MISSION SL-I
07746 SKYLABINSTRUMENTATIONCALIBRATIONDATA. 05-28-73 WT
VOLUME 6-SKYLAB MISSION SL-I, SATURN
LAUNCH VEHICLE AS-513, OPERATIONAL
CALIBRATION DATA !
07747 SKYLAB INSTRUMENTATIONCALIBRATION DATA, 05-28-73 WT
VOLUME 7-SKYLAB MISSION SL-2, SATURN LAUNCH
VEHICLE AS-206, OPERATIONAL CALIBRATIONDATA
07748 SKYLAB INSTRUMENTAIONCALIBRATION DATA, 07-28-73 PT
VOLUME 7-SKYLAB MISSION SL-3
07749 SKYLABINSTRUMENTATIONCALIBRATIONDATA, 08-28-73 WT
VOLUME7-SKYLABMISSION SL-4, SATURNLAUNCH
VEHICLE AS-208, OPERATIONAL CALIBRATIONDATA
07751 DEVELOPMENTEXPERIENCEOF A REDUNDANT 01-06-73 EG _-:
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM t
07752 SPACESHUTTLEFUNCTIONALSIMULATORUSER'S 01-23-73 EG
(dupl. #) GUIDE-OVERVIEW OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE FUNC-
TIONAL SIMULATOR
i
07752 EXPERIMENT WEIGHT AND MASS PROPERTIES 04-05-73 L.W. SPLETSTOSER
(dupl. #) REPORT-SUMMARYWEIGHT STATUS L




07755 ANALYSISOF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN CROP 02-28-73 FM R. STOKES i
CANOPYDIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCEMODEL 1(IN-73-FM-018)
07758 SLIDE STAINER REAGENTDISPENSERFILLING 02-13-73 DE J.L. DAY
PROCEDURE
07759 PROJECTSPACESHUTTLEDIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL 07-06-73 K. J. COX
SOFTWARE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS (REV. A) ' /
407760 OPTIMAL FEATUREEXTRACTIONBY A LINEAR 0_-05-73 FM D, J, JEZEWSKI .TRANSFORMATION (REV. I) i
154 i
w- , ,. ._ ._-r_,_._
1990007273-156
DOC.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _i
07761 SUPPORTING ANALYSIS FOR SELECTION OF SHUTTLE 02-Z1-73 FM C.J. GOTT
EXTERNAL TANK DEORBIT AND THRUST R.E. MCADAMS
(IN-73-FM-OZO) R.E. PRAHL _
07762 APOLLO 17 30-DAY FAILURE AND ANOMALY LISTING 02-28-73 PA
REPORT ,,'
07764 REMOTE SENSOR DESIGN REQUIREMENTS AND 02-14-73 FM I. ARSTS
EVALUATION (IN-73-FM-OZ1) L. HAYDEN
R. KIDD
07765 APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT OPERATIONAL DATA BOOK
VOL. 1 - CSM/DM DATA BOOK
PART 1 - CONSTRAINTS AND PERFORMANCE 08-Z8-73 PA
PART 2 - LAUNCH MISSION RULE REDLINES OB-ZB-75 LA
(REV. A)
VOL. 2 - MISSION MASS PROPERTIES 02-28-73 PA
07768 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION AND FLOW OF THE VEHICLE 03-05-73 FM
MANAGEMENTAND MISSION PLANNING SYSTEM
SATISFYING PHASE 1B FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
07769 RTCC VERIFICATION REPORT-SUN AND MOON 02-23-73 FM E.W. HENRY
EPHEMERIS DATA FOR SKYLAB IN THE MOPS
AND MOC (IN-73-FM-023)
07771 AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BREADBOARDPHASE OF THE 11-28-72 EJ
SHUTTLE AVIONICS INTEGRATION LABORATORY (SAIL)
07772 SKYLAB SPACECRAFT OPERATIONAL LAUNCH ABORT 02-23-73 FM E.M. HENDERSON
PLAN, FIRST MANNED LAUNCH (SL-2) (IN-73-FM-O24)
07773 FUNCTIONAL TEST AND CALIBRATION FOR SKYLAB 02-28-73 DE
OPERATIONAL BIOINSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
07774 RENDEZVOUS TERMINAL PHASE NAVIGATION BY USING 02-23-73 FM R.N. HIr_SO_
ONLY ANGLE DATA (IN-73-FM-025)
07775 ATM PROTOTYPE TESTS-TEST REPORT OF THE SPACE 02-28-73 EL
ENVIRONMENT TEST DIVISION
07777 BASICS OF REMOTE SENSING 08-18"73 GA
07778 SKYLAB MOBILE LABORATORYMETABOL]C LABORATORY 02-14-73 DE
PREPARATION FOR TRANSFER PROCEDURES
07779 SKYLAB MOBILE LABORATORY CARDIOVASCULAR LAB- 02-14-72 DE
ORATORY PREPARATION FOR TRANSFER PROCEDURES
07780 SKYLAB MOBILE LABORATORYNLITRITION AND 02-14-73 DE
E_OOCRINOLOGY LABORATORY PREPARATION FOR
TRANSFER PROCEDURES
07781 SKYLAB MOBILE LABORATORY BLOOD LABORATORY 02-14-73 DE
PREPARATION FOR TRANSFER PROCEDURES
)
07782 SKYLAB MOBILE LABORATORYOPERATIONAL MEDICINE 02-14-73 DE
LABORATORY PREPARATION FOR TRANSFER PROCEDURES
4
07783 SKYLAB MOBILE LABORATORY MICROBIOLOGY 02-14-73 DE _
LABORATORY PREPARATION FOR TRANSFER PROCEDURES !i
07784 SKYLAB MOBILE LABORATORY METABOLIC LABORATORY 02-14-73 DE
DEPLOYMENT PROCEDURES e
07785 SKYLAB MOBILE LABORATORYCARDIOVASCULAR 02-14-73 DE _'
LABORATORY DEPLOYMENT PROCEDURES




_" DOC.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) !_
i
07787 SKYLAB MOBILE LABORATORY BLOOD LABORATORY 02-14-73 DE ;_
DEPLOYMENT PROCEDURES ,I
07788 SKYLAB MOBILE LABORATORY OPERATIONAL MEDICINE 02-14-73 DE :,,
LABORATORYDEPLOYMENT PROCEDURES "
,z
07789 SKYLAB MOBILE LABORATORY MICROBIOLOGY 02-14-73 DE
LABORATORYDEPLOYMENT PROCEDURES
07791 SKYLAB LANDING AREA DISPERSION ANALYSIS 03-20-73 FM
"_ (IN-73-FM-OZB) i
i 07792 APOLLO 17 NAVIGATION RESULTS (IN-73-FM-027) 04-27-73 FM
,| 07793 APOLLO SPACECRAFT LOADS ANALYSIS FOR SATURN 02-22-73 ES
' V FIRST STAGE STAGING
07794 LIFE SCIENCES DIRECTORATE SKYLAB MEDICAL 11-01-73 KA
i REQUIREMENTS (REV. B)
07797 SKYLAB MEDICAL DATA AND CALIBRATION 05-28-73
MANAGEMENTPLAN
07798 SHUTTLE ASCENT ONBOARDNAVIGATION ERROR 03-06-73 FM
ANALYSIS UTILIZING ONE-WAY DOPPLER AND l,
DME RANGE (_
07799 PROJECT SPACE SHUTTLE OFF-THE-SHELF 01-28-77 EG C. W. PECKHAM
ACCELEROMETER EVALUATION
07800 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 02-18-73 CH C.D. HARRIS
037 REPORT FOR HIGH-ALTITUDE EVALUATION OF
COLOR NEGATIVE FILM 2445 ¢
07801 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATAI.OG- 01-28-74 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 211,
SITES 149, 185, 194, 242, 255, 279, 280, 305,
313, 321, 322, 326
07802 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 02-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 212,
SITES 27, 29, 40, 211, 254, 286, 328, 334
07803 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 03-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 219,
SITES 032, 132, 184, 340
4
07804 EARTH OBSERVATION AIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 12-28-75 TF
SUPPORT PLANS (VARIOUS EREP AND SRT PROJECTS,
• 1973-1975) |
07805 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-73 TF J
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 213, i
SITES 149, 185, 235, 238, 242, 285, 329, 330,
331, 332, 335
07806 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-73 TF 4
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 215, '_
SITES 132, 155, 176, 188, 198, Z52, 293
07807 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 220, =
= SITES 32, 178 l
07808 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 12-28-73 TF




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _i_
07809 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMENGINEER- 04-28-73 TF R. BAKER ,_'i
ING PROJECTO08-OPERATIONALENGINEERINGFLIGHT f
TEST OF AIRBORNEMULTISPECTRALPHOTOGRAPHIC ,_
SYSTEM "
07810 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSIO_ REPORT-MISSION218,
SITES 124, 168, 244
07811 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION221,
SITES 27, 29, 254, 334
07812 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM_INAL 03-06-73 TF
PROJECTREPORTFOR PROJECT028-INVESTIGATION
OF CAMERAMOUNTSTABILIZATION
07813 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION224,
SITE 254
07814 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAM-RESULTS 04-28-73 FC
OF PHOTOGRAPHICDATAQUALITY SURVEY i,
07816 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-73 TF (
ING AND INDEXING REPORT-MISSION 62M, SITES
182, 188, 233
07817 EARTHOBSERVATIONAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION64M,
SITE 239
f
07818 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION
67M, SITE 250
07819 EARTHOBSERVAIIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION210,
SITES 166, 176, 177, 198, 252, 318, 327 "
07820 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION225,
SITES 339, 341
07821 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION B3M,
SITE 279
07822 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION BBM,
SITE 130
07823 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-73 TF _" _
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 68M, _
SITES 182, 233
07824 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 71M,SITE 250 )
07825 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-73 TF _ ]
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION228, t
SITES 175, 184, 323, 328, 339 , |
m







DOC.# TITLE DATE OPR AVTHOR(S ) #
07827 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMTEST PRO- 07-28-73 CH J. ELLIOT "l
JECT T-002 FOR DATA APPLICATIONS TEST FLIGHT
RESEARCH-MODEL 207 BORESIGHT CAMERA (36MM) :'
07828 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMENGINEER- 08-28-74 SF S.C. STEPHAN
ING PROJECT T-O07 FOR OPERATIONAL ENGINEERING
FLIGHT TEST OF HIGH RESOLUTION AERIAL CAMERA
SYSTEM KABBA (REV. A)
07829 EARTH OBSERVATION AIRCRAFT PROGRAM ENGINEER- 12-28-73 CH J. NEELEY
ING FLIGHT TEST FOR ENGINEERING PROJECT T-OOI-
OPERATIONAL ENGINEERING FLIGHT TEST OF MULTI-
FREQUENCY MICROWAVE RADIOMETER SYSTEM, L-BAND
AND X-BAND RADIOMETER
07830 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMREPORT 11-28-73 CH C.F. KOONTZ
OF FLIGHT OPERATIONS AIRCRAFT VISIBLE LASER
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION ADVANCED APPLICATION
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT 015
07831 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMENGINEER- FC C.F. KOONTZ
ING FLIGHT TEST PLAN FOR ENGINEERING PROJECT
T-O05 RS-18B INFRARED SCANNING RADIOMETER _
07832 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 10-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING REPORT-MISSION 58M, SITES
149, 216
07833 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 10-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 54M,
SITE 279
07834 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 10-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION BOM,
SITES 216, 255
07835 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 02-05-74 SF J.B. MCCAULLEY
T-010 SUPPORT PLAN FOR MZS ENGINEERING FLIGHT t
TEST
07836 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT FC R. JACOBS
SUPPORT PLAN FOR T-O08 PHOTOGRAPHIC AND "
ELECTRONIC SENSOR DEMONSTRATION
07837 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 10-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 58M, |
SITE 239 q
)
07838 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRA_ CATALOG- 10-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 57M,
SITE 190
07839 EARTH OBSERVATIUNS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 10-28-73 TF t
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-_ISSION 59M, *
SITE 178
07840 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 10-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 81M. K
SITE 250
=
07841 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 10-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REFORT-HISSION 85M, J
SITE 279
07842 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 11-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 228,
SITES 027, 032, 132, 175, 184, 211, 262, 253, 1l





DOe.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) [
07843 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 12-28-73 TF
ING AND INDEXINGMISSION REPORT-MISSION 207, "
SITES 32, 124, 151, 168, 188, 244, 317, 319 _ ._
'1
07844 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 01-28-74 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION236,
SITES 51, 132, 184, 275, 320, 333, 337, 338,
346, 382
07845 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 12-28-73 TF
ING AND INDFXTNGMISSION REPORT-MISSION227,
SITES 175, 177, 184, 327, 335, 344
07846 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 01-28-74 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION237,
SITES 114, 212, 313, 320, 371, 383
07848 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 01-28-74 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 216,
SITES 032, 176, 184, 287, 309
07849 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 01-28-74 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 235
I,
07850 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 02-01-74 CC iSUPPORTPLAN FORPROJECTT-012 LASER
ENGINEERING FLIGHT TEST _
(
07851 SKYLAB-2, CSM-116, MISSION COMMUNICATION FM
(dupl. #) SYSTEMSPERFORMANCEAND COVERAGEPREDICTIONS
VOL. 1 - REQUIREDVS. EXPECTEDRF SIGNAL LEVELS 02-28-73
VOL. 2 - FIRST DAY COMMUNICATIONSCOVERAGE 05-28-73
VOL. 3 - MISSION SUMMARY 03-28-73
07851 FIRST SKYLABMISSION,SL-2, QUICK-LOOK 04-1g-73 FM
(dupl. #) PRIME EREP PASS GUIDE (IN-73-FM-059)
07852 AVAILABILITY OF SELECTEDSTARS FORTHE FIRST 03-09-73 FM R.P. BENNETT
SKfLAB MISSIONS (SL-I/SL-2) IN SOLAR INTERIAL T.O. BLUCKER _ ;
ATTITUDE (IN-73-FM-OZ9)
0?853 PRELIMINARYDESIGN FORA COMPUTERSYJTEMWHICH 03-02-73 FM J
COMBINESTRACTBOUNDARIESANDSENSORDATA
(IN-73-FM-030)
07854 RESULTSSUMMARYFORGIMBALVERSUSSTRAPDOWN 02-20-73 EG W.L. SWlNGLE
TRADE-OFFSTUDY
07855 SHUTTLEPERFORMANCECHARACTERISITICSUSING 02-28-73 FM O.T. MCNEELY
F-1 ENGINESON BOOSTERSTAGES
07857 ANALYSIS AND SIMULATIONOF THE MISSION 3B 03-30-73 CG J. E. HUTCHINS }
RENDEZVOUS
07860 CSM RENDEZVOUSBOOKFORASTP 02-28-73 CG ,_
07861 OPTIMAL SOLUTIONTO THE SHUTTLEENTRY 05-16-73 FM
PROBLEM(IN-73-FM-032) __ )
07862 CROPCANOPYREFLECTANCEPARAMETRIC 03-05-73 FM R. STOKES
ANALYSIS ; i
07863 ROLL-MODULATEDLIFTING ENTRY OPTIMIZATION 05-30-73 FM ' .(IN-73-FM-034)
83





i_ TITLE DATE OP___AUTHORIS) i
, !
07888 SHUTTLE EXTERNAL TANK DISPOSAL ANALYSIS 03-08-73 FM C. J. GOTT tFOR MISSIONS 3A AND 3B 3. W. NOLLEY
R. E. PCAHL
07867 VERIFICATION OF MOPS STAR TRACKER STAR 03-27-73 FM
SELECTION AND BRIGHT OBJECT AVOIDANCE
(IN-73-FM-037)
07869 ATMDC NAVIGATION UPDATE PARAMETER LEAST 03-15-73 FM T.J. 8LUCKER
SIGNIFICANT BIT DATA AND 3-SIGMA UNCERTAINTIES W.G. MARLEY
DUE TO STDN TRACKING ERRORS (IN-73-FM-038)
07870 INDEPENDENT VALIDATION TEST RESULTS FOR THE 04-17-73 FN
MOPS SARAD SKYLA8 CLUSTER COORDINATE
TRANSFORMATIONS (IN-73-FM-039)
07871 APOLLO 17 ENTRY POST-FLIGHT ANALYSIS 03-09-73 FM
(IN-73-FM-040)
07872 NOMINAL AND CONTINGENCY MISSION SEPARATION 04-05-73 FM
PROCEDURES FOR THE FIRST SKYLAB MISSION
(IN-73-FM-043)
07873 1972 SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 06-Z8-73 TF t,
07874 SKYLAB PROGRAMEREP INVESTIGATORS 04-28-73 TA
INFORMATION BOOK
07875 SKYLAB FLIGHT CREW HEALTH STABILIZATION 06-28-73 EC
PROGRAM (REV. C)
07877 CERTIFICATION OF OPERATORS AND CREWMEN IN 04-Z8-73 JH R. MESSIER (
LIFTING PROGRAMHARDWARE
07878 COMMANDMODULE CREW COUCH/RESTRAINT AND 07-Z8-73 EC R. E, DREXEL
LOAD-ATTENUATION SYSTEMS H.N. HUNTER
07879 EVALUATION OF A KT-70 INERTIAL NAVIGATION 03-28-73 EG
SYSTEM
07880 RELIABILITY INPUTS TO SHUTTLE INERTIAL 03-Z8-73 EG T.D. BARRY
SYSTEM DEFINITION
07881 INSTALLATION GEOMETRYANALYSIS FOR THE SPACE 03-28-73 EG
SHUTTLE MULTIMDDE OPTICAL SENSOR
07882 SKYLAB MEDICAL OPERATIONS REPORTING PLAN 03-15-73 DA t
07883 CRITIQUE OF A DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 03-27-73 FM
FOR FEATURE SELECTION IN A PATTERN RECOGNITION
SYSTEM (IN-73-FM-041) J
07884 SKYLAB PROGRAMDESIGN CERTIFICATION REVIEW, 03-01-73
VOLUME 4-GFE IN-FLIGHT BLOOD COLLECTION
SYSTEM
07886 PLANNING A TECHNICAL CONFERENCE 02-28-73 EW
07887 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 03-28-73 TF )
SUPPORT PLAN FOR ERTS PROJECT 097 FOR AIRCRAFT )
TEST SITE 3ZO
07888 ESTIMATION OF ORBITAL ASSEMBLY COORDINATE 03-30-73 FM J
TRANSFORMATIONS W:TH MULTIPLE DATA SOURCES
(IN-73-FM-042)
07889 THE SHUTTLE PROCEDURESSIMULATOR ORBxTAL 03-23-73 CE
CONTROL SYSTEM t •






TITLE DATE OPR AVTHQR(S )
07893 VERIFICATION OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A FLYBACK 03-27-73 F_ _'" ,
ABORT GUIDANCE INTO THE SPACE VEHICLE DYNAMIC l
SIMULATION PROGRAM(IN-73-FM-044)
07894 PARITY EOUATIONS DODECAHEDRONIMU REDUNDANCY 04-03-73 FM
MANAGEMENTPERFORMING FOR ACCELERONETER
FAILURES DURING SHUTTLE LAUNCH (IN-73-FM-045)
07895 LEAST SOUARES DODECAHEDRONIMU REDUNDANCY 04-03-73 FM
MANAGEMENTPERFORMANCEFOR ACCELEROMETER
FAILURES DURING SHUTTLE LAUNCH (IN-73-FM-O4B)
07898 SPACE SHUTTLE SYSTEM BASELINE REFERENCE 08-11-75 FM
MISSIONS (IN-73-FM-047) (MULTIPLE VOLUMES)
07897 VERIFICATION OF THE RTCC ENTRY PROCESSOR FOR 03-29-73 FM
SKYLAB MISSIONS (IN-73-FM-048)
07898 LIFTING PROGRAMHARDWARECLASS II OPERATOR/ 03-09-73 JH
CREWMAN TRAINING PROGRAM
07899 LIFTING PROGRAMHARDWARECLASS II OPERATOR/ 03-06-73 JH
CREWMANCERTIFICATION
07900 LIFTING PROGRAMHARDWARECLASS I RIGGER 02-26-73 JH
CERTIFICATION &
07901 LIFTING PROGRAMHARDWARECLASS i OPERATING 03-Z3-73 JH
ENGINEER CERTIFICATIUN
07902 SHUTTLE ET DISPOSAL ANALYSIS FOR REFERENCE 03-30-73 FM
MISSIONS 1 AND 2 (IN-73-FM-049)
07903 CENTER-OF-GRAVITY ANALYSIS OF THE MSFC TRAFFIC 05-02-73 FM
MODEL (IN-73-FM-050)
07904 APOLLO 17 MISSION REPORT (MULTIPLE SUPPLEMENTS) 03-28-75 PA
07905 A MODIFIED APOLLO GUIDANCE WITH APPLICATION TO 04-09-73 FM
LOW THRUST GUIDANCE PROBLEMS (IN-73-FM-081)
07906 STDN SUPPORT FOR SHUTTLE NAVIGATION 04-1B-73 FM
(IN-7Z-FM-O5Z)
07907 THE APPLICABILITY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF CLUSTER 05-04-73 FM
ANALYSIS (IN-73-FM-053) |
07908 REMOTE SENSING FOR FOREST MANAGEMENT 12-Z8-74 GA
07909 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 03-28-73 SF W. PENNER J
SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT X179 - SURVEY
OF CITRUS YOUNG TREE DECLINE
07910 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 03-Z8-73 SF W. PENNER '
SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT X170 -SAM
HOU?TON NATIONAL FOREST
07911 SKYLAB JSC ATMDC PROGRAMNOTES 03"30"73 FC _
Z
07912 APOLLO 15 MISSION ANOMALY REPORT NO. 4 - 03-Z8-73 PA _ )
TEMPORARY LOSS OF COMMANDMODULE TELEVISIONPICTURE
07913 AUTONOMOUSNAVIGATION ERROR PROPAGATION USING 04-09-73 FM
OPTIMAL AND RADAR-KNOWNLANDMARK TRACKING ,_
(IN-73-FM'054) i |
07914 SKYLAB MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS ALTIIUDE TEST ANOMALY 04-)8-73 KA ,_ _
REPORT NO, 3 - ERGOMETER LOAD MODULE FAILURE
IBI
1990007273-163
DO(_ T;TLE DATE OPR A_THORi$).,
07915 SKYLAB MEDICAL EXPERIMENT ALTITUDE TEST AN(_4ALY 04-2B-73 KA t
REPORT NO. 5 - AUTOMATIC BLOOD PRESSURE J
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM SYSTOLIC DISPLAY HUNG UP ;_
07918 RTCC VERIFICATION OF FORMULATION FOR ATMOC 04-20-73 FM
EVENT TIMING DISPLAY (IN-73-FM-055)
07920 SKYL.AB MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS ALTITUDE TEST 04-28-73 KA
ANOMALYREPORT NO. B - LIMB VOLUME MEASUREMENT
SYSTEM ANOMALIES
07921 PERFORMANCEMONITORING OF INERTIAL INSTRUMENTS 04-23-73 FM
USING REDUNDANT KT-70 GIMBALED PLATFORMS
(IN-73-FM-058)
07922 A GYRO FAILURE DETECTION AND ISOLATION 04-03-73 FM
ALGORITHM FOR REDUNDANT GIMBALED CAR(JSEL
IV PLATFORMS (IN-73-FM-057)
07925 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE DRC DATA PROCESSING 04-28-7? FD
REQUEST FORM
07927 SPACE SHUTTLE SENSOP SERVO ACCELEROMETER 03-28-7_ EB
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST PROCEDURESMANUAL _'
07928 A STUDY OF SRB THRUST TERMINATION REQUIREMENTS 04-13-73 FM
(IN-73-FM-OBO)
07929 SKYLAB MEDICAL EXPERIMENT ALTITUDE TEST ANOMALY 04-28-73 KA
REPORT NO. 2 - THE WAIST SEAL OF THE LOWER BODY
NEGATIVE PRESSURE DEVICE
07932 SUMMARYOF APOLLO SUPPORT TESTING IN THE 02-Z8-73 EP
THERb_OCHEMICALTEST AREA
07933 CENTER-OF-GRAVITY CLUSTERING ANALYSIS FOR THE 04-27-73 FM
JSC AND MSFC TRAFFIC MODELS (IN-73-FM-OB1)
07934 POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF REMOTE SENSING IN 05-28-73 r
PUBLIC HEALTH
07939 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE AUTOMATIC FLOW CHART 04-1B-73 FM
GENERATOR PROGRAM(SUPERCEDED BY JSC Z_795)
(IN-73-FM-OB2)
07940 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT-IN-FLIGHT MEDICAL 04-10-73 NB J.M. SLEITH |
SUPPORT SYSTEM ORBITAL WORKSHOPPORTION |
07941 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT-IN-FLIGHT MEDICAL 04-12-73
SUPPORT SYSTEM CM RESUPPLY KIT (R+RC) PORTION
07942 A ZERO-ONE INTEGER PROGRAMMINGSOLUTION TO 04-27-73 FM i
DETERMINE THE MINIMUM NUMBER OF TEST CASES
REQUIRED FOR SOFTWARE CHECKOUT (IN-73-FM-OB3)
07943 OPERATIONAL CONSL_IABLES ANALYSIS FOR THE FIRST 05-10-73 FM
SKYLAB MISSION, SL-1/SL-2, FOR APRIL 30, 1973,
SL-1 LAUNCH (IN-73-FM-084)VOL. I - ELECTRICAL POWER 05-07-73
VOL. 2 - ENVIRONMENTAL CONSUMABLES 05-10-73 i
07944 SHUTTLE POST-ABORT DISPLAYS FOR MANUAL 04-08-73
GU]DANCE
07945 ENTRY MONITORING AND BACKUP CONTROL PROCEDURES 04-17-73 FM
FOR SKYLAB MISSIONS (IN-73-FM-085)
07948 TEST REPOt]T-CHAMBER A OUTGASS[NG TEST FOR ATM 04-06-73 •





_ T!TLE DATE OPR _UTHOR(S) ;
07948 LUNAR ROVING VEHI:LE/TRAVERSE GRAVIMETER 04°28-73 PA
EXPERIMENT MOTION SENSITIVITY TEST |;
07950 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE SPACE VEHICI.E DYNAMICS 02-26-7B FM
SIMULATION PROGRAM(IN-73-FM-OB7) (2 VOLUMES) _:(REV. 4)
07961 MODIFICATIONS TO LINEAR TANGENT ASCENT GUIDANCE 05-07-73 FM
(IN-73-FM-0Be)
07952 FIRST MANNED SKYLAB MISSION, SL-Z, GROUND 04-25-73 FM
TRACK BASED ON A MAY 14, 1973, LAUNCH WORKSHOP
(IN-73-FM-089)
07953 SHUrTLE SRB FLEET SIZING STUDY USING THE GPSS 04-30-73 FM
LAUNCH OPERATIONS PROGRAM(IN-73-FM-070)
07954 APOLLO 17 MT'SION ANOMALY REPORT NO. 2 - 04-26-73 PA
MAPPING CAMERA EXTENSION MECHANISM OPERATED
ERRATICALLY (
t
07956 THE HAMILTON STANDARD 25-POUND THRUST 07-19-73 EP R K. WILLIAMS
HYDRAZINE ENGINE TEST
07957 SKYLAB BIOTECHNOLOGY CONSOLE HANDBOOK (REV. A) 05-07-73 FC
07958 USER'S GUIDE AND SOFTWAREDOCUMENTATION FOR 04-28-78 FM R. C. TURLEY
THE ALGORITHM SIMULATION TEST AND EVALUATION
PROGRAM(IN-73-FM-071) (REV. 2)
07959 INSTRUMENTATION OPERATIONAL CALIBRATION CURVES 04-28-73 PT
MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS PRE-FLIGH T DATA COLLECTION
07960 PRELIMINARY COMPARISON OF THE MICHIGAN AND AWS 05-18-73 I. ARSTS
ATMOSPHERE PROGRAMS L. MILLER
07981 SKYLAB MISSION HAZARD ANALYSIS 04-00-73
07083 _AFETY, RELIABILITY, AND OUALITY ASSURANCE 11-01-73 NA
MISSION SUPPORT PLAN FOR SKYLAB (REV. B)
07964 AVAILABILITY OF SELECTED STARS FOR THE FIRST 05-04-73 FM
SKYLAB MISSION, SL-1/SL-2, IN SOLAR INERTIAL
ATTITUDE
'i
07968 tWO-BODY K/S VARIATIONAL EQUATIONS 05-07-73 FM D. J. JEZEWSKI
079_9 SVDS PROGRAMMINGSUPPORT DISPLAYS 10-23-75 FM
(IN-73-FM-076) (REV. 3) " *
07970 SAFETY, RELIABILITY, AND QUALITY ASSURANCE 09-28-78 NA _ _
TRAVEL CONTROL PROCEDURE (REV. F) '
07973 OFF-THE-SHELF SLGNAL CONDITIONAL SURVEY 04-28-73 EB _
07975 PYROTECHNIC PERFORMANCEAT LIOUID HYDRO$EN 08-20-73 EP J. L, PRICE )TEMPERATURE
¢
07077 SKYLAB DISPERSION ANALYSIS (IN-73-FM'077) 05"'18"73 FM "! (@
07078 MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR PREDICTING SKYLAB 05-11-73 FM _
AM/ATM BATTERY CAPACITY (IN-73-FM-078)
!
07979 CONCORDEAPU TEST 10-23-73 EP _ !
e
07980 SPS REENTRY DISPLAY EVALUATION PLAN 05.-17-73 CG
07981 DOUBLE FLSC SEPARATION SYSTEM 05-10-73 EP
07983 DRAG ACCELERATION IN A THERMAL VARIABLE AT- 05-14-73 FM
MOSPHEREAS A NAVIGATION AID (IN-13-FM-OTB)
183
1990007273-165
0OC. e TiThE pATE OPR ApTHQR(S) :
07984 COMMUNICATION GROUND RULES AND LOOP DIRECTORY 07-15_73 FC ' l
FOR SKYLAB (REV. A) "J
0798b APOLLO 17 MISSION ANOMALY REPORT NO. 1 - 05-Z8-73 PA
ERRONEOUSMEASUREMENTSTRANSMITTED BY TELEMETRY
07987 £KYLAB TELEVISION SL-2 SCENE REFERENCE
PHOTOGRAPHS
07980 MOPS NAVIGATION SUPPORT FOR SKYLAB I AND Z 05-14-73 FM
(IN-73-FM-080)
07989 S192 CALIBRATION CONSTANTS (IN-73-FM-081) 09-19-73 FM J. EN_VALL
(REV.1)
07990 QUARTZ CRYSTAL MICROBALANCE EVALUATIO_ TEST 04-28-73
FOR SESL CHAMBERA CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENT
APPLICATION
07994 CHNONOLOGICAL SUMMARYOF THE APOLLO ABORT 05-17-73 FM
WORKING GROUP ACTIVITIES (IN-73-FM-OB2)
07995 ATMOC NAVIGA',:ON AND TIMING SIMULATION PROGRAM 05-23-73 FM
ERROR ANALYSIS (IN-73-FM-O83) _.
07998 SHUTTLE FLIGHT PLANNING AND CREW ACTIVITY GUIDE 05-18-73 CB T.W. HOLLOMAY &
J. V. RIVERS
07997 THE ERTS-1 INVESTIGATION (ER-800) TYPE 2 REPORT 05-28-73 TF R. B. ERB
FOR JULY 197Z TO APRIL 1973
07_98 1972 SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS-PLANETARY 04-28-73 TA
AND EARTH SCIENCES DIVISION, LUNAR SAMPLE
CURATOR
07999 APU THROTTLE VALVE STUDY 05-17-73 EP B. J. LEE
08000 CONTROL SYS'EM REOUIREMENTS FOR TRAJECTORY 05-24-73 FM
CONTROL DURING ENTRY (IN-73-FM-084)
08001 SPACE VEHICLE DYNAMICS SIMULATION PROGRAM 03-15-78 FM
DESCRIPTION (IN-73-FM-085) (REV. 3)
0800Z CREW/CL'q4PUTERINTERFACE AND DISPLAY FORMATS 05-18-73 CG
DEFINITION
08004 THE BU_DET FORMULATION OF THE PERTURBED TWO- 08-08-73 FM |
BODY PROBLEM WITH TOTAL ENERGY AS AN ELEMENT q
(IN-73-FM-O80)
08008 EXOATMOSPHERIC BOOST GUIDANCE FOR SPACE 08-01-73 FM
SHUTTLE VEHICLE (IN-73-FM-087)
4
08008 TEST REPORT-SKYLAB 3 AND 4 CREW TRAINING TEST 04-_8-73
08007 GENERAL GUICELINES ON THE CONTROL, CCJT, AND 05-17-73 ED
RELIABILITY OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS FOR THE
SPACE SHUTTLE AVIONICS SYSTEM •
08009 OPTIMAL PLANNING TECHNIOUE FOR INTEGRATED 08-08-73 FM
MISSION ANALYSIS (OPTIMA)-USER INFORMATION
(%N-73-FM-088) T
08010 CLUSTO - A NEW PROGRAMFOR THE NONSUPERVISED 05-Z8-73 TF R. E. HASKELL i
CLASSIFICATION OF MULTISPECTRAL DATA








DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _,_
080t3 GENERALIZEDINPUT PROCESSORFORTHE SPACE 06-21-73 FM 'i'VEHICLE DYNAMICSSIMULATION PROGRAM
(IN-73-FM-089)
08014 A NEWCONCEPTOF GENERALGRAVITY LOSS 06-11-73 FM
ESTIMATION FOREXPLICIT GUIDANCEPROBLEMS
(IN-73-FM-O90)
08015 APOLLO/SOYUZTEST PROJECTEQUIPMENTEXCHANGE 06-20-73
PLAN
08016 AN ANALYSIS ANDCOMPARISONOF ADAPTIVEAND 06-29-73 FM
ITERATIVE CLUSTERINGALGORITHMSUSING SIMULATED
MULTISPECTRALDATA(IN-73-FM-091)
08017 SKYLABENTRYMISSION PLAN 06-05-73 FM J.F. CLEMONS
D. C. GARDNER
08019 CM/RCS HYBRID DEORBITANALYSIS (IN--73--FM--093) 06--96--73 FM
080Z1 ATTACHEDMANIPULATORSYSTEMDESIGN AND CONCEPT 06--28--73 EW R. BOOKER
VERIFICATION FOR ZERO-G SIMULATION W. BURKITT
P. CORVELEYN
08022 ANALYSIS OF SHUTTLESUBORBITALTANKSTAGING 05-19-73 FM
FORMISSION 3A (IN-73-FM-095) P T
08023 OPERATOR-CERTIFIEDCALIBRATIONPROCEDUREFOR 06-01-73 EA W.B. MCCAMPBELL
BRUSH MARK 200 CHART RECORDER
08024 SKYLABOPERATIONALTRAJECTORYSIMULATEDDATA 0i-27-73 FM
PACKAGE, SLII-SL/3, (IN-73-FM-096) (REV. I)
08026 SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION LABORATORY TEST 06-28-73 EL H.D. GREEN
REPORT - APPLICATIONSTECHNOLOGY SATELLITE
PARABOLIC REFLECTOR SUBSYSTEM TESTS, CHAMBEn A
08027 EARTH RESOURCES DATA HANDLING PLAN 06-28-73 FS
08028 PREDICTEDMODEI LAUNCHABORTLANDING 05-19-73
POINT DATA COMPUTED FOR THE FIRST SKYLAB
MISSION, SLII-SLI2, (IN-73-FM-097)
08029 A STUDYOF TROPOSPHERICREFRACTION 06-25-73 FM
(IN-73-FM-O98)
08030 SKYLABSPACEL,AFTOPERATIONALLAUNCH 06-25-73 FM i
ABORT PLAN - SECOND MANNED LAUNCH, SL-3,
(IN-73-FM-099)
08031 TEST PROCEDUREFORRELATIVE STIFFNESS 06-15-73 ES J. ESTEP _.
MEASUREMENT" ON CANDIDATE FLEXIBLE THERMAL _
HEATSHIELD MATERIALS ._ _
08033 AN ASSESSMENTDF ABORTCAPABILITY FOLLOWING 06-25-73 FM
COMPLETE ORBITER THRUST LOSS DURING LAUNCH ,
(IN-73-FM-1UO) :'i,
08034 CSM CFE OPEN CERTIFICATION STATUS SUMMARY 02-07-75 NB _w
REPORT _
08036 CSM SPACECRAFT MATERIAL AGE SENSITIVE PARTS 01-28-75 NB ;.
LISTING ,
08037 JSC CSM AGE CONTROLLED/TIMEACTION 06-28-75 NB
REQUIREMENTSUMMARY ._
08038 COMMANDANDSERVICEMODULE-Ill, DOCKING 05-28-75 NB





DOC...____##TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
6_
08039 COMMANDSERVICE MODULE,CSM-111,DOCKING 05-28-75 NB (





08046 SECONDMANNEDSKYLABMISSION, SL-3. GROUND 06-29-73 FM R.R. BERGQUIST
TRACKBASEDON A MAY 14, 1973 LAUP.CHWORKSHOP
(IN-73-FM-101)
08047 SUGGESTEDREFRACTIONCORRECTIONMODELFORSPACE 06-29-73 FM
SHUTTLEWORK(IN-73-FM-102)
08048 GPLOTPLOTTERPROGRAMFORTHE SPACEVEHICLE 07-05-73 FM
DYNAMICSSIMULATION PROGRAM(IN-73-FM-103)
08049 SKYLABMISSION SL-3 HAZARDANALYSIS 07-02-73 NA
08050 NOMINAL AND CONTINGENCY MISSION SEPARATION 07-05-73 FM M.L. WILLIAMSON
PROCEDURES FOR THE SECOND SKYLAB MISSION,
SL-3
08051 SKYLAB I/2 TECHNICAL AIR-TO-GROUND VOICE 07-28-73 _
TRANSCRIPTION
08052 SKYLAB112 ONBOARDVOICE TRANSCRIPTRECORDED 07-28-73
ONTHE COMMANDMODULEANDAIRLOCKMODULE
RECORDERS
08053 SKYLAB I/2 TECHNICAL CREW DEBRIEFING 06-28-73
08055 PRELIMINARYPROJECTDEFINITION AND 06-29-73 FM
IMPLEMENTATIONPLAN FORTHE VEHICLE MANAGEMENT
ANDMISSION PLANNINGSYSTEMS(IN-73-FM-105)
08056 MALAKERCRYOGENICCOOLERREFURBISHMENTPROGRAM 11-02-73 EP N.C. LUKSA
!
08057 SKYLABCOVERAGEOF THE JUNE 30, 1973 SOLAR 07-12-73 FM A. N. LUNDE
ECLIPSE O. MCCAFFETY
08058 APOLLO/SOYUZTEST PROJECTPRELIMINARYMISSION 07-03-73 FM
PROFILE (IN-73-FM-107)
08059 EARTHOBSERVATIONSAIRCRAFTPROGRAMPRqJECT 06-28-73 TF
SUPPORTPLAN FORSRT PROJECTX177 |
08080 SPACE SHUTTLE SYSTEM PYROTECHNIC SPECIFICATION 10-21-86 GA
(REV. E)
08063 SENSITIVITY SIUDY FOR THE RATE GYRO MODE 07-12-73 FM J.E. GREENLEE
RESPONSE OF THE ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING RESEARCH T.B. MURTAGH
VEHICLE
08064 PRE-SIMULATIONREPORTSHUTTLEMODE3 ABORT 07-03-73 CG C. O. LEWIS
DISPLAY EVALUATION
08065 SPACEVEHICLE DYNAMICSSIMULATION PROGRAM 07-20-73 FM
SUBROUTINE LIBRARY (IN-73-FM-110) (6 VOLUMES)
708066 ATMFLIGHT VEHICLE THERMAL-VACUUMTEST PROGRAM 07-28-73 EL
l
08067 SKYLAB3, CSM-111, MISSION COMMUNICATION 07-28-73 R. J. PANNETON
SYSTEMSPERFORMANCEAND COVERAGEPREDICTIONS J. A PORTER
08068 SKYLAB3, CSM-1]7, MISSION COMMUNICATION 07-28-73 EJ







OOC. # TITLE DATE OP._.RRAUTHOR(S)
08089 OPERATIONALTRAJECTORYFORTHE SECONDSKYLAB 07-05-73 FM %
MISSION, SL-3 (IN-73-FM-108) #
t "
08074 THE TERMINALAREAUNPOWEREDGLIDE RANGE 07-18-73 FM ,r
CAPABILITIESOF THE 089B ORBITER IN TERMS
OF THE ENERGYPLANE (IN-73-FM-111)
08075 NOMINALANDCONTINGENCYSEPARATIONPROCEDURES 07-25-73 FM
FORAPOLLO/SOYUZTEST PROJECT, PRELIMINARY
(IN-73-FM-112)
08078 THE ERROR FUNCTION METHOD FOR HANDLING 07-25-73 FM
INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS (IN-73-FM-114)
08079 SKYLABGYRO-STABILIZEDBINOCULARFLAMMABILITY 07-17-73 ES D.G. SAUERS
QUALIFICATIO_ TESTS
08080 THE EFFECTOF VARIABLE PAYLOADWEIGHTON THE 07-20-73 FM
SHUTTLEONCE-AROUNDABORT(IN-73-FM-115)
08082 SKYLAB1/2 EXPERIMENTSDEBRIEFING KW
VOL. 1 - APOLLOTELESCOPEMOUNT 07-05-73
VOL. 2 - EARTHRESOURCES 07-06-73
VOL. 3 - COROLLARY 07-28-73
08083 REAL-rIME NAVIGATIONAND TRANSFORMATIONSUP- 07-25-73 FM
PORT FOR THE FIRST SKYLAB MISSION, SL-I/SL-2
(IN-73-FM-I13)
18084 MIXING INERTIAL AND NAVIGATIONAL AID DATA BY 07-30-73 FM
USING COMPLEMENTARY FILTERS DURING SHUTTLE
AUTOLAND (IN-73-FM-116)
08085 COMPARATIVE DURABILITY TESTS ON VARIOUS 07-25-73 ES D.G. SAUERS
PATENT OFFICE ANTIFOG COMPOUNDS
08086 A GLOSSARY OF MICROELECTRONIC TERMINOLOGY 07-17-73 EB
(dupl. #)
08086 AN ORBIT STUDYFORLANGLEY'S LONGDURATION 07-18-74 FM J, A. BELL
(dupl. #) EXPOSURE FACILITY R. E. KINCADE
G. L. NORBRATEN
08087 SYSTEM PARAMETERS REVIEW FOR RTCC PROGRAMS 07-25-73 FM
FOR THE SECOND SKYLAB MISSION NAVIGATION
VERIFICATION (IN-73-FM-117)
08088 DATA ACQUISITION CONTROL AND BUFFER UNIT 07-18-73 EG
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS f
08089 SPACE SHUTTLE SENSOR EVALUATION 07-28-73 J. CARNNIFF
08090 FLEET SIZING STUDYFOR THE 581 FLIGHT TRAFFIC 07-25-73 FM
MODEL(IN-73-FM-118)
08091 TFLEVISION SCENEREFERENCEPHOTOGRAPHS,SKYLAB 07-28-73 KW
MISSION 2, SL'3
08093 SECOND SKYLAB MISSION OPERATIONAL ATTITUDE AND 07-25-7_ FM
POINTING TIMELINE (IN-73-FM-119) _
08094 THE SBASI PERFORMANCEAT -260°F 12-28-73 EP L.J. PRICE
v
08095 SKYLAB OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM 08-01-73 FM e___
CONSUMABLES ANALYSIS FOR THE SECOND AND THIRD
..&
SKYLABMISSIONS, SL-3 ANDSL-4 (IN-73-FM-120) _
08098 PRELIMINARY REPORT OF SENSOR TECHNOLOGY 02-28-73 EG
REQUz,.MENTSAND STATUS OF EVALUATIONS




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) ,,
08100 PROGRAMINFORMATION CONTROL AND RETRIEVAL 08-28-74 LV
SYSTEMS MANAGEMENTPLAN
08101 DATA COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS, 06-17-75
DEFINITION, AND STbDY RESULTS
08102 NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 10-06-87 GM
LEVEL IT BASELINE DESCRIPTIOn! AND STATUS
REPORT (REV. C)
08103 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS REPORT 01-15-77 LV
08106 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM INFORMATION SYSTEMS 05-28-82 LV
HANDBOOK (REV. D)
08108 CREW SYSTEMS DIVISION DOCUMENT STATUS AND 01-27-77 EC
CHANGE CONTROL DATA BASE USER'S GUIDE
08110 SPACE SHUTTLE GROUNDSUPPORT EQUIPMENT 08-Z6-76
INTEGRATION PLAN
08112 SPACE SHUTTLE GROUND OPERATIONS INTEGRATION 02-09-78
PLAN
08113 VAFB GROUND SYSTEM DESIGN REVIEW SUPPORT PLAN 05-19-87 GM
(REV. A)
08114 SHUTTLE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR PERIODIC 04-10-81 LA
CERTIFICATION OF MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT
AND OPERATING PERSONNEL
08116 SPACE SHUTTLE DATA FOR PLANETARY MISSION 10-01-87 GM
RADIOISOTOPE THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR
SAFETY ANALYSIS (REV. A)
08117 NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PRO- 12-19-80 GM
CEDURE FOR CERTIFICATION OF FLIGHT READI-
NESS, LEVEL II PROGRAM DEFINITION (REV. D)
08118 SPACE SHUTTLE TELEMETRY AND COMMAND DATA 12-28-81 EH
CHARACTERISTICS HANDBOOK
VOL. 1 - TELEMETRY DOWNLINK (REV. C)
VOL. 2 - COMMAND UPLINK (REV. D)
08121 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM INTEGRATED SEPARATION 04-13-79 LA
SYSTEMS VERIFICATION PLAN (REV. B)
08122 AGRICULTURE MICROWAVE PLAN 01-28-77 ED K. KRISHEN
08123 CERTIFICATION OF FLEXHOSES AND BELLOWS FOR 12-28-80 PA
FLOW INDUCED VIBRATION
08124 NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS PROGRAM- 03-30-84 LA
PRODUCT SUPPORT MANAGEMENT PLAN
a
08126 PROBLEM REPORTING AND CORRECTIVE ACTION SYSTEM 08-25-87 ND D.M. BROWNE
REQUIREMENTS (REPLACED BY JSC 20790. REV. A)
(REV. C)
0812____99 TEST REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY FOR VAFB LAUNCH C 05-II-87 GM
MCUNT/SRB CALIBRATION AND LOAD TEST (REV. C)
08130 POGO PREVENTION vLAN (REV. B) 05-11-87 GM
08131 CONTAMINATION CONTROL PLAN, LEVEL 2 PROGRAM 09-15-88 GM
DEFINITION AND REQUIREMENTS (REV. A)
08135 SURVEY OF EXISTING AND PLANNED INFORMATION I0-30-80 LA
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS FOR SPACE TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEM OPERATIONS, FINAL REPORT
188
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0813_____7 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAMTEST PLAN FLIGHT 12-02-82 LA
READINESS FIRING FOR STS-6
0813..___99 JSC ARTEMIS SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND 05-15-8B GM J.B. JACKSON J
t
PROCEDURESDOCUMENT, BASIC
08143 INTEGRATED VERIFICATION TEST REQUIREMENTS FOR 05-11-87 GM
THE ICE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM AT VAFB (REV. A)
08144 INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT INFORMATION COMPUJER 06-10-86 GM J. B. JACKSON
SYSTEM BASELINE, BASIC
08145 AUTOMATED MANAGEMENTINFORMATION CENTER SYSTEM 09-09-81 LV
REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES DOCUMENTS
08147 FLIGHT READINESS FIRING TEST PLAN, 0V-104, 07-10-85 LA R.H. KOHRS
BASIC
08151 SPACE SHUTTLE MAINTENANCE BASELINE REQUIREMENTS GM
DOCUMENT
VOL. 1 - MAINTENANCE CONCEPTS BASELINE AND 05-11-87
SMR CODING
VOL. 2 - INTERMEDIATE AND DEPOT MAINTENANCE 07-02-87
REQUIREMENTS
08157 FLIGHT READINESS FIRING TEST PLAN FOR 10-01-85
STS 62-A AT VANDENBERG LAUNCH SITE
08160 JSC GOVERNMENT-FURNISHED EQUIPMENT ELECTRICAL, 07-28-76 NA
ELECTRONIC, AND ELECTROMECHANICAL PARTS
REQUIREMENTS MANUAL
08161 COMSEC SECURITY PROCEDURESMANAGEMENTINFORMA- 10-01-84 LA
TION CENTER SECURE OPERATIONS ROOM. BUILDING 1,
ROOM 612 AT JSC (REV. A)
0818....__._.33 NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM - MATRIX 04-28-87 GM
SWITCH SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND PROCEDURES
DOCUMENT, BASIC •
08170 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAMSUBSYSTEM CODES 11-02-76 LA
08171 SPACE SHUTTLE OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICAIZON DOCUMENT, KSC
VOL. 1 - INTEGRATED OMRSD, FINAL, STS-1 04-06-81 WT
VERSION
VOL. 2 - STRUCTURE AND WEIGHT AND BALANCE 07-24-78
SUBSYSTEMS )
VOL. 3 - MECHANICAL SUBSYSTEMS 11-18-78 LA :
VOL. 4 - PROPULSION SUBSYSTEMS 09-21-78
VOL. 5 - POWER SUBSYSTEMS 07-24-78
VOL. 6 - AVIONICS SUBSYSTEM (REV. A) 02-08-79 LA
VOL. 7 - ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND LIFE 03-06-79 LA '_
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM (REV. A)VOL. 8 - ORBITER INTEGRATED TEST 02-22-79 LA
VOL. 10 - ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST 02-22-79
#
08173 LAUNCH COMMIT CRITERIA DATA SYSTEM USER 09-04-87 GM _ "
GUIDE (REV. A) !
08181 TERMINAL STANDARDS 03-03-77 LV _ _"
08182 GUIDELINES TO INTERACTIVE TERMINAL FUNCTIONS 03-03-76 LV •
08183 METHOD FOR EVALUATING COSTS AND BENEFITS OF 03-30-76 ,,_.
INFORMATION MANAGEMENTSYSTEMS .(
0818_.______99SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM INFORMATION MANAGE- 07-24-79 BN O. B. JACKSON _i
MENT SYSTEM PANEL, INFORMATION NOTE NO. B-
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#
08190 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAMINFORMATION MANAGEMENT 09-24-79
SYSTEM PANEL 'I
08192 MATH MODELS OF FRICTION CHARACTERISTICS FOR 10-07-88 GM ,,
ORBITER MAIN AND NOSE GEAR TIRES, BASIC
08195 0V-104 SPECIAL TEST FLOW TO LAUNCH PAD 39B 09-26-86 GM
INTEGRATED TEST PLAN, BASIC
08196 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAMSOLID STATE COLOR 10-28-86 EE
TELEVISION CAMERA PROGRAMREQUIREMENTS
DOCUMENT
08198 MANAGEMENTINTEGRATION TRACKING SYSTEM, 12-10-86 GM D. C. SCHULTZ
ACTION REQUEST/WORK ORDER DATABASE
REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT, BASIC
08199 ASCENT FLIGHT DESIGN INTEGRATION SYSTEM 02-11-87 GM D. C. SCHULTZ
REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
08200 MAIN PROPULSION TEST REQUIREMENTS AND 03-15-79 LA
SPECIFICATIONS DOCUMENT (MPT-TRSD) (REV B) _'
08201 MATED VEHICLE GROUNDVIBRATION TEST 07-07-78 LA t:
REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS DOCUMENT (
(MVGVT-TRSD) (REV. A)
08202 GROUNDUMBILICAL AND LAUNCH SEPARATION SYSTEMS 01-02-79 LA
TEST REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATIONS DOCUMENT
08203 TECHNICAL OPERATING PROCEDURESREVIEW 07-15-87 GM R.H. KOHRS
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN (REV. A)
08206 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 10-28-87 GM
FOR KSC MLP HDP STIFFNESS VERIFICATION
(REV. A)
08208 FLIGHT ASSIGNMENT MENU-OPERATED SYSTEM 07-19-87 GM
REQUIREMENT DOCUMENT, BASIC f
08210 JSC/KSC INTERCENTER AGREEEMNT ON SPACE SHUTTLE 04-20-77
PROGRAM FLIGHT CREW EQUIPMENT HANDLING c
08212 CRITICAL LINE REPLACEABLE UNIT IDENTIFICATION 04-06-88 RICHARD H. KOHRS
REQUIREMENTS
08216 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAMCOMPLIANCE ASSURANCE 01-04-88 RICHARD H. KOHRS i
m
AND STATUS SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PLAN !)
08220 MASTER MEASUREMENTSLIST FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
MEASUREMENTS
VOL. 1 " ORBITER 05-27-82 FR l
VOL. 2 - SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER, MAIN ENGINES 06-31-81 LA .
(REV. D) )!08221 FLIGHT MASTER MEASUREMENT DATA BASE MANAGEMENT 07-28-78 LA
PLAN FOR ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST
08222 MASTER MEASUREMENTSLIST FOR MAIN PROPULSION 03-28-80 LA )
TEST ARTICLE (REV. F)
108223 ROAD MAP FOR MEASUREMENT/STIMULI EVENT 12-01-78 LADESCRIPTORS BETWEEN OMI AND MML FOR SIS-1
FLIGHT
08241 CREW EQUIPMENT LIST (VARIOUS FLIGHTS) 10-21-8_ WC D. CORDINER
08242 LIMITATIONS FOR NONFLIGHT MATERIALS AND 01-04-88 RICHARD H. KOHRS




DOC, # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
0824_.__3 RETURNTO FLIGHT WETCOUNTDOWNDEMONSTRA- 03-07-88 RICHARDH. KOHRS ,h
TION TEST AND FLIGHT READINESSFIRING
TEST PLAN, STS-28, 0V-103
08247 MAIN PROPULSIONTEST ARTICLE ANDASSOCIATED 01-19-88 RICHARDH. KOHRS ;EQUIPMENTAND TEST FACILITY DOWNMODEGUIDE-
LINE PLAN
08317 INTERIM OPERATIONALLOGISTICS SUPPORT [0-01-84 LG
PLAN-NATIONALSPACETRANSPORTATION
SYSTEMSPROGRAM
08330 COMPUTERSYSTEMSHARDWARE/SOFTWAREINTEGRATION 09-02-75 LA
SOFTWAREDEVELOPMENTSTANDARDSHANDBOOKNO. 1
08336 SPACESHUTTLE_ROGRAM ANAGEMENTPLAN FORCOM- 09-03-75 LA F. BENNETT
PUTER SYSTEMHARDWARE/SOFTWAREINTEGRATION
REVIEW
08337 SPACESHUTTLEPROGRAMFLIGHT OPERATIONS 07-29-77
DIRECTORATE DATA MANAGEMENT REVIEW
08338 ORBITER AVIONICS MASSMEMORYUNIT COMPUTFR
PROGRAMINTEGRATIONPLAN (REV. F)
VOL. 1 - RELEASECONTROLANDTAPE FORMATS 04-22-85 FR
VOL. 2 - RELEASEAUTHORITYAND SCHEDULES 05-12-83 LA
VOL. 3 - DELIVERABLEREQUIREMENTSAND TAPE 04-13-84 FR
FORMATS
08340 FLIGHT READINESS FIRING TEST PLAN, 0V-103 05-01-84 LA
08400 ERAP AIRCRAFT APPLICATIONS OPERATIONS HANDBOOK, 09-04-73 FC
BASIC
08403 FINAL CREW CHARTS FOR THE SECOND MANNED SKYLAB 08-02-73 FM
MISSION, SL-3 (IN-73-FM-122)
08405 AIRCRAFT DATAACQUISITION, HANDLING, AND 07-28-73 FC P. KATELANSKY
RECORDINGSYSTEMS D. WHITTLE
0(t406 CREWINTEGRATIONPLAN FOR THE SHUTTLEPROGRAM 08-28-73 CD
DEVELOPMENTANDTEST PHASE
08408 JSC SKYLABPARASOLMATERIALEVALUATION 07-30-73 ES T. J. BALLENTINE
J. W. ESTEP
S. JACOBS
08410 SKYLABEARTHREFOURCESAND SPACEPHYSICS 07-19-73 KS L.J. BRAQUET
EQUIPMENT
08412 ON MINIMIZING THE PROBABILITYOF 08-28-73 TF
MISCLASSIFICATIONOF LINEAR FEATURE
SELECTION
08413 AN ANALYSIS OF A DATA FILTERING FORMULA FOR 08-27-73 FM
REDUNDANCY MANAGEMENT SCHEMES (IN-73-FM-123)
08414 SKYLAB MISSION REPORT, FIRST VISIT 08-28-73 KA
08416 R27 POST-FLIGHT RESULTSFORTHE FIRST SKYLAB 08-27-73 FM
MISSION, SL-1/SL-2 (IN-73-FM-124)
08417 PREDICTEDMODEI LAUNCHABORTLANDING 08-15-73 FM
POINT DATACOMPUTEDFORTHE SECONDSKYLAB e..
MISSION, SL-3 (IN-73-FM-128) N_
08419 COMPLEMENTARYSECONDARYACTUATORCONCEPTS 07-20-73 EG





DOC. t TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) #
08422 CREWTRAINING PROGRAMFORTHE APOLLO/SOYUZ 10-28-73 CG M. K. BRZEZINSKI
TEST PROJECT
08424 THE KEARFOTTACCELEROMETEREVALUATION 07-28-73 EG
08425 TASK 41 IBM CRT DISPLAY SYSTEMEVALUATION 08-08-73 EG
REPORT
08426 G, E. FUELCELL FLOWPATTERNINVESTIGATION 08-15-73 EP J. A. ROBERSON




08429 EVALUATIONOF A CAROUSEL4 INERTIAL NAVIGATION 08-28-73 EG O. M. LECHER
SYSTEMREPORTNO. 1
08430 SENSITIVITY STUDYFORTHE CMGMODERESPONSE 08-21-73 FM
THE SKYLABASTRONAUTMANEUVERINGRESEARCH
VEHICLE (IN-73-FM-127)
08431 DEVELOPMENT,TESTING, AND EVALUATIONOF t2-28-73 ES
ADVANCEDFLEXIBLE HEAT SHIELD MATERIALS
FORTItE SKYLABSL-3 PARASOLCANOPY l
08432 EXPLORINGEARTHRESOURCESWITH SKYLAB 08-28-73 AP3




08436 A COMPARISONOF THE VARIOUS SIMPLE FILTERS 09-13-73 FM W.L. GIBSON
PROPOSEDFOR REDUNDANCYMANAGEMENT
(IN-73-FM-129)
08437 COMPUTATIONTIME REQUIREMENTSOF CANDIDATE 09-13-73 FM R.E. ECKELKAMP
SHUTTLENAVIGATIONFILTERS (IN-73-FM-130)
08438 GEMMVLAUNCHABORTALGORITHMS(IN-73-FM-131) 09-05-73 FM
08439 SKYLAB1/2 PRELIMINARYBIOMEDICALREPORT 09-28-73 DA
08441 THE MULTIPHASENAVIGATIONPROGRAMFORTHE 09-07-73 FM W.M. LEAR
SPACESHUTTLEORBITER (IN-73-FM-132)
08443 SHUTTLEAVIONICS BREADBOARDEVELOPMENTAND 08-28-73 EG
TEST OBJECTIVES )
08445 SKYLABOPERATIONALTRAJECTORYSIMULATORDATA 09-13-73 FM ;
PACKAGE,SL-1/SL-4 (IN-73-FM-134)
).
08447 CLASSIFICATION BY THRESHOLDING 09-28-73 TP A. H. FEIVESON
08448 CAPACITATORDISCHARGEFIRING OF SBASI 09-07-73 EP
08449 DEVELOPMENTOF A COMPUTER-AIDEDPROCEDUREFOR 08-28-73 TF B. H. MOORE
THE NATIONALPROGRAMOF INSPECTIONOF DAMS
08450 DEVELOPMENTOF A TWO-CHANNELINEAR DISCRIM- 08-28-73 TF
ZNANTFUNCTIONFORDETECTINGAND IDENTIFYING i
SURFACEWATERUSING ERTS-1 DATA
08453 EVALUATIONOF COMPUTER-AIDEDPROCEDUREFOR 08-2P-73 TF
DETECTINGSURFACEWATER
08455 THE ERTS-1 INVESTIGATION-A COMPENDIUMOF 11-28-74 SC R.B. ERB
ANALYSIS RESULTSOF THE UTILITY OF ERTS-1
DATA FORLANDRESOURCESMANAGEMENT
08457 THE ERTS-1 INVESTIGATION, VOLUMES2-4
172
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08461 THE ERTS-1 INVESTIGATION, VOLUME 8 t:
08485 EXTENDED 70 AMPERE-HOUR SILVER CADMIUM BATTERY 09-11-73 EP D. R. SAUCIFR
EVALUATION =3'
08466 APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT CREW PROCEDURES 07-28-75 CG J, L. BAKEk
MANAGEMENTPLAN
08467 FINAL CREW CHARTS FOR THE THIRD MANNED SKYLAB 11-19-73 FM V'
MISSION, SL-4 (IN-73-FM-135) (REV. 1)
08468 A FEASIBILITY STUDY OF GROUNDCONTROLLED 00-14-73 FM J. V. WEST
TERMINAL AREA GUIDANCE FOR THE SHUTTLE ORBITER
(IN-73-FM-138)
08469 APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT OPERATION HANDBOOK- 06-20-74 BT
COk_AND/SERVICE/DOCKING MODULES SYSTEMS OPER-
ATING PROCEDURES
08471 PROJECT SPACE SHUTTLE SAIL BREADBOARDCHECKOUT 09-14-73 EG
LANGUAGES
0847Z APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT PRELIMINARY APOLLO 09-19-73 FM T. W. KELLER
ATTITUDE AND POINTING TIMELINE (IN-73-FM-137) W. R. LACY
L"
M. R. WHINERY (:
08473 EARTH RESOURCESOPERATIONS HANDBOOK 10-28-73 FS '_
08475 DATA PACKAGE FOR SHUTTLE ASCENT REFERENCE 10-17-73 FM W, W, FERRY
TRAJECTORY TAPE (IN-73-FM-139) C, L, FLETCHER
08476 SKYLAB 1/3 TECHNICAL AIR-TO-GROUND VOICE 10-28-73
TRANSCRIPTIONS a
08477 SKYLAB 113 ONBOARDVOICE TRANSCRIPTION 10-28-73
08478 SKYLAB 113 TECHNICAL CREW DEBRIEFING 10-04-72 KW
08480 SKYLAB 113 APOLLO TELESCOPE MOUNT EXPERIMENTS 10-15-73 KW
DEBRIEFING
08481 SKYLAB 113 EARTH RESOURCES EXPERIMENTS 10-12-73 KW
DEBRIEFING
08482 SKYLAB 113 COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS DEBRIEFING 10-_6-73 KW _"
0848_ SKYLAB MISSION HAZARD ANALYSIS SL-4 12-28-73 NA
08484 PRELIMINARY DATA ON BOULDEPS AT STATION 6, 10-28-73 P. BUTLER
APOLLO 17 LANDING SITE G, H, HEIKEN _
C.H. SIMONDS
08485 ACTIVITIES OF THE APOLLO FLIGHT LIMITS 00-25-73 FM C. R. HUSS
SUBPANEL (IN-73-FM-140)
08486 SKYLAB BATTERY CELL EVALUATION 0@-25-73 EP D. B. TRAHAN
08487 SKYLAB OPERATIONAL TRAJECTORY SIMULATOR DATA 09-26-73 FM
PACKAGE, SL-1/SL-4 (IN-73-FM-141)
08488 CARDIOVASCbLAR LABORATORY DIGITIAL DATA ACQUI- 10-28-73 FD
SITION SYSTEM SOFTWARE DESIGN SPECIFICATION
0_489 PROJECT SPACE SHUTILE ON-ORBIT DOCKING 09-28-73 EG A, P, LIM
SIMULATION
08490 CLIMATOLOGY OF MEXICAN CLOU9 COVER 09-28-73 D, E, PHINNEY
08493 ENGINEERING DESCRIPTION OF THE REMOTE SENSOR 10-09-73 FM R, KIDD
EVALUATION TOOL COMPUTER PROGRAM L, MILLER
173
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08494 INITIAL TEST REPORT FOR IN-LINE TASK 57 09-28-73 EG
COMPONENTEVALUATION ,j
08496 ALRC 600-POUND THRUST HYDRAZINE ENGINE TEST 12-18-73 EP ,,
_c
08497 SF;UTTLE CRYOGENIC LOADING TECHNIOUES EVALUATION 12-19-73 EP
08499 OPERATIONAL TRAJECTORY FOR THE THIRD SKYLAB 10-16-73 FM
MISSION, SL-4 '_
08501 NOMINAL AND CONTINGENCY MISSION SEPARATION 1G-17-73 FM C.W. FRALEY
PROCEDURES FOR THE THIRD SKYLAB mISSION, SL-4 M.L. WlLLIAMSON
08503 LIFE SCIENCES DIRECTORATE IO-DAY REPORT FOR 10-05-73 DA
SL-3, SECOND MANNED MISSION FOR SKYLAB MEDICAL
EXPERIMENTS
08504 SKYLAB-3 INTERIM R+ 21-DAY BIOMEDICAL REPORT, 11-28-73 SD P. BUCHANAN
PRELIMINARY
08505 SKYLAB-4 MISSION COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 10-28-73 EJ J. M. CASTILLO
PERFORMANCEAND COVERAGE PREDICTIONS J. A. PORTER '
08506 UNIVAC 1108/1110 TAPE DRIVE SUBSYSTEM 09-28-73 rD P. M. HINSON _"
PERFORMANCECOMPARISON i:
08507 SPS ENTRY DISPLAY EVALUATION SIMULATION 08-31-73
08509 DETERMINATION OF HIGH VELOCITY WATER VAPOR 11-14-73 H.K. EHLFRS
PLUME PROFILES IN THE THERMAL-VACUUM B. B. ROBERTS
ENVIRONMENT J.T. VISENTINE
08511 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE REMOTE SENSOR EVALUATION 10-24-73 FM W. A. REINI
TOOL PROGRAM S. K. TINKLER
08512 LASER PROFILOMETER-HARDWARE IMPACT ON DATA 10-18-73 FM ._. S. SIMPSON
CORRECTION INTERIM REPORT (IN-73-FM-148) R. E. STOKES '
08513 THIRD SKYLAB MISSION OPERATIONAL ATTITUDE AND 10-16-73 FM S. C. BROOME
POINTING IIMELINE L. C. CONNELLY
E. D. SOBAK
08514 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER REDUNDANCY STATUS 05-01-75 N8 N. J. PRICE
08515 SKYLAB SPACECRAFT OPERATIONAL LAUNCH ABORT 10-25-73 FM E. M. HENDERSON
PLAN-THIRb MANNED LAUNCH, SL-4 S. R. NEWMAN
08516 DESIGN AND TEST OF A SUNSHADE FOR THE SHUTTLE 10-19-73 EG R. G. CHILTON
MULTIMODE OPTICAL SENSOR I. SAULIETIS
085.17 COMPUTERPROGRAMDEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE 11-05-73 FM D.M. BRALEY
TECHNIQUES (SUDERCEDED BY JSC 169Z3)
(IN-73-FM-151)
08518 NEAP FIXED RADIUS PARTIALS FOR HYPERBOLIC 11-19-73 FM P.T. PIXLEY a
ORBITS
08519 ANALYSIS OF SHUTTLE MISSION 3A OMS AV REQUIRE- 11-15-73 FM W. C. BEAN
MENTS FOR MANEUVER FROM MAIN ENGINE CUTOFF TO J. FUNK
80-, 90-, AND 100- NAUTICAL MILE CIRCULAR ORBITS !
085Z0 CANDIDATE SHUTTLE NAVIGATION FILTER RUN TIMES 11-28-73 FM 1
ON THE IBM API01 COMPUTER (IN-73-FM-154)
08521 RS-18B HARDWARE IMPACT ON DATA CORRECTION - 11-01-'73 FM L. HAYDEN
INTERIM REPORT R.E. STOKES
08522 A PARMETER OPTIMIZATION APPROACH TO SOLVING 11-01-73 FM I.L. JOHNSON r •




DO(;.# TITLE DATE OPR AVTH_R(S ) #v
OBSZ3 SPACE SHUTTLE IN-LINE TASK 48 MASTER TIMING 06-Z8-73 EG
UNIT INITIAL LAB TEST REPORT
08525 SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE ENTRY AND TRANSITION 09-28-73 E_ H, N. SINGH "
SIMULATION
08536 PHASED PLAN FOR TEST OPERATION CENTER VALI- 12-07-73 EJ C. B. HOLDER
DATION FOR SHUTTLE AVIONICS INTEGRATION
LABORATORY
08568 WALL BOUNDARY EQUATIONS WITH SLIP AND CATA- 1Z-Z8-73
LYSIS FOR MULTICOMPONENT NONEQUILIBRIUM GAS
FLOWS
08559 THE MENELEEV CRATER CHAIN - A DESCRIPTION AND 02-Z8-74 D. EPPLER
DISCUSSION OF ORIGIN G. HEIKEN
08560 SAIL BREADBOARDGROUNDCHECKOUT SYSTEM 12-13-73 EG H. K. HIERS
08561 ANALYSIS OF SHUTTLE PAYLOAD DIRECT INJECTION 12-18-73 FM J. T. MCNEELY
WITH SUBORBITAL TANK STAGING FOR DUE EAST
MISSIONS (IN-73-FM-173)
i:
08562 ASTP CONTRACTOR-FURNIS']ED EOUIPMENT 06-02-75 N6CERTIFICATION SUMMARY
)
08564 RF TEST SET 12-07-73 EG i
08585 RStBB SOFTWARE FORMULATION FOR THE PRODUCTION 1Z-1Z-73 FM F. L. BARNES
PROCESSING SYSTEM (IN-73-FM-174) R. O. SPENCER
A. D. WYLIE
¢
08566 A METHOD FOR OPTIMAL MANEUVER ANALYSIS OF 12-18-73 FM S. F. MCADO0
COMPLEX SPACE MISSIONS-OP_URN USER'S GUIDE
08567 VEHICLE MANAGEMENTAND MISSION PLANNING SYSTEM. 12-14-73 FM
PHASE I-B, USER'S DOCUMENT, VOLUME 1- BATCH
LOADER PROGRAM (IN-73-FM-177) ,
08568 ATMOSPHERIC MODELS FOR HORIZONTAL FLIGHT TEST 12-10-73 FM O, HILL
SIMULATIONS
08571 TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION OF HEATING, VENTILATION, 11-Z8-74 W. L. _ILL
AND AIR CONDITIONING FOR MIUS APPLICATION M. B. KEOUGH
J. O. RIPPEY
0851Z SOLID STATE IMAGE SENSORS - TECHNIQUES AND 12-14-73 ED
APPLICATIONS !
08573 APOLLO 17 PHOTOGRAPHEVALUATION DATA BOOK OZ-ZZ-74 FM H.H. CUNNINGHAM
(IN-73-FM-178)
08574 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER VEHICLE INERTIAL 12-14-73 EG T
MEASUREMENTUNIT TEST PROGRAMPLAN _
0857_ ORBITER HORIZONTAL FLIGHT TEST REQUIREMENTS 01-06-74 WC A.H. ALDRED _
DRAFT
08581 A METHOD OF OBTAINING SOME NOISE STATISTICS 01-Z5-74 FM W_ M. LEAR j !
FROM NOTrE-CORRUPTED DATA (]N-73-FM-IBO) I08562 IN-LINE TASK 56 - WIRE/CIRCUIT BREAKER TESTING 1Z-ZB-73 EG ,_
08584 SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATTON LABORATORY TEST 1Z-28-73 FL H. D. GREEN
REPORT-APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE _t,
THERMAl. STRUCTURAL MODEL PARABOLIC REFLECTOR
08585 EFFECTS OF SELECTED TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS 01-Z8-74 D. M. CURRY =l
ON WEIGHT TRENDS IN THE SHUTTLE THERMAL W. D. GOODRICH 4PROTECTION SYSTEM O. W. TOLIN
175
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08596 ASTP GFE OPEN CERTIFICATION/ACCEPTANCE 02-Z8-75 NB ,l
STATUS SUMMARYREPORT i
08597 GRAVITATIONAL RADIATION THEORY 12-28-73 T. L. WILSON "
08588 SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR TEST 12-26-73 EG
OPERATIONS CENTER
08590 SPACE SHUTTLE TRIPLEX FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM 01-28-74 EG
DESIGN REPORT
06591 VEHICLE MANAGEMENTAND MISSION PLANNING SYSTEM FM
PHASE I-9, USER'S DOCUMENT (IN-74-FM-O02) J
VOL. 1 - OVERVIEW 10-23-74 W. ARP
J. DAVIS
E. PEPRENOT
VOL. 2 - INS SUBSYSTEM 02-22-74 M. MEYER
J. WILLIAMS
VOl. 3 - MPLOAD SUBPROGRAM 04-25-74 J. W, KAHANEX
VOL. 4 - MDAS SUBSYSTEM 04-09-74 O.W. KAHANEK
VOL. 5 - UTTLIT v SUBSYSTEM 12-11-74 W. ARP
M. BEYER
E. PERRENOT
08595 SKYLAB PROGRAMDATA MANAGEMENTOFFICE 03-28-74 CG C. E. WILKINS t
EXPERIENCE REPORT
08596 PLACEMENT OF THE GOODARDEARTH OBSERVATION 01-28-74 FM
SATELLITE INTO ITS OPERATIONAL ORBIT AFTER
ORBITAL SERVICING (IN-74-FM-O04)
08598 INVESTIGATION OF ERROR CONTRIBUTIONS OF SEP- 01-28-74 EE e
ARATE AND COMMONFREOUENCY SOURCES IN TESTINC
ONE-WAY DOPPLER EXTRACTORS
08599 EFFECTS OF AN ELLIPTIC SERVICING ORBIT ON 01-29-74 FM
RENDEZVOUS WITH THE GODDARDEARTH OBSERVA-
TION SATELLITE (IN-74-FM-O05)
!
08600 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 01-28 _4 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 238
06601 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 01-28-74 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 239,
SIRES 175, 210, 242, 252, 265, 310, 328, 352,
353. 354, 358, 357, 359, 383, 360
!
08604 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 03-28-74 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 247 |
08605 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 04-28-74 CC F.B. NEWMAN J
SUPPORT PLAN FOR MISCELLANEOUS PROJECT M-OOZ-
FISH EATING BIRD (BROWN PELICAN) SURVEY OF
GALVESTON COUNTY
08808 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMMISSION 03-28-74 CH
REPORT-AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS REPORT FOR SKYLAB
08807 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAF1 PROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-74 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 253,
SITES 116, 186, 175, 211, 213, 217, 244, 252, I254. 280, 300, 327, 344, 372. 71408909 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 04-28-74 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 249,
SITES 044, 175, 188, 310, 313, 355, 363, 389,
376
I
08810 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOg- 08-28-74 TF II
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08812 EAflTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 08-28-74 CH R.C. JACOB$SUPPORT PLAN FOR T-017 ZEISS RMK A 16/23
_ CAMERA FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE TEST
08613 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 06-28-74 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 277,
( SITE 259
_,_ 08614 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 06-28-74 TFING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 269,
SITES 020 116, 131, 188, 186, 178, 198, 211,
213, 239, 253, 254, 300, 337, 377
08615 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 06-28-74 TF
;' ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 260,
SITES OOZ, 149, 217, 254, 262, 348
08817 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 06-28-74 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 261,
:o; SITES 013, 022, 175, 186, 213, 269, 270, 347,
: 371
08818 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 07-28-74 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 265,
SITE 715
:
' 08819 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG" 07-25-74 T_
.; ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 270,
SITES 175, 715
08621 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 07-28-74 TF
•. ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 274,
SITES 088, 293, 388
08622 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 07-28-74 TF
AING ND INDEXING MISSION REPORT'MISSION _72,
SITES 175, J98, 260
08623 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 08-28"74 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 273,
SITES 271, 279, 280, 303, 305
08624 EARIH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 08-28-74 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 278,
SITES, 175, 211, 344
08625 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMCATALOG- 08-28-74 TF
ING AND INDEXING MISSION REPORT-MISSION 271,
" S3TES 102, 121, 141. 175, 177, 217, 253, 259,
r 285, 302, 310
• 08626 SOFTMARE DEVELOPMENT LABORATORYMATH MODEL 03-15-74 FM
DEVELOPMENT PLAN (IN-73-FM-158) (REV. 1) '.
08627 A COMPARISON OF A SPACECRAFT MULTISPECTRAL 05-23-74 FM R. KIDD
SCANNING SYSTEM WITH A WIDE ANGLE AIRCRAFT A. MATSCHKE
SYSTEM R. WOLFE
08628 ORBITER TERMINAL AREA ENERGY MANAGEMENT 10-30-73 FC
GUIDANCE CONCEPT
08632 TELEVISION SCENE REFERENCE PdOTOGRAPHSo 11-28-73 KW F. KOONS
" SKYLAB-3, SL'4
08838 SHUTTLE MODAL TEST AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM (SMTAS) 11-28-73 LA
REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION
08840 APOLLO 17 INDEX MAPPING CAMERA AND PANORAMIC 11-Z8-73 TF
CAMERA PHOTOGRAPHS
L_ 08841 APOLLO 17 INDEX - 701414, 35MM, AND 181414 05-Z8-74 TFPHOTOGRAPHS
177
•m-..... ... _ ..-,ram _ "_ tlJ'_ r
1990007273-179
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, _ TIT[_ -. _ _ AUTHOR(S) _
,.,?
0884Z SCANNING IMAGING SPECTRORADI(]METER-HARDWARE IE-P_-73 FM R.E. STOKES t
IPmACT ON DATA CORRECTION, INTERIM REPORT W.B. WARREN , i
(IN-73-FM-150) H.D. kK]LPERT
,|
08843 OFF-THE-SHELF RECORDERAPPLICABILITY REPORT 11-0Z-73 O. F. MELUGIN
08845 SHUTYLE ATTACHED MANIPULATOR SYS(EM 11-28-7_ EW O. W. BROWN
SIMULATION Z - SATELLITE SERVICING J. JACKSON
L. E. LIVINGSTON
08648 IHREE-STAR RECOGNITION ALGORITHM FOR COURSE 11-07-13 EG I. SAULIETIS
ALINEMENI
I 08647 SKYI.AB OPERATIONAL TRAJECTORY SIMULATOR DATA 11-00-73 FM
, PACKAGE (SL-I/SL-4) FOR NOVEMBER 10, _973,
LAUNCH
#
08648 THIRD MANNED SKYLAB MISSION. SL-4. GROUND 11-13-73 FM
TRACK BASED ON A MR( 14, 1973, LAUNCH WORK-
SHOP, SL-1 (IN-73-FM-181)1
08850 CATALOG OF EXPERIMENT HARDWARE 11-Z8-73 tR
48651 SUGGEST[3 MAILING LIST FOR CATALOG OF 11-28-73 ER {,
EXPFRTMENTS HARDWARE j.,
08852 SKYLAB 1/4 TECHNICAL AIR-TO-GROUND VOICE 11o28-73
TRANSCRIPTION
08853 FLEXIBLE SPACECRAFT SIMULATION NOMINAL MOTION 11-30-73 Fb J.E. GREENLEE
PROC°'kM USER'S MANUAL R, L. HAKE_
08854 SKYLAB OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT CONTROL SYSTEM 11-g-)q F_ C.D. WELLS I
CONSUMABLES ANALYSIS FOR THE THIRD SKYLAB
MISSION, SL-4
08855 PROGRAMFORMULATION AND VALIDATION RESULTS OF 11-19-73 FW
SKYLAB SIX-PACK CALIBRATION, MODE 4 OF STEP
(IN-73-FN-164)
08858 PERFORMANCEEVALUATION OF A PASSIVE MICROWAVE 11-Z8-73 TF W, E. MCALLUM
IMAGING SYSTEM J
08657 BASIC ELECTRICAL POWERDISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL 0Z'_8-75 EG T.O. JEFFCOAT
BREADBOARDCONCEPT
08858 k DISCRETE, EXPONENTIALLY CORRELATED RANDOM ll-lg'73 FM W.M. LEAR
VARIABLE WITH VARIATIONS (IN'73-FM-185) i
08859 A REVIEW OF SQUARE-ROOT KALMAN FILTER 11-26-73 FM W. M. LEAR
ALGORITHMS (IN-73-FM-186) j
08880 FUNCTIONAL REOUIREMENTS FOR THE RENDEZVOUS 11-Z8-73 FM J. A. BELL t
PROCESSOR FOR MDAS (IN-73-FN-187) W. R. LEE *
08861 TECHNOLOGY SURVEY OF ELECTRICAL POWER 0_-Z8-75 W. L. GILL
GENERATION AND DISTRIBUTION FOR MIUS T. E. RIDDINGAPPLICATION
08682 SKYLAB MISSION REPORT-SECOND VISIT 01-Z8-74 KA )
08883 SHUTTLE AVIONICS INTEGRATIOh LABORATORY CON- 03-25-88 LA ]
FIGURATION MANAGEMENTPLAN (MULTIPLE JCLUMES) i
08864 EXOATMOSPHERIC GENERALIZED GUIDANCE FOR SHUTTLE 12-18-73 FM R. F. JAGGERS
(IN.73-FM-188) A. O. LONG
R. L, NICHENRY I
08885 TASK 41: T_OMSON-CSF CRT DISPLAY EVA;.UAYION lI-ZO-73 EG ._
REPORT
08060 INTERFACE FOR SHUTTLE STAR TRACKER 11-28-73 EG
178
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08867 THE OPT, IZATION OF THE SHUTTLE VEHICLE 02-06"74 FM ':i
TRAJECTORY (IN-73-FM-169)
_'_-.-! 08668 SKYLAB-3 PRELIMINARY BIOMEDICAL REPORT 02-28-74 DA "_'
08669 SKYLAB EREP EXPERIMENT $192 IMPROVED THERMAL 03-28-74 CD
:: CHANNEL DETECTOR
08670 APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT PRELIMINARY MISSION 12-17-73 FM
. PROFILE SIMULATOR DATA PACKAGE (IN-73-FM-170)
08671 PREDICTED MODE I LAUNCH ABORT LANDING )OINT 12-05-73 FM S.R. NEWMAN
- DATA COMPUTED FOR THE THIRD SKYLAB MISSION,
SL-4 (IN-73-FM-171)z
08672 A SHUTTLE ORBITER AERODYNAMIC MODEL IN SIX 12-11-73 FM
f DEGREES OF FREEDOM (IN-73-FM-J7Z)
08673 FLAW-GROWTHBEHAVIOR IN THICK WELDED PLATES OF 02-28-73 ES R. G. FORMAN
INCONEL 718 AT ROOM AND CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURES •
08675 EFFECT OF EARIH ROTATION OF Sk_LAB VEHICLE GYRO 01-25-74 FM
DRIFT CALIBRATION (IN-74-FM-O01)
08676 PHOTODOCUMENTArlON OF LONG-TERM LUNAR SURFACE 02-28-74 F. HORZ |
EXPOSURE EXPERIMENT _
08677 TEST OPERATION CENTER IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR 01-02-74 EG C.B. HOLDER
SHUTTLE AVIONICS INTEGRATION LABORATORY
08678 AN EFFICIENCY STUDY ON 03TAINING THE MINIMAL 01-28-74 O. M, CURRY
' WEICHT OF A THERMAL PRO'JECT_ON SYSTEM S.D. WILLIAMS
08579 APOLIO/SOYUZ TEST P:,OGECT PRELIMINARY 01-14-74 FM R.S. MERRIAM
REFERENCE TRAJECTORY (IN-74-FM-O03)
08680 BONE MINERAL MEASUREMENT FOR APOLLO EXPERIMENT 01-28-74 D_
M-078
08682 MEASUREMENT OF ATMOSPHERIC PRECIPlTABLE WATER 02-28-74 A.E. DILLINGER
USING A SOLAR RADIOMETER W. MCALLUM
D. E. PITTS
08683 A THERMODYNAMIC CHART FOR THE MARS ATMOSPHERE 03-28-74 D.E. PITTS
08684 SAIL _READBOARD PMS SOFTPAHE 01-29-74 EG _
q
- 086B6 E_S MANEUVERING TO A 3HUTTLE COMPATIBLE 02-04-74 FM
SERVICING ORBIT PRIOR TO SHUTTL_ LIFT-OFF ' :
(IN-74-FM-006)
08687 ASTP SINGLE FAILURE POINT SUMMARYCSM 111/ 02-28-74 BT i
DOCKING MODULE _
03690 "J_PE P_COROER DATA BASEBAND AND OPTIMUM 02-28-74 EG P.L. BUTLER
(dupl. #) FILTEP STUDY _ _
08690 SKYLAB _XPERIMENT HARDWARE LOCATION AND 11-01-;3 KW
(dupl. #) U,'ILIZATION REPORT
08_91 ANAI'!_3 uF FILTERI_'G SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO 05-28-74 G.E. PROCH ....
FOR MAGNET1C T_PE RECORDERS J
08692 _UBROUTIN_ DOCUMENTATION FOR THE REMOTE SENSOR 02-14-74 FM W.A. REINI
EVALUATIOn' TOOL PROGRAM (IN-74-FM-O07) S.K. TINKLER
- 08693 ASTP BASELINE OPERATION PLAN BASIC 03-28-74 KA
08694 S_UTTLE CSS VALVE LLIMINATION EVALUATION 02-28-74 EP N.C. LUKSA
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08696 GENERALSURVEYOF SOLID WASTEMANAGEMENT 05-Z8-74 T.G. REESE
R. C. WADLE
08698 CATALOG,RETRIEVAL, ANDPROCESSINGINFOR- 03-08-74 FM
MATION FORTHE APOLLO18 PARTICLEAND
FIELDS SUBSATELLITE(P+FS-2) RADIO
TRACKINGDATA (IN-74-FM-O08)
08699 SHUTTLEGROUNDOPERATIONSSIMULATION PROGRAM" 02--26--74 FM
AN OVERVIEW(IN'74--FM--010)
08701 DESIGN DATAAND PERFORMANCEINALYSIS DATAFOR 06--06--74 EC J. R. JAAX
THE APOLLO/SOYUZTEST PROJECTDOCKINGMODULE
ENVIRONMENTALCONTROLSYSTEM
08703 ZERO-GRADIATOR/CONDENSEREXPERIMENT C3-29-74 EC B. O, FRENCH
G. L. SPENCER
08704 SPECIFICATION FORDESIGN AND PERFORMANCE 03-28-74 EC R.N. TANNER
REQUIREMENTSFORSHUTTLEPORTABLEOXYGEN
SUBSYSTEM,PROTO'/YPEONLY
08705 ZERO-GRADIATOR/CONDENSERTEST BED PROCEDURES 10-04-74 EC F. BURGETT
L. WHITBY i
08708 DESIGN ENVIRONMENTS FOR CREW SYSTEMS DIVISION- 09-11-75 SA F. DEVOS
PROVIDED SPACE SHUTTLE GFE HARDWARE M.R. RODRIGUEZ
08711 PROGRAM REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT FOR SPACE SHUTTLE 10"08:75 EC M.W. HORTON
EXTRAVEHICULARMOBILITY UNIT
08713 HEAT PIPE RADIATOR FEASIBILITY PANEL PROBLEM 05-10-74 EC G. SPENCER
INVESTIGATION TEST REQUIREMENTS
08716 RAPID DECOMPRESSION DESIGN VERIFICATION TESTS 09-18-74 EC J.O. SCHLOSSER
EJECTION ESCAPE SUIT
08717 PROGRAM REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT FOR SPACE 06-05-75 EC J. O, SCHLOSSER
SHUTTLE PERSONNEL RESCUE TEAM
08721 DOCKING MODULE VENTILATION EVALUATION 07"26-74 EC R. GRAFE
J. MAYS
08725 QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR PROGRAMMABLE 09-03-74 EC J.H. BARNETT
CALCULATOR KIT
08726 PROGRAM REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT FOR SPACE SHUTTLE 11-12-75 EC J.H. BARNETT '_
CREW EQUIPMENT AND STOWAGE PROVISIONS
08727 DETAILED TEST PROCEDURE 02 GENERATION SUBSYSTEM 11-21-74 EC R. MARTIN
TEST J. TROMBLEY
C. WINKLER
08729 REPRESENTATIVE SHUTTLE ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 12-06-74 EC J. LEBLANC
SYSTEM lITHIUM HYDROXIDE CARTRIDGE DESIGN D. PRICE
VERIFICATION TEST D. THOMPSON
08730 TEST PROCEDURE VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE HEAT I0-11-74 EC J.M. SKIPPER
PIPE AMBIENT EVALUATION
08733 SPACE STATION PROTOTYPE ZERO-G SHOWER TEST II-05-74 EC O.K. HOUCK "
PROCEDURE J. TROMBLEY
08735 REPRESENTATIVE SHUTTLE ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 12-13-74 J. LE_LANC
SYSTEM CABIN HEAT EXCHANGER BYPASS VALVE FLOW P. MCRAF
CHARACTERISTICS TEST D. PRICE
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08740 ORBITER HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM CAVITY 02-20-75 EC W, E. ELLIS _.
ASSESSMENT TEST PLAN
08742 ORBITER HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM TEST 02-20-75 EC W. E. ELLIS
REQUIREMENTS
08743 ORBITFR HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM FLASH 03-14-75 EC W. E. ELLIS
EVAPORATORTEST PLAN
08744 CHAMBER TEST PROCEDURESASTP DM 03-21-75 EC H, BATTAGLIA
CONTINGENCY TRANSFERS F. BURGETT
J. SKIPPER
08746 PROGRAMREQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR SPACE SHUTTLE 09-21-75 EC
CREW SYSTEM DIVISION-SUPPLIED CREW SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT FOR ALT
08747 HEAT PIPE RADIATOR FEASIBILITY PANEL FLUID 04-18-75 EC W. E. ELLIS
HEADER TEST REQUIREMENTS
08748 SELF-CONTAINED HEAT REJECTION THERMAL VACUUM 04-28-75 EC B. O. FRENCH
TEST REQUIREMENTS
08749 ASTP IMPACT TEST OF FOAM MATERIALS FOR 05-06-75 EC R.E. DREXEL
PERSONNEL PROTECTION E. HENSLEY
08751 PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURES FOR ALT 03-12-76 EC P. O. FERGUSON
SECONDARY OXYGEN PACK
08752 PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR SPACE SHUTTLE 08-05-75 LA P.B. MCLAUGHLAN
OFT ESCAPE SUIT VENTILATION SYSTEM
08753 QU_CK-LOOK REPORT MARCH 1975 CAVITY ASSESSMENT 05-08-75 EC W.E. ELLIS
TEST SESL CHAMBER 8
08755 GROUND OPEPATIONS REQUIREMENTS PLAN FOR CREW 06-18-75 EC F. DEVOS
SYSTEMS DIVISION CREW RELATED GOVERNMENT- M.S. IVINS
FURNISHED EQUIPMENT FOR SPACE SHUTTLE APPROACH
AND LANDING TEST PROGRAM
08756 GROUND OPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS PLAN FOR CREW 10-16-75 EC F. DEVOS
SYSTEMS DIVISION CREW RELATED GOVERNMENT- H.S. IVINS
FURNISHED EQUIPMENT FOR SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITAL
FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM
08757 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER HEAT RLJECTION SYSTEM 06-19-75 EC W.E. ELLIS
FLASH EVAPORATOR TEST-SESL CHAMBER A L.A. _REVINO ,
08758 TEST PROCEDURE PROTOTYPE ACTIVE COOLING GLOVE 06-23-75 EC H. BATTAGLIA
THERMAL TEST J. LEBLANC :
C. THOt4AS
08759 HEAl PIPE RADIATOR FEASIBILIT_ PANEL FLUID 07-15-75 EC _,
HEADER THERMAL VACUUM TEST REQUIREMENTS
A
08760 ASTP CRYOGENIC FREEZER ALTITUDE VERIFICATION 06-19-75 J. M. SKIPPER
TEST REPORT
08761 ASTP CONTINGENCY TRANSFERS WITH EXCESSIV_ 06-30-75 EC J. SKIPPER lLEAKAGES AND COMPONENT FAILURES R. GRAFE
08763 REPRESENTATIVE SHUTTLE ENVIRONMENTAL CONTRr 08-18-75 EC C. HESS
SYSTEM CABIN TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER TEST J. LEBLANC
C. THOMAS
08764 ORBITER HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM RADIATOR TEST 07-28-75 EC K. L. HUDKINS
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08766 GROUNDOPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS PLAN FOR CREW 08-05-76 EC R. NESTER ,
SYSTEMS DIVISION CREW RELATED GOVERNMENT-
FURNISHED EQUIPMENT FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
OPEgATIONAL PHASE
08767 ORBITER HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM RADIATOR WIDE 09-16-75 EC P.B. SCHEPS
CAVITY TEST PLAN B.B. WELCH
D. L. WYCHE
08771 CREW SYSTEMS DIVISION SPACE SHUTTLE MATERIALS 11-12-75 EC D. M, PERRY
VERIFICATION AND CONTROL MANAGEMENTPLAN
08772 ZERO GRAVITY WHOLE BODY SHOWERTEST 11-10-75 EC O. K. HOUCK
N. LANCE
3. R. TROMBLEY
_8773 PORTABLE OXYGEN SYSTEI_ PERFORMANCEMAP 11-18-75 EC F. BURGETT
C. HESS
3. MAYS
08774 EVA SPACE SUIT EVAPORATIVE COOLING/HEATING 02-05-78 EC F. A. COSS
GLOVE SYSTEM
08776 PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURES 07-02-78 EC P. O. FERGUSON i
FOR OXYGEN REGULATORAND HOSE AND OXYGEN !
MASK/MICROPHONE ASSEMBLY
08777 ORBITER HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM I-TUBE RADIATOR 01-20-76 EC K.L. HUDKINS
TEST REQUIREMENTS B. B. WELCH
D. L, WYCHE L
08778 SHUTTLE SUIT PURGE TEST REPORT 12-16-75 EC R. E, FLAHERTY
3. M. SKIPPER
08779 PROCEDURE FOR ON-LINE G_S CHROMATOGRAPHIC 02-19-76 EC C.T. HEINRICH
SAMPLING OF TEST SYSTEMS
08780 VERIFICATION OF CLEANLINESS BY EVACUATION OF 02-19-76 EC C.T. HEINRICH
SAMPLE CYLINDERS USED FOR PERMANENT GAS SAMPLES
08781 SHUTTLE EMU ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSES TECHNIQUES 01-06-76 EC L.A. TREVINO
08784 MODULAR HEAT PIPE RADIATOR SYSTEM PROTOTYPE 02-03-76 EC L. H, KUZNETZ
PANEL TEST REQUIREMENTS
08785 TEST PLAN-SHUTTLE ORBITER CABIN PRESSURE 02-20-76 EC 3. 3AAX
REGULATOR PACKAGE TEST D. PRICE
J. TROMBLEY k
08787 DETAILED TEST PROCEDURES-SHUTTLE CABIN 03-01-76 BK N. PRINCE
REGULATOR, PART 1 3. R. TROMBLEY
08788 ARS FAN/SEPARATOR LIFE TEST PROCEDURE 03-19-76 EC S. JARAMILLO )-
3. MAYS
C. THOMAS ._
_790 ORBITER HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM I-TUBE RADIATOR 04-20-76 EC K. L, HUDKINS
TEST PLAN P.B. SCHEPS )
B, B. WELCH
08792 SHUTTLE ORBITER CABIN ARPCS RELIEF VALVES TEST 04-30-76 EC F. BURGETT
PROCEDURE 3. SKIPPER
L. WHITBY
08793 VARIABLE CONDUCTANCEHEAT PIPE AMBIENT 05-03-78 BK 3. SKIPPER
EVALUATION TEST REPORT G. SPENCER
08794 SHUTTLE ALT CARRY-ON OXYGEN SYSTEM-MANNED 05-17-78 EC T. LEECH
FUNCTIONAL AND INTERFACE CERTIFICATION DETAILED C. THOMAS
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08795 RSECSCONDENSINGHE_T EXCHANGERPERFORMANCETEST 08-02-78 EC C. HESS
D. HUGHES
a. LEBLANC
08796 ZEROGRAVITY WHOLEBODYSHOWERSUBSYSTEM 08°24-76 EC F. BURGETT
DETAILED TEST PROCEDURE,PHASEZ N. LANCE
T. LEECH
08797 INHERENTAMMONIAREMOVALPOTENTIALOF THE 08-23-76 EC L. D, KISSINGER
SPACESHUTTLEORBITER CONDENSINGHEAT C. E. VEROSTKO
EXCHANGER-REPORTNO. 1
08798 EVALUATIONOF THE CARBONMONOXIDEREMOVAL 08-23-76 EC L. D. KISSINGER
POTENTIALOF PURAFIL IN THE LIOH CANISTER • C. E. VEROSTKO
OF THE SPACESHUTTLEORBITERENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROLSUBSYSTEM
08800 NSTS SUPPLEMENTO NHB 5300.4(3A)-REQUIRE- 09-28-86 "DB
MENTSFORSOLDEREDELECTRICALCONNECTIONS
(REV. B)




08805 LM-DSEAVOICE RECORDERMODIFICPTION AND TEST 02-28-74 EG D. MORTENSEN
PROGRAMREPORT-JSCSHUTTLECANDIDATEDESIGN
08806 CAPABILITIES ANDUSAGEOF THE VMMPS- 1B 02-14-74 FM
SYSTEM(IN-74-FM-012)
08807 FORMULATIONFORMAT,INTERFACE, ANDCOORDINATION 02-25-74 FM
DATA FORTHE SOFTWAREDEVELOPMENTLABORATORY
(IN-74-FM-013)
08808 SKYLABEPL BATTERYCAPACITYEVALUATION 02-14-74 EP D.B. TRAHAN
08809 SKYLAB1/40NBOARD VOICE TRANSCRIPTION 03-28-74 WT
RECORDEDON THE COMMANDMODULEANDAIRLOCK
MODULERECORDERS
08811 SKYLAB1/4 MEDICALDEBRIEFING 02-27-74
08812 SK_LAB1/4 APOLLOTELESCOPEMOUNTEXPERIMENTS 03-01-74
DEBRIEFING
08813 SKYLAB1/4 EPRTHRESOURCESEXPERIMENTS 03-05-74 KW
DEBRIEFING
08814 SKYLAB1/4 COROLLARYEXPERIMENTSDEBRIEFING 03-04-74
08816 BALLOON-BORNEINFRAREDTELESCOPEPAYLOAD 02-08-74 EL
THERMAL-VACUUMTEST PROGRAMAT THE SPACE
ENVIRONMENTSIMULATIONLABORATOHYCHAMBERB
08817 SL-4 ENDOF MISSION STATUSAND 03-18-74 NA
SAFETY REPORT
08818 SKYLAB4 PRELIMINARYBIOMEDICALREPORT 01-28-75 SA J. R. HORDINSKY
08819 MISSION REQUIREMENTSCSM 111/DM2/APOLLO/SOYUZ 11-25-74 FM
TEST PROJECT(REV. B)
e
08820 APOLLO/SOYUZDOCKINGMODULE/DOCKINGSYSTEM 1_ 28-73 WT ,_"_"INTEGRATEDGROUNDSUPPORTEQUIPMENTTEST
CONFIGURATION BY SITE
i
08821 SHUTTLE ATTACHED MANIPULATOR SYSTEM 02-28-74 EW
SIMULATION END EFFECTOR EVALUCTION
t83
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08822 CANDIDATE COORDINATE SYSTEMS FOR THE SPACE 03-01-74 FM -_ l
SHUTTLE PROGRAM(IN-74-FM-018) "t
08823 SIS SOFTWAREFORMULATION FOR THE EARTH 04-26-74 FM H.J. SCHMIDT :_
RESOURCESPRODUCTION DATA SYSTEM (IN-74-FM-018) A.D. WYLIE
08824 EXTREME ATMOSPHERE MODELS, 1973 02-28-74 K.W. OESKE
08825 SPS POST-BLACKOUT DISPLAY EVALUATION PLAN 02-25-74 EJ "::
08827 THE MEDICAL STORY 03-28-74 L.F. DIETLEIN
R. S. JOHNSTON
E. L. MICHEL
08828 PRELIMINARY REPRESENTATIVE MISSION PROFILE AND 03-07-74 FM
PERFORMANCEANALYSIS FOR A TYPICAL EDS SERVICING
MISSION (IN-74-FM-OJ7)
08829 REAL-TIME NAVIGATION AND TRANSFORMATION SUP- 03-11-74 FM
PORT FOR THE THIRD SKYLAB MISSION, SL-1/SL-4(IN-74-FM-018)
08830 SHUTTLE AVIONICS INTEGRATION LABORATORY 03-04-74 EG
BREADBOARDPERFORMANCEMONITORING SUBSYSTEM [.TECHNIQUES EVALUATION
l:
08831 RADIANT HEAT TEST FACILITY DATA ACQUISITION 03-28-74 FD
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
08833 SKYLAB 1/4 SYSTEMS DEBRIEFING-COMMAND AND 03-07-74
SERVICE MODULE/SATURN WORKSHOP
08934 SHUTTLE SYSTEMS PERFORMANCEAND CONSTRAINTS
DATA
VOL. 1 - SHUTTLE OPERATIONAL DATA BOOK 10-28-84 LA O.W. MISTROT
(REV. D)
VOL. 2 - MISSION MASS PROPERTIES (REV. B) 08-28-80 WC
08935 HYBRID SIMULATION STUDY OF SPACE SHUTTLE 01-28-74 EG J.E. MOORE
LAUNCH VEHICLE MANUAL THRUST VECTOR CONTROl. H.N. SINGH '
08937 SHUTTLE STAR TRACKER ERROR COMPZNSATION 03-14-74 EG "
08938 HONEYWELL GG445A1 RATE GYRO TEST REPORT 02-28-74 EG Co PECKHAM
08939 TESTS OF A LIGHTWEIGHT SUNSHADE FOR THE SHUTTLE 03-15-74 EG
STAR TRACKER i
08940 THREE-STAR RECOGNITION ALGORITHM VERIFICATION 04-02-74 EG
TEST
08941 IN-LINE TASK 57 COMPONENTEVALUATION 03-28-74 EG J.C. BOYK_N ]
08942 DEORBIT TRACKING SUPPORT FOR SHUTTLE MISSIONS 03-22-74 FM
(IN-74-FM-019) I
08943 FLIGHT TEST REQUIREMENTS, VOLUME 2-ORBITER 05-01-78 MA
APPROACH AND LANDING (REV. 1) _'
08945 EIGENVALUES, EIGENSURFACES, AND ELLIPSOIDS 03-27-74 FM W.M. LEAR
(IN-74-FM-020) j
08946 SPARTAN APU TEST REPORT 03-21-74 E.L. REESE l"
08950 QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN FOR THE LOGISTICS 09"28-78 OF
DIVISION
08951 QUALITY ASSURANCE SUPPORT PLAN FOR THE SPACE 01-28-80 EL
ENVIRONMENT TEST DIVISION (REV. D) i"
08952 QUALITY ASSURANCE SUPPORT PLAN FOR THE 09-28-85 ND
STRUCTURES AND MECHANICS DIVISION (REV. C)
184
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08953 QUALITY ASSURANCE SUPPORT PLAN FOR THE 08-28-76 ES
VIBRATION AND ACOUSTIC TEST FACILITY _'t
t
08954 QUALITY ASSURANCE SUPPORT PLAN FOR THE TRACKING 07-28-83 EE
AND COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION (REV. D) "
08955 QUALITY ASSURANCE SUPPORT PLAN FOR THE TECHNICAL 05-28-85 ND
SERVICES DIVISION (REV. D)
08956 THE OMS COMPONENTSERVICE LIFE TEST 03-25-74 W. M. VANCE
08960 A NEW ADAPTIVE CLASSIFIER USING ITERATIVE 05-13-74 FM A. L. ACTKINSON
FILTERING (IN-74-FM-021)
08981 MISSION ANALYSIS BRANCH PRELIMINARY FUNCTIONAL 04-03-74 FM
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MDAS PROTOTYPE GENERAL
PURPOSE MANEUVERPROCESSOR (IN-74-FM-022)
08962 COMPILATION OF THE VCM DATA OF NONMETALLIC 09-Z8-83 ES
MATERIALS (REV. U, ADD. 10)
08963 SKYLAB MISSION REPORT-THIRD VISIT, SUPPL. 3 07-28-74 CA E. S. DALEY
J. D. DUVAL
W. P. STOCKING l,
08964 CUBIC SPLINE FUNCTION INTERPOLATION IN 05-28-76 FM J.C. KIRKPATRICK I:
ATMOSPHEREMODELS FOR THE SOFTWARE =DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY-FORMULATION
AND DATA
08965 SIMULATION MATH MODEL COORDINATION CATALOG 03-31-77 FE
¢
08966 FORMULATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR THE 04-11-74 FM P.N. MISRA
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY (IN-74-FM-024) J.M. ZARRELLA
08969 SPACE SHUTTLE CREW PROCEDURES MANAGEMENTPLAN 01-28-84 DH
08970 SENSP"3 STUDIES AND EVALUATION (2 VOLUMES) 05-28-74 EG/EJ E. W. TIEDT
R. D. BRONSON
08971 STATISTICAL THEORY AND METHODOLOGYFOR REMOTE 06-01-74 rF P.L. ODELL j
SENSING DATA ANALYSIS
08972 SHUTTLE NAVIGATION BASE ALINEMENT STUDY 04-28-74 EG E. YUNG
08973 TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION OF CONTROL/MONITORING 08-28-74 L.M. PRINGLE
SYSTEMS FOR MIUS APPLICATION _
08974 ANALYTIC DRAG CONTROL ENTRY GUIDANCE SYSTEM 01-21-75 FM J.C. HARPOLD )
(IN-74-FM-025) (REV. 1)
i
08975 INTRODUCTION TO KALMAN PRE-FILTERS 05-17-74 FM G M. LEAR _
(IN-74-FM-026) ;
08976 SHUTTLE WATER MANAGEMENTSTUDY. PHASE I- 04-22-74 FM P.D. AARON _ _
DYNAMICS OF PRODUCTION ANU DISCHARGE RATES J. G. TORIAN C
(IN-74-FM-027)
08978 COMPONENT FAILURE MODE DATA HANDBOOK 07-28-74 NB
08979 HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONIC. ELECTRICAL. AND 07-28-74 _ I
ELECTROMECHANICAL PAHTS APPLICATION DATA i08980 FIELD EXPERIENCE DATA FOR SPACE SHUTTLE 07"28-74 NB
APPLICATION _;_ |
08981 APPLICATION OF NASA SAFETY, RELIABILITY, AND 07-28-74 NA
QUALITY ASSURANCE TECHNIQUES TO THE NUCLEAR
POWER INDU3TRY-_ LITERATURE SURVEY
135
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!
08982 ELECTR;CAL/ELECTRONIC ENCAPSULATION MANUAL 08-Z8-74 ND k. J, JACQUET
08983 PRESERVATION AND PACKAGING MANUAL 08-28"74 ND R.P. KARCIS ,: ,
08984 PYROTECHNIC LOT ACCEPTANCE CERTIFICATION MANUAL 01-28-80 ND
(REV. A)
08986 ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE HA059 RETROREFLECTOR 09-28-74 aN T. GRUBBS
J. M. SLEITH
08987 TASK 60 TEST REPORT-EVALUATION OF IRIG-B !0- 04-28-74 EE
CHANNEL CONSTANT BAND WIDTH FM MULTIPLEXER
FOR SHUTTLE DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION
08988 k STUDY OF MISSION AND PAYLOAD INTEGRATION FOR 05-30-74 FM J, R. ELK
SHUTTLE MULTIPLE PAYLOAD MISSIONS J. SVRCEK
08990 EVALUATION OF ASTP RETROFIRE MODIFICATIONS 06-03-74 J. HANSEN
REQUIRED TO ALLOW SUBORBITAL DOCKING NODULE
JETTISON
08993 GYROFLEX DATA TRANSMITTAL AND DATA ACQUISITION 05-28-74 EG C. PECKHAM
SYSTEM ANALYSIS
08995 EARTH OBSERVATIONS DIVISION PUBLICATIONS AND 04-28-74 )
PRESENTATIONS FOR 1973
!
08997 REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM DESIGN REQUIREMENTS, 08-22-74
PERFORMANCE, AND INTERFACE SPECIFICATION
08998 VEHICLE MANAGEMENT AND MISSION PLANNING SYSTEM, FM
PHASE I-B DETAILS (IN-74-FM-030)
VOL. 2 - INFORMATION MANAGEMENTSUBSYSTEM 06-04-74 W. ARGO
M. BEYER
E, PERRENDT
VOL. 3 - MPLOAD SUBPROGRAM 05-07-74 J.W. KAHANEK
VOL. 4 - MDAS SUBSYSTEM 05-17-74 J.W. KAHANEK
VOL. 5 - UTILITY SUBSYSTEM 01-27-75 M. REYER
E. PERRENOT
09002 DIGITAL TEMPERATURE SENSOR PERFORMANCE 04-28-74 TF J.H. CANNIFF
ASSESSMENT REPORT
09003 DATA CORRELATION AND ANALYSIS OF ARC TUNNEL 01-29-74 ES H.E. CHRISTENSEN
AND WIND TUNNEL TESTS OF RSI JOINTS AND GAPS H.W. KIPP
VOL. 1 - TECHNICAL REPORT
VOL. 2 - DATA BASE
09004 POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY ANALYSIS OF THE 05-28-74 E.V. LEFEVERS
ELECTROMYOGRAMFROM A WORK TASK PERFORMED IN !
A FULL PRESSURE SUIT
09005 PRELIMINARY NAVIGATION FILTER FORMULATION 08-18-74 FM R.E. ECKELKAMP
FOR SHUTTLE APPROACHAND LANDING TEST PROGRAM,
LEVEL C REQUIREMENTS, COMPUTER PROGRAMDESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS (IN-74-FM-031)
09006 SPACE SHUTTLE STAR TRACKER BIAS DETERMINATION 04-17-74 EC K.N. WESTLEY
09008 PERFORMANCEMONITOR FUNCTIONAL SIMULATOR 05-28-74 EJ N. KOVALEVSKY
ENGINEER/PROGRAMMER USER'S GUIDL _'
09009 ONBOARD SYSTEMS MONITOR STUDY PLAN (REV. A) 08-07-74 EJ Mo K. LAKE
W. B. LEVERICH
09011 ORBITER 101 DISPLAYS AND CONTROLS FUNCTIONAL 05-15-74 EJ J.C. AXFORD
REQUIREMENTS (REV. O) W.B. LEVERICH
09012 REDUCTION OF SRB PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS AND 05-17-74 FM I.L. JOHNSON




DOC.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHQR(S) _ _
09014 COMMUNICATIONS GROUNDRULES AND LOOP DIRECTORY 04-28-74 KA r
FOR ASTP _ _1
09015 MODULAR MULTIBAND SCANNER HARDWAREIMPACT ON 05-17-74 IN W. L. HAYDEN ' :,
DATA CORRECTION, INTERIM REPORT (IN-74-FM-_33) R. E. STOKES
09016 SKYLAB EARTH RESOURCES DATA CATALOG
09017 TASK 80 TEST REPQRT-EVALUATION OF IRIG-A 21- 05-28-74 TF C.M. HADDICK
CHANNEL CONSTANT BANDWIDTH FM MULTIPLEXER FOR
SHUTTLE DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION
09018 TASK 80 TEST REPORT EVALUATION OF A HYBRID 05-28-74 EE D.C. WELCH
13-CHANNEL IRIG-A/B CONSTANT BANDWIDTH FM
MULTTPLEXER FOR SHUTTLE DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT
INSTRUMENTATION
09019 DATA PACKAGE FOR SHUTTLE ASCENT REFERENCE FM W, W. FERRY
TRAJECTORY TAPE (IN-74"FM-034) C. L. FLETCHER
VOL. 1 - EASTERN TEST RANGE LAUNCH 06-07-74
VOL. 2 - WESTERN TEST RANGE LAUNCH 06-10-74
09020 DATA PACKAGE FOR SHUTTLE ENTRY REFERENCE 06-08-74 FM W.W. FERRY
TRAJECTORY TAPE (IN-74-FM-038) C.L. FLETCHER
VOL. 1 - EASTERN TEST RANGE LAUNCH t,
VOL. 3 - WESTERN TEST RANGE LAUNCH I
09021 PRECISION RADIATION THERMOMETERHARDWARE 06-03-74 FM D.A. JAMES
IMPACT ON DATA CORRECTION, INTERIM REPORT R.E. STOKES
09023 A PROGRAMDESCRIPTION OF MISSION PAYLOADS-AN 05-31-74 FM K. 8UFORD
AUTOMATED TECHNIQUE FOR GENERAFING A LIST OF E. DUPNICK
CANDIDATE SHUTTLE MISSION PAYLOADS J. PHILPY
09025 SHUTTLE STAR TRACKER MATH MODEL (IN-74-FM-039) 05-31"74 FM J. BLUCKER
O. Y, LUI
09027 DATA PROCESSING PLAN FOR THE THERMAL-VACUUM 06-28-74 FD
TESTING OF THE APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROGRAM
DOCKING MODULE
09028 ASTP CONSUMABLES ANALYSIS FOR THE PRT 05-29-74 FM C.'NEWMAN ,
TRAINING FLIGHT PLAN (IN-74-FM-040) C. WELLS
M. ZAMORA
09030 MAIN PROPULSION FUNCTIONAL PATH ANALYSIS 04-28-74 EJ E.L. KEESLER
FORN PERFORMANCEMONITORING FAULT DETEC-
TION AND ANNUNCIATION
09031 APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT PRELIMINARY REF- 05-31-74 FM
ERENCE TRAJECTORY SIMULATOR DATA PACKAGE
09033 FLIGHT CONTROL DIVISION AERODYNAMIC TERMI- 03-20-75 CF
4
NOLOGY
09034 REQUIREMENTS AND FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS 08-28-74 FD J. L. LONG a
FOR THE ENTRY ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION LABOR-
ATORY DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM :
09035 LOW FREQUENCY AND HIGH FREQUENCY NOISE RE- 07-02-74 FM W. COBERLY
MOVAL FOR SKYLAB $192 DATA (IN-74-FM-O%4) J. ENGVALL _
J. VANCE T
09036 SDL RATE GYRO MATH MODEl. (IN-74-FM-042) 08-13-74 FM T. J. SMIIH , I|
09037 SOL NOMINAL/LATERAL ACCELEROMETERMATH 0C-13-74 FM T.J. SMITH
MODEL (IN-74-FM-043)
I
09038 MULTIPSPECTRAL SCANNER HARDWAREIMPACI ON DATA 06-28-74 FM D.R. EISENHAUER
CORRECTION INTERIM REPORT (IN-74-FM-044) R, E. STOKES
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09048 PROCEEDINGS OF THE 1972 LYNDON B. JOHNSON 09-28-74 C.S. LEACH , [
SPACE CENTER ENDOCRINE PROGRAMCONFERENCE
09047 AN EVALUATION OF THE LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE 08-01-74 CG C. KLABOSH '_
TRAINER DRIVE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR USE BY
PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED PERSONS
09048 A NEW METHOD OF PROPAGATING SQUARE ROOT 07-01-74 FM C.Y. CHOE _
COVARIANCE MATRIX IN TRIANGULAR FORM
(IN-74-FM-045)
09049 AUTOMATEDVERIFICATION SYSTEM TEST DATA 08-18-74 FM R.H. HOFFMN.
EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENTSUBSYSTEM USER'S
GUIDE (IN-74-FM-048)
09050 MODULARMULTIBAND SCANNER FORMULATION FOR 07-05-74 FM R. J, SPENCER
THE PRODUCTION DATA SYSTEM (IN-74-FM-047) A.D. WYLIE
09061 MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM SITTING STUDY 04-28-74 EJ C. _. LEQUIEU
09052 PERFORMANCEMONITOR SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL SIMU- 05-28-74 EJ F.W. PARKER
LATOR ENVIRONMENTAL DATA ORBITER 101
00053 SKYLAB 4 VISUAL OBUERVATION PROJECT REPORT 00-28-74 J.L. KALTENBACH t:
W, B. LEJdOIR &
M. C. MCEWEN
09054 SEGMENTED N-BURN OPTIMAL ANALYTIC TRAJECTORIES 07-02-74 FM D. O. JEZEWSKI
(IN-74-FM-048)
ogL 5 RCS COMPATIBILITY/REUSE REPORT 06-17-74 EP E. REESE
I
09056 TASK 60 TEST REPORT-EVALUATION OF NONIRIG 06-28-74 EE C. M, HADDICK
CHPNNEL CONSTANT BANDWIDTH FM MULTIPLEXER
FOR SHUTTLE DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT INSTRUMEN-
TATION
09057 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR THE LIFE SUPPORT 06-28-74 FD W. G. WARD
SYSTEM LABORATORY C_TA ACQUISITION AND TEST
MONITORING SYSTEM
09059 A CORRECTION FACTOR FOR FILTER DEGRADATION 06-10-74 EE P.M. HOPKINS
IN FREQUENC_ MODULATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE M. H. KAPELL
MODELS
09061 ASTP POST-FLIGHT DATA MANAGEMENTP_AN 10-_8-74 WA i!
09062 NONDESTRUCTIVE TEST OF SMSI 10-28-74 EP L. J. PRICE l
09063 ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION COMPUTER PROGRAM 12-28-74 T. L, BARNETT
C. L. KORB
0. E. PITTS ]
090_6 SECOND-ORDER FILTERS INCORPORATED IN SHUTTLE 08-13-74 FM C.Y. CHOE
ENTRY AND LANDING NAVIGATION PROGRAM
(IN-T4-FM-049)
09087 CONCORDF 'J PERFORMANCEAND EXHAUST DUCT 00-26-74 EP E. REESE
TEST
09074 CM RCS UNOERWATERBUR_ TEST 08-Z5-74 EP E. REESE |i
09076 SHUTTLE ELECTRTCAL POWERANALYSIS PROGRAM- 06-28-74 EO C.R. MURPA)CK
SINGLE STRING CIRCUIT ANALYSIS REPORT
09076 INITIAL COMPARISONS OF MODULAR-SIZED, IN- 04-28-78 H.E. BENSON
TEGRATED UTILITY SYSTEMS AND CONVENTIONAL L.G. MONFORD --
SYSTEMS FOR SEVERAL BUILDING TYPES im09077 EVALUATION OF PROPOSED REDUNDANCYMANAGEMENT 07-11-74 FM J.S. FRENCH





TZT_E DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) "_"
09079 ORBITER OPEN PROBLEM LIST 11-26-87 NO T.J. ADAMS I!09080 A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE MEDICAL INFORMA- 0B-20-74 E.C. MOSELEY
TION COMPUTER SYSTEM (MEDICS)
09082 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM-ORBITER PROJECT 11-03-76 MA
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENTMANUAL
09083 ERROR PROTECTION CAPABILITY OF SPACE SHUTTLE 0B-28-74 EG G.E. PROCH
DATA BUS DESIGNS
09084 COORDINATE SYSTEMS FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE 10-28-74 FM L.O. _AVIS
PROORAM(IN-74-FM-051)
09085 ASTP COMMAND/SERVICE MODULE AND DOCKING 06-20-75 CF
MODULE SYSTEMS HANDBOOK
09087 TASK OO TEST REPORT-EVALUATION OF AN EX- 07-28-7_ ee O.G. WELCH
TENDED HIGH-SPEED PAM COMMUTATION AND
DIGITIZING SYSTEM FOR SHUTTLE DEVELOPMENT
FLIGHT INSTRIMENTATION
09088 CONCEPT OF PANEL CONFIGURATION RESULTED 07-12-74 FE M.A. HERNANDEZ
FROM INTEGRATING ATM, EREP, AND SPACE
PHYSICS INTO THE ORBITER
09089 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER VEHICLE STAR 07-2B-74 EG R.A. SMITH
TRACKER TEST PROGRAMPLAN fJ
09091 GROUND TRACK AND RADAR STATION PLOT PROGARMS 07-30-74 FM R.R. REYNOLDS
(HEWLETT-PACKARD 98_0) USER'S INFORMATION D.S. SCHEFFMAN
(IN-74-FM-053)
0P092 OPERATIONS HANDBOOK COMMAND/SERVICE/DOCKING 07-15-74 BT
MODULES, CSM-119/DM1-OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
REFERENCE ISSUE
09094 DYNAMIC DOCKING TEST SYSTEM FINAL MATHE- 07-28-74 EG B. H. STRA_SNER
MATICAL MODEL
09095 SHUTTLE SYSTEMS MONTHLY WEIGHT AND PERFORM- 02-25-85 LA M.A. COLLINS
ANCE STATUS REPORT
09096 LESSONS LEARNED ON T_E SKYLAB PROGRAM 07-18-74
09097 RCS COMPLETION OF ASTP DEORBIT MANEUVER 08-02-74 FM A.H. BENNEY
(It!-74-F_-054)
09101 DYNAMIC DOCKING TEST SYSTEM INITIAL 07-Z8-74 EG B.H. STRASSNER
CONDITION MODEL
09102 SHUTTLE DELIVERY CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE 08-13-74 FM G.R. BABB
EARTH OBSEKVATION SATELLITE (IN-74-FM-055) #
09103 SPACE SHUTTLE CREW PROCEDURESDEVELOPMENT 04-30-7B CG F. RAMOS
PLAN-APPENDIX E Or THE SPA_E SHUTTLE CREW
PROCEDURES MANAGEMENTPLAN
09104 TRAFFIC MODEL BASED ON THE JULY 1973, LEVEL 2 08-1B-74 FM M.E. DONAHOO _
AUTOMATED PAYLOADS DEFINITION (IN-74-FM-056)
lU9i06 FREQUENCY STANDARD STABILITY FOR DOPPLER 07-2B-74 EEMEASUREMENTSON-BOARD THE SHUTTL_
0_109 TASK 505 TEST REPORT-ORBITER FREQUENCY 03-2B-75 EE C. M. HADOICK _
DIVISION MULTIPLEXER CONFIGURATION FOR e_
SHUTTLE DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION
09110 TASK 505 TEST REPORT-INITIAL APPROACHA_D 09-ZB-74 EE C. M. HADDICK
LANDING TEST WIDEBANO LOADING EVALUATION E. L. JOHNSON
FOR SHUTTLE DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT INSTRUMENT
18Q
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!
09111 SPACE SHUTTLE S-BAND RANGING TECHNIQUES 09-28-74 EE ,f
09112 ORBITER AND TDRS HIGH GAIN ANTENNA 09-28-74 EE
ACQUISITION
09113 SHUTTLE FSK DATA LINK OPTIMIZATION TEST 12-28-74 EE J. E. KRAFKA
REPORT
09116 TASK 505 TEST REPOKT-INITIAL ORBITAL FLIGHT 11-28-74 EE C. M. HADDICK
TEST WIDEBAND LOADIHG EVALUATION FOR SHUTTLE
DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION
09117 SUMMARYOF THE ASTP/ATS-B INTERFACE TEST 01-28-75 EE T. B. JENKINS
RESULTS
09121 TASK 505 TEST REPORT-FREQUENCY DIVISION 12-28-74 EE C. M. HADDICK
MULTIPLEXER PERFORMANCEVERSUS MAGNETIC
RECORDERTAPE SPEED FOR SHUTTLE DEVELOP-
MENT fLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION
09122 SHUTTLE S-BAND RF ACQUISITION TECHNIQUES 12-28-74 EE O. C. VANELLI
AND PROCEDURES
09123 RF ACQUISITION TEST REPORT 01-28-75 EE O. R. RODRIGU_Z
09126 SHUTTLE FHEQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLEXER 01-28-75 EE C. M. HADDICK
EVALUATION FOR SHUTTLE DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT
INSTRUMENTATION
00130 RCS PROPULSION FUNCTIONAL PATH ANALYSIS FOR O? 28-74 EO E. L. KEESLER
PERFORMANCEMONITORING FAULT DETECTION AND
ANNUNCIATIDN
09131 ORBITAL MANEUVERING SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONAL 07-28-74 EJ E. L. KEESLER
PATH ANALYSIS FOR PERFORMANCEMONITORING
FAULT DETECTION AND ANNUNCIAIlON
09133 MFMR MATHEMATICAL MODEL-INTERIM REPORT 08-23-74 FM E. T. DICKSRSON
(IN-74-FM-057) R. E. STOKES
03134 APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT PRELIMINARY REFERENCE 07-25-74 FM J. R. GENSERT
ATTITUDE AND POINTING T1MELINE (IN-74-FM-058) T. W. KELLER
09137 &STP JULY 15 LAUNCH-FINAL FLIGHT PLAN 05-15-75 CG E. B. PIPPERT
09138 ASTP FLIGHT PLAN SUPPLEMENT CG L. VICK
09139 ASTP CSM RENDEZVOUS BOOK 07-05-75 CG S. P. GREGA
09541 ASTP LAUNCH CHECKLIST (R_V. A) 06-20-75 CG D. L. BENTLEY
09142 ASTP CSM G&C CHECKLIST 08-23-75 CG D. L. _ENTLEY
0U143 ASTP CSM SYSTEMS CHECKLIST (REV. A) 08-23-75 CG G. L. DOE_RE
09144 ASTP JOINT OPERATIONS CHECKLIST (REV. A) 07-01-75 CG O. A. BLAND
R. R. KAIN
09145 ASTP DOCKING MODULE CHECKLIST 08-25-75 CG D.A. BLAND
R R. KAIN
09146 ASTP EXPERIMENTS CHECKLIST 08-23-75 CG M GRIFFIN
09147 ASTP UPDATES BOC', 02-10-75 CG W K. JONES
09149 ASTP PHOTO OPERATIONS BOOK 07-07-75 CG G SHINKLE
09150 ASTP FINAL TV OPERATIONS BOOK-NOT FOR FLIGHT 05-09-75 CG E S, DALEY
09152 CSM MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 06-30-75 CG R L, HAItNE




09154 ASTP F%NAL ALTERNATE DAY STAR :HARTS 05-19-75 CG R. F. MOCATA ¢
09156 DYNAMIC DOCKING TEST SYSTEM SIMULATION 08-28-74 EG B. H. STR_SSNERDESCRIPTION
09158 IN-LINE TASK 58-WIRE/CIRCUIT BRFAKER TESIING 11-28-74 EG L. D. WHITE
09167 PCST-BLACKOUT CRT DISPLAY FORMATS 8-01-74 CG W. L. JACKSON
L. B. MCWHORTER
e
09159 SKYLAB FOOD SYSTEM 10-28-74 J. D. SANFORD
T. R. TURNER
09181 SPACE TECHNOLOGY IN RENO_E HEALTH CARE 08-Z8-74
09182 PRELIMINARY SPACECRAFT LAUNCH ABORT PLAN FOR 08-19-74 FM R. D, DAVIS
THE APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROGRAM(IN-74-FH-OSg)
09183 CREW/COMPUTER INTERFACE SIMULATION PLAN 08-01-74 CG J. C. AYFOR_
J. E. HUTCHINS
09184 SOUND ABSORPTION OF LOW TEMPERATURE REUSABLE 1Z-28-74 J. D. JOHNSTON
SURFACE INSULATION CANDIDATE MATERIALS
09165 IN-LINE TASK 48-MASTER TIMING UNIT 11-28-74 EG O. CREE
09188 APOLLO SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS DATA HANDBOOK 08-28-74 W. F. EICHELMAN
W. W. LAUDERDALE
09187 JSC ASTP MISSION CONTINGENCY INVESTIGATION PLAN 04-Z6-75 PA
09188 AG-ZN BATTERY CELL DRY STAND EVALUATION 06-Z0-74 EP D. B, TRAHAN
09170 APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT REFERENCE TRAJECTORY 09-03-74 R. S. MERRIAM
([N-74-FM-OBO) R. H. HOORE
09171 AN ANLYSIS OF AN EARTH OBSERVATIONS SHUTTLE 08-23-74 FM D. D. DEATKINE
SORTIE MISSION (IN-74-FM-061)
09172 ANALYTICAL INSTRUMENTATION CHEMISTRY LABORA- 07-28-74 ED
TORY SERVICES, CAPABILITIES, AND FACILITIES
09173 SUPPLEMENTAL EPL BATTERY CAPACITY EVALUATION 08-l_-74 EP D. B. TRAHAN
09174 SHUTTLE PROGRAMMDAS DEVELGPMENT STANDARD_ i1-18-74 FM D. M. BRALEY
(IN-74-FM-062) M. A. GOODWIN
09175 LASER PROFILER SOFTWARE FORMULATION 10-Z1-7_ FM R. C. JACKSON
(IN-74-FM-Oe3) A. D. WYLIE
00176 DATA REPORT - A SIMULATOR EVALUATION OF THE 06-Z8-74 EJ G. MCSMAIE
SPACE SHUTTLE FIRST STAGE ASCENT CONTROL
09177 TABLES FOR DETERMINING LEAD, U,_ANIUM, AND 1Z-Z8-74 E. SCHONFELD
THORIUM ISOTOPE AGES
09179 CSC-INFONET-UNIVAC 1110, FORTRAN V _ONVERSIO_ 01-30-75 FM J.C. KIR_PATRICK
ANALYSIS (_N-74-FM-O64)09181 c & AD IN 1974 - RESEARCHTECHNOLOGY DEVELOP- IZ-Z6-74
_ENT
09183 A CO_IPARISO_ OF NEWTON[AN, KUSTAAMHEIMO/STIEFEL, 09.-03-74 FM D, J. JEZEWSKI
AND SPERLING/BURDET SOLUTIONS TO OPTIMAL
TRAJECTORY PROBLEMS (IN-74-FM-068) _&
09165 CONTINGENCY MISSION PLAN FOR SHUTTLE MISSION 09-17-74 FM A.H. BiNNEY
3A (IN-74-FM-088) D.A. NELSON ,
09187 END-ITEM SPECIFICATION PERFORMANCE DESIGN, 08-30-74





TITLE DATE OPR AUTHQR(S )
09188 NOMINAL AND CONTINBENCY SEPARATIGN PROCEDURES 09-05-74 FM L. C. CONNELLY r
F09 APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT (IN-7_-FM-O67) ' t
i
09180 LOOSE EQUIPMENT PROCEDURAL NOMENCLATURE 03-15-80 a.M. GEORGE
CONTROL PLAN (REV. A) E.L. TAYLOR
09192 JSC ACCIDENT EXPERIEdCE SUMMARYFOR 1973 06-28-74 NA G.C. PARKER
09196 USER'S GUIDE fOR GROUNDOPERATIONS SIMULATION 00-19-74 FM R.H. SANDERS
PROGRAM(IN-74-FM-OB8) W.A. YOUNG
09197 MEASUREMENT STANDA[US AND CALIBRATION 09-12-74 ED
LABORATORY CAPABILITIE_
09198 A GENERALIZED ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSFEM FOR THE 03-28-76 EJ O. R. GLANI_RE
SPACE SHUTTLE ASCENT MISSION PHASE (REV. 1)
09199 CURRENT ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECT OF CHLORINE _-Z$-74 TC R. D. HUDSON
COMPOUNDEMISSION FROM THE SPACE SHUTTLE D. E. ROBBINS
R. S. STOLARSKI
09200 TRANSISTORIZED CAPACITOR DISCHARGE FIRING 09-18-74 EP R. J. PECTOR
CIRCUIT
00202 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST FLIGHT 07-15-77 CF W. A. MIODLETON
OPERATIONS BASELINE OPERATIONS PLAN (REV. A)
09203 INITIATOR THERMOCOUPLEEFFECT TEST 09-19-74 EP L.J. PRICE
09204 ASTP FLIGHm CONTROLLERS OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 07-05-74 CF
09205 CONTROL OPTIMIZATION OF A LIFTING BODY ENTRY 09-28-74 F. GARCIA
PROBLEM BY AN IMPROVED AND A MODIFIED METHOD r
OF PERTURBATION FUNCTIONS
09208 SPECIAL PROCESSING FU_JCTIONS I _" GV-10! IN THE 09-77-14 FM M.D. PIPHER
APPROACH AND LANDINr TEST PROG,(AM (IN-74-FM-089)
VOL. 1 - AUXILIARY .,,WER UNIT F! L-GAGING
VOL. 2 - ELECTRICAL POW_k SYSTEM CONSUMABLES
MODULE
09210 PRE-INSTALLATION ACCEPTPNCE TEST PROCEDURES 04-24-75 JN C. CHASSAY
FOR THE MEDICAL ACCESSORIEF KIT J. M. SLEITH
09211 PRE-INSTALLATION ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURES 04-24-75 JN C, CHASSAY
FOR THE CSM AUXILIARY DRUG KIT J. M. SLEITH
09212 THE HP-65 RENOEZVObS TARGETING CHECKLIST 06-25-75 CG M, V. MINES l
09, _3 TECHNOLOGY SURVEY OF COMPUTERSOFTWAREAS 03-28-75 B. E. FULBRIGHT
APPLICABLE TO THE MIUS PRCJECT
09214 TANTALUM CAPACITOR BEHAVIOR UNDER FAST 12-28-74 K.D. CASTLE
TRANSIENT OVERVOLTAG_S J.A. ZILL
09217 NATURAL ENVIRONMEN_ SUPPORT CONCEPT FOR TH_ 12-18-74 CF )
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM OPERATIONS
09218 PRELIMNINARY STUDY OF SHUTTLE GUIDANCE- 00-28-74 EJ J. W. SUNKE_ )"
CONTROL SYSTEM INTERFACE
t
09219 PROJECT/SUBPROJECT DIr,ECTORY 10-01-T4 FA S. P. MANN |
09220 SHUTTLE ORBITER AVIONICS L_VEL C REQUIREMENTS 10-21-74 FM I
DEVELOPMENt PLAN (IN-T4-FM-C70)
09221 ASTP SIMULATED LIGHTNING TEST REPORT 11-2_-74 WA R. L. BLOUNT
R. D. GAOBOIS |
0. L. SUITER
409222 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAMORBITER PROJECT LEVEL 3 n_-13-78 BWIETERFACE MANAGEMENTPLAN (REV. A) tZ
,m
1990007273-194
DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
09226 REDESIGN AND DOCUMENTATION OF THE MONSTER- 11-06-74 FM J. C. KIRKPATRICK _ ""
POWEREDFLIGHT ITERATOR (IN-74-FM-071)09227 INPUT/OUTPUT MANUAL FOR THE APOLLO MISSION 02-24-77 FM C. T. OSGDOD
PLANNING AND REAL-TIME RENDEZVOUS SUPPORT
PROGRAM, VOLUME I (IN-74-FM-072) (REV. 1)
09228 ASTP GUIDANCE. NAVIGATION. AND CONTROL 12-01-74 CF
CONSOLE PROCEDURES HANDBOOK
09231 PRELIMINARY FORMULATION OF THE SHUTTLE DEORBIT 05-21-75 FM
TARGETING PROCESSOR (IN-74-FM-073) (REV. 1)
09233 PROCEDURE FOR PREPARATION FOR SHIPMENT OF 10-21-74 JN A. M. ARMAND
NATURAL GAS STORAGE VESSEL S. W. NICHOLS
09236 SHUTTLE PROGRAM MISSION DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 11-18-74 FM D.M. BRALEY
SUBSYSTEM DATA INTERFACE DOCUMENT (IN-74-FM-074)
09237 APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT REFERENCE TRAJECTORY 02-18-75 FM
SIMULATOR DATA PACKAGE (IN-74-FM-075) (REV. 1)
09238 APPROACH AND LANDING TEST COMPUTER PROGRAM 03-21-75 FM
DEVELOPMENT SPECIFICATION LEVEL C REQUIREMENTS
FOR NAVIGATION (IN-74-FM-076) (REV. 2)
09240 ORBITER OPERATIONAL DATA MANAGEMENT PLAN 08-31-83 JOHN W. ARON
09241 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER DATA APPLICATIONS 12-28-74 HC J.D. ERICKSON
EVALUATION (2 VOLUMES_ R. F. NALEPKA
F. J. THOMSON
09242 MEDICAL REQUIREMENTS-APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT 10-28-74
09243 AN EVALUATI3N OF THE POTENTIAL OF DISCARDED 12-28-74 L. W. COLLINS
TIRES AS A SOURCE OF FUEL W. R. DOWNS
E. K. GIBSON
09244 1973 SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 11-28-74 TF
09245 PRELIMINARY REENTRY, TRANSITION, TAEM, AND 11-01-74 EJ W.L. JACKSON
FINAL APPROACH GRAPHICAL CRT DISPLAY FORMATS L. B. MCWHORTER
FOR 0V-I02
09251 LOWER-ORDER FILTERS FOR SPACE SHUTTLE REENTRY 11-06-74 FM W. M. LEAR
NAVIGATION (IN-74-FM-078)
09255 SPACE SHUTTLE SYSTEM PAYLOADS INTERFACE 11-08-74
ACTIVITIES
09256 PROCEEDINGS OF THE 1974 LYNDON B. JOHNSON SPACE 04-28-75 G. L. BARGER
CENTER WHEAT YIELD CONFERENCE D. E. PITTS
09257 MODULAR MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER DATA EVALUATION 10-22-74 ED R. W. NUSS
REPORT J. R. WOODFILL
09259 SHUTTLE PROGRAMPRIMER VECTOR THEORY AND 11-20-74 FM D, J. JEZEWSKI
APPLICATIONS (IN-74-FM-079)
09260 COAL CONVERSION AND USAGE - A SYSTEMS STUDY 11-28-74 K. E. COX
W. R. DOWNS
09262 SPACE SHUTTLE DERIVED, HEAVY-LIFT LAUNCH 11-20-74 FM G.R. BABB
VEHICLE (IN-74-FM-080) J.T. MCNEELY
09268 UNIL_'ZRIAL SYSTEM SAFETY REPORT FOR SOYUZ 04-01-75 NA ",
FIRE PREVENTION AND CONTROL FOR THE ASTP _'
09269 ASTP MISSION SAFETY ASSESSMENT 04-01-75 NA
09270 ASTP ALTERNATE/CONTINGEMCY FLIGHT PLAN (REV. A) 06-25-75 CG C.L. STOUGH "6 -i193
1990007273-195
DOC. # TITLE DATE OP.__RRAUTHOR(S)
09271 ASTP CONSUMABLESANALYSIS FORTHE RT FLIGHT 11n29-74 PM C. NEWMAN
PLAN (IN-74-FM-O81) C. WELLS T
M. ZAMORA ,i
09273 SILVER-ZINC BATTERYCYCLINGEVALUATION 11-21-74 EP D.B. TRAHAN ,_
09275 PROCEEDINGSOF THE SKYLABLIFE SCIENCES 11-28-74
SYMPOSIUM(2 VOLUMES)
09Z16 PRELIMINARYFORMULATIONOF THE SHUTTLEABORT- 12-03-74 FM
ONCE-AROUNDTARGETINGPROCESSOR(IN-74-FM-O82)
09277 SEMIANNUALREPORT-TASK503, MISSION LIFE 12-28-74 EG R.C. DYER
CYCLEEFFECTSSENSORSTUDIES ANDEVALUATION R.C. HOLDER
09279 ROCKETRESEARCHGAS GENERATORTEST PROGRAM 11-30-74 EP E. REESE
09280 REDUCTIONOF EFFECTIVE FILM SPEEDUSING DEVEL- 11-26-74 JL H. E. LOCKWOOD
OPERADDITIVE 1-PHENYL-5-MERCAPTOTETRAZOLE
09281 BAROALTIMETRYAND ASSOCIATEDERRORMODELS 12-10-74 FM W. M. LEAR
FORTHE SPACESHUTTLE(IN-74-FM-OB3)
09282 SPACESHUTTLEMISSION KIT SUMMARYCHARACTER- 06-30-75
ISTICS, UTILIZATION, INVENTORY,SCHEDULES _.
(REV. A)
09283 VERY LOW RANGE ABSOLUTE PRESSURE SENSOR 11-28-74 EG R.D. BRONSON !
ENGINEERING EVALUATION TEST REPORT
09285 SHUTTLE EVA SIGNAL PROCESSOR PULSE AMPLITUDE 12-28-74 EE W.M. CONRAD
MODULATION DECOMMUTATOR (REV. A) D.E. NOBLE
09286 WHITE SANDS TEST FACILIIY TRANSMITTER BATTERY 12-28-74 EE H, J. LOWERY
TEST PLAN FOR BAFTERY CELL VACUUM EXPOSURE
TEST AND INDIVIDUAL CELL VACUUM TEST
09287 INVARIANT ORBITAL ELEMENTS FOR USE IN THE 12-04-74 FV E. C. LINEBERRY
DESCRInTION OF MOTION ABOUT AN OBLATE EARTH
(IN-74-FM-084)
09288 THE ORBITER CONFIGURATION CONTROL OMS AND RCS 04-07-77 FM D. NELSON
PROPELLANT BUDGET (IN-75-FM-O01)(REV. 2)
09292 ORBITER ACOUSTIC FPTIGUE TESTING SPECIMEN ID 12-12-74 ES W.M. WEST
DA-IO ORBITER AFT LOWER PANEL
VOL. I - GENERAL AND SUMMARY
VOL. 2 - DAILY ACTIVITY TABULATIONS t
09294 SHUTTLE TRAJECTORY EFFECTS ON GROUND-LEVEL 12-16-74 FM W.C. LAMEY
SONIC BOOM OVERPRESSURE (IN-74-FM-085)
09295 AIRCRAFT OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR RESEARCH 06-28-81 CC A.H. _r"_'S
AND ADMINISTRATIVE AIRCRAFT (2 VOLUMES)
09296 JSC PROCEDURESFORPROBLEMREPORTINGAND 07-26-85 NO
CORRECTIVE ACTION (REV. D)
09297 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM I0-28-75 CH A.B. SANCHEZ
CATALOGING AND INDEXING OPERATING PROCEDURES
FOR DATA ENTRY (REV, A)
09298 APOLLO/SOYUZTEST PROJECTMISSION EVALUATION 07-28-75 WT
PLAN (REV. A)
I09300 REENTRY, TAEM, AND FINAL APPROACHCRT DISPLAY 01-16-75 EJ W.L. JACKSONFORMATEVALUATIONSIMULATION REPORT L. B, MCWHORTER
09301 SHUTTLE CREW ACTIVITY PLANNING TECHNIQUES- 09-01-75 CG




JOOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
,
09302 MULTINODEOPTICAL SENSOR(B) EVALUATIONTEST 01-28-75 EG R.A. SMITH •_'_.
REPORT _'t09304 MIUS WASTEWATERTECHNOLOGYEVALUATION 05-28-76 3. C. PORAOEK
09305 A HIGH-INPUT IMPEDANCEDIFFERENTIAL NILLIVOLT 01-Z8-75 O. MULLINS
METERFORUSE WITH SOLID CERAMICOXYGEN E. QUIN
ELECTROLYTECELLS R. 3. WILLIAMS
09306 WATER-COOLEDFURNACEHEADSFORUSE WITH 01-28-75 O. MULLINS
STANDARDMUFFLE-TUBEFURNACES R.J. WILLIAMS
09307 KUSTAAMHEIMO/STIEFELTWO-POINTBOUNDARYVALUE 12-27-74 FM D. J. JEZEWSKI
PROBLEMS(IN-74-FM-086)
09308 APOLLO.'SOYUZTEST PROJECTREFERENCEATTITUDE 12-13-74 FM J. R. GENSERT
ANDPOINTING TIMELINE (IN-74-FM-087) T. W. KELLER
09309 INTERIM MODELFORTHE L-BANDMULTEFREQUENCY 05-01-75 FM R. S. SIMPSON




09326 PAYLOADINTERFACEDRAWINGS 06-01-75 K
09330 KEARFOTTGYROFLEXACCEPTANCETEST REPORT 07-28-75 EG C. PECKHAM
09331 THE PREVENTIONOF ELECTRICALBREAKDOWNAND 02-03-75 ED D. W. WHITSON
ELECTROSTATICVOLTAGEPROBLEMSIN THE SPACE
SHUTTLEAND ITS PAYLOADS(2 PARTS)
09332 PITCH-PLANE-MOMENT-BALANCEEVALUATIONSFOR 01-13-75 FM I. L, JOHNSON (
THE SPACESHUTTLE(IN-74-FM-089)
09333 STS FLIGHT OPERATIONSBASELINEOPERATIONS 11-20-78 CF W. P, GATLIN
PLAN (REV. A)
09334 SOMESELF-STARTING INTEGRATORSFORVECTOR 01-27-75 FM W.M. LEAR
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS(IN-75-FM-O02)
09336 PRELIMINARYORBITER FUNCTIONALSOCTWARE 02-28-75 FM
REQUIREMENTSFORONBOARDORBITAL MANEUVER
TARGETINGAND FLIGHT DESIGN SUPPORT
(IN-75-FM-O03)
09337 APPROACHANDLANDINGTEST FLIGHT OPERATIONS 03-01-76 CF
FACILITIES REQUIREMENTS (REV. A) _
09339 PRELIMINARY DETAILED REQUIREMENTSFORTHE 07-11-75 FM D, M. BRALEY
ORBITAL MANEUVER TARGETING MODULE FOR THE W. A. REINI
ORBITER ONBOARD COMPUTER (IN-7$-FM-O04) W. TEMPELMAN ;
(REV. I) _
09342 APOLLO/SOYUZTEST PROJECTINSTRUMENTATION 0fi-28-75 WT E, P. GAMMON _
CALIBRATION DATA _,__
VOL. I - SPACECRAFT OPERATIONAL CALIBRATION "_DATA
VOL. 2 - SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLE OPERATIONAL _CALIBRATION DATA
09343 SPACE SHUTTLE PAYLOAD ACCOMMODATIONS ON THE 01-20-75 EA S. H. NASSIFF
AFT FLIGHT DECK
09344 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR THE 04-11-75 _4
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
09345 FCP WATERRELIEF VENT LINE TEST 01-14-75 EP D. B. TRAHAN -,
09346 SPACECRAFTLOW-LEVELACCELERATIONDETERMI- 11-22-74 FM E L. BARNETT
NATION (IN-74-FM-077) R. K, OSBURN ;d
195
1990007273-197
,rw .... .. . i."
DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _;
0g348 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER APPROACH AND LANDING 03-28-77 WC
TEST EVALUATION PLA_ (REV. A)
._ 09354 ASTP CONSOLE HANDBOOK 10-01-74 CF
09355 RADIANT HEAT TEST FACILITY, DATA ACQUISITION 01-28-75 FD D. M. PRUETT
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
_]_ 09357 APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROGRAMDOCKING MODULE/ 01-15-75 EL M.M. LUSKDOCKING SYSTEM THERMAL VACUUM TEST IN
CHAMBER B
: 02358 SAFETY, RELIABILITY, AND QUALITY ASSURANCE 06-28-75
-_ ASTP MISSION SUPPORT PLAN
09360 CIBACHROME TESTING 12-28-74 JL M. S, WEIrJSTEIN
"_ 09362 DATA BUS EVALUATION LABORATORY TEST REPORT 01-28-75 EG G.R. _cNNIS
_; 09363 RAPID COMPUTATION OF MODIFIED GLOBALLY- 02-06-75 FM W.C. BEAN
OPTIMUM IMPULSIVE TRANSFER TRAJECTORIES
TO GEOSYNCHRONOUSORBIT (IN-75-FM-O05)
09364 ALT GRAPHICS DISPLAY FORMULATION 02-28-75 EJ Mo C. CONTELLA
J. E. HUTCHINS
W. L. JACKSON
09365 RENDEZVOUSDISPERSION ANALYSES FOR THE 02-07-75 FM R.W. BICKER
APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT (IN-75-FM-O06) C.L. FLETCHER
S. W. WILSON
09366 AN ANALYTICAL ESTIMATE OF ON-ORBIT RCS 12-16-74 EX D.B. KANIPE
IMPINGEMENT TO THE ORBITER INCLUDING A
COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA
09367 1973 SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 12-28-74
09368 TEST SPECIFICATION FOR JSC PR TRACKING 12-28-74 FD R. E. LAMOTTE
SYSTEM
09369 ALT SAFETY PLANNING DOCUMENT 11 28-75 LA J.B. HAMMACK
09370 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR THE 01-28-75 FD A. G. WILEY
DOCUMENT INDEX SYSTEM FOR THE SHUTTLE
INFORMATION SERVICE
, 09373 ASTP MISSION TECHNIQUES DEORBIT AND ENTRY 03-01-75 CF R. E. CHARTERS
BOOK E. HOWELL
J. WALSH
09375 INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT MODEL FOR USE 02-18-75 FM T. J. BLUCKER
IN THE SHUTTLE ON-ORBIT IMU ALINEMENT AND J, S, FRENCH
SENSOR CALIBRATION PROGRAM(IN-75-FM-O07)
09376 OPERATIONS SUPPORT PLAN FOR ASTP WIND DATA 02-28-75 FD C.E. ALLDAY
COMPUTATIONS
; 09378 A WARDROBEFOR SPACE (REV. A) 01-01-84 AP C. BAUER
_ 09379 THE ADAM'S FORMULAS FOR NUMERICAL INTEGRA- 05-28-76 FM J.C. KIRKPATRICK
'" TION OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FROM 1ST TO
20TH ORDER
09380 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR COMMON 02-28-75 FD L, D. BRADFIELD
SOFTWARE OF SHUTTLE PROGRAMINFORMATION J.M. EVERETTE
MANAGEMENTSYSTEM C.L. HORTON
09381 SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR THE 04-28-75 FD J.W. PARKER






DOC. # TITLE DATE OP__R AUTHOR(S)
09382 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF LOW-ALTITUDE 02-13-75 FM J.A. BELL
ORBITER OPERATIONS FOR THE ATMOSPHERIC, W.L. HUTCHISON
MAGNE' ,SPHERIC, AND PLASMAS-IN-SPACE R.E. KINCADE _ .'[.ABOR_FORY PAYLOAD (IN-75-FM-O09) o
09383 MEDICAL SUPPORT AND FINDINGS OF THE 03-28-75 L. F. DIETLEIN ;
SKYLAB PROGRAM R. S. JOHNSTON
.L
09384 CROP IDENTIFICATION TECHNOLOGYASSESSMENT 02-28-75 TF R. M. BIZZELL
FOR REMOTE SENSING (CITARS), VOLUME 1-TASK F. G. HALL
DESIGN PLAN
)
09385 CITARS, VOLUME Z-GROUND TRUTH FIELD OBSER- 02-28-75 SF J. W. DIETRICH
VATION OF THE AGRICULTURAL SOIL CONSERVA-
TION SERVICE
09386 CITARS, VOLUME 3-ERTS-1 IMAGERY UTILIZED U2-28-75 SF R. M. BIZZELL
FOR DATA QUALITY ASSESSMENT
09387 CITARS, VOLUME 4-IMAGE ANALYSIS, PART 1, 04-28-75 SF J. W. DIETRICH
CROP IDENTIFICATION EXTENSION




09389 CITARS, VOLUME B-DATA PROCESSING AT LARS 07-28-75 TF M. E, BAUER
T. K. CARY
B. J. DAVIS
09390 CITARS, VOLUME 7-DATA PROCESSING AT ERIM 06-28-75 TF
09391 CITARS, VOLUME 8-DATA PROCESSING AT JSC- 07-28-75 TF F. JOHNSON
EARTH OBSERVATIONS DIVISION i
09392 CITARS, VOLUME 9-STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF 09-28-75 TF B. J. DAVIS
RESULTS A. H. FEIVESON
09393 CITARS, VOLUME IO-INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 12-28-75 TF R. M. BIZZELL
A. H. FEIVESON
F. G. HALL
09394 SHUTTLE ELECTRICAL POWER ANALYSIS PROGRAM- 01-28-75 EJ E.M. TORINA
DISTRIBUTION CIRCUIT ANALYSIS REPORT
09395 FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITY OF THE CURRENT MISSION 02-07-75 FM G. A. WEISSKOPF
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS SUBSYSTEM PROTOTYPE "
(IN-?5-FM-01O) i
09398 DATA PROCESSING PLAN FOR THERMAL VACUUM 02-28-75 FD M.L. WENTZ
TESTING OF THE SHUTTLE ORBITER HEAT REJECTION +
SYSTEM . ._
-
09399 TEST REPORT FOR THE APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT 10-28-75 FD J. E. MCFARLAND _
MISSION MICROBIAL EXCHANGE EXPERIMENT DATA R
PROCESSING SOFTWARE (REV. A)
09400 TEST REPORT FOR THE PR MANAGEMENTSYSTEM 12-28-74 FD R. E. LAMOTTE l_
09401 USER°S DOCUMENTFOR THE JSC PURCHASE REQUEST 10-28-74 FD L. E. ELY 4
MANAGEMENTSYSTEM _
09403 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR THE RADI- 02-28-75 FD J. F. BROSE
ANT HEAT TRANSFER FACILITY POST-TEST DATA ,l"
REDUCTION PROGRAM
09404 COMPUTER PROGRAMDOCUMENTATION OF STRUCTURES 01-28-75 ES D. G. PROBE
BRANCH PROGRAMSAND PROGRAMUPDATES
09405 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR THE STOW- 02-28-75 FD D. J. KELTNER






DOC. # TITLE DATE OP__RRAUTHOR(S)
09407 THE SHUTTLE REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM PRELIM- 02-27-75 FM
INARY PROPELLANT GAGING MODULE COMPUTER
PROGRAMREQUIREMENTS (IN-75-FM-011)
09408 SHUTTLE TRAINING AIRCRAFT MISSION SAFETY 09-23-75 NA
ASSESSMENT (REV. A)
og40g LOW TEMPERATURE TEST OF STANDARD DETONATOR 02-28-75 EP J.L. PRICE
AND FRANGIBLE NUT
0g421 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENTFOR THE 02-28-75 FD R. S. WEST
PROBLEM REPORTING DATA SYSTEM
09423 APOLLO PROGRAMSUMMARYREPORT-SYNOPSIS OF 04-28-82
THE APOLLO PROGRAMACTIVITIES AND TECHNOLOGY
FOR LUNAR EXPLORATION
09426 PARAMETRIC STUDY AND CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 08-28-74 EL W. B. KRAUSE
REQUIREMENTS FOR A MODULAR INTEGRATED R. L. PENDLETON
UTILITY SYSTEM-SOLAR THERMAL POWER SYSTEM
09429 ZONAL AND TESSERAL HARMONIC COEFFICIENTS 04-28-76 FM J. C. KIRKPATRICK
FOR THE GEOPOTENTIAL FUNCTION FROM ZERO
TO 18TH ORDER
09431 COMPUTERPROGRAMDOCUMENTATION-TEST REPORT 02-28-75 FD J. K. ONEY
FOR INTEGRATED STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
09432 RECEPTION OF PM DIGITAL SIGNALS WITH AN FM 02-03-75 EE B.G. SMITH
DEMODULATOR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE-TEST RESULTS
SUMMARY
09434 PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION-SURFACE HEATING RATE 04-28-75 FD J. D. MCBRYDE
OF THIN SKIN MODELS
09436 ASTP RECOVERY REQUIREMENTS 03-12-75 CF
09437 TESTS OF TWO LIGHT SHADES FOR THE SHUTTLE 02-28-75 EG I. SAULIETIS
STAR TRACKER
09438 FOURIER ANALYZER-EVALUATION OF GYROFLEX 02-20-75 EG R.V. LOPEZ
GYRO AND REBALANCE LOOP
09442 DEVELOPMENT AND DOCUMENTATION OF A 02-21-75 EX F. GARCIA
SIMPLIFIED THERMAL BOUNDARY PROGRAM K. M. MORRISON
09446 EVALUATION OF A DATA DICTIONARY SYSTEM 02-28-75 FD W.G. DRIGGERS
09447 DOPPLER BATTERY IGNITION TEST 02-24-75 EP D.R. SAUCIER
09448 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM DATA BASE FOR 05-01-75 LA
CONSUMABLESANALYSIS (TN-75-FM-014)
VOL, I - ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT LIST, ACTIVITY
BLOCKS, AND TIMELINES
VOL. 2 - ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION
09450 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER BASIC APPROACH AND 04-14-75 CT F. E. HUGHES
LANDING TEST REFERENCE MISSIONS DOCUMENT
09451 QUALITY ASSURANCE TOOLS FOR RS-1BB SENSOR 04-04-75 FM J.L. ENGVALL
DATA (IN-75-FM-015) T. KANEKO
09452 SKYLAB PARASOL MATERIAL EVALUATION 04-28-75 T. J. BALLENTINE
S. JACOBS
09454 MARQUARDT 25-POUND ENGINE TEST EP R. JOHNSTON
J. ROBERSON





DOC. # TITLE DATE OP.__RRAUTHOR(S)
09458 THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE POINCARE-SIMILAR 03-31-75 FM V. R, BOND _ELEMENTS WITH ECCENTRIC ANOMALY AS THE
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE (IN-75-FM-01B)
09461 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER POGO DATA CORRELATION 07-28-78 EE L. JOHNSON
REPORT FOR SHUTTLE DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT
INSTRUMENTATION
09462 TEST PLAN FOR LOW NOISE PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER 03-28-75 EE P. E. BODDY
MODEL NC 13-200
09467 A SPREAD-SPECTRUM SYNCHRONIZATION SCHEME 09-28-75 EE P. M. HOPKINS
FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER (REV. A)
09469 TASK 505 TEST PLAN-SHUTTLE EXTERNAL TANK 06-28-75 EE C. M. HADDICK
AND SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER TO ORBITER WIDE-
BAND DATA SYSTEM INTERFACE EVALUATION FOR
SHUTTLE DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION
09470 ORBITER/ET POGO DATA ACCURACYANALYSIS 09-28-76 EE C. M. HADDICK
REPORT. PRELIMINARY-SHUTTLE DEVELOPMENT
FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION
09473 TEST REPORT AN/AIC-27 SYSTEM AND COMPONENT 07-28-75 EE F. H REIFF
UNITS _,
(09474 SHUTTLE KU-BAND SIGNAL PROCESSOR MODE 2 FM 07-28-75 EE D.E. NOBLE
REVERSE LINK :
09475 AN ACCURACY TEST OF DIGITAL PROCESSING 10-28-76 EE J.E. HARRIS
TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO DFI POGO DATA FOR
SHUTTLE DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION
09477 MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING SYSTEM 06-28-75 EE t
GROUND STATION PROJECT CONFIGURATION
MANAGEMENTMANUAL, LEVEL 4
09478 .SHUTTLE EXTERNAL TANK TO ORBITER WIDE- 09-28-75 EE N.C. BYERLEY
BAND DATA SYSTEM INTERFACE EVALUATION C.M. HADDICK
FOR SHUTTLE DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT INSTRU-
MENTATION
99480 MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING SYSTEM 11-28-79 EE P, L, HARTON
HANDBOOK, THIRD EDITION
09481 DESCRIPTION OF THE SHUTTLE ORBITER DEVELOP- 10-28-75 EE E. L. JOHNSON
MENT FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION DIGITAL DATA
BUS/PULSE CODE MODULATION SYSTEM L
x
09482 SHUTTLE RADAR RENDEZVOUS RADAR STATUS REPORT- 12-28-75 EE R.T. STEFANCIK
RADAR DESIGN INVESTIGATION SUMMARY
09483 SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER FREQUENCY OIVI- 12"28-75 EE C.M. HADDICK i
S/ON MULTIPLEXER TO ORBITER WIDEBAND DATA !
SYSTEM INTERFACE EVALUATION FOR SHUTTLE
DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION _ !
0,485 STRUCTURAL DYNAMI CS Wl DEBAND MEASUREMEN,S 0_-28-,6 EE C# HAD_I_K
SHUTTLE DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION
09487 PRELIMINARY CREW CHARTS FOR THE APOLLO/SOYUZ 03-20-75 FM _!
TEST PROJECT MISSION (IN-75-FM-017)
09490 A LEADING EDGE HEATING ARRAY AND A FLAT 07-10-75 JN _ i
SURFACE HEATING ARRAY
09492 A LEADING EDGE HEATING ARRAY AND A FLAT 07-01-75 JN _
R
SURFACE HEATING A_RAY-OPERATION. MAINTE- (1[_




• |DOC # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
09498 OAS DESIGN REVIEW SUMMARYREPORT 08-18_75
(MULTIPLE SECTIONS)
09501 OAS CEI, PART 1-DETAIL SPECIFICATION 03-03-78 FE
(MULTIPLE SECTIONS)
09502 OAS CEI, PART Z-DETAIL SPECIFICATION 03-03-76 FE
(MULTIPLE SECTIONS)
09505 OAS AUDIO COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE CONTROL 02-26-78
DOCUMENT
09515 OAS ENGINEERING DESIGN REPORT 08-11-75
_(MULTIPLE SECTIONS)
09530 "FUNCTIONAL DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR STORAGE 04-28-75 FD D.J. KELTNER
_IST AND HARDWARETRACKING SYSTEM
09532 APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT OPERATIONAL 03-19-75 FM
TRAJECTORY (IN-75-FM-018)
09533 PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURES FOR 03-12-75 JN C. CHASSAY
THE COMMANDSERVICE MODULE AUXILIARY DRUG KIT J.M. SLEITH
09534 PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURES FOR 04-24-75 JN C. CHASSAY
THE MEDICAL ACCESSORIES KIT O.M. SLEITH
09535 SXYLAB EXPERIENCE BULLETIN NO. I-TRANSLA- 08-28-74 EW M. DALTON
TION MODES AND BUMP PROTECTION
09536 SXYLAB EXPERIENCE BULLETIN NO, 2-ARCHI- 08-28-74 EW M. DALTON
TECTURAL EVALUATION FOR AIRLOCK
09537 SKYLAB EXPERIENCE BULLETIN NO. 3-ARCHI- 07-28-74 EW M. DALTON
TECTURAL EVALUATION FOR SLEEPING QUARTERS
09538 SKYLAB EXPERIENCE BULLETIN NO. 4-DESIGN 07-28-74 EW M. DALTON
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SLEEP RESTRAINT
09539 SKYLAB EXPERIENCE BULLETIN NO. 5-IN-FLIGHT 09-28-74 EW R.T. GUNDERSEN
MAINTENANCE AS A VIABLE PROGRAMELEMENT
09540 SKYLAB EXPERIENCE BULLETIN NO. 8-SPACE 08-28-74 EW J.W. BROWN
GARMENTS FOR IVA WEAR
09541 SKYLAB EXPERIENCE BULLETIN NO. 7-AN OVERVIEW 10-28-74 EW M. DALTON
OF IVA PERSONAL RESTRAINT SYSTEMS
09542 SKYLAB EXPERIENCE BULLETIN NO. 8-CLEANSING 10-28-74 EW M.L. JOHNSON
PROVISIONS WITHIN THE WASTE MANAGEMENT
COMPARTMENT
09543 SKYLAB EXPERIENCE BULLETIN NO. 9-FOOT 12-28-74 EW M. DALTON
RESTRAINT SYSTEMS
09544 SKYLAB EXPERIENCE BULLETIN NO. IO-BODY 12-28-74 ZW M. C. DALTON
RESTRAINT SYSTEMS
09545 SKYLAB EXPERIENCE BULLETIN NO. 11-PERSONAL 01-28-75 EW M. C. DALTON _'
MOBILITY AIDS
09548 SKYLAB EXPERIENCE BULLETIN NO. 1Z-TEMPORARY 02-28-75 EW M. DALTON
EQUIPMENT RESTRAINTS
09547 SKYLAB EXPERIENCE BULLETIN NO. I3-TOOLS, TEST 11-28-74 EW R. T. GUNDERSEN
EQUIPMENT, AND CONSUMABLESREQUIRED TO SUPPORT
IN-FLIGHT MAINTENANCE





iDOC._ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
09549 MAN-MACHINE ENGINEERING DATA APPLICATIONS OF 09-28-75 EW V. SOVA
SKYLAB EXPERIMENTS M487/MSI6 BULLETIN NO. 15- #
CABLE MANAGEMENTIN ZERO-G
09551 MAN-MACHINE ENGINEERING DATA APPLICATIONS OF 07-28-75 EW R. BOND
SKYLAB EXPERIMENTS M487/M518 BULLETIN NO. 17- R. GUNDERSEN
NEUTRAL BODY POSTURE IN ZERO-G 3. JACKSON
09552 MAN-MACHINE ENGINEERING DATA APPLICATIONS OF 12-28-75 EW M. DALTON
SKYLAB EXPERIMENTS M487/M516 BULLETIN NO. 18 °
EVALUATION OF SKYLAB IVA ARCHITECTURE
09553 MAN-MACHINE ENGINEERING DATA APPLICATIONS OF 02-28-76 EW M. L. JOHNSON
SKYLAB EXPERIMENTS M487/M516 BULLETIN NO. 19-
FOOD SYSTEM
09560 SKYLAB EXPERIENCE BULLETIN NO. 2B-THE METHODS 05-28-76 EW R. L. BOND
PND IMPORTANCE OF MAN-MACHINE ENGINEERING
EVALUATIONS IN ZERO-G
4
09561 SKYLAB EXPERIENCE BULLETIN NO. 27-PERSONNEL 05-28-76 EW
AND EOUIPMENT RESTRAINT AND MOBILITY AIDS,
EVA
09576 PRELIMINARY TRAJECTORY CONCEPTS FOR RETRIEVAL 03-21-75 FM J. A. BELL
OF A REUSABLE UPPER STAGE (IN-75-FM-019) R. E. KINCADE
09577 ALT QUALITY PLANNING DOCUMENT (REV. A) 01-28-77 LA 3. A. JONES
09578 ASTP BASIC EXPERIMENT DATA BOOK 03-14-75 FM M. GRIFFIN
R. H. NUTE
G. SHINKLE
09581 INDEX MAPS FOR GEMINI EARTH PHOTOGRAPHY 04-28-75 DE L. E. GIDDINGS
09582 APPLICATIONS OF REMOTE SENSING TO THE 03-28-75 DD
ERADICATION OF THE SCREWWORM-PRELIMINARY
REPORT OF THE DEVELOPMENTAL PHASE
09583 ORBITER ACOUSTIC FATIGUE TESTING SPECIMEN 04-28-75 ES W. M. WEST
DA12, ORBITER AFT FUSELAGE SIDE PANEL,
VOLUME I-GENERAL AND SUMMARY
09584 OPERATOR'S GUIDE FOR THE APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE 11-28-75 FD E. M. DIXON
EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE (ALSEP) PROCESSING SYSTEM,
ALSEP PROGRAMS TAPE OPERATING SYSTEM
09588 SHUTTLE OME ACOUSTIC CAVITY MODEL TEST 09-28-76 EP J. FRIES
N. C. LUKSA
09593 SYSTEMS DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS DOCUMENT FOR 09-28-78 FD A. G. WILEY
THE DOCUMENT INDEX SYSTEM FOR THE SHUTTLE
INFORMATION SERVICE (REV. A)
09594 APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT OPERATIONAL LAUNCH 03-31-75 FM R. D. DAVIS t
ABORT PLAN (IN-75-FM-020)
09595 MFP-245 CHANDLER EVA., HYDRAZINE PUMP TEST 03-24-75 EP R. D. SOUDERS ]
09598 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE SCHEDULES PLANNING AND 06-28-75 FO E. W. BAUGH t
ANALYSIS SYSTEM FOR THE RESOURCES, SCHEDULES,
AND PROCUREMENT INTEGRATION
J]
09601 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROJECT 07-15-75 CH ,_
USER'S GUIDE
I
09604 MATERIALS SELECTION LIST FOR SPACE HARDWARE 11-15-88 ES C.F. KEY _
SYSTEMS (REV. E) (SEE JSC 07572, JSC 20850, J
SUPERCEDES JSC 02681) " '
09605 STATE COVARIANCE MAINTENANCE- THE COVARIANCE 04-04-75 FM M. L. HECKDOUBLE UPDATE METHOD (IN-75-FM-021)
20t
1990007273-203
DOC. t TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) .
09606 JSC ACCIDENT EXPERIENCE SUMMARY FOR 1974 06-28-75 c
00610 POST-FLIGHT DATA MANAGEMENTAND PROCESSING 06-28-75 FD J.L. HOWELL
PLAN FOR THE ASTP MISSION
09613 EVALUATION OF GROUND TRACKING DATA PROCESSING 06-23-75 FM W.M. LEAR
PROGRAMSFOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE REENTRY AND
LANDING (IN-75-FM-OZ2)
09614 PRE-PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR INTEGRATED 05-28-7b FD W.W. ARP
PROCUREMENTMANAGEMENTSYSTEM
09616 PROGRAMNOTES FOR ASTP CMC FLIGHT PROGRAM C4-28-75 CF W.E. LYCHWICK
SKYLARK 46
09617 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS AND FUNCTIONAL DESIGN 05-28-75 FD R.S. WEST
DOCUMENT FOR SHUTTLE REQUIREMENTS TRACEABILITY
09618 SPACE SHUTTLE SYSTEMS HANDBOOKFOR 0V-101 04-08-77 CF
(REV. A)
09619 APPROACHAND LANDING TEST CARRY-ON OXYGEN 11-03-75 NA
SYSTEM HAZARD ANALYSIS REPORT (REV. A)
09820 TECHNICAL MANAGEMENTAND PERFORMANCEEVALUA- 07-28-77 NA
TION PLAN FOR SR AND QA ENGINEERING SUPPORT &
CONTRACT NAS 9-14522
09621 EVALUATION OF FILM TYPE OX 607 (S0-368. KODAK 04-28-75 JL H.E. LOCKWOOD
EKTACHROMEMS, ESTAR THIN BASE WITH AN
EQUIVALENT WRATTEN 2A FILTER OVERCOAT)
09622 BLACK AND WHITE SEPARATIONS OF SPACECRAFT 03-28-75 JL L. PERRY (
ORIGINAL FILM
09623 MONTE CARLO DISPERSION ANALYSIS CAPABILITY FOR 04-16-75 FM
A SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER ENTRY AND LANDING
(IN-75-FM-024)
09824 FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR PURGE 04-28-75 FD K.E. YARINA
PRE-PROCESSOR REPLACEMENT
09625 SHUTTLE CRYOGENIC STORAGE SYSTEM PRESSURIZA- 04-03-75 EP N. C. LUKSA
TIDN TEST
09629 TEST PROCEDURE FOR HASSELBLAD FIELD IRRADIANCE 04-28-75 ED C. GEORGE
09635 A SIMPLIFIED NAVIGATION CONCEPT FOR SSV THEM 04-28-75 EJ J. H. SUDDATH
AND AUTOLAND
09836 SHUTTLE ENGINEERING SIMULATOR ORBITER APPROACH, 04-28-75 EG H. N SINGH
LANDING, AND ROLLOUT PHASE " J
i
09638 USER'S MANUAL FOR JSC 07700 DISTRIBUTION LIST 06-28-76 FD J. C. LAMERAND ,!
GENERATION
09639 SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE DOCUMENTFOR JSC 07700 06-28-76 FD J. C. LAMERAND
DISTRIBUTION LIST
09640 TECHNICAL PHOTGRAPHY AND THE APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST OL N.T. LAMAR
PROJECT H.E. LOCKWOOD '
09842 OPERATIONAL NOMINAL "ND CONTINGENCY SEPARATION 04-21-75 FM L.C. CONNELLY !
PROCEDURES FOR THE APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
(IN-75-FM-O25)
09_43 FUNDAMENTAL ASTRODYNAMICS I (IN-75-FM-026) 09-02-75 FM T.B. MURTAGH




DOC. Q TITLE _ DPR AUTHOR(S) )
1
09647 ORBITER NEUTRAL BUOYANCYTRAINER REQUIREMENTS, 01-Z8-76 CG J.W. MCKEE
FINAL REPORT09649 THE SHUTTLE ORBITAL MANEUVERING SYSTEM- 04-25-75 FM
PRELIMINARY P-V-T PROPELLANT GAGING MOOULE
COMPUTER PROGRAMREQUIREMENTS (IN-75-FM-027)
09650 FILM HANDLING PROCEDURES FOR APOLLO/S_)YUZ TEST 08-28-75 JL
PROJECT
09651 DATA CORRELATION AND ANALYSIS OF ARC TUNNEL 05"19-75 ES H.E. CHRISTENSEN
AND WIND TUNNEL TESTS OF RSI JOINTS AND GAPS, H.W. KIPP
PHASE 2
VOL. 4 - TECHNICAL REPORT
VOL. 2 -OATA REPORT
0965Z APOLLQ LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE 05-28-75 FD
ARCHIVE TAPE DESCRIPTION DOCUMENT
09653 TRAJECTORY TAPE DESCRIPTION FOR APPROACH AND 05-06-75 FM O.M. JENKINS
LANDING TEST PRELIMINARY REFERENCE MISSION C, I
FREE-FLIGHT TEST-TRAJECTORY DATA TAPE NO. Z 1
FOR NAVIGATION ANALYSIS (IN-75-FM-026)
i,
09655 TEST PLAN/PROCEDURE FOR THE CHECKOUT OF THE 04-Z8-75 EE J.C. PERRY |
U.S.A. CABLE COMMUNICATIONS TEST CONFIGURATION
FOR THE ELECTRONMAGNETIC COMPARABILITY TEST _
09656 TEST REPORT FOR SUBAUTHORIZATION SYSTEM DH K. PATTERSON
096R1 USE OF A NONSINGULAR POTENTIAL (IN-75-FM-OE9) 05-27-75 FM O.L. SPENCER
09666 USER'S GUIDE AND SOFTWAREDOCUMENTATION FOR THE 06-11-76 FM E. OUSEPH
GENERAL ORBIT PROPAGATION PROGRAM(IN-75-FM-030)
09668 PROCEEDINGS OF THE 1973 LYNDON B. JOHNSON SPACE 06-Z8-76 C.S. LEACH
CENTER ENDOCRINE PROGRAMCONFERENCE
09670 COMPUTER PROGRAMOOCUMENTATZON-TEST 11-Z8-74 FD J, K. ONEY ,
SPECIFICATIONS FOR INTEGRATED STRUCTURAL O.A. RAINEY
ANALYSIS SYSTEM. PHASE-B
J
09672 UNILATERIAL SYSTEM SAFETY REPORT ON THE 06-06-75 NA
EFFECTS OF DELAYS IN THE SOVIET MISSION
CONTROL CENTER RESPONSE
09673 ATS-B/CSM TRAINING CONSOLE OPERATIONS MANUAL 06-E8-75 EE R. DAVIS i
09874 APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT PHOTOGRAPHIC 05-Z8-75 JL H. E. LOCKk_)OD |
PROCESSING CONTROL PLAN
09875 APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT OPERATIONAL ATTITUDE 06-05-75 FM O.R. GENSERT J
AND POINTING TIMELINE (IN-75-FM-031) T.W. KELLER !
09677 SKYLAB EXPERIMENT M487-HABITABILITY/CREW 06-28-76 C.C. JOHNSON
QUARTERS
09679 ENTRY GUIDANCE INPUT TO LEVEL C GUIDANCE 05-16-7S FM
FUNCTIONAL SUBSYSTEM SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
(IN-75-FM-O3Z)
09680 A PRELIMINARY SET OF NAVIGATION. HSI DISPLAY, 06-19-7_ FM O.B. WILLIAMSON
AND ATTITUDE CONSTANTS FOR SHUTTLE ALT
SOFTWARE SIMULATIONS (IN-76-FM-033)
09681 PRELIM!NARY LACIE Z CAMS DETAILED ANkLYSIS 06-Zb-75 TF
PROCEDURES
09682 THE DAVIDON-FLETCHER-POWELL PENALTY FUNCTION 06-19-76 FM I.L. JOHNSON
METHOD-A GENERALIZED INTERACTIVE TECHNIOUE






DOC._ TZTLE _T_ OPR AUTHOR(S) y
09683 APPLICATION OF THE KUSTAANHEIMO/STZEFEL 06-20°76 FM A.C. NUELLER
ELEMENTS TO A SINGLE-PRECISION ORBIT
PROPAGATOR-KSFAST (IN-75-FM-035)
09685 COMMUNICATIONS AND TRACKING SYSTEM GROUND 1Z-Z8-76 EE C.J. STOKER
TESTING VERIFICATION PLAN
09688 ANALYSIS OF THE COASTING FLIGHT NUMERICAL 05-14-7_ FM E. 6. SJOBERG
INTEGRATION PACKAGE IN SVDS (;N-78-FM-036)
09688 FUNDAMENTALSOF STRATOSPHERIC OZONE 08-28-76 TC D.E. ROBBINS
09689 SCANNING SYS1EM. INFRARED NOISE EQUIVALENT 04-28-76 ED J.B. CANNON
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE
09690 CREW/COk_UTER INTERFACE POST-SIMULATION REPORT 05-29-75 EJ J.E. HUTCHINS
09691 USER'S GUIDE FOR GROUNDOPERATIONS SIMULATION 08-27-76 FM R.H. SANDERS
PROGRAM FOR EVALUATING LAUNCHES (%N-75-FM-037) V.A. YOUNG
09692 ORBITER ACOUSTIC FATIGUE TESTING SPECIMEN IO 07-28-76 V.M. WEST
0A3 ORBITER ELEVON PANEL, VOLUME I-GENERAL
AND SUI_AHY
0969_ BELL MINUTEMAN ACS ENGINE TEST 05-28-s_ _P J.A. ROBERSON
09694 MPAD LACTE QUALITY ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 06-17-78 FM Q.A. HOLMES
(IN-75-FM-038) E. PAPE
09695 A NEW IMAGE ENHANCEMENTALGORITHM WITH 0b-28-75 TF E.P. KAN
APPLICATIONS TO FORESTRY STAND MAPPING J. LO
09697 RETURN SEQUENCE GRAPHICAL CRT DISPLAY 05-28-75 EJ L.B. MCWHORTER
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTIONS
09701 USER'S REFERENCE GUIDE FOR THE DOCUMENT INDEX 09-28-76 FD A.G. WILEY
SYSTEM FOR THE SHUTTLE INFORMATION SERVICE
(REV.A)
09702 ASTP 4 AND 5 LAUNCH OPPORTUNITY TRANSFER 06-25-75 CG B.A. LEVY
PROCEDURES(REV. A)
09703 STATISTICAL THEORY AND METHODOLOGYFOR REMOTE 05-31-75 TF e.L. OOELL
SENSING DATA ANALYSIS WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS
UN LACIE
09704 NORTHROP GI-G6 GYRO TEST REPORT 05-28-75 EG C. PECKHAM :
09706 ASTP, CSM-111, MISSIL_N COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 05-28-75 EJ J. M. CASTILLO
PERFORMANCEAND COVERAGEPREDICTIONS-REOUIRED R. J. PANNETON
VS. EXPECTED RF SIGNAL LEVEL, TRAJECTORY- J. A. PORTER
INDEPENDENT
09707 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT 03-28-76 FD O. H. LEWIS
ACCOUNTING SYSTEM, PHASE B
09709 CONCEPT DESIGN OF THE PAYLOAD HANDLING 00-28-75 MA
MANIPULATOR SYSTEM
Z
00712 TTA HYDRAULIC TEST SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 02-18-78 EP R. D. SOUDERS
0C713 ENTRY. TAEM. AND LANDING NAVIGATION INPUT TO 06o30-75 FM
LEVEL C OFT-NAVIGATION FUNCTIONAL SUBSYSTEM
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS (lN-75-FM-039)
09714 S%0E LOOKING RADAR CALIBRATION STUDY (REV. A) 10-28-78 ED V. D. _DMARDS
09718 AN/APN-159 ALTIMETER DATA VERIFICATION 00-Z8-75 ED L. E. PORTER
PROCEDURE
09718 INSTALLATION PROCEDUREMULTIFREQUENCY 08-26-78 ED 6. J. OOEHRING 1
MICROkfAVE RADIOMETER SYSTEM _
Z04
1990007273-206
DOC. W V;TLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) . . ¢ ,:
0971_ MISSION LIFE CYCLE EFFECTS. SENSOR STUDIES. 06-2B-75 EG J. H. CANNIFF .i
AND EVALUATIONS
09719 LABORATORYCALIBRATION PROCEDURE KU-B_ND 06-2R-76 [O S. C. REID *
RADIOMETER RECEIVER
09720 LABORATORYCALIBRATION PROCEDURE K-BAND 06-26-75 ED S. C. REIC
RADIOMETER RECEIVER
u_721 LABORATORYCALIBRATION PROCEDURE KAoBAND 06-28-75 [D S. C. REID
RADIOMETER RECEIVER
09722 TEST PROCEDURE K-BAND RADIOMETER RECEIVER 06-28-75 E_ S, C. REID
09723 TEST PROCEDURE KU-BAND RADIOMETER RECEIVER 06-28-75 ED C. SOLIE
U9724 TEST PROCEDURE KA-BAND RADIO#4ETER RECEIVER 06-28-75 ED C. SOLIE
09728 DEVELOPMENT AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HARD- 09-28-75 R, G. THIROLF
WARE FCR SKYLAB EXPERIMENT S015-THE RESPONSE
OF SINGLE HUMANCELLS TO ZERO GRAVITY
09729 GROUNDEGRESS AND EJECTION SEAT 07-16-76 CF F. JAMES {
09730 K/S LAMBERT AND DEORBIT PROBLEMS (IN-75-FM-041) 06-09-75 FM O. J. JEZEWSK_
09731 A FAST RECURSIVE ALGORITHM FOR rALCULATING THE 06-09-75 FM A.C. MUELL_R
FORCES DUE TO THE GEOPOTENTIAL, PROGRAMGEOPOT
(IN-75-FM-042)
09760 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE SHUTTLE REQUIRE.4ENTS 08-28-76 FD A.G. WILEY
TRACEABILITY SYSTEM (REV. B)
09783 FUNCTIONAL DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR THE PROBLEM 06-28-75 FD
DATA SYSTEM
09764 ASTP CONSUMABLESANALYSIS FOR THE FINAL FLIGHT 06-18-76 FM C. .JEk#4AN
PLAN (IN-75-FM-043) C, D, WELLS
M. ZAMORA
09767 ALT FLIGHT DATA FILE DISTRIBUTION LOGISTICS 02-13-77 CG L.W. DUNN
AND CONTROL PLAN, APPENDIX 1 OF THE CREW
PROCEDURES MANAGEMENTPLAN
09768 ASTP POST-FLIGHT EXPERIMENT SUPPORT DATA 06-17-75 FM R.K. OSBURN
ACCURACIES (IN-7S-FM-U44) l
09769 VERIFICATION OF NAVIGATION CAPABILITY IN THE 06-20-75 F_ A.C. BOND
SPACE VEHICLE DYNAMICS SIMULATION PROGRAM J. GREEN
(IN-75-FM-045) P.H. MITCHELL
09773 INTERFACE VERIFICATION EQUIPMENT STUDY 06-17-75 i
4
09774 POTENTIAL PROBLEMS RELATED TO THE CURRENT 06-24-75 FM J, A. BELL
ORBITER RENDEZVOUS SENSOR CONSTRAINTS FOR R. E. KINCADE ]
STABLE ORBIT RENDEZVOUS _ITH A PASSIVEPAYLOAD (IN-75-FM-046)
)
09779 APOLcO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT DOCKING MODULE 06-13-75 M. M, LUSK
PRE-LAUNCH ALTITUDE CHECKOUT IN CHAMBER B _
t09780 ASTP CREW PROCEDURES DECALS 07-11-7_ CG V_ K, JONES 1
09781 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE SdUTTLE MASS PROPERTIES 06-28-75 FD R. G. HAMIL
AUTOI_TED SYSTEM
09782 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR TqE 07-28-75 FD _. B. DOO,T_)I_
INTERACTIVE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENTSYSTEM o
(2 VOLUMES)




DOC. # TITLE DATE OP_._R_AUTHOR(S)
09785 SUPPORT SERVICES PLAN FOR APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST 06-28-75
PROJECT
09786 A DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL 07-10-75 F_ O. F. GRAF
INTEGRATION METHODS FOR COMPUTING SATELLITE
ORBITS (IN-75-FM-047)
09787 A CATALOG OF SELECTED IMAGERY FROM THE SKYLAB 06-26-75 FM 3. L. ENGVALL
S192 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (IN-75-FM-048) P. D. MALEY
09788 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENTAND FUNCTIONAL 08-28-75 FD P. PONCE
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FOR DATA MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR MANPOWERAND TRAINING
i
09789 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENTFOR DATA 08-28-75 FD G. A. WISWELL,
MANAGEMENTINFORMATION SYSTEM FOR AIRCRAFT
DATA ANALYSIS AND MANAGEMENTSYSTEM
09790 EARTH RESOURCES I_BORATORY FLIGHT PROCEDURES 03-31-75 K. R. HAUGEN
MANUAL
09791 EFFECTS OF PAYLOAD POWER REQUIREMENTSON THE 06-28-75 EJ E. M, TORINA
SHUTTLE ORBITER ELECTRICAL POWERSYSTEM DURING
ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS
09792 COMPUTERPROGRAMFOR NEAR REAL-TIME ANALYSIS 0G-28-75 FD R. ROSENCRANZ
OF ASTP EXPERIMENT MA-O83
09793 $193 RADIOMETER BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE 06-26-75 TF K. KRISHEN
PRECISION/ACCURACY FOR SL-2 AND SL-3 D. J. POUNDS
09794 ASTP EXPERIMENT SUPPORT DATA PROCESSING 07-11-75 FM E.L. BARNETT
(IN-75-FM-049) H. L, MOORE
R. K. OSBURN
09795 CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILES FOR THE SHUTTLE 07-10-75 FM
ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST (IN-75-FM-050)
09797 LANDSAT-D THEMATIC MAPPER TECHNICAL WORKING 06-28-75 W. HOVIS
GROUP, FINAL REPORT J. NICHOLS
A. POTTER
09798 MULTISPEED RESOLVER TESTING 07-28-75 EG P. MACIAS
09799 EARTH RESOURCES LABORATORY AIRCRAFT 03-31-75 CC L. D. BLACKSHEAR
MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES MANUAL
09800 PROGRAM_EQUIREMENTS DOCUMENTFOR SPACE 02-27-75 R. GERLACH
SHUTTLE I6MM CAMERA SYSTEM
09801 INERTIAL SYSTEMS LABORATORY SHUTTLE ORBITER 09-28-78 EG L.A. HEINZE
INERTIAL MEASUREMENTUNIT TEST PROCEDURES
(REV. B)
09802 ASTF, CSM-111, MISSION COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 07-28-75 EJ J.M. CASTILLO
PERFORMANCEAND COVERAGEPREDICTIONS, COMNU- R.J. PANI!ETON
NICATIONS AS A FUNCTION OF MISSION TIME 3. A, PO_TER
09804 FINAL CREWCHARTS FOR THE APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST 07-07-75 FM
PROJECT MISSION (IN-75-FM-051)
09805 SOLUTION OF AN OPTIMAL CONTROL LIFTING BODY 07-30-75 F. GARCIA
ENTRY PROBLEM BY AN IMPROVED METHODOF PER-
TURBATION FUNCTIONS
09806 MODIFIED SMSI CONFIDENCE TEST 07-07-75 EP L.J. PRICE
09810 TRAJECTORY TAPE DESCRIPTION FOR APPROACHAND 07-31-75 FM J. M. JENKINS
LANDING TEST PRELIMINARY REFERENCEMISSION-
CAPTIVE-ACTIVE TWO-ABORT. PROFILE NO. 1, FOR






DOC. # TITLE DATE OP.__RRAUTHOR(S) :
09811 DETAILEDREQUIREMENTSDOCUMENTFORTHE INTE- 02-28-76 FD J. A. RAINEY
GRATEDSTRUCTURALANALYSISSYSTEM, PHASEB
09812 FUNCTIONALDESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FORAN 10-28-75 FD L. L. KINNEY
EXEC 8 GENERALPLOT PROGRAM
09813 USER'S GUIDE FORTHE INTERIM MASTER 08-28-75 FD D.S. MOOREHEAD
MEASUREMENTDATABASESYSTEM
09814 LEVEL C ALT FLIGHT OPERATIONSNAVIGATIONDATA 07-22-76 FM A. C. BOND
PROCESSINGREQUIREMENTSFORMULATION(REV. 1) P. T. PIXLEY
(IN-75-FM-053) J. B. WILLIAMSON
09815 ASTP TECHNICALAIR-TO-GROUNDVOICE 07-28-75
TRANSCRIPTION
09816 DETAILED DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS DOCUMENT FOR 11-28-75 FD A.G. WILEY
SHUTTLE REQUIREMENTS TRACEABILITY (REV. A)
09817 MANIPULATOR LARGE PAYLOAD HANDLING, CAPTURE, 06-28-75 HA L. E. LIVINGSTON
AND DEXTERITY TESTS
09821 FISCAL YEAR 1976 TASKS OF THE FORESTRY 07-28-75 TF J.E. WEAVER
APPLICATIONS EXPLORATORY STUDY PROJECT ON
PROCEDURES FOR A SOILS RESOURCE INVENTORY
09823 ASTP TECHNICAL CREW DEBRIEFING 08-08-75
09824 SHUTTLE ENTRY DRAG FILTER EQUATIONS FOR 07-31-75 FM R.E. ECKELKAMP
GUIDANCE (IN-75-FM-054)
09825 PHASE 2 PROJECT PLAN SCREWWORM ERADICATION 08-28-75
DATA SYSTEM FIELD TESTS
09827 DETAILED REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT FOR THE 08-28-75 FD W.W. ARP
INTEGRATED PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
09828 SHUTTLE TRAINING AIRCRAFT BASELINE OPERA- 08-01-75 CH W.C. BURTON
TIONS PLAN
09829 PROCEDURE FOR PHASE I ASA/ACTUATOR INTEGRA- 01-28-75 W.W. POWELL
TION TESTING
09830 PADS INTERACTIVE EDITOR TEKPLOT 03-28-75 S. D. WILLIAMS
09831 A LAMBERT TECHNIQUE USING THE BASIC TRANSFER 07-29-75 FM E.C. LINEBERRY
EQUATIONS (IN-75-FM-055)
09832 REFURBISHMENT OF NASA AIRCRAFT WITH FIRE- 10-28-75 D. E. SUPKIS
RETARDANT MATERIALS
09833 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF ACOUSTICALLYABSORPTIVE 08-28-75 ES S. M. BEAIRD
WEDGE TERMINATORS
09834 ACCURATE COMPUTATION OF RELATIVE MOTION BY 08-05-75 FM V. SZEBEHELY
ORBIT SMOOTHING (IN-75-FM-056)
09835 APOLLO/SOYUZ MISSION 5-DAY REPORT 08-28-78 PA
09836 A RADIATIVE TRANSFER MODEL FOR MICROWAVE 08-28-75 W. J. BUBKE
EMISSIONS FROM BARE AGRICULTURAL SOILS J. F. PARIS
09837 A NONPARAMETRIC STATISTICAL TEST FOR FAILURE 08-13-75 FM A.L. ACTKINSON
DETECTION USING THE SEQUENTIAL PROBABILITY E.L. DAVIS _.
RATIO TEST (I:_-75-FM-057) .,_
C9840 POST-SIMULATIONREPORT SYSTEMS-MANAGEMENT I 08-28-75 EJ C.C. THOMAS _
SIMULATIONS SYSTEMS _
1990007273-209
IDOC. # TIFLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
09841 BEHAVIOROF THE SPACESHUTTLEELECTRICAL 08-05-75 EG N.A. DEMERDASH
POWERSYSTEMLOADUNDERSEVEREENVIRONMENT
IN SPACEWITH APPLICATIONSTO LOADSTEADY-
STATE ANDDYNAMICCHARACTERISTICS
09842 SHUTTLEORBITERSTAR _RACKER/LIGHTSHADE 07-28-?5 EG R.A. SMITH
SENSORPHOTDCATHODEOPERATIONALLIFE AND
DAMAGEPARAMETERSTUDY
09843 SPACESHUTTLEOPERATIONSINTEGRATIONPLAN 09.-19-75 LL
09845 STAR TRACKERLOWSCATTERLENS TESTS 07-31-75 EG H.M. BIGGS
09846 HOWAGRICULTURALFIELD SIZE AFFECTSCROP 08-28-75 TF A.L. ONA
ACCURACYMEASUREMENTSUSING CORRELATION
AND REGRESSIONANALYSES
09847 PORTABLEAMBULANCEMODULEOPERATIONSAND 08-28-75 DE
EMERGENCYCAREMANUAL
09848 BETA ANGLEPROGRAMSANDMETHODSOF COMPU- 08-15-75 FM R.R. REYNOLDS
TATION (IN-75-FM-059)
09849 REFRACTIONCORRECTIONSFORAN EXPONENTIAL 08-18-75 FM W.M. LEAR
ATMOSPHERE(IN-75-FM-OBO)
09850 AUTOMATICMODALTUNING ANDANALYSISSYSTEM 08-28-75
HANDBOOK,VOLUME4
09851 LACIE PROJECTDOCUMENTATIONPLAN 08-'28-75 SF
09853 LACIE INTENSIVE TEST SITE ASSESSMENT REPORT 08-28-75 SF
09857 LACIE PROJECT PLAN 08-28-75 SF
09858 LACIE EFFECT OF SUN ANGLE AND HAZE ON 09-28-75 SF C. M. CHESTNUTWOOD
GENERATION OF LANDSAT IMAGERY G.L. KRAUS
09861 LACIE SPECTRAL SIGNATURES OF SELECTED CROPS 10-28-75 SF C. M. CHESNUTWOOD
OBTAINED FROM LANDSAT MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER
DATA
09867 LACIE INFORMATIONSTORAGE,RETRIEVAL, AND 11-28-75 SF
REFORMATTINGSUBSYSTEMREQUIREMENTS,
VOLUME5, (REV. A)
09868 LACIE LANDSAT3X GAIN STUDY 10-28-75 SF
09870 LACIE SYSTEMPERFORMANCEVALUATION-EFFICIENCY 11-28-75 SF
ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS,VOLUME6A (REV. A)
09871 LACIE CROPCALENDARTEST AND EVALUATIONPLAN 11-28-/5 SF
09873 LACIE DATA ACQUISITION, PRE-PROCESSING,AND 12-28-75 SF
TRANSMISSIONSUBSYSTEM-ERTSDATAREQUIREMENTS,
VOLUME1A (REV. A)
09874 LACIE DATAACQUISITION, PRE-PROCESSING,AND 12-28-75 SF
TRANSMISSIONSUBSYSTEMFIELD DATAREQUIRE-
MENTS, VOLUME1B (REV. A)
09875 DATA ACQUISITION, PRE-PROCESSING,ANDTRANS- 12-28-75 SF
MISSION SUBSYSTEM-LACIEItISTORICAL AGRICUL-
TURALDATAREQUIREMENTS,VOLUMEIC (REV. A)
09876 MULTIFREQUENCYMICROWAVERADIOMETERL-BAND 03-28-73 JN S. REID
MODIFICATION




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHORIS) t ;
09878 ORBITAL TRANSFERSABOUTAN OBLATEEARTH 08-12-76 FM E. C, LINEBERRY
(IN-75-FM-O81)
09879 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR THE 11-28-77 FD L.F. STEVENSON
(dup. #) SHUTTLE TRAINING AIRCRAFT PROCESSING SYSTEM
(REV. C)
09879 PRODUCTION MANUAL FOR THE KELSUM SYSTEM 09-28-77 FD L.F. STEVENSON
(dup. #)
09882 PRELIMINARY ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST FUNCTIONAL 11-28-75 EW M.C. DALTON
TEST REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT-LAUNCHMISSION
PHASE
09883 USER'S GUIDE AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND FOR 09-09-75 FM P. WANG
ANALYT-AN ANALYTICAL ORBIT PROPAGATION
PROGRAM (IN-75-FM-OB2)
09905 SHUTTLEPROGRAMENTRYGUIDANCEPERFORMANCETEST 08-26-75 FM
RESULTS(IN-75-FM-O63)
09906 PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGE ENHANCEMENT AND PROCESSING 08-28-75 JL H.E. LOCKWOOD
09908 RECIPROCITY TESTING OF KODAK FILM TYPE S0-289, 08-28-75 JL H.E. LOCKWOOD
MULTISPECTRAL INFRARED AERIAL FILM (
09913 CURRENTASSESSMENTOF THE EFFECTOF ALUMINUM 08-28-75 TC D.J. KESSLER
COMPOUNDEMISSION FROMTHE SPACESHUTTLE
09914 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR THE BALLOON- 09-28-75 FD V. BOURGEOIS
BORNE ULTRAVIOLET STELLAR SPECTROMETER J.F. BROSE
DECOMPUTATION AND FORMATTING PROGRAMS
09920 ASTP VISUAL OBSERVATIONS DEBRIEFING 08-12-75
09921 ASTP EXPERIMENTS DEBRIEFING 08-13-75
09923 TRAIECTORY TAPE DESCRIPTION FOR APPROACH AND 09-24-75 FM J.M. JENKINS
L;.4DINGTEST PRELIMINARY REFERENCE MISSION-FREE
FLIGHT TEST-TWO FLARE MANUAL LANDING, PROFILE
NO. 2, FOR NAVIGATION SOFTWARE ANALYSES
(IN-75-FM-O65)
09924 CATALOG OF SPACECRAFT HARDWARE 08-28-75 ER
09926 POLYNOMIAL GUIDANCE AND CHASE GUIDANCE 10-15-75 FM E.A. KNOBELAUCH
(IN-75-FM-OB6)
09927 SIMPLIFIED ANTENNACONTROLLERSYSTEMOPERATION 09-28-75 EE G.D. DOLAND
MANUAL
09929 AIRCRAFT SEAT CUSHION MATERIALS TESTS 10-08-75 R.W. BRICKER
09930 NASA EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY SYMPOSIUM 06-28-75
VOL, 2A - SPECIAL SESSION PRESENTATIONS-
PLENARY, SUMMARIES -:
VOL, 2B - SPECIAL SESSION PRESENTATIONS-
COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT, STATE
AND LOCAL USERS, USER SERVICES
VOL. 3 - SUMMARYREPORTS
09933 FUNDAMENTALASTRODYNAMICS2 (IN-75-FM-068) 07-14-76 FM T.B. MURTAGH
09934 ABEXHYDRAULICPUMPTEST 11-14-75 EP E. REESE ,.,





_ V r _
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DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S), !
09940 SPACE SHUTTLE RUDDER/SPEEDBRAKE SUBSYSTEM 09-28-75 EG H. G. DUKE
ANALYSIS .,,
,$
09941 COMPUTER PROGRAMDESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE 10-28-75 FO R, M. RODRIGUEZ
BALLOON-BOR_: ULTRAVIOLET STELLAR SPECTROMETER
SCIENCE DATA DECOMPUTATION PROGRAM
09943 SHUTTLE ORBITER MEDICAL SYSTEM PROGRAM 12-28-78 SE C. E. CHASSAY
REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT (REV. A) J. A. LINTOTT
09944 SPACE SHUTTLE PRE-SIMULATION REPORT SYSTEMS 11-28-75 EJ W.B. LEVERICHMANAGEMENT-SIMULATIONS SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT2 F.W. PARKER ;
(REV. A)
09945 FLIGHT TEST COMPARISON OF FILM TYPE S0-289 AND 09-28-75 JL L. PERRY
FILM TYPE 2424 IN THE AMPS CAMERA
09949 IMAGE DEGRADATION IN AERIAL IMAGERY DUPLICATES 09-28-75 H.E. LOCKWOOD
09950 SET COVERING ALGORITHM-A-SUBPROGRAM OF THE 03-28-76 FM H. CHANG ;
SCHEDULING ALGORITHM FOR MISSION PLANNING AND
LOGISTICS EVALUATION _,
09952 CREW SYSTEMS LABORATORYDATA ACQUISITION 09-28-75 FD D.M. PRUETT |:
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
09958 SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHT DATA FILE PREPARATION 05-01-84 DH B.J. BYRD
STANDAEDS-APPENDIX F OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE CREW
PROCEDURES MANAGEMENTPLAN
09959 USER'S GUIDE FOR COMMONSOFTWARE FOR THE 10-28-77 FD C.L. HORTON I
SHUTTLE PROGRAMINFORMATION MANAGEMENTSYSTEM B.W. VOGELSAN_
(REV. B)
09960 INERTIAL MEASUREMENTUNIT HARDWARE/SOFTWARE 08-28-75 EG E.M. DICKINSON
TEST PROGRAMPLAN D. Eo TADLOCK
09962 ZERO-G VORK STATION DESIGN 06-28-76 EW R.T. GUNDERSEN P
099(16 ASTP ONBOARDVOICE TRANSCRIPTION RECORDEDON 09-28-75
THE COMMANDMODULE DATA STORAGE EQUIPIAENT
RECORDER
09967 DEDICATED SIGNAL CONDITIONER ASSEMBLY VENT- 09-28-75 EG _!
CHECK VALVE LIFE CYCLE TEST REPORT |
09968 SPACE SHUTTLE AUXILIARY POWER UNIT CONTROLLER 11-28-75 EG G.E. PROCH l
STUDY (REV. A) |
09969 ASCENT AND AOA NAVIGATION INPUT TO LEVEL C 10-22-75 FM J
OFT NAVIGATION FUNCTIONAL SUBSYSTEM SOFTWARE )
REQUIREMENTS (IN-75-FM-O69)
09971 121.75 MHZ BANDPASS FILTER 09-28-75 EE R.O. DAVIS
09972 AUTOMATIC MODAL TUNING AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM 09-28-75
HANDBOOK, VOLUME 5
09974 SINGI. E AXIS PROTOTYPE MANIPULATOR ELBOW JOINT 10-28-75 EG J. C. BERGMANN
MATH MODEL
09976 MARS 1400 MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDER EVALUATION 09-28-75 EG F, J. SCHMITT
TEST-INTERIM REPORT
09977 PHOTOINTERPRETATION GUIDE FOR FOREST RESOURCE 10-28-75 TF t
INVENTORIES






DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
09980 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 07-28-78 HB C.D. ANDERSON _,_
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT X348-EARTH
OBSERVATIONS AND PHOTOGRAPHY
09982 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 07-28-75 HB G. C. HRABAL _l
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT X349-
NASA/EPA WESTERN ENERGY RELATED REMOTE
OVERHEATING
09984 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESERACH PROGRAM 9-28-75 CC J. L, LINDEMANN
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT X352 -
SENSOR EVALUATION AND MINERAL EXPLORATION
09985 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 10-28-75 CC W.E. FENNER
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT X355 -
MONITORING OF AQUATIC PLANTS IN LAKE
LIVINGSTON
09990 MAJOR SAFETY CONCERNS-SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM 06-25-79 NA
(SEE JSC 14814) _ ,
09991 3SC SIX-WEEK STUDY-SPACE SOLAR POWER 10-28-75 EA R.A. GARDINER
DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
09996 SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF SKELETAL MUSCLE CHANGES 11-28-75 G.W. HOFFLER
RESULTING FROM 59 DAYS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS IN E.V. LAFEVERS _
SKYLAB-2 A.E. NICOGOSSIAN
09999 PRESENTATION ON DOD CONCERNS 10-17-75
10001 MCC SHUTTLE DEVELOPMENT PLAN 12-19-75 FS
10006 MCC ALT DEVELOPMENT PLAN 01-16-76 FS '_
10009 LARGE AREA CROP INVENTORY EXPERIMENT-CROP 11-26-75 FS
ASSESSMENT SUBSYSTEM SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
DOCUMENT
10011 HARDCOPY READOUT IMPROVEMENT STUDY 09-10-76 O. BARATH
10012 COMPUTEROUTPUT MICROFILM (FRSO) SYSTEMS 03-02-76 FS
SOFTWARE DOCUMENTAION (4 VOLUMES)
10013 STS MCC SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE SHUTTLE 12-31-85 FS
AND SECURE OPS TIMEFRAME EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
AND REFURBISHMENT PLAN (2 VOLUMES)
10015 COMMUNICATIONS COMMANDAND TELEMETRY SYSTEM AND 01-28-76 FS R.G. DUZAN '
SIMULATION CHECKOUT AND TRAINING SYSTEM
10019 SCREWWORMERADICATION DATA SYSTEM (SEDS) 07-08-76 FS
PRE-PROCESSOR PROGRAMDOCUMENTATION _ _,
,
10021 DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION PLAN (REV. B) 10-15-76 FS i!'
10031 RTCC/SPP STAND-ALONE PROGRAMTEST DESCRIPTION 02-10-76 FS R. SAADEH ]
t10035 TV MONITOR AND CONSOLE CRT REPLACEMENT 01-13-76 W. J. JACKSON10037 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAMMANAGEMENTPLAN FOR 01-21-76 LA R. G. ROSECOMMUNICATIONS AND DATA SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
10041 COMMANDSELECT RELIABILITY SRTC FUNCTION FOR 01-29-76 FS
THE C-CIM WITH DRK ENCODERS
i10043 UNIVAC 4941418 CONFIGURATION AND EQUIPMENT LIST 03-04-78 W. B. CORLEY10044 EVALUATION OF VARIOUS PROPOSEDMULTIBUS 02-28-76 FS R. M. BARKSDCLEINTERFACE CONFIGURATIONS
1990007273-213
%,
DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
10046 A PARAMETRIC COSTING OF SHUTTLE GROUND DATA 03-12-76 FS F. PEREZ
PROCESSING EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR THE OZSCI- E. SARTAIN
PLINEOF ATMOSPHERIC AND SPACE PHYSICS
10047 GUIDELINES FOR OVERHEAD TV MONITOR ACCESS 02-27-76 FS W. 3, JACKSON
10060 SHUTTLE TRAINING AIRCRAFT DEVELOPMENT PLAN 04-05-76 FS
(REV.B)
10062 GE 1-100 CONVERSION TO RSX-11D 03-30-76 FS G, E. CRIDLAND
R. D. GILREATH
C. G. PAYNE
10064 FIELD SPECTROMETER PRE-PROCESSOR TAPE 03-09-76
QUALITY TEST PROGRAMDESIGN DOCUMENT
10065 SHUTTLE OFT VSM MODIFICATION STUDY REPORT 03-19-76 J. BARATH
TA-PZF36 R. 'lARKS
10066 MBI USER SOFTWARE INTERFACE SPECIFICATION, 03-30-76
PRELIMINARY
10067 QUALITY ASSURANCE QUARTERLY MCC SYSTEM SURVEY 10-05-76 FS
FOR FIRST QUARTER FY 1976
!
10068 D9/45 ADVISORY MODULE HUMAN ENGINEERING, 04-08-76 FS R. M. BARKSDALE
RELIABILITY, MAINTAINABILITY
10074 STS COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA SYSTEMS INTE- 06-28-85 DE R. D. LEGLER
GRATION END-TO-END CONFIGURATION BOOK, C. R. SCHULTZ
VAFB ANNEX
10077 NASA MEDICAL INFORMATION COMPUTER SYSTEM 08-06-76 FS
(MEDICS) OFFLINE USER'S GUIDE
10078 NETWORK OUTPUT MULTIPLEXER FUNCTIONAL DESIGN 06-04-76 FS
STUDY
10080 EXPANDED SCALE STRIP CHART RECORDER STUDY 05-28-76 FS F. TANGORRA
10081 CALIBRATED ANCILLARY SYSTEM JSC/GSFC 03-28-85 FA
MISSION PLANNING ICD, VOLUME 2
10082 TA P-2E18 DUMP DATA PROCESSOR 01-01-76 FS D. MCGILL :
10083 SAFETY MODIFICATION STUDY FOR MCC PNEUMATIC- 06-16-76 FS W.A. LODISH
TUBE SYSTEM
I
10084 ONLINE MASS STORAGE SYSTEM DETAILED REQUIRE- 07-02-76 FS )
MENTS DOCUMENT
10086 TCS PATCH AND TEST FACILITY RECONFIGURATION 06-17-76 FS P. B. AGNER
STUDY
10086 MCC SHUTTLE ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST MANAGEMENT 12-17-76 FS D.H. WILKERSON
OVERVIEW (REV. A)
10089 RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF SDPC CONFIGURATIONS 06-29-76 FS A.L. CROFT
WITH SCU RECONFIGURATION
10090 SCREWWORM ERADICATION DATA SYSTEM SOFTWARE 06-30-7fl SE
PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION
10091 PROPOSED SHUTTLE TRACKING DATA EDITING SYSTEM 08-07-76 FS E. W. BECK
10093 PROPOSED CONFIGURATION OF DISPLAY SELECT 07-07-76 FS R. A. MARKS
COMPUTER INPUT MULTIPLEXER FOR OFT TIMEFRAME




TITLE DATE OPR AUTHQR(S )
P
10097 MODIFICATION AND UPGRADING OF THE BUILDING 36 08-04-76 A. SIERRA y
SPACELAB MISSION SIMULATION INTERCOM SYSTEM l
STUDY
10098 SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAMPLAN 10-18-76
10105 BUILDING 17 FACILITIES CONFIGURATION 09-08-77 SF
MANAGEMENTPLAN (REV. A)
10107 INVESTIGATION OF IMPROVING ALT PLOTBOARD 08-06-76 J. A. BARATH
VIDEO DISPLAYS
10109 PROGRAMPLAN 10-08-76 FS R, M, BUSSEY
10115 LARGE SCREEN/GROUP DISPLAY 09-01-78 W. J. JACKSON
10140 FIELD SPECTROMETER ($191H) PRE-PROCESSOR TAPE 09-28-76 FS H. M. CAMPBELL
QUALITY TEST PROGRAMDESIGN DOCUMENT
10151 APPROACH AND LANDING TEST NETWORKINTERFACE 01-02-76 FS S. OSWALD
PROCESSOR INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT
10152 EARTH RESOURCES INTERACTIVE PROCESSING SYSTEM 11-28-75 FS
REQUIREMENTS _,
10153 PRODUCTION FILM CONVERTER MZS SCANNER DATA 01-06-76 FS P.J. BECK |
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION P
10154 PRODUCTION FILM CONVERTER RS-18B SCANNER DATA 12-16-75 FS
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION
10155 APPROACH AND LANDING TEST NETWORK INTERFACE 01-21-76 FS R. STEWART
PROCESSOR SYSTEM SPECIFICATION
10157 CONSOLE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM KEYSETS AND 01-26-76 FS S. OSWALD
KEYBOX ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE
10162 HEADER DISPLAY PROGRAMSOFTWAREREQUIREMENTS 07-06-76 A. T. BRAY
SPECIFICATION
!
10164 ALT SUPPORT SYSTEM TEST PLAN 04-22-76 FS J.B. PENNY
10188 NETWORKINTERFACE PROCESSOR TELEMETRY 07-09-76 FS S. OSWALD
PRE-PROCESSING COMPUTERSYSTEM QUALI-
FICATIONTEST PROCEDURE
10169 VARIAN/NICOLET 1072 INTERFACE ADAPTER UNIT 03-03-76 R. STEWART |
PERFORMANCESPECIFICATION l
h
10170 TAPE-TO-TAPE TRANSMITTER/RECORDER UNIT 03-01-78 S. OSWALD
PROCUREMENTSPECIFICATION
!
10173 COMPUTEROUTPUT OF MICROFILM AND PRODUCTION 05-28-76 FS A. T. BRAY w
FILM CONVERTER EVENT OVERLAY AND SWITCH LABEL
PROCESSOR REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION
a
10174 TAPE-TO-TAPE TRANSMITTER/RECORDER UNIT 03-01-76 S. OSWALD
STATEMENT OF WORK
10178 UNIVERSAL EMULATING CRT TERMINAL SYSTEM 08-25-76 FS R. W. STEWART A
PROCUREMENTSPECIFICATION _
10179 UNIVERSAL EMULATING CRT TERMINAL SYSTEM 08-28-76 FS R. STEWART
STATEMENT OF WORK
f
10180 MODIFICATION OF PNEUMATIC TUBE SYSTEM 05-28-76 SE S. OSWALD <
STATEMENT OF WORK _'




_- mm__- _-_ _L _ _,,_
i
DOC.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) i
10183 QUALIFICATION TEST PROCEDURESSPECIFICATION 11-18-78 FS J. W. EVERS I
FOR LACIE CROP ASSESSMENT SUBSYSTEM DATA 'l
TECHNIQUES LABORATORY (REV. B) ,,
10188 TIMING SUBSYSTEM NBS-WWV RECEIVER GROUP 05-78-78 SE R.W. STEWART
(dupl. #) PROCUREMENT SPECIFICATION
10188 OPS ON-ORBIT POST-FLIGHT ATTITUDE AND 01-07-83 FM
(dupl. #) TRAJECTORY HISTORY INTERFACE CONTROL
DOCUMENT
10189 TIMING SUBSYSTEM NBS-WWV RECEIVER GROUP 05-28-76 SE R. W. STEWART
STATEMENT OF WORK
10190 TRACKING DATA OUTPUT BUFFER ACCEPTANCE TEST 05-28-78 FS S. OSWALD
PROCEDURE
10191 ALT NETWORKCOMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE 0fl-28-78 FS S. OSWALD
ACCE;TANCE TEST PROCEDURE
10192 COMPUTER OUTPUT MICROFILM SYSTEM READ SKEW 08-17-78 V. CUCLIS
ANALYSIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATION
10193 ALT NETWORK COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE 08-28-76 FS R, W. STEWART _,
QUALIFICATION TEST PROCEDURE
10194 VARIANINICOLET 1072 INTERFACE ADAPTER UNIT 09-22-78 R.W. STEWART
QUALIFICATION TEST PROCEDURE
10261 MULTIBUS INTERFACE PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION 08-29-76 FS R STEWART
10274 TIMING SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCESPECIFICATION 08-28-78 FS S. OSWALD f
10303 SANGAMO SABRE 4 HIGH DENSITY WIDEBAND DATA 09-09-76 FS S. OSWALD
RECORDERACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE
10307 MULTIPLE COMMANDMODULE ENCODER CABINET 0A1784 09-08-76 FS S. OSWALD
ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE
10309 MCC/SHUTTLE TEST PLAN PHILOSOPHY AND 09-28-79 FS
GUIDELINES. VOLUME 1 (REV. B)
10363 ONLINE MASS STORAGE SYSTEM DESIGN REPORT 12-17-76 FS
10385 UNIVERSAL EMULATORYCRT TERMINAL SYSTEM 11-11-76 FS R.W. aFEWART
QUALIFICATION TEST PROCEDURE
10370 CREW SOFTWARE TRAINING AID ACCEPTANCE TEST 11-09-78 CG R.W. STEWART
PROCEDURE
10411 SPACE INFORMATION SYSTEMS OPERATION QUALITY/ 01-01-76 FS B. CHAMBERLAIN
RELIABILITY PROGRAM PLAN A. A. PATTERSON ;
-I0429 EO-O82A CREW SOFTWARE TRAINING AID THEORY 11-18-78 FS H. KINDLE
OF OPERATION 4
10457 LDMS GRAPHIC TERMINAL DISPLAY PROGRAM 04-28-77 EG P.R. COLON
10476 MISSION SUPPORT PLAN (VARIOUS FLIGHTS) 10"-18-84 FS M. H. BLUM
10477 SUPPORT COUNT HANDBOOK(REV. F) 12-06-84 FS L.D. LANDERS
10501 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 04-28-76 CC G, C. HRABAL
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT X380 |
10502 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 01-28-76 CC G.C. HRABAL
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT X35B-
MICROWAVE OBSERVATIONS OF SEASONAL CHANGES |
!





TITLE DATE OPR AUTHQR(S )
10506 FLIGHT OPERATIONS DIRECTORATE DRAFTING 09-22-77 F. P. COIRO
¢STANDARDS (REV. A)
10507 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 03-28-76 CC G.C. HRABAL
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT X359-
JOINT SOIL MOISTURE EXPERIMENT
10508 SHUTTLE TRAINING _IRCRAFT TRAINING PLAN FOR 04-28-78 CH W. JONES
APPROACH AND LANDING TEST J. VAN BOCKEL
10511 ATTITUDE AND POINTING FLIGHT PROCEDURES 01-28-85 DH D.G. EDWARDS
HANDBOOK(REV. A)
10513 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 02-28-76 CC T.L. BARROW
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN PROJECT X363-THERMAL
ANALYSIS OF BUILDING INSULATION/ENERGY
10515 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 04-28-78 CC J.L. LINDEMANN
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT X3B4-
SENSOR EVALUATION AND MINERAL EXPLORATION
(REV. 1)
10517 SHUTTLE TRAINING AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS HANDBOOK. 03-01-76 CH
BASIC
(
10518 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAMPROJECT 03-28-76 HC J. L. LINDEMANN c
SUPPORT PLAN FOR PROJECT T-O16-MSS ENGINEERING 1
FLIGHT TEST (REV. 1)
10519 SHUTTLE TRAINING AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 05-28-78 CA S. D, GRIGGS
(REV. B)
!
10521 AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS DIVISION TRAINING PROGRAM 04-07-82 CC
10522 PAYLOAD HANDLING SYSTEM OPERATIONAL 03-31-7fl CG L, V. RAMON
REQUIREMENTS
10523 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 04-2B-76 CC C, D, ANDERSON
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT X3BZ-
NEAR SHORE CIRCULATION PATTERNS IN THE YORK
RIVER
10524 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 05-Z8-75 HB P. NERING
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT X36B-
THEMATIC MAPPER SIMULATION EXPERIMENT
10525 SHUTTLE TRAINING AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION 04-26-76 AC
CONTROL PLAN
I
10528 ALT SHUTTLE FLIGHT OPERATIONS MANUAL CG L
VOL. 1 - ORBITER SUBSYSTEMS 02-2B-77 J
VOL. 2 - CREWSYSTEMS 04-07-77 F. RAMOS I
J. F. SCHUESSLER i ,,
R. D. SNYDER
VOL. 3 - FLIGHT SOFTWARE IZ-Z8-T8 A.L. ACCOLA _ :"
10527 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 05-EB-7B CC L. W. OUNN
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT X3BB- J. L. LINDEMANN
MICROWAVE AGRICULTURAL APPLICATIONS
INVESTIGATION _
10528 SYSTEM MALFUNCTION PROCEDURESREQUIREMENTS- 06-15-82 CG S. A. LIEBERGOT
APPENDIX B OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE CREW L. W. OUNN
PROCEDURES MANAGEMENTPLAN (REV. B)
e,
10530 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 01-28-77 HB _






DOC._ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
10531 DOD ANNEX TO STS BASELINE OPERATIONS PLANS 04-28-77 CF J. FINLEY
J, TEMPLE
10532 MANNED MANUEVERING UNIT OPERATIONAL REOUIRE- 10-28-7B DF N. E, BROWN
MENTS, FINAL (REV, A) J. F. SCHUESSLER
10533 SHUTTLE TRAINING AIRCRAFT SIMULATION 04-01-77 CC D. W. WHITTLE
PROFILES MANUAL, BASIC
10535 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 06-28-76 CC F, B. NE_AN
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT OA
0547-REGIONAL APPLICATIONS EXPLORATORY
STUDIES
10536 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 06-Z8-78 CC P. NERING
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT OA
0441-EPA/JPL LAKE CLASSIFICATION RESEARCH
10537 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 07-28-78 CC P. NERING
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT X389-
COASTAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES
10538 ALT 0V-101 ORBITER SYSTEMS OPERATING 04-01-77 CF
PROCEDURES
10539 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 08-28-76 CC W.E. FENNER
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT OA
0524-REMOTE MEASUREMENTOF SEWAGE SLUDGE
10540 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 07-28-76 CC D.W. WHITTLE
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR PROJECT 055t-PAP
TEN ECOSYSTEM STUDY
10541 OFT/OPERATIONS STS WORKDAYHANDBOOK 06-28-78 CG D.L. FREEMAN
L. S. SCALES
10542 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 07-28-76 CC D. W. WHITTLE
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR PROJECT 0545-
COTTON ROOT ROT FUNGUS CONTROL
10543 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 07-28-76 CC W.D. REEVES
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT OA
053S-APPLICATION OF REMOTE SENSING TECH-
NOLOGY
10544 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 08-28-76 CC P. NERING
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR PROJECT OA 0538-
TEST OF RADAR COMBINED WITH MULTISPECTRAL
SCANNER
1054B ALT INTEGRATED FLIGHT CHECKLIST- CAPTIVE, 10-07-77 CG J. M. COMPTON
ACTIVE, FREE FLIGHT (REV. A)
10548 ALT CAPTIVE, ACTIVE, FREE FLIGHT RULES, 07-08-77 CF
FINAL
10550 ALT VOICE COMMUNICATIONS PLAN 11-28-78 CF H. BLACK
C, H. DOPSON
10551 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 10-31-78 CC
PROJECT STATUS REPORT (VARIOUS FISCAL YEARS)
lq554 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 08-28-78 CH P. NERING
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR OA 0533- THERMAL
POLLUTION DETECTION AND MAPPING OF SHORFLINE
10558 SHUTTLE TRAINING AIRCRAFT FLIGHT SESSION PLANS 08-28-77 CC S. D, GRIGGS
FOR ALT SHUTTLE PILOT TRAINING-CAPTIVE, ACTIVE,
AND FREE FLIGHT
1990007273-218
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10559 STS-I ASCENT/ABORT FLIGHT PROCEDURES HANDBOOK, 02-01-80 CF P.E. COLLECTOR
FINAL /
10564 ALT DPS DICTIONARY, FINAL (REVb A) 08-01-77 CF C. K. ALFORO85 LT CREW MALFU CTION PROCEDURES, FINAL 01- 7 S A. LIEBERGOT
(REV. A)
L
10566 FLIGHT PROCEDURES HANDBOOK-PROXIMITY 11-11-82 CH J.E. OBERG
._ OPERATIONS (SUPERCEDED BY JSC 10589)|
10567 ALT CHASE OPERATIONS AND TRAINING PLAN 1Z-ZO-76 CA
• 10568 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM IZ-Z6-7B HB G, C. HRABAL
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT OA 0306-
REMOTE SENSING OF SOIL MOISTURE
10569 AIRBORNE INSFRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 12-Z8-76 HB
; PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT OA
0596-MAPPING FROM PHOTOGRAPHS
10572 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 1Z-28-78 HB T.I. BARROW
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT OA
0309
10574 ALT SIMULATION PROCEDURESDOCUMENT 01-Z8-77 CG R.J. WILLIAMS
10575 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER ALT AERODYNAMIC 01-28-77 CF M, F. COLLINS
MONITORING HANDBOOK, BASIC
10579 MDM PROGRAMINTERPRETATION HANDBOOK(REV. A) 06-30-80 CF
10580 SINGLE SYSTEMS TRAINER SOFTWAREREQUIREMENTS 07-08-82 CH L. PAYNE
OFT
10583 SPACELAB MISSION DEVELOPMENT TEST THREE-CREW 05-10-77 CG J. L. GARNER
ACTIVE PLAN, BASIC (REV, A)
10584 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 02-28-77 HB J. L. LINDEMANN
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECTS OA
05Z7 AND 0554 - OCEANOGRAPHYWEST COAST
EXPERIMENT
10586 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM OZ-ZB-77 HB C. D. ANDERSON
PROJECT SUPPORT P;_N FOR SRT PROJECT OA
OO65-LACIE
10587 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 02-28-77 HB W. E, PENNER
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT OA
0600
10588 OMS/RCS ON-ORBIT O?ERATIONS FLIGHT PROCEDURES 11-28-80 CG C. R. HOFACKER
HANDBOOK
10588 RENDEZVOUS PROXIMITY OPERATIONS HANDBOOK. 05-31-86 J.E. OBERG
BASIC (SUPERCEDES OSC 10586)
10591 aIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 02-Z8_77 W.O. REEVES
_OJ_CT SUPPORT PLAN FO_ SRT PROJECT OA
d32_-nOTOMAC AND PATUXENT RIVER BASIN STUDY
1059Z AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 02-Z8"77 W. E, PENNER
P_OJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR SRT PROJECT OA '_
055g'PLANT COVER, SOIL TEMPERATURE,
FREEZE, WATER _:
i
10598 OFT TRAINING PLAN, PRELIMINARY 03-Z8-77 CA B, R, BRABANT _
10600 FLIGHT TEAM OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 08-10-77 SF ._





DOC. I TITLE DATE _ AUT_R(_) ,
10602 INTEGRATION TEST REPORT-EXEC 2, VERSION 128 10-28-76 FD C. L. SMITH
10603 INI_GflATION TEST REPORT-MESSAGE HANDLER 4.6 10-28-75 FD C. L. SMITH
10605 TRAJECTORY TAPE DESCRIPTION FOR APPROACHAND 11-04-75 FM J.M. JENKINS
LANDING TEST PRELIMINARY REFERENCE MISSION
(FREE FLT_UT TEST, 25 DEGREE OFFSET, AUTOLAND-
ING, PP', .E NO. 3) FOR NAVIGATION ANALYSIS
(IN-75,,.-070)
10606 IN-HOUSE TESTING OF GENERAL PURPOSE COMPUTER I0-06-75 EG P.E. SOLLOCK
INPUT/OUT DISCRETE CIRCUITS
10007 APOLLO/SOYUZ MISSION EVALUATION REPORT 12-28-76 PA
10610 HELIUM REGULATOR OSCILLATION TEST 10-09-75 EP W. M. VANCE
10611 JSC MICROWAVE PLAN 12-28-75 HA!
106_3 FULL-SCALE AIRCRAFT CABIN FLAMMABILITY TESTS 04-28-76 R.W. BRICKER
OF IMPROVED FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS-TEST J.F. KUMINEC_
SERIES 2 R.N. STUCKEY
10615 STS EVA DESCRIPTION AND DESIGN CRITERIA 05-28-83 CG a.L. ELLIS
(REV. A) !
10820 SHUTTLE ACTUATORS SIMULATOR REQUIREMENTS 01-28-76 EG J. BERGMANN
10623 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS OF 10-28-75 FM V.R. BOND
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS (IN-75-FM-071)
10624 SHUTTLE TRAINING AIRCRAFT CUSTOMERACCEPTANCE CH J. SAULTZ
READINESS REVIEW PLAN r
10625 MATERIALS TEST DATA 07-28-82 ES
10626 SNEAK CIRCUIT ANALYSIS OF THE SHUTTLE TRAINING 11-28-75 NA
AIRCRAFT
10627 TEST SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE SHUTTLE TRAINING 10-26-75 FD J.E. MCFARLAND
AIRCRAFT INTERIM PROCESSING SYSTEM
10828 PRODUCTION DOCUMENTATION FOR THE SHUTTLE 08-26-76 FD A.M. FAILS
TRAINING AIRCRAFT PROCESSING SYSTEM (REV. A) J.S. RHOADES
10629 SKYLAB BIOMEDICAL INPUT DATA REFORMAT PROGRAM 10-28-75 FD V. HEBBE
(REV. A) J.A. RAZNEY
t
10631 ACCURACYOF ENTRY STATE VECTOR RESTARTS 12-16-75 FM a. V. DEES
(IN-75-FM-072) R. E. ECKELKAMP
10633 REQUIREMENTS/DEFINITION DOCUMENT-REMOTE 12-15-75
MANIPULATOR SYSTEM (REV. A)
10634 JOINT SOIL MOISTURE EXPERIMENT SCATTEROMETER 10-26-75 ED S. C. REID
SYSTEMS
10635 ENGINEERING AND DEVELOPMENTMANPOWERSYSTEM 11-26-76 FD J. W. REED
USER'S GUIDE
10636 INTEGRATION TEST PLAN-EXEC 2. VERSION 1288 I0-26-75 FD C. L. SMITH
10637 SHUTTLE ENTRY DRAG FILTER FORMULATION FOR 12-06-76 FM J. V. DEES
GUIDANCE-SIMULATION RESULTS (IN-75-FM-073) R. E. ECKELKAMP
10638 APOLLO/_OYUZ MISSION ANOMALY REPORT NO. 1 - 12-26-7S PA
TOXIC GAS ENTERED CABIN DURING EARTH LANDING
SEOUENCE




TITLE pATE OPR AUTHORI_| ._.
_V
10840 AIdPLIFIER/ACTUATOR SYSTEM C. PARTTN
L 10841 FUNCTIONS AND FACILITIES - SPACE AND LIFE 00-Z8-78 SA i'SCIENCES DIRECTORATE
10042 INTEGRATION TEST PLAN-EXEC 8, VERSION 305B 10-28-75 FD C.L. e_MITH
10843 METHODS OF GENERATING THE STATE TRANSITION 11-04-75 FM W.M. LEAR
MATRIX (INo75-FN-074)
10644 SHUTTLE FIRST STAGE GUIDANCE PERFORMANCE Ol-O7-76 FM C.O. GRANSTROM
ANALYSIS (IN-78-FM-075) J.L. WELLS
10645 DETAILED DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR DATA 10-28-75 FO e.A. PONCE
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR MANPOWER
AND TRAINING
10648 PRCDUCTION DOCUMENTATION FOR THE MICROBIAL 03-28-76 FD L. EVERSOLE
EXCHANGE EXPERIMENT SOFTMARE SYSTEM A. S_IONS
10847 INTEGRATION TEST PLAN - VERSION 5 SYSTEMATIC 10-28-75 FD C.L. SMITH
ALLOCATION OF BATCH EXPENDABLE RESOURCES
10848 PROGRAMDOCUMENTATION PROJECT OFFICE _dANAGEMENT 01-28-76 FE D.L. MAVFIELD
PLOTS
10649 A RE-EXAMINATION OF THE PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF THE 10-26-75 R.D. RUNDEL
CHLORINE-OZONE SYSTEM R.S. STOLARSKI
10650 MIUS COMMUNITY CONCEPTUAL DESIGN STUDY 06-26-76 B.E. FULBRIGHT
10851 TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF A TAPE CONTROL UNIT 10-28-75 EG J.C. BERGMANN
FOR A HONEYWELL DDP-516 MINICOMPUTER
10652 ELECTRICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSUMABLES 11-10-75 FM R.M. SWALIN
ANALYSES FOR SELECTED MARSHALL PAYLOAD C.D. WELLS
MISSIONS (IN-75-FM-076)
10853 ELECTRICAL P_ER SYSTEM CONSUMABLESANALYSES 11-12-75 FM
FOR THE OFT CONCEPTUAL MISSIONS (IN-75-FM-077)
10854 NASA MANUFACTURER'S CODES 07-28-81 ES
10656 GEOSYNCHRONOUSSPACE STATION STUDY 07-23-75
10657 IMAGE SELECTION SYSTEM - OPERATOR'S PROCEDURES 10-28-75 SF C.C. DEVALCOURT
MANUAL
10658 SAIL/MNES REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT (REV. C) 05-11-87 GId
10859 PULSE BURST TEST REPORT-SINGER PRODUCTION MIA 11-28-78 EG G. R. DENNIS
10662 INTEGRATION TEST REPORT-VERSION 4 OF SABER 11-28-75 FD C. L. SMITH
10664 APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM 11-28-75 JL H. E. LOCKVOOO
9RC_ESSING AND SENSITOMETRIC SUMMARY
10673 GENERALIZED COI41AUNICATIONS SYSTEM OPERATIONAL 11-28-75 W, E. SUMNER
CONTROL AND STATUS DISPLAY-CRITICAL DESIGN
REVIEW
i
10674 SPACE DISPOSAL OF NUCLEAR WASTES 11-08-75 ER W. F. PERLICH
10677 ALT/OFT PROCEDURALDECAL MANAGEMENTAND 01-30-78 AC F. RAMOS
CONTROL PLAN e_
10679 DETAILED DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE GEN- 10-28-76 FD J.C. LAMERA_D
REALIZED DOCUMZNTATION PROCESSOR. RELEASE 3
10680 DEVELOPMENT OF AN ACTUATOR SIMULATOR CONSOLE 11-Z8-75 EG G.C. STEkUOING
FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE ELEVON SUBSYSTEM
ZIg
1990007273-221
DOC. I TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) ,,, ;
J
10681 SPACESHUTTLEPROGRAMSAFETY, RELIABILITY, 09-28-80 LA L.S. MENEAR
ANDQUALITY ASSURANCFPLAN, LEVEL II /
10682 FLIGHT DATAFILE DEFINITION - SPACESHUTTLE 01-12-84 DH W.M. MAASS '[
CREWPROCEDURESMANAGEMENTPLAN (REV. A)
10683 THEATMOSPHERICSCIENCE FACILITY PALLET-ONLY 08-28-76 ED
MODESTS PAYLOADFEASIBILITY STUDY(4 VOLUMES)
10684 PRELIMINARYDESCRIPTIONOF MANIPULATOR 12-28-75 EW R.J. DORAN
DEVELOPMENTFACILITY, BUILDING 9A R.L. HARVEY
E.F. MEADE
10685 ORBITER101 CRITICAL ITEMS LIST (REV. B) 05-06-77 NB
10686 ORBITER102 CRITICAL ITEMS LIST (REV. D) 12-22-80 NB
10714 DEI'ERMINATIONOF SURFACEHEAT FLUXUSING A 02-28-76 D.M. CURRY
SINGLE EMBEDDEDTHERMOCOUPLE S.D. WILLIAMS
10739 THE EFFECTSOF DISPERSIONSONORBITER 11-21-75 FM J. HANSEN
POST-BLACKOUTMANEUVERCAPABILITY FOR ('
MISSION 38 (IN-75-FM-078) i
10740 ULTRAVIOLETPHOTOABSORPTIONCROSS-SECTIONS 11-28-75 D.E. ROBBINS
FORMETHYLCHLORIDEANDMETHYLBROMIDE
10742 SHUTTLEEXTERNALTANKFREQUENCYDIVISION 11-28-75 C.M. HADDICK
MULTIPLEXERTO ORBITERWIDEBANDDATASYSTEM
INTERFACEEVALUATIONFORSHUTTLEDEVELOPMENT
FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION-TASK505. TEST REPORT
10744 TEST REPORTFORTHE SHUTTLETRAINING AIRCRAFT 01-28-76 FD J.E. MCFARLAND
INTERIM PROCESSINGSYSTEM
10745 EFFECTSOF L/D VARIATIONSON ORBITERENTRY 12-08-75 FM J.D. PAYNE
PERFORMANCE(IN-75-FM-079)
10748 QUALITYASSURANCESUPPORTPLAN FORTHE ND J. AXLEY
PLANETARYAND EARTHSCIENCESDIVISION'S
BALLOONEXPERIMENTS
10747 DESIGN TECHNIQUESFORMODULARINTEGRATED 02-28-77 B.M. WOLFER
UTILITY SYSTEMS
10748 TASK 60B SUMMARYFORSHUTTLEDEVELOPMENT L. JOHNSON i
FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION
10749 NAVIGATION INPUT TO LEVEL C OFT NAVIGATION 03-11-76 FM
FUNCTIONALSUBSYSTEM SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
(IN-75-FM-080) (REV. 1)
10750 FLIGHT OPERATIONSDIRECTORATEPROGRAMSUPPORT 04-28-76 AC E.F. KRANZ
ANDMANAGEMENTPLAN 3. W. ROACH
10751 PROJECTSURVEYFORSHUTTLEDOCUMENTATIONAIDS 04-28-76 FD M. A, JUNEK ,_
10752 MATHEMATICALMODELSFORSHORTRANGEDATA FROM 12-10-75 FM W. M. LEAR
A SINGLE S-BANDSTATION (IN-75-FM-081)
10753 PORTABLEMEDICALSTATUSSYSTEM 02-cq-78 O. C. LINDSEY ':
10754 STS OPERATIONSTRANSITIONBASELINEOPERATIONS 04-15-77 CF F. E. HUGHES
PLAN
10755 STS PAYLOADSERVICES (REV. A) 01-21-78
10757 DIGITIZING ZONEMAPSUSING MODIFIED 05-28-78 S. BOSTON
LARSYSPROGRAM L. GIDDINGS
10759 INTEGRATIONTEST REPORT-ACCTDUMP,VERSION2.0 11-28-75 FD C, L. SMITH
220
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10761 INTEGRATIONTEST PLAN-AIDS TO ANTICIPATED 11-25-75 FD C. L. SMITH
SYSTEMSHUTDOWN
10764 ORBITERHEAT REJECTIONSYSTEML-TUBE CONFIG- 11-25-75 EL M.M. LUSK
URATIONTHERMAL-VACUUMTEST IN CHAMBERA
10766 SYSTEMSFUNCTIONALDESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FOR 12-28-75 FD N.C. WOLFE
THE SHUTTLEPROGRAMINFORMATIONMANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
10768 INTEGRATIONTEST PLAN-EXEC8, VERSION211 12-03-75 FD C.L. SMITH
10772 OPTIMALK/S IMPULSIVE TRANSFER(IN-75-FM-082) 12-15-75 FM D.J. JEZEWSKI
10773 ELECTRICALPOWERDISTRIBUTION ANDCONTROL 12-28-75 M.C. WRIGHT
BREADBOARDTEST OPERATIONSPLAN
10775 APPROACHAND LANDINGPOST-TESTDATAMANAGEMENT 03-28-76
PLAN
10778 SPACESHUTTLEDATAMANAGEMENTPLAN (REV. C) 02-28-83 WA M.A. COLLINS, JR.
10779 SPACESHUTTLEORBITERREMOTEMANIPULATORSYSTEM 07-23-76 MA
REV'EW PLAN FORPRELIMINARYDESIGN REVIEWAND
CRITICAL DESIGN REVIEW i
10780 STS FLIGHT REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT-SPACE SHUTTLE 03-13-81 LA (
ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST, OFT-1
10782 STS FLIGHT REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT-SPACESHUTTLE 10-22-81 LA
ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST, OFT-2
10783 STS FLIGHT REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT-SPACE SHUTTLE 01-!5-82 PA
ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST, OFT-3
l
10784 SPACESHUTTLETELEMETEREDAND RECORDEDATA 03-28-85 FR
FORMATREQUIREMENTS(REV. I)
10785 SYSTEMS REVIEW ITEM SRIZ4-REVIEWOF PROGRAM 02-28-77
ASSESSMENT REPORTS
10786 INTEGRATION TEST REPORT-EXEC 8, VERSION 305B 12-09-75 FD C. L. SMITH
WITH SYSTEM Z000 MU/MT
10787 MISSION PAYLOADS SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION (REV. 3) 02-28-77 FM M. E. HARRISON
10788 ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST ENTRY PERFORMANCE 12-30-75 FM J.D. PAYNE
(IN-76-FM-083)
10789 DYE FADING TEST FORMISSION CONTROLOPERATOR 12-28-75 JL H.E. LOCKWOOD
CONSOLE DISPLAYS
10795 AN EIGHT-NEIGHBORFILTER FORLARSYS 05-28-7fi S. BOSTON
L. GIDDINGS
10799 USERDOCUMENTFORTHE PROBLEMDATA SYSTEM 05-28-77 FD A.G. WILEY
(REV, A) _ )
10800 DISPERSION ANALYSIS FOR SHUTTLE BASELINE 01-06-76 FM S.A. KAMEN ._
REFERENCE MISSION I (IN-75-FM-O84) A.E. KUHN
L. S. SNOW '
10801 DISPERSIONANALYSIS FORSHUTTLEBASELINE 01-06-76 FM S. A. KAMEN _
REFERENCEMISSION 2 (IN-75-FM-085) A. E. KUHN
L. S. SNOW l
10802 DISPERSION ANALYSIS FORSHUTTLEBASELINE 01-06-76 FM S. A. KAMEN
REFERENCEMISSION 3A (IN-75-FM-086) A. E. KUHN ,i_ ,
L. S. SNOW .(
10812 LACIE PHASEI ACCURACYASSESSMENTPLAN 01-28-76 SF _i
10814 LACIE EVALUATIONOF MULTITEMPORALDATA 01-28-76 SF C. M. CHESTNUTWOOD





m mum.u,.,-, _ . ._
t
DOC._ TITLE DATE OP._..RRAUTHOR(S) .f
10817 LACIE DATAACQUISITON, PRE-PROCESSING,AND 07-28-78 SF
TRANSMISSIONSUBSYSTEMDETAILEDPROCEDURES
(REV. A)
10819 LACIE-CAMSDETAILEDANALYSIS PROCEDURES 03-28-78 SF
10820 LACIE-CAMSPHASEII FUNCTIONALPROCEDURES 03-28-78 SF
10822 LACIE- WORSTCASESUNELEVATIONSFOR 02-28-76 SF R. L. NANCE
LACIE II COUNTRIES
10828 LACIE INTEGRATEDDROUGHTPLAN 05-28-76 SF
10829 LACIE LEVEL 3 BASELINECOMMODITYDATA 11-28-77 SF
CONTROLPLAN FORJSC (REV. B)
10830 INTEGRATEDVEHICLE LEVEL POLARITY TEST 12-28-75 EG T. D. BARRY
10832 USER INFORMATIONFORTHE INTERACTIVEAUTOMATED 01-20-77 FM R, H. HOFFMAN
TEST DATAGENERATORSYSTEM(REV. 1) G.L. HOUSER
(IN-75-FM-088)
10835 PINES METHODFORCIRCULARANDELLIPTICAL 01-08-76 FM C.L. SEMAR
ORBITS (IN-75-FM-089)
10836 FAILURE MODEAND EFFECTSANALYSIS/CRITICAL 03-28-77 NB K.A. GRAYSON
ITEMS LIST FOR THE ALT CARRY-ON OXYGEN R.H. STEELE
10841 INTEGRATION TEST PLAN-EXEC 8, VERSION 401 12-29-75 FD C.L. SMITH
10842 MANIPULATOR DEVELOPMENT FACILITY-BUILDING9A 07-28-77 EW E.F. MEADE
TRAINING PLAN (REV. A) J.L. YOUNG
10844 GROUND DATA SYSTEMS DIVISION AND MISSION 02-27-76 FM T.M. CONWAY
PLANNING AND ANALYSIS DIVISION INTERFACE L.D. HARTLEY
CONTROL DOCUMENT FOR SMCC SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
(IN-75-FM-090)
10847 SHUTTLE APPROACH AND'LANDIN_ TEST ONBOARD 03-17-76 FM D.A. LUKASZEWSKI
NAVIGATION SOFTWARE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
RESULTS, REFERENCE MISSION C, FREE FLIGHT TEST
(IN-75-FM-091)
10849 ALT NAVIGATIONSOFTWAREFORMULATION 01-07.76 FM
VERIFICATION DATA (IN-76-FM-O01)
10851 INTEGRATIONTEST PLAN-NPS9.04 01-07-76 FD C. L, SMITH
10852 MCC LEVEL A REQUIREMENTS FOR SHUTTLE 05-21-78
VOLUME1, (REV. 2)
10853 LUNSORT LIST OF LUNAR ORBITER DATA BY LAC AREA 01-01-76 TF S. HIXON
10854 TELEMETRYPRE-PROCESSINGCOMPUTERPROCESSING 01-06-76 FS
REQUIREMENTS (REV. 2)
10856 SATELLITES FORLIFE SCIENCES 01-28-76 DE L, E, GIDDINGS
10857 INTEGRATONTEST REPORT-EXEC2, VERSION 128B 01-09-76 FD C.L. SMITH
i
10859 TEST OPERATIONSPLANORBITER ACOUSTICFATIGUE 10-28-76 ES
DEVELOPMENTESTING,SPECIMENID-BOTTOM
FORWARD FUSEI.AGE(REV. A)
10862 BUILDING 35 SECUREOPERATIONSLEVEL A 09-28-83 LA
REQUIREMENTS
10863 LABORATORYSAFETY HANDBOOK 01-13-76 ED





DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
10867 MANAGEMENTPLAN FORTHE SPACESHUTTLEVEHICLE 09-28-76 LA t;
GROUNDVIBRATION TEST PROGRAM
10869 COST-A SUBSYSTEMFORTHE PLANNINGAND 12-28-76 FM E. H. PERRENOT "
ASSESSMENTO YIELD OPTIONS FORTHE FUTURE "_-
10870 FORUMULATIONOF A METHODFORCOMPUTING 01-19-75 FM R. CONSTANTINE
TRANSFORMATIONMATRICESFROMMEANOF 1950
TO RUNWAYCOORDINATESFORUSE BY THE ALT
GROUNDSOFTWARE(IN-76-FM-O03)10871 PRELIMINARYTECHNOLOGYASSESSMENTSATELLITE 02-28-75 TE R. E. CURRIE
POWERSYSTEMSCONCEPTS W. B. LENOIR
10872 TECHNICALPROGRAMPLAN RECOMMENDATIONS- 12-28-75 TE H. P. DAVIS
SATELLITE POWERSYSTEMS R. DICKINSON
W. B. LENOIR
10873 CRITICAL AREAS-SATELLITEPOWERSYSTEMSCONCEPTS 07-28-75 TE W. B. LENOIR
S. V. HANSON
VON TIESENHAUSEG
10874 FACILITIES FORORBITER/PAYLOADINTERFACE- 02-25-76 EA S.H. NASSIFF @'
ENGINEERINGDEVELOPMENTSUPPORT
10876 ELECTROMYOGRAPHICANALYSIS OF SKELETALgUSCLE 04-28-76 DE W.N. HURSTA y_
CHANGESARISING FROM9 DAYS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS E.V. LAFEVERS >_
IN THE APOLLO/SOYUZSPACEMISSION A.E. NICOGOSSIAN
10877 HYDRAULIC OIL CORROSION TEST 01-17-78 EP E. REESE '_
10882 MANIPULATOR DFVELOPMENT FACILITY-FAILUREMODE 07-28-78 EW E. F. MEADE
AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS (REV, A) B. N. NEDWICH ._
10884 A FOUR DEGREE-OF-FREEDOMDIGITAL SIMULATION OF 02-28-76 EG H. N. SINGH
SHUTTLE VEHICLE DYNAMICS
10886 DESCRIPTION AND CAPABILITIES OF EXPERIMENTAL 12-28-75 EL R. M. KELSO
CHAMBER X AND ASSOCIATED DATA ACQUISITION
SYSTEM
10888 APPROACH AND LANDING TEST PROJECT SAFETY 05-16-77 NS
ASSESSMENT
10889 PROGRAMDOCUMENTATION-MULTIFREQUENCYMICROWAVE 07-28-78 FD G. P. HEMPHILL
RADIOMETERANTENNATEMPERATUREPROGRAM
10891 DESCRIPTIONOF A COMPUTERPROGRAMTO 11-17-75 EX D. B. KANIPE
CALCULATE PLUME IMPINGEMENT FORCES AND k
MOMENTS(WRITTEN FORTHE HP MODEL9830 '
CALCULATOR) _
10892 PROGRAMDOCUMENTATION- RADIANT HEAT TAB, PLOT, 02-28-77 FD L.L._KINNEY _
AND FILM GENERATOR PROGRAM H. 9. VANWIE e ,
• P
10897 PRELIMINARYINVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTSOF 01-20-76 EE M.D. WALTON _ '_
ORBITER 101 AND ORBITER 102 THERMAL PROTECTION _ _,
SYSTEMSON S-BAND ANTENNAPATTERNS _ _
10898 ANALYSIS OF A SPACESqUTTLE THRUSTVECTOR 04-78-76 EG J.R. THOMPSON !
CONTROLACTUATORSUBSYSTEM
10903 HIGH-ALTITUDE FLIGHT PERFORMANCEOF A 9.75- 02-28-76 t
METER DIAMETER GUIDE SURFACE PARACHUTE
_L
10906 SHUTTLE ORBITER LANDING SITE ACCESSIBILITY 02-25-76 FM A. R. LANG _,]
VERSUS CROSS-RANGE REQUIREMENTS (IN-76-FM-O04) B. O. MCFAFFETY
10907 BODY FLAP DESIGN REVIEW 02-28-76 EG L. WRIGHT i]_i10908 STAR TRACKER LENS WINDOW CONTAMINATION TESTS 01-28-78 EG H. M. BIGGS
223
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10916 ALT FLIGHT TEST PLANS, FINAL 05-01-77 CG G.R. BOERSIG ,{ m
10917 CODE USAGE ANALYSIS SYSTEM 09-28-76 FM P.H. HORSLEY
,fl
J. D. OLIVER ,,
10918 MEMORYMAP ANALYZER (MAZE) 03-28-76 FM P. H. HORSLEY
O. D. OLIVER
10919 PRE-PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR INTEGRATED 12-28-75 DE O.A. BURNELL
THERMAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
10920 ESTIMATION OF DAILY MEAN AIR TEMPERATURE FROM nl-28-76 DE D. PHINNEY
SATELLITE DERIVED RADIOMETRIC DATA
10921 INERTIAL MEASUREMENTUNIT REDUNDANT AXIS BUILT- 03-09-78 FM T.M. RICH
IN TEST EQUIPMENT SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
(IN-76-FM-O05)
10922 EVALUATION OF A RUNGE-KUTTA-NYSTROM INTEGRATION 03-09-76 FM S.F. MCADO0
ALGORITHM (IN-76-FM-O06) t
10923 OHRS RADIATOR/SIMULATOR AND FLASH EVAPORATOR/ 10-20-75 EL E.E. PECK
DUCT-NOZZLE TESTING, MARCH 3 - MAY 2. 1975
CHAMBERSA AND B _,
10924 PINES METHOD FOR CIRCULAR AND ELLIPTICAL ORBITS 02-28-76 FM C SEMAR ¢:
10930 PRELIMINARY LEVEL B FORMULATION OF THE 02-18-76 FM E. M. JIONGO
MASS PROPERTIES FOR THE $MCC DATA SYSTEM L
(IN-76-FM-O07)
10932 SHUTTLE MAXIMUM COMBINED PAYLOAD AND DFI HEAT 03-08-76 FM
LOADS ALLOWABLE FOR OFT MISSIONS 2 THROUGH 6
(IN-76-FM-O08)
10935 SERVICE AND OPERATION MANUAL-DELTA MODULATION 01-28-76 EE P.C. LIPOMA
ADJACENT ELEMENT LEVEL MEASURING SYSTEM
10936 THE THEORY OF A GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIAL APPLIED 10-28-76 J.C. KIRKPATRICK
TO ORBIT PREDICTION (IN-76-FM-O09)
10938 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER GFE OPEN CERTIFICATION 03-28-86 ND 3. SCHWARTZ
STATUS REPORT
10£41 SPACE SHUTTLE SIMULATION REPORT-SYSTEMS 03-28-76 EJ 3. S. HUTCHINS
MANAGEMENTSIMULATIONS, SYSTEMS 2 AND 3 W. B. LEVERICH
F. W. PARKER 1
10942 PROPOSED GOALS AND CONCEPTS FOR STS OPERATIONS 03-15-78 FM E. L, DAVIS
FLIGHT PLANNING (IN-78-FM-010)
10944 RUDDER/SPEEDBRAKE DESIGN REVIEW 10-28-76 EG H. DUKE I
10945 THE PRELIMINARY LEVEL B FORMULATION 02-28-76 FM A.A. MENCHACA a
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ORBIT-TDRS AOS/LOS S.A. VICKERY
(IN-78-FM-Ott) !
10948 PROGRAMDOCUMENTATION - CREW SYSTEM VIDAR DATA 03-28-76 FD H. B. VAN WIE y
REDUCTION PROGRAM
10950 MCC LEVEL B REQUIREMENTS FOR SHUTTLE OFT HIGH- 09-08-76 FM C. W. ARVEY ¢
SPEED TRAJECTORY DETERMINATION, LAUNCH AND F. B. LOWES
LANDING PHASES (REV. 1) (IN-76-FM-012) P. T, PIXLEY
10951 FACILITY USER'S GUIDE TO SCATE 02-20-78 EL R. S. REDMAN
!
10952 GBS PROJECT DEVELOPMENT PLAN S, JAMES
10953 INTEGRATION TEST REPORT-EXEC 8, VERISON 305C 02-25-76 FD C, L. SMITH 'i
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10960 SYSTEMS OPERATING PROCEDURESREQUIREMENTS 05-15-79 CG D.A. BLAND
(REV. B) _ ' [
,
10961 MPADSMCCSOFTWARED VELOPMENTPLAN(REV.Z) 10-04-76 FM L.O. HARTLEY ':_
(IN-76-FM-013)
10962 ORBIEK/747 CARRIER RF AND AUDIO SYSTEM CONSOLE 03-28-76 EE R.G. CRABB
TEST REPORT ,-_
10963 USER'S DOCUMENT FOR THE COMMODITY SOURCE LIST 11-28-75 FD L.E. ELY
SYSTEM
10965 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT OF THE SCREWWORMERADICATION 01-28-76 DD G. ARP
DATA SYSTEM ALGORITHM F. FORSBERG
L. GIDDINGS
10967 SHUTTLE GFE ANTI-G SUIT 03-28-76 LA C.R. BOOHER
10968 SHUTTLE FUEL CELL COOLANT DEGASSING 05-21-78 EP D.R. SAUCIER
INVESTIGATION L
10969 SPACE SHUTTLE HYDRAULIC PUMP TEST 04-_0-76 EP W.C. TUTHILL ;
10976 ADVANCED SENSORS AND APPLICATIONS STUDY 11-28-76 SF S.B. CHISM I.
(REV. A) C.L. HUGHES I:
10976 AN INVESTIGATION OF THE STATISTICAL PROPERTIES 05-11-76 FM M. C. RASMUSSEN
OF THE SPRT IMUFDI ENTRY SIMULATION DATA
(IN-76-FM-014)
10982 OFT PAYLOAD PLANNING STATUS _REV. B) 08-01-76 DA
10983 MPAD PHASE I LACIE QA RESULTS (IN-76 FM-016) 09-01-76 FM
10984 FAILURE MODE AND EFFECT_ ANALYSIS/CRITICAL 04-28-77 NB K. A. GRAYSON
ITEMS LIST FOR THE PROTECTIVE BREATHING R. H. STEELE
SYSTEM
10985 THE APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT BIOMEDIC'L REPORT 08-28-76 SD A. E. NICOGOSSIAN
S. A. ROSE
10990 SMS DESIGN REVIEW PLAN 04-02-76 FE
10991 SMS DESIGN REVIEW SUMMARYREPORT 09-04-77 FE
(MULTIPLE SECTIONS)
10994 SMS VOICE COMMUNICATIONS, C AND : AUDIO, 06-15-76 FE
TACAN AUDIO, CEI, PART 1, DETAIL SPECIFI-
CATION I
11003 SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR SCE DIAGNOSTIC 08-28-83 FE S. P. BINNING
INTERPRETER USER MANUAL (REV. A) ]
11018 TEST REPORT FOR RELEASE 2, 3, AND 4 OF THE 03-28-76 FD R.E. CASE
PHASE B INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING _ •
SYSTEM :
11019 INTEGRATION TEST PLAN-SECURE 18 03-10-78 FO C. L. SMITH _
q
11020 WATER MONITOR SYSTEM-PHASE 1 TEST REPORT 06-2B-76 E.L. JEFFERS
R. E. TAYLOR _ "
11021 MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF ASTP 04-28-76 OD G. R. TAYLOR
CREWMEMBERS S. N. ZALOGUEV
J
11023 SCHEDULING ALGORITHM FOR MISSION PLANNING 05-28-76 FM H. CHANG _
AND LOGISTICS EVALUATION USER'S GUIDE J. M. WILLIAMS
11026 GROUND BASED SPACE SYSTEMS PROJECT 03-26-76 FS






TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
11027 UPDATEDCONCEPTUALFLIGHT PROFILESFOROFT-2 04-02-76 FM
AND OFT-3 (IN-7B-FM-017)
11028 MCCLEVEL B ANDC REQUIREMENTSFOR STS AND FS
SECUREOPSOFT
VOL. 1 - SHUTTLEDATAPROCESSINGCOMPLEX 04-28-85 Q.J. VANDERVORT
SOFTWARE
VOL. 2 - TRAJECTORYRELATEDINFORMATION 10-01-85 D.R. KIRBIE
PROCESSINGSOFTWARE(REV. 12)
VOL. 3 - CONFIGURATIONREOUIREMENTSPROCESSING 01-28-84
SOFTWARE(REV. 3)
VOL. 4 - TEST AND CHECKOUTSOFTWARE(REV. C) 08-28-77
VOL, B - NETWORKINTERFACEPROCESSOR,SYSTEMS 06-21-84
REQUIREMENTS
VOL. 13 - NEARREAL-TIME _ELEMETRYSOFTWARE 03-28-85 B.H. LEACH
(REV. 2)
11029 MDFGENERALDESCRIPTION-MANIPULATOR 03-28-82 EW E, F. MEADE
DEVELOPMENTFACILITY, BUILDING 9A (REV. B)
11030 THE RELATIONSHIPBETWEENERRORAND EXECUTION 04-19-76 FM J. C, KIRKPATRICK
TIME FORADAMS-MOULTONAND RUNGE-KUTTA-GILL L.L. SENPR
INTEGRATORS(IN-78-FM-018)
11032 INTEGRATIONTEST PLAN-SABER8.8 ANDTALONS8.1 03-16-76 FD C.L. SMITE
11034 A NEWCOMPUTERAPPROACHTO MIXED FEATURE 04-28-76 TF E.P. KAN
CLASSIFICATION FOR FORESTRY APPLICATION
11035 SDS ANALYSIS OF SAIL ACTIVATION ITC TESTS 03-02-76 EG M.C. BROOKS
11036 GROUNDSUPPORTEQUIPMENTOPENPROBLEMLIST 03-31-86 ND T. J. ADAMS
11043 QUALITYASSURANCEPLAN FORTHE EXPERIMENT 03-28-77 ND
SYSTEMSDIVISION
11085 DESIGN DOCUMENTFORSHUTTLETASK 501-ORBITAL 03-28-77 EE G.D. DOLAND
FLIGHT TEST AUDIO SYSTEMCONSOLE
11086 DESIGN DOCUMENTFORSHUTTLETASK 501-SHUTTLE 03-28-76 EE G. D. DOLAND
CARRIERAIRCRAFTTRANSCEIVERCONSOLE
11087 PROGRAMREQUIREMENTSDOCUMENTFORSPACESHUTTLE 06-01-76 ED J. H. RAGAN
ANCILLARYHARDWARE(REV. A)
11089 ORBITER ACOUSTIC FATIGUE TESTING, SPECIMEN 01-28-77 W. M. WEST
ID, DA-7 BOTTOM FORWARD FUSELAGE PANEL,
VOLUME I-SUMMARY
11091 SHUTTLE GSE OPERATIONAL BIOINSTRUMENTATION 03-28-76 DE S. M. LUCZKOWSKI
SYSTEM
11093 PROGRAMDOCUMENTATION-EXPERIMENTALHEAT 07-28-76 EE Y, CHEMPINSKI
TRANSFERDATAREDUCTIONPACKAGE3
11095 ACCEPTANCETEST PROCEDUREFORSHUTTLE 04-28-84 EH D. TRAM
ACTUATORSSIMULATOR-ELEVONSUBSYSTEM
(REV. F)
11099 PRELIMINARYREFERENCEFLIGHT PROFILE FOR 04-02-78 FM
OFT-1 ASCENT(IN-76-FM-019)
11103 THE NATACODEPROGRAMMER'SMANUAL, 00-02-75 ES W.L. BADE
VOLUME3 J.M. YOS
11105 TCS TOO8 DEVELOPMENTEST SPECIFICATION 03-28-76 FS F. LINN
11107 HYDRAULIC OIL WICKING TEST 04-09-76 EP O.B. TRAHAN
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11109 ACCEPTANCETEST PROCEDUREFORSHUTTLE OB-ZB-S4 EF D. TRAN _ ITUA ORSSIMULATOR-RUDD R/SPEEDBRAKE I
SUBSYSTEMS(REV. D) _ ,.,




11122 TWOIMU FDI PERFORMANCEFORTHE DATA TRACKING 05-11-7B FM T. M. RICH
TEST DURING SHUTTLEENTRY (IN-7B-FM-021)
11123 STS PAYLOADSAFETYGUIDELINES HANDBOOK 07-28-78 NA
11127 METHODSFORMICROBIOLOGICALAND IMMUNOLOGICAL 07-28-78 G. R. TAYLOR
STUDIES OF SPACEFLIGHTCREW3 S.N. ZALOGUEV
11131 ELEVONDESIGN REVIEW 10-28-78 EG O.C. BARR
11132 ACCEPTANCETEST PROCEDUREFORSHUTTLE 06-28-84 EF O. TRAN
ACTUATORSSIMULATOR, BODYFLAP SUBSYSTEM L
(REV. B) }
11133 USER*S MANUALFORTHE SHUTTLEACTUATORS 07-Z8-79 EH O. BARR
SIMULATOR, 3 VOLUMES J. BERGMANN
H, DUKE &i
t
11138 LEVEL B FORMULATIONOF THE MASSPROPERTIES 04-14-76 FM E. M. JIONGO
FORTHE SMCCDATA SYSTEM(IN-76-FM-OZZ)
11139 EXTE_JSIONOF SURFACEDATABY USE OF 09-28-78 BE L. E. GIDDINGS '
METEOROLOGICALSATELLITES
11140 DESIGN DOCUMENTFORNAVIGATIONAID CONSOLE 06-28-76 EE G. D. DOLAND
t
11142 INTEGRATIONTEST PLAN-SABER2.3 AND 04-07-76 FD S.L. MORRIS
TALONS2.1 C. L, SMITH
11144 PRSDSHORTEDHEATERTEST 06-12-76 EP D.B. TRAHAN ,
11145 AN ANALYSISOF CONTINGENCYENTRYTARGETING 04-28-76 FM J. D, PAYNE
CONDITIONS (IN-7B-FM-023)
]
11148 SELF-CONTAINEDHEAT REJECTIONMODULEAND 02-23-76 EL B.F. MCGHEE
ORBITERHEAT REJECTIONSYSTEMWIDE CAVITY
THERMAL-VACUUMTEST CHAMBERA TEST REPORT
11149 THE NONPROPULSIVECONSUMABLESWEIGHT 04-15-76 FM H.E. KOLKHORST t
BUDGETSFORORBITERCONFIGURATIONCONTROL q
(IN-78-FM-025) t
11150 QUATERNIONSFORCONTROLOF THE SPACESHUTTLE 04-28-78 EJ W. H, PETERS
J. W. SUNKEL j
11161 SIMPLIFIED REACTIONCONTROLSYSTEMLOGIC FOR 04-_8-76 EJ ,_. H. SUDDATH
ATTITUDE CONTROLOF THE SPACESHUTTLEVEHICLE _ z
DURINGOMS BURNS _ !
11152 DOCUMENTATIONREQUIREMENTSAND STANDARDSFOR 11-28-77 EE G.O. OOLAND _.
SHUTTLETASK 501
11163 A METEOROLOGICALEXPERIMENTTO BETTER DEFINE 04-28-78 ZS R. K. SILER •
THE TRANSPORTANDDEPOSITION OF THE SHUTTLE !GROUNDCLOUD
11154 AN AD HOCMAP EVALUATIONPROCEDURE 04-28-7B TF E.P. KAN _
11155 TERMINALCONTROLSYSTEMFUNCTIONAL OS-Z8-7B FS L. A. ZASTROM _ '
SPECIFICATIONS
11166 THE ANOMALYDATABASEOF SCREWWORMINFORMATION 10-28-7B DE L. E. GIDOINGS t
ZZ7
1990007273-229
k, mmemm_....._..... _ ",
\.
0(0.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S )
11157 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE SPACE VEHICLE DYNAMICS 11-28-79 FM
SIMULATION PROGRAM(3 VOLUMES) (IN-7B-FM-OZ6)
11159 ACOUSTIC SENSOR ENGINEERING EVALUATION TEST 06-28-78 EG E. L. PHILLIPS
REPORT
11161 REVISIONS TO THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 04-28-76 FM H.C. SULLIVAN
CAPABILITY IN SVDS (IN-7B-FM-027)
11183 WATER VAPOR AS AN ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATOR 04-28°76 DE W.V. ABEELE
TO THE SATELLITE OBSERVED SPECTRAL RADIANCE
11166 TECHNICAL TRANSFER FROM SPACE TO EARTH - 05-01-76 EC T. ANUSKIEWICZ
THE NASA FIREFIGHTERS BREATHING SYSTEM F.A. KEUNE
P. B. MCLAUGHLAN
11187 THE FINAL LEVEL B FORMULATION REQUIREMENTS FOR 05-21-76 FM A.A. MENCHACA
THE ORBITER - TDRS AOS/LOS (IN-76-FM-028) S.A. VICKERY
11168 ORBITER STOWAGEDEVELOPMENT EW C.D. PERNER
11172 SPS ASCENT I POST-SIMULATION REPORT 04-21"76 CG C.O. LEWIS
11173 OFT/MCC LEVEL B AND C REQUIREMENTS FOR THE 05-13-78 FM O.R. BERGMAN
FREE FLIGHT PREDICTOR J.J. MCMAHON !
W. R. WOLLENHAUPT
1117__4 SPACE SHUTTLE SYSTEMS HANDBOOK (2 VOLUMES) 11-15-83 OF
(REV. C)
11176 SOLID STATE TOGGLE SWITCH EVALUATION REPORT 05-28-76 EG S. CHEVALIER
(
11177 ACCURACYOF SATELLITE-DERIVED RADIOMETRIC DATA 04-'28-78 DE W.V. ABEELE
11183 ORBITER PAYLOAD BAY AFT BULKHEAD CCTV CAMERA 05-28-76 EW 3. W. BROWN
LOCATION TEST REPORT
11184 ZERO-G EFFECTS ON CREWMANHEIGHT 05-28-76 EW J.W. BROWN
11185 SHUTTLE IMAGING RADAR APPLICATION ANALYSIS 04-28-76 TF K. KRISHEN
11186 AN ELEMENT FORMULATION FOR PERTURBED MOTION 05-21-76 FM J.D. DONALDSON
ABOUT THE CENTER-OF-MASS (IN-78-FM-029) D.J. JEZEWSKI
11188 HI-SHEAR NS1 DELTA QUALIFICATION TEST 06-09-76 EP L.J. PRICE
11189 SPACE SHUTTLE CONTROLLED OPERATIONAL 03-31-78 CG M. Lo BROOME
NOMENCLATURE, PRELIMINARY (SEE JSC 11764)
11190 A FLIGHT PROFILE TO SUPPORT THE SECOND JSC 05-14-78 FM
LIFE SCIENCES SPACELAB MISSION SIMULATION
(IN-76-FM-030) i
11192 ORBITER HYDRAULIC OIL CORROSION TEST 05-20-76 EP E. REESE
111G3 ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN FOR THE DEVELOPMENT 05-28-70 EE N.C. BYERLEY
FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION WIDEBAND DATA SYSTEM
FREQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLEXER
11194 COMMUNICATIONS AND TRACKING SUBSYSTEM APPROACH 05-28-76 EE G. D DOLAND *
AND LANDING TEST PHASE/TASK 501 RF PATH CONSOLE
ACCEPTANCE TEST REPORT
11195 DATA PROCESSING PLAN FOR THERMAL VACUUM TESTING 05-28-78 FD H. D. HEFNER
OF THE SHUTTLE ORBITER BASE HEATING MODEL 65-0
11197 STATIC TEST DATE FOR THE ALT GROUNDMONITORING 06-10-78 FM R. CONSTANTINE
PROGRAM(IN-78-FM-031)
11200 RSECS INTERCHANGER TRANSIENT THERMAL RESPONSE 07-14-76 EC 3. G. GRANAHAN
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11202 RSEC£;ORBITER FREON PUMP COMPONENT LIFE AND 09-01-76 EC J. MAYS
PERFO,KANCE CHARACTERISTICS TEST PROCEDURE C.THOMASL.WHITBY )i
11204 CEkTIFICI_TION TEST REPORT FOR THE SPACE 10-14-78 EC P.O. FERGUSON _
SHUTTLE ALT CARRY-ON OXYGEN SYSTEM ,]
11205 SHUTTLE ORBITER CABIN PRESSURE REGULATOR 08-31-78 EC S. LAFUSE
PACKAGE TEST, PHASE 2 J. TROMBLEY
11206 DETAILED TEST PROCEDURE, SHUTTLE ORBITER CABIN 08-31-76 EC F. BURGETT
PRESSURE REGULATOR PACKAGE, PHASE 2 J. TROMBLEY
L. WHITBY
,r
11207 SPACE STATION PROTOTYPE CO2 REDUCTION 09-10-76 EC F, BURGETT
SUBSYSTEM TEST PROCEDURE T. LEECH
J. SKIPPER
11208 SHUTTLE ALT CARRY-ON OXYGEN SYSTEM 09-02-78 EC P. FERGUSON
CERTIFICATION TEST J. TROMBLEY
11209 SHUTTLE EMU AUTOMATIC LCG CONTROLLER 10-14-76 EC F. BURGETT '
FEASIBILITY TEST PROCEDURE J. TROMBLEY
Lo WHITBY
i.
11211 FLASH EVAPORATOR SUBSYSTEM HARDWARE, 10-25-76 EC J, R. JAAX
OPERATIONAL, AND PERFORMANCEDESCRIPTION ';
11212 C02 COLLECTION/HUMIDITY CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 08-25-75 EC F. BURGETT
TEST PROCEDURE T. LEECH
J. SKIPPER ) '
11215 SHUTTLE EMU BREADBOARDTHERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM 12-20-78 EC J. DUNAWAY
(PERFORMANCETEST PROCEDURES J. TROMBLEY
L. WHITBY
11218 APPROACHAND LANDING TEST CREW SYSTEMS 03-21-77 EC P. O. FURGUSON
DIVISION GOVERNMENTFURNISHED EQUIPMENT R. L. JARBOE
HANDLING AND TEST CHECKOUT PROCEDURE J. O. SCHLOSSER
1122_ SPACE SHUTTLE EMU/PORTABLE OXYGEN 02-22-77 EC
SYSTEM (POS) PROGRAMPLAN
11223 ORBITER HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM FLASH EVAPORATOR 08-10-77 EC H. F. BATTAGLIA
SUBSYSTEM TEST REQUIREMENTS J. R. FRAHM
B. B. WELCH
11224 EQUATIONS AND TABLE FOR CALCULATION OF 03-23-77 EC D. H FRICKS |ATMOSPHERIC TRACE CONTAMINANT SOLUBILITIES ' !
I_ CONDENSER WATER
11225 EMU/POS CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT PLAN AND DATA 12-02-77 EC @
MANAGEMENT PLAN " J
i
11226 EMU/POS MATERIALS CONTROL AND VERIFICATION 04-25-77 EC 1
'tPROGRAMM.'NAGEMENT PLAN _4
11227 EMU/POS QUALITY PROGRAMPLAN 06-18-01 EC _t
11228 EMU/POS RELIABILITY PLAN 09-28-77 EC 1)
!+11229 EMU FAILURE MODE AND EFFECT ANALYSIS (REV. E) 08-13-81 EC N11230 EMU/POS SAFETY PLAN 09-28-77 EC
,I
"4
11231 ANDPRE'FLIGHT/POST'FLIGHTsuRVIVALKIT (REV. A)PERSONNELPARP.CHUTE 11-20-80 EC J.O. SCHLOSSER _
11232 EMU/POS SPARES PROVISIONING PLAN 01-30-80 EC
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11238 ESCAPE SUIT VENTILATION SYSTEM (ESVS) 11-04-77 EC F. GREENE
RELIABILITY PROORAMPLAN E. PHILLIPS
11238 ESVS FAILURE MODE AND EFFECT ANALYSIS AND 03-13-78 EC F. GREENE
CRITICAL ITEM LIST E. PHILLIPS
11242 ESVS SAFETY PLAN 01-05-78 EC E. PHILLIPS
11245 ESVS EEE PARTS LIFE 02-22-78 EC F. GREENE
E. PHILLIPS
11248 ESVS CONFIGURATION/DATA MANAGEMENTPLAN 11-10-77 EC R. BOWLBY
L. WINN
11248 ESVS MATERIALS CONTROL AND VERIFICATION 04-20-78 EC O. WESTERHUYZE)
PROGRAMMANAGEMENTPLAN
11250 ESVS CLEANING, PRESERVATION, PACKAGING, 12-18-77 EC L. WINN
HANDLING, STORING, AND SHIPPING PROCEDURE
11251 ESVS PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE PROCEDURE 12-16-77 EC B. BETKE
VENTILATOR ASSEMBLY
11252 ESVS BLOWER ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE 12-18-77 EC B. BETKE
11253 ESVS PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE PROCEDURE 12-18-77 EC B. BETKE
MANIFOLD ASSEMBLY
11254 ESCAPE SUIT VENTILATION SYSTEM 12-20-77 EC R. SMITH
11268 EMU DEVELOPMENT TEST PLAN AND PROCEDURE 05-03-78 EC
FOR THE COOLING CONTROL VALVE 2
11257 ESCAPE SUIT VENTILATION SYSTEM CRITICAL 01-13-78 EC
DESIGN REVIEW REPORT
11258 ESCAPE SUIT VENTILATION SYSTEM CERTIFICATION 03-13-78 EC B. BETKE
TEST PROCEDURE
11259 ESCAPE SUIT VENTILATION SYSTEM TEST READINESS 03-13-78 E£ B. B[TKE
REVIEW PACKAGE
11260 THERMAL PROPERTIES HANDBOOK FOR ORBITER EMU 03-01-79 EC L.A. TREVINO
EXTERNAL SURFACES AND EMU INTERFACES
11281 EMU SPACE SUIT ASSEMBLY DESIGN VERIFICATION 12-08-77 EC /
PROGRAMWITH DETAILED TEST PROCEDURES
11282 ORBITER INTEGRATED ACTIVE THERMAL CONTRnL 04-18-78 EC J. JAAX
SUBSYSTEM TEST REOUIREMENTS B. O. SEVIER
B. WELCH
11267 ESCAPE SUIT VENTILIATION SYSTEM MAINTENANCE 08-08-78 EC R. HAWK
AND REPAIR MANUAL WITH ILLUSTRATED PARTS LIST
11268 ESCAPE SUIT VENTILATION SYSTEM FIRST ARTICLE 07-14-78 EC B. BETKE
CONFIGURATION INSPECTION-SUMMARY REPORT
1126Q SPACE SHUTTLE ESCAPE SUIT VENTILATION SYSTEM 07-28-78 EC B. BETKE
CERTIFICAT|ON TEST REPORT
11270 EMU CRITICAL ITEMS LIST (REV. B) 10-00-81 EC
11272 EMU DEVELOPMENT AND CERTIFICATION TEST PLAN 08-29-84 EC G. GUGLIETTA
AND PROCEDURE
11273 PORTABLE OXYGEN SYSTEM OEVELOe_ENT ANO 09-21-81 EC
CERTIFICATION TEST PLAN (REV. C) I
11_75 ORBITER ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 02-27-70 EC B. D. SEVIER
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11278 EMU FIELD TEST EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION 07-Z0-78 EC
MANAGEMENTPLAN
11279 PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE FOR 11-02-04 EC
THE EMU ELECTRICAL HARNESS (REV. B)
11280 EMU PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE 08-27-84 EC
FOR THE AIRLOCK ADAPTER PLATE (REV. A)
11282 SAFETY, RELIA_, ITY, AND QUALITY ASSURANCE 07-13-78 EC
PROGRAMPLAN FOR THE SHUTTLE CREW EQUIPMENT
AND STOWAGEPROVISIONS PROGRAM
11284 EMU PRE-DELIVERY ACCFPTANCE TEST PROCEDURES 09-25-78 EC
FOR THE EXTRAVEHICULAR COMMUNICATIONS UMBIL-
ICAL
11285 EMU PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE FOR 04-01-86 EC
THE SECONDARYOXYGEN PACK (REV. K)
11286 PORTABLE OXYGEN SYSTEM PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE 07-20-81 EC
TEST PROCEDURE FOR THE REBREATHER ASSEMBLY
(REV. F)
11287 PORTABLE OXYGEN SYSTEM PRE-DELIVEaY ACCEPTANCE 07-08-81 EC
TEST PROCEDURE FOR THE RECHARGE KIT (REV. C)
11288 EMU PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST _ROCEDURE FOR 11-11-83 EC
THE SERVICE AND COOLING UMBILICAL (REV. G)
11289 PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE FOR THE 04-10-85 EC
SPACE SUIT ASSEMBLY (REV. N)
11290 EMU PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE FOR 05-10-84 EC J.E. PROVENCHER
THE BATTERY _REV. F)
11291 EMU PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE FOR 02-01-84 EC
THE DISPLAY AND CONTROL MODULE (REV, H)
11293 EMU DEVELOPMENT AND CERTIFICATION TEST PLAN 08-02-78 EC
AND PROCEDURE FOR THE SECONDARY OXYGEN BOTTLE
11295 ORBITER ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 07-20-78 EC J R. JAAX
DESCRIPTION AND TEST HISTORY
11297 PORTABLE OXYGEN SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND 09-28-78 EC
CERTIFICATION TEST PLAN AND PROCEDURE FOR
THE POS OXYGEN BOTTLE
11298 EMU PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE iLST PROCEDURE FOR 11-11-83 EC
THE CONTAMINANT CONTROL CARTRIDGE _REV. F)
11299 APPROACHAND LANDING TEST REPORT FU_ CREW 09-Z9-78 EC R. L, GRAFE
SYSTEMS DIVISION EQUIPMENT
11302 FUNCTIONAL DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE 07-28-76 FD W.W. ARP
INTEGRATED PROCUREMENTMANAGEMENTSYSTEM
11303 INDEPENDENT SOFTWAREVERIFICATION OF 05-28-78 FM A. D. WYLIE
LACIE 4 SYSTEM (IN-7B-FM-033)
11304 INTEGRATION TEST PLAN-EXEC 8, VERSION 30BA 05-11-70 C. L. SMITH
11305 PRSD VACUUM-JACKETED TRANSFER LINE LIFE CYCLE 05-27-78 EP S. E. JONES
TEST _
11306 POST-BLACKOUT REDESIGNATION CAPABILITY 0S-21-78 FM J. HANSEN
(IN-7B-FM-034) _.
11307 UPDATED CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILES FOR OFT-4, 0_-02-7B FM







OOC. I TITLE DATE., OPR AUTHOR(S) '-
11310 DEVELOPMENT OF THE TECHNOLOGYPAYLOAD MODEL 06-27-7B FM J.C. ALVAREZ t(IN-TB-FM-0_B) E.M. JOHNSON
L. R. WEATHERS )
11312 AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM- 07-28-7B
WB-b/F UNIVERSAL PALLET SYSTEM USER'S HANDBOOK
(REV. A)
11313 IMAGE-100 VIDEO AND THEME I/O PROGRAM 05-28-7B TF P.S. LIN
MODIFICATION REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION
11314 ON-ORBIT FCS EVALUATION SIMULATION/PRESIMU- 05-28-7B EG R. H. ST. JOHN
LATION, PART 2
11315 ALT FLIGHT SOFTWARE INITIALIZATION LOAD, 05-17-7E FR J.W. JURGENSEN
RELEASE 3
11318 LARGE AREA CROP INVENTORY EXPERIMENT-PHASE Z, 05-ZB-7B TF J.G. MC COY
AUTOMATIC STATUS AND TRACKING SYSTEM BASELINE
REQUIREMENTS
11317 SHUTTLE ENTRY NAVIGATION ERRORS AT 130.000- 06-02-78 FM W.J. MASON
FOOT ALTITUDE FOR DUAL IMUS WITH UNISOLATED C.R. MCCLAIN
FAILURES (IN-7B-FM-037) J.R. THIBODEAU t.&
11320 DYNAMIC TEST DATA FOR THE ALT GROUND MONITORING IZ-1B-7B FM B. LEWIS i
PROGRAM(IN-76-FM-039)
11322 DATA REDUCTION COMPLEX ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL DATA 05-28-7B FD J. D. DEBBRECHT
PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS FOR ON-SITE TEST
FACILITIES
(
11325 LACIE ACCURACY ASSESSMENT REPORT. PHASE 1A 06-28-76 SF
11327 REVIEW OF LACIE METHODOLOGY-A PROJECT 07-28-78 SF
EVALUATION OF TECHNICAL ACCEPTABILITY
11328 LACIE-DETECTION OF EPISODIC PHENOMENAON 05-28-7B SF C.M. CHESNUTWOOD
LANDSAT IMAGERY
11329 LACIE-CROP ASSESSMENT SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS. 10-28-77 SF
VOLUME 4 (REV. C)
11330 CLASSIFICATION AND MENSURATION SUBSYSTEM 05-28-78 SF
REQUIREMENTS, VOLUME 2 (REV. E)
11332 FIRST LACIE DICTIONARY OF REMOTE SENSING O8-2B-7B SF S. ALLBR!TTON
TERMINOLOGY O. SANCHEZ
11338 RESULTS OF LACIE INTEGRATED DROUGHT ANALYSIS, 07-28-7B SF D. R. TH(XMPSONSOUTHERN U.S. GREAT PLAINS DROUGHT 1975-7B
1
11339 LACIE INFORMATION EVALUATION IMPLEMENTATION/ 09-ZB-7B SF
OPERATIONS PLAN
11340 LACIE-YIELD ESTIMATION SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS. OB-_B-7B SFVOLUME 3 (REV.A)
11343 LACIE-WHEAT YIELD MODELS FOR THE U.S.S.R Oe-,ZB-77 SF
(REV.A) i
1!344 REAL-TIME COMPUTER COMPLEX REQUIREMENTS FOR 05-27-7B FM E.M. FRIDGE
SHUTTLE ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST MISSIONS-THE R.W. MEINKE
MISSION PLAN TABLE AND DETAILED MANEUVERS
(IN-7B-FM-040)
11348 INTEGRATION TEST PLAN-EXEC Z. VERSION 129A 06-25-7B FO R. J. ,T_MITM |




DOC. I TZTL_ DATE OPR AVTHOR(S) "_'J
11380 SPACE SHUTTLE OPERATIONAL N_ENCLATURE 08-24-76 CG P. T. CHAPUT _'_ _ (
MANAGEMENTPLAN, FINAL11361 INTEGRATION TEST REPORT PROCESSOR AND OB-EB-7B FD C. L. SMITH
LIBRARY RELEASE A
11382 CASE STUDIES OF THE SHUTTLE ELECTRICAL POWER 06-28-7B EO E. M. TORINA
GENERATION AND DISTRIBUTION SUBSYSTEMS DURING
LAUNCH ACTIVITIES
11363 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SERVICES 06-28-76
11384 FEASIBILITY STUDY OF LARGE-SCALE SOLAR 06-28-76 EL O. T. VISENTINE
CONCENTRATORSFOR SATELLITE POWERSYSTEMS
11366 TRANSFER OF INTERACTIVE REPORT EXTRACTED DATA 07-28-76 K. L. PATTERSON
REOUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION (REV. A)
11388 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER APPROACHAND LANDING OB-ZB-76 EJ
TEST PROGRAMAVIONICS SYSTEM ANALYSIS PLAN
11387 DETAILED REOUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR SHUTTLE 08-28-7B FD ft. A. _UNEK
DOCUMENTATION AIDS
11368 SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT-TASK 503, MISSION LIFE 07-28-76 EG R.C. DYER _:
CYCLE EFFECTS SENSOR STUDIES AND EVALUATION L.O. LINLEY 4
11369 INTEGRATION TEST REPORT SECURE 16 06-08-76 C L. SMITH
11371 REACTION CURED GLASS COATING TEST EVALUATION 08-09-7_ ES R. W. BRICKER
R. N. STUCKEY
11372 0UALITY ASSURANCE SUPPORT PLAN fOR THE 09-Z8-85 ND J.E. KOHANKE f
CREW SYSTEMS DIVISION (REV. A)
11373 DATA BUS TEST UNIT OnERATOR°S MANUAL 11-05-78 EG J L. MITCHELL
11374 JOINT PROJECT PLaiN FOR THE REMOTE MANIPULATOR EK
SYSTEM
11375 DEVELOPMENT OF A SHUTTLE FUEL CELL SIMUL^TOR 06-28-76 EG E. _. HENLEY
i
11378 DETECTION AND MAPPING PACKAGE, VOLUME 1- 06-28-78 TF M. L. BROWN
GENERAL PROCEDURE E. H. SCHLOSSEk
11377 DETECTION AND MAPPING PACKAGE, VOLUME 2A 06-28-78 TF M. L. BROWN
SOFTWAREUSER MANUAL, PART 1 E. H. SCHLOSSER
11378 DETECTION AND MAPPING PACKAGE, VOLUM_ 2B- OB-Z8_78 TF E. H. SCHLOSSER I
SOFTWAREUSER MANUAL, PART 2
11379 DETECTION AND MAPPING PACKAGE, VOLUME 3- 0B-28-78 TF E. H. SCHLOSS_R Jt
CONTROL NETWORKESTABLISFLME_T _
11380 APPLICATION OF DASIBI ULTRAVIOLET OZONE MONITOR oe-ze-Te TC J, G. CARNES
TO STRATOSPHERIC MEASUREMENTS
#
11361 BEECH OXYGEN THERMAL TEST ARTICLE THERMAL 07-15.7B EP S.E. JONES
/
)
EVALUATION N. C, LUKSA t
,)11383 ALT DATA FORMAT CONTROL BOOK CALIBRATION 06-28-77 FSDATA BASE (3 VOLUMES) (REV. D)
11384 OFT TELEMETRY DATA FORMAT CONTROL BOOK, OQ-ZB-TB ES _
VOLUME I
11388 SHUTTLE ORBITER BASE HEATING RATE PPOGRAM _.78 FO J. 0. MCBRYDE
11368 SHUTTLE COIIIMANODATA FORMAT CONTROL BOOK 11-28 77 FS
__ 1138B MCDS DISPLAY ELECTRONICS UNIT CROSS ASSEMBLER 08-25-76 EG O. W. AKERS
233
Jl
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DOC. Q TITLE _ _PR AUTHOR(S) _° l
11390 ORBITER MULTIPLEXER/DEMULTIPLEXER SERIAL 00-28-78 EG G. R. DENNIS
INPUT/OUTPUT MODULE TEST REPORT
)1391 SPACE SHUTTLE EVA OPPORTUNITIES 01-28-76
11392 A SATELLITE ORBIT PREDICTION PROGRAM(KSFAST) 01-28-78 FM A.C. MUELLER
(IN-76-FM-042) (REV, 1) S. E, STARKE
11401 IMPLEMENTATION SPECIFICATION FOR LARGE AREA 03-28-77 TF C.C. DEVALCOURT
CROP INVENTORY EXPERIMENT, PHASE 3 AUTOMATIC
STATdS TRACKING SYSTEM (REV. A)
11402 MIUS INTEGRATION AND SUBSYSTEMS TEST PROGRAM 12-28-76 W.S. BECKHAM
T. E. REDDING
G. C. SHOWS
11403 OUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN FOR THE EXPERIMENT 05-28-80 ND
SYSTEMS DIVISION (REV. B)
11404 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF A DIESEL 10-28-76 EZ L.G. MONFORD
ENGINE USING LOW AND MEDIUM ENERGY GASES
AS A FUEL SUPPLEMENT
11408 ALT PROJECT OUALITY PLAN. 747 GROUND 01-28-77 LA 3. A. NEHER
OPERATIONS AND DOWNEYFACILITY RESEAROH
CENTER INSTITUTIONAL OUALITY SUPPORT
11410 SATELLITE POWER STATION SPACE TRANSPORTATION 11-28-76 ER C.M. 3ONES
SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT
11413 INTEGRATION TEST PLAN-EXEC 8, VERSION 306D 07-01-76 FD C.L. SMITH
11416 LOADING ANALYSIS OF THE PROGRAMMED DATA 07-28-76 TF D. HULL
PROCESSOR, MODEL 11/45 3. W. MATHENIA
J. G. MCCOY
11418 DETAILED DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR COMMON 07-28-76 FD C.L. HORTON
SOFTWARE FOR THE SHUTTLE PROGRAM INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
11419 SELECTION FILTER PERFORMANCE EVALUATION USING 08-'6-76 FM M.C. RASMLF.=N
INCREMENTAL VERSUS WHOLE GIMBAL ANGLES IN THE
ALT ATTITUDE TRACKING TEST (IN-76-FM-045)
11421 OMS 1/2-SCALE TANK TEST 07-26-76 EP R.K. WILLIAMS
11422 SHUTTLE STANDARD TAPE RECORDER SIMULATOR 08-28-76 EG F. 3. SCHMITT
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
11423 OFT SMCC LEVEL B REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEORBIT 07-28-76 FM L. DRAPELA
PLANNING PROCESSOR (IN-76-FM-047) D. G. IVES
11424 USAB CONSOLE IMPACT PRINTER INTERFACE 07-28-76 EG S. LAHEY
11426 NORMALIZATION OF GEOPOTENTIAL COEFFICIENTS 07-20-78 FM C. L. SEMAR
(IN-76-FM-048)
11427 PUMP LOOP CORROSION AND STICTION TEST 08-27-78 EP W. C. TUTHILL
11429 ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST ABORT REGION DETERMINATOR, 09-23-76 FM 3. JOYNER
LEVEL B FORMULATION (IN-7fl-FM-049) L. WINANS
11431 SHUTTLE FOOT RESTRAINT SYSTEM TESTING CUP EN- 03-28-78 EW R. E. DREXEL
DURANCE/INTERFACE TESTS (MULTIPLE APPENDICES)







DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _ I •
11433 MISSION CONTROLCENTERLEVELB REQUIREMENTSFOR 11-24-76 FM G.L. NORBRATEN # _ :
ORBITAL FLIGHTTEST MISSIONS-ABORTMANEUVERS J.D. YENCHARIS ,
EVALUATORAND CONTINGENCY MANEUVER GENERATOR r
(IN-76-FM-O50) (REV. 1) ,i
11434 CONSOLETEST PROCEDUREFORSHUTTLETASK 501- 07-28-76 EE G.O. DOLAND _ ,
SHUTTLECARRIERAIRCRAFT TRANSCEIVERCONSOLE
11441 GROUNb SOFTWARE LEVEL B REQUIREMENTS FOR A 07-27-7= FM R.M. SWALIN
MISSION SUPPORT PROGRAM OF THE ORBITER
ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM (IN-76-FM-051)
11442 ACCEPTANCETEST PROCEDUREFORSHUTTLETASK 501- 07-28-76 EE G.D. DOLAND
SHUT,'E CARRIERAIRCRAFT TRANSCEIVERPONSOLE
11444 QUALITYASSURANCESUPPORTPLANFOR THE CONTROL 07-28-76
SYSTEMSDEVELOPMENTDIVISION-SAIL SUPPORT
FACILITIES
11445 CONSOLEINTEGRATIONDOCUMENTFORSHUTTLETASK 07-28-76 EE G.D. DOLAND
501-SHUTTLECARRIERAIRCRAFT TRANSCEIVERCONSOLE
11446 PRELIMINARYRENDEZVOUSTARGETINGAND RELATIVE 04-21-77 FM W. REINI
MOT:ONALGORITHMSFOR FSSR INPUT (IN-78-FM-052)
(REV. 1)
i,
11447 TEST OPERATIONS CENTER PREVENTIVEMAINTENANCE J0-28-76 EJ R.D. MCCLAIN {
INSPECTION PROGRAM INDEX
11461 ACCELEROMETER(SINGLE AXIS) ACCEPTANCE TEST 08-28-76 EG J. H. CANNIFF
PROCEDURE
11462 FUNCTIONALTEST, PRE-DELIVERY, AND 03-28-76 EE R. L. :;TONAKER
PRE-INSTALLATIONACCEPTANCF TEST REQUIRE-
MENTS COMMUNICATIONS CARRIER HEADSET
11464 FIRST CONCEPTFORA TROPICALAREA MONOTORING 07-28-76
PROJECT
11468 DETAIL DESIGNSPECIFICATION FOR THE ALT 07-28-76 FD
SHUTTLE INFORMATION EXTRACTIONSUBSYSTEM
11469 P-I02 DYNAMICMODULUS TEST REPORT 08-28-76 R.E. COLEMAN
I
11473 TRI-COUNTY PILOT STUDY 07-28-76 TF T. W. AUSTIN
A. G. KERBER
C. A. REEVES
11475 SPACE SHUTTLEPYROTECHIC INITIATORCONTROLLER 04-22-77 EP S.E. JONES
TEST _
11476 INTEGRATIONTEST PLAN-EXEC 2, VERSION 129A 07-28-76 B. J. SMITH
11477 OMS TANK GAGING PROBE TEST 09-15-76 EP R. K. WILLIAMS ?
11506 MSBLS-GS CONTRACT END ITEM SPECIFICATION 04-28-77 EE
11525 MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING SYSTEM-GROUND 08-20-77 EE
STATIONPERFORMANCETEST REPORT,VOLUME1-
EXECUTIVESUMMARY
11529 TEST PROCEDURESFOR MULTIPLEXER/DEMULTIPLEXER 07-28-76 EG R. O. BRENNAN _
I
11530 TEST LOG FOR ACCELEROMETER (SINGLEAXIS) 08-28-76 EG J. H. CANNIFF ._
" t11531 PROCEDUREFORPHASE 2 ASA/ACTUATORINTEGRATION 07-28-76 EG W. W. POWELL
TESTING e




DO(:. # TITLE DATE OPR ApTH_RIS) _
A
11533 TEN ECOSYSTEMSTUDYINVESTIGATION PLAN 09-28-76 TF E. P. FAN _ f
11534 SHUTTLEMISSION CONTROLCENTEREXTERNAL 08-29"86 DE o ! ;I
COMMUNICATIONSINTERFACECONTROLDOCUMENT- _.
JSC/GSFC OPERATIONALCOMMUNICATIONSINTERFACES "
11536 PRELIMINARYREFERENCEPROFI)E DESIGN 08-09-78 FM
CONSIDERATIONSAND FLIGHT SJMMARYFOROFT-1
(IN-76-FM-054) _:_
11537 OFT MCCLEVEL B/C DEFINITION AND FORMULATION 12-06-76 FM A, A. MENCH_CA
FORTHE INSTRUMENTDEFINITION TABLE S. A, VICKERY '
(IN-76-FM-OB2)(REV.1) J
11538 OFT MCCLEVEL B/C FORMULATIONREQUIREMENTSFOR 11-18-76 FM A.A. MENCHACA
THE RELMAT/REFSMMATPROCESSING(IN-78-FM-083) S.A. VICKERY
(REV. 1)
11539 SPACEDEBRIS-ENVIRONMENTALASSESSMENTNEEDED 08-28-78 O.J. KESSLER
(
11541 INSTITUTIONAL DATASYSTEMSDIVISION RESOURCE 08-28-76 FD J. R. ARNOLD •
DATA BASE CODING HANDBOOK J. R. CRAVEN }
i'
11542 ENTRYFLIGHT PROCEDURESHANDBOOK.FINAL 02-26-82 CF g.M. ANDERSON
(REV. A) I)
11544 1lIMP CONTROLPROGRAMSOFTWARE 07-28-76 EG C.A. SCHNEIDER
11546 PROGRAMDOCUMENTATIONFOREXEC 8 GENERAL 01-28-77 FD R. L, DAVENPORT
PURPOSEPLOT PROGRAM
11547 PRIMARYEXPLOSIVESELECTROSTATICSENSITIVITY 08-31-76 EP L. R. RHODES
¢
11548 SINGER KEARFOTTNOD 2 ANDNOD 2C GYROFLEX 08-28-76 EG M. E, JONES
GYROS
11549 DOCUMENTATIONANb USER'S GUIDE FORTHE 08-30-76 O. F. GRAF
MULTIREVOLUTIONORBIT PREDICTIONPROGRAM
(KSMULT) (IN-76-FM-044)
11550 THE DEVELOPMENTOF THE POINCARE-SIMILAR 09-30-76 FM A. C, MUELLER
ELEMENTSWITH THE TRUE ANOMALYAS THE
INDEPENDENTVARIABLE (IN-76-FM-OBO) J
11551 RANDOM NUMBER GENERATORS (IN-76-FM-O64) 09-07-76 FM R. N. GREENWELL
11552 ANALYTICAL MODELING OF THE DYNAMICS OF 08-18-76 EG N. A. OEMERDASH
BRUSHLESS DC MOTORS FOR AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS-
A CONCEPTUALFRAMEWORK I
11553 MODELINGOF THREE-PHASEINDUCTIONMOTORS 08-20-76 EG N. A. DEMERDASH
SUPPLIED FROMSOLID-STATE INVERTERSWITH
NONSINUSOiDAL OUTPUTWAVEFORMS I
11555 MATHEMAIlCALMODELSFOR SHORTRANGE DATA FROM 08-25-76 FM W.M. LEAR
A SINGLE S-BAND STATION (IN-78-FM-OB6)
11557 BACKUPFLIGHT CONTROLSYSTEMFUNCTIONAL 08-28-76 L.H. HARR1S
EVALUATORIMPLEMENTATIONPLAN k
11559 PRELIMINARY ON-ORBIT I GUIDANCE AND TARGETING 00-01-76 FM H.S. ESTES
FSSR INPUT (IN-76-FM-O57) L.T. GUOERIAN
3. L. WELLS Il
11561 POST-SIMULATION REPORT- DEVELOPMENTOF CRT 08-20-76 CB C. O. LEWIS
DISPLAY TO SUPPORTAUTOAND MANUALPRTLS
GUIDANCE
i







DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
11566 SMCCLEVEL B REQUIREMENTSFORORBITAL FLIGHT 09-20-7_ FM D. B. FRANKLIN 1
TEST MISSIONS-FINITE BURNSIMULATION SUPPORT E.M. FRIDGE "_
(IN-78-FM-070) ._ :
11567 MULTIFUNCTIONCRT DISPLAY SYSTEMEVALUATION 08-28-76 L.W. EUBANKS
TEST IMPLEMENTATIONPLAN ,,
11568 INITIAL TECHNICAL, ENVIRONMENTAL,AND 08-31-76
ECONOMICEVALUATIONOF SPACESOLARPOWER
CONCEPTS
VOL. 1 - SUMMARY
VOL. 2 - DETAILEDREPORT
11572 FLIGHT PLANNINGSYSTEM2, LEVEL A 08-25-76 FM R.A. FOLK
REQUIREMENTSFOR FLIGHT DESIGN SYSTEM W.A. YOUNG
(IN-76-FM-071)
11573 AIRBORNEINSTRUMENTATIONRESEARCHPROGRAM- 08-28-70 CH W. V. ARGO
FLIGHT PLANNINGPROGRAMDESCRIPTIONAND
USER'S GUIDE
11574 SHUTTLEHYDROGENCRYOGENICSTORAGESYSTEM 10-06-76 EP N.C. LUKSA
RELIEF VALVE =
11575 GROUNDTRACKINGACCURACYFOROFT-1 REENTRY 09-07-76 FM W.M. LEAR
(IN-76-FM-074) _
11577 SMCCLEVEL B FORMULATIONREQUIREMENT-SHUTTLE 09-22-76 FM G.L. CARMAN
TAEM AND AUTULAND GUIDANCE AND FLIGHT CONTROL M.N. MONTEZ _ '
(IN-78-FM-073)
11578 ASTP CHEMICAL AND MICROBIOLOGICALANA SIS OF I0-28-76 DE S. A. LESLIE
POTABLE WATER R.L. SAUER
11579 CONTROLOF THERMALBALANCEBY A LIQUID 10-28-76 EC L.H. KUZNETZ
CIRCULATING GARMENT BASED ON A MATHEMATICAL
REPRESENTATION OF THE HUMAN THERMOREGULATORY
SYSTEM
11580 PROGRAMREQUIREMENTSDOCUMENTFORSPACE 08-11-7_ DE R. RAPP
SHUTTLEFOODSUBSYSTEM R. SAUER '
J. B. WESTOVER
11581 OFT-I PRELIMINARY REFERENCE FLIGHT PROFILE FOR 08-11-76 EP J. HIOTT
DEORBIT THROUGH LANDING (IN-76-FM-O68) C. GRAVES
11585 SPACESHUTTLESYSTEMSINTEGRATIONMASTERPLAN 12-28-76 LA
11587 CONSOLETEST REPORTFORSHUTTLETASK 501 08-28-76 EE J. H. LANE
SHUTTLECARRIERAIRCRAFT TRANSCEIVERCONSOLE
J
11588 OFT-1 PRELIMINARY ENTRY NAVIGATION SIMULATION 09-30-76 FM M. HECK
RESULTS (IN-75-FM-065) N. MAYUR
11589 PROTOTYPE SHUTTLE RCS ENGINE TEST 12-15-76 EP D. STAFFORD
11590 HYDRAULIC RESERVOIR ACCEPTANCE TEST I0-14-76 EP D.B. TRAHAN
11591 SHUTTLE ORBITER HYDRAULIC PUMP CALIBRATION 11-10-76 EP W.C. TUTHILL
11592 SMCC LEVEL B FORMULATION REQUIREMENT - 09-22-76 FM M.N. MONTEZ
ATMOSPHERE MODELS (IN-TB-FM-075)
11596 MCC LEVEL C REQUIREMENTS FOR SHUTTLE ORBITAL 12-14-76 FM E.M. FRIDGE
FLIGHT TEST MISSION-MISSION PLAN TABLE PROCESSOR R.W. MEINKE .--
(REV. 1) (IN-76-FM-072) ,_
11599 INTEGRATIONTEST PLAN-EXEC 8, VERSION212A 08-28-76 FD B. J. SMITH I
i11601 ALT FM TRANSMITTER ANOMALY INVESTIGATION 12-28-76 EE R. J. DAVIS
237
1990007273-239
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11602 ACCEPTANCETEST REPORTFORSHUTTLETASK 501- 04-28-77 EE J. H. LANE
SHUTTLECARRIERAIRCRAFTTRANSCEIVERCONSOLE i;.
_ 11603 CALIBRATIONTECHNIQUESFORAMPLITUDECORRECTION 01-28-78 EE C.M. HADDICKOF POGOWIDEBANDSIGNAL CONDITIONERSFOR
SHUTTLEDEVELOPMENTFLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION
11604 DESIGN DOCUMENTFORSHUTTLETASK 501-ORBITER 10-28-_7 EE G.D. DOLAND
S-BAND FM SYSTEM
_ 11605 PRELIMINARYMPTA POGOASSESSMENTREPORTFOR 08-28-77 EE E.L. JOHNSON
SHUTTLEDEVELOPMENTFLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION
11606 FINAL POGO TEST/ANALYSIS CONSOLIDATION REPORT 11-28-77 EE C.M. HADDICK
FOR SHUTTLE DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION
11607 MPTA/DFI POGOPRE-FIRING REPORTFORSHUTTLE 11-28-77 EE E.L. JOHNSON
DEVELOPMENTFLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION
11608 CERTIFICATION TEST DATA PACKAGE FOR AMPHENOL 06-28-78 EE D.G. WELCH
EMI FILTER TYPES
11610 MPTA/DFI POGO PCCELEROMETER FILTER 08-28-78 EE C.M. HADDICK _
CHARACTERISTICS
11611 LOW PRESSURE FI_E_TURBOPUMP MEASUREMENT 12-28-78 EE C. M, HADDICK
EVALUATION FO( SHUTTLE DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT
INS'RUMENTATION
11612 ORBITER ;Z_,,INGSYSTEM OPERATIONS MANUAL 11-28-78 EA J.H. LANE
(
11617 SPACE SHUTTLE ACTIVATION AND RECHARGING 02-11-82 EC
PROCEDURES FOR THE SHUTTLE EMU AND MMU
BATTERY (REV. A)
11625 PRELIMINARY DESIGN STUDY OF A BASELINE MODULAR 04-28-77 J. 0. RIPPEY
INTEGRATED UTILITY SYSTEM V.E. SHIELDS
B. M. WOLFER
11626 NASA FACTS - SPACE BENEFITS 01-01-83 AP
11627 EVALUATIONOF THE DATATRACKINGTEST ANDSPRT 09-22-76 FM M. RASMUSSEN
DURINGSHUTTLEENTRY(IN-76-FM-076) T. RICH
J. R. THIBODEAU
11628 A COMPARISON OF IMPLICIT NUMERICAL METHODS 01-28-77 ES D.M. CURRY
FOR SOLVING THE TRANSIENT SPHERICAL DIFFUSION
EQUATION
11629 SMCC LEVEL D FORMULATION REQUIREMENT-ENTRY 09-23-76 FM J.C. HARPOLD
GUIDANCE AND ENTRY AUTOPILOT (IN-76-FM-077) 0. HILL i
11630 SMCC LEVEL B FORMULATION REQUIREMENT-SHUTTLE 09-22-76 FM 0. HILL
ORBITER AERODYNAMIC MODEL (IN-76-FM-078)
11631 SMCC LEVEL B FORMULAIION REQUIREMENT-SHUTTLE 09-22-76 FM 0. HILL
ORBITER AERODYNAMIC HEATING MODEL
(IN-76-FM-079)
11633 PROCEEDINGSOF THE SPACE SHUTTLE ENVIRONMENTAL 01-28-77 TF
ASSESSMENTWORKSHOPON STRATOSPHERICEFFECTS t1
11635 USERMANUALFORWORDONE 09-28-76 FD R.G. CARR |
11636 ACCEPTANCETEST REPORT-RS18MS MULTISPECTRAL 01-04-77 ED F.H. METCALF ' -
SCANNER





1DOC. # TITLE DATE OP__.RRAUTHOR(S) !
11636 PRELIMINARYLEVELCREQUIREMENTSFORTHE 0B-15-76 eM L.G. LANGSTON
SHUTTLE MISSION CONTROL CENTER ORBITAL GUIDANCE
SOFTWARE (IN-76-FM-081)
11639 FUNCTIONAL DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FOR SHUTTLE 11-28-76 FD R.A. BATES
DOCUMENTATON AIDS
11840 MCC INTEGRATION PLAN FOR SHUTTLE ORBITAL FM
FLIGHTS
VOL. 2 - STS TRANSITION AND OPERATIONS, 04-19-85
LEVEL 2/3
VOL. 3 - JSC POCC 11-15-82
11641 PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION CREW SYSTEMS TAB, PLOT, 07-28-78 FD H.B. VANWIE
AND FILM GENPRATOR PROGRAM (REV. A)
11644 ANALYTIC STATE AND PERTURBATION EQUATIONS FOR 09-24-76 FM D. 3. JEZEWSKI
UNPERTURBED MOTION ABOUT THE CENTER-OF-MASS
(IN-76-FM-083)
11645 LEVEL C REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MISSION CONTROL 12-15-76 FM R. W. MEINKE
CENTER PROPULSION MODELS (REV. I) (IN-76-FM-O84)
11646 INTEGRATION TEST PLAN SECURE 19 09-28-76 FD B.J. SMITH
i
11647 SKIN CANCER AND ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION 01-28-77 SD D. S. NACHTWEY
R. D, RUNDEL
11649 SPACE SHUTTLE COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA 10-16-76 FA L. W. CROOM
SYSTEMS R. G. ROSE
11651 STUDY OF L. B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER UTILITY 06-28-77 JN W. C. HUBER
SYSTEMS T.E. REDDING
I
I_652 REMOTE SENSING FOR CONTROL OF TSETSE FLIES 09-28-76 TF L. E. GIDDINGS
11654 ORBITER 102 SUBSYSTEM SIMULATION REQUIRE- 09-28-76 EH L. W. LEW
MENTS FOR SUBSYSTEMS MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONAL
SIMULATOR ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND LIFE
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM
11655 ORBITER 102 SUBSYSTEM SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS 09-28-76 EJ J.R. HARRIS
FOR SUBSYSTEM MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONAL SIMULATOR-
AUXILIARY POWER UNIT
11656 LACIE-WHEAT YIELD MODELS FOR THE UNITED STATES 06-28-77 SF
(REV. A)
11658 LACIE-YIELD WEATHER REGRESSION MODELS FOR 06-28-77 SF
THE CANADIAN PRAIRIES (REV. A)
11663 LACIE-PHASE I EVALUATION REPORT 05-28-76 TF
11664 CLASSIFICATION AND MENSURATION SUBSYSTEM, 11-28-76 SF _ i
PHASE 3 OPERATIONAL PLAN "
o @
;2
11665 I.ACIE-PHASE 2 ACCURACY ASSESSMENT PLAN 11-28-76 SF _
11666 RESULTS OF LACIE DROUGHT ANALYSIS, SOUTH 09-28-76 SF D. R. tHOMPSON
DAKOTA DROUGHT, 1976
11667 LACIE-QUICK LOOK ACCURACY ASSESSMENT REPOFT 12-30-76 SF
11668 LACIE-YES PHASE I YIELD FEASIBILITY REPORT 01-28-77 SF ,_
11669 LACIE-IMAGE-IOD HYBRID SYSTEM PROCEDURE 1 01-28-77 SF
REQUIREMENTS
11672 LACIE-EFFECTS OF NONRESPONSEINCLUDING CLOUD 12-28-76 SF A. G, HOUSTON m_
COVER ON AGGREGATION OF WHEAT AREA IN THE U.S. Im
GREAT PLAINS I239
, o ,ta,., •
1990007273-241
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11677 LACIE-TEST AND EVALUATIONPLAN FORKSCAND 04-28-77 SF X.L. BARNETT
CCEA PHASE3 YIELD MODELS
11680 LACIE-PHASE 3 ANALYSTFIELD TRIP PLAN SF
11685 LACIE-A LOOKTO THE FUTURE 04-29-77 SF F. G. HALL
R. 8. MACDONALD
11694 LACIE PHASE2 EVALUATIONREPORT 07-28-77 SF
11699 LACIE-AN INDEX FORESTIMATINGWHEATYIELD 11-28-76 SF
IN AUSTRALIA
11700 LACIE-THE Z-INDEX AND SUBITANEOUSEVENTSAS 11-28-76 SF
VARIABLESFOR ESTIMATINGWHEATYIELD IN
ARGENTINA
11701 LACIE-A WHEATYIELD MODELFORBRAZIL 12-28-76 SF
11703 LACIE-A PROOFOF CONCEPTEXPERIMENTIN GLOBAL 09-28-77 SF F. G. HALL
CROPMONITORING R. B. MACDONALD
11704 LACIE-TRANSITION YEAR OPERATIONSPLAN 12-28-77 SF
11705 LACIE-A WHEAT YIELD MODEL FOR PUNJAB, INDIA 01-28-78 SF M.H. PROCTER I
D. E. UMBERGIR
11707 OFT TRAJECTORY INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT 07-10-80 FS L. KIRK
(CHANGE 5)
11709 MCCLEVEL C REQUIREMENTSFOROFT HIGH-SPEED 07-28-77 _M F.B. LOWES
TRAJECTORY DETERMINATION-LAUNCHAND LANDING P.T. PIXLEY t
PHASES (IN-77-FM-086) (REV. 1) B. WILLIAMSON
11710 A TABLE AND REFERENCE LIST DOCUMENTING 12-28-76 SC J.L. KALTENBACH
OBSERVATIONS OF THE EARTH FROM MANNED EARTH
ORBITAL AND SUBORBITAL SPACE FLIGHT MISSIONS
INCLUDING THE UNMANNED MAN-SATURN U-6 MISSION,
MERCURY PROGRAM THROUGH APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST
PROJECT
11711 ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST ABORT REGION DETERMINATOR, 10-04-76 FM J. BULLMAN
LEVEL C FORMULATION (IN-76-FM-088) J. JOYNER
L. WINANS
11713 SAIL TEST OPERATIONS CENTER ACCOMPLISHMENTS 09-28-76 EJ G. AMY
DURING THE SAIL ACTIVATION PHASE
b
11715 USER'S GUIDE FOR THERMOCHEMICAL INVENTORY 02-28-78 FD V. BOURGEOIS
PROGRAM (REV. A)
i
11717 CONSOLETEST _ROCEDUREFORNAVIGATION AID 11-28-76 EE G.D. DOLAND ,
CONSOLE !
11720 A PRELIMINARY TRAINING GUIDE FOR UTILIZING 04-28-77 SF W, H. PARKHURST
HIGH ALTITUDE, COLOR INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY IN J.F. WARD
COMPILING SOIL MAPS J, E. WEAVER "
11722 SHUTTLE STAR TRACKER NAVIGATION BASE ADAPTER 10-28-76 EG T. SAULIETIS
FABRICATION
11723 MCC LEVEL C REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MISSION CONTROL 04-28-79 FM D. G, IVES
CENTER ORBITAL GUIDANCE SOFTWARE (IN-76-FM-100)
(REV, I)
11725 CABLE CUTTERFUNCTIONALTEST 11-04-76 S, E. JONES





DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) dp,
11728 MCC LEVEL B/C FORMULATION REQUIREMENTS FOR 12-14-76 FM S.A. VICKERY
ORBITAL PHI-THRUST ATTITUDE ALINEMENT _
(IN-7B-FM-090) ,'
t
11729 ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST RETURN-TO-LAUNCH-SITE 01-14-77 FM S. DANCY
ABORT EVENT PREDICTOR. LEVEL B FORMULATION J. JOYNER
(IN-76-FM-091) L. WINANS
11730 ORBITER 102 SUBSYSTEM SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS 10-28-76 EJ J. R. HARRIS
FOR SUBSYSTEMS MANAGEMENTFUNCTIONAL SIMULATOR, R. G. STALEY
ELECTRICAL POWERSUBSYSTEM, AND ELECTRICAL
POWER DISTRIBUTION, AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
11731 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR THE MASTER 09-28-81 FD
MEASUREMENT DATA BASE SYSTEM
11732 MASS MEMORY LOAD AND VERIFY ROUTINE USER'S 10-28-76 TF S. SANDERS
GUIDE
11735 ANALYSIS OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE THRUST VECTOR 01-28-77 EG J. R. THOMPSON
CONTROL TYPE 1 ACTUATOR SUBSYSTEM
11736 EPS/ECLSS CONSUMABLESANALYSES FOR THE 11-03-76 FM M. D. PIPHER
SPACELAB-I FLIGHT (ZN-76-FM-095) G. J. STEINES
11738 SPIMS CONTROLLER HANDBOOKFOR THE DATA 09-28-77 FD
MANAGEMENTSUPPORT (REV. A)
11741 USER'S GUIDE FOR FLIGHT MANIFEST AND HARDWARE 10-28-77 FD H. CHIBA
TRACKING SYSTEM (REV. A)
11742 OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR THE MODULAR MULTIBAND 01-28-77
SCANNER
11744 NONPROPULSIVE CONSUMABLESANALYSES FOR OFT 12-07-76 FM
CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILES (IN-76-FM-092)
11745 MCC LEVEL C FORMULATION REQUIREMENTS- 01-11-77 FM M.N. MONTEZ
ATMOSPHERE MODELS (REV. 1) (IN-76-FM-097)
11746 MCC LEVEL C FORMULATION REQUIREMENTS-ENTRY 01-28-80 FM J.C. HARPOLD
GUIDANCE AND ENTRY AUTOPILOT (IN-76-FM-Og8) O. HILL
(REV. 2)
11747 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER UPLINK TEXT AND GRAPHICS 09-28-82 EE
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT (REV. A)
11748 MCC LEVEL C FORMULATION REQUIREMENTS-SHUTTLE 02-18-77 FM O. HILL
ORBITER AERODYNAMIC HEATING MODEL (IN-76-FM-O90)
(REV. 1)
11749 TEST PLAN FOR SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER STAR 10-28-76 EG C.E. MANRY "
TRACKER AND LIGHT SHADE HARDWARE/SOFTWARE D.E. TADLOCK
COMPATIBILITY TEST
11751 ALT FM SYSTEM TEST REPORT-SHUTTLE TASK 501, 11-28-76 EE J.C. PERRY
APPROACH AND LANDING CONFIGURATION _ :
11756 GROUND SOFTWARESPECIAL PROCESSING FUNCTION 05-28-78 FM G, J. STEINES
FOR OFT MISSIONS-POTABLE AND WASTEWATERSTORAGE H.E. KOLKHORST
QUANTITY COMPUTATIONS (IN-76-FM-102) (REV. 2)
11757 ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS TEST LABORATORY-SYSTEM 06-06-83 EE
VERIFICATION TEST REQUIREMENTS AND STATUS
REPORTS FOR TDRS S-BAND RELAY LINK
11758 ORBITER FLIGHT PEADINESS REVIEW PLAN FOR 11-28-76 MA
APPROACH AND LANDING TEST
11763 STANDARDS MANUAL FOR THE OPERATION OF THE 12-28-77 FD
SPECIAL TELEMETRY CONVERSION SYSTEM (REV. A)
241
1990007273-243
OOC._ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) "
11764 ACRONYMSAND ABBREVIATIONS DICTIONARY 06-31-78 CG
(SUPERCEOES JSC 11180) (REV. A)
11765 LEVEL C FORMULATION OF THE MASS PROPERTIES 01-14-77 FM E.M. JIONGO
FOR THE MCC DATA SYSTEM (IN-76-FM-lOX)
(REV. 1)
11767 A GENERAL MULTIREVOLUTION ORBIT PREDICTION 12-16-76 FM E. OUSEPH
PROGRAM(STEPR) (IN-76-FM-I03)
11788 LIFE SCIENCES SPACELAB MISSION DEVELOPMENT- OZ-EZ-77 DB
TEST 3 DETAILED EXPERIMENT/OTR OBJECTIVES
AND REQUIREMENTS
11770 ORBITER 10Z SUBSYSTEM SIMULATION REQUIRE- 11-Z8-76 EJ E. L. KEESLER
MENTS FOR SUBSYSTEM MANAGEMENTFUNCTIONAL
SIMULATOR REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
11771 OFT MCC LEVEL C REOUIREMENTS-DEORBIT PLANNING 12-28-78 FM L. DRAPELA
PROCESSOR (IN-76-FM-Og3) (REV. Z) D. G. IVES
D. LAMAR
1177Z ROM DUMP PROGRAMUSER'S GUIDE 11-Z8-76 C. SCHNEIDER
11773 FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS/CRITICAL 02-11-77 NB F. CHAFKO
ITEMS LIST FOR THE SHUTTLE CARRIER AIRCRAFT R.W. HALLIDAY
EMERGENCYESCAPE SYSTEM, 0V-101
11774 GROUND SOFTWARESPECIAL PROCESSING FUNCTION 05-Z8-78 FM H. KOLKHORST
FOR OFT MISSIONS - AMMONIA STORAGE QUANTITY G. J. STEINES
COMPUTATION (IN-76-FM-104)
11775 INPUT/OUTPUT PROCESSOR BREAKOUT UNIT 11-28-78 J. F. CONNALY
OPERATIONAL MANUAL
11778 MCC LEVEL C FORMULATION REQUIREMENT-SHUTTLE 02-28-77 FM O. HILL
ORBITER AERODYNAMIC MODEL (IN-76-FM-X05)(REV.I)
11777 TEST SPECIFICATION FOR WORDONE 01-28-77 FD J.C. LAMERAND
11779 PROGRAMDOCUMENTATION FOR EXPERIMENTAL HEAT 01-28-77 FD L.E. HOKE
TRANSFER DATA REDUCTION PACKAGE 4
11780 MCC LEVEL C FORMULATION REQUIREMENT-ENTRY 04-28-85 FM T.O. CRULL
TARGET GENERATOR (IN-78-FM-106) N.O. LAMOTTE
M. C. WARREN
11782 ORBITER 102 SUBSYSTEM SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS 04-Z8-77 EJ E. L. KEESLER
FOR SUBSYSTEMS MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONAL SIMULATOR J
ORBITAL MANEUVERING SUBSYSTEM i
11783 ALT SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT FLIGHT SOFTWAREFOR 0Z-28-76 EJ S.I. BENNETT
THE PERFORMANCEMONITOR FUNCTIONAL SIMULATOR M.A. CHRISTOFFERSON
11786 MCC LEVEL C FORMULATION REQUIREMENTS-SHUTTLE 01-IS-B0 FM G, L. CARMAN
TAEM GUIDANCE AND FLIGHT CONTROL (IN-78-FM-087) M.N. MONTEZ ,
(REV. Z)
11787 EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENTFOR 12-Z8-76 ED
MANEUVERABLE TELEVISION SYSTEM |
11789 ORBITER/ET POGO DATA ACCURACYANALYSIS REPORT 11-28-76 EE C. M. HADDICK
FOR SHUTTLE DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION
11790 THE GREEDY ALGORITHM AS USED WITH THE SHUTTLE 11-28-78 FM M. L. HAZELRIGS
CARGO RESOURCES ANALYSIS PROGRAM






.oC. # TITLE DATE QPR AUTHOR(S )
r
11793 THE EQUIVALENT MASS CHARGE SHARING ALGORITHM 12-08-78 FM Ro ALCORN ,
11798 A COMPARISON OF TWO TYPES OF TOTAL ENERGY 12-21-76 FM A. C. MUELLER
ELEMENTS (IN-78-FM-094)
11797 GROUNOTRACKING ACCURACY FOR OFT-1 ASCENT 01-03-77 FM W.M. LEAR
(IN-78-FM-107)
11799 REFERENCE FLIGHT PROFILE FOR OFT-I-PROFILE 12-07-76 FM L. O. DAVIS
REQUIREMENTS (IN-TB-FM-108) D. R. LOSTAK
11800 STS USER INFORMATION 11-08-78 LP J.C. HEBERLIG
11802 STS REIMBURSEMENT GUIDE-CIVIL U.S. GOVERNMENT/ 05-28-80 LA
NON-U.S. GOVERNMENT ""
11804 STS POCC FOR ATTACHED PAYLOADS 10-28-79 i.
11807 GROUNDSOFTWARE SPECIAL PROCESSING FUNCTION 02-23-77 FM G.J. STEZNES
FOR OFT MISSIONS-GASEOUS OXYGEN AND NITROGEN _
STORAGE COMPUTATION (IN-7fl-FM-110) (REV. 1)
11808 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILES FOR ALT CAPTIVE/ 03-25-77 FM G.L. CARMAN i
ACTIVE FLIGHTS 1-5 (REV. 1) (IN-76-FM-109)
11809 LEVEL A REQUIREMENTS FOR A GROUND DATA MASS 12-I0-78 FM E.L. DAVIS r
STORAGE AND PROCESSING SYS'_M FOR AGRICULTURAL G.P. K_NNEY
REMOTE SENSING APPLICA _ . (IN-78-FM-111)
11811 INSTITUTIONAL DATA _._JEMS DIVISION SYSTEMS 12-28-76 FD C.F. MALONE
AND OPERATIONS PLAN FOR FY77
I1812 SHUTTLE SERVICE RENDERED UNITS STATISTICS 12-28-78 FM M.L. HAZELRIGS
PROCESSOR-PROGRAM/USER'S GUIDE DOCUMENTATION E.H. PERRENOT
H. E. SCHNEIDER
11814 PARAMFTRIC STUDY OF PRLJICTOR ACCURACY IMPACT 12-09-76 FM S.W. GLENN
ON OFT RENDEZVOUS TARGETT_G (IN-78-FM-II2)
11815 PRELIMINARY REFEREN_,_ FLIGHT PROFILE FOR OFT-2 12-14-78 F_ R.H. MOORE |
PROFILE REQUIREMENTS (I_-76-CM-113) !
11816 DEU ILLEGAL COMMANDREJECTION RATE PROGRAM 11-28-76 C. E. MONROE
11818 EVALUATION OF LIMITING MOTIONS IN SHUTTLE-TYPE 12-29-78 rM V. SZEBEHELY ';
MISSIONS USING ENERGY AND MOMENTUM CONSERVATION _
PRINCIPLES (IN-78-FM-114) ]
11819 GROUNDSOFTWARES_CIAL PROCESSING FUNCTION 02-11-77 FM G.J. STEINES _ -
FOR OFT MISSIONS-FREON COOLANT LOOP PERFORMANCE H.E. KOLKHORST
COMPUTATION (REV. 1) (IN-78-FM-116) _ "
11822 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS FOR 12-28-78 EJ J. E. HUTCHINS ,°
PREDICTION OF NODAL CROSSING TIME P. C. KRAMER ]C. C. THOMAS11823 MPAD LACIE CLUSTERING PARAMETER STUDY 01-05-77 FM W.C. BEAN
(IN-78-FM-118) A.D. WYLIE _
11824 OPTIMAL N-IMPULSE TRAJECTORIES WHICH ARE 01-03-77 FM D.J. JEZEWSKI
CONSTRAINED BY CONSTANT DELTA-V MAGNITUDES
(IN-78-FM-117)




TITLE DATE OPR AVTH_R(S )
P
11828 INPUT/OUTPUT MODULE EXERCISER OPERATIONS MANUAL 11-28-78 EG J. L. MITCHELL
11827 A PLOTTING PACKAGE FOR THE SD4080 MICROFILM 03-28-77 EJ D. R. GLANDORF
PLOTTER ;
11828 DELTA ABORT REGION DETERMINATOR-LEVEL C 12-13-78 FM J. BULLMAM
FORMULATION REQUIREMENTS O. OOYNER
L. WINANS
11829 SHUTTLE CARGO RESOURCESANALYSIS PROGRAM 12-28-78 FM H. CHANG
J. EGGLESTON
M. L. HAZELRIGS
11830 SHUTTLE PAYLOAD MODEL PROGRAMS 12-28-76 FM M. L. HAZELRIGS
H. E. SCHNEIDER
11831 SM FLIGHT SOFTWARE TABLE GENERATOR PROGRAM 12-28-76 EJ M. A. CHRISTOFFERSON
11832 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL COMPONENT 01-28-77 EG J. H. CANNIFF
LIFE TEST STATION
11833 AS-BUILT SPECIFICATON FOR THE ERIM TAPE 12-28-78 TF L. F. ROBINSON
CONVERSION TO LARSYS 2 PROGRAM
11834 TEST SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE INTEGRATED 07-28-78 FD W. W. ARP
PROCUREMENTMANAGEMENTSYSTEM
11835 PDP 11/45 LACIE PHASE 2/3 AUTOMATIC STATUS 11-28-76 TF J. M. EVERETTE
AND TRACKING SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL DESIGN D. L. SMITH
SPECIFICATION
11837 SPECIAL PROCESSING FUNCTIONS FOR THE OFT 02-18-77 FM M.D. PIPHER
MISSION CONTROL CENTER ELECTRICAL POWER
SYSTEM (IN-76-FM-119) (REV. 1)
11838 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR METRO DATA 12-28-75 TF E.I. WILSON
EDIT PROGRAM
11839 MCC LEVEL C REQUIREMENTS FOR ORBITAL FLIGHT 03-23-77 FM D. FRANKLIN
TEST MISSIONS-CONFIRMATION DIRECT INPUT/ M. A. GOODWIN
POWEREDFLIGHT (IN-76-FM-120) (REV. 1) R. MEINKE
11840 T_REE-WAY VALVE FIINCTIONAL TEST 09-12-77 EP J. BUFKIN
"_843 HARDWAREADDITIONS TO NOVA 1200 SOFTWARE 12-28-78 EG L. H. HARRIS
DEVELOPMENT CONSOLE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
11844 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILES FOR APPROACH AND 05-28-77 FM R. M. BREIDENSTEIN
LANDING TEST ORBITER WITH TAILCONE, FREE R. R. RUDA
FLIGHT MISSIONS 1-5 (IN-75-FM-121) (REV. 1) J. V. WEST
11846 BALLOON STRATOSPHERIC RESEARCH FLIGHTS, 12-28-75 EA N. C. ALLEN
NOVEMBER 1974 - JANUARY 1978
11847 BALLOON STRATOSPERIC RESEARCH FLIGHTS, 03-28-77 EA N. C. ALLEN
APRIL - DECEMBER, 1978
11848 AS-BUILT DESIGN SP._IFICATION FOR THE 1-100 07-28-77 SF T. R. KELL
TAPE READ CONSOLIDATION PROGRAM(REV. A) )
11849 GHOUND SOFTWARESPECIAL PROCESSING FUNCTIONS 10-28-'81 FM E. A. TAYLOR
FOR ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST MISSIONS-AUXILIARY
POWERUNIT FUEL QUANTITY COMPUTATIONS
(IN-TB-FM-122) (REV. 2)
11851 DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR COLOR COOED SPECTRAL 09-28-78 TF B.E. WILLS
PLOTS




11684 THE LARGE AREA CROP INVENTORY EXPERIMENT TO 06-28-77 SD % [
DEMONSTRATE HOW SPACE-AGE TECHNOLOGY CAN _"
CONTRIBUTE TO SOLVING CRITICAL PROBLEMS HERE ,,
ON EARTH "
11856 DETAILED DESIGN SPEC!FICATION FOR THE 01-28-77 FD
INTEGRATED STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM,
PHASE B "'
11869 MICROBIAL CONTAMINATION CONTROL PLAN FOR 01-04-80 SO
OFT MISSIONS
11861 OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR INTERACTIVE 01-28.77 TF R. 0, CADDELL J
MULTISPECTRAL IMAGE ANALYSIS SYSTEM,
IMAGE-IO0 (REV. A)
11862 OFT RETURN-TO-LAUNCH-SITE ABORT EVENT 02-16-77 FM S. DANCY
PREDICTOR-LEVEL C FORMULATION REQUIREMENTS J. JOYNER
(IN-77-FM-O01) (REV. 1) L. WINANS
11864 FINAL DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR LARSYS 12-28-76 R.M. RODRIGUEZ ;
MODIFICATION/FISHER F-DISTRIBUTION
THRESHOLDING
11866 DIGITAL OVERLAYING OF THE UNIVERSAL _9-28-77 M.H. GRAHAM &_
TRANSVERSE MERCATOR GRID WITH LANDSAT _
DATA-DERIVED PRODUCTS _
11867 SPACE CONSTRUCTION BASE DESIGN GUIDELINES AND 01"28-77 EW S.H. NASSIFF
CRITERIA
11870 MISSION LIFE CYCLE EFFECTS SENSOR STUDIES 01-28-77 EG R. C. DYER t
AND EVALUATIONS L. J. LINLEY
11871 MIUS INTEGRATION AND SUBSYSTEM TEST DATA 04-Z8-77 EJ L.M. PRINGLE
SYSTEM
1187Z DERIVATION AND DOCUMENTATION OF THE NEW 01-10-77 FM B. UZZELL
BATTIN CONIC SUBROUTINES (IN-77-FM-003)
11873 TASK 621- ELECTRICAL POWERDISTRIBUTION AND 01-28-77 EG M. C. WRIGHT
CONTROL BREADBOARDTEST OPERATIONS PLAN !
11874 DETAILED DEBUG TRACE PROGRAM(REV. 1) 10-Z8-77 FM P. H. HORSLEY
11876 GRAPPLING AID ANALYSIS FOR SHUTTLE REMOTE 11-28-78 EJ O.L. AKIN i
MANIPULATOR SYSTEM OPERATIONS A.J. LEGENORE |
11878 MCC LEVEL C FORMULATION REQUIREMENTS FOR 03-Z3-77 FM A.A. MENCHACA I
ORBITER-TDRS BLOCKAGETIME AND KU-BAND S.A. VICKERY
ANTENNA BIAS MATRIX COMPUTATIONS
(IN-77-FM-005) (REV. 1) ,1
11877 MISSION 4 - A SHUTTLE PERFORMANCEASSESSMENT 01-24-77 FM
MISSION (IN-77-FM-006)
11878 ALT OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILES. TAILCOME OFF, 08-58-77 FM R.M. BREIDENSTEIN
FREE-FLIGHT MISSIONS 8, 7, AND 8 R. R, RUOA
(IN-77-FM-004) (REV. 1) J.V. WEST
11879 PRELIMINARY REFERENCE FLIGHT PROFILE FOR OFT-3 02-07-77 FM C.T. OSGOOO
PROFILE REQUIREMENTS (IN-77-FM-OO8)
11880 SHUTTLE STORAGE INSTALLATION-SMO 3 06-I0-77 EW R. C, MALONE _v
11881 LUNAR PLANE ROTATION OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 01-14-77 EL J. W. OGDEN
11882 LACIE FIELD MEASUREMENTSDATA ACQUISITION 01-28-77 TF
SUGARY REPORT, 1875-76 CROP YEAR




DOC. I TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) y
")
11884 TRACK TASK 512 INPUT TO ENTRY GUIDANCE LEVEL C 02-09-77 FM H. KYLE ' t
FSSR TEST PLAN. SECTION 6 (IN-77-FM-O09) 1
11888 ALT CUE CARDS AND PROCEDURALDECALS, FINAL 09-09-77 CG L. W. DUNN(REV.A)
11887 KULITE PRESSURE TRANSCrlCER TRANSIENT RESPONSE 01-31-77 EP L.I. WIND
TEST
11888 TEST SPECIFICATIONS FOR XHr DATA REDUCTION 01-28-77 FDCOMPLEX APPROACH AND LANDI ' TEST
INFORMATION EXTRACTION SYSTEM (RELEASE 1)
_1891 FLIGHT PROGRAMREQUIREMENTS 1_3CUMENT-ORBITAL 10-28-78
FLIGHT TEST (REV. 5)
11892 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST REQUIREMENTS 05-28-82 LA
DOCUMENT-STS-4, FINAL
11970 SHUTTLE PROCEDURESSIMULATOR PHASE 2 BASELINE 06-20-77 FE
SPECIFICATION
11971 SHUTTLE PROCEDURES SIMULATOR PHASE 2 08-30-77 FE i,
DEVELOPMENT PLAN
12003 IDSD TERMINAL PATCH AND TEST EQUIPMENT 02-15-78 FS
12033 SPACELAB UPLINK/DOWNLINK DATA FLOW AND FORMATS 02-15-78 FS F. KANOEFER
12228 SPACE TRANSPORTATIO_ SYSTEM VALIDATION TEST 01-28-88 FS N. TALBOTT
MANUAL, POCC (REV. B)
12253 SHUTTLE OPERATIONS AND PLANNING COMPLEX 12-01-82 CH
INTEGRATED BASELINE OPERATIONS PLAN
12285 FLIGHT READINESS ELEMENT-SHUTTLE TRAINING 01-31-83 SD
AND SIMULATION SYSTEMS CONFIGURATION
DOCUMENT, PRELIMINARY
12338 SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR MULTIMISSION 07-31-85 DF J. M. ARNSPARGER
SYSTEM SPECIFICATION-SIMULATOR W. N. CUBY
RECONFIGURATION SYSTEM M. B. CULLIVAN
X. L. JORDAN
12370 MCC MATURE OPS TIMEFRAME, MCC UPGRADE,
LEVEL 8/C REOUIREMENTS |
VOL. 4 - COMMANDSOFTWARE PRELIMINARY 09-28.85 FS J. E. BEAVES 1
VOL. 7 - CONTROL MONITOR ISOLATION 12-28_85 FS A. R. BECKER
SUBSYSTEM
VOL. 9 - STATUS AND CONTROL SOFTWARE 09-28-88 FS O.W. HALLERUD
VOL. 11 - SHUTTLE ENHANCED RECONFIGURATION 08-28-88 FR T. SHERLEY
SYSTEM (REV, 2)
VOL. 12 - MANAGEMENTAND CONTROL SYSTEM 11-28-85 FR C.A. FOSTERSOFTWARE
12381 MCC UPGRADE TRANSITION/INTEGRATION PLANS, 11-28-85 FS J. E, BEAVES
VOLUME 1 - TRANSITION MANAGEMENTPLAN
12382 ERRP FCR-3 IMPLEMENTATION FACILITIES I0-11-85 FS A. C. BRUIN$
REQUIREMENTS WORKING DOCUMENT-STS MCC
MATURE OPS TIMEFRAME I
12400 PAYLOAD SUPPORT SYSTEM SUBSYSTEM SPECIFICATION 04-02-87 FS _. A. BREWER
M. JOHNSON
12403 PAYLOAD SUPPOgT SUBSYSTEM REAL TIME NETWORK 04-03-87 FS L. A. BREWER
PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE K. NOONAN




f_ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
12503 ALT CAPTIVE/ACTiVE MISS1ON5 1 AND 3-AUXILIARY 07-28-77 Fd W. SCOTT
POWER UNIT/HYDRAULIC/HIGH PRESSURE GAS CONSUM- E. TAYLOR
ABLES ANALYSIS (IN-7?-FM-010) (REV. 2) J. WALKER $,
J
12504 USER DOCUMENTATION EOD-LARSYS EARTH OBSERVATION 07-28-77 SF C. 1. GARDNER '_
CIVISION VERSION OF THE LABOR_TORY FOR APFLICA- R. T. MINTER
TIONS OF REMOTE SENSING SYSTEMS (REV. 4) B. E. WILLS
12505 NTM/CAMAC VIBRATION TEST REPORT 01-28-77 EG R. SCHUCK
12508 MFP-246 (MODIFIED GEAR) HYDRAZINE PUMP TEST Og-OB-77 EP R. K. WILLIAMS
12507 DIFFUSION ESTIMATES FOR SPACE SHUTTLE LAUNCHES 02-28-77 TC M. E. GLASSER
FRDN KSC R. K. SILER
12SOB NOS/NAM IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 02-28-77 FD
1250g JSC THUNDERSTORMEXPERIMENT RESULTS 03-28-77 W_
12510 MCC LEVEL C FORMULATION REQUIREMENTS FOR 03-15-77 FM S.A. VICKERY '
SUPERSIGHTER MODE 4 AND B ATT]TUDE COMPUTATION
AND OMICRON DEFINITION (IN-77-FM-011) (REV. 1)
12511 JSC SPACE SHUTTLE ALT MISSION CONTINGENCY PLAN 01-2B-77 AA
12512 SCALED RIGID BODY LOADS PROGRAM 02-28-77 ES G.C. FENG
12513 ABORT REGION DETERMINATOR-LEVEL C FORMULATION 10-ZB-80 FM J. BULLMAN I
REQUIREMENTS (IN-77-FM-012) (REV. 12 J.A. JOYNER
L. C. WI,:_NS
12514 TEST PROCEDURE FOR MCDS MEMORYAND ILLEGAL 02-28-77 EG C.E. MONROt (
COMMANDREJECTION TESTS
12517 CONSOLE TEST REPORT FOR NAVIGATION AID CONSOLE 02"28-77 EE G.D. DOLANO
12519 A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF POSSIBLE WEATHER 02"2B-77 SC N.C. ALLEN
EFFECTS DUE TO SOLAR POWERSATELLITE RECTENNA
OPERATION
12521 AN OUTLINE OF PLANETARY GEOSCIEECE 03-2B-77 SN
12522 APOLLO 11 LUNAR SAMPLE INFORMATION CATALOG 02-2B-77 SN F.E. ;RAMER
O. B. TWcDELL
W. J. WALTON
12_23 NCC LEVEL C REQUIREMENTS FOR THE OFT HIGH-SPEED 02-28-77 FM |
STATE VECTOR UPDATE PROCESSOR (IN-77-FM-0132
(REV. l)
12524 ZN-SITU UV ABSORPTION MEASURFMENTOF OZONE 0i-2B-77 SC J.G. CARNES
IN THE STRATOSPHERE _
12526 _NALYSIS OF NODAL PREDICTOR ALGORITHMS 02-28-77 EJ J.E. HUTCHINGS
P. C. KRAMER
C. C. THOMAS
12527 ANALYSIS OF A CONSTANT GAIN DIGITAL FILTER FOR 02-28-77 EJ J.F. HANAWAY )
3
ESTIMATING VELOCITY FROM POSITION MEASUREMENTS P.C. KRAMER _
J. H. SUDDATH 3
12529 A TECHNIQUE F/_R THE DErERMINAT|DN OF LOUISIANA OB-_B-77 M.K. BUTERA .
MARSH SALINITY ZONES FROM VEGETATION MAPPED
BY MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER DATA - A COMPARISON e,i
OF RESULTS FRDN SATELLITE AND AIRCRAFT DATA _
12530 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR 02"2B'77 TN H.A. CDNTRERAS _"1 IR
ENVIRONMENT EXPERIMLNT-READ PROGRAAI i
1253! USER'S GUIDE FOR THE LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETO- 03-2B-77 TN H.A. CDNTRERAS




IX)C, # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _'-
12532 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER 02-28-77 TN H.A. CONTRERAS !
FINE RESOLUTION AND HOURLY AVERAGE DATA SETS i
12534 MCC LEVEL C SPECIAL PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS 01-28-79 FM J. WALKER °_
FOR THE HYDRAULIC WATER BOILER (IN*77-FM-O16)
(REV. 1)
12535 LARGE AREA CROP INVENTORY EXPERIMENT PHASE 3 - 06-28-77 SF C, C. DEVALCOURT
PDP 11/45 AUFOMATIC STATUS AND TRACKING SYSTEM
USER'S GUIDE (REV. A)
12536 MUITIFUNCTION CRT DISPLAY SYSTEM-DISPLAY 02-28-77 EG L.W. EUBANKS
CHARACTERISTICS EVALUATION TEST PROCEDURE
12537 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR THE YIELD 02-28-77 SF D. COOK
ESTIMATION SUBSYSTEM MONTHLY YIELD DATA BASE C. SLEMONS
AND SUPPORTING PROGRAMS
12539 MCDS D:SPLAY ELECTRONICS UNIT CROSS ASSEMBLER 02-28-77 EG S.W. BELISLE
USER'S MANUAL
12542 FINAL DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR LARSYS/ISOCLS - 02-28-77 $F B.E. WILLS
MODIFICATION FOR LACIE PHASE 3
12543 PERFORMANCE AND DEGRADATION EVALUATION OF THE 06-24-77 EP D.R. SAUCIER
SHUITLE PROTOTYPE DM2A FUEL CELL
12545 FLIGHT DATA FILE MATERIALS HANDBOOK (REV, B) 08-12-82 CG W.M. MAASS
12546 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE CREW SYSTEMS DIVISION/ 02-28-77 FD S.J. CHOW
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
12547 ORBITAL MULTIPLEXER/DEMULTIPLEXER INPUT/OUTPUT 02-28-77 EG G.L. TOBEY *
MODULE BUFFER-ANALYSIS AND TEST REPORT
12548 REFERENCE FLIGHT PROFILE FOR OFT-I INTEGRATED 03-11-77 FM
PROFILE (IN-77-FM-015)
12549 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE MOSAIC READ/PRINT PROGRAM 02-28-77 TN H.A. CONTRERAS
FOR UV CAMERA/SPECTROGRAPH DATA R. E. HILL 1
12550 OPERATIONAL AND LOGIC ANALYSIS OF THE 02-28-77 EG M. W. SHIELDS
MULTIPLEXER/DEMULTIPLEXER POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM
12553 MASTER MEASUREMENT DATA BASE SYSTEM, PHASE I- 03-28-77 FD D.S. MOOREHEAD
FUNCTIONAL DESIGN
12554 LEVEL B SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS FOR CREW 01-28-77 FD C.L. BUCKELEW
ACTIVITY PLANNING SYSTEM )
12559 L.'_KUP FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL 04-28-77 EG S.H. HASARA )
EVALUATOR SOFTWARE MANUAL C.A. HELMKE
F. E, MOUNT
12560 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION OF THE CAMS/CAS 01-28-77 SF W. A. HOLLEY
INTERFACE TAPE REPORT GENERATION PROGRAM !
12561 ORBITAL ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION 08-28-80 FM _
BASELINE (IN-77-FM-O02) (REV. 5) ' )
12562 FEASIDILITY STUDY OF AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF CREW 02-22-77 EA D.W. COOK j
COMFORT IN THE SHUTTLE EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY iUNIT
12563 PRELIMINARY REFERENCE FLIGHT PROFILE FOR OFT-2 03-11-77 FM
INTEGRATED PROFILE (IN-7?-FM-OIT)
I
12564 FLIGHT DESIGN SYSTEM-I, SYSTEM DESIGN DOCUMENT FM i
(IN-77-FM-018)
VOL. I - INTRODUCTION, OVERVIEW, AND USER 11-28-/7 i
INTERFACE (REV. 1)
VOL. 3 - PROCESSORLIBRARY (REV. I) 10-29-79 _
248
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DOC. # TITLE __ DATE OPRR AUTHOR(Si ; /
VOL. 4 - SYSTEMARCHITECTUREAND EXECUTIVE 04-Z8-78
(REV. 2)
VOL. 5 - DATA MANAGEMENT AND DATA BASE 06-2B-79
DOCUMENTATIONSUPPORT(REV. 1)
VOL. 6 - DOCUMENTSTANDARDS(REV. A) 01-ZB-78
VOL. 7 - UTILITY SUPPORTSOFTWARE(REV. 1) OZ-2B-78
VOL. 9 - EXECUTIVE LOGIC FLOW-PROGRAM 12-28-79
DESIGN LANGUAGE
12565 TEST PROCEDURESFORMCDSMAXIMUMDISPLAY UPDATE 02-28-77 EG C.E. MONROE
TEST
12566 SAIL GROUNDING AND EMC DESIGN AND CONTROL
DOCUMENT (REV. A)
12568 ALT AND SAIL PROCESSING INTERFACE PROCEDURES 02-28-77 FD 8. G. KIRKLAND
AND M_NAGEMENT OVERVIEW B.F. MCCREARY
12569 TEST SPECIFICATION FOR GENERALIZED 02-28-77 FD L.D. BRADFIELD
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM, PHASE 3-UNIVAC 1110,
SEGMENT 1
12570 ORBIIER/SPACELAB INTERFACE MINIMUM VOLTAGE/ 03-28-77 EG B. HENDRIX
POWER R.V. LOPEZ
12571 APPLICATION AND ANALYSIS OF SATELLITE ORBIT 04-12-77 FM
PCEDICTION TECHNIQUES (IN-77-FM-OI9)
12572 TEST SPECIFICATIONS FOR OPERATIONAL READINESS 03-28-?7 FD L. ZASTROW
TESTING OF THE INSTITUTIONAL DATA SYSTEMS
DIVISION COMPUTER COMPLEX
12573 ENTRY GUIDANCE PERFORMANCE TEST RESULTS 03-03-?7 FM P.B. BUMP
(IN-77-FM-020)
12574 SEASAT-A LAND APPLICATIONS DATA PROCESSING 01-28-77 TF S.B. CHISM
PLAN
12575 PURGE2.1 DOCUMENTATION 03-28-77 FD D. GILBERT
12577 C_ERATIONALREADINESSTEST PLAN, VERSION 03-02-77 FD L. ZASTROW
212C, PHASE2
12578 SHUTTLEORBITER INERTIAL COMPONENTDATA 02-28-77 EG R.A. FORMOSO
REDUCTION
12579 V307B/1108-7 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT DOCUMENTATION 03-28-77 FD P. L. CHAVEZ
12580 ASCENT REFERENCE FLIGHT PROFILE FOR OFT-I 03-07-77 FM
(IN-77-FM-OZ4)
12_81 MULTI-USE MISSION SUPPORTEQUIPMENTPROGRAM 01-18-77 ED J.D. DENAIS ',
REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR THE TRACE GAS
ANALYZER
12582 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR THE INDIA 02-28-77 TF K. WILLIAMS
MONTHLY DATA BASE
12583 PRE-PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR THE FLIGHT 03-28-77 FD K.J. WINNINGKOFF _
PLANNING SYSTEM
12586 JSC IMAGE-IO0 USER'S MANUAL (REV. A) 06-28-77 SF L. E. GIDDINGS _
W. T. HOLCUTT
C. A. REEVES
12587 LOGIC AND TIMING ANALYSIS OF MULTIPLEXER/ 03-09-77 LG J. L. MITCHELL
DEMULTIPLEXER INPUT/OUTPUTMODULES
12589 SIMULATION EVALUATION OF MANUAL CONTROL MODES 12-28-76 EJ E. T. KUBIAK
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DOC,_ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S ) ,, ]
12591 GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM SUMMARY 04-14-77 FM G. PETERS _
(IN-77-FM-O22) "i
12502 LD_S OPERATING PROCEDURESFOR TASK 521 EPDC 03-28-77 EG W. A. CAMPBELL :-
BREADBOARDTESTING
12593 LABORATORY DATA MANAGEMENTSYSTEM COMMAND 03-28-77 EG W. A. CAMPBELL
DECODER UNiT INTEGRATION TASK SUMMARY
12595 OPERATIONS MANUAL FOR NAVIGATION AID CONSOLE 06-28-77 EE G.D. DOLAND
12596 SAIL/ESTL REQUIREMENTS 03-28-77
12597 POST-SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF THE ON-ORBIT-2 03-23-77 FM H.L. JONES
AND RMS-1 CLOSE-IN STATIONKEEPING SIMULATION
(IN-17-FM-021)
12598 GENERALIZED COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM APPLICATIONS 03-28-7" FD O.J. HOLGUIN
SYSTEMS INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT J.W. MOORHEAD
C. C RUTTER
12600 ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST RADIOFREQUENCY PATH 05-28-77 EE P. KATELANSKY
CONSOLE DESIGN DOCUMENT
12801 PROGRAMDOCUMENTATION FOR USER'S GUIDE FOR THE 03-28-77 ES N. N. HUDSON t:
STREAMLINE COMPUTERPROGRAM O. T. STEPHENS t
12602 MODIFICATIONS TO THE CLASY PROGRAM 04-28-77 SF B. MCCRAY
12603 DYNAMIC PRESSURE STUDIES 03-28-77 FM J.W. HALL ,
12604 SSFS MODEL DOCUMENTATION SERIES AER037 03-26-77 EJ A. F. WALKER
(
12605 PRELIMINARY ON-ORBIT VERNIER DIGITAL AUTOPILOT 03-28-77 EJ M. VOSS
REMOTE MANIPULATOR 65K-POUND PAYLOAD
INTERACTION SIMULATION ANALYSIS
12606 KINEV_TIC CAPABILITY IN THE SVDS 03-28-77 FM H. FLANDERS
12607 SSFS MODEL DOCUMENTATION SERIES RCS19 (REV. 1) 03-28-77 EJ R. ELWOOD
12608 SSFE UTILITY ROUTINE DOCUMENTATION SERIES 03-28-77 EJ R. ELWOOD I
AELOK2, AELOOKo DEFGEO. DEFTOP, DEFTRW, DEFPTR, J.C. ERCK
GEODEF, INTERP, SCRIB2 B. FOREMAN
12609 TEST PLAN FOR THE INTEGRATED STRUCTURAL 04-28-77 FD J. A. RAINEY
ANALYSIS SYSTEM (ISAS)
!
12610 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE LUNAR ATMOSPHERIC 03-28-77 SN H.A. CONTRERAS
COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT READ PROGRAMMASSRD
12611 SSFS MODEL DOCUMENTATION SERIES WIND/7 03-28-77 EJ R. ELWOOD _,l
12612 SSFS MODEL DOCUMENTATION SERIES SNSC3 04-28-77 EJ B. FOREMAN )
k
12613 SSFS MODEL DOCUMENTATION SERIES ATM8 03-28-77 EJ R, ELWOOD
12614 AN INPUT/OUTPUT GUIDE FOR KUTLER'S THREE- 04-28-77 ES P.B. CHIU
DIMENSIONAL INVISCID FLOW-FIELD CODE
_2615 SSFS MODEL DOCUMENTATION SERIES WINDIO 04-28-77 EJ R. ELWOOD
]12616 PROPOSED CHANGES IN THE MISSION CONTROL 04-28-77 FM A. J. SOLISJACCHIA ATMOSPHERIC MODEL
12617 HIGH PRESSURE GAS STORAGE SYSTEM CONSUMABLES 04-25-77 FM J. E. HURST
ANALYSIS FOR ALT FLIGHTS - FREE FLIGHT 1 AND
FREE FLIGHT 6
12618 PROGRAMDOCUMENTATION FOR ELAPSED TIME TO 04-28-77 EJ O. E. HURST I=;|
OXYGEN AND HYDROGEN CAUTION AND WARNING ' i_





DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
12619 TRASYS-CORRECTIONOF DIRECT IRRADIATION AND 04-28-77 FD R.C. MACKEEN
FORMFACTORPROBLEMS _,
12620 AERODYNAMICDATAANALYSIS PACKAGEUSER'S 03-28-77 FD W. KEMMERER •
GUIDE, PRELIMINARY j)
12621 SSFS MODEL DOCUMENTATION SERIES RNGN3 04-26-77 EJ N.B. BALD
12622 SMFS SEQUENCE TEST PACKAGE LANDING GEAR 04-28-77 EJ W. T. MILLER
ISOLATION VALVE CONTROL SEQUENCE
12623 SMFSSEQUENCETEST PACKAGEVENT DOORSCONTROL 04-28-77 EJ W.T. MILLER
SEQUENCE
12624 SSFSMODELDOCUMENTATIONSERIES TVC13 04-28-77 EJ B. FOREMAN
12625 ENERGYSYSTEMSOPTIMIZATION PROGRAM2 EZ S.L. FERDEN
VOL. 1 - ENGINEERINGMANUAL 03-28-77 R.G. HAMIL
VOL. 2 - USER'S "DE 05-28-77
VOL. 3 - PROGRAML_STING 06-28-77 ,,




12627 SSFS MODEL DOCUMENTATION SERIES WIND18 05-28-77 EJ G. LEE
12628 REMOTEMANIPULATORSYSTEMSTEERINGCAPABILITY 05-28-77 FM D.T. MARTIN
FORSVDS
12629 SMFSSEQUENCETEST PACKAGEABORTOMS/RCS 05-28-77 EJ P, PATEL
INTERCONNECT
12630 SSFS MODELDOCUMENTATIONSERIES IMU7 (REV. 1) 05-28-77 EJ A.F. WALKER
12631 SSFS MODELDOCUMENTATIONSERIES ATM14 05-28-77 Ej B. FOREMAN
12632 RMSMASSLESSARMDYNAMICSCAPABILITY IN THE SVDS 06-28-77 FM H.A. FLANDERS
12633 FLIGHT DESIGN SYSTEMSPECIFICATION 10-28-77 FA C.E. CLOUSE
W. H. WALKER
12635 SPACETRANSPORTATIONSYSTEM/CARGOMASS 06-16-77 ED G.G. DOWNS
PROPERTIESCALCULATIONUSING AN INTERACTIVE R, R. MILEY
SYSTEM
12636 PROGRAMDTAPEAND IBM TAPE CREATIONUTILITY 06-28-77 FM P.H. HORSLEY
SUBROUTINEPACKAGE
12637 INSTANTANEOUSRELATIONSHIPBETWEENSOLAR 06-28-77 FM S.A. VICKERY
INERTIAL ANDLOCALVERTICAL HORIZONTAL
ATTITUDES 1
12639 SSFS UTILITY ROUTINE DOCUMENTATION SERIES 06-28-77 EJ T. URBANYPRMATAND MATYPR ,_
12640 SSFS UTILITY ROUTINEDOCUMENTATIONSERIES-YPRED 06-28-77 EJ T, URBAN
12641 PARAMETRICPLOTTINGFROMSINDA HSTFLOFORMAT 07-26-77 ES P. E. FOGERSON
DATA
12642 SSFSMODELDOCUMENTATIONSERIES-MASS33 07-28-77 EJ D. FOLTA
12644 SMFS SEQUENCE TEST PACKAGE OMS TO RCS GAGING 07-28-77 EJ G. R. WRIGHT _'_
SEQUENCE
12645 SMFS SEQUENCETEST PACKAGE-MPSDEDICATED 07-28-77 EJ G. R. WRIGHT *
DISPLAY SEQUENCE _'





DOG,# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S ) L_
12847 SSFS MODEL DOCUMENTATION SERIES GYRO2 07-28-77 EJ T. URBAN ,,
12648 TRASYS-CHECKOUT OF ACCURACYOF DIRECT 07-28-77 R. C. MACKEEN "
- IRRADIATION CALCULATIONS FOR DISKS, TRAPEZOIDS,
CONES, AND CIRCULAR PARABOLOIDS
12649 USER'S GUIDE FOR A GRAPHICS PROGRAMFOR TPS 07-28-77 ES S.D. WILLIAMS
":_ ANALYSIS
_! 12650 A USER'S GUIDE AND INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR 07-28-77 ES S.O. WILLIAMS
; PRODUCTION CONTROL, NONLINEAR LEAST SQUARES
PROGRAM
_t
12652 ROCKWELL, DOWNEY TEMPERATURE HISTORY TAPE c07-28-77 ES P. E. FOGERSON
CONVERSION
12653 GUST RESPONSE PROGRAM 08-28-77 ES G.C. FENG
12654 OUTLINE OF PROPOSED TECHNIQUE FOR MODIFICATION 08-28-77 ES J. T. STEPHENS
I OF STEHT COMPUTER PROGRAM
12655 FINAL DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR ERIPS FIELDS 08-28-77 SF C. BO-LINN
DATA BASE DECK CONVERSION
, 12656 FINAL DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR DOT DATA BASE 07-28-77 SF J. GOR
UPDATE DECK CONVERSION PROGRAM
, 12657 PROGRAMIOTAL Q2 08-28-77 ES R.S. BLACKBURN
12668 USER'S GUIDE FOR PAYLOAD DEPLOYMENT AND 08-28-77 FM H, A. FLANDERS
>
RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS SIMULATION PROGRAM D. T. MARTIN
P. L. PUCKETT
12659 USER'S GUIDE FOR ELDON (MASS PROPERTIES 12-28-77 FM P. L. RANDLE
PROGRAM)
12860 SMFS SEQUENCE TEST PACKAGE SRB SEPARATION 08-28-77 EJ T. K. SRINIVASAN
SEQUENCE, VERSION 2
12662 SMFS SEQUENCE TEST P_CKAGE-RCS QUANTITY GAGING 04-28-77 EJ S. L. BENNETT
SEQUENCE, VERSION 1
12663 AN INTRODUCTION TO THE EARTH RESOURCESSTATUS 10-28-77 HB W. V. ARGO
AND TRACKING SYSTEM
12664 SSFS MODEL DOCUMENTATION SERIES THR14 08-28-77 EJ D. C. FOLTA
12665 SMFS SEQUENCE TEST PACKAGE-EXTERNAL TANK 07-28-77 EJ To K. SRINIVASAN
SEPARATION SEQUENCE, VERSION 1
12667 AEROTHERMBINARY TO DIRECT ACCESS CONVERSION 08-28-77 ES S. D. WILLIAMS
PROGRAM
4
12668 TRASYS-CHECKOUT OF SOLAR FLUX USING SURFACES 09-28-77 ES R. C. MACKEEN
!_ OF REVOLUTION AS SHADOWERS
-_ 12673 IMPLEMENTATION OF HEWLETT-PACKARD RTE-3 INPUT/ 12-28-77 FM P.H. HORSI.EY
OUTPUT DRIVERS EXTERNAL TO RTE-3 LOGICAL
, ADDRESS SPACE
-/ 12675 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE HEAT FLOW EXPERIMENT 12-28-77 SN H. CONTRERASPLOT PROGRAM
12676 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE X-RAY FLUORESCENCE 12-28-77 SN H. CONTRERAS
SPECTROMETERDATA PROGRAM
12678 APPLICATION PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS FOR THE 07-28-78 FD P. Ho HORSLEY
FLIGHT DESIGN SYSTEM LEVEL B
VOL. 1 - THE FLIGHT DESIGN SYSTEM
VOL. 3 - FDS SUBSYSTEM X
VOL. 4 - FDS SUBSYSTEM Y t
VOL. 5 - APPENDIXES _ '
252
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12679 VERIFICATION TEST PLAN FOR THE MCC ORBITER- 03-28-78 FM S.A. VICKERY
TDRS BLOCKAGEPROCESSOR
12681 PRIMARY STORAGE MONITOR 03-28-78 FM K. M. GARRETT :
12662 SECONDARY STORAGE MONITOR 04-28-78 FM P. H. HORSLEY
12683 ERSATS APPLICATIONS-A SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION 06-28-78 HB W. V. ARGO
12685 HEWLETT-PACKARD/DACONICS INTERFACE SOFTWARE 07-28-78 FM P. H. HORSLEY
12687 MCC SUPERSIGHTER VERIFICATION TEST SUPPORT 08-28-78 FM S. A. VICKERY
12691 PROGRAMDOCUMENTATION-MARQTYI. FTN, 08-28-78 SF M. A. MENDLOWITZ
CAMDATAI. FTN
12692 TEN ECOSYSTEM STUDY - SITE 7, WELD COUNTY, 08-28-78 SF R. H. ALMOND
COLORADO, ADP ANALYSIS 2, REPORT 3 OF 4 3. E. WEAVER
12693 TEN ECOSYSTEM STUDY - SITE 6, FORT YUKON, 12-28-78 EA B. F. EDWARDS
ALASKA, FINAL REPORT J.F. WARD
12694 SAMPLE-MOMENT ESTIMATES FOR THE MEAN VECTOR AND 08-28-78 EA H. F. WALKER
_HE COVARIANCE MATRIX FOR A SAMPLE OF INCOMPLETE !
DATA VECTORS l
12695 ESTIMATION OF PROPORTIONS USING LINEAR MAPS 08-28-78 EA H. F. WALKER
12696 THE MEAN-SQUARE ERROR OPTIMAL LINEAR 02-28-79 EA H.F. WALKER
DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION AND ITS APPLICATION
TO INCOMPLETE DATA VECTORS
12697 INCONSISTENCIES IN TAPE READ AND TAPE WRITE 10-28-78 EA W.T. HOCUTT
PROGRAMS ON THE I-I00 IMAGE ANALYSIS SYSTEM
12698 IMPROVMENT OF GREEN NUMBER AND BRIGHTNESS KEYS 10-28-78 EA T. B. DENNIS
USED IN LABEL IDENTIFICATION FROM STATISTICAL M, D. PORE
TABULATION
12700 REGRESSIONS BY LEAPS AND BOUNDS AND BIASED 02-28-79 EA N. MARQUINA
ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES IN YIELD MODELING
12701 ABORT MANEUVER EVALUATOR, OFT MCC LEVEL C 03-28-78 FM G. L. NORBRATEN
REQUIREMENTS (SEE 3SC 18298) (IN-77-FM-023) R. H. SANDERS ;
(REV. 2) ;:
12702 PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF TECHNOLOGY 03-28-77 EW
ADVANCEMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR SPACE SOLAR POWER j
12706 THE STATUS OF ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITES AND 03-28-77 SF C, E. CAMPBELL
AVAILABILITY OF THEIR DATA PRODUCTS C, L. HUGHES -J
12707 OPERATIONAL READINESS TEST PLAN-EXEC 2, 03-28"77 FD P, E. GATES
VERSION 130A
12708 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR AREAS ADDED 03-28-77 TF K. WILLIAMS
TO THE MONTHLY DATA BASES OF TEXAS, MINNESOTA,
AND THE U.S,S.R. |
12709 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR PHASE 3 MODEL 03-28-77 TF K. WILLIAMS _
AREAS ADDED TO THE MONTHLY DATA BASE OF THE U.S,
r
12713 DEVELOPMENT OF A 15-KW SPACE SHUTTLE FUEL CELL 04-28-77 EG S.G. HENLEY
SIMULATOR _
12714 NOS/NAM TEST PLAN 03-28-77 FD ,_
12717 AN ELEMENTARY DESCRIPTION OF SHUTTLE ATTITUDE 04-19-77 FM D.J. JEZEWSKI
MOTION (IN-77-FM-024)






DOC.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) v
12719 PULSE DETECTOR AND COUNTER 04-28-77 EG D. E. LABBERTON "t
12720 OPERATIONAL READINESS TEST PLAN VERSION 307B, 03-28-77 FD L. ZASTROW ,'
1108/7
12721 LITHIUM BATTERY EVALUATION 05-31-77 EP D. B. TRAHAN
12722 THE EFFECT OF AMMONIUM ACETATE ADDITION ON THE 11-15-77 EP K. KROLL
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF MONOMETHYLHYDRAZINE
12725 TEST REPORT FOR THE DATA REDUCTION COMPLEX 04-28-77 FD J. E. MCFARLAND
APPROACH AND LANDING TEST INFORMATIONEXTRACTION SYSTEM
12726 FINAL TEST REPORT FOR 0V-101 EPDC BREADBOARD 05-28-77 EG M. C. WRIGHT
EVALUATION TEST SERIES
12727 SYSTEM DOCUMENT FOR EXEC 8 BATCH WORKLOAD 03-28-77 FD M. B. BUSBY
MANAGEMENT, LOCAL 262
12728 EXPERIMENT SYSTEMS DIVISION HP30OO OPERATIONS 04-28-77
HANDBOOK
12729 OPERATOR'S GUIDE FOR LACIE PHASE 3 AUTOMATIC 03-28-77 FD D. L. SMITH _'
STATUS AND TRACKING SYSTEM &_
12732 DIGITAL COMPUTER SIMULATION OF THE SPACE 04-28-77 EJ J. H. SUDDATH
SHUTTLE VEHICLE ACCELEROMETER ASSEMBLIES
12733 REDUNDANT SET SEQUENCES VERIFICATION TEST PLAN 04-28-77 EJ
12734 OFT NONPROPULSIVE CONSUMABLES ANALYSES 08-28-77 FM ¢
(IN-77-FM-O07) (REV. 1)
12736 MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS TEST PROGRAM-PHASE 2, 04-28-77 EG L.M. BEMKO
DC MOTORS, FINAL REPORT
12738 FUNCTIONAL AND OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS OF MDM 04-28-77 EG R.O. BRENNAN
SEQUENCE CONTROL UNIT I
12741 TEST REPORT FOR RELEASES 3 AND 3.1 OF THE 05-28-77 FD J.C. LAMERAND
GENERALIZED DOCUMENTATION PROCESSOR
12742 DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR LARSYS PROCEDURE I 04-28"77 SF P. J, AUCOIN
C. T. GARDNER
B. E. WILLS i
12743 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR LACIE PHASE 3 0B-28-77 SF J.L. ALLISON
AUTOMATIC STATUS MJD TRACKING SYSTEM (REV. A) J.M. FVERETTE
D. L. SMI'H
12745 PROGRAMDOCUMENTATION FOR THERMOCHEMICAL 02-28-78 FD V. BOURGEOIS ]
INVENTORY PROGRAM(REV. A) J.F. BROSE
LEVEL B REQUIREMENTS FOR 04-21-77 FM J.T. MCNEELY12748 OFT MISSION SUPPORT
THE LAUNCH TRAJECTORY QUALIFICATION SYSTEM
(IN-77-FM-027)
12749 ORBITER DATA REDUCTION COMPLEX DATA PROCESSING 02-28-80 FD
REQUIREMENTS FOR SAIL ORBITER 102 TESTS j(REV.B) I12750 ORBITER DATA REDUCTION COMPLEX DATA PROCESSING 11-28-80 FD
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE OFT MISSION EVALUATION
TEAM, LEVEL C (REV. E)
12761 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 06-28-77 HB C. D. ANDERSON
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR PROJECT OA 0637, •




fTITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
12762 SPACELABSUBSYSTEMSCOMPUTERFLIGHT SOFTWARE 07-01-77 CA #_
REQUIREMENTS, FINAL
12763 AIRBORNEINSTRUMENTATIONRESEARCHPROGRAM 07-28-77 CC C.O. ANDERSON
PROGRAMSUPPORTPLAN FORPROJECT OA 0649,
TEST SITE 366, ALASKA
12765 CREWPROCEDURESEVALUATIONSIMULATOR 07-07-77 CG H, A. BARNES
SIMPLIFIED AEROELASTICITYEVALUATION
POST-SIM REPORT
12766 STS ORBITER SYSTEMS OPERATING PROCEDURES 06-01-81 CF
(REV. A)
12767 COMMUNICATIONS GROUND RULES AND LOOP DIRECTORY 03-26-84 FS
FOR STS (REV. 9)
12768 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 08-28L77 CC J.L. LINDEMANN
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR PROJECT OA 0342,
TEST SITE 244
12769 EVALUATION OF SHUTTLE SIMULATOR FACILITIES FOR 08-26-77 CF A.J. MARTELLARO
REAL-TIME MISSION SUPPORT
12770 SHUTTLE FLIGHT OPERATIONS MANUAL (SEE JSC 16513)
VOL. I - CAUTION AND WARNING, BASIC 06-01-79 CG T. M. WARD
VOL. 2 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS, 04-15-80 CG
PRELIMINARY (REV. B)
VOL. 3 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND LIFE 03-03-79 CG K.E. HAITHCOAT
SUPPORT SYSTEMS
VOL. 4D - TELEVISION, BASIC (REV A) 11-28-86 CO E. M. ENGLE
VOL. 4E - INSTRUMENTATION 06-15-79 CG G. L. STEINBECK
VOL. 5 DATA PROCESSING SUBSYSTEMS, 11-28-78 CH R. LANIER
PRELIMINARY
VOL. 6 - GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AND 06-15-81 CG
CONTROL HARDWARE
VOL. 7 - APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE, 08-01-80 CG M.A. BREKKE
PRELIMINARY
VOL. 6A - MAIN PROPULSION SYSTEMS, 08-28-81 CG D.E. HOLKAN
PRELIMINARY M.W. PRICE
VOL. 8B - SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER SYSTEMS, 10-31-79 CG W. A. CHANIS
PRELIMINARY
VOL. 8C - ORBITAL MANEUVERING SYSTEM 06-06-80 CG T. WELCH
VOL. 8D - REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM, 03-31-80 CG T. WELCH
PRELIMINARY
VOL. 9 - AUXILIARY POWER UNIT/HYDRAULIC 03-16-81 CF S. T. HARRISON
SYSTEM, PRELIMINARY
VOL. 106 - ACTIVE VENT DOORS, PRELIMINARY 02-28-7g CG L. M. VANDEZANDE
VOL. 10C - PAYLOAD BAY DOOKS/RADIATORS 01-26-79 CG R. HAHNE
VOL. IOD - LANDING/DECELERATION,PRELIMINARY 12-15-78 CG J. A POFFINBARGER
VOL. II - AERO PERFORMANCE HANDBOOK 03-16-81 CG O. C. ZWINGMAN
VOL. 12 - CREW SYSTEMS, BASIC (REV. A) 08-16-85 DG R. B. DELL'OSSO
R. K. HOLKAN
L. W. LEW
VOL. 13 - SHUTTLEDISPLAYS AND CONTROLS 01-30-80 CG J. D, ARBERT
(REV. A)
VOL. 14 - SHUTTLECRT DISPLAYS 03-30-79 CG M. GREMILLION
F. BITTINGER
VOL. 15 - EVA, PRELIMINARY (REV. A) 09-28-79 CG
VOL. 16 - PAYLOAD DEPLOYMENT AND RETRIEVAL 06-01-81 CG R.R. KAIN
SYSTEM
VOL. 18 - SHUTTLE UPPER STAGE-INERTIAL UPPER 09-14-82 CG
STAGE (REV. A)
VOL. 19 - SPACELAB SUPPORT SYSTEMS 08-28-79 CG J. BARNES
A. C. HOLT ''
W. MCCANDLESS
12771 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATIONRESEARCH PROGRAM 10-28-77 CC P. NERING
PROJECTSUPPORTPLAN FORPROJECTOA 0522,




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _"
12772 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH FROGRAM 10-28-77 HB P. NERING
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR PROJECT OA 0808,
TEST SITE 195
12773 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 10-28-78 HB P. NERING
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN fOR PROJECT OA 0811,
TEST SITES 310 AND 344
12775 AIRBORNE INSFRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 10-28-77 HB P. NERING
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR OA P673, TEST SITE
175-HATS
12777 SPACELAB SYSTEMS HANDBOOK(REV. C) 03-15-85 DF
12782 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATON RESEARCH PROGRAM 10-28-78 HB P.D. NERING
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR OA 0634, TEST
SIIES 092, 274, AND 300 (REV. 1)
12784 STS-I FLIGHT DATA FILE CREW SYSTEMS CHECCLIST 01-26-81 CG W.J. WEDLAKE
(REV. A)
12785 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 01-28-78 HB P. NERING
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR OA 0610, TEST SITE
184
12791 0V-102 FLIGHT DATA FILE DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM 07-15-81 CA
DICTIONARY (REV. C)
12792 STS-1 FLIGHT DATA FILE ORBITER SYSTEMS 02-04-81 CF J.M. WEBB
CHECKLIST
12793 STS-1 FLIGHT DATA FILE ORBITER SYSTEMS DATA 02-23-81 CF J.M. WEBB
BOOK (REV. A)
12794 STS-1 FLIGHT DATA FILE ENTRY CHECKLIST 01-26-81 CG W.M. ANDERSON
12795 STS-1 FLIGHT DATA FILE SYSTEM MALFUNCTION 02-05-81 CF D.G. MCDONALD
PROCEDURES (REV. A)
12799 STS-1 FLIGHT DATA FILE CREWACTIVITY PLAN 03-02-81 CG J. F. WHITELEY
12800 STS-1 FLIGHT DATA FILE ASCENT CHECKLIST, FINAL 02-02-81 " CG P. E. COLLECTOR
12801 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 05-28-78 HB P.D. NERING
PROJECT SUPPORT PLAN FOR PROJECT OA 0684
AIRCRAFT TEST SITE 253
12802 PROXIMITY OPERATIONS HANDBOOK, PRELIMINARY 07-28-78 CG S. G. PADDOCK
12804 MCC STS AND JSC POCC MATURE OPS TIMEFRAME, 08-20-85 FS
LEVEL A REQUIREMENTS (REV. C)
12805 SHUTTLE OFT FLIGHT CONTROL OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 01-16-87 DC
(REV. B)
12812 SIMULATION PROCEDURES FOR SMS NEFWORKSIMULA- 12-08-82 CG R.K. HOLKAN
TION SYSTEM AND SIMULAT:)N CONTROL AREA
(REV. A)
)
12813 STS-1 FLIGHT DATA FILE EVA CHECKLIST (REV B) 03-04-81 CG R. T. NEAL
12815 STS-1 FLIGHT DATA FILE ORBIT OPERATIONS 02-02-81 CG M. S. ROWLES
CHECKLIST (REV. A)
12820 STS OPERATIONAL FLIGHT RULES (VARIOUS FLIGHTS) 09-01-87 DA
12821 SS-1 STOWAGEBOOK, PRELIMINARY 09-15-78 CG J. N. GEORGE '
E, L, TAYLOR




DOC. # TITLE DATE OP_..._RRA._UTHOR(S)12828 OFT ORBITER POCKET CHECKLIST, PRELIMINARY 03-13-79 CF D.M. ROBINSON
(SEE JSC 14891, 14892, 14893) (REV. A)
12829 INTEGRATED COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER/COMMUNI- 05-10-80 DF R. MOOLCHAN
CATIONS CONSOLE HANDBOOK(REV. A)
12832 STS-1 POST- INSERTION/DEORBIT PREPARATION 03-02-81 CG H. 3. PIERCE
BOOK (2 VOLUMES) B.E. FERGUSON
12835 STS-1 FLIGHT DATA FILE UPDATES BOOK, BASIC 12-05-80 CG F. J. TORRES
12842 IMU ALINEMENT-FLIGHT PROCEDURESHANDBOOK 01-28-83 CG J, W. BEARLEY
(REV. D)
12843 GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 02-02-87 DF G, S. KRAJCI
CONSOLE HANDBOOK, BASIC (REV. A)
12851 THE USE OF LANDSAT DIGITAL DATA TO DETECT 04-29-77 SF D.R. THOMPSON
AND MONITOR VEGETATION WATER DEFICIENCIES O.A. WEHMANEN
12856 APPLICATION OF SKYLAB WORKDAYANALYSIS TO 05-28-77 EW R.L. BOND
FUTURE PROGRAMS
12859 ENGINE 2-4 PERFORMANCE TEST 06-27-77 EP O. A ROBERSON
12861 PRELIMINARY REFERENCE FLIGHT PROFILE FOR OFT-3 04-25-77 FM
INTEGRATED PROFILE (IN-77-FM-O26)
12862 EVALUATION OF EXEC 8, LEVEL 33 04-28-77 FA W.E. SUMNER
12866 ODRC/SAIL INTERFAC_ CONTROL DOCUMENT FOR SAIL 05-28-79 FD
OFT DATA TAPES (REV. A)
12868 NSI RADIOGRAPH REJECT EVALUATION 05-12-77 EP D. B. TRAHAN
12869 PHASEOVER PLAN FOR WORD ONE 05-28-77 FD J. C. LAMERAND
12870 SPECIAL ADP ANALYSIS PLAN 04-28-77 FD
12875 GEMINI PHOTOGRAPHSOF THE WORLD- A COMPLETE 05-28-77 SF L. E. GIDDINGS
INDEX
12878 OPTIMAL TWO-POINT BOUNDARYVALUE PROBLEMS FOR 05-05-77 FM D.J. JEZEWSKI
MOTION ABOUT THE CENTER-OF-MASS (IN-77-FM-025)
12879 VERIFICATION OF APPROACH AND LANDING TEST 05-28-77 EG J.M. LECHER
ATTITUDE DETERMINATION SOFTWARE
12880 REFERENCE FLIGHT PROFILE FOR OFT-10MS/RCS 05-08-77 FM D.A. NELSON
PROPELLANT BUDGETS (IN-77-FM-OZg)
12881 EOD SYSTEMS AND FACILITIES WORKLOAD 04-28-77 SF W.A. STEVENS
REQUIREMENTS FORECAST, PRELIMINARY J.A. VITELLARO
12882 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS FOR 09-28-77 EG F.J. SCHMITT
SHUTTLE STANDARD TAPE RECORDEREMULATOR
12884 OEX CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENTPLAN AND CONTROL 12-28-81 ED
PROCEDURES, ANNEX 1 ,'
12885 DETAILED DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR THE AUTOMATIC 05-28-77 SF C. C. DEVALCOURT w
STATUS AND TRACKING SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS FOR J° M. EVERETTE
LACIE PROCEDURE 1 0, L. SMITH
12886 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE GENERALIZED LIST CAPABILITY 05-28-77 FD J. G. HEYEN
12887 FILE ASSIGNMENT CARRYOVER DESIGN SPECIFICATION 04-28-77 FD O. A. RIVERA
DOCUMENT
12891 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFIrATION FOR HISTORICAL 01-28-7& SF B. JEUN




OOC._ TITLE DATE _ A_THOR(S)
12892 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR THE BRAZIL 06-28-77 TF X. WILLIAMS
AND CHINA MONTHLY DATA BASES
12896 SPECIFICATION FOR GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AND 07-28-77 EJ O. E. LABBERTON
CONTROL TEST STATION ELECTRICAL POWER
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (REV. A)
12898 AN ANALYTICAL EXPERIMENTAL STUDY FOR SURFACE 08-28-77 ES D. M. CURRY
HEAT FLUX DETERMINATION USING A SINGLE EMBEDDED S. 0. WILLIAMS
THERMOCOUPLE
12899 PERFORMANCECHARACTERISTICS OF THREE-PHASE 08-28-77 F_ M. E. WOOD
INDUCTION MOTORS
12901 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENTFOR THE SPACE 07-28-77 FD H. U. HEFNER
ENVIRONMENT TEST DIVISION POST-TEST DATA
REDUCTION PROGRAM
12902 NSI CAPACITATOR DISCHARGE BRUCETON TEST 07-13-71 EP L. J. PRICE
1290_ PRESSURE TRANSDUCER TRANSIENT RESPONSE TEST 08-21-77 EP L. I. WIND
12905 ORBITER/ET POGO TEST REPORT FOR SHUTTLE 05-28-77 EE C. M. HADDICK
DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION
12909 RMS END EFFECTOR ALINEMENT TEST REPORT 08-28-77 EW J. W. BROWN
12911 ORBITER VEHICLE EXPLAINED PROBLEM SUMMARY 03-28-82 _B
]2913 ECLSS CONSUMABLESANALYSIS FOR ALT CAPTIVE/ 07-28-77 FM H. E. KOLKHORST
ACTIVE 1 THROUGH CAPTIVE/ACTIVE 5 AND FREE G. J. STEINES
FLIGHT 1 (IN-77-FM-030) (REV. 1) ¢
12914 OFT-1 ENTRY-GROUND NAVIGATION ACCURACY FOR 06-28-77 FM W. M. LEAR
GUAM TRACKING (IN-77-FM-031)
12915 LEAST SQUARES POLYNOMIAL FITS AND THEIR 06-28-77 FM W. M. LEAR
ACCURACY (IN-77-FM-037)
12918 EVALUATION BY A PRECISION TORQUE MEASURING 07-28-77 EC J.H. CANNIFF
SYSTEM OF SIX SHUTTLE ORBITER GYROSCOPES
AFTER 5000 HOURS OF OPERATION
12917 FINAL DESIGN SPECIFICAFION FOR EOD-LARSYS/DATA 04-28-77 SF J. K. ROWLAND
TRANSFORMATION PROCESSORMODIFICATION
12919 ADVANCED CRYOGENIC TANKAGE 12-01-77 EP R. K. ALLGEIER
12921 ORBITAL MANEUVERING SYSTEM ACTUATOR TEST PLAN 08-28-77 EG C. PARTIN
12922 OPERATIONAL READINESS TEST REPORT FOR V213A, 08-28-77 FD L. ZASTROW
GCS PHASE 3
12923 MISSION LIFE CYCLE EFFECTS SENSOR STUDIES AND 08-28-77 R.C. DYER
EVALUATIONS R. HOLDER
L. J, LINLEY ,_
12924 TEN-ECOSYSTEM STUDY 08-28-77 SF E.P. KAN
?
12925 ANALOG/EVENT DISTRIBUTION SUBSYSTEM 08-25-77 FS G.L. BROOKS
FAMILIZATION DOCUMENT (REV. 1)
12928 SHUTTLE RATE GYRO ASSEMBLY REDUNDANCYMANAGEMENT 08-28-77 EG R.S. DILLS
TEST RESULTS C. PARTIN
12928 STAR TRACKER HARDWARE/SOFTWARECOMPATABILITY 05-28-71 EG C. E. MANRY
TEST REPORT




DOC._ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
J2933 OFT FLIGHT DATA FILE DISTRIBUTION LOGISTICS 01-oB-e4 OH W.M. MAASS
AND CONTROL PLAN - APPENDIX B OF THE SPACE +SHUTTLE CREW PROCEDURESMANAGEMENTPLAN.FINAL REPORT
w
12935 POST-ET SEPARATION PORTION OF THE AOA/ATO 07-28-77 FM E. P. LITTLE
I-LOAD PROCESSOR-PRELIMINARY LEVEL B FORMULATOR
REQUIREMENTS (IN-77-FM-034)
12936 LAUNCH TRAJECTORY QUALIFICATION SYSTEM- 0B-28-77 FM S. W, GLENN
FUNCTIONAL DESIGN (IN-77-FM-033) T. J. KREITER
C. W. WATSON
12937 QUALITY ASSURANCE SUPPORT PLAN FOR THE LIFE ND J. E. KOHAHKE
SCIENCES PROJECT DIVISION (REV. D)
12938 JSC FINANCIAL SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS OVERVIEW 07-28-77 B. DODSON
W. B. HAYENGA
12939 WB57F AIRCRAFT UNIVERSAL PALLET SYSTEM PREFLIGHT 07-28-77 ED
CHECKLIST
12941 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR THE YIELD 06-28-77 SF K. WILLIAMS
ESTIMATION SUBSYSTEM OPERATIONAL ROBERTSON
PHENOLOGICAL MODEL
12944 SWAY TESTING OF INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 06-28-77 EG L.A. HEINZE
S/N oonZ-REPORT NO. 1
12945 PROGRAMREQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR FLIGHT 06-28-77 DH J.V. RIVERS
DATA FILE HARDWAPE
12948 RECOMMENDATIONSAND COMMENTS CONCERNING 06-28-77 SF D.J. POUNDS
DOCUMENTATION ON THE MICROWAVE ACTIVE W.A. ROSENKRANZ
SPECTROMETER SYSTEMS
12947 NEAR EARTH PHOTOGRAPHS FROM THE APOLLO 08-2B-77 SF L.E. GIDDINGS
MISSIONS AND THE APOLLO-SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
(4 PARTS)
12949 SPACE DEBRIS-ENVIRONMENTAL UPDATE I 08-2B-77 TC B.G. COUR-PALAIS
D. J. KESSLER
12950 DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR ERIPS FIELDS DATA 06-28-77 SF C.T. GARDNER
BASE DECK CONVERSION
12951 DATA PROCESSING PLAN FOR THERMAL VACUUM 08-28-77 FD H. 0. HEFNER
TESTING FOR TASK 58-A-77
12952 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF HARDWAREAND 08-28-77 EG E.G. HENLEY
SOFTWARECONPRISING THE LABORATORYDATA
MANAGEMENTSYSTEM (REV. A)
12955 AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF HUMAN THERMAL COMFORT 09-2B-77 L.H. KUZNETZ
WITH A LIQUID-COOLED GARMENT
12957 OFT-% REFERENCE FLIGHT PROFILE DEORBIT 02-28-78 FM M. MONTEZ
THROUGH LANDING-APPENDIX B OF THE MONTE
CARLO DISPERSION ANALYSIS (IN-77-FM-O3B)
12958 DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR DOT DATA BASE UPDATE 0e-28-77 SF J. GOR
DECK CONVERSION PROGRAM
12960 EULER ANGLES, QUATERNIONS, AND TRANSFORWATION 07-26-77 FM D, M. HENDERSON
MATRICES-MORKING RELATIONSHIPS (IN-77-FM-037) _7
12962 OPERATIONAL READINESS TEST PLAN FOR LOCAL 06-30-77 FD O.J. HOLGUIN
cIB 4.0 i






___ TZTL_ DATE 0PR AUTHOR(S)
P
12908 CREW ACTIVITY PLANNING SYSTEM SPECIFICATION 09-28-77 FD B, B. _ER f
C, G. KENNEDY "l
i
12987 OPERATIONAL READINESS TEST PLAN FOR TALONS 8.18 07-08-77 FD O, a. HOLGUIN
12989 FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS/CRITICAL 02-28-78 NB K.A. GRAY_N
ITEMS LIST FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE EJECTION Ro H. STEELE
ESCAPE SUIT (REV. A)
12970 SHUTTLE TAPE RECORDERPERFORMANCEEVALUATION 07-28-77 EE
TEST REPORT
12971 FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR CREW SYSTEMS 07-28-77 FD
LABORATORY DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM, PHA$_
12972 UNIPOLAR PULSE AND BIPOLAR NOISE TESTING OF 10-28-77 EE J.E. HARRIS
WZDEBAND SIGNAL CONDITIONER
12973 SOLAR POWERSATELLIT E CONCEPT EVALUATION 07-28-77
ACTIVITIES REPORT (L VOLUMES)
12975 STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS WIDEBAND MEASUREMENTS 07-28-77 EE C. HADDICK
ACCURACYANALYSIS REPORT FOR SHUTTLE
DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION i,
f
12976 SVDS PLUME IMPINGEMENT MODELING DEVELOP- 07-28-77 FM P.B. CHIU
MENT SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS SUPPORTING P.M. MUHM
LEVEL B REQUIREMENTS (IN-TT-FM-038) O.J. P_ARSON
12979 OFT-2 REFERENCE FLIGHT PROFILE REQUIREMENTS 08-28-77 FM
(IN-77-FM-039)
12980 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL ACCELEROMETRe 12-28-77 EG R.A. FORMOSO
COMPONENTEVALUATION DURING LONG-TERM
OPERATION
12981 ORBITER POWER SYSTEM CONSOLE AND ACCEPTANCE 11-28-77 EE G.D. DOLAND
TEST PROCEDURE
)
12982 OPERATIONAL READINESS TEST REPORT LOCAL LIB 4.0 07-12-77 FD O.J. HOLGUIN
12984 OPERATIONAL RE._DINESS TEST REPORT FOR TALONS 07-28-77 FD O.J. HOLGUIN *
8.18
12985 STS-2 CREW DATA MANAGEMENTHANDBOOK 09-30-81 CG F.J. TORRES
12988 AN EMPIRICAL EVALUATION OF THE DELTA 08-28-77 FM D.M. KERN |
CLASSIFIER (IN-77-FM-040) _
|
12988 GROUNDTRACKING DATA PROGRAMDOCUMENT-SHUTTLE 08-28-77 FM W.M. LEAR 8
OFT LAUNCH /LANDING (IN-77-FM-041)
i
12989 OFT-5 CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILE-SKYLAB REBOOST 08-28-77 FM
(IN-T7-FM-042) i
12990 A MODEL OF THE 1.8 GHZ SCATTEROMETER 07-28-77 SF J.R. WANG
12991 A MANNED GEOSYNCHRONOUSORBITAL MISSION 12-01-77
UTILIZING A SHUTTLE-DERIVED HEAVY LIFT
LAUNCH VEHICLE i12992 APOLLO 14 COARSE FINES (4-10MM) SAMPLE 06-28-77 SN F. E. KRAMER
LOCATION AND CLASSIFICATION _. B. TWEDELL II
12993 GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AND CONTROL TEST STATION 11-28-77 EJ N. O. BAUER
SYSTEMS DESIGN SPECIFICATION _-
12994 FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR THE MAJOR AREA RECORD 07-28-77 FD
COMPUTER CENTER OPERATIONS
13000 STS FLIGHT ASSIGNMENT BASELINE, ST$ OPERATIONS, 0b-28-83 LM C. M. LEE





TITLE _TE 9._ AUTHOR(S)
13023 MPADPRODUCTDEVELOPMENTPLAN (IN-77-FM-O2d) 12-28-7g FM :_ • i
(REV.Z) :;
13015 GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION ANDCONTROLTES? STATION 07-28-78 EF I.G. R/.WDO
SYSTEMSFUNCTIONALCABLECONFIGURATION(REV. D)
1302B FACILITY CAUTIONAND WARNINGUNIT DESIGN 09-Z8-77 EJ R.E. GIBSON
SPECIFICATION FORGNCTEST STATION (REV. A)
13027 PROXIMITY OPERATIONSSOFTWAREPRELIMINARY 08-Z8-77 FM A.L. DUPONT
FUNCTIONALREQUIREMENTS(IN-77-FM-043)
13026 _IODECONTROLSYSTEMDESIGN SPECIFICATION 06-28-77 EJ R.E. GIBSON
FORGNC TEST STATION
13030 AS-BUILT DOCUMENTFORTHE CALMSIMAGE-IO0 08-28-77 SF L. E, GIDOINGS
HYBRID SYSTEM R.T. MINTER
VOL. I - SYSTEMDESIGN K, L. PATTISON
VOL, 2 - DETAILED FLOWCHARTSAND PROGRAM )LISTINGS
VOL. 3 - UTILITIES AND SHAREDSUBROUTINES
13032 OPERATIONALREADINESSTEST PLAN FOR 08-28-77 FD O. J. HOLGUIN &ISYSTEMSTART ANDSYSTEMOPS FILES
13033 OPERATIONALREADINESSTEST PLAN FORV308H 08-28°77 FD O. J. HOLGUIN
13034 OFT-1 MARGINASSESSMENT 08-08-77 EX L.O. AUSTIN
13035 DEAERATORPERFORMANCETEST 08-2b-77 EP W.C. TUTHILL
13038 RCS ENGINE 2-4 SEA LEVEL TEST 00-15-77 EP D.G. STAFFORD
13039 SHUTTLEPROTOTYPEAPUTEST 12-08-77 EP W. C, TUTHILL
13041 AVIONICS SYSTEMSENGINEERINGDIVISION 0g-zB-77 EJ J.C. BASTON
SHUTTLEAVIONICS INTEGRATIONLABORATORYTEST
SUPPORTSYSTEMSMATERIALCONTROLPROCEDURES
13042 CONTRACTEND-ITEM SPECIFICATION FOR 01-28°78 EC C.R. KONKEL
FLEXIBLE MULTIPLEXER/DEMULTIPLEXER
(REV. A) (WAS PUBLISHEDAS JSC 23042)
13043 GPERATZONALREADINESSTkST REPORTFOR og-08-;' FD O.J. HOLGU!N
SYSTEMSTARTAND SYSTEMOPS FILES
13045 SPACESHUTTLEORBITERAPPROACHAND LA_DZNG 0g-28-77 LA l
TEST EVALUATIONREPORT-CAPTIVE/ACTIVE
FLIGHT TEST SUW4ARY _"
13048 ELECTRICALPOKIERREQUIREMENTSANf,LYSIS FOR Og-ZB-77 P.A. GREEN
SINGLE FAILURE TOLERANTENTRY(IN-77-FM- M..J. PIPHER
044) 0. F. WOLFGRAM '
4i
13047 SHUTTLEORBITAL FLIGHT TEST CALIBRATION 05-01-81 LA /
DATA PLAN (REV. _,) _
13048 DESCRIPTIONOF A COMPUTERPROGRAMWRITTLN 08-09-77 EX 0. J. HONAN |
FORAPPROACHAND LANDINGTEST POST-FLIGHT J
DATA EXTRACTIONOF PROXIMITY SEPARATION
AERODYNAMIC OEFFICIENTSAND AEROOYNAMIC Y
DATA BASEVERIFICATION ' "
13049 ORBITER/PAYLOADPROXIMITY OFERATIONS- 0g,28-77 FM J.A. BEU _ ,
LATERALAPPROACHTECHNIOUE(IN-77-FM-047) H.L. aoNts ,_
S. i, MCAO00
13050 ORBITERS-BAND FN SYSTEMACCEPTANCETEST 03-Z8-78 EE G. _. IX)LAND _ ]
PROCEDURE
13051 TAPE RECORDERINDUSTRYSURVE¢REPORT 08-25-77 EG M. E, ANDERSON
281
1990007273-263
DOC. # TITLE DATE OP.__.RRAUTHOR(S) ,"
!
13052 AVL OFT ACTIVATION PLAN 08-28-77 EJ R.H. DEROUSSE J
V. G. LUNELL ,_
P. A. SMYTH
13055 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FORBOUNDARY 08-28-77 SF F. COLLEN
DETECTIONAND REGISTRATIONPROGRAM D.P. MCKAY
13056 OPERATIONALREADINESSTEST PLAN FORL33R2 08-25-77 FD O.J. HOLGUIN
B01-A1
13059 SHUTTLEFLIGHT OPERATIONSMANUAL,VOLUME12- 08-31-79 LA
CREWSYSTEMS, PRELIMINARY(REV. B)
13d60 SHUTTLEFLIGHT OPERAATIONSMANUAL,VOLUMEIOA- 11-11-77 CG
SHUTTLEDISPLAYSANDCONTROLS,PRELIMINARY
13064 DETAILEDDESIGN SPECIFICATION PURTHE YIELD 07-28-77 SF R.L. DAVENPORT
ESTIMATIONSUBSYSTEMDATAMANAGEMENT R.F. HANSEN
K. F. WILLIAMS
13066 SPACESHUTTLEEXTRAVEHICULARCOMMUNIC_TIO_ 08-28-81 EE
SPECIFICATION
13067 SPACE SHUTTLE EMU ANTENNA SPECIFICATION I0-Z8-79 EE 4
13068 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER EVA/ATC TRANSCEIVER 08-28-81 EE
SPECIFICATION
13069 RCS TANK N204 BUBBLE POINT TESTS 09-26-77 EP D. L. WELLS
13070 SHUTTLE ORBITER HYBRID SUPPLIER PROCESS 12-30-77 ED M.K. HENDRIX
CONTROL ASSESSMENTS
13071 GOUL9 INCORPORATEDPUMP EVALUATION 09-26-77 EP N.C. LUKSA
13072 MANPOWER AND COMPUTER UTILIZATION (IN-77- 07-28-83 FM
FM-045) (REV. 3)
13074 EVALUATIONOF DEVICE TYPE PREFERENCEON 09-28-77 FD J.A. WESCOTT
ASG
13075 OPERATIONALREADINESSTEST PI.AN FOR 09-28-77 FD O.J. HOLGUIN
L33R2 BOl-A1, PART 2
13076 SMD3 POST-TEST_ _ICAL REPORT 05-24-78 SD O.R. HORDINSKY
13077 NETWORKM_NAGE_ENTSYSTEMMAINTENANCE 09-28-77 FD C. C. RUTTER
DOCUMENTATION
13078 PROGRAMDOCUMENTATIONFORMATTEDUMPOF 09-28-77 FD R.D. ROGAN
TEST INTERFACE CDNTROL MODULE TAPE ;
13083 PAYLOADOPERATIOP'SCONTROLCENTER 09-28-77 FM R. E. STOKES j
FUNCTIONALREQUIREMENTS(IN-77-FM-048) !
13084 ORBITER/IT POGODATACALIBRATION AND 09-28-77 EE C.M. HADDICK
PROCESSINGREPORTFORSHUTTLEDEVELOPMENT
FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION
13085 SHUTTLESTOWAGEINSTALLATION DOCUMENT, 05-15-79 EW M.H. MCCLUNE i
STS-2 (REV. A)
13086 REMOTEPRINTER SYSTEMMAINTENANCE 09-28-77 FD D.P. GILBERT
DOCUMENTATION
13089 MANUAlBACKUPFORPAYLOADBAY DOORCLOSURE 09-28-77 EW J.L. PHILLIPS |







DOC..._.._# TITLE DATE OP_..RRAUTHOR(S) J
13090 APPROXIMATECALCULATIONSOF PAYLOAD 12-28-78 FM E.L. DAVIS !DEPLOYMENTAND RETRIEVALSYSTEM G. SELLHORST
CHARACTERISTICS(:N-78-FM-049)
13091 INVESTIGATION OF OSCILLATIONS IN SHUTTLE 09-28-77 EG W.W. POWELL
ELEVONACTUAFORS
13094 AN ANALYTICALSATELLITE ORBIT PREDICTOR 07-28-79 FM
(IN-77-FM-O50) (REV. 1)




13096 SHUTTLECSS FILL LINE CONVECTION 11-22-77 EP N. C. LUKSA (
EVALUATION
13098 IC ENGINE MODIFICATION EVALUATION 11-18-77 EP L. R. RHODES
i
13099 PROCESSINGBASELINEFOR THE SPECIAL 09-28-77 FD V. L. PREGEANT
TELEMETRYCONVERSIONSYSTEM
13103 KU-BANDRADARCOMMUNICATIONSYSTEMSTEST 09-28-77 EE J. C. PERRY
EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
!13104 KU-BANDCOMMUNICATIONSYSTEMTEST EQUIPMENT 09-28-77 EE J.C. PERRY
REQUIREMENTS _,
13106 INS-3000 INFORMATIONMANAGEMENT SYSTEM - I0-28-77 ED J O. WHITE,
PROGRAM LOGIC MANUAL
13107 MCCORBIT DETERMINATIONPROCESSOR- MPAD 10-28-77 FM R. THEIS
TEST PLAN (IN-77-FM-055)
13110 FUNCTIONAL DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR 09-28-77 SF K.P. ECKEL
ENHANCEMENT OF THE AUTOMATIC STATUS AND J.M. EVERETTE
TRACKING SYSTEM SOFTWARE D. K. MCCARLEY
13111 BASELINEOFT ABORTPLAN (IN-77-FM'053) 10"28-77 FM
13112 APPRAISALOF THE SPACESHUTTLEASCENT 09-28-77 EJ D. R. GLANDORF
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE BASELINE
GAINS AND A PROPOSED ALTERNATE SET OF
GAINS
13115 OPERATIONAL READINESS TEST PLAN-EXEC 2, 09-21-77 FD O. J. HOLGUIN '_
VERSION 130B I
13116 NET CHARGE CUP EXAMINATION TFST 11-10-77 EP D. B. TRAHAN ,
13117 OPS MCC GROUND NAVIGATION PROGRAM, LEVEL B 10-28-77 FM R. K. OSBURN J
SOFTWARE DISPLAY AND CONTROL REQUIREMENTS W. R WOLLENHAUPT l
(IN-77-FM-O56) " _
13123 OPERATIONALREADINESSTEST REPORTFORV3OBH, 09-29-77 FD O. J. HOLGUIN _
11o8-8
-!
13125 NAVIGATION FOR IUS DEPLOYMENT - TDRSS 10-28-77 FM A.O. WYLIE _
NAVIGATION ACCURACY IN SUPPORT OF IUS tC
DEPLOYMENT,PHASEI (IN-77-FM-054) _
_W
13128 AN ANALYTICAL SINGULARITY-FREESOLUTIONTO 11-28-77 FM V.R. BOND "'f
THE J2 PERTURBATIONPROBLEM(IN-77-FM-052) _|
13129 MCCGROUNDNAVIGATION PROGRAMENCKE 12-28-77 FM J. C. CURRIE
INTEGRATORMPADTEST PLAN (IN-77-FM-051) W. L. GIBSON _.
13130 ORBITER ACOUSTIC FATIGUE TESTING SPECIMEN 10-28-77 ES W. M. WEST I_'_




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) ;,""M
13131 AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATIONRESEARCHPROGRAM- 12-28-77 ED i¢ t
NC"130B AIRCRAFTUSER'S HANDBOOK ' i
1313R OPERATIONALREADINESSTEST PLAN FOR 10-28-77 FD O. 3. HOLGUIN '
PROCESSOR/LIBRARYC ANDSYSTEMSTART V2.2
13138 DESIGN SPECIFICATION FORGENERALIZEDLINEAR 10-28-77 EJ J.S. GOR
MODELANALYSIS OF VARIANCEPROGRAM
13140 COMPUTATIONS OF SUPERSONIC VISCOUS FLOW 08-28-77 ES C.P. LI
OVER A FINITE-WIDTHPLATE
13141 SMD 3 DATAMANAGEMENTREPORT 00-30-77 SD
13142 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATIONOF THE CAMS/ 10-28-77 SF W.A. HOLLEY
CAS INTERFACE TAPE REPORT GENERATION
PROCRAMFORLACIE
13143 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOREOD- 10-28-77 SF P, J. AUCOIN
LARSYSPROCEDURE1 C. T. GARDNER
B. E. WILLS
13144 DESIGN SPECIFICATIDN FORLARSYSPROCEDURE 10-28-77 SF P. J. AUCOIN
1 FOLLOW-ON i,
13145 PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION - MARQUIS2.FTN 12-28-77 SF M. A. MENDLOWITZ
13375 LAGRANGEMULTIPLIERS FOROPTIMALLOW-THRUST 12-28-67 J. D. HART
EARTH-JUPITERTRANSFERS
13378 FORMULATIONOF THE APOLLO TYPE EARTH-MOON 06-28-69 B. K. CULPEPPER
TRAJECTORYOPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
13424 ELECTROMAGNETICSCATTERINGOF WAVESOF 05-29-69 PA
FINITE EXTENT INCIDENT UPONA SMOOTH,
UNDULATED,EXTENDEDSURFACE
13593 CROPCALENDARSFORTHE U.S., U.S.S.R., AND 07-28-80 SF T. HODGES
CANADAIN SUPPORTOF THE EARLYWARNING M. L. SESTAK
PROJECT M.H. TRENCHARD r
13633 HAL/S-360 COMPILERSYSTEMSPECIFICATION 02-23-81 FM
13647 OPSMCCGROUNDNAVIGATIONPROGRAM-LEVELB 10-28-77 FM O.R. BERGMAN
SOFTk_REPRELIMINARYORBIT DETERMINATION J.J. MCMAHON
PROCESSING FORMULATION REQUIREMENTS C.M. NEWMAN ;
(IN-77-FM-057) |
13649 OPERATIONANDMAINTENANCEMANUALFOR 11-28-77 EG D.E. LABBCRTON
GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AND CONTROL TEST
STATION ELECTRICAL POWER DISTRIBUTION )
SYSTEM
13650 ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE FOR GUIDANCE, 10-28-77 EG D.E. LABBERTON
NAVIGATION, AND CONTROL TEST STATION
ELECTRICAL POWER DISTRIBUTIONSYSTEM
i
13651 TEST PLAN FORSYSTEM2000, VERSION2.60 10-28-77 FD C.L. HORTON ';
l13652 STATIC AEROELASTICITYPROGRAM,ISAS PHASEB 11-28-78 ES D. D, SINER
UPDATES
13653 V306I (1108/8) ANDV213C (1!10/6) 10-17-77 FD O. J. HOLGUIN
OPERATIONAL TEST REPORT
13655 STANDARDSFORTHE OPERATIONOF THE CYBER-74 10-28-77 FD D. M. ALEXANDER
COMPUTER
13656 FLOW BLOCKAGE ANOMALY DURING SHUTTLE RCS 11-09-77 EP J, A. ROBERSON





DOC. # TITLE DATE OP...RR AUTHOR(S )
13867 LUNG-TERM EVALUATION OF SHUTTLE ORBITER 01-28-78 EG R.A. FORMOSO
( SINGER-KEARFOTT GYROFLEX COMPONENT _'
• 13858 ARC-JET DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM SOFTWARE 09-28-77 FD J, W. BLACKMON _ :
FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION FOR THE MODCOMP
2, PHASE A
13659 A SYSTEM ANALYSIS OF 1HE 13.3 GHZ 10-28-77 SF J.R. WANG
SCATTEROMETER
13660 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR THE 01-28-78 FD J.F. BROSE
STRUCTURES TEST FACILITY DATA REDUCTION
PROGRAM, BUILDING 13
13661 ORBITER TIMING SYSTEM CONSOLE AND 06-28-78 EE G.D. DOLAND
ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE (REV. A)
13662 MPAD LACIE PRODUCT QUALITY ASSESSMENT 12-Z8-77 FM W. WILSON
SOFTWAREAND PROCEDURES - PROGRAMDESCRIPTION
AND COMPUTEROPERATIONS (IN-77-FM-058)
(2 VOLUMES) }
13663 OFT-1 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE FM
(IN-77-FM-059) !
VOL. 1 - GROUNDRULESAND CONSTRAINTS 11-28-77 |
VOL. 2 - SUMMARY 03-28-78
VOL. 3 - ASCENT 04-28-78
VOL. 4 - ONORBIT TRAJECTORY AND ATTITUDE 05-28-78
DATA _VOL. 5 - DEORBIT THROUGH LANDING 04-28-78 G. CARMAN
D. HEATH
D. PAYNE , •
VOL. 6 - ABORT ANALYSIS 06-28-78 _ .
VOL. 7 - OMS AND RCS CONSUMABLES ANALYSIS 03-28-78
VOL. 8 - NONPROPULSIVE CONSUMABLES ANALYSES 04-28-78
13664 CONSOLE TEST PROCEDURE FOR SHUTTLE TASK 04-28-78 EE G. D, DOLAND
501 AUDIO SYSTEM CONSOLE (REV. A)
13665 DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR EOD-LARSYS - 10-28-77 SF C. BO-LINN
STATISTICS AND DATA TRANSFORMATION
PROCESSOR'S MODIFICATION
13666 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR POP 11/45 12-28-77 SF C. W. AHLERS ,
ACCURACY ASSESSMENT SYSTEM (REV. A)
13667 UNIVAC EXEC 8 SYSTEM STABILITY REVIEW 10-27-77 FD O.J. HOLGUIN
SUMMARY-UNIVAC 1108/7, 1108/8, 1110/6, *
JULY 1976-JULY 1977
13669 IMAGE DISSECTOR PHOTOCATHODESOLAR DAMAGE 10-28-77 EG R.A. SMITH
TEST PROGRAM
13871 OPERATIONAL READINESS TEST REPORT FOR 11-01-77 FD P. E. GATES
VERSION 130B. 1108/1
13672 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENTFOR CREW 11-28-77 FD L.D. JONES tl
SYSTEMS LABORATORY - DATA ACQUISITION AND !
CONTROL SYSTEM POST'TEST DATA PROCESSING
PROGRAM
1367_ LOAD MO_')LE OUTPUT ON FLOPPY DI K IN THE 11-28-77 EG C.A. HELMKE
lt/MP SOFTWARE SYSTEM j_
"1
13678 AN EVALUATION OF REFRACTION AND ANGLE BIAS 11-28-77 FM J.C. CURRIE 'IB
ERRORS IN SINGLE STATION ORBIT SOLUTIONS ,_
(IN-77-FM-061)
13679 NOVA/IOPS-MDM/SIO-SL/BIU DATA TRANSFER TEST 11-28-77 F.E. MOUNT
SOFTWARE GUIDE
13680 SEPARATION BOLT FIRING SIMULATIONS 03-20-78 EP L.J. PRICE
265
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13881 DOCUMENTAT;ONOF COMPUTERPROGRAMSOLVING 11-28-77 ES C.P. LI #
THE SUPerSONICVISCOUS FLOWOVERSIMPLE ,l
CONFICdRATIONS
13682 INPUT/OUTPUTPROCESSOREMULATOR-SOFTWARE 11-28-77 EG L. H. HARRIS "
ANDHARDWAREREQUIREMENTS
13683 GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AND CONTROL TEST 01-28-78 EH R, E. WHITNEY
STATION (GTS) ACTIVATION PLAN _'
13685 DESIGN DOCUMENTFORSAIL RF PATH SIMULATOR 11-28-77 EE R. G. CRABB J
13686 IDSD PRIVATE DATA HANDLING PROCEDURE FOR FD C.E. ALLDAY
MANAGEMENT PRODUCTION SERVICES
13688 OFT-I LAUNCH TARGETING PROCESSOR - FINAL MCC 04-28-78 FM G.L. NORBRATEN
LEVEL C REQUIREMENTS (IN-77-FM-064) (REV. I)
13689 A MAXIMAL CHROMATIC EXPANSION METHOD OF 01-28-78 SF R.A. ABOTTEEN
MAPPING MULTICHANNEL IMAGERY INTO COLOR R.D. JUDAY
SPACE
13721 THE STATE TRANSITION MATRIX AND ADJOINT 12-28-77 FM D. J. JEZEWSKI
VARIABLES FOR THE UNPERTURBEDMOTION OF
A RIGID BODY (IN-77-FM-O60) _t(
13724 LOADS COEFFICIENT GENERATOR PROGRAM 11-28-77 ES W. H. HALSTEAD ,
*
13726 APU FUEL PUMPTEST 01-10-78 EP E. REESE
13727 0V-I02 BREADBOARD CONTROL UNIT AND 01-28-78 EG L.H. HARRIS ,
TESTER USER'S MANUAL
13728 LACIE FIRST INTERIM PHASE Ill EVALUATION 01-28-78 SF
REPORT
13729 SECOND GENERATION SAMPLING STRATEGY 07-28-78 SF J. P. 8ASU
EVALUATION REPORT S.M. DRAGICH
D. P. MCGUIGAN
13731 LACIE PHASE Ill ACCURACY ASSESSMENT REPORT 01-28-78 SF
13732 LACIE FEASIBILITYOF ASSESSING CROP 03-28-78 SF
CONDITION AND YIELD FROM LANDSAT DATA
13733 LACIE PHASE Ill INTERIM ACCURACY ASSESSMENT 03-28-78 SF
PLAN i
13734 CROPSPECTRAFROMLACIE FIELD MEASUREMENTS 03-28-78 SF M.E. BAUER
L. L. BIEHL |
M. M. HIXSON
13735 TRANSITIONYEAR CLASSIFICATION ANDMENSURA- 03-28-78 SF ]
TION SUBSYSTEM(CAMS) DETAILED ANALYS_S
PROCEDURES
13736 LACIE PHASE1 AND PHASE2 ACCURACY 02-28-78 SF
ASSESSMENT,FINAL REPORT
13737 LACIE DETECTINGANDMONITORINGAGRICULTURAL 04-28-78 SF
VEGETATION WATER STRESS OVER LARGE AREAS
USING LANDSAT DIGITAL DATA
J13740 FY 78-79 LACIE TRANSITION PROJECTREANALYSIS 06-Z8-78 SF
OF CCEA 1 U.S. GREAT PLAINS WHEAT YIELD
MODELS
13743 LACIE PHASE III ACCURACY ASSESSMENTPLAN 09-28-78 SF





ooc. TITLE DATE AUTHOR(S) )j!
13780 LACIE NETHODOL_Y FOR AREA YIELD AND 12-02-77 SF R.B. ERB
PRODUCTIONESTIMATION, RESULTSAND
PERSPECTIVE
13761 AN OVERVIEWOF THE LARGEAREACROPINVENTORY 03-28-70 SF R. B. ERD .T
EXPERIMENTAND THE OUTLOOKFORA SATELLITE
CROP INVENTORY
13767 LACIE SAMPLINGUNIT SIZE CONSIDERATIONSIN 06-16-79 SF C. R. PERRY
LARGEAREA CROPINVENTORYINGUSING
SATELLITE-B_SEDDATA
13768 EVALUATION AND TEST OF XENON LAMPS 04-24-70 F. N, BENNING ;
T. L. HERSHEY
R. J. ROCHESTER
13769 THE LACIE SYMPOSIUM 10-28-78 SF
13773 COMPOSITIONANDASSEMBLYOF A SPECTRALDATA 06-28-80 SF M. C. KINSLER
BASEFORCORNANDSOYBEANMULTICROP M. L. SESTAK
SEGMENTS M. H. TRENCHARD
13775 AGRISTARS-NEUTRONMETERCALIBRATIONFOR THE 02-28-80 SF L, M. ARYA
1978 COLBYSOIL MOISTUREEXPERIMENT _
13776 INTERPRETATIONOF LANDSATDIGITAL DATA 02-28-80 SF R.B. CATE
USING A CUBIC COLORMODELBASEDON M. C KINSLER
• ,!RELATIVE ENERGIES D. E. PHINNEY
13779 OPERATIONALREADINESSTEST PLAN FOR 11-17-77 FD O. J. HOLGUIN
PLTLIB, V4.1 AND V5.1
¢
13780 PAYLOAD FLIGHT TEST ARTICLE FTA-2 MASS 05-04-81 EW W. HEINEMAN
PROPERTIES REPORT (REV. C)
13781 NO. 1.2 LEVEL 468 RELEASEPLAN 12-28-77 FD W.B. HOPKINS
13782 ACCEPTANCETEST PROCEDUREFORSHUTTLETASK 06-28-78 EE G. D. DOLAND
501-AUDIO SYSTEM CONSOLE (REV. A)
13785 A2/01-1 SPS POST-SIMULATIONREPORT- 12-28-77 FM F. T. BUZZARD
EVALUATIONOF SECOND-STAGE/ORBITINSERTION
SHUTTLEASCENTS(IN-77-FM-063)
13786 THE SOLUTIONOF A DEFINITE INTEGRALOCCUR- 12-28-77 FM V, R. BOND
RING IN THE RESONANCE TERMS OF THE
SATELLITE THEORY(IN-77-FM-062) I
13788 OFT PILOT POWERCONTROLBOX PERFORMANCE PH W. M, SPEIER i
i
SPECIFICATION
13789 DETAIL DESIGN SPECIFICATION FORENHANCEMENT 11-28-77 SF K. P. ECKEL i
OF THE AUTOMATICSTATUSANDTRACKING J. M. EVERETTE
SYSTEMSOFTWARE D. K. MCCARLEY _
13792 CHARACTERIZATIONOF SECONDARY IGNITION 11-26-77 ES D.M. KLINCK
souRcEsINUNATTENDEDCOMPARTMENTAND ,
FULL SCALE BASELINE TEST, FINAL REPORT _
13793 PROGRAMDOCUMENTATIONFORSHUTTLETRAINING 01-28-78 FD A. RIOS | !
AIRCRAFT TAPE DUMP PROGRAM _
!
13796 SPACELAB-1 LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS 02-28-78 SE E. MELGARES
REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT
13802 A MODELOF 0,4 GHZ SCATTEROMETER 01-28-78 SF S. T. Wb q_
13803 BACKUPFLIGHT CONTROLSYSTEMBREADBOARD 12-28-77 EG T. T. TON _ ,,
CONTROLUNIT ACCEPTANCETEST REPORT




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _
t3805 WATERIFIMERSIONFACILITY GENERALOPERATING 10-28-78 NS A.F. SMITH
PROCEDURES(REV. C)
13806 GUIDANCE,NAVIGATION, ANDCONTROLTEST 10-28-78 EJ g.E. GIBSON
STATION - CENTRAL TIMING SYSTEM SPECIFICATION
13807 OFT-2 REFERENCFFLIGHT PROFILE INTEGRATED 12-28-77 FM
PROFILE (SEE JSC 14843) (IN-lT-FM-OB5)
13808 WATER IMMERSION FACILITY GENERAL DESCRIPTION 02-28-78 HA A.F. SKITH
13809 USER'S GUIDE FOR JSC IDSD IMPLEMENTATION I0-28-77 FD B. KLOSS
OF EXEC 8, LEVEL 33RZA
13810 PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR SPACE 04-NI-78 ED A.C. COPELAND
SHUTTLE RADIATION INSIRUMENTATIONSYSTEM
(REV. A)
13811 SHUTTLEERAPAYLOADSDATA SYSTEMNEW U1-28-78 FM W.S. CHERN
TECHNOLOGYREQUIREMENTS(IN-78-FM-O01) R.E. STOKES
R. H. WOLFE
13813 OPERATIONALCHANGESFORTHE KANSASSTATE 12-28-77 SF R.L. DAVENPORT
UNIVERSITY WHEAT MODEL i
13816 AEROSURFACE SERVOAMPLIFIER/ACTUATOR 01-28-78 EG J. R, THOMPSON (
INTEGRATION TESTIKG
13817 FINAL DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR EOD-LARSYS 12-28-77 SF P.J. AUCOIN
PROCEDURE 1 FOLLOW-ON
13818 CYE,ERPERFORMANCE ANALYSIS STUDY PLAN 12-28-?? FD W.B. HOPKINS
R. L. HOUGE
13819 SPACE PCR NO. 330 FEASIBILITY STUDY REPORT 12-28-77 FD R.L. HOUGE
B. W. VOGELSANG
_3821 EARTH OBSERVATIONS DIVISION VERSION OF THE 06-28-80 SF P.J. AUCOIN
LABORATORY FOR APPLICATIONSOF REMOTE M.F. MCKAY
SENSING SYSTEM (EOD-LARSYS)USER'S GUIDE J. STEWART
FOR THE IBM 370/148 (4 VOLUMES) (REV. A)
13822 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR PRODUCTION 11-28-77 SF C.T. GARDNER
FILM CONVERTER GAINS AND BIASES PROGRAM
13823 DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR SECONDARY ERROR IZ-28-77 SF P.J. AUCOIN
SOURCES MULTITEMPORAL BAYES CLASSIFIER T
13824 DESIGN SPECIFICAllON FOR EQUIPROBABLE 12-28-77 SF P.J. AUCOIN
BLOCKS DENSITY ESTIMATOR/CLASSIFIER/DOT
SELECTOR
13825 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR THE 12-28-77 SF G. L. DARGER
DIGITAL DERIVATION OF DAILY AND MONTHLY B. H. JEUN
DATA BASES FROMSYNOPTIC OBSERVATIONS
OF TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION FOR THE
PEOPLE'S REPUBLICOF CHINA
15829 NASASTS MISSION MODELPAYLOADDESCRIPTIONS 10-28-77 PA
AND STS CARGOMANIFESTS(REV. 1)
13830 IMPLEMENTATIONPROCEDUREFORSTS PAYLOADS 12-18-79 PA
SYSTEMSAFETYREQUIREMENTS i
13835 REQUIREMENTSAND FUNCT!ONAL SPECIFICATIONS fl1-28,-78 FD
FOR THE CREW SYSTEMS LABORATORY EXPANSION
OF THE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM







DOC.# TITLE DATE OP_..RR AUTHOR(S) =rL.
13837 DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR LACIE FORMATTED 12-28-77 SF P.J. AUCOIN o,TI
DOT CARDS IN EOD-LARSYS _ I•
13838 IUS PRE-RELEASE ALINEMENT (IN-78-FM-O03) 01-28-78 FM F. A. EVANS %_,iq
13839 FLIGHT DESIGN SYSTEM-1 USER'S GUIDE 04-28-78 FM(IN-78-FM-O04)
13840 ABORT REGION DETERMINATOR MODULE FEASIBILITY 01-28-78 FM B. G, DRAEGER
REPORT (IN-78-FM-OO8) J.A. JOYNER
13841 SYSTEM SOFTWARETUNING VIA SYSTEM GENERATED 01-28-78 FD
PARAMETERS
13842 LITHOLDGICAL MAPS OF SELECTED APOLLO 14 01-28-78 SN I. CARLSON
BRECCIA SAMPLES S. FEICHT
D. TWEDELL
13844 OFT-3 REFERENCE FLIGHT PROFILE (IN-78-FM-OO9) 02-28-78 FM
13848 DATA REDUCTION COMPLEX ORBITAL FLIGHT 02-28-78 FD J. G. WRAY
TESTS STCS SYSTEM REOUIREMENTS (REV. A)
13849 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER REMOTE MANIPULATOR 01-25-78 MA
SYSTEM REVIEW PLAN FOR CRITICAL DESIGN {'
REVIEW l
13852 OPERATIONAL READINESS TEST PLAN FOR V2148 01-18-78 FD O. J. HOLGUIN
13853 SCHEMATIC DISPLAYS FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE 03-28-79 W. WEISS _
ORBITER MULTIFUNCTION CATHODE RAY TUBE
DISPLAY SYSTEM
!
]3856 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST PRE-FLIGHT 07-28-78 SE R. M. RAPP
AND POST-FLIGHT FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM
13858 OPERATIONAL READINESS TEST PLAN FOR L33R2 01-19-78 FD P. E. GATES
B02-A2
13861 ORBITER VENT/THRUST REFERENCE DATA OFT 02-28-78 FM J. M. CARMIIIATI I
MISSIONS (IN-78-FM-O05)
13867 PROGRAM SEARCH (IN-78-FM-010) 02-28-78 FM W. M. LEAR
13863 SOME NEW NYSTROM INTEGRATORS (IN-78-FM-011) 02-28-78 FM W. M. LEAR
13864 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER APPROACH AND LANDING 02-28-78 LA t
TEST-FINAL EVALUATION REPORT I
i
13868 DATA PROCESSING PLAN FOR THERMAL VACUUM 03-28-78 FD H.D. HEFNER
TESTING OF SHUTTLE ORBITER HEAT REJECTION
SYSTEM * ;
1386@ SHUTTLE ORBITER DEORBIT THROUGH LANDING 02-28-78 FM M.N. MONTEZ , _l
(dupl. #) MONTE CARLO DISPERSION ANALYSIS, VOLUME
1-MATH AND ERA MODELS (IN-78-FM-012) #
13869 CATALOG OF APOLLO USB DEEP SPACE TRACKING 08-18-70 FM T.E. LANE 3" _
(dupl. #) DATA (REV. 1) _ i
13870 HIGH SHEAR NSI BRIDGEWIRE FAILURE 04-25-78 EP L.R. RHODES ,iINVESTIGATIO
13871 GENERAL ELECTRIC 3" x 3" FUEL CELL 03-23-78 EP D.R. SAUCIER
INVESTIGATION
13872 ORBITER S-BAND FM SYSTEM CONSOLE TEST 04-28-78 EE G.D. DOLAND +_
PROCEDURE (REV. A) iil,
13874 COUPLED MOTION OF RIGID BODIES ABOUT THEIR 03-28.78 FM J.O. DONALDSON _1
C_NTER-OF-MASS (IN-78-FM-014) D.J. JEZEWSKI
289
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!
13876 DO2-AZ _YSTEM DEVELOPMENT DOCUMENTATION 01-28-78 FD R.J. MORTIMER
1_8'18 WORKLOADESTIMATE FOR TH_ INFGRMATION 01-28-78 FD B.F. MCCREARY
_YT_CTTON SYSTEM DURING SPACE SHUTTLE '
TEST ACliViTY
1387g FLIGHT CONFIGURED RCS TANK TEST 04-ZI-78 EP J.A. ROBERSON
13880 DOC 4R1 TEST REPORT 02-28-78 FD
13881 EVALUATION OF PAYLUAD DEPLOYMENT AND 07-28-78 EW J.W. BROWN
RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS, FUR 65A - FINAL TEST
REPORT
13882 ENTRY GUIDANCE PERFORMANCEANALYSES 03-28-78 FM J, HANSEN
OPERATIONS - ERA-TYPE MISSIONS
(IN-78-FM-013)
13883 AZ/1108-7 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENTDOCUMENTATION OE-Z8-78 FD P.L. CHAVEZ
13884 I/0 FORMAT MODIFICATION OF MBOX FOR 0Z-28-78 ES G.C. FENG
INCORPORATION INTO ISAS
13887 FOURIER ANALYSIS OF GYROSCOPEELECTRONICS 02-28-78 EG J.H. CANNIFF
REBALANCE LOOPS
13890 DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR MODIFICATION OF 01-Z8-78 SF D.P. MCKAY
BOUNDARYDETECTION AND REGISTK_TION
PROGRAMFOR g-TRACK TAPE DATA INPUT
1389Z MISSION LIFE CYCLE EFFECTS SENSOR STUDIES 02-28-78 EX R.C. DYER
AND EVALUATIONS L. LINLEY
13893 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR PDP 11/45 OZ-Z8-78 SF C.W. AHLERS
ACCURACYASSESSMENT SYSTEM USING DISK DATA W.B. HAYENGA
FILE D. L, LOE
13894 AS-BUILT DESIGN FOR ENHANCEMENTOF THE 02-Z8-78 SF !. D. DORNELL
AUTOMATIC STATUS AND TRACKING SYSTEM D. K. MCCARLEY
SOFTWARE
13895 USER'S GUIDE FOR MASTER MEASUREMENTDATA 03-Z8-78 FD R. S. WEST
BASE SYSTEM
1389B DATA FORMAT CONTROL BOOK FOR AIRBORNE 05-28-78 ED
INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM
13898 ORBITER MANEUVERING SYSTEM ACTUATOR TEST 03-28-78 EG A. ABILMOUNA
AND REDUNDANCY MANAGEMENTEVALUATION C. PARTIN
RESULTS
13899 THE 44B TEST REPORT 02-28-77 FD P.L. HOUGE
13903 FUEL CELL COOLANT BLEND TEST 05-17-78 EP S.E. JONES
13904 PERFORMANCEEVALUATION OF THE ORBITER 07-Z1-78 EP N.C. LUKSA
FUEL CELL :_
13905 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER IMPACT PREDICTOR. 03-28-78 FM R.H. SEALE
LEVEL B REQUIREMENTS (IN-78-FM-017)
13908 ORBITER MULTIPLEXER-DEMULTIPLEXER SPACELAB 08-Z8-78 EG G. L. TOBEY
BUS INTERFACE UNIT SERIAL DATA INTERFACE
EVALUATION- FINAL TEST REPORT
13913 ORBITER/PAYLOAD PROXIMITY OPERATIONS SES 03-28-78 FM O. OLSZEWSKI
POST'SIM REPORT (IN-78-FM'01§) t
13915 DATA REOUCTION COMPLEX ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST- 07-28-78 FO P. C. GROSS





DOC. I TITLE DATE OP__RR AUThOR(S)
13010 DESIGN DOCUMENT FOR SHUTTLE TASK 501 INTERIM 03-2B-7B EE G. D, DOLAND et
TV SYSTEM
13917 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION OF THE CAMS/ 03-28-78 SF I.P. ECKEL _ '
CAS INTERFACE TAPE REPORT GENERATION
PROGRAMFOR LACIE 7
13919 AN ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL WEATHER EFFECTS 04-28-78 SF
DUE TO OPERATION OF THE SPACE ORBITING
LIGHT AUGMENTATION REFLECTOR ENERGY SYSTEM
13920 SHUTTLE ORBITER INTRAVEHICULAR RESTRAINT 03-28-78 EW R, E. DREXEL
SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS FOR SUCTION CUP
FOOT RESTRAINTS
13921 FINAL DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR EOD-LARSYS- 03-28-78 SF C. BO-LINN
STATISTICS AND DATA TRANSFORMATION
PROCESSOR MODIFICATION
13923 DO3-A2/1108-9 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 02-28-78 FD P. L. CHAVEZ
DOCUMENTATION
13926 OFT-3 CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILE SKYLAB 03-28-78 FM _REBOOST (IN-78-FM-023)
13927 AS-BUILT FINAL DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR THE 03-28-78 SF J. 5. GOR
UNIFORM CHROMATICITY SCALE TRANSFORMATION
OF KAUTH COMPONENTS PROGRAM
13928 C/SP SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT DOCUMENTATION 03-28-78 FD W.L. ALBORES
13929 FIBER OPTICS TECHNOLOGY AND ITS POTENTIAL 03-28-78 E.A. DALKE t
FOR AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS
13930 CONSOLE TEST PROCEDURE FOR SHUTTLE TASK 03-28-78 EE G. D, DOLAND
501 INTERIM TV SYSTEM
13932. TWIST AND SWAY TESTING OF INERTIAL 11-28-78 EG L, A, HEINZE
MEASUREMENT UNIT
13933 VITAMIN D METABOLITES AND BONE DEMINERAL- 03-2B-78 SE
IZATION, SPACELAB-2, EXPERIMENT 1
13934 ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE FOR SHUTTLE TASK 04-28-78 EE
001 INTERIM TV SYSTEM
13930 NSI LOW TEMPERATURE SCREENING TEST 04-12-78 EP S. E. JONES
13936 LACIE 7 SYSTEM INDEPENDENT SOFTWARE 05-28-78 FM W. C, BEAN
VERIFICATION (IN-7B-FM-010)
_3937 ALT SPACE SHUTTLE BAROMETRIC ALTIMETER Oe-2B-78 FM R. KILLEN
ALTITUDE ANALYSIS (IN-7B-FM-022)
13938 ON-ORBIT ATTITUDE BENCH PROGRAMVERIFICATION- 04-28-78 FM K, R. SCHMECKPEPER
OFT ONBOARD ATT-PROC REQUIREMENTS
(IN-78-FM-021)
13939 STAR TRACKER BENCH PROGRAMVERIFICATION 04-28-7B FM R. W. CORSON
OFT ONBOARD SOP REQUIREMENTS (IN-78-FM-019) i
# I
13940 USER INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE ADAGE THERMAL 03-28-78 ES P. E. FOGERSON _ /
ANALYSIS SOFTWARE PACKAGE !
#
13943 PROGRAMSUPPORT PLAN-STS OPERATIONS 02-28-B4 FS
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS) _'
13944 ASCENT/ENTRY ATTITUDE BENCH PROGRAM 00-2B-78 FM K.R. SCHMECKPEPER ! 1
VERIFICATINN OFT ONBOAROATT PROC 4
tREQUIREMENTS (IN-78-FM'020) 271 i
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I
13945 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FORGENERALIZED 03-28-78 SF J.S. GOR / !
LINEAR MODELANALYSIS OF VARIANCEPROGRAM , )
13947 IMPLEMENTATIONOF LEVEL 33.R2 OF THE 1100 03-28-78 FD J, N. REID :'
EXECUTIVESYSTEMON 1110-8
13949 BO3-AZ/1108-7 SYSTFMDEVELOPMENTDOCUMENTATION 03-28-78 FD P. L, CHAVEZ
13953 MMESSWITCHBOXDESIGN SPECIFICATION 03-28-78 EJ R. E. GIBSON
13954 DISCRETE INTERFACEUNIT DESIGN SPECIFICATION 03-28-78 EJ R, E. GIBSON
FORGTS
1395_ A SHORTCOURSEON KALMANFILTERS 04-28-78 FM W.M. LEAR '
(IN-78-FM-OZ4)
13958 NASAMEDICALOPERATIONSREQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT 03-01-82 SA
FORORBITAL FLIGHT TEST (REV. B)
13957 INSTRUMENTATION,CONTROL,ANDDAT_ MANAGEMENT EZ V.A. CELINO
FORTHE MIST FACILITY
13058 SHUTTLEORBITERINERTIAL MEASUREME_ITUNIT 11-28-78 EA L.A. HEINZE
DYNAMICLOWACCELEROMETERGAIN TESTS L,
13959 HYDRAUI_ICTHERMALDUTY CYCLE 05"02-78 EP J. PRICE ;
13960 KALMANFILTERING TECHNIQUES(IN-78-FM-O25) 04-28-78 W.M. LEAR
13961 TEST REPORTFORTWINAXCABLE 04-28-78 EE G.D. DOLAND
13982 TEN ECOSYSTEMSTUDY-SITE U REPORT, KERSHAW R. DILLMAN
COUNTY,SOUTHCAROLINA
13964 NSOOIMSLANDSAT-DTHEMATICMAPPERBAND OA-ZB-78 G.R. MEEK
AIRCRAFTSCANNER R. r, MERKEL
R. R. RICHARD
13965 IMPINGEMENTEFFECTOF SERVICE MODULE 04-28-78 J.D. LOBB
REACTIONCONTROLSYSTEMENGINE PLUMES
13988 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATIC_JFORBOUNDARY 04-28-78 SF F. COLLEN
DETECTIONAND REGISTRATIONPROGRAM D.P. MCK@',
13967 ORBITAL PROPELLANTHANDLINGAND STORAGE 04-14-78 ER
SYSTEMSFORLARGESPACEPROGRAMS(2 VOLUMES)
- 13968 FLIGHT 8 CONCEPTUALFLIGHT PROFILE TORSS/ 05-2B-78 FM J.A. BELL
IUS AND SBS/SSUS-D DEPLOYMENTFLIGHT 0. R. LOSTAK
(SEE JSC 15045) (IN-78-FM-OZB) D.S. SCHEFFMAN
13989 SOIL MOISTUREMODELINGREVIEW 04-28-78 SF W. W. HILDRETH
!13970 DETECTIONANDMAPPINGPACKAGEANALYSIS 09-28-78 EA R. C. CARNES i
GUIDE - INTERPRETINGIMPOUNDEDSURFACE R. G. DAVIS
WATER. FINAL REPORT E. H. SCHLOSSER |
13972 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FORLACIE 04-Z8-78 SF P. J. AUCOIN
FORMATTED OTCARDSIN EOD-LARSYS J. GOR )
13973 SPACESHUTTLEORBITERTEST EVALUATIONPLAN 03-31-81 M.A. COLLINS, JR,
(REV.B) w
13974 ALT WORDIDENTIFICATION DIAGNOSTICTAPE 07-28-78 FD R.D. STARKWEATHER J
GENERATION H.V. TAYLOR
13975 STANDARDPAYLOADDISPLAY ANDCONTROL 09-12-79 EH D.e. LABBERTON
INTERFACESPECIFICATION (REV. C)
13978 APOLLOSTANDARDINITIATOR - AGE LIFE TEST 05-09-78 EP L.J. PRICE




DOC. I T;,T_ DATE QPR AUTHOR(S)
13978 A LITERATURE REVIEW OF MAJOR REMOTE SENSING 10-28-78 EA E, P. KAN
PROJECTS MAPPING FOREST LAND IN THE U.S. _'
USING SATELLITE DATA AND AUTOMATIC DATA
PROCESSING
13979 BIOSPEX-A SLIMMARYOF LIFE SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS 08-Z8-78 J.A. RUNNEL
CARRIED ON U.S. SPACECRAFT
13080 CONVERSION OF THE ROCKET IGNITION OVER- 04-28-78 ES M.T. NGUYEN
PRESSURES PROGRAMTO THE UNIVAC 1110
13985 USER'S GUIDE FO_ THE YIELD ESTIMATION 04-28-78 SF R. DAVENPORT
SUBSYSTEM DATA MANAGEMENTSYSTEM M. SESTAK
13988 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION-LACIE FORMATTED 04-28-78 SF P.J. AUCOIN
DOT CARDS IN EOD-LARSYS C. HORTON
13988 REVISED ESTIMATES FOR OZONE REDUCTION BY 05-28-78 A.E. POTTER
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS
13990 TEST SPECIFICATION/SCRIPT FOR THE DATA 04-28-78 FD a.E. MCFARLAND •
REDUCTION COMPLEX ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST
INFORMATION EXTRACTION SYSTEM l
13992 TREND MONITORING SYSTEM-LEVEL C REQUIREMENTS 11-28-78 FD &
DOCUMENT
13993 PROXIMITY OPERATIONS SOFTWARE LEVEL C 05-Z8-78 FM A, DUPONT
REOUIREMENTS (IN-78-FM-OZ7) H. JONES
S. MCADO0
13995 CHANGE CONTROL REOUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES 12-07-81 PA ¢
MANUAL (REV.C)
14000 PIP/STS AND SYNCOM IV (REV. D) 01-08-87 LA
(MULTIPLE ANNEXES)
14001 PIP/SPINNING SOLID UPPER STAGE-ATLAS CLASS 01-14-83 PA
(SSUS-A) (REV. A)
14002 PIP/GEOSTATIONARY OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL 05-28-79 PA
SATELLITE (GOES)
14004 PIP/PAYLOAD DATA PACKAGE TELESAT (ANZK-C) 08-18-85 PA
(REV. E) (MULTIPLE ANNEXES)
14005 PIP/STS AND MDAC PAYLOAD ASSIST MODULE-DELTA 04-18-88 PA i I
CLASS (PAM-D) (REV. B) (MULTIPLE ANNEXES)
14006 PIP/ORBITER CREWCOMPARTMENTANNEX FOR 08-30-88 FS
SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS (REV. F)
(MULTIPLE ANNEXES)
14008 PIP/SPACELAB-I 04-28-82 CA *
14009 PIP/STS AND HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE (REV. B) 08-17-87 PA q
(MULTIPLE ANNEXES)
14010 PIP/STS AND SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION (REV. B) 08-17-79 LA j
t401__,_Z2 PIP/LONG DUraTION EXPOSURE FACILITY (REV. C) 09-30-87 LA _ )
(MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 4
14._013 PIP/BASELINE DOCUMENT FOR P80-! SPACE 12-Z8-78 PA
VEHICLE SYSTEM (REV. A) _
0'
1401____44 PIP/STS AND DEFENSE SUPPORT PROGRAMCARGO 11-20-80 PA
ELEWENT
14015 PIP/$TS AND OFFICE OF SPACE AND TERRESTRIAL 10-30-81 ED




TITLE DATE OPR AVTHOR(S)
14016 PIP/OSS-I SPACE SCIENCE PAYLOAD (MULTIPLE 02-01-82 CG
ANNEXES)
14017 PIP/STS AND OFT PALLET CARRIER SYSTEM 12-21-01 CG
(REV. A) (MULTIPLE ANNEXES)
14018 PIP/INERTIAL UPPER STAGE (REV. D) 12-0g-87 PA
(MULTIPLE ANNEXES)
14019 PIP/STS TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLITE 12-03-87 LA
SYSTEM (REV. E) (MULTIPLE ANNEXES)
14020 PIP/STS GALILEO PROJECT 10-28-79 WC
14021 PIP/GETAWAY SPECIAL (REV. C) (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) IZ-08-87 PA
14023 PIP/SPACELAB-Z (REV. A) (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 08-02-85 LA
14024 PIP/STS AND SPAS-01 (REV B) (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 11-03-83 EW C.D. PERNER
14026 PIP/STS AND OEX EXPERIMENTS (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) O0 28-81 ED
14027 PAYLOAD WEIGHT AND CENTER-OF-GRAVITY 01-28-7g WC E.g. HISCHKE
ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS
140m__.228 PIP/STS AND REFERENCE SATELLITE A 05--28--79 LA
14029 SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD STANDARD INTEGRATION 03--28--82 PA
PLAN FOR DEPLOYABLE--TYPE PAYLOADS
(SEE JSC 21000) (REV, D)
14030 PIP/PERUMTEL (PALAPA-B) (REV. A) 04-29-88 LA
(MULTIPLE ANNEXES)
14031 PIP/STS AND INSAT-1 (REV. C) (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 0Z-11-85 EW
14034 PIP/SPACELAB-3 (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 05-00-85 LA
14036 PIP/STS AND INTERNATIONAL SOLAR 05-15-86 PA
(dup. W) POLAR MISSION - REPLACED BY ULYSSES
(REV. C) (MULTIPLE ANNEXES)
14038 CREWOPERATIONS STUDY OF COMMANDSTRUCTURE 05-14-71
(dup. $)
14038 PIP/SATCOM KU (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 03-07-86 LA
1403g PIP/LANDSAT (REV B) (Mb.TIPLE ANNEXES) 04-13-87 LA
1404_.._._.00 GERMANSPACELAB Ol (REV. B) (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 09-11-88 LA
1404__I MISSION EVALUATION R_ IMPLEMENTATION 01-28-80 LA Fo. A. COLLINS
AND OPERATIONS PLAN
1404_.__3 PIP/ARABSAT (REV A) (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 05-14-B5 LA
1404__4 PIP/OSTA-Z (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 12-21-81 PA
1404.._.__55 PIP/ELECTROPHORESIS EOUIPMENY VERIFLCATION 08-05-81 CG
TEST (MULTIPLE ANNEXES)
14046 PIP/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION VERIFICATIO_ _ARY 07-16-82 PA J.C. BOSTICK
ANNEX m PAYLOAD VERIFICATION REOUIREMENf_
(REV.A)
14050 PIP/STS AND EARTH RAUJAT]ON BUDGET 10-25-84 CH
SATELLITE (REV. A) (MULTIPLE ANNEXES)





F DOC,/ TITLE _ OPR AUTHOq(S) _,PIP/PROCEDURESFORPAYLOADINTEGRATIONLIBRARY lO-ZO-B7 PA ._|
t SYSTEMACCESSANDRETRIEVAL
14053 PIP/MATERIAL SCIENCESLABORATORIES(REV. A) 10-2_-_6 TE
(MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 4,
14055 PIP/GALILEO MISSION (REV. A) (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 12-18-87 LA
14057 PIP/GSTAR (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 10-23-8B LA
PIP/SPARTAN-1 (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 04-01-85 LH
PIP/OAST-I (REV. B) (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 02-07-85 _A L. R. WOLF
M. ELlS
14083 PIP/L/VAN-DATAREQUIREMENT_FOREXTRAVEHICULAR 02-28-81 P_
ACTIVITY. ANNEX11 (SEE JSC 21000)
14_ _IP/ASTRO (REV. A) (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 10"19-87 TB J. LINDBERG
140eS PIP/CONTINUOUSFLOWELECTROPHORESIS 1Z-u4-85 PAl
SfSTEM (REV. A) (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) EW
14068 ;IP/IRIS (MULTIPLL ANNEXES) 09-11-BB LA t'
1407._______1PIP/TELESTAR 3 (REV. A) (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 07-15-B5 LA
14_ PIP/AUSSAT (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 0B-19-85 LA
14073 PIP/OSTA-3 (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) O9-2B-B4 LA
14074 PIP/STS AND NAVSTARGPS ANNEXB LA I
1A07_______5PIP/GAMMARAYOBSERVATORY(REV. B) 12-01-B7 TB T, W. EGGLESTON
(MULTIPLE ANNEXES)
14078 PIP/LOBE 05-07-B8 LA
14078 PIP/SPACENET 0g-11-81 LA
14080 PIP/FLIGHT OPERATIONSSUVPORTINDUCED 01-28-82 ES L.J. LEGER '
ENVIRONMENTCONTAMINAIIONMONITOR
(ANNEX 3)
14081 PIP/SPACELABPALLETSYSTEM 03-18-84 _A
140B..._2 PIP/STS AND SOLARMAXIMUMREPAIR MISSION 0B-30-83 LA
1408__3 PIP/LFC (REV. A) (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) OQ-le-B4 LA j
1408.__.44 SHUTTLE/PAYLOADSTANDARDINTEGRATION Og-30-B3 LA
PLAN FORMIDDECK-TYPEPAYLOADS _
1408_....._5 PIP/EOS (MULTIP&E ANNEXES) 12-05-B5 LA _
1408B PIP/L-SAT 12-0R-82 LA i
14087 PIP/SATCOL LA ]
PIP/ACOUSTIC CONTAINERLESSEXPERIMENT OB-ZO-65 LA
SYSTEMSLOCATEDZ_ T;._ MIDDECK(REV. A) I(MULTIPLE ANNEXES)
f
1408__g PIP/REYRIEVABLE CARRIER, EURECA 02-10-87 9
14090 DATA REQUIREMENTSF04 THE PAYLOADDATAANNEX O3-O3-eZ PA _'
PACKAGE,ANNEXI (REV. 0)
1409________.%1DATAREQUIREMENTSFOR THE FLIGHT PLANNING 09-28-81 WC 1
ANNEX-DEPLOYABLEPAYLOADS,ANNEX 2 (REV A)( •
z75 ._
1990007273-277
.................. b L_ "--e _ ._ ............. _ ...... " (
DOC. # TITLE DATE OP__RRAUTHOR(S)
14091 DATA REOUIREMEN_oFORTHE FLIGHT OPERATIONS 08-18-80 PA
SUPPORT,ANNEX3 (REV. A)
1409__._33 GUIDE FORDEVELOPMENTOF DATAREQUIREMENTS 02-0_-82 PA
F03 THE ORE,TER COMMANDANDDATA, ANNEX4
(REV. B)
14094 DATAREQUIREMENTSFORTHE PAYLOAbOPERATIONS PA
CONTROLCENTER, ANNEX5
VOL. 1 - JSC POCCREQUIREMENTS(REV. A) 03-01-81
VOL. 2 - MCCREMOTEPOCCINTERFACE 11-28-81
REQUIREMENTS(REV. B)
14095 DATAREQUIREMENTSFORTHE ORBITERCREW 03-04-81 PA
COMPARTMENT,ANNEX6 (REV. C)
1409.__6 DATAREOUIREMENTSFORTHE TRAINING ANNEX, 03-06-81 WC
ANNEX7 (REV. B)
14097 LAUNCHSITE SUPPORTPLANANNEX8 LA
14098 DATAPEQUIREMENTSFORTHE PAYLOADINTERFACE 10-06-80 PA
VERIFICATION SUMMARY,ANNEX9 (REV. A) |
i
1_999 D_TA PEQUIREMENTSFORTHE FLIGHT PLANNING 11-28-78 PA
ATTACHEDPAYLOADSANNEX2-Z
14114 SLS/SMS INTER_ACECONTROLDOCUMENT(REV. A) 0Z-17-81 PA
14138 PRE-INST_LLATIONAND IN-VEHICLE TEST 08-21-78 EC P.B. MCLAUGHLAN
PROCEDURE FORTHE ESCAPESUIT VE'JTILATION
SYSTEM (REV. A)
14136 EMU DEVELOPME;.TAND PRE-DECLAREDCERTIFICATION 09-29-78 EC
TEST PLAN AND _ROCEDURE FOR THE 4-POSITION
02 ACTUATOR
14138 EMU PRE-DELIVERYACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE 10-05-84 EC
fOR THE PRIMARY LIFE SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM
(REV. H)
14140 ORBITER INTEGRATEDACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL 10-20-78 EC M. FLEMING
SUBSYSTEMTEST PLAN J.R. JAAX
B. D. SEVIER
14143 PRE-DELIVERYACCEPTANCETEST PROCEDUREFOR 11-Z, 82 .C
THE SPACESHUTTLECREWEQUIPME_'TAND
STOWAGE PROVISIONS PROGRAM INT:_AVEHICULAR
_QUIPMENT(REV. A) ,
14145 ORBITER INTEGRATEDACTIVE THERMALCONTROL 12-07-78 EC M. FLEMING
SUBSYSTEM TEST TIMELINE A_D PROCEEURES J. R. JAAX
B. D. SEVIER
14146 FAILUREMODEAf;_ EFFECTANALYSIS FOR 11-20-78 EC P.R. MCLAUGHLAN -_
THE WALKAROUND VENTILATIONHOSE ASSEMBLY
14148 FAMILIARIZATION,OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE 03-20-80 FC
FOR THE SECONDARY OXYGEN PACK TEXT STAND
AND HELIUM-OXYGEN_IXING FIXTUREAbSEMBLY
14150 EJECTION ESCAPE SUIT QELLITY CONTROL MANUAL 11-27-78 EC
14152 CLEA_ING, PRESERVATION, PACKAGING, HANDLING, 02-10-82 EC
bHIPPING, AND STORAGE PROCEDURES FOR THE
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW EQUIPMENT AND STOWAGE
PROVISIONS _Z PAKTS) (REV, A) ..
14153 CO2 RE_:OVALPEnFORMANCEOF RSECS CONFIGU- 11-28-78 EC L.D. KISSINGER




_C. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _
14154 FAMILIARIZATION,OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 06-Z8-82 EC ,_
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCEDURES
FORSECONDARYOXYGENPACKTEST STAND ' ,(REV.8)
_4155 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, MAIeJTENANCE, 07-28-83 ec
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCEDURES
FORPRIMARYLIFE SUPPORTSUBSYSTEMTEST STAND
(REV. D)
14157 REGENERATIVELIFE SUPPORT EVALUATION - 01-08-79 EC F. 8URGETT
PRE-PROTOTYPEVCD #1 (LMSC) MISSION D. FRICKS
SIMULATION TEST PROCEDURE O.K. HOUCK
14169 FABRICATION PROCEDURE FOR THE SHUTTLE 12-10-80 EC
VALSALVA DEVICE (REV. A)
14167 EMU/POS FIELD QUALITY PROGRAM PLAN 05-13-80 EC
14168 PORTABLE OXYGrN SYSTEM PRE-DELIVERYACCEPT- 08-03-81 EC
TANCE TEST PROCEDURE FOR THE BREATHER/
HOSEMOUTHPIECE(REV. C)
14175 EMU CLEANING, PRESERVATION, PACKAGING, 03-09-83 EC
HANDLING, STORAGE, AND SHIPPING PROCEDURE
(REV. E)
14'76 OPERATION AND TEST OF THE EJECTION ESCAPE 04-28-79 EC J.O. SCHLOSSER
SUIT PORTABLE OXYGEN VENTILATOR
I_1_8 SPACE SHUTTLE PROCEDURES FOR GROUND TEST 03-29-82 EC
OPERATIONS FOR THE SHORT PORTABLE OXYGEN
SYSTEM (REV. A)
14179 PROCEDURES FORGROUND TEST OPERATIONS FOR 11-18-81 EC
THE PORTABLE OXYGEN SYSTEM RECHARGE KIT
(REV. C)
14180 PROCEDURES FOR GROUND TEST OPERATIONS 05-10-82 EC
FOR THE CONTAMINANT CONTROL CARTRIDGE
(REV. A)
14181 TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCEDURES 02-21-80 EC
FOR THE LIOH RECHARGE FACILITY
14182 INTEGRATED ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 08-24-79 EC J.R. JAAX
TEST - FINAL REPORT
14184 EMU MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR MANUAL WITH 06-05-84 EC
ILLUSTRATED PARTS (REV. A) L
14185 FAMILIARIZATION,OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 05-04-82 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCEDURES t _.
FOR PVC LEAKAGE PANEL ASSEMBLY (REV. B)
14186 FAMILIARIZATION,OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 03-15-84 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCEDURES _
FOR PRESSURE GARMENT ASSEMBLY TEST STAND
(REV.C) _
14187 FAMILIARIZAT:ON,OPERATION, MAINTENANCe, 08-24-83 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCEDURES _ !
FOR THIRD FLOOR FACILITIES (REV. 8) ', o.
14188 _ROUND TEST OPERATIONS FOR THE COMMUNICATION 05-10-82 EC
CARRIER ASSEMBLY (REV. B) ,
14189 PROCEDUI_ESFOR GROUND TEST OPERATIONS FOR 03-11-b2 EC
THE HARD UPPER TORSO ASSEMBLY (REV. A) _
m
%41_0 PROCEDURES FOR GROUND TEST OPERATIONS FOR 06-15-82 EC _ t'




DOC # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _'
14191 PROCEDURESFORGROUNDTEST OPERATIONSFOR 06-30-82 EC I
THE LOWERTORSOASSEMBLY(REV. B) t
14192 PROCEDURESFORGROUNDTEST OPERATIONSFOR 06-08-82 EC :'
THE PRESSUREGLOVEASSEMBLIES
14195 PROCEDURESFORGROUNDTEST OPERATIONSFOR 05-11-82 EC
THE MALEURINE COLLECTIONDEVICE (REV. A)
14196 PROCEDURESFORGROUNDTEST OPERATIONSFOR 06-25-82 EC
THE IN-SUIT DRINK BAG (REV. A)
14208 SAFETYANALYSIS FORLIOH RECHARGEFACILITY 01-23-80 EC
14215 PROCEDURESFORGROUNDTEST OPERATIONSFOR 01-14-82 EC
THE EMUELECTRICALHARNESS
14216 TEST PLAN AND PROCEDURES,SHUTTLEEMUN2 05-29-81 EC J. R. THROMBLEY
PURGEPROCEDURE
14236 OPTIMALANALYTIC RENDEZVOUSUSING CLOHESSY- 05-28-78 FM J. D. DONALDSON
WILTSHIRE EQUATIO_JS(IN-78-FM-028) D. J. JEZEWSKI
14238 AS-BUILT DESIGN 3PECIFICATION OF THE CAMS/ 05-28-78 SF K. P. ECKEL !.
CAS INTERFACETAPE REPORTGENERATIONPROGRAMFOR LACIE 7
k
14240 APO|LO 14 ROCKSAMPLES 05-28-78 SN I. C. CARLSON
W. J. WALTON
14241 SHUTTLE PAYLOAD DATA HANDLING AND COMMUNI- 05-28-81 LA L. LO
CATION DESCRIPTION AND PERFORMANCE W.E. TEASDALE
DOCUMENT (REV. B) (
14242 PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION FOR THERMOCHEMICAL 07-28-78 FD W.w. NG
FLUID SYSTEM PROGRAM NO. B
14245 APU EVALUATION TEST 07-07-78 EP D.G. STAFFORD
14246 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR THE 05-28-78 SF C.W. AHLERS
PATTERSON-PITT-THADANIMINIMUM LOSS
CLASSIFIER
14251 TEST REPORT FOR THE DATA REDUCTION COMPLEX 06-15-78 rD J. BOWEN
ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST INFORMATION EXTRi,CTION
SYSTEM
t
14252 CERTIFICATION TEST PLAN FOR BACTERIA 05-01-78 EC C. CARMICHAEL
FILTER CARTRIDGE
14257 DESIGN DOCUMENT F_R SHUTTLE TASK 501- 03-28-79 EE J. LANE
ORBITER CCTV TEST SYSTEM (REV. A)
14261 FLIGHT 23 CONCEPTUALFLIGHT PROFILE - 05-28-78 FM D.R. LOSTAK
GALILEO (SUPERCEDEDBY JSC 14789) G.W. RICKS
(IN-78-FM-031)
14262 SPACESHUTTLEASTRODYNAMICALCONSTANTS 11-28-83 FM B.F. COCKRELL
(IN-78-FM-032) (REV. 1) B. WILLIAMSON
14265 DETONATOR POST-VIBRATION EVALUAIION 08-15-78 EP D.B. TRAHAN ¢
I
14266 OPS MCCGROUNDNAVIGATIONPROGRAM-LEVELC 10-28-83 FM R, E. ECKELKAMP ]
ORBIT DETERMINATIONPROCESSINGFORMULATION J. J, MCMAHON
REQUIREMENTS(IN-78-FM-030)
VOL. 3 - BIAS CORRECTIONPROCEDURES(REV. 1)
VOL. 5 - ORBITAL DETERMINATION (REV. I)
VOL. 8 - CONVERGENCE PROCESSOR (RFV. 2)
VOL. 7 - _IFFERENTIALCORRECTION
PROCEDURES (REV. I)
VOL. 8 - DATA EDITING PROCESSOR (REV. 2)





DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) ,_
VOL. 10 - STATE TRANSITIONMATRIX (REV. 2)
VOL. ll - OBSERVATIONCOMPUTATION(REV. 1) f
VOL, 12 - MEASUREMENTPARTIAL DATA (REV. l)
VOL. 13 - RESIDUALCOMPUTATION(REV. 1)
VOL. 14 - DISPLAY PROCESSOR(REV. 1)
14268 S1S STRIP CHARTRECORDEREOUIREMENTS 05-28-78 EO R. Eo GIBSON
SPECIFICATION FORSCR 379
14270 ORBIT IMU ALINEMENTINTERPRETATIONOF 06-28-78 FM R. CORSON
ONBOARDCISPLAY DATA(IN-78-FM-034)
14271 SYSTEMDOCUVENTFORTAPE AVAILABILITY AND 05-24-78 FD
LABELINGONLINE SYSTEMUNDERLEVEL 33
14272 HYDRAULICFLUID LOWTEMPERATURETESTS 07-28-78 EP D.B. TRAHAN
14273 NATIONALSPACETRANSPORTATIONSYSTEMSPROGRAM 11-28-83 MD
CONTINGENCYPLA_ FORJOHNSONSPACECENTER
(REV. B)
14274 FLIGHT 23 FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT- GALILEO 06-28--78 FM D.R. LOSTAK
(IN-78-FM-037) G. RICKS
14277 IMPLEMENTATIONSPECIFICATION DOCUMENTFOR 05-28-78 SF F. TRAGNI
MERGEOF BTREADPHASE1 AND PHASE2 ACCURACY
ASSESSMENTPROGRAMS






14279 SHUTTLE ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST GENERALIZED 07-28-78 LA
TEST LOGIC AND PROGRESSION STRATEGY
14280 SHUTTLEAVIONICS INTEGRATIONLABORATORYDATA 05-28-78 EA M. L. WENTZ
PROCESSINGPLAN
14281 ERRORPRO_AGATIONIN ORBITAL MOTIONEQUATIONS 06-28-78 FM V. R. BOND
USING RUNGE-KUTTAMETHODS(IN-78-FM-035)
14283 STATUSOF LASERGYRODEVELOPMENT 05-31-78 EG M.E. JONES
14285 NSI LOT MCGREJECT EVALUATION 06-01-78 EP D.B. TRAHAN
14289 DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FORA MERGINGPROGRAM 05-28-78 SF P.J. AUCOIN
FOR FORMATTEDIMAGE DATA FILES
14290 IUS STATE VECTORACCURACIES- BASIC REFERENCE 06-28-78 FM J. SPENCER
MISSION (IN-78-FM-036) A.D. WYLIE
t :
14291 THE EFFECTOF CHANGESIN SPACESHUTTLE 07-28-78 M.E. GLASSER :,
PARAMETERSON THE NASA/MSFCMULTILAYER R.D. RUNDEL : :
DIFFUSION MODELPREDICTIONSOF SURFACEHCL
CONCENTRATIONS _ "
14292 THE 1980-90 SHUTTLESTAR CATALOGFORONBOARD 01-28-80 FM R. KILLEN _ .
ANDGROUNDPROGRAMS(IN-78-FM-038) (REV. 2) S. RICHARDSON
14295 APOLLOPYROSHELF LIFE TEST 08-15-78 EP L. J. PRICE
14296 TEST SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE DATA REDUCTION 06-28-78 FD J. M, BOWEN ',_
COMPLEX ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST INFORMATION J.E. MCFARLAND
EXTRACTION SYSTEM, RELEASE 3A
t4298 MODIFICATIONS TO THE ACCURACY ASSESSMENT 08-28-78 SF J. G. CARNES





=a_---,= =--,----- .__ :i ........
DOC,# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) , ",
¢
14300 EVALUATIONTESTING OF THE MOO2C 11-28-78 EJ J. H. CANNIFF " f
GYROSCOPE J. M. LECHER ,
14301 LIFE SCIENCESHARDWAREREQUIREMENTS 08-28-78 SA :'
SPECIFICATIONS
1430Z MPTADFI POGOFIRING PERFORMANCEREPORT 06-28-78 EE C. M. HADDICK
14303 TEST OPERATIONSPLAN-ORBITALACOUSTIC O_ .8-78 ES
FATIGUECERTIFICATION TESTING
14305 ORBITER-IOZ APU THERMALTEST 08-23-78 EP D.G. STAFFORD
14306 GTS STRIP CHARTRECORDEREQUIREMENTS 06-28-77 EJ R. E. GIBSON
SPECIFICATION FORSCR 379
14307 SPACESHUTTLESEPARATIONMECHANISMS 09-28-78 W. F. ROGERS
14310 MCCSYSTEMSMANAGEMENTPLAN, BOOK11 - 04-28-85 FS K. L. PIERCE
MCC CONTROLLED MODE SECURITY PROCEDURES
TRAINING PLAN (REV A.)
14312 MEDICAL INFORMATIONMANAGEMENT AND 10-30-61 SD
REPORTINGIMPLEMENTATIONPLAN _
14325 FLIGHT 8 FLIGHT FEASIBILITYASSESSMENT 05-28-78 FM J. A. BELL tT
TDRSS/IUS AND SBS/SSUS-D DEPLOYMENT D. R. LOSTAK '
FLIGHT (IN-78-FM-OZ9) D. S. SCHEFFMAN
14363 SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD INTEGRATIONACTIVITIES PLAN 03-01-85 PA
(REV. A)
14364 ACCURACY AND SPEED OF 38 SELF-STARTING 07-Z8-78 FM W.M. LEAR ¢
INTEGRATORS (IN-78-FM-039)
14366 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR NOS. 1.2 LEVEL 06-28-?8 FD W.B. HOPKINS
452/460 SYSTEM RELEASE C.A. IVERSON
M. J. LIPPOLD
14368 AS-BUILT SPECIFICATION FOR CCITBA PROCESSOR 08-28-78 SF W.P. WHITE
PROGRAM
T
14369 DETAILED REQUIREMENTSFORTHE AERODYNAMICS 01-28-79 EX
DATAANALYSIS PROGRAM/PHASEII
VOL. I - FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW
VOL. Z - DETAILED MODULE REQUIREMENTS
i14370 OfT ASCENT/DESCE[!TANCILLARY DATA REQUIRE- 02-Z8-80 FM A. C. BOND
MENTS DOCUMENT (IN-TB-FM-D40) (REV. 1) J KNOEDLER
14371 INTRAVEHICULAR RESTRAINT SYSTEM SUCTION 03-28-78 EW R E. DREXEL
• 1
CUP FOOTRFSTRAINT RECOMMENDEDDESIGN
14372 JSC MEDICAL OPERATIONS IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 03-01-82 SD
FOR SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITAL FLIGHT TESTS
(REV. A) t
14373 OFT MEDICAL OPERATIONS SUMMARY TRAINING 10-30-81 SD k
PLAN (REV. B)
14314 OFT CLINICAL LABORATORY SUPPORT PLAN FOR 0Z-28-80 SD ]
ORBITER FLIGHT TEST MISSIONS i
' l
14380 SEMIANNUAL REPORT, TASK 503 - MISSION LIFE 07-28-78 EG R. C. DYER
CYCLE EFFECTS SENSOR STUDIES AND L. LINLEY
EVALUATIONS
14382 PORTABLE AMBULANCE MODULE OPERATIONS- 07-28-78 SE |






DOE. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
14388 EFFECTSOF HEAVYWEIGHTORBITERSON DYNAMIC 07-2n-78 FM J. HANSEN
PRESSUREDURINGENTRY(IN-78-FM-041) A-"'
14392 KISTLER ANDMICROSYSTEMSTRANSDUCER 07-24-78 EP L.I. WIND
TRANSIENTRESPONSETEST
14393 ORBIT TARGETINGSPECIALIST FUNC;IJ_-LEVEL C 08-28-78 FM A. DUPONT
FORMULATIONREQUIREMENTS(IN-78-FM-043) H. JONES
S. MCADO014394 OCCURRENCEOF ANT FRAGMENTSIN LUNARSOILS 07-01-78 SN C. E. BICKELAND BRECCIAS- GUIDE TO POLISHEDTHIN J. L. WARNER
SECTIONS
14395 INPUT/OUTPUT EMULATOR SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION 01-28-79 EJ C.C. DEVALCOURT
(REV. A) F.E. MOUNT
14396 MODIFICATIONS TO THE VADIC PROGRAM FOR 07-28-78 ES W.H. HALSTEAD
ISAS
14397 STANDARDPAYLOADDISPLAY AND CONTROL 07-28-78 EG D. E. LABBERTON
INTERFACE HARDWARE PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
PLAN
14409 RADARERRORSTATISTICS (IN-78-FM-042) 07-28-78 _M W.M. LEAR :
14410 DESIGN DOCUMENTFORSHUTTLETASK 501- 09-28-78 EE N.C. ALLEN
PAYLOADCOMMUNICATIONTEST SYSTEM
e
14411 AREACONFIGURATIONDOCUMENT-SPACECRAFT 07-28-78 EE G.O. DOLAND
SYSTEMAREA SHIELDEDENCLOSURE#1
14412 EVALUATION OF THE RADIANT THERMAL TRANSFER 06-28-78 EL R.M. KELSO
PROPERTIES OF A QUARTZ CRYSTAL MICRO- R.G. RICHMOND
BALANCE SYSTEM
14413 SHEAR BOLT DEVELOPMENT TEST 08-15-78 EP L. J. PRICE
14414 LIFE SCIENCES HARDWARE MASS PROPERTIES 09-28-81 FM H.E. KOLKHORST
REPORT-SPACELAB-I
14416 MODIFICATION OF THE TRIM PROGRAM TO USE 06-28-78 ES N.T. NGUYEN
WORD-ADDRESSABLE DATA FILE
14420 OFT-1 REAL-TIME CENTER-OF-GRAVITYMANAGE- 08-28-79 WC E.R. HISCHKE
MENT (REV. A)
14421 A USER'S GUIDE FC_ COPYING WORD- 06-25-78 ES M.T. NGUYEN
ADDRESSABLE DATA FILES S. D. WILLIAMS
14422 PRELIMINARY USER'S GUIDE FOR THE PROGRAM 07-28-78 SF C. W. AHLERS
GROUND TRUTH TAPE CONVERSION "d
14423 PRELIMINARYUSER'S GUIDE FORTHE PROGRAM 07-28-78 SF C.W. AHLERS
GROUNDTRUTHDOTDUMP
14425 HIGH-PRECISION REFRACTION CORRECTION 08-28-78 FM W. M. LEAR J
ALGORITHMS (IN-78-FM-044) l14426 AN ENTRY REDUNDANCYMANAGEMENT SENSITIVITY 08-28-78 FM C.R. HALLIMAN
ANALYSIS FOR TWO INERTIAL MEASUREMENT
UNITS (IN-78-FM-045)
14432 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR A 08-28-?8 SF P. J. AUCOIN
MERGING PROGRAM FOR FORMATTED IMAGE
DATA FILES
14433 POCCCAPABILITIES DOCUMENT
VOL. 1 - JSC ATTACHED POCC CAPABILITIES 02-20-81 FS
DESCRIPTION




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) i
14438 LIFE SCIENCESPROJECTDIVISION CONFIGURATION 08-05-81 SE L. SCHNELL
MANAGEMENTPLAN (REV. A)
14440 AN EXPLICIT SOLUTIONOF THE LINEAR VARIA- 09-28-78 FM V.R. BOND
TIONAL EQUATIONSOF THE TWO-BODYPROBLEM M.K. HORN
(IN-78-FM-047)
14441 HYDRAULICLINE THERMALTEST 11-06-78 EP R. LANCE
N.C. LUKSA
14442 ORBITER FLIGHT TEST EMERGENCYEGRESSTEST 08-09-78 EW R.E. DREXEL
REPORT
14443 CALCULATINGA COMPENSATIONACCELERATION 09-28-78 FM V.R. BOND
VECTORFROMA UVWNAVIGATIONERRORVECTOR O. OLSZEWSKI
(IN-78-FM-048)
14444 ESTIMATIONOF DAILY MEANAIR TEMPERATURE 08-28-78 G.K. ARP
FROMSATELLITE-DERIVED RADIOMETRICDATA D.E. PHINNEY
14447 LIQUID HELIUM DEWAR/SUPERCONDUCTING 01-31-80 EP L.R. RHODES
MAGNETTEST
14450 NSI HELIUM LEAKTEST INVESTIGATION 11-07-78 EP S.E. JONES
14451 TEN-ECOSYSTEMSTUDYSITE 3 - ST. LOUIS 08-28-78 SF J. E. WEAVER
COUNTY,MINNESOTA, FINAL REPORT
14454 GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, ANDCONTROLNON- 07-28-79 EH R. E. WHITNEY
AVIONICS SIMULATORPROCESSOR/PCMRESPONSE
BUFFERINTERFACECONTROLDOCUMENT
14455 GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, ANDCONTROLNON- 01-28-79 EJ R. E. WHITNEY
AVIONICS SIMULATORCHANNELIZATION
14456 CLASSIFICATION WITH SPECTRAL/SPATIAL/TEMPORAL 08-28-78 SF P. J. AUCOIN
ARCHETYPES L. E, GIDDINGS
14457 DESIGN SPEL_FICATION FORA LIST PROCESSING 08-28-78 SF C. W. AHLERS
SYSTEM P. J. AUCOIN
C. L. HORTON
14458 FLIGHT DESIGN SYSTEM-2USER'S REQUIREMENTS 09-28-78 FM
(IN-78-FM-050)
VOL. 1 - FLIGHT DESIGN SYSTEM
VOL. 2 - USERINTERFACEAND FLIGHT DESIGN 09-28-81
SYSTEMEXECUTIVE
VOL. 3 - SUBSYSTEMX 09-28-18
VOL. 4 - SUBSYSTEMY 09-28-78
VOL. 5 - APPENDIXES 09-Z8-78 •
VOL. 6 - EXECUTIVEMAINTENANCEFUNCTIONS 01-28-83
144_9 MDF SHELF LIFE TEST 10-02-78 EP L. I. WIND '_
<
14462 BACKUPFLIGHT CONTROLSYSTEMBREADBOARD 09-28-78 EJ T. T. TON ¢
CONTROLUNIT 2 ACCEPTANCETEST REPORT
14463 FLIGHT DESIGN SYSTEM-I USER'S GUIDE 09-28-78 FM
VOL. 1 - PROGRAMDESCRIPTION
VOL. 2 - PROCESSORLIBRARY
(IN-78-FM-,080)
14464 UNIVERSALBUS INTERFACECONTROLLERDESIGN 10-28-78 EJ L, H. HARRIS
REFERENCEDOCUMENT
14465 UNIVERSALBUS INTERFACECONTROLLERSOFTWARE 11-28-78 EJ J. W. AKERS
DESCRIPTION
14486 LABEL IDENTIFICATION FROMSTATISTICAL 11-28-7_ EA R. A. ABOTTEEN
TABULATIONTEST AMDEVALUATION M. D. PORE
1990007273-284
el= ...................................................................
DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) '7 ";
/
14487 ISOLATION AMPLIFIER TEST REPORT FOR S-BAND 08-28-78 EE G. D. DOLAND
FM TEST SYSTEML.
- 14460 KU-BAND COMMUNICATION FOR FOUR ORBITER 10-28-78 FM A. N. LUNDE
DISCIPLINE FLIGHTS (IN-78-FM-053) O, MCCAFFERTY
14471 GENERATION OF UNIFORM CHROMATICITY SCALE 08-28-78 SF R. A. ABOTTEEN
IMAGERY FROM LANDSAT DATA F. JOHNSON
R. D. JUDAY
14473 SENSOR ANALYSIS LABORATORY PDP-11 SYSTEMS 09-28-78 ED L. D. JONES
USER'S GUIDE
14475 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR CLASSY 09-28-78 SF P. J. AUCOIN
CONVERSION C. HORTON
14478 NONAVIONICS SIMULATOR INTEGRATION TEST 09-28-78 EJ R. E. WHITNEY
PLAN
14478 FLIGHT 15 CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILE-SOLAR 09-28-78 FM R.H. MOORE
MAXIMUM MISSION OBSERVATORY RETRIEVAL
(IN-78-FM-052)
14479 AWARD FEE EVALUATION PLAN AND PROCESS FOR 09-28-81 BD
CONTRACT NAS9-15700, COMPUTER SCIENCES
CORPORATION
14483 STS-1 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE 08-28-80 FM M.N. MONTEZ
(SEE JSC 16083) (IN-78-FM-051)
VOL. 1 - GROUND RULES AND CONSTRAINTS (REV. 2) 09-28-79
VOL, 2 - PROFILE SUMMARY 04-28-79
VOL. 3 - ASCENT PROFILE (REV, 1) 05-2u 80
VOL. 4 - ONORBIT PROFILE (REV. 1) 01-28-80
VOL. 5 - DES'ENT PROFILE (REV. 1) 05-28-80 A. BAKER
R. CARTER
R. MOORE
I VOL. 6 - ABORT ANALYSIS (REV. 1) 06-28-80 01-28-83
VOL. 7 - OMS AND RCS CONSUMABLES 02-28-80
ANALYSIS (REV. 1)
VOL. 8 - NONPROPULSIVE CONSUMABLESANALYSIS 02-28-79
14484 STANDARD DETONATOR VIBRATION TEST 12-08-78 EP D. B. TRAHAN
14485 MANAGEMENT PLAN, SHUTTLE TRAINERS, AND 03-28-78 EW
LOOSE EQUIPMENT TRAINING HARDWARE




1448g SHUTTLE OFT LEVEL C NAVIGATION REQUIREMENTS 02-28-79 FM
ASCENT/RTLS (IN-7g-FM-OO8)
i
14491 RF COVERAGE ANALYSIS FOR OFT-1 NOMINAL 09-28-78 FA C. M, LEQUIEU
ENTRY
14492 FUR 87 TEST REPORT - EVALUATION OF RMS 12-28-78 SP A, F, SMITH
CAPABILITY TO DEPLOY AND BERTH THE PAYLOAD
FLIGHT TEST ARTICLE
14493 SECONDARY ERROR ANALYSIo - THE EVALUATION 09-28-78 SF K. A, HAVENS _
OF ANALYST DOT LABELING
14494 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY REPLACEMENT 09-28-78 FD F, R. CRUCIAN _'
COMPUTER ACQUISITION SUPPORT J. F. SPITZER
J. N, WILLIAMS _
CONSUMABLESANALYSIS FOR THE FIRST 10-28-78 FM M. A. ZAMORA "_14514 GENERAL
26 SHUTTLE ORBITER OPERATIONAL FLIGHTS --






OOC._ TITLE DATE OPR A_THOR(_ } -_
14617 INTERIM TEST REPORT FOR 0V-102 EPDC BREAD- 11-28-78 EH F.A. ALANIS r"
BOARD EVALUATION TEST SERIES H.L. SHAMBACH "
145Z5 JOB IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR CYBER SYSTEM OR-Z8-76 FD
ENGINEERING
14533 LACIE TRANSITION YEAR PLAN FOR THE DIRECT 03-26-70 SF R. K. LENNINGTON
ESTIMATION OF WHEAT FROM LANDSAT IMAGERY N. E. MARQUINA
D. To REGISTER
14638 DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS FOR EQUIVALENT 10-Z8-78 FM C.M. MURPHY
DIGITAL AND ANALOG TURBULENCE GENERATION
(IN-78-FM-055)
14541 USER'S GUIDE FOR MASTER MEASUREMENTSDATA 00-28-51 FD H. DUPUIS
BASE SYSTEM - OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE L. HILEMAN
REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS DOCUMENT,
VERIFICATION SYSTEM
14543 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR 10-18-79 SF P.J. AUCOIN
GENERALIZED LINEAR MODEL ANALYSIS OF
VARIANCE PROGRAMAS IMPLEMENTED
AT PURDUE LARS (REV. A) !
14545 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 0V-102 HEATER SYSTEMS, 10-28-78 ES
SS-1 THROUGH SS-B _
14546 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR SCATTER 10-28-78 SF O. A. WEHMANEN
PLOTS FOR DIRECT WHEAT
14547 A SIMULATION STUDY OF LARGE AREA CROP 05-28-79 SF J. POTTER
INVENTORY EXPERIMENT TECHNOLOGY L. ZIEGLER
14552 CREW ACTIVITY PLANNING SYSTEM ACCEPTANCE 10-28-78 FD
TEST SCRIPTS
14554 AS-BUILT SPECIFICATION FOR CCIT7 PROCESSOR 11-28-78 SF W. P. WHITE
PROGRAM
14555 STAR TRACKER/INERTIAL MEASUREMENTUNIT 10-26-78 EG C.E. MANRY
ALIGNMENT TEST PLAN
14556 DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR MERGE OF BTREAD, 10-Z8-78 SF A. RIDS
PHASE I AND PHASE II ACCURACYASSESSMENT
PROGRAM
14557 LACIE SYMPOSIUM BRIEFING MATERIALS FOR 10-28-78 SF
TECHNICAL PRESENTATIONS (Z VOLUMES)
14558 APU RESTART TEST 11-30-78 EP J. ROBERSON j
I
14560 IDSD HARDWARELEASE/PURCHASE ANALYSIS 10-28-78 FD R.E. BIERBAUM .
14562 SOFTWARE FOR ANALYZING DATA CONTAINED 10-Z8-78 EA J.G. CARNES
IN OUTPUT FILES CREATED B_ THE SPATL .-:
AND MLTCRP ROUTINES OF THE ACCURACY ¥
ASSESSMENT SOFTWARESYSTEMS , ,
14583 THE BOUNDARY PIXEL STUDY IN KANSAS AND 00-28-79 SF A. L. ONA
NORTH DAKOTA D. T. REGISTER
14564 ACCURACY ASSESSMENTS EVALUATION PLAN FOR 10o28-78 EA A. L. ONA
MULTILABELING
14586 OFT OPERATIONAL CONFIGURATION EMERGENCY 08-28-7a EW R. E. DREXELEGRESS TEST REPORT
14567 EVALUATION OF LACIE PHASE III YIELD MODELS- 12-Z8-78 EA D. E. PHINNEY
DETAILED DATA M. H. TRENCHARD i
,1
14568 DEVELOPMENT OF FIRE TEST METHODS FOR AIRPLANE 10-Z8-78 ES E.A. TUSTIN






DOC._ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHgR(_ ) [-
1456..99 PIP/STS AND INTELSAT V 07-13-81 LA
14671 IDSD XEROX 1ZO0 REPLACEMENT 10-ZB-7B FD R.e. BIERBAUM
14572 POWERON-OFF SEQUENCER USER'S MANUAL 10-Z8-78 EJ T, T. TON
14573 ACCEPTANCE TEST REPORT FOR SHUTTLE TASK OB-Z8-7B EE
501 INTERIM TV SYSTEM
14576 ORBITER S-BAND PM TEST SYSTEM CONSOLE TErT 10-28-78 EE J.C. PERRY
REPORT
14578 METEOROLOGICAL LIMITS ON THE GROWTH AND 10-28-78 EA G. K. ARP
DEVELOPMENT OF SCREWWORMPOPULATIONS D. E. PHINNEY
14577 PRELIMINARY DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR THE 10-28-78 SF K. P. ECKEL
LANDSAT IMAGERY VERIFICATION AND EXTRACTION J. M. EVERETTE
SYSTEM D. K. MCCARLEY
14578 TEST PLAN FOR THE LANDSAT IMAGERY 10-Z8-78 SF J. J. CARNEY
VERIFICATION AND EXTRACTION SYSTEM J. A. VITELLARO
14579 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR THE LANDSAT 10-28-78 SF J. J. CARNEY
IMAGERY VERIFICATION AND EXTRACTION SYSTEM O. A. VITELLARO !
14581 THE INFLUENCE OF ZERO-G AND ACCELERATION 08-Z8-7Q EW B. N. GRIFFIN
ON THE HUMAN FACTORS OF SPACECRAFT DESIGN
J
14582 TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT TASK - RESOURCE 11-28-78 SF C. A. REEVES ,
INFORMATION DISPLAY SYS.EM. INTERIM
REPORT
14583 TRAINING PLAN FOR DATA COMPUTATION COMPLEX 01-28-79 FS F.P. BOUM!LA _
OPERATIONS PERSONNEL (REV. A)
14584 STANDARD DETONATOR SHELF LIFE TEST 11-27-78 EP S.E. JONES
14585 SHUTTLE IFT LEVEL C NAVIGATION REQUIREMENTS 02-28-79 FM
ENTRY THHt)UGH LANDING (IN-79-FM-OO9)
14586 PROCEUURES ACCESSING USDA/ESCS STATISTICAL 11-28-78 EA A.L. ONA
REPORTS RELEASED VIA [NFONET NETWORK
14587 SHUTTLE ORBITER PARAMETRIC THERMAL ANALYSIS 11-28-78 ES R.A. VOGT
OF THE INTEGRATED PAYLOAD/PAYLOAD BAY
CRITICAL FACTORS
14588 FEASIBILITY OF ESTIMATION OF SURFACE AIR 11-28-78 EA D.E. PHINNEY b
TEMPERATURE FROM METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
DATA TEST PLAN
14591 CURRENT TECHNOLOGYASSESSMENT TASK _ROCE- 03-28-79 C. A. REEVES
DURE I-APPLICABILITY TO FOREST LAND CLASSI- %
FICATION STUDY
14593 OPS MCC GROUND NAVIGATION PROGRAM-LEVEL C 11-Z8-78 FM R. K. OSBURN '
OPBIT DETERMINATION PROCESSING DISPLAY W. WOLLENHAUPT _ ,
_r_D CONTROL REQUIREMENTS (3 VOLUMES) O.K. WEAVER _ '(_N-7B-FM-046)
14594 A STATISTICAL TEST PROCEDURE FOR DETECTING 11-Z8-78 SF R. S. CHHIKARA
MULTIPLE OUTLICRS IN A DATA SET A. H. FEIVESON
14595 CURRENT TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT TASK - 03-28-79 SF C. A. REEVES I_i
RESOURCE INFORMATION DISr,AY SYSTEM,
PRELIMINARY PROOECT STUDY




DOC, I TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) .s,
(
' 14004 SEPARABILITY STUDY OF WHEAT AND SMALL GRAINS 11-28-78 EA R.K. LENNINGTON
i N.E. MAROUINA
"! 14808 ANALYSIS OF THE CLASSIFICATION OF U.S. AND 11-28-78 EA W. T. HOLCUTT
CANADIAN INTENSIVE TEST SITES USING THE
e IMAGE-IO0 HYBRID CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
,+
( 14807 DRAFT USER PROCEDURES-SOFTWAREWHEAT YIELD 11-28-76 SF J. STEWART
i PREDICTIONS/FOREIGN EQUIVALENT TEST
t
14809 FLIGHT EQUIPMENT LIST - LIFE SCIENCES 11-28-79 SE
• EXPERIMENT HARDWARE, SPACELAB-1
14611 DETAILED DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS OF THE 01-30-79 SF
LANDSAT IMAGERY VERIFICATION AND
EXTRACTION SYSTEM
14613 TEN ECOSYSTEM STUDY WORKSHOPREPORT 01-28-70 SF C.A. REEVES
14615 DEVELOPMENT CONTP_L PLAN FOR ODRC 04-28-79 FD J. WRAY
DEVELOPMENT
14620 SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION LABORATORY 02-28-7g FD L. 0. JONES
DATA PROCESSING PLAN - APPENDIX A, INTE- B.F. MCCREARY
GRATED ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
TEST
14621 MATHEMhTICAL DESCRIPTION AND PROGRAM 04-28-7g SF R.K. LENNINGTON
DOCUMENTATION FOR CLASSY, AN ADAPTIVE M.E. RASSBACH
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD CLUSTERING METHOD
14822 ORBITER S-BAND PM TEST SYSTEM ACCEPTANCE 11-28-78 EA J.C. PERRY I
TEST REPORT
14823 EMMISSIVITY CORRECTIONS FOR SATELLITE- 04-28-79 SF G.K. ARP
DERIVED RADIOMETRIC DATA D.E. PHINNEY
14624 RESULTS OF AN ANALYSIS OF THE UNCLASSIFIED 12-28-78 EA G.K. ARP
PORTIONS OF THE SANDOVAL COUNTY, NEW
MEXICO TEST SITE
I
14625 LIME LOAD CALCULATIONS PROGRAM 12-28"-78 ES G. C, FENG
14828 ACCURACYASSESSMENT DISK DATA BASE 12-28-78 EA J.G. CARNES
DEVELOPMENT FOR LACIE, PHASE III- J.E. HARTMAN
USER'S I_FORM_TION
14827 PAYLOAD PLANNING DATA BASE REQUIREMENTS 12-28-78 FD M. JAKMIDES
(dupl. #) T. PYKOSZ
14827 AUTOMATED POTGNTIOMETRIC ELECTROLYTE 12-14-73 DB
(dupl. #) ANALYSIS SYSTEM
¢
IR RADIATION 12-28-78 ES R.A. VOGT14829 AN EVALUATION OF THE SPECULAR
INTERCHANGE CAPABILITIES OF TRASYS
4
14832 USER'S MANUAL FOR THE LANDSAT IMAGERY 08-26-79 SF I.. E, GIDDINGS |
(dupl. #) VERIFICATION AND EXTRACTION SYSTEM )
14632 DEVELqPMENT OF AN IODINE GENERATOR FOR 08"28"73 J.O. POWELL i
(dup! m) RECL,eTMEDWATER PJRIFICATION IN MANNED F.H. SCHUBERT
SPACECRAFT APPLICATIONS R.A. WYNVEEN
14633 OPERATIONS MANUAL FOR THE LANDSAT IMAGERY 08-28-79 SF L. E. GIDDINGS
VERIFICATION AND EXTRACTION SYSTEM
w
k
14836 ACCEPTANCE TEST SPECIFICATIONS OF THE 03-28-79 EA J. M. EVERETTE




• I -k _ ' J/,,l_ ! _ _ ,,
4
_ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
14637 FLIGHT 15 FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT SOLAR 01-28-7g FM R, H. MOORE ,.
t MAXIMUM MISSION NBSERVATORY RETRIEVAL,. (IN-78-FM-059)
14839 ORBITER ACOUSTIC FATIGUE TESTING SPECIMEN 04-28-79 ES W.M. WEST
: ID MFA-06, MID-FUSELAGE SIDE PANEL-VOLUME 1,
SU_EMARY
14840 PAYLOAD UTILIZATION HPZIMX/U1110 INTERFACE 12-28-78 FD D. BEERY
REQUIREMENTS T. PYKOSZ
"_ 14643 POWER EXTENSION PACKAGE SOLAR ARRAY POINT- 12-28-78 EH W.P. BENNETT
ING CONTROL SYSTEM, FINAL REPORT
14644 ANALYSIS OF THE RUDDER/SPEEDBRAKE ACTUAT(ON 06-28-79 EH P.F. BHAVSAR
SUBSYSTEM J.R. THOMPSON
14646 STS-1 REQUIREMENT VERIFICATION - ON-ORBIT 01-26-79 FM C.R. MCCLAIN
IMU ALIGNMENT BENCH PROGRAM(_N-79-FM-O02)
14646 LDMS OPERATING PROCEDURESFOR TASK 521- 12-28-76 EJ C.A. FOSTER
EPDC BREADBOARDTESTING
14647 IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION 11-28-76 SF C. H. JEFFRESS
FOR THE LANDSAT IMAGERY VERIFICATION AND C. F. RAYMOND
EXTRACTION SYSTEM
14846 SPACELAB INTERFACE DEVELOPMENT TESTS- 12-26-78 EJ J. W. AKERS
SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
14650 ORBITAL/SPACELAB INTERFACE DEVELOPMENT 12o28-7_ EJ L. H. HARRIS
TESTS-IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
14651 ORBITER SUBSYSTEM HARDWARE/SOFTWAREINTER- 01-28-80 NB
ACTION ANALYSIS
VOL. 1 - AFT REACFIUN CONTROL SYSTEM
VOL. 6 - FORWARDREACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
VOI.. 18 - SHUTTLE REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM
14652 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR NOS 1.3, RELEASE 4 03-Z8-79 FD E. W. BAUGH
SYSTEM
laE53 SQUAWKRGRAPHIC POST PROCESSOR-PROGRAM 12-28-78 ES J. D. DAGEN
DOCUMENTATION
14854 SAIL NONAVIONICS SUBSYSTEM MATH MODEL 09-28-79 EF B. E. CARLTON
REQUIREMENTS
14655 LOW PRESSURE OXfGEN TURBOPUMPACCURACY 12-28-78 EE C, M. HADDICK
ANALYSIS (POGO PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS)
FOR SHUTTLE DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT
INSTRUMENTATION
146S6 MINUTES OF THE ORBITER CAMERA PAYLOAD 11-08-78 ED
SYSTEM-PRELIMINARY DESIGN REVIEW
14657 TEN-ECOSYSTEM STUDY, SITE 9 - WASHINGTON 03-Z8-79 SF W. H. ECHERT l
COUNTY, MISSOURI, FINAL REPORT
14858 DAM PACKAGE VERSION 7807 - SOFTWARE FIXES 01-28-79 EA E. H. SCHLOSSER ,
AND ENHANCEMFNTS
14660 STCS USERS/OPERATORS GUIDE FOR RELEASE 3.2 01-28-79 FD
14861 ORBITER DATA REDUCTION COMPLEX DATA 07-28-79 FD B. F. MCCREARY
PROCESSING INTERFACE PLAN
14662 OPTIMUM TWO-IMPULSE SOLUTION FOR SHUTTLE 01-28-79 FM A, O. LONG




T._TLE OATE OPR AUTH_)R( $ } '_
14663 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR A LIST 01-Z8-79 SF C.W. AHLERS
PROCESSING SYSTEM P.O. AUCOIN
C. L. HORTON
14664 AN EVALUATION OF NATURAL STRATIFICATION 01-28-7Q EA R, S. CHHIKARA
AND SAMPLE ALLOCATION USED IN TRANSITION
YEAR FOR THE U.S. GREAT PLAINS
14670 AGGREGATION OF LACIE TRANSITION YEAR 01-28 ,'9 EA C. J. LISZCZ
" DATA USING LACIE PHASE III SOFTWARE
14671 TEN-ECOSYSTEM STUDY, SITE 7 - WELD COUNTY, 01-28-79 SF R. H. ALMOND
COLORADO, FINAL REPORT J. E. WEAVER
14672 SHUTTLE LAUNCH WINDOW DESIGN SUNRISE/ 0Z-28-79 FM
SUNSET TIMES AND ASCENDING NODE
OPPORTUNITIES (IN-79-FM-O04)
14674 ORBITER FLASH EVAPORATORSUBSYSTEM, 01-15-79 EL M. M. LUSK
ORBITER FLASH EVAPORATORPLUME EVALUATION-
HEAT PIPE RADIATOR THERMAL VACUUM TEST
14875 ONBOARD NAVIGATION SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS 1Z-28-81 FM
(IN-7Q-FM-OO5) (REV. 1)
14870 OPTICAL DATA BUS, EMITTER/DETECTOR REVERSI- 1Z-31-78 EJ X.L. AUSTIN
BILITY STUDY
14677 SHUTTLE ORBITER OPERATIONAL CONFIGURATION Ol-Z8-7g EW R. E. DREXEL
EMERGENCYEGRESS TEST TOP WINDOW
14878 USER'S MANUAL FOR THE ONURBIT PHASE COMMON 01-28-19 FD M. BISHOP
FORMAT TAPE GENERATION PROGRAM
14879 FUSION SPLICING OF FIBER OPTIC WAVEGUIDES 01-28-79 EJ K. L. AUSTIN
14680 OPTIMUM NAVSTAR EMITTER GEOMETRY FOR STS 01-28-79 FD C. L. SEMAR
APPLICATION
14681 ADAGE 50 THERMAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM 01-Z8-79 ES L. OLMEDO
14683 STCS SUBCARRIER DISCRIMINATOR SUBSYSTEM 02-28-79 FD M. G. SCAILLET
FM/FM USER'S GUIDE
14884 STCS SUBCARRIER DISCRIMINATOR SUBSYSTEM 02-28-7G FD M. G. SCAILLET
FM/FM OPERATOR'S GUIDE
i4885 SHUTTLE HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR TEST 03-09-79 EP D. B. TRAHAN
14886 CRITERIA/GUIDELINES FOR PAYLOAD THERMAL 01-28-79 ES B. W. PROCTOR
MATH MODELS FOR INTEGRATION ANALYSIS D. WATANABE
14887 USER'S MANUAL FOR THE TABDIS INTERFACE 01_Z8-79 FD M. BISHOP
PROGRAM
14688 GUIDANCE PERFORMANCEDATA BOOK (AEV. Z) 05-Z8-7Q FM
(IN-TQ-F_-OOB)
14889 SHEER/RECAP DISPLAY PROGRAMDOCUMENTATION 02-28-79 FD L. GOODMAN
14892 APU GA_ GENERATOR INJECTOR COOLING TEST 04-1_-T9 EP N.C. LUKSA
14893 AoU GEAR BOX TEST 04-26-7g EP W.C. TUIHILL
14894 SHUTTLE ENTRY GUIDANCE (IN-79-FM-O07) 02-28-79 FM C.A. GRAVES
J. C. HARPOLD
14695 SPACE SHUTTLE JUNE 1979 INTEGRATED AERO- og-z8-79 EH D. L. SWEIYZER
DYNAMIC DATA TABLES (REV, 1)





DOC. J TITLE OATE OPR AUTHOR(_) ..... _
14698 INTEGRATEO PROCUREMENTMANAGEMENTSYSTEM 01-28-79 FD 1. W. BUSH ; ,;
USER'SGUIDE _ .;
14809 REFERENCE MANUAL FOR CREW SYSTEMS LABORATORY 01-28-79 FD
DATA ACQUISITIONS AND DISPLAY S,STEM ..
14700 BeIEFING MATERIALS FOR PLENARY PRESENTATIONS- 10-28-78 SF
THE LACZE SYMPOSIUM
14702 STS FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT-SPACE 03-30-79 LASHUTTLEORBITALFLIGHTTEST,S.PRELIMINARY
''704 ASBUILTUESIG.SPECIF.CATIO.FORCCITB 02.7B SF RF .ANSE.PROCESSORPRO,RAM
;47. _PACESHU,TLEORBITERR "OTEMANIPULATOR0".BO .ASYSTEMR VIEWPLANFORCONFIGURATIONAND
ACCEPTANCE REVIEW
14707 SHUTTLE PRSO RELIEF VALVE TEST 04-19-79 EP D. SAUCIER
14708 POCC CONFIGURATION REQUIREMENTS PROCESS- 03-28-80 FS
ING - LEVEL C REQUIREMENTS (REV. 4)
14709 FUNCTIONAL DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR THE 08-28-7g rD i'
3PECIAL TELEMETRY CDNVERSION SYSTEM
14710 SOFTWAREDEVELOPMENT GU_OELINES-CPD 90Z 01-28-79 EA N. KOVALEVSKY
J. M. UNDERWOOD
14711 SHUTTLE HYDRAULIC SEAL TEST 05-17-79 EP P.A. SVEjKOVSKY
14712 SOFTWARE SYSTEM MANUAL FOR CREW SYSTEMS 02-28-79 FD
LABORATORYDATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM, ¢
VOLUME 1
14713 SHUTTLE OFT _EVEL C I._'IGATION REQUIRE-- 09-28-80 FM
MENTS-ON-n_)IT (REV. 2) (SEE JSC 183B8)
(IN-79-FM-u!O)
14714 MODEL WEIGHT3 tILE GENERATOR _. HAMIL
14715 VISIBILITY OF _OLAR POWER SATELLITES FROM 02-28-79 EW L.E. LIVINGSTON ,
THE EARTH
14722 PRELIMINARY MA'HEMATICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR 03-28-79 F_ M. BISHOP
AREA TARGETS AND SPACE VOLUMES
14724 ORBITER ACOUSTIC FATIGUE TESTING SPECIMEN 05-28-79 ES J.D. JOHNSTON
IO WA-19 WING LEADING EDGE, VOLUME 1-
SUMMARY
14725 TEN-ECOSYSTEM STUDY-FIELD DA1A COMPILATION 02-28-79 Ek J. F. WAR_ ;.
147Z7 WIDEBAND _NP,LOG DATA SYSTE_ - SYSTEM 02-28-70 _S J r. BROSE
DESIGN OOCIA4ENT |
14728 AN AUTOMATED FREQUENCY RESPONSe ANALYSIS _3-01-79 CC
METHOD FOR DIGITALLY CONTROLLED SYSTEMS
14730 SEYIANNUAL REPORT-TASK 503, MISSION lIFE 02-2_ 79 EJ R.C. DYER t
CYCLE EFFECTS SENSOR STUDIES AND EVALUATIONS L. LINLEY _ i14731 FLIGHT DESIGN SYSTEM-2 SOFTWAREDESIGN 07-28-84 FMAND DESCRIPTION (%N-7g-FM-011) •
VOL. [ - TOP LEVEL SYSYEM _ESIGN AND 03-Z8-79 R. MYERS ,_
OES£RIPTION ._ |VOL. Z - EXECUTIVE ARCHITECTURE (REV. 2) 07-28-04
VOL. 3 - EXTERNAL INTERFACE 12-2B-83
VOL. 4 - SUBSYSTEM X PROCESSOR LIBRARY 00-28-B2 |




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _
!
VOL. B - SUBSYSTEM Y ARCHITECTURE 04-28-79 .f
_OL. 8 - SOFTWAREDEVELOPMENT PROCEDURES 09-28-84
AND STANDARDS (REV. 2) /
VOL. 9 - SOFTWAREDELIVERY AND CONFIGURATION 11-28-84
CONTROL (REV. 2) '_
VOL. 10 - SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AIDS 12-28-82
VOL. 11 - SUBSYSTEM X MASTER DATA BASES 07-28-84
14732 GIM RELEASE IEST PLAN 02-28-70 FD G.Y. KWOK
A. Y. SHIH
G. D. SWICKHEIMER
14734 DESCRIPTION OF A COMPUTER PROGRAMWRITTEN 02-06-70 CF D. 3. HOMAN
FOR A DESK TOF _ALCULATOR TO CALCULATE
THE ORBITER ENTRY AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
14736 LIQUID NEON/QUARTZ BOTTLE GAS SAMPLING TEST 05-28-79 EP N.C. LUKSA
14739 GEOSTATIONARY OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL 03-28-79 VC
SATELLITE (GOES) PAYLOAD DATA PACKAGE
ANNEX (REV. A)
14741 FLIGHT CONTROL DIVISION RECAP USER'S MANUAL 03-28-79 FD L. GOODMAN
14744 LACIE PHASE 3 DIRECT WHEAT STUDY OF NORTH 04-28-79 EA M.C. KINSLER i
DAKOTA J.D. NICHOLS &
A. L. ONA
14745 LACIE PHASE 3 LABELING, ERROR CHARACTERI- 03-28-79 EA N.J. cm.INTON
ZATION, FINAL REPORT
14746 FURTHER EVALUATION OF PROCEDURE/SECONDaRY 05-28-79 SF K.A. HAVENS
ERROR ANALYSIS
14747 OPTICAL DEVICES FOR PROXIMIT_ OPERATIONS 04-28-79 EH R.A. SMITH
STUDY AND TEST REPORT
14750 TEST PLAN FOR THE DATA REDUCTION COMPLEX 03-28-79 FD C.J. GRAHAM
ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST INFORMATION EXTRACTION M. PARKER
SYSTEM N. TOWNSEND
14753 BRECCIA GUIDEBOOK #I-14321 03-28-79 SN C.D. KING
C. MEYER
1_755 IDSD LEVEL A OFF-LINE MISSION SUPPORT REQUIRE- 09-28-79 FD F. FULTON
MINTS FOR SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
14756 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF 0V-I02 ELEVON 08-28-79 EH W.W. POWELL i
ACTUATION SUBSYSTEMS USING CONTINUOUS _
SYSTEM MODELING PROGRAM SIMULATION
14757 UCS DUAL COMPUTE_ SYSTEM TRAINING COURSE 03-28-79 FD C.T. GARRETT
FOR OPERATORS W.E. MCCORMICK
14761 STS-1 FLIGHT DATA FILE CUE CARDS AND 02-17-81 CG J.M. COMPTON
PROCEDURAL DECALS
14762 ORBITAL DATA REDUCTION COMPLEX INFORMATION 03-28-79 FD M.C. PARKER t
EXTRACTION SYSTEM AND SPECIAL TELEMETRY
CONVERSION SYSTEM VALIDATION PLAN
14763 ERROR PROPAGATION IN ORBITAL MOTION EQUATIONS 03-28-79 V.R. BOND
USING RUNGE-KUTTA METHODS M. K, HORN ,
14765 INVESTIGATION OF HIGH FREQUENCY OSCILLATIONS 08-28-79 EH W.W. POWELL
IN THE 0V-I02 ELEVON ACTUATION SUBSYSTEMS
USING CONTINUOUS SYSTEM MUDELING PROGRAM
SIMULATION




DOC. # TITLE DATE OP__RRAUTHOR(S) _
14787 SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION EVALUATION PLAN 04-06-79 LA
14768 IMU ORBIT ALIGNMENT ACCURACY DURING STS-1 03-28-79 FM C.R. MCCLAIN
PASSIVE THERMAL CONTROL TRACKING
(IN-79-FM-012)
14770 INSTALLATION PLAN FOR THE SPECIAL TELEMETRY 03-28-79 FD L. WEINERT
CONVERSION SYSTEM EXPANSION
14771 UTILITIES CONTROL SYSTEM DUAL COMPUTER 10-28-78 FD J. A. MILLER
HARDWARERECONFIGURATION AND INSTALLATION
PLAN
14774 SHUTTLE TEST STATION EQUIPMENT POWER-UP/ 01-28-79 EF H. E. VERRETT
POWER-DOWNPROCEDURES
14775 SHUTTLE ENGINEERING APPROACH/ROLLOUT CONTROL 03-28-79 EA M. G. BHATTA
HYBRID SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT H. G. LAW
14777 TEN-ECOSYSTEM STUDY, SITE 8 - GRAYS HARBOR 03-28-79 SF J. C. PRILL
COUNTY, WASHINGTON, FINAL REPORT
14781 NASTRAN PROCESSING AT THE JOHNSON SPACE 03-28-79 FD F, M. RICHARDS
CENTER
i
14782 LACIE - AN EARLY ESTIMATE OF SMALL GRAINS 03-28-79 FM D.M. KERN
ACREAGE (IN-79-FM-013) R.N. LEA
14789 FLIGHT 16 CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILE/GALILEO 04-28-79 FM D.R. LOSTAK
(SUPERCEDES JSC 14261) (IN-79-FM-014) D.S. SCHEFFMAN
14790 USER'S GUIDE FOR CATE-LIEBIG LAW OF THE 03-28-79 SF R.B. CATE (
MINIMUM D.E. PHINNEY
14796 REDUNDANT COMPUTER SET LOGIC FLOW DIAGRAMS- 03-28-79 EJ J.R. HARRIS
SEQUENCING (REV. B) E.L. KEESLER
L, W. LEW
14797 KU-BAND COMMUNICATIONS ALTERNATIVES FOR AN 04-28-79 FM A.N. LUNDE
EARTH OBSERVATION FLIGHT (IN-79-FM-015)
14798 SHUTTLE OPERATIONAL MEDICAL SYSTEM - A 11-25-80 CG J. DEGIOANNI
MEDICAL CHECKLIST R.D. SNYDER
14799 ANALYSIS OF TACAN RF LINK MODEL 03-28-79 FD R. KHARE j,
14800 PROGRAM SPECIFICATION FOR THE MANPOWER 04-28-73 FO M. DAO
REPORT GENERATOR OF THE REDESIGNED
MANPOWER UTILIZATION SYSTEM PROGRAM
F4250
14804 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SINDA TEMPERATURE 04-28-79 ES P.E. FOGERSON
INITIALIZATION PROGRAM D, RAZNAHAN
14805 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND USER INFORMATION 03-28-79 FM W.J. REDWINE -_
FOR THE HYDRAULICS/AUXILIARY POWER UNIT
COMPUTER PROGRAM
14806 USER'S GUIDE FOR COPYING SINDA-TMS INTER- 04-28-79 ES K. L. KLINGLER _ "_
FACE DATA FILES
14809 ADPE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN UNIVAC 1108-0 03-28-79 FD E, G. O'HERREN _ '
UPGRADE
14810 PRELIMINARY TREND MONITORING SYSTEM 04-28-79 FD S. BROWN _
OPERATOR'S GUIDE R. SHULER
14811 A COMPENDIUM OF FUTURE SPACE ACTIVITIES 09-28-77
(REV. A)
MONITORING SYSTEM-DATA 05-28-79 FD D. MCCORMICK
14012 PRELIMINARY TREND





DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) :
14813 MISSION CONTROL CENTER (MCC) OPERATIONS FS
HANDBOOK
VOL. 1 - MCC GENERAL OPERATING PROCEDURES 07-28-84
(REV. B)
VOL. 2 - CONSOLE OPERATING PROCEDURES 10-28-87
VOL. 3 - STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES 07-28-84
(REV. B)
VOL. 4 - TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURES 07-28-64
VOL. 5 - SECURE OPERATIONS (REV. D) 06-30-86
14814 SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM-1 MISSION 03-06-81 NS
SAFETY ASSESSMENT (REPLACES JSC 09990)
VOL. 2 - PRELAUNCH AND ASCENT
VOL. 3 - ON-ORBIT
VOL 4 - DESCENT AND LANDING
VOL. 5 - PAYLOADS
VOL. 6 - GROUND TURNAROUNDOPERATIONS
14815 SUMMARYOF NASA AIRCRAFT (NC-130) DATA 03-28-79 SF F.R. BRUMBAUGH
COLLECTED FOR THE AGRICULTURAL SOIL
MOISTURE EXPERIMENT DURING 1978
14818 HYDRAULIC OIL LOW TEMPERATURE FLOW TEST 05-30-70 EP S.E. JONES
14819 NSI LOT MCK INVESTIGATION 05-15-79 EP D B. TRAHAN
14821 ADDITION OF A DEMAND PLOTTING CAPABILITY 05-28-79 ES S.J. DAMICO
TO SINDA
14823 FLIGHT DESIGN SYSTEM SUBSYSTEM Y 03-28-79 FD R. JACKSON
ARCHITECTURE
14825 SIGNATURE EXTENSION IN REMOTE SENSING 04-28-79 SF C.B. CHITTZNENI
14827 ASCENT/ENTRY ATTITUDE PROCESSOR BENCH 04-28-79 FM
PROGRAMVERIFICATION PLAN AND RESULTS
(IN-79-FM-016)
14829 PAYLOAD FLIGHT TEST ARTICLE THERMAL MATH 03-28-79 ES C. ROBINSON
MODEL DESCRIPTION
14837 EXAMPLES OF PHASE III OMISSION LABELING 05-28-79 SF N. J. CLINTON
ERRORS
14838 ORBITER DATA REDUCTION COMPLEX CONFIGURA- 02-28-81 FD B. F. MCCREARY
TION CONTROL PLAN (REV. A)
14839 STATEMENT OF WORKREMOTE LINE PRINTERS 03-28-79 FD R. L. GOODLIN
14840 ADAP/2 EXEC DESIGN 03-28-79 EA R.E. HILL
14841 FUNCTIONAL DESIGN FOR THE AERODYNAMICS 03-28-7B EA H. T. CRENSHAW
DATA ANALYSIS PROGRAM, PHASE 2
14843 STS-2 CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILE (SUPERSEDES 06-28-79 FM
JSC 13807) (IN-79-FM-018)
14845 DETAILED ANALYSIS OF CAMS PROCEDURES FOR 04-28-79 SF J. G. CARNES
PHASE 3 USING GROUND TRUTH INVENTORIES
14847 DESIGN SPECIFICATION INTEGRATED PROCURE- 04-28-79 FD L. E. ELY
MENT MANAGEMENTSYSTEM, VERSION 2 - ONLINE
SUBSYSTEM, VOLUME 1
14849 LACIE TRANSITION PROJECT RESEARCH PLAN 04-28-79 SF C. G. CHITTINENI
FOR DEVELOPING AND EVALUATING CLASSIFIERS
14852 A REVISED SCREENING PROCEDUREFOR LARGE AREA 04-28-79 SF R, S. CHHIKARA
CROP INVENTORY EXPERIMENT-PHASE 3 DATA IN





DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) l'
14853 HIGH-SPEED TRAJECTORYDETERMINATIONPROCESSOR 05-Z8-79 FM C.W. ARVEY 4
ACCURACYDURING STS-X PRE-MECOASCENT Y.W. PARK(IN-79-FM-019)
14855 ADPE ACQUISITION PLAN - REMOTELINE 04-28-79 FD R. L. GOODLIN
PRINTERS
14856 DEVELOPMENTAND TEST OF A REDUNDANCYMANAGE- 08-28-79 EH C. E. PARTIN
MENT ALGORITHMFORAN ELECTROMECHANICAL L. R. REDDICK
ACTUATORSUBSYSTEM
14856 DRIVE PROGRAMDOCUMENTATION 04-28-79 FM S. GRAHAM
14859 LOCALNEIGHBORHOODTRANSITION PROBABILITY 05-28-79 SF C. B. CHITTINENI
ESTIMATION AND ITS USE IN CONTEXUAL
CLASSIFICATION
14860 HYDRAULICCIRCULATIONPUMPTEST 07-10-7: EP E. REESE
14861 IDSD HARDWARE/SOFTWAREBASELINECONFIGURA- 04-28-79 FD
TION DOCUMENT-SYSTEMSOVERVIEW
14862 IGE WIRE CUTTERTEST 07-20-79 EP L, R, RHODES
14863 STCS/IES INTERFACECONTROLDOCUMENT 04-28-79 FD C, E, WISNOSKI
14864 CONSIDERATIONOF SAMPLERETURNAND THE 03-28-79 SN D.D. BOGARD
EXPLORATIONSTRATEGYFORMARS M.B. DUKE
E. K. GIBSON
14865 FISHER CLASSIFIER AND ITS PROBABILITYOF 05-28-79 SF C, B, CHITTINENI
ERRORESTIMATION
14867 LEARNINGWITH IMPERFECTLYLABELEDPATTERNS 04-28-79 SF C.B. CHITTINENI
14869 SPECIFICATION FORINSTALLATION OF THE CREW 04-28-79 FD M.A. ALLEN
ACTIVITY PLANNINGSYSTEMCOAXIAL CABLE G.S. ROMAN
COMMUNICATIONSYSTEM
14870 EFFICIENT FEATURESUBSETSELECTIONWITH 05-28-79 SF C. B, CHITTINENI
PROBABILISTIC DISTANCECRITERIA
14871 SOFTWAREREQUIREMENTSFORTHE STUDYOF CON- 05-28-79 SF C. B, CHITTINENI
TEXTUALCLASSIFIERS AND LABEL IMPERFECTIONS
14872 EVALUATIONPROCESSFORTHE TEN-ECOSYSTEM 04-28-79 SF R. H, ALMOND
STUDY
14874 NSI/ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR INTERFACE VIBRATION 05-17-79 EP N. C. LUKSA
TEST
14875 DATAREDUCTIONCOMPLEX- DATADISTRIBUTION 05-28-79 FD R. SWEET
CENTER STORAGE AND ARCHIVAL REQUIREMENTS
14877 USER'S GUIDE FORAERORD 04-28-79 ES S, D, WILLIAMS
14878 BANK-ANGLE SOLUTION FOR STEERING WITH 05-28-7_ FM I.L. JOHNSON '
ANGLE OF ATTACK, SIDESLIP, AND INERTIAL
BOLL, SPACE SHUTTLE FIRST-STAGE ASCENT
(IN-79-FM-020)
14882 CARGOINTEGRATION TEST EQUIPMENTAUGMENTA- 04-25-79 ":
TION STATEMENTOF WORK(REV, A)
14884 SPACELABTIMING ANALYSIS (IN-79-FM-021) 08-28-79 FM P, DI TRAPANI
14885 WORKMANAGEMENTPLAN FORDATA SYSTEMSAND 09-28-81 FD L.R. NICHOLS
ANALYSIS DIRECTORATE(REV, A)





., .... ..... ........
OOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) •
14890 INTF_FACE OPERATINGPLAN - WSTF/LOCKHEED 08-28-79
QUA) TY ASSURANCE,RELIABILITY, AND
SAFETYOFFICE
14891 STS-1 ASCENTPOCKETCHECKLIST(SUPERCEOES 03-05-81 CG O.M. ROBINSON
JSC 12828) (REV. A)
14892 STS-1 ORBIT POCKETCHECKLIST (SUPERCEDES 02-03-81 CG J.W. BEARLEY
JSC 12828)
14893 STS-1 ENTRYPOCKETCHECKLIST (SUPTRCEDES 11-21-80 CG M.P. HUDSON
JSC 12828)
14894 INFORMATIONEXTRACTIONSYSTEMREQUIREMENTS 05-28-79 FD O.E. MOON
SPECIFICATION DOCUMENT
14898 OPERATIONALREADINESSVERIFICATION TEST 03-28-79 E_ T.M. GALLO
PROCEDURE,FR 1400 RECORDERS




14898 THE SOLARPOWERSATELLITE CONCEPT-THEPAST 07-28-79 C.C. KRAFT
DECADEAND THE NEXT DECADE
14899 HEALTHSTABILIZATION PROGRAMFORTHE SPACE 05-14-81 SD
TRANSPORTATIONSYSTEM
14g00 AUTOMATICDATAPROCESSINGEQUIPMENT 05-28-79 SA
MANAGEMENTACQUISITION PLAN FORTHE
TOXICOLOGYLABORATORY
14901 COMPOSITIONANDASSEMBLYOF A SPECTRAL- 06-28-79 SF M.C. KINSLER
MET DATABASEFORSPRING ANDWINTER M.L. SESTAK
WHEAT(2 VOLS.) M.H. TRENCHARD
14902 EFFECTSOF CONTEXTON MULTIDIMENSIONAL 05-28-79 MF E.G. DUPNICK
SPATIAL COGNITIVE MODELS
14905 ELLIPTICAL LAMBERTFORSPACESHUTTLEONBOARD 07-28-79 FM B. Ro UZZELL
SOFTWARE(IN-79-FM-017) (REVo 1)
14906 INSTITUTIONALDATA SYSTEMS DIVISION ORBITAL 03-28-81 FD B.F. MCCREARY
FLIGHT TEST CONTINGENCY SUPPORT PLAN
(REV. A)
14907 STS-1 FLIGHT DATA FILE FLIGHT MAPSAND 12-05-80 CG J.V. RIVERS
CHARTS, BASIC
14908 FAILURE MODEAND EFFECTSANALYSIS/ 09-28-82 NB R.H. STEELE
CRITICAL ITEMS LIST FORTHE PERSONNEL
EGRESSAIR PACK (REV. C)
14909 SPACESHUTTLEORBITER0V-102 THERMALCONTROL 08-01-79 ES
SYSTEMTEMPERATUREMEASUREMENTLOCATIONS
14910 THE ECOLOGICALVARIATIONS IN THERMAL 04-28-79 SF G.K. ARP
INFRAREDEMISSIVITY OF VEGETATION D.E. PHINNEY
14914 UNIVAC EXEC 8 ON-LINE PRINTER REObIREMENTS BR D.E. ROWE
14915 PROGRAMDOCUMENTATIONFORTHE SPACE 06-28-79 FD L.D. JONES ,
ENVIRONMENTEST DIVISION POST-TESTDATA
REDUCTIONPROGRAM
14917 STS-1PHOTO/TV CHECKLIST, BASIC 11-10-80 CG J. ARBET
F. RAMOS
294




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
14925 DISSPLA PLOTTING ROUTINES FOR G18gA EC 05-28-79 EA J.E. MEZA _ ,
AND LS COMPUTERPROGRAM '
"1
14928 SAFETY ANALYSIS FOR THE HELIUM AND OXYGEN 03-14-80 EC
MIXING FIXTURE
14973 GSE SAFETY ANALYSIS FOR THE GROUND COOLING %2-17-81 EC A. WACHSMAN
CART
14983 PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURES 04-14-82 EC
FOR SPACE SHUTTLE CREW EQUIPMENT STOWAGE
PROVISIONS PROGRAM, EXTRAVEHICULAR
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
14984 SHUTTLE CABIN ESVS VENTILATION SYSTEM 04-12-79 EC B. D. SEVIER
TEST PLAN/PROCEDURE
14985 CERTIFICATION REPORT THE FOR WALKAROUND 08-29-79 EC P. MCLAUGHLAN
VENTILATION HOSE OF THE ESCAPE SUIT
VENTILATION SYSTEM
14986 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 07-15-82 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PRO- L_CEDURES FOR THE LIQUID COOLING VENTILA-
TION GARMENT TEST STAND (REV. B)
14987 TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCEDURES 03-26-80 EC
FOR OPS TARE TEST EQUIPMENT
14988 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE 03-09-80 EC
MANUAL FOR OPS TARE TEST EQUIPMENT
r
14991 TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCEDURES 03-14-80 EC
FOR MOBILE CO2 SENSOR UNIT
14992 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 11-24-80 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCE-DURES FOR THE HELIUM-OXYGEN MIXING
FIXTURE ASSEMBLY (REV. A)
14993 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 10-19-83 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCE-
DURES FOR THE PORTABLE OXYGEN SYSTEM
TEST STAND (REV. B)
14994 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 06-08-81 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCEDURES
FOR THE BELL JAR SYSTEM AND N2 BAGGING
STATION (REV. A)
14996 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 02-04-81 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCE-
DURES FOR THE PRESSURE GARMENT CONSOLE c
(REV. A) _ !
14997 TEST, SERVICING. AND CALIBRATION PROCE- 04-03-80 EC _DURES FOR THE GEMINI PRESSURE SUIT CONSOLE
14998 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 07-07-82 EC _TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCE- ]DURES FOR THE HELIUM CHARGING FIXTUREASSEMBLY (REV. B)
14999 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 02-0Z-82 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCE- *





DOC. # TITLE DATE OP._RRAUTHOR(S)
15000 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION MAINTENANCE, 07-06-8Z EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCE-
-30 DUPESFORTHE FBS TYPE I TEST STAND
_._ (REV.A)
15002 FAMILIARIZATION,OPERATION MAINTENANCE, 06-Zg-BZ EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCE-
DURES FOR THE PORTABLE COOLING CONSOLE
(REV. C)
_ 15003 FAMILIARIZATION,OPERATION MAINTENANCE, 07-06-81 EC W. NONES
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCE-
DURES FOR THE GROUND COOLING CART
' (REV. B)
15004 FAMILIARIZATION,OPERATION MAINTENANCE, 09-20-83 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRAT'ON PROCE-
DURES FOR THE K-BOTTLE PANEL ASSEMBLY
(REV. C)
15008 FAMILIARIZATION,OPERATION MAINTENANCE 1Z-13-SZ EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCE-
DURES FOR THE AIR COMPRESSOR STATION
(REV. C)
" 15007 FAMILIARIZATION,OPERATION MAINTENANCE, 03-0g-82 EC
3 TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCE-
DURES FOR PNEUMATIC PRESSURE INTENSIFIER
SYSTEM(REV. B)
15008 FAMILIARIZATION,OPERMION MAINTENANCE, 01-22-81 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCE-
DURES FOR THE PRIMARY OXYGEN LEAKAGE
RIG ASSEMBLY (REV. A) {
15012 FAMILIARIZATION,OPERATION MAINTENANCE, 01-25-82 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCE-
DURES FOR THE POS OXYGEN SUPPLY MANIFOLD
(REV. B)
15013 FAMILIARIZATION,OPERATION MAINTENANCE, 08-11-8Z £C
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCE-
DURES FOR THE LSS TRAINER TEST PANEL
(REV. B)
15014 TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCE- 08-08-80 EC
DUPES FOR THE EVCU/SCU TEST ADAPTER
CABLE AND PANEL
15015 FAMILIARIZATION,OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 0g-23-81 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATIONPROCE-
DURES FOR THE AUDIO PROCESSINGUNIT
(REV. A)
. 15016 FAMILIARIZATION,OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 11-18-80 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCE-
DURES FOR THE PORTABLE COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEM (REV. A)
15018 FAMILIARIZATION,OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 10-22-81 EC
, TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATIONPROCE-
DURES FOR THE BUILDING 7B OXYGEN
SUPPLY SYSTEM (REV. B)
,p
15019 FAMILIARIZATION,OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 07-02-82 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCE-





DOC...._.._## TITLE DATE OP__R AUTHOR(S ) _j
15020 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 02-03-82 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCE-
DURES FOR THE N2 MANIFOLD PLSS TEST _
STAND (REV. B)
15021 TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PRO- 12-16-80 EC
CEDURES FOR THZ N2 MANIFOLD LCVG TEST
STAND (REV. A)
15022 TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCE- 06-25-81 EC
DURES FOR BUILDING 78 AIR SUPPLY SYSTEM
(REV. A)
15025 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 11-30-83 EC
TEST, SERVICING, ANC CALIBRATION PROCE-
DURES FOR CET RIG
15028 STS-2 CREW ACTIVITY PLAN (REV. B) 10-09-81 CG B. E. FERGUSON
15031 SPACE SHUTTLE INTEGRATED SYSTEMS 08-14-79 LA W. M. LIGON
MISSION EVALUATION PLAN
15035 NICKEL-CADMIUM BATTERY CELL EVALUATION 07-11-70 EP D. B. TRAHAN
k
15036 IMAGE PROCESSORUPGRADE STUDY 05-28-79 SF M. MENDLOWITZ |
K. ONEY
J. ROBERTSON
15038 APU OPERATION AND RESTART TEST 07-18-79 EP D.G. STAFFORD
15040 NSI LOT MCH INVESTIGATION 07-02-79 EP D. B. TRAHAN
i
15042 LIST SPECTRAL KEYS STUDY 08-28-79 SF T. B. DENNIS
M. D. PORE
15045 STS-7 CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILE: IUS/ 08-28-79 FM
TDRS-A (SUPERCEDES JSC 1396B) (IN-79-FM-O22)
15047 MAIN PROPULSION SYSTEM HARDWARE/ 06-28-79 EA J. R. HARRIS
SOFTWARE INTERFACES (REV. A) E. L. KESSLER
15049 SHUTTLE PAYLOAD EXPERIMENT EMC/EMI 06-28-79 ED N. C. ALLEN '
HANDBOOK
15588 SPACE SHUTTLE EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY 01-24-83 EC
UNIT PROGRAMCERTIFICATION STATUS REPORT
FOR THE SERVICE AND COOLING UMBILICAL I
DRL-46 (REV. B)
16003 TEST PLAN FOR SPECIAL TELEMETRY CONVERSION 0B-28-79 FD T, DONKIN _.CONVERSION SYSTEM STCS +
16005 THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SAMPLING STRATEGY 11-28-7g SF R. S. CHHIKARA _
FOR MULTICROP ESTIMATION - A TECHNICAL
PLAN
16006 CENTRAL COMPUTATIONAL FACILITY COMMUNICA- 06-28-79 FD K. B. HENNIGAN
TIONS SUBSYSTEMS OPTIONS | ,|
16007 SHUTTLE LAUNCH COMMIT CRITERIA AND BACK- 12-01-82 LA ',
GROUND (REV. C)
. !
18008 MISSION LIFE CYCLE EFFECTS SENSOR STUDIES 06-28-7B ED R.C. DYER
AND EVALUATIONS, FINAL REPORT L. LINLEY
16011 ON-ORBIT NAVIGATION INTEGRATOR RESULTS 07-28-79 FM O.W. OLSZEWSK[
FOR TYPICAL SHUTTLE ORB,TS (IN-79-FM-025)
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.[
; 16013 ROCKWELLTHERMAL PREDICTION DATA TAPE 06-28-79 ES K. L. KLINGLER
) CONVERSION _i
16016 PROCEEDINGS OF TECHNICAL SESSIONS OF THE 10-28-79 SF R. B. MACDONALD
] LAClE SYMPOSIUM, JULY 1979 (2 VOLUMES)|
16016 APU PRE-QUALIFICATION DEVELOPMENT TEST 07-13-79 EP W.C. TUTHILL ';
!
18019 EVALUATION OF THE LACIE TRANSITION YEAR 07-28-79 SF R. E. CHEFFIN
CROP CALENDAR MODEL S. K. WOOLLEY
I
16020 EXPERIMENTAL PLAN FOR EVALUATION OF LAND- 08-28-79 SF D.E. PHINNEY
SAT AGRONOMIC VARIABLES USING WHEAT
INTENSIVE TEST SITE8
16023 QUALITY ASSURANCE SUPPORT PLAN FOR THE 07-26-79 ND
SPACECRAFT DESIGN DIVISION WATER
IMMERSION FACILITY
16024 ORBITER DATA REDUCTION COMPLEX FUNCTIONAL 07-28-79 FD R.S. MCGOWEN
DESIGN AND PRODUCTION REQUIREMENTS FOR
OWDAPS
16026 STS-7 FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT IUS/TDRS-A 07-28-79 FM &
(IN-79-FM-023)
16027 SPACELAB-1 LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS 06-15-79 SE G.W. MCCOLLUM
PROGRAM-JSC FACILITY EQUIPMENT _EQUIREMENTS
16029 OPS MCC LEVEL B/C FORMULATION REQUIREMENTS 10-28-79 FM M.J. BISHOP
AREA TARGETS AND SPACE VOLUMES PROCESSOR (
(IN-)9-FM-O26) r
18030 EARTH OBSERVATIONS DIVISION EARTH RESOURCES 07-28-79 EA F. TRAGNI
DATA ANALYSIS CAPABILITIES (REV. D)
16031 QUICK-LOOK STATION OPERATOR'S GUIDE 07-28-79 EF C. S. KIM
16032 INTRODUCTION TO EOD-LARSYS AS ARCHIVED 09-28-60 SF P.J. AUCOIN
AT COSMIC M.L. BURNELL !
1B033 OPERATOR PERFORMANCEAND LOCALIZED MUSCLE 06-28-79 J.L. LEWIS
FATIGUE IN A SIMULATED SPACE VEHICLE
CONTROL TASK18034 ORBITER ACOUSTIC FATIGUE TESTING PHASE A, 03-28-80 ES J.L. WARNIX
SPECIMEN ID FFA-01 NOSE CAP-TS, INITIAL TEST W.M. WEST I
16036 SPACELAB-3 JSC LIFE SCIENCES PAYLOAD 06-28-81 SE
REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENTBASELINE (REV. C)
18040 SMALL MODEL MAKER PROGRAM 07-26-79 EA P.E. FOGERSON
18042 END DETONATOR PERFORMANCETEST AT LHE 09-17-79 EP S.E. JONES
TEMPERATURE
16043 JSC RELIABILITY SU RT PLAN FOR JSC 11-26-82 ND
LIFE SCIENCE PROJECI DIVISION (REV. C) !
16044 RADAR ERROR STATISTICS FOR THE SPACE 07-28-79 FM W. M, LEAR •
SHUTTLE (IN-79-FM-O247 ]
18045 USER'S REFERENCE GUIDE FOR THE DRAWING LIST 10-26-79 FD K. BURNS
FILE FOR THE SHUTTLE INFORMATION SERVICE
18046 ORBITER DATA REDUCTION COMPLEX WORKLOAD 07-28-79 FD B.F. MCCREARY
ESTIMATE DURING THE SPACE SHUTTLE TEST •
ACTIVITY _ ,
16047 AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH PROJECT 06-26-79 EA F.T. POLASEK
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16049 FLIGHT ACTIVITIES OFFICER CONSOLE HANDBOOK, 12-01-86 OH T. CALHOUN
FINAL(REVB) [
16050 ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE FOR SHUTTLE 03-ZB-61 eE 0. J. TOMARO • 'T
TASK 501CCTV SYSTEM CONSOLE (REV. A)
i
16052 SOS/NSI TUMBLE VALVE VIBRATION TEST 08-Zl-)q EP D. B. TRAHAN
16053 TEXAS NATURAL RESOURCES INVENTORY AND 12-28-70 SF M. V. MARTIN
MONITORING SYSTEM APPLICATIONS SYSTEM A. S STORY
VERIFICATION AND TRANSFER-REMOTE SENSING
18054 THE NASA BUS COMMUNICATIONS LISTENING 07-28-79 FD M. A ALLEN
DEVICE SOFTWARE
16055 STS-1 CYCLE 3 ORBITER ENTRY AEROELASTICITY 08-28-79 EH O. L SWEITZER
DATA
16058 SUBROUTINES DELTAQ, DELTAG, AND DELTAR FOR 07-28-79 EA J. F KEENER
THE SINDA PROGRAM _
16059 SHUTTLE OPERATIONAL MISSIONS WEIGHT AND R. H KOHRS e
PERFORMANCE, STS-5 A_ SUBSEQUENT
!
16060 FORWARDATTACHED BOLT STRAIN MEASUREMENT 09-Z0-79 EP S. E JONES (,
) •
16061 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE CYBER IMPLEMENTA- 12-28-81 FD J. CANTRELL
TION OF THE SHUTTLE AUTOMATED MASS L. HILEMAN C
PROPERTIES SYSTEM
16084 REFRACTION CORRECTIONS FOR SURVEYING 08-28-79 FM W.M. LEAR
(IN-79-FM-027)
16067 MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION OF LABEL 08-28-79 SF C. B. CHITTINENI _
IMPERFECTIONS AND ITS USE IN THE
IDENTIFICATION OF MISLABELED PATTERNS
16088 LHE/LD 2 DEWAR FILL TEST 11-06-79 EP N.C. LUKSA
16071 ORBITER ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM- 07-20-79 EL M. M, LUSK
THERk_ALVACUUM TEST, CHAMBER A
J
16072 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER AND EXTERNAL TANK 08-Z8-79 FM R. H. SEALE
: IMPACT PREDICTION PROCESSORS (IN-Tg-FM-029)J
16073 FIELD RESONANCE PROPULSION CONCEPT 08-28-81 CG ,
'I16074 NAVIGATION AND METEOROLOGICAL ERROR 08-28-79 FM M.J. KRIKORIAN
EQUATIONS FOR SOME AERODYNAMIC P. MITCHELL _ I
PARAMETERS (IN-79-FM-030) J. RICE
t
18075 AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT 08-28-7B ES " j
ACQUISITION PLAN FOR THE MEDICAL |,
SCIENCES DIVISION v
18077 SHUTTLE ENGINEERING SIMULATOR DESCRIPTION 06-28-70 EF R.H. ST. JOHN
DOCUMENT
16079 LYAPUNOV STABILITY AND ITS APPLICATION 09-28-70 FM E.W. KENNEDY
TO SYSTEMS OF ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS (IN-79-FM-031)
16080 ANALYSIS OF NUMERICAL STABILITY AND 06-28-79 FM E.W. KENNEDY
AMPLIFICATION MATRICES, 4TH ORDER RUNGE-
KUTTA METHODS (IN-TQ-FM-03Z)
18081 JSC PROCEDURE FOR SAFETY, RELIABILITY, AND 03-28-8Z NA
QUALITY ASSURANCE PARTICIATION IN ORBITER




dim d u mnk_,.__.._._ JL-. ............ '____ , ...... •
TIT_E _ OPR AUTHOR(S)
18085 HIGH-SHEAR NONCONDUCTIVE MIX TEST 09-20-79 EP O.B. TRAHAN
I
16086 CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - OFT PALLET 09-28-84 DH S.G. VAN HORN 'l
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS) o,
16087 SPACE SHUTTLE DATA FOR NUCLEAR SAFETY 11"28-83 FM
ANALYSIS (REV. 2)
18088 AGRISTARS-CROP PHENOLOGY LITERATURE REVIEW 11"28-79 SF P.C. DORAISWAMY J
FOR CORN, SOYBEAN, MHEAT. BARLEY, SORGHUM, T. HODGES
RICE, COTTON. AND SUNFLOWERS
16080 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE 03"06-80 EC
MANUAL FOR THE PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM J
T[ST STAND
16091 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE 02"28-80 EC
MANUAL FOR THE PRESSURE GARMENT ASSEMBLY
TEST STAND
16092 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE 03-14-80 EC
FOR THE LIQUID COOLING VENT GARMENTTEST }
STAND
16093 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE 02-21-80 EC _
FOR THE MOBILE C02 SENSOR CART &
160_5 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 01-23-80 EC
FOR THE LIOH RECHARGE FACILITY
18P96 FAMILIARIZATION OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 03-20-60 EC _
FOR THE PORTABLE OXYGEN SYSTEM TEST STAND
#
16097 FAMILIARIZATION OPERA¥ION AND MAINTENANCE 03-14-80 EC
FOR THE BELL JAR SYSTEM
16008 FAMILIARIZATION. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 03-14-80 EC
FOR THE N2 BAGGING STATION
18000 FAMILIARIZATION OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE 03-04-80 EC
MANUAL FOR THE PRESSURE GARMENT CONSOLE
16100 FAMILIARIZATION OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 04-03-80 EC
MANUAL FOR GEMINI PRESSURE SUIT CONSOLE
18101 FAMILIARIZATION OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 03-14-80 EC
MANUAL FOR HELIUM CHARGING FIXTURE ASSEMBLY i
I
16102 FAMILIARIZATION OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 04-2S-80 EC b
MANUAL FOR MURDOCK POV CONSOLE |
16103 FAMILIARIZATION OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE 06-13-80 EC
MANUAL FOR FBS TYPE 1 TEST STAND
16104 FAMILIARIZATION OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 03-14-80 EC
MANUAL FOR PLSS FLOW BENCH
18105 FAMILIARIZATION. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 03-14-80 EC J
MANUAL FOR PORTABLE COOLING CONSOLE •
w
18106 FAMILIARIZATION. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 04-20-80 EC q
MANUAL FOR GROUNDCOOLING CART !
16107 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 04-17-80 EC |
FOR K-BOTTLE PANEL ASSEMBLY
18108 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 03-14-80 EC +
MANUAL FOR PVC LEAKAGE PANEL ASSEMBLY
18100 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 03-09-60 EC
MANUAL FOR CHARGING TANK ASSEMBLY _ #
300 _;_,_
1990007273-302
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16110 FAMLLIARIZATION, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE OB-Z3-80 EC
MANUAL FOR AIR COMPRESSORSTATION
t_ 16111 FAMILIARIZATION. OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE 03-04_60 EC
MANUAL FOR PNEUMATIC PRESSURE INTEN3%FIER
16112 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE 03-0C-80 EC
MANUAL FgR PRIMARY 02 LEAKAGE RIG
ASSEMBLY
16116 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE 06-13-80 EC
(dupl. #) MANUAL FOR POS OXYGEN SUPPLY MANIFOLD
16116 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATI4)N, AND MAINTENANCE 04-30-80 EC
(dupl. #) MANUAL FOR LSS TRAINER T_ST PANEL
16118 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERJTION, AND MAINTENANCE 08-13-80 EC
MANUAL FOR SCU TEST ADAPTER CABLE AND
PANEL
16119 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, ANO MAINTENANCE 03-14-80 EC
MANUAL FOR AUDIO PROCESSING UNIT
16120 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, AND MAINTEN _E 03-14-80 EC
MANUAL FOR PORTABLE COMMUNICATIONS SYS_,.
16121 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATIbN, AND MAINTENANCE 07-11-80 EC
MANUAL FOR EEH TEST ADAPTER
18122 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE 03-14-60 EC
MANUAL FOR BUILDING 76 OXYGEN SUPPLY
SYSTEM
18123 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE 03-27-80 EC
MANUAL FOR O_ MANIFOLD TO PLSS LABORATORY
18124 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION. AND MAINTENANCE 03-14-80 EC
MANUAL FOR N2 MANIFOLD, PLSS LABORATORY
16126 FAMILIARIZATION. OPERATION. AND MAINTENANCE 03-14-80 EC
MANUAL FOR N2 MANIFOLD-LCVG TEST STRAND
15126 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, A_D MAINTENANCE 02-28-80 EC
MANUAL FOR THIRD FLOOR FACILITIES
161Z7 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 05-20-80 EC
MANUAL FOR BUILDING 7B AIR SUPPLY SYSTEM
16130 SPACE SHUTTLE PROCEDURES FOR GROUND TEST 08-_S-81 EC
OPERATIONS FOR THE BREATHER HOSE/ t
MOUTHPIECE
18134 SPACE SHUTTLE PROCEDURES FOR CREWMAN INTER- Oe-04-BZ EC _
FACE FIT CHECKS FOR THE PORTABLE OXYGEN
SYSTEM (REV. A)
18138 A-3 ANTIFOG COMPOUNDFORMULATION AND GQ-Z6-7g EC R. L. JARBOE
IN-LINE INSPkCTION PROCEDURE _
16141 SPACE SHUTTLE EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY 06-26-80 EC
UNIT PROCEDURES FOR PERFORMANCE RECORD j
TEST OPERATIONS FOR THE SPACE SUIT
ASSEMBLY
16143 ZERO-G TESTING OF TH£ EXTRAVEHICULAR 01-03-80 EC
MOBILITY UNIT AND ASSOCIATED HARDWARE
WITH FLIGHT EVA TIMELINE PROCEDURES
_J
16145 PERFORMANCE RECORD TEST OPERATIONS FOR 03-Z6-60 EC
THE EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT
301
1990007273-303
CTZTLE T_._..L.__ OPR AUTHGR(S) _".
#
16140 EMU TRR _YNAMIC AND SHIPPING ENVIRONMENTS 12-14-79 EC H, a. MCNANN {
.I
16147 CERTIFICATION REPORT FOR THE CLOTHING 08-28-80 EC
SHIPSET - SPACE SHUTTLE CREW EOUIPMENT "'
AND STOWAGE PROVISIONS PROGRAM
16148 CERTIFICATION REPORT FOR THE PERSONAL 03-OB-BO EC
HYGIENE KIT - SPACE SHUTTLE CREW EOUIP-
MENT AND STOWAGEPROVISIONS PROGRAM
16140 CERTIFICATION REPORT FOR THE ORBITER CPr_ IO-OB-8Z EC
EQUIPMENT AND STOWAGEPROVISIONS PROGRAM
18151 CERTIFICATION REPORT FOR THE MAINTENANCE 01-!4-81 EC
KIT-SPACE SHUTTLE CREW EQUIPMENT AND
STOWAGEPROVISIONS PROGRAM
18152 CERTIFICATION REPORT FOR THE CREW MEMBER 05-13-80 EC
HELMET - SPACE SHUTTLE CREW EQUIPMENT
AND STOWAGEPROVISIONS PROGRAM
16153 CERTIFICATION REPORT FOR THE ANCILLARY CREW 05-12-80 EC
PROVISIONS SHIPSET - SPACE SHUTTLE CREW
EQUIPMENT AND SIOWA_E PROVISIONS PROGRAM U
lb154 CERTIFICATION REPORT FOR THE FLIGHT MIRROR 05-13-80 EC l
ASSEMBLY - SPACE SHUTTLE CREW EQUIPMENT
AND STOWAGEPROVISIONS PROG._AM
18181 SPACE SHUTTLE EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY 08-25-81 EC
UNIT GROUNDTEST OPERATIONS PROCEDURES
FOR OXYGEN PURGE ADAPTER ASSEMBLY (REV. A) (
18183 SPACE SHUTTLE OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT 11-08-81 EC
PROCEDURES FOR CLASS III/IIIW HI FI AND
NEUTRAL BUOYANCY PLSS MOCKUPS
18184 MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR MANUAL ;Oq THE MINI- 07-20-81 EC
WORKSTATION
18165 MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR MANUAL FOR THE 07-20-81 EC
TOOL CADDY
18168 MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR MANUAL ;R THE 08-27-80 EC
EXTRAVEHICULAR VISOR ASSEMBLY LIGHTS '"
18187 M_.INTENANCE AND hEPAIR MANUAL FOR THE 11-18-82 EC i
RESTRAINTS AND TETHERS (REV. A) I
16171 CERTIFICATION REPORT FOR THE PERSONNEL 03-06-80 EC P. FERGU.T_)N
EGRESS AIR PACK
18173 CERTIFICATION REPORT FOR THE ORBITER VACUUId 12-29-B0 EC i
CLEANER ASSEMBLY - SPACE SHUTTLE CREW EQUIP-
AND STOMAGE PROVISIONS PROGRAM Z
18114 CERTIFICATION REPORT FCR THE AFT FLIGHT 12-29-80 EC
STATION RESTRAINT SYSTEM
16175 PREDELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURES 08-22-80 EC
FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE CREW EOUIPMENT ]
STOWAGEPROVISIONS PROGRAM- EXTRA- ]
VEHICULAR SUPPORT EQUIPMENT l
18178 MAINTENANCE AN_ REPAIR MANUAL FOR EVA 08-27-00 EC
PORTABLE FOOT RESTRAINT
18178 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 01-21-01 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCE- I
OURES FOR THE NITROGEN PRESSURIZATION
PANEL (REV. A) j]30Z
_ Ipwm_-m .... _ _ -,-- q_t, illlt-- " _ r, ,_
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16184 SHUTTLE EMU THERMALVACUUM TEST REQUIRE- 08-26-80 EC
AT JSC
16188 SOLID POLYMER WATER ELECTROLYSISOXYGEN 07-09-80 EC R. B. MARTIN
GENERATION SUBSYSTEM TEST REPORT
16189 SHUTTLE FLIGHT EMU MANNED FUNCTIONAL 05-25-87 EC M, A. SLEESON
TEST PROCEDURE
16190 MISSION EVALUATIONREPORT- OFFICE OF SPACE 02-28-82 SM
.'.:4DTERRESTRIALAPPLICATION, OSTA-1 PAYLOAD
16191 DEPLOYEDPAYLOADSFLIGHT PROCEDURESHAND- 11-28-79 LA W. R, HOLMBERG
BOOK, PRELIMINARY
16192 SPACELABPCMMU PI1 DATA BUS NrJISETEST 08-28-79 EH G.L. TOBEY
16193 SPACELABINTERFACEDEVELOPMENTESTS 08-28-79 EA J.W. AKERS
SOFTWAREDESCRIPTION
16194 ORBITER ACOUSTIC FATIGUE TESTING SPECIMEN 09-28-80 ES J.D. JOHNSTON
ID PBAO?-2 AFT PAYLOAD BAY DO0_3
16195 STOCHASTIC SYSTEMS REDUNDANCY MANAGEMENT 09-28-79 FM K. YONEZAWA
(IN-79-FM-034)
16196 OFT ON-ORBIT TRAJECTORY AND ATTITUDE 10-28-79 FM R.J. LACARNA
ANCILLARY DATA REQUIREMENTS (IN-79-FM-035) J.B. MOORE
W. YORK
16196 BRECCIA GUIDEBOOK NO. 2-86095, "RUSTY 08-28-79 SN J. R. GARRISON
ROCK" L.A. TAYLOR
16200 STS-4 CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILE-GOES-D/ 09-28-79 FM D. DEATKINE
SSUS-A (IN-79-FM-028)
16203 AN APPROXIMATE SOLUTION TO THE MOTION OF 09-28-79 FM B. J. GARLAND
THE ORBITER DURING ROLLOUT (IN-79-FM-037)
16206 FILE MANAGEMENT STUDY FOR THE SHUTTLE L. W. MORGAN
MISSION SIMULATOR COMPUTER COMPLEX
16209 TPS REPAIR KIT REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT (REV. A) 10-26-79
16210 ASCENT ENGINE-OUT STABILITY ANALYSIS 09-28-79 EH M, A. CHRISTOFFERSON
WITH VEH 5.6 H OFT-1A MODAL DATA
16211 EBCDIC CONVERSION UTILITIES WORKING PAPER 07-2R-80 FM W. BOND
16212 MASTER SWITCH CONFIGURATION MATRIX 06-06-84 DH E.D. EIANS
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
16215 ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS TEST LABORATORY - 07-28-82 EE J.C. STOKER
COMMUNICATIONSAND TRACKING SYSTEMS
GROUND TESTING SYSTEM
16219 POST-INSERTIONFLIGHT PROCEDURES HANDBOOK 01-18-85 DH N.E. JACKSON _)
(REV. A)
16220 STS-1 STAR TRACKERI-LOADS SUBSYSTEM 10-28-79 FM R.W. CORSON ,k






DOC. # TITLE DATE OP_...RRAUTHOR(S) i
16221 PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF PENETRATOR FIELD 10-28-79 SN M.B. BLANCHARD
TEST PROGRAM, TONOPAH, NEVADA U. CLANTON
V. RHODER
16222 LIFE SCIENCES PAYLOADS DEVELOPMENT AND 10-28-79 SE W.R. BOYKIN
SUPPORT COMPUTER FACILITY REQUIREMENTS
16225 STS-1 SIX-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM MONTE CARLO 10-28-79 FM M.N. MONTEZ
DISPERSION ANALYSIS, AUTOLAND THROUGH
LANDING-DESCENT CYCLE 2 (IN-79-FM-040)
16226 JSC SUPER GUPPY AIRCRAFT USER'S GUIDE 03-28-80 CC J.B. MCCAULLEY
16229 AGRICULTURAL SOIL MOISTURE EXPERIMENT - 09-28-79 SF B. W, MILSTEAD
1978 COLBY, KANSAS DATA CATALOG AND
DOCUMENTATION
16232 CLUSTERING ALGORITHM EVALUATION AND THE 11-28-79 SF J. K, JOHNSON
DEVELOPMENT OF A REPLACEMENT FOR R. K. LENNINGTON
PROCEDURE 1
16233 MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT CONFIGURATION 01-11-80
MANAGEMENTAND DATA REQUIREMENTS (REV. A)
16234 REFRACTION CORRECTION EQUATIONS AND TABLES 10-28-79 FM W.M. LEAR f
(IN-79-FM-042)
16238 STAR TRACKER ERROR ANALYSES ROLL-TO- 10-28-79 FM R. W, CORSON
PITCH NONORTHOGONALITY (IN-79-FM-043) ,.
16239 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION OF SOFTWARE 10-28-79 SF N. CHU
FOR CLUSTER-BASED PROPORTION ESTIMATION
16243 SHUTTLE LAUNCHED RFSEARCH VEHICLE PRE- 10-28-79 EE E.T. DICKERSON
LIMINARY TELEMETRY, TRACKING, AND W. A. ROSENKRANZ
COMMANDINVESTIGATION AND REQUIREMENTS
DOCUMENT
16244 SPACE OPERATIONS CENTER SYSTEM ANALYSIS 11-28-79 EB S. H. NASSIFF
STUDY
16246 PROFILE SIMILARITY FEASIBILITY STUDY 10-28-79 SF C.V. NAZARE
16248 PARAMETRIC STUDY OF THE ORBITER ROLLOUT 11-28-79 FM B. J. GARLAND
USING AN APPROXIMATE SOLUTION
(IN-79-FM-044) .i
16249 SENSITIVITY OF THE INERTIAL MEASUREMENT 11-28-79 EH A. Y, ABILMOUNA
UNIT VELOCITY CHANNELS TO VOLTAGE AND J.R. THOMPSON i
TEMPERATURECHANGES
16253 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR CAMS 09-28-79 SF 0o WEHMANEN
DEVELOPMENT DOT DATA SYSTEM
16254 LIFE SCIENCES LABORATORYEQUIPMENT DESCRIP- 05-21-84 SE H. SPENCER _
T/ONE - LIFE SCIENCES FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS "_
PROGRAM(REV. G)
16255 ORBITER FUEL CELL PERFORMANCECONSTRAINTS 02-28-80 FM H.E. KOLKHORST i
STS/OPS PRATT/WHITNEY FUEL CELLS OPERA- *
TING LIMITS FOR MISSION PLANNING
(IN-79-FM-045) |
16256 MMU LEVEL OF EFFORT CONSOLIDATED TASK 09-02-80
ORDER (REV. A) |
16261 SOLAR POWERSATELLITE THIN SHEET 10-28-79 EH R.M. EQUISQUIZA
CONDUCTOR EVALUATION
i
16262 FIBER OPTIC BEND RADIUS TEST I0-24-79 EH K. I.,AUSTIN I
16264 SAIL/PAYLOAD HANDBOOKAND USER'S GUIDE 01-28-80 EF ._/ _,_
3O4
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16266 SPACELABDISPLAY HANDBOOK(REV. A) 07-28-83 DF C. R. SHERMAN
,t
ACOUSTICFATIGUETESTING 05-28-80 ES W. M, WEST16268 ORBITER
J. L. WARNIX :'
16269 RCS SCREEN DEWICKING/DRYOUTTEST 12-05-79 tP E. RFESE
16270 SENSOR SYSTEMS ENGINEERING SECTION 10-28-79 ED C.H. SOLIE
RADIOFREOUENCY HYPERTHERMIA SYSTEM
ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE
16272 JSC FOOD SERVICE SANITATION MANUAL n4-22-80 SD
16273 COMPOSITION AND ASSEMBLY OF A SPECTRAL 01-28-80 SF M.C. KINSLER
DATA BASE FOR TRANSITION YEAR SPRING M.L. SESTAK
WHEAT BLIND SITES, VOLUME 1 M.H. TRENCHARD
16274 IMPLEMENTATION OF BADHWAR CLASSIFICATION 10-28-79 EA W.W. AUSTIN
OF CORN/SOYBEAN SEGMENTS
16276 TACAN OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION FOR THE 11-28-79 EE P.J. HUDOCK
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM C.L. HUGHES
16277 SPACE OPERATIONS CENTER-A CONCEPT ANALYSIS 11-29-79
VOL. I - SUMMARY i,
VOL. 2 - TECHNICAL REPORT
16276 NSI-I FAILURE INVESTIGATION 01-01-80 EP
16279 NONVENTED, WARM CSS FILL EVALUATION 12-05-79 N.C. LUSKA
16280 HYDROGEN DETECTOR INVESTIGATION 04-18-80 EP D. R. SAUCIER
16281 WORK RESTRAINT SYSTEM DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 11-16-79 EW
16283 ODRC BATCH PLOTTING PROGRAM USER'S GUIDE 01-28-80 ES S. J. DAMICO
16284 CRITICAL ITEMS LIST FOR THE SHUTTLE REMOTE 04-28-81 NB
MANIPULATOR SYSTEM (REV. A)
16285 LIFE SCIENCES FLIGHT EXPERIMENT PROGRAM, 03-06-80 SE W.G. WALKER
EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT,'PART If-
REQUIREMENTS FORMS
16287 SPACELAB SCIENCES EXPERIMENT ASSEMBLY AND 12-28-80 SE G.W. MCCOLLUM
VERIFICATION PLAN FOR JSC (REV. A)
a
16288 STS-I UNIQUE REDUNDANT COMPUTER SET LOGIC 09-28-80 EH J. R. HARRIS
FLOW DIAGRAMS, SEQUENCING E.L. KEESLER
16293 RESEARCHANDTECHNOLOGYANNUALREPORT, FY70 12-28-79 AT
MISSION SIMULATOR INSTRUCTOR/ 10-30-79 FA i16295 SHUTTLE
OPERATOR STATION PHASE I UPDATE LEVEL A
REQUIREMENTS
16297 RADIOFREQUENCY HYPERTHERMIA SYSTEM MANUAL 09-28-80 ED
(REV. A) ")
16298 QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATION OF PLANT CHARACTER- 01-28-80 SF R. B. CATE
ISTICS USING SPECTRAL MEASUREMENTS - A J. A. ARTLEY
SURVEY OF LITERATURE D.E. PHINNEY
i16299 OFT MEDICAL OPERATIONS SUPPORT IMPLE- 09-01-81 SDMENTATION PLAN FOR NORTHRUP STRIP,
NEW MEXICO (REV. B)
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DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _.
16301 CORN/SOYBEANDECISION LOGIC-IMPROVEMENTS 01-28-80 SF K. M. ABOTTEEN
AND NEWCROPS C. L. DAILEY
J. O. NICHOLS ,!
: 16309 AGRISTARS - VARIABILITY OF CROP CALENDAR 01-28-80 SF J. A. ARTLEY
STAGE DATES T. HODGES
M. L. SESTAK
,i 16311 SHUTTLE ORBITER RADAR TEST AND EVALUATION 01-28-85 EE
;t TEST PLAN (REV. 1)
• 16315 INTERFACECONTROLDOCUMENTFORSHUTTLE 11-28-79 FD
LEADING EDGE SUBSYSTEM AIRLOADS TEST-
BUILDING 13 STRUCTURES TEST LABORATORY
16318 SIMPLE COMPUTATIONS FOR NEAR-OPTIMU_ 01-26-60 FM R.L. MCHENRY
1 ASCENT AND ABORT MANEUVER TARGETS AND
DEORBIT IGNITION TIME (IN-BO-FM-O03)
16320 AGRISTARS-CROP YIELD LITERATURE REVIEW 12-28-7g SF P.C. DORAISWANY
OF AGRISTAR CROPS CORN. SOYBEANS, WHEAT, T. HODGES
BARLEY, SORGHUM, RICE, COTTON, D.E. PHINNEY
SUNFLOWERS
16323 SPACE SHUTTLE OPERATIONAL tqlSSIONS 05-28-80 EX i.
ASCENT PERFORMANCE AND PAYLOAD
ANALYSIS (VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
16326 PAYLOAD ENVIRONMENTAL CRITERIA FOR DESIGN 12-28-79 ED M.B. WALTON i
ANALYSIS HANDBOOK
16328 LAUNCH DATE INDEPENDENT STAR SET SELECTION - 01-28-80 FM R, D. DUNCAN
FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR IUS STAR SCAN
OPERATIONS (IN-BO-FM-O04)
: 16330 SCIENTIFIC UNIVERSAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 01-28-80 EX D. HARPER
USER'S GUIDE
16333 SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION PANEL JETTISON 01-28-80 FM R. B. BAUER
ANALYSlS-REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM
INTERACTION (IN-BO-FM-OO6)
16334 LABEL IDENTIFICATION FROM STATISTICAL 02-28-80 SF T.B. DENNIS
TABULATION TEMPORAL EXTENDABILITY STUDY
16336 U.S./CANADA WHEAT AND BARLEY EXPLORATORY 01-28-80 SH J. L. DRAGG
LABELING EXPERIMENT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
* 16338 EVALUATION OF TRANSITION YEAR CANADIAN 04-28-80 SF R.W. PAYNE
" TEST SITES
18339 EVALUATION OF RESULTS OF U.S. CORN/SOYBEANS 09-28-80 SF J, E. BAIRD
EXPLORATORY EXPERIMENT-CLASSIFICATION J.G. CARNES
PROCEDURES VERIFICATION TEST !
16341 A LABELING TECHNOLOGY FOR LANDSAT IMAGERY 05-28-80 SF T.B. DENNIS
" M.D. PORE ]
_, 16342 ESTIMATION OF PROBABILITIESOF LABEL 03-28-80 SF C.B. CHITTINENT '
IMPERFECTIONS AND CORRECTION OF MISLABELS
-: 16343 ESTIMATION OF WITHIN-STRATUM VARIANCE FOR 07-28-80 RS C, PERRY
_: SAMPLE ALLOCATION R. SCHHIKARA I
18344 FOREIGN COMMODITY PRODUCTION FORECASTING 03-28-80 SF
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
18345 LABEL IDENTIFICATION FROM STATISTICAL 03-28-80 SF T. B, DENNIS
TABULATION APPLICATION OF RIDIT ANALYSIS
16351 HOUSTON AREA MULTICROP INSPECTION TRIPS 07-28-80 SF E. W. DUNHAM
306
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16353 AGRISTARS-CROPPINGPRACTICESANDCROP 04-28-80 SF Do Eo PITTS ").
CHARACTERISTICSBASEDON 1979 ESCS M° A. WISE
OBSERVATIONS
16354 DAILY WEATHERDATABASE DERIVATION FROM 04-28-60 SF G. L. BARGER i
TAPEDWORLD-WIDESYNOPTICTRANSMISSIONS B. H. JEUN
16355 SOMEAPPROACHESTO OPTIMALCLUSTERLABEL- 11-28-80 SF C. B. CHITTINENI
ING OF AEROSPACEIMAGERY(REV. A)
16357 EVALUATIONOF GRAVIMETRICGROUNDTRUTH 10-28-80 SH L. Mo ARYA
SOIL MOISTUREDATACOLLECTEDFORTHE D. E. PHINNEY
1978 COLBY, KANSAS,AGRICULTURALSOIL
_OISTURE EXPERIMENTAIRCRAFT MISSION
16361 EVALUATIONOF BAYESIANSEQUENTIAL 05-28-80 SF K. M. ABOTTEEN
PROPORTIONESTIMATION USING ANALYST R. K. LENNINGTON
LABELS
16363 CONFIGURATIONMANAGEMENTPLAN 06-28-80 SF
16365 WORLDMULTICROPTEST SITE OVERFLIGHTS 05-23-80 SH F. B. NEWMAN
FOR1980 CROPYEAR IMPLEMENTATIONPLAN
16366 AGRICULTURALSOIL MOISTUREEXPERIMENT, 09-28-80 SF L. M. ARYA
COLBY, KANSAS,1978 - MEASUREDAND PRE-
DICTED HYDROLOGICPROPERTIESOF THE SOIL
16367 EARLYWARNINGAND CROPCONDITIONASSESS- 07-28-80 SH G. O. BOATWRIGHT
MENT - PROGRAMDEVELOPMENTAND MAINTENANCE F. RAVET
STANDARDS
16368 AUSTRALIANTRANSITION YEARSPECIAL STUDIES 01-28-81 SH T. E. ARMSTRONG
R. W. PAYNE
16370 MINIMUMVARIANCEGEOGRAPHICSAMPLING 07-28-80 SF G. R. TERRELL
16371 STRATUMVARIANCEESTIMATION FORSAMPLE 07-28-80 SF R, S, CHHIKARA
ALLOCATIONIN CROPSURVEYS C. R. PERRY
16372 SOIL MOISTURE- A PARAMETRICSTUDYOF 10-28-80 ED R. G. FENNER
TILLAGE EFFECTSON RADARBACKSCATTER G. F. PELS
16373 LIMITED AREA COVERAGE/HIGH RESOLUTION 08-28-80 SF S. O. O'BRIEN
PICTURE TRANSMISSION - LAC/HRPT TAPE
CONVERSION PROCESSOR USER'S MANUAL
18374 LIMITED AREA COVERAGE/HIGH RESOLUTION 09-28-80 SG S. O. O'BRIEN
PICTURE TRANSMISSION - LAC/HRPT TAPE
IJ GRID PIXEL EXTRACTION PROCESSOR
USER'S MANUAL




16376 CANADIANCROPCALENDARSIN SUPPORTOF THE 08-28-80 SF T. HODGES
EARLYWARNINGPROJECT M.H. TRENCHARD
16377 PRELIMINARYEVALUATIONOF THE ENVIRON- 09-28-80 SG D.E. PHINNEY
MENTAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF MICHIGAN
CROP CALENDAR SHIFT ALGORITHM FOR
ESTIMATION
l
16378 THE MULTICATEGORYCASEOF THE SEQUENTIAL 11-28-80 SH T. B. DENNIS




J:4 DOC.# TITLE DATE opJ AUTHOR(S) _,,
16379 TRANSITION YEARLABELINGERRORCHARAC- 10-28-80 SF N.J. CLINTON
TERIZATION STUDY, FINAL REPORT
_,_ 16380 CORN/SOYBEANDECISION LOGIC DEVELOPMENT 10-28-80 SF K.M. ABOTTEENANDTESTING C.L. DAIt.EY
16381 TAPEMERGE/COPYPROCESSOR 09-28-80 SG S.O. O'BRIEN
'-, (dupl. #)
16381 A SEMI-AUTOMATICTECHNIQUEFORMULTITEMPORAL 07-28-79 SF G.D. BADHWAR
"_ (dupl. #) CLASSIFICATION OF A GIVEN CROP
16382 EROSTO UNIVERSALTAPECONVERSION 08-28-80 SF S.O. O'BRIENPROCESSOR
! 16383 TAXONOMICCLASSIFICATION OF WORLDSOIL 09-28-80 SH H. F. HUCKLE
MAP UNITS OCCURRINGIN SELECTEDBRAZILIAN
STATESWITH REPRESENTATIVEU.S. SOIL
! SERIES AND NUMERICALRATING OF PHYSICAL
ANDCHEMICALSOIL PROPERTIESSIGNIFICANT
",_ TO CROPPRODUCTION
18384 PROBABILISTIC CLUSTERLABELINGOF IMAGERY 09-28-80 SF C. B, CHITTINENI
' DATA(
16386 ORBITERATTITUDE PROCESSING- STS-1 BENCH 01-28-60 FM C. R. MCCLAIN
PROGRAMVERIFICATION TEST PLAN
(IN-80-FM-O07)
16389 SOFTWAREHAZARDREPORT(VARIOUS FLIGHTS) 09-15-84 NS
16391 SPACELAB-3LIMB MEASUREMENTINVESTIGATION 09-28-80 SE
REQUIREMENTSBASELINE
16392 SPACELAB-3URINE MONITORINGINVESTIGATION 12-28-80 SE
REQUIREMENTSBASELINE
16395 SCHEDULINGALGORITHMFORMISSION PLANNING 02-28-80 PL E. DUPNICK
AND LOGISTIC EVALUATION(SAMPLE) D. WIGGINS
VOL. 1 - USER'S GUIDE
VOL. 2 - MISSION PAYLOADSSUBSYSTEM
DESCRIPTION
VOL. 3 - THE GREEDYALGORITHM
16397 HP-9825A HFRMPTRAJECTORYPROCESSOR 01-28-80 FM S.M. KINDALL
DETAILED DESCRIPTION(IN-80-FM-O09)
16399 MAXIMALANALYSIS LABELINGPROCEDURES, 02-28-80 SF J. M. DISLER
PRELIMINARY
16400 SENSORSYSTEMSENGINEERINGSECTION SHUTTLE 12-28-79 ED J, T. CHLADEK
EXTERNALTANKTEMPERATUREMONITORING
SYSTEMCONFIGURATIONSPECIFICATION
16402 STABILIZED TELEVISION SYSTEMPROJECTPLAN 01-28-80 ED
18403 SPACESHUTTLEORBITAL FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM 01-28-80 EH
AVIONICS SYSTEMMISSION EVALUATIONPLAN
16404 ORBITERSTABILIZED TELEVISION SYSTEM 12-28-79 ED
REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT,PRELIMINARY
16408 QUADSYSTEMINCORPORATEDOPERATING 01-28-80 SF D. K. MCGEE
PROCEDURESAND RESPONSIBILITY
16409 SHUTTLEENGINEERINGSIMULATORON-ORBIT 01-28-80 EH E. M. BAINS
PHASEI VALIDATION PLAN
16410 DOMESTICSATELLITE DATALINK 01-28-80 SF D. K. MCGEE
308 '"
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10411 PROXIMITYOPERATIONSANALYSIS - RETRIEVAL 04-28-80 FM J. A. YGLESIAS _J
OF THE SOLARMAXIMUMMISSION OBSERVATORY
(IN-80-FM-011) _;
16412 CARGOSYSTEMSMANUAL- IECM (VARIOUS 08-13-84 DH R. A, LIGONS
FLIGHTS)
16414 HIGH DENSITY TAPE PROCESSINGSYSTEM 01-28-80 SF D. K, MCGEE
16419 PROPULSIONAND POWERDIVISION THERMO- 01-23-80 EP C. A, VAUGHN
CHEMICALTEST AREASAFETY REVIEWREPORT
16421 DESIGN SPECIFICATION FORA SIMULATED 01-28-80 SE W. R, BOYKIN
REMOTEACQUISITION UNIT C. A, MASON
16422 DESIGN SPECIFICATION FORHIGH RATE 01-28-80 SE W. R. 80YKIN
DEMULTIPLEXERSIMULATOR S. G. DANIEL
16423 DESIGN SPECIFICATION FORHIGH RATE 01-28-80 SE W. R. BOYKIN
MULTIPLEXERINTERFACE S. G. DANIEL ,.
16424 DESIGN SPECIFICATION FORSIMULATEDUSER 01-28-80 SE D. AURAND
TIME CLOCK W. R. BOYKIN
16427 PROCUREMENTQUALITY PROVISIONS FORNASA- 06-28-85 ND
JSC TRANSPORTATIONSYSTEMPAYLOADS
(REV. C)
16429 A COMPUTERPROGRAMFORDETERMINING 07-28-80 FM M.K. HORN
TRUNCATIONERRORCOEFFICIENTS FOR RUNGE-
KUTTAMETHODS(IN-eO-FM-013)
16436 TEXASNATURALRESOURCESINVENTORYAND 12-28-79 SF A.M. FAILS
MONITORINGSYSTEMS- APPLICATIONSSYSTEM
VERIFICATIONAND TRANSFER REMOTE SENSING
INFORMATIONSYSTEM. INTERIM INTERACTIVE
GRAPHICS SUBSYSTEM USER'S GUIDE
16438 TEXAS NATURAL RESOURCES INVENTORY AND 12-28-79 SF M. L. BROWN
MONITORING SYSTEM - APPLICATIONS SYSTEM M, V. MARTIN
VERIFICATIONAND TRANSFER REMOTE SENSING A. S. STORY
INFORMATIONSYSTEM ACCEPTANCE TEST
PROCEDURES
16439 SPACELABSIMULATORLEVEL A REQUIREMENTS 01-30-80 PA
16440 SHUTTLEMISSION SIMULATORSECURE 10-28-82 PA
OPERATIONSLEVEL A REQUIREMENTSDOCU-
MENT (REV. A)
16441 SPINNING SOLID UPPERSTAGE SIMULATION 06-24-83 FA
16442 REVIEWING/DEVELOPINGTHE INSPECTION 01-28-80 ND
RATIONALE FOR ACCEPTANCE USED IN THE
CRITICAL ITEMS LIST FOR SPACESHUTTLE i
HARDWARE
16443 A FIFTH-ORDERRUNGE-KUTTAALGORITHMFOR 03-28-81 FM M. K. HORN _ "
TREATINGDENSEOUTPUTWITHIN A GIVEN
INTEGRATIONSTEP (IN-81-FM-016) ,!
16444 FRANGIBLE NUT BLAST CONTAINER EVALUATION 07-18-80 EP L.R. RHODES t
18445 FACILITIES REQUIREMENTS FOR LIFE SCIENCES 01-28-80 SE B. R. BENTINCK
PAYLOAD OPERATIONS
&
18449 25 KV ELECTROSTATICTEST INVESTIGATION 04-15-80 EP S. E. JONES
16458 TEXASNATURALRESOURCESINVENTORYAND MONI- 01-28-80 SF M. L. BROWN _z
TORINGSYSTEM- APPLICATIONS SYSTEMVERIFI- A. M. FAILS




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
16459 TYPICAL SMSCCPROCESSORULTIZATION LEVEL 02-28-80 FD /
AS INDICATED BY A HARDWAREMONITOR
16461 GPS STATEVECTORMANAGEMENT(IN-80-FM-015) 12-28-80 FM C, SEMAR
16464 INTERFACEDESIGN HANDBOOKFORLIFE SCIENCES 03-28-81 SF C.O. NASH
EXPERIMENTFLIGHT HARDWARE(REV. A) P, C, VAN NORDSTRAND
16466 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR CLASSY - 02-28-80 SF C.L. HORTON
AN ADAPTIVE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOODCLUSTERING R.K. LENNINGTON
METHOD
16467 HIGH DENSITY TAPE REFORMATTING SYSTEM/ 02-28-80 SF A.J. BOWEN
LANDSAT IMAGERY VERIFICATIONAND EXTRAC-
TION SYSTEM THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS
16471 ANALYSIS OF SOFTWARE PRODUCTION FACILITY 03-28-80 FD S. LINDE
PREDICTION RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
16472 H2/CO2 FLOWMETER CALIBRATION 09-26-80 EP D.R. SAUCIER
16476 PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN AND EW S.K. WHITCOMB
PROCEDURES FOR THE EVA POWER SAW ASSEMBLY
16477 APU PREQUALIFICATIONDEVELOPMEN_ II TEST 04-22-80 EP W.C. TUTHILL
AND FUEL COOLING SYSTEM QUALIFICATION
16482 CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - OEX/SSO, STS-2, 08-31-81 CH E.R. RUBIO
PRELIMINARY
16483 1979 END OF THE YEAR REPORT FOR ORBITER 02-28-80 EW R.L. BOND
ONE-G TRAINER
16484 DISCRETE TCHEBYCHEFF ORTHONORMAL POLY- 04-28-80 FM W.M. LEAR
NOMINALS AND APPLICATIONS (IN-BO-FM-OI9)
16485 NSI LOTS MCB AND MCM BRIDGEWIRE 04-15-60 EP D.B. TRAHAN
INVESTIGATION
16486 SHUTTLECALIBRATION DATA BOOK(10 VOLb_,,:S) 05-28-82 LD
16487 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION OF THE 03-28-80 SF A. RIOS
DATAORDERPROCESSORORDHDT
16468 HARRIS-SANDERSPARALLELINTERFACEHANDLER 11-28-80 FD
wV-SANH-V SOFTWAREDEFINITION DOCUMENT
16492 STS-3 FLIGHT DATA FILE CREWACTIVITY 02-15-82 CG
PLAN
16494 SOMEQUEUINGNETWORKMODELSOF COMPUTER 03-28-80 FD E.S. HERNDON
SYSTEMS
16496 A DIFFUSION CLIMATOLOGY FOR CAPE CANAVERAL, 04-28-80 R.K. SILER
FLORIDA
16497 HIGH-SPEED T-38A LANDING GEAR EXTENSION 03-26-80 A. L. SCHMITT
LOADS
16498 NASA-JSC OZONE OBSERVATIONS FOR VALIDATION 04-28-80 D. E. ROBBINS
OF NIMBUS 7 LIMS DATA
16499 INVERSION AND APPROXIMATION OF LAPLACE 04-28-80 FM W. M. LEAR
TRANSFORMS (IN-80-FM-020)
16501 ORBITER ACOUSTIC FATIGUE TESTING-SPECIMEN 03-28-81 ES
ID A-15 BODYFLAP, VOLUMEI-SUMMARY





!DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S ) _._'
16504 INTERPOLATION OF DAILY AND MONTHLY PRE- 03-28-80 SH D.E. PITTS _
CIPITATION AND TEMPERATURE USING THE
WAGNER VARIATIONAL ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE -
AN EXPLORATORY EXPERIMENT
16505 REQUEST PROCESSING AND TRACKING SYSTEM - 03-28-80 FD K. HENNIGAN
ESTIMATED IMPACT ON CYBER 174 PERFORMANCE
16507 APPLICATION OF FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS TO 05_28-80 FM V.M. BOGDAN
PERTURBATION THEORY OF DIFFERENTIAL V.R. BOND
EQUATIONS (IN-BO-FM-021)
16508 SHUTTLE PROGRAMSTANDARD MANEUVER 04-28-80 FM L.C. CONP_ELLY
SEQUENCES FOR ORBITER/UPPER STAGE S.W. WILSON
SEPARATION - SSUS-A, SSUS-D, IUS
(ZN-80-FM-022)
16511 APPLYING INTEGRALS OF MOTION TO THE 03-28-80 FM D. J, JEZEWSKI
NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS
16513 CREW SYSTEMS OPERATING PROCEDURES (REV. A) 04-25-83 CG F. RAMOS
(SEE JSC 12770 AND JSC 18637) R. D. SNYDER
16514 OPERAFIONS AND MAINTENANCE REQUIHLMENTS 04-15-84 LE M. COHN
AND SPECIFICATIONS-SOFTWARE ANALYSIS
SUMMARY (REV. K)
16515 MCC LEVEL C FORMULATION REQUIREMENTS ENTRY 08-28-80 FM J.C. HARPOLD
GUIDANCE AND ENTRY AUTOPILOT, STS-I O. HILL
BASELINE (IN-80-FM-023)
16516 MCC LEVEL C FORMULATION REQUIREMENTS ENTRY 04-28-80 FM J. C. HARPOLD
GUIDANCE AND ENTRY AUTOPILOT OPTIONAL O. HILL
TAEM TARGETING (IN-BO-FM-024)
16517 STEADY-STATE ANALYSIS OF A FAULTED THREE- 03-28-80 EH M.E. WOOD
PHASE, FOUR-WIRE SYSTEM SUPPLYING
INDUCTION MOTORS WITH NEUTRALS CONNECTED
AND OTHER SINGLE-PHASE LINE-TO-NEUTRAL
LOADS
16518 WEST COAST FLIGHT PLANNING SYSTEM-LEVEL A U8-28-80 FD
REQUIREMENTS
16520 MPAD DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR STS-2 THROUGH 03-28-80 FM
STS-4 (IN-80-FM-027)
16522 MCC LEVEL C FORMULATION REQUIREMENTS 04-28-80 FM G. L. CARMAN
SHUTTLE TAEM GUIDANCE FLIGHT CONTROL, M. N. MONTEZ
OPTIONAL TAEM TARGETING (IN-80-FM-O29)
16524 SPACELAB-t JSC LIFE SCIENCES PAYLOAD 12-28-80 SE L. TYRRELL
VERIFICATION TEST PLAN
16532 SHUTTLE PORTABLE OXYGEN SYSTEM CRITICAL 08-28-80 NB R.H. STEELE
ITEMS LIST
i
16534 THE ELLIPTIC ANOMALY 04-28-80 V.R. BOND
G. JANIN t
16535 CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - OSTA-I, STS-2 05-15-80 CH J.E. DUVAL
16536 ORBITER MIDDECK PAYLOAD PROVISIONS 09-28-82 EW M.W. HIX :
HANDBOOK (REV. B) ,L
18538 EVALUATING THE USE OF ANALYST LABELS IN 04-28-80 SF R. K. LENNINGTON





DOC, t TITLE DATE OPR AVTHOR(S) "_
LI
16554 FLEXIBLE RADIATOR THERMAL VACUUM TEST 08-08-80 EC D. BENKO
REQUIREMENTS J. G. RANKIN
18555 FLEXIBLE RADIATOR THERMAL VACUUM TEST PLAN 09-09-80 EC
18558 ARPCS STS-1 CERTIFICATION TEST DATA PACKAGE 09-1Z-80 EC S. A. LAFUSE
REPORT
! 18563 ORBITER AIRLOCK TEST REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY 1Z-15-80 EC D. F. PRICE
AND TEST PLAN
I
18569 UNMANNEDSHUTTLE EMU THERMAL VACUUM 10-21-80 EC C.H. LIN
VERIFICATION TEST PLAN
16570 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 07-Z6-83 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCE-
DURES FOR CO2 SENSOR TEST STAND (REV. C)
18571 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 0fl-20-83 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCE-
DURES FOR THE EMU TEST STAND (REV. B)
16575 CABIN REPRESS N2-O 2 STRATIFICATION TEST 12-17-80 EC
REQUIREMENTS !
16576 PDA AND P!A TEST PROCEDURESFOR PERSONNEL 10"12-82 EC A.M. ROCHFORD &
EGRESS AIRPACK
16579 CO2 REMOVAL SUBSYSTEM-AIR SUPPLY UNIT TEST 01-07-81 EC K. HOUCH
PROCEDURE A.N. LANCE
16580 SHUTTLE OTIRS SERIES I/EMU THERMAL VACUUM 11-19-80 EC W.J. AYOTTE
TEST PLAN
16582 SPACE SHUTTLE EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT 06-28-82 EC
CERTIFICATION TEST REPORT FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC
INTERFERENCE OF THE EMU IN ACCORDANCEWITH
SEMU-45-OO2, APPENDIX Y, SECTION 7.7
16583 SPACE SHUTTLE EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT 06-07-83 EC
PROGRAMCERTIFICATION STATUS REPORT FOR THE
AIRLOCK ADAPTER PLATE (REV. C)
18584 SPACE SHUTTLE EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY 02-11-82 EC O. RISING
UNIT PROGRAMCERTIFICATION STATUS
REPORT FOR THE EMU ELECTRICAL HARNESS(REV.A) |
16586 SPACE SHUTTLE EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY 01-28-83 EC
UNIT PROGRAMCERTIFICATION STATUS REPORT
FOR THE SECONDARY OXYGEN PACKAGE
(REV. B)
' 16587 SPACE SHUTTLE EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT 12-22-52 EC
•-- PROGRAMCERTIFICATION STATUS REPORT FOR
THE DISPLAYS AND CONTROLS MODULE (REV. B)
16589 SPACE SHUTTLE EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT 11-15-82 EC
PROGRAMCERTIFICATION STATUS REPORT FOR
";' THE BATTERY (REV. B)
't 16590 SPACE SHUTTLE EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT 11-15-82 EC ¥
PROGRAMCERTIFICATION STATUS REPORT FOR
THE CONTAMINANT CONTROL CARTRIDGE
(REV. B)






TITLE OATE OP_.BAUTHOR(S) ;
16601 SPACE SHUTTLE EMU/POS 14.7 PSIA NITROGEN 02-23-8! EC P. FERGUSON
PURGE AND ENU WATER RECHARGE BUBBLE S. MARTIN
TEST-DELTA CERTIFICATION TEST PROCEDURES
16602 ORBITER ETA CABIN AIR CIRCULATION TEST PLAN 02-23-81 EC M. B. WU
16603 SHUTTLE ECLSS DATA MANAGEMENTSYSTEM FOR 02-27-81 EC P. F. MARSHALL
REAL-TIME MISSION EVALUATION ROOM
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
16606 SHUTTLE EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT 03-17-81 EC
TELEVISION ASSEMBLY AND EMU LIGHTS THERMAL-
VACUUM TEST REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
16610 SPACE SHUTTLE EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT 07-0g-81 EC
PROGRAMCERTIFICATION STATUS REPORT FOR THE
SPACE SUIT ASSEMBLY
18811 SPACE SHUTTLE EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT 0g-04-81 EC
PROGRAM CERTIFICATION STATUS REPORT FOR THE
SHIPPING CONTAINER
16613 SHUTTLE EMU MANNED VACUUM FUNCTIONAL TEST 03-Z0-81 EC
PROCEDURE
16614 FLIGHT PRE-INSTALLATION ACCEPTANCE TEST PRO- 03-18-81 EC R. C. WOODS
CEOURE FOR SHUTTLE EJECTION ESCAPE SUIT
18815 SHUTTLE MMUILSS SERIES 2-5 THERMAL VACUUM 03-30-81 EC W. J. AYOTTE
TEST PLAN
1661a ORBITEn CABIN AIR CIRCULATION TEST, FINAL 04-24-81 EC P. F. MARSHALL
REPORT
1661g ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT TEST PLAN INTEGRATED 06-01-81 EC R. P. REYSA
WATER SYSTEM TEST (REV. A) C. D. THOMPSON
H. E. WINKLER
16620 ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT SBE 02 GENERATION 05-19-81 EC R. B. MARTIN
SUBSYSTEM TEST PLAN
16521 SPACE SHUTTLE PORTABLE OXYGEN SYSTEM PROCE- 11-19-81 EC
DURES FOR GROUNDPROCESSING (REV. A)
16622 ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT TEST PLAN-CO2 REDUC- 02-25-82 EC R. J. CUSICK
TION SUBSYSTEM TEST (REV. A) R. E. MAYO
16623 ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT TEST PLAN-INTEGRATED 09-09-81 EC R. P. REYSA
WATER SYSTEM TEST C. D. THOMPSON
16625 ORBITER BREATHING STATION EVALUATION TEST 10-14-81 EC D. F. PRICE
PLAN
16626 UNMANNED AIRLOCK VERIFICATION TEST DATA 08-26-81 EC S. A. LAFUSE
PACKAGE D. F, PRICE
16628 EMU TELEVISION ASSEMBLY AND EMU LIGHTS 06-26-81 EC L. A. TREVINO
THERMAL VACUUM TEST REPORT
16630 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 10-06-81 EC 1
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCE- 6
DURES FOR EMU POWER SIMULATOR CONSOLE
18634 ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT TEST PLAN HYPERFILTRA- 09-30-81 EC R. P, REYSA
TION WASH WATER RECOVERY SUBSYSTEM TEST H. E. WINKLER ,
16635 TEST REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT-SHUT[LE 10-_8-81 EC L. A. TREVINO
EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT MODIFIED
LIGHT ASSEMBLY THERMAL VACCUM TEST
313
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DOC.# TITLE DAT_ OPR A_THOR(S) "*L
18837 FAMELARIZATION, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 12-16-81 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PRO- 'J
CEDURES FOR LCVG FLUSHING FIXTURE ,_
18638 LOGIC WATER GROUP 1 INTEGRATED SUBSYSTEM 10-30-81 EC N. C. ELDEN
TEST - FINAL REPORT
16640 TRHS-1 IN-SITU CALIBRATED TRIPLE REDUNDANT 18-08-81 EC N. LANCE
HYDROGEN SENSOR TEST PLAN/PROCEDURES
16642 CERTIFICATION REPORT FO_ THE DISPOSABLE AB- 04-08-82 EC
SORPTION CONTAINMENT TRUNK-SPACE SHUTTLE CREW
EQUIPMENT AND STOWAGE PROVISIONS PROGRAM
16845 SHUTTLE MMU/FSS VACUUM TEST - FINAL REPORT 12-15-81 EC R. L. RADCLIFFE
18847 ORBITER AMBIENT TEMPERATURE CATALYTIC TEMP- EC L. D. KISSINGER
ERATURE CATALYTIC OXIDIZER PERFORMANCECER-
TIFICATION
18848 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 05-82-83 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCEDURES
FOR AIR SUPPLY CART (REV. A)
U
16649 LOGIC WATER GROUP II INTEGRATED URINE WATER 03-05-02 EC N. C. ELDEN
RECOVERY SUBSYSTEM TEST - FINAL REPORT |
16658 SHUTTLE EMU THERMAL VACUUM CERTIFICATION EC C. H. LIN
TEST-CORRELATION OF EMU THERMAL MODELS TO
TEST DATA, VOLUME 3
18853 PLAID EVALUATION OF VISUAL ACCESS FOR PDP 84-28-88 EW 3. W. BROWN
BERTHING AND DEPLOYMENT
18855 EPS ANALYSIS OF STS-1 g PSI EVA CONFIGURA- 05-28-80 FM O. F, MOLFGRAM
TION (IN-88-FM-830)
18858 BENCHMARKS FOR SHUTTLE PROCEDURESSIMULATOR 04-28-88
COMPUTER COMPLEX
16857 ORBITER ACOUSTIC FATIGURE TESTING, SPECIMEN 10-28-81 ES
ID AFA-Z5 RCS POD, VOLUME 1-SUMMARY
18859 EVALUTAION OF MPAD CYCLE Z TRAJECTORY TAPE 04-28-80 ES R.A. VOGT
FOR ORBITER MISSION THERMAL ANALYSIS - 138
NODE MODEL
i18883 ADDITION OF A CAPABILITY TO DRIVE SINDA 04-28-88 ES S. 3. DAMICO
BOUNDARY NODES FROM WORDADDRESSABLE ODRC
FLIGHT DATA
J
18684 ODRC DEMAND PLOTTING PROGRAMUSER'S GUIDE 04-28-80 ES S. J, DANICO
i
16885 USER'S MANUAL FOR THE EARTH OBSERVATIONS 04-28-88 SF R. NUGENT
'" DIVISION R&D TO OLPARS DOT DATA CONVERSION
18887 ESTL PAYLOAD TESTING CONCEPTS AND PLANS 04-ZB-80 EE i
18880 A BOUND FOR THE SMOOTHING PARAMETER IN 04-28-80 SF G. R. TERRELL
CERTAIN WELL-KNOWN NONPARAMETRIC DENSITY !
ESTIMATORS f
'_ 16678 A NOTE ON THE GENERATI03 OF POISSON-DISTRIB- 04-Z8-80 SF G. R, TERRELI
UTED RANDOMNUMBERS WITH LARGE MEAN
16873 RAW-TO-PROCESSED SINDA PROGRAMUSER'S GUIDE 01-18-81 ES S. 3. DAMICO
(REV. 1)
18878 FINAL REPORT FOR HIGH ALTITUDE RCS LEAKAGE 05-15-81 EP _"
TEST PROGRAM _ I18877 RC SC EEN HELIUM DRYOUT AND RESEAL TEST tO-OZ-8C EP O.G. STAFFORD
314 •
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16681 EPS ANALYSIS OF NOMINAL STS-1 FLIGHT 06-28-60 FM M. O. PIPHER '!" F
(IN-80-FM-031) O. F. MOtFGRAM "' I
t
16683 STS-I OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE FM "
(SUPERCEOES JSC 144_3) (IN-BO-FM-040)
VOLUME 1 - GROUND RULES AND CONSTRAINTS 07-28-80
VOLUME 4 - ON-ORBIT PROFILE(REV. 1) 08-28-80
VOLUME 7 - OMS AND RCS CONSUMABLES 09-28-80
ANALYSIS
VOLUME 8 - NONPROPULSIVE CONSUMABLES 10-28-80
ANALYSIS
16684 ENGINEERING AND DEVELOPMENT DIRECTORATE 07-28-81 EA
1079 AND lg80 TEST HIGHLIGHTS
16688 RCS VALVE GAS EFFECTS ABSTRACT 05-04-82 EP 0. L. WELLS
16692 CYBER TO UNIVAC BINARY CONVERSION USER'S 05-28-80 ES E. W. MARTIN
GUIDE
10694 RETURN LINE TETHER DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 04-14-80 LA '
(REV.A) '.,
16697 TERMPT BATCH PLOTTING PROGRAMUSER'S GUIDE 05-28-80 ES E.W. MARTIN i,
16698 HURRICANE/SEVERE WEATHER PLAN FOR 1980 SEASON 05-28-80 FE S. FABER
16700 SMOOTHING FILTERS (IN-80-FM-032) 07-28-80 FM V. M. LEAR t
16701 STS-1 LOW-SPEED GROUND NAVIGATION CONSOLE 04-28-61 FM J. WEAVER
PROCEDURES (IN-80-FM-03S) (REV. 2)
16711 ORBITER/SHUTTLE CARRIER AIRCRAFT SEPARATION - 05-28-80 FM D.E. DENISON r
WIND TUNNEL, SIMULATION, AND FLIGHT TEST K.C. ELCHERT
OVERVIEW AND RESULTS D.J. HOMAN
16714 APU VALVE SEAT THERMAL SHOCK TEST 12-10-81 EP
16719 FLIGHT PROGRAMREQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT- 04-23-86 FS
KSC PAYLOADS, VOLUME Z (MULTIPLE ANNEXES)
18720 STS-I ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND LIFE 08-28-80 FM G. STE:NES ,
SUPPORT SYSTEM CONSUMABLESAND THERMAL
ANALYSIS (IN-80-FM-033)
16723 RAW-TO-PROCESSED ODRC PROGRAM 06-28-80 ES S.J. DAMICO
t16725 NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 10-16-87 LA
FLIGHT TESTS AND SUPPLEMENTARY OBJECTIVES
DOCUMENT (REV. H)
16726 DATA TECHNIQUES LABORATORY OPERATOR'S 10-28-80 SG
GUIDE t I
16727 ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS (REV. D) 12-28-82 SM
16728 LEVEL B/C SOFTWAREGROUNDNAVIGATION 06-28-60 FM R. K. OSBURN
PLAN - DELTA-T PROCESSOR (%N-80-FM-034) J. K. WEAVE_
16730 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND LIFE SUPPORT 07-28-80 FM G.J. STEINES
SYSTEM ANALYSIS OF STS-I g PSIA EXTRA-
VEHICULAR ACTIVITY CONFIGURATION T
(IN-80-FM-036)
1_731 COMPUTER PROGRAMOOCOMENTATION PARAMETRIC 0S-11-82 ES S.J. OAMICO
PLOTTING FROM SINDA TEMPERATURE HISTORY
DATA USER GUIDE ..
16734 OPS TRAJErTORY RECONFIGURATION INTERFACE 0g-26-84 FS J




OOC._ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(_) s
16738 PROCUREMENT SPECIFICATION COLOR GRAPHIC 06-28-80 SF G.E. PROV • [
m
CAMERA SYSTEM (
1874_._..._1 NSTS BLANK BOOKS (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) TB
67_ NSTS BLANK BOOKS (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) TB
16744 SPACELAB OPERATIONAL DATA BOOK 10-28-83 CH
16745 SELECTION OF U.S S.R. FOREIGN SIMILARITY 01-28-82 SH J. M. DISLER
REGIONS
18740 MASS MEMORYUNIT SOFTWARE INTEGRATION 10-30-8S FR
DOCUMENT 017 SOFTWARE. APPENDIX D-_TS 62-A
SPACE SHUTTLE PRC_RAM ORBITER VEHICLE 103
18747 OPERATION PLAN FOR THE DATA IO0/LARS TERMINAL 07-28-80 SK k.J. BOWEN
SYSTEM
18748 STS-2 SAIL NONAVIONICS SUBSYSTEMS MATIt 11-28-80 EF
MODEL REQUIREMENTS (REV. A)
18749 STS-1 FLIGHT DATA FILE REFERENCE DATA, BASIC 02-17-81 CG U.M. kOBINSON _.
18750 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR A PIA 1!-28-81 SH C.L. HORTON t_
SOFTWARE SYSTEM MODIFIED DISPLAY SUBSYSTEM A.S. STORY
18751 STS-1 FLIGHT DATA FILE EVA OPERATIONS BOOK 02-09-81 CG R.H. NUTE
18752 EVALUATION OF THE PROCEDURE FOR SEPARATING 08-78-80 SF E.R. MAGNESS
BARLEY FRON OTHER SPRING SMALL GRAINS
18753 CYBER AND STCS WORKLOAD PROJECTION TOOLS 07-28-80
18758 ORBIT IMU ALINEMENT - ERROR ANALYSIS 08-28-80 FM R. W. CORSON
(IN-B0-FM-039)
16759 INVESTIGATION OF THE APPLICATIOk OF REMOTE 08-28-80 SH M. L. RADER
SENSING TECHNOLOGY TO ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
18760 FLIGHT FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT OF 08-28-80 FN R. E. KINCADE ,
SHUTTLE/LANDSAT-D MISSIONS (IN-80-FM-038) M. B. _RTHAM
15701 A COMPREHENSIVE STUDY AND EVALUATION OF 09-28-80 FM J. C. CURRIE
SINGLE STDN STATION ORBIT SOLUTIONS R. K. OSBURN
(IN-80-FM-037) i
16762 SOLAR ACTIVITY PREDICTION OF SUNSPOT NUN- 08-28-80 FM S. R. NEk#4ANBERS (VERIFICATION), PREDICTED GEOMAGNETIC
INDICES AP AND gP (IN-80-FM-041)
16763 SOFTWARE PRODUCTION FACILITY OPERATIONS 04-22-87 FD i
PLANNING DOCUMENT CREW. A) (MULTIPLE VOLUMES) I
1676_._4 MASS MEMORYUNIT SOFTWARE INTEGRATION 09-18-86 FR S. HOUS_
DOCUMENT (VARIOUS FLIGHTS) !
16705 JSC SPECIAL PURPOSE MOBILE EQUIPMENT 01-Z8-82 JA
PROGRAMHANDBOOK i16767 CREW ACTIVITY PLANNING SYSTEM II USER'S 07-28-86 CG K. L, SCOTT
GUIDE(REVD) j
I
1876.._.._.88 FL:GHT CREW EQUIPMENT LANDING SITE 09-28-81 WCOISPOSITIONINGMANUAL(REVe)
t
t
1678___9 ORBITER AVIONICS FLIGHT SOFTWARE INITIALI- 03-31-81 R. V. CAqL
ZATION LOAD MANAGEMENTAND CONFIGURATION
CONTROL PLAN, VOLUME 1





DOC. # TITLE DATE OP.__RRAUTHOR(S) __C_
16771 THE UNIOUE DETERMINATION OF DENSITY FROM 08-28-80 FM G. G. JOHNSON *_t,HIGHER O_DER POTENTIALS (IN-80-FM-042)
f
16772 SCIENCE MONITORING AREA RE-EVALUATION 07-25-80 SE W.D. CARMEAN _
STUDY REPORT R. DAWSON _:
18783 PURE PIXEL CLASSIFICATION SOFTWARE 07-28-80 SF D.A. WEHMANEN
16784 COMPUTERPROGRAMDOCUMENTATION FOR AERO- 07-28-81 ES E.R. RIOS ,,
DYNAMIC FORCE CALCULATOR PROGRAM/VERSION 1,
FOCAB/1
16785 MEDICAL OPERATIONS READINESS REVIEW 12-09-80 SD
PLAN (REV. A)
16787 DYNAMIC RESPONSE AFTER MODAL ANALYSIS 07-28-80 ES G.E. ANDERSON
PROGRAM
16789 CARGOSYSTEMS MANUAL (VARIOUS FLIGHTS, 06-10-82 CH R. M. KELSO
PAYLOADS)
16790 COMBINATIONS OF 148 NAVIGATION STARS 09-28-80 FM R. DUNCAN
AND THE STAR TRACKER (IN-80-FM-043)
16791 NAVIGATION ABOUT THE EARTH USING STAR 11-28-80 FM W. M. LEAR !
OCCULATION MEASUREMENTS (IN-BO-FM-045)
16792 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE TABULAR DISPLAY 08-29-60 FM D. M. BRADLEY
REPORT GENERATOR PROGRAM (IN-BO-FM-046)
16793 HP GRAPHICS PROGRAM FOR CATALOGING 07-28-80 ED I. M. HACKLER
AND INDEXING
16794 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE FLIGHT DESIGN 08-28-80 FM M.E. ATWOOD 4
SYSTEM W.G. FRISIUS ;
H. R. RAMSEY
16795 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE 12-26-80 FM D.M. BRADLEY
AIDS CATALOG (IN-80-FM-048) (SUPERCEDES
MSC 07864, MSC 07939)
16796 AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING PLAN 08-28-80 FA
16798 ORBITAL DATA REDUCTION CENTER TAPE 08-28-80 ES S.J. DAMICO
BUILD FROM SINDA PROGRAM USER'S GUIDE i
15800 LITHIUM-SULFUR DIOXIDE BATTERY TEST 12-16-80 EP J.I. BARRS
16807 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR THE 11-28-81 SH S. O'BRIEN
PROPORTION ESTIMATE SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM
16809 MISSION ANALYSIS DATA FOR INCLINED 03-26-81 FM O.F. GRAF
GEOSYNCHRONOUS ORBITS (IN-81-FM-018) K.C. WANG i ,
16812 U.S./CANADA WHEAT AND BARLEY CROP 09-28-80 SH ._
CALENDER EXPLORATORY EXPERIMENT
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN _ _
16813 NORMAL CROP CALENDERS, VOLUME 1-ASSEMBLY 08-28-80 SG W. L. WEST _
AND APPLICATION OF HISTORICAL CROP
DATA TO A STANDARD PRODUCT _
i
16814 NORMAL CROP CALENDERS, VOLUME 2-THE SPRING 08-28-80 SG W.L. WEST
WHEAT STATES OF MINNESOTA. MONTANA, NORTH
DAKOTA, AND SOUTH DAKOTA
16815 A SUMMARYOF OBSERVATIONS CONCERNING THE 02-28-81 SH C, R, PERRY
SPECTRAL-TEMPORAL-ANCILLARY DATA AVAILABLE
FOR ESTIMATING GROUND COVER CROP PROPORTIONS
18816 DEVELOPMENT STAGE ESTIMATION OF CORN FROM 08-28-80 SF G.D. BADHWAR
SPECTRAL DATA-AN INITIAL MODEL K.E. HENDERSON
317
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18817 ILLUSTRATION OF YEAR-TO-YEARVARIATION IN 08-28-80 SF P. GONZALES
WHEATSPECTRALPROFILE CROPGROWTHCURVES C. JONES
16819 FY 80/81 IMPLEMENTATIONPLAN IN SUPPORTOF 03-28-81 SH
TECHNICALDEVELOPMENTAND INTEGRATIONOF
SAMPLINGAND AGGREGATIONPROCEDURES
16820 SEGMENT-LEVELEVALUATIONOF THE SIMULATED 10-28-80 SF S. A. DP,VIDSON
AGGREGATIONTEST
16821 CONVERSIONOF SPU-UNIVERSALDISK FILE TO 09-28-80 SH W. E. F(YLAND
JSC-UNIVERSAL TAPE STORAGE-CONVRTUSER'S
GUIDE
16822 EXPERIMENTPLAN-ROWANDROUGHNESSEFFECTS 10-26-80 SH I. M. ARYA
ON DEPENDENCEOF ACTIVE MICROWAVEMEASURE- J. F. PARIS
MENTSOF SOIL MOISTURE
16823 MINUTESOF THE SEMIANNUALFORMALPROJECT 09-24-80 SH
(dupl. #) MANAGER'SREVIEW INCLUDINGPRELIMINARY
TECHNICALREVIEW REPORTSOF FY80
EXPERIMENTS
16823 RADIO ANDTELEVISION COMMUNICATIONTER- 10-28-77 EE R. L. SINDERSON
(dupl, #) MINAL FORTHE NONTECHNICALUSER-TFCHNICALSUPPORTPACKAGE
16824 TAXONOMICCLASSIFICATION OF WORLDMAPUNITS 10-28-80 SF H, F. HUCKLE
IN CROPPRODUCINGAREASOF ARGENTINAAND
BRAZIL WITH REPRESENTATIVEU.S. SOIL SERIES
16825 SPECTRALREFLECTANCEOF SOILS - A LITERATURE 09-21_80 SH S. E. DAVIDSON
REVIEW
16826 CLASSIFICATION OF WHEAT- BADWHARPROFILE 10-28-80 SH W. W. AUSTIN
SIMILARITY TECHNIQUE
16827 A DESCRIPTIONOF THE REFORMATTEDSPRING 02-28-_1 SH E,R. MAGNESS
SMALLGRAINS LABELINGPROCEDUREUSED IN W.F. PALMER
TEST 2, PART 2 OF THE U,S./CANADA WHEAT
ANDBARLEYEXPLORATORYEXPERIMENT
16828 FCPF IMPLEMENTATIONPLAN SC
16829 A SEMIAUTOMATICTECHNIQUEFORMULTITEMPORAL 10-28-80 SC G. D. BADHWAR
CLASSIFICATION OF A GIVEN CROPOF A LANDSAT
SCENE
16830 PRELIMINARYEVALUATIONOF SPECTRAL,NORMAL, 10-_8-80 SF J. A. ARTLEY
ANDMETEROLOGICALCROPSTAGEESTIMATION R. Bo CATELE
APPROACHES
16832 MAXIMUMLIKELIHOODESTIMATION FORMIXTURE 10-28-80 SH R. A. REDNER
MODELS
16833 EARLYWARNINGAND CROPCONDITIONASSESSMENT 09-28-81 SG M. J. NIEVES
- PATCHIMAGE PROCESSORUSER'S MANUAL
16834 SUPPORTINGRESEARCHIMPLEMENTATIONPLAN SC
16835 SEMIANNUALPROJECTMANAGEMENTREPORT- 11-08-80 SH
FOREIGNCOMMODITYPRODUCTIONFORECASTING
16837 ANALYSISOF U.S. SPRINGWHEATAND SPRING 01-28-81 SH T. HODGES
BARLEYPERIODIC GROUNDTRUTH
16838 INVESTIGATION OF BOUNDARYPIXEL HANDLING 12-28-80 SH T. B. DENNIS
PROCEDURES t"
i '
16840 WEATHERANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATIONPROCEDURES 11-28-80 SH M.H. TRENCHARD I





DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) ,.
16841 YIELD MODELDEVELOPMENT-SOILMOISTUREINTERFACE 11-28-80 SK "4
CONTROLDOCUMENT ,_
18842 SOIL MOISTURE-EARLYWARNINGANDCROPCONDITION 11-28-80 SK _ :
ASSESSMENTINTERFACECOmJTROLDOCUMENT
16843 YIELD MODELDEVELOPMENT-EARLYWARNINGAND CROP 07-28-80 SH
CONDITIONASSESSMENTINTERFACECONTROLDOCUMENT
16846 DESCRIPTIVE ANDSENSITIVITY ANALYSISOF 03-28-81 SH W. W. HILORETH
WATBAL1,A DYNPMICSOIL WATERMODEL
16847 IDENTIFICATION OF U.S.S.R. INDICATOR REGIONS 09-28-80 SH H. BREIGH
3. DISLER
16849 A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE THEMATIC MAPPER 03-28-81 SH G. D. BADHWAR
AND LANDSAT SPECTRAL BANDS FROM FIELD K. E. HENDERSON
MEASUREMENT DATA
16850 EVALUATIONOF SPRING WHEATAND BARLEYCROP 02-28-81 SH J. G. CARNES
CALENDARMODELSFORTHE 1979 CROPYEAR C. V. NAZARE
16853 MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD CLUSTERING WITH DEPENDENT 01-28-81 SH C. B. CHITTINENI
FEATURETREES i
!
16855 COMPUTERPROGRAMDOCUMENTATIONFORTHE PATCH 01-28-81 SH M. 3. NIEVES
(dup. #) SUBSAMPLINGPROCESSOR S. O. O'BRIEN '
16855 VESTIBULARSELECTIONCRITERIA DEVELOPMENT- 06-01-81 SD 3. R. LACKNER
(dup. #) QUARTERLYPROGRESSREPORT
16857 YIELD MODELDEVELOPMENTIMPLEMENTATIONPLAN 03-28-81 SH R. A, AMBROZIAK
FORFISCAL YEARS1981 AND 1982
16858 SPRING SMALLGRAINS PLANTINGDATE DISTRIBUTION 03-28-81 SH J. A. ARTLEY
MODEL T, HODGES
16860 AGRICULTURE AND RESOURCES INVENTORY SURVEYS 01-28-81 SH
THROUGH AEROSPACE REMOTE SENSING-ENUMERATOR'S
MANUAL, 1981 GROUND DATA SURVEY. U,S.
16861 WEIGHTED RATIO ESTIMATION OF LARGE AREA CROP 02-28-81 SG A. H. FEIVESON
PRODUCTION
18864 MEASUREMENT OF THE SPATIAL DEPENDENCE OF 04-28-82 RF H. T. JOHNSON
TEMPERATUREAND GAS AND SOOT CONCENTRATIONS L. G. LINLEY
WITHIN LARGE OPEN HYDROCARBON FUEL FIRES
16866 UNIVERSAL BUS INTERFACE CONTROLLER USER'S 08-28-80 EH D. D. SINER
GUIDE
16867 3SC RELIABILITY SUPPORT PLAN FOR THE OEX 04-28-81 NB
ORBITER EXPERIMENT PROGRAM (REV. A) i !-
16869 CARGOSYSTEMSMANUAL- OFT PALLET, STS-2 03-06-81 CH
(REV. A) _ _,
16870 POTENTIALPROBLEMSRELATIVE TO TDRS/IUS TILT 09-28-80 FM '_
TABLE ELEVATION WITH FAILED VRCS (IN-80-FM-050) ,_
16871 LIFE SCIENCES FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS LOGISTICS 08-28-80 SE B. LUCASPROCEDURES-ACQUISITIONAND CONTROL OF GOVERN-
MENT PROPERTYAT 3SC
16873 FLIGHT PROCEDURESHANDBOOKFORASCENT/ORBIT/ 11-02-87 DH D.M. ROBINSON #
ENTRYPOCKETCHECKLISTANDCUE CARDS





!TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) ...
16876 IMPLEMENTATIONPLAN FORSL-1 ACCEPTANCE- 08-22-80 SE K. ROSS
CERTIFICATION ION TESTING AND/OR ENGI-
NEERINGEVALUATIONTESTING
16878 MEDICALOPERATIONSFLIGHT TEST REQUIREMENTS 03-31-81 SD
FOROFT
18881 SPACELAB-1LIFE SCIENCESFACILITY OPERATIONAL 08-28-80 SE D. GENTRY
READINESSREPORTFORBUILDING 36, JSC
16882 ORBITERACOUSTIC FATIGUE TESTING, SPECIMENID ES
FAA-01 NOSECAP T-5 CONIC BLANKETTEST,
VOLUME1
16884 GLOBALPOSITIONING SYSTEM(ZN-SO-FM-051) 10-28-80 FM C.L. SEMAR
16887 COMPUTERSECURITY PLAN FORTHE CENTRALCOMPUTER 04-27-87 FD
FACILITY'S SYSTEMY (REV. D)
16888 STS MICROBIALCONTAMINATIONCONTROLPLAN 08-28-83 SA
(REV. A)
16890 AN EXACTPENALTYMETHODFORSOLVING OPTIMAL 11-28-80 FM B.R. FEIRING
CONTROLPROBLEMS(IN-80-FM-052)
16891 SHUTTLE02 QUANTITYGAGINGSYSTEMIGNITION 12-17-80 EP N.C. LUKSA
TEST
16895 SPACESHUTTLENAVIGATIONAIDS LIST (REV. F) 11-15-83 LO
16898 SPACESHUTTLEORBITERFLIGHT READINESSREVIEW 06-28-81 LA
PLAN-ORBITaL FLIGHT TEST, STS-1 (REV. A)
16905 MICROBIALSAMPLERCOLLECTIONHANDBOOK-OFT 09-11-80 SA
16906 CENTRIFUGALAIR SAMPLEROPERATIONALHANDBOOK 09-11-80 SD
16908 WEIGHTLESSENVIRONMENTTRAINING FACILITY 11-28-80 EW
16909 DISTRIBUTION OF THE VECTOROF MEDIANSFROM 10-28-80 FM D. PORITZ
A SAMPLEOF SIZE THREE(IN-80-FM-054)
16911 JSC SAFETYGUIDELINES FORTHE ORBITER 01-28-82 ED P.D. GERKE
EXPERIMENTSPROJECT(REV. A)
16912 STS-1 ASCENTCHECKLIST 03-04-81 CH
16913 PROGRAMDESCRIPTIONANDUSER'S GUIDE FORTHE 09-28-80 FM S.M. KINDALL
HP-9825A EULERANGLECONVERSIONPROGRAM
(IN-80-FM-056)
16914 MMUVALVE SEAL SWELLTEST 01-05-81 EP K.I. POAST
16916 STS-1 OPERATIONALFLIGHT PROFILE, VOLUME5 - 03-28-81 FM A. BAKER
DESCENT,CYCLE3.2.2 (IN-81-FM-017) R. MOORE
16917 SATELLITE THEORYIN A COORDINATESYSTEM 01-28-81 FM V.R. BOND
ROTATINGWITH THE EARTH(IN-80-FM-057)
16918 ERSYS-SPPACCESSMETHODSUBSYSTEMDESIGN 09-28-80 SH R.C. WEISE
SPECIFICATION
16919 SHUTTLEFUEL CELL H2 PURGELINE FREEZE-UP 11-18-80 EP D.B. TRAHAN
TEST
18920 POCCLEVEL B AND C REQUIREMENTSFORSHUTTLE 03-18-83 FS
OPS, VOLUME1 - SHUTTLEDATAPROCESSING
COMPLEX SOFTWARE
16923 COMPUTERPROGRAMDEVELOPMENTANDMAINTENANCE 11-28-80 FM D.M. BRALEY





OOC. # TITLE DATE OP" AUTHOR(S) ;T!
IBg2B SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY'S PERFORMANCE 10-28-80 S. I, LINDE
MANAGEMENTSYSTEM
16927 TERMINAL RESPONSE TIME IN THE SHUTTLE MISSION 02-28-81 LA P J. GREGOR
SIMULATOR COMPUTERCOMPLEX _
16929 REVISED RCS/DAP LIMIT CYCLE MODEL FOR THE 10-28-80 FM S.S. WILSON j
HP-9825A HIGH-FIDELITY RELATIVE MOTION
PROCESSOR (IN-80-FM-061)
16930 TAPE MANAGEMENTREQUIREMENTS 10-28-80 SG J.R. MANSFIELD
16931 BABB-MUELLER ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY MODEL - 02-28-82 FM W, C. BEAN
CALIBRATION AND INTERFACE WITH THE SHUTTLE R.A. PRICE
ON-ORBIT NAVIGATION FLIGHT SOFTWARE
(IN-81-FM-059)
16936 REDUNDANT COMPUTER SET LOGIC FLOW DIAGRAMS 06-28-81 FM J.R. HARRIS
(SEQUENCING), TAPE VERSION 18 (REV. A)
L
16938 PROJECT PLAN FOR FLOOD DAMAGE ASSESSMENT 10-28-80 SF P. C. DORAISWAMY
T. E. JOHNSON
l:
16939 SMSCC FY81 COMPUTERSYSTEM PLAN 10-28-80 P. J. GREGOR _,L. W. MORGAN
: i
16940 MCC SECURE TAPE LABELING STANDARDS INTERFACE 03-15-83 FS
CONTROL DOCUMENT
16944 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE HP-9825A HIGH-FIDELITY 10-28-80 FM S.M. KINDALL
RELATIVE MOTION PROGRAM(IN-80-FM-O62)
16947 LOAD RELIEF DEVICE TO AID IN SIMULATED 10-10-81 EW N.R. GONZALES
ZERO-G OPERATIONS IN A ONE-G ENVIRONMENT
WITH THE MANNED REMOTE WORKSTATION
16954 MARCH WIND PROFILES FOR SHUTTLE AVIONICS 12-28-81 EF D.L. SWEITZER
INTEGRATION LABORATORY (REV. A) , t
16956 SONORA EXPLORATORY STUDY FOR THE DETECTION 11-28-80 SA R.A. WRIGHT
OF WHEAT-LEAF RUST
16957 SYSTEM VERIFICATION TEST REQUIREMENTS AND 03-28-84 EE
STATUS REPORT FOR TDRSS KU-BAND RELAY LINK
(REV. A) i'16967 EMU SHUTOFF VALVE FIXTURE 02-13-81 EP L.R. RHODES
)
16970 INTRODUCTION TO LEVEL A FLIGHT DESIGN 08-28-84 FM E.L. DAVIS
(IN-e1-FM-019) (REV. 2)
t
16971 FLIGHT DESIGN SYSTEM-2 USER'S GUIDE- 05-28-82 FM
X-PROCESSOR USER'S REFERENCE MANUAL
(IN-BO-FM-053) (REV. 1) J
16973 AIRP PROJECT STATUS REPORT - FY60 12-15-81 CC t
169)___.____99SHUTTLE ORBITER FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS 11-30-80 _
ASSOCIATED WITH STANDARD CARGO INTERFACES S
16982 APPLICATION TUNING OF RKD 11-28-80 J
18983 STS FLIGHT MANDATORY INSTRUMENTATION LIST 01-28-87 DH J. STAFFORD
AND OI MDM/DSC FAILURE IMPACTS-ALL FLIGHTS,
BASIC (REV. B)
16984 STS-1 CYCLE 3 ORBITER ENTRY ELLIPTICAL AND 11-28-80 EF





_.W TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) i"
16985 AN ANALYTIC APPROACHTO THE BOUNDED,TWO- 01-28-81 FM 0. J. 3EZEWSKI
IMPULSE TRANSFERBETWEENKEPLERIANORBITS D. MITTLEMAN
(IN-80-FN-083)
16986 STS-2 FLIGHT DATAFILE PAYLOADSYSTEMS 08-21-81 CH
DATAANDMALFUNCTIONPROCEDURES
16987 PDRSOPERATIONSCHECKLIST(VARIOUS FLIGHTS) 12-20-85 DH D. PALLESEN
16988 0V-102 FLIGHT DATA FILE PDRSSYSTEMDATAAND 05-06-81 CF
MALFUNCTIONPROCEDURES(REV. A)
16989 THE CENTRALCOMPUTERFACILITY OUTPUTPRODUCTS 12-28-80 F. T. CRUCIANSTUDY
16991 ORBITER ACOUSTICFATIGUETESTING, SPECIMEN 01-28-81 ES J.D. JOHNSON
ID PB AO7-Ol FWDPAYLOADBAYDOORS,
VOLUME1 - SUMMARY
16992 CLASSIFIED DATAPREPARATIONAREA- LEVEL _ 12-15-83 DH
REQUIREMENTS,BASELINESTATUS
16993 RESEARCHANDTECHNOLOGYANNUALREPORT, FYBO 12-28-80 AT
16994 COMPUTERPROGRAMDOCUMENTATION- A USER'S 11-28-80 ES
GUIDE FOR THE PROGRAMTABLE/REC
16995 COMPUTERPROGRAMDOCUMENTATION- A USER'S 11-28-80 ES
GUIDE FORTHE PROGRAMTABLE/H20Pc
17004 APU FUEL PUMPINVESTIE,"ION 01-06-81 EP
17008 MISSION VERIFICATION TEST OVERALL OPERATIONS 12_15-80 LM L.W. KEYSER
PLAN
17010 MCC LEVEL C FORMUL_ION REQUIREMENTS - HIGH- 04-28-82 FM P.M. RENNERT
SPEED ENTRY PROCESSOR WITH OPTIONAL TAEM
TARGETING (IN-81-FM-O06) (REV. I)
17011 THE OPTIMAL, TWO-IMPULSETRANSFER BETWEEN 03-28-81 FM D.J. JEZEWSKI
KEPLERIAN ORBITS (IK oI-FM-011)
17012 ORBIT ATTITUDE PROCESSORPERFORMANCEANALYSIS 12-28-80 FM C.R. MCCLAIN
(IN-80-FM-067)
J
17014 INTERFACECONTROLDOCUMENTFORMETEOROLOGICAL 01-28-81 FM
INPUTS TO THE DEVELOPMENTOI SHUTTLEASCENT
ANCILLARYDATA(IN'80-FM'O89)
17015 COMPUTERPROGRAMDOCUMENTATION- USER 11-28-80 EL P.M. GIBBS
INFORMATIONFOR THE RSO-TAPEPRINT PROGRAM
17017 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION OF THE AUTOMATIC 12-28-80 SG N. Y. CHU
REGISTRATION SYSTEM FOR THE CARTOGRAPHIC !
TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY
17020 SPACESHUTTLEJUNE 1979 REACTIONCONTROLSYSTEM 12-28-80 EF D, L. SWEITZER
AERODYNAMICDATA TABLES
17022 JSC SYSTEMS USING SOLID CERAMIC OXYGEN ELECTRO- 01-28-81 SN R.J. WILLIAMS
LYTE CELLS TO MEASURE OXYGEN FUGACITIES IN
GAS-MIXING SYSTEMS
17023 STS-I OPERATIONALFLIGHT PROFILE, CYCLE3.3.2 FM
VOL. 1 - GROUNDRULESANDCONSTRAINTS 12-28-80
VOL. 2 - PROFILE SUMMARY 03-28-81
VOL. 3 " ASCENT/ABORT(IN-81-FM-O01) 03-28"81
17024 DETECTIONANDMAPPING(DAM) PACKAGE- 09-28-80 SK E. H. SCHLOSSER
VOLUMES4A AND 48, SOFTWARESYSTEMMANUAL
322
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DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _ ,_
17026 MPS HELIUM REGULATOROXYGENEXPOSURETEST 02-27-81 EP N.C. LUKSA
170_7 CONSIDERATIONSFORODRCFUTUREOPERATIONS 10-28-80
17030 RCS HELIUM REGULATORTEST (REV. A) 02-22-83 EP E. REESE
17033 JSC STS SECURITYPLAN 08-28-81 JM
17034 FLIGHT OPERATIONSREQUIREMENTSAND PAYLOADS 01-28-86 LO W, R. CHASE
UNIVERSAL DOCUMENTATIONSYSTEM
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
17037 SUPPORTINGRESEARCH- AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFI- 05-Z8-81 SH M.A. TOMPKINS
CATION FOR SEGMENTMAP PROGRAM
17038 PROGRAMREQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT- FLIGHT 07-28-85 WC F.T. BURNS
EQUIPMENTNONCRITICALHARDWARE,SPACE
SHUTTLEPROGRAM(REV. C)
17040 SAIL/SSUS TEST SUPPORTPLAN - SPACESHUTTLE 01-20-81 PA
PROGRAM,SHUTTLEAVIONICS INTEGRATION
LABORATORY
17041 ASCENT/ENTRYATTITUDE PROCESSORANALYSIS - 01-28-81 FM N. MCCULLOCH 4
EFFECTOF ERRORSOURCESINHERENTIN DESIGN (
(IN-80-FM-071)
17043 PROPULSION AND POWER DIVISION THERMOCHEMICAL 01-28-81 EP C.A. VAUGHAN
TEST AREA SAFETY REVIEW REPORT
17044 GROUND RULES FOR DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL 05-15-85 DH J.M. COMPTON
OF CLASSIFIED FLIGHT DATA FILE AND MISSION
SUPPORT DOCUMENTATION - APPENDIX C OF THE
CREW PROCEDURES MANAGEMENT PLAN (REV. D)
17046 0V-102 PAYLOADSYSTEMSOPERATINGPROCEDURES, 08-15-81 CH B.C. ROBICHAUX
STS-2
17047 SHUTTLEORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENTUNIT 12-23-80 EM J.M. LECHER
S/N 0019 CALIBRATIONREPORTNO. 1
17049 SHUTTLEORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENTUNIT 01-06-81 EM J.M. LECHER
S/N 0018 CALIBRATIONREPORTNO. 1
17050 WETFGENERALDESCRIPTION
17051 A STUDYOF ARRAYPROCESSORS 12-28-80 ED I.M. HACKLER
17053 SOLARPOWERSATELLITE COSTESTIMATE 01-28-81 EB R. J. HARRON
R. C. WADLE J
17054 SHUTTLEORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENTUNIT 01-08-81 EM J. M. LECHER _ _
S/N 0011 CALIBRATION REPORTNO. 1
17055 STS-1 RANGESAFETYANALYSIS (IN-81-FM-O04) 01-28-81 FM R. J. DINJAR
17056 DESCRIPTION OF THE LRBET PROGRAM(IN-B1-FM-O05) 02-28-81 FM W. M. LEAR
17057 GFE LIMITED CYCLE TIME/AGE LIFE ITEMS 09-18-85 NB _ '
REQUIREMENTS (REV. I)
i
17059 OSTA-1 EXPERIMENTS 02-28-82 SN
17061 AN ALGORITHMFORTHE RAPID LOCATIONOF AN 01-28-81 SG u. TERRELL _,'
EXTREMUMOF A FUNCTIONSUBJECTONLY TO ,_
GEOMETRICRESTRICTIONS
17062 SPACESHUTTLEORBITER 0v-102 THERMALCONTROL 01-22-81 ES
SYSTEM TEMPERATURE MEASUHEMENT LOCATIONS •




LDOC..._____#_ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _ S
17064 STS-2 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE, CYCLE 1 FM f
(IN-81-FM-O08)
VOL. 1 - GROUND RULES AND CONSTRAINTS 05-28-81
VOL. 9 - RMS AUTOMATIC TRAJECTORIES 06-20-81 C.J. GOTT :
D. 3. HOMAN
17065 STAR TRACKER ANALYSIS (IN-81-FM-O02) 01-26-61 FM R. CORSON
17066 THE 25-KW POWERSYSTEM BASELINE REFERENCE 09-28-81 FM
MISSION (IN-81-FM-O03)
17067 FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS-CRITICAL 11-28-87 NO P.E. FRANKLIN
ITEMS LIST FOR THE CREWMEMBERSAFETY TETHERS
(REV. B)
17068 MPS IN-LINE RELIEF VALVE OXYGEN EXPOSURE TEST 03-03-81 EP N.C. LUKSA
17069 QUEUING NETWORKMODELS FOR THE T1-50 01-28-81 E.S. HERNDON
CALCULATOR
17070 STS-1 RANGE SAFETY ANALYSIS, CYCLE 3.3.2 01-28-81 FM R.M. BLACKSTOCK
(IN-81-FM-OO9) R.J. DINJAR
17072 RUSSIAN BZOSPEX BIOLOGICAL SPACE EXPERIMENTS - 03-28-81 SA M.D. BUDERER
A SPACE LIFE SCIENCES BIBLIOGRAPHY
17074 ANTHROPOMETRIC MEASUREMENTLABORATORY 01-28-81 EW B.J. WOOLFORD
DEVELOPMENT PLAN
17075 THE SMART MIL-STD-1553 BUS ADAPTER HARDWARE 04-28-81 EH T.T. TON
MANUAL
17076 ANTARCTIC METEORITE DESCRIPTIONS, 1976-1979 02-28-81 SN D.D. BOGARD
R. SCORE
17077 CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - INERTIAL UPPER STAGE 01-17-87 ZR S. DUBRIDGE
(REV. E)
17078 SHUTTLE PROCEDURESSIMULATOR OPERATOR'S GUIDE 05-26-8% EW
(REV. A)
17088 CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - TRACKING AND DATA RELAY 12-28-86 OH K.J. EDWARDS
SATELLITE (VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
17090 LASER-BASED ANTHROPOMETRIC MAPPING SYSTEM 01-26-81 EW S.J. WOOLFORD
17091 SAIL/IUS (CIU) TEST SUPPORT PLAN 06-24-81 PA
17093 FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS FOR THE SPACELAB-2 04-28-81 FM R.W. BECKER
PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS PACKAGE OPERATIONS - A.L. DUPONT
PART 1: PROFILE, PROPELLANT, AND POSITION S.F. MCADO0
ACCURACY (IN-81-FM-010)
17094 COMPUTATION OF INCLINED GEOSYNCHRONOUSORBITS 03-2e-81 FW V. R, BOND
(IN-81-FM-012)
17101 PARTIALLY PROCESSED MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER 12-28-80 SG O.J. HOLGUIN
LANDSAT HIGH-DENSITY TAPE REFORMATTING SYSTEM
t
17103 LAUNCH PROCESSING SYSTEM-SHUTTLE HARDWARE/ 02-28-82 EH J. R. HARRIS
SOFTWARE INTERFACES
17107 PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF SEPARATE APPROACH 02-28-81 LA W. B. WOOD
TO SUPPORT DUAL MISSIONS IN THE SHUTTLE
MISSION SIMULATOR COMPUTERCOMPLEX
17112 METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE DATA - A TOOL TO 02-28-81 SH T, I. GRAY
DESCRIBE THE HEALTH OF THE WORLD'S AGRICULTURE D. G. MCCRARY
17113 AGRISTARS SUPPORTING RESEARCH - CLASSIFICATION 08-28-81 SH W. W. AUSTIN




DOC._._._#_ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
17114 WHEAT STRESS INDICATOR MODEL, CROP CONDITION 02-28-81 SH R. F. HANSEN
ASSESSMENT DIVISION DATA BASE INTERFACE
DRIVER USER'S MANUAL
/
17118 EVALUATION OF LARGE AREA CROP ESTIMATION 03-28-81 SH M. L. AMIS
TECHNIQUES USING LANDSAT AND GROUND-DERIVED R. K. LENNINGTON
DATA
17118 HAND-HELD RADIOMETRY - A SET OF NOTES DEVELOPED 10-28-80 SH R. D. JACKSON
FOR USE AT THE WORKSHOP ON HAND-HELD RADIOMETRY, P.J. PINTER
PHOENIX, AZ, FEBRUARY 25-26, 1980
17119 INTERIM CATALOG-GROUNDDATA SUMMARYDATA 02-28-81 SH V.L. COOK
ACQUISITION, 1979 H.M. DOYLE
17120 INTERIM CATALOG-GROUND DATA SUMMARYLENDAR 03-2B-81 SH V.L. COOK
EXPLORATORY EXPERIMENT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN H.M. DOYLE
17121 A CROP MOISTURE STRESS INDEX FOR LARGE AREAS 03-28-81 SH P.C. DORAISWAMY
AND ITS APPLICATION IN THE PREDICTION OF D.R. THOMPSON
SPRING WHEAT PHENOLOGY
17122 USE AND APPLICABILITY OF THE VEGETATION 04-28-81 SH C.A. CLARK
COMPONENT OF THE NATIONAL SITE CLASSIFICATION
SYSTEM
17123 ANALYSIS OF FOREST CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY 01-20-81 SH R.G. CONGALTON
R. A. MEAD
17124 ESTIMATION OF PROPORTIONS IN MIXED PIXELS 03-28-81 SH C. B. CHITTINENI
THROUGH THEIR REGION CHARACTERIZATION
I
17125 SOIL MOISTURE INFERENCES FROM THERMAL 03-28-81 SH R. D. JACKSON
INFRARED MEASUREMENTS OF VEGETATION
TEMPERATURES
17127 AN ANALYSIS OF HAZE EFFECTS ON LANDSAT 03-28-81 SH W. R. JOHNSON
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER DATA M. L. SESTAK
17128 A TEMPORAL/SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF SMALL GRAIN 03-28-81 SG W.R. JOHNSON
CROPS AND CONFUSION CROPS
17129 U.S. CORN AND SOYBEANS EXPERIMENT - 08-28-81 SH J. G. CARNES
SUMMARYREPORT
17130 LARGE AREA APPLICATION OF A CORN HAZARD MODEL 03-28-81 SH P. ASHBURN !
T. W. TAYLOR
17131 CHARACTERISTICS OF TIROS, GOES, DMSP, AND 03-28-81 SH T. I. GRAY
LANDSAT SYSTEMS D. G. MCCRARY
17132 THE ENVIRONMENTAL VEGETATION INDEX - A TOOL 03-28-81 SH T. I. GRAY
POTENTIALLY USEFUL FOR ARID LAND MANAGEMENT D. G. MCCRARY _
17133 CANOPY TEMPERATUREAS A CROP WATER STRESS 03-2B-81 SH S.O. IDSO
INDICATOR R.D. JACKSON •
17134 RESEARCH FOR RELIABLE QUANTIFICATION OF WATER 05-28-81 SH C.H. WHITLOCK
SEDIMENT CONCENTRATIONS FROM MULTISPECTRAL W.G. WITTE _
SCANNER REMOTE SENSING DATA t
J
17136 SAMPLING AND ;_GGREGATION COMPONENTSSOFTWARE 12-28-81 SH R. E. CHEFFIN _ (
MODULES DESCRIPTION J. T. MALIN "
J. H. SMITH
17137 RECOMMENDEDDATA SETS, CORN SEGMENTS, AND 04-28-81 SH W. W. AUSTIN _
SPRING WHEAT SEGMENTS FOR USE IN PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT
17138 1080 U.S. CORN AND SOYBEANS EXPLORATORY 10-28-81 SH J. G, CARNES
EXPERIMENT-FINAL REPORT J. T. MALIN
325
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DOC._ TITLE DATE _PR AUTHOR(S ) "_y |
17140 COUNTRY SUMMARYREPORT - AUSTRALIA 07-28-81 SH C. R. REED , lm
17141 AGRISTARS FOREIGN COMMODITY PRODUCTION 06-28-81 SH D. E. PHZNNEY
FORECASTING PROJECT COMMUNICATIONS J. T. WAGGONER ',
DOCUMENTATION STANDARDS MANUAL
17143 AGRISTARS - PLANT COVER, SOIL TEMPERATURE, 02-28-81 SH C. I. WIEGAND
FREEZE, WATER STRESS, AND EVAPOTRANSPIRATION .,
CONDITIONS
17144 UTILIZATION OF METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE 05-28-81 SH T. I. GRAY
IMAGERY FOR WORLD-WIDE ENVIRONMENTAL MON- M. R. HELFERT
ITORING-THE LOWER MISSISSIPPI RIVER FLOOD
17151 FY81 U.S. CORN AND SOYBEANS PILOT PRELIMINARY 12-11-81 SH G. P. LIVINGSTON
EXPERIMENT, PHASE 1 K. S. NEDELMAN
17152 GROUNDREGISTRATION OF DATA FROM AN AIRBORNE 10-28-81 SH J. C. RICHTER
MULTIFREQUENCY MICROWAVE RADIOMETER
17154 FOREIGN COMMODITY PRODUCTION FORECASTING, 06-28-81 SH D. E. PHINNEY
VOLUME 1 - PROJECT PROCEDURESDESIGNATION J. T. WAGGONER ,
DESCRIPTION DOCUMENT
17155 FOREIGN COMMODITY PRODUCTION FORECASTING, 06-28-81 SH D. E. PHINNEY &
VOLUME 1 - PROJECT TEST REPORTS DOCUMENT J. T. WAGGONER
17156 AGRISTARS - FIRST YEAR ACHIEVEMENTS 06-08-81 SH C. E. CAUDILL "
F. G. HALL
H. C. HOGG
17157 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS DURING SEED DEVELOPMENT 05-28-81 SH A.J. CIHA
AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON PRE-HARVEST SPROUTING
IN WHEAT
17172 CATALOGOF THE APOLLO 16 LUNAR CORE 03-28-82 SN R.M. FRULAND
60009180010
17212 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM INTERIM TELEPRINTER 02-2B-81 EE
SYSTEM-PROGRAMREOUIREHENTS DOCUMENT
17215 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERITAL MEASUREMENTUNIT 02-12-81 EH J.M. LECHER
S/N 0010 CALIBRATTON REPORT NO. 1
17218 STS-1 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE, CYCLE 3.3.3, 04-28-81 FM
VOLUME 1 - GROUND RULES ANO CONSTRAINTS
!17219 SHUTTLE ENGINEERING SIMULATOR ENTRY 02-28-81 EF R.H. ST. JOHN
SIMULATION INTEGRATION PLAN
17220 SATELLITE POWER SYSTEM - CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT 04-28-81 H. BENSON
AND EVALUATION PROGRAM, VOLUME 8 - CONSTRUCTION L.M. JENKINS 1
AND OPERATIONS
17221 THE APPLICATION OF SHADOWTABLES IN COMPUTING 02-28-81 ES R. A, VOGT
ON-ORBIT HEATING RATES TO A SPACECRAFT USING
THE TRASYS COMPUTER PROGRAM
17222 NS] EPOXY EVALUATION TEST 10-21-81 EP M. G. DOWNEY I
17227 FACILITY MANAGEMENT SCHEDULING PLAN FOR THE 02-28-81 ND D. K. MCGEE ¢
EODLS AS/3000 /
17230 SAIL FAULT INSERTION CAPABILITY 02-28-8) EF
17231 AGRISTARS SUPPORTING RESEARCH - AS-BUILT 06-28-81 SH P. M. BROWN
DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR MISHAP M. A. TOMPKINS
17232 ORBITER/IUS AVIONICS INTERFACE TEST PLAN 00-11-81 Lk Ji





DOC._ TITLE DATE OP_._RRAUTHOR(S)
17234 LANDSAT HIGH-DENSITY TAPE REFORMATTING 02-28-81 SG J. R MANSFIELD
SYSTEM/LANDSAT IMAGERY VERIFICATION AND '
EXTRACTION SYSTEM HDTRS/LIVE$ ACCEPTANCE
PLAN _4
17238 PROPULSION SYSTEMS CONSOLE HANDBOOK. OMS/RCS 06-01-85 Dr K.A. CHAPPELL
FLIGHT RULE RATIONALE
17230 BOOSTER SYSTEMS CONSOLE HANDBOOK (REV, C) 04-10-87 DF
17240 COMPUTER PROGRAMDOCUMENTATION USER INFOR- 02-28-81 ES P. M. GIBBS ,
NATION FOR THE MPAD TRAJECTORY TAPE PRINT
PROGRAM
l
17245 HARRIS PARALLEL INPUT/OUTPUT CONTROLLER , 03--28--81 M. A. ALLEN
BUS INTERFACE UNIT COMMUNICATION HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE
17247 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 0V'102 HEATER SYSTEMS 03--28--81 ES J. A" _MITH
17248 MEAN VECTOR WIND PROFILES -- JANUARY THROUGH 03--28--80 EF D.L. SWEITZER
DECEMBER FOR SHUTTLE AVIONICS INTEGRATION i'
LABORATORY
17249 EFFECT OF ATTITUDE MANEUVERS ON ORBITAL STATE 05-28-81 FM O. W. OLSZEWSKI i
PROPAGATION ACCURACY (IN-81-FM-OIS) k
17251 AGRISTARS EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION 06-28-81 SH W. W. AUSTIN
ASSESSMENT - REGISTRATION VERIFICATION OF L. LAUTENSCHLAGER
SEA/AR FIELDS
17252 DETERMINATION OF LATERAL INSTABILITY IN 03-15-81 EW B.J. WOOLFORD
WALKING TEST REPORT
i1253 TEST AGENCY REPORT NO. 17 - ORBITER ACOUSTIC 04-28-81 ES J.L. WARNIX
FATIGUE TESTING SPECIMEN ID TSIFFA01, BLANKET
TEST, POST-THERMAL
17254 IMU PHASING VERIFICATION 01-26-81 BR R. LEE ,
17257 REPORT ON THE PROBLEM OF LOCATION IN THE 01-28-81 ED A. E. MADISON
REDAF DATA BASE
17258 0V-102 ORBIT _PERATIONS CHECKLIST 08-28-82 CH A.M. WATCHORN
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
17280 MAIN PROPULSION SYSTEM LO2 BLEED DISCONNECT 07-15"81 EP L. R. RHODES |
TEST ABSTRACT _
17252 STS 51-E FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT 03-21-84 LM
17266 SEPTEMBERINTEGRATIoNWINDLABORAToRyPROFILESFOR SHUTTLE AVIONICS 03-28-81 EF D. L. SWEITZER | i
"I17288 COST SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS AND AERODYNAMIC 03-17-81 R. ZEHENTNER q
PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS FOR A HIGH ALTITUDE _AERODYNAMIC PLATFORM - PRELIMINARY DESIGN 2
17271 SHUTTLE STS-I MISSION COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS- 04-28-81 EE B. K. BATSON
RF COVERAGEAND PERFORMANCEPREDICTIONS !
VOL. 1 - ASCENT 03-15-81 _
VOL. 2 - DESCENT 04-28-81 "
VOL. 3 - ON-ORBIT 04-28-81 •
17277 OVERVIEW OF SMS INTELLIGENT CONTROLLERS 03-28-81 LA A. R. HAjARE ]
17279 LOCKHEED SUPPORT FOR DETAILED DATA 12-28-80 SG
REQUIREMENTS _UBMISSION i
17284 FUNCTIONAL DESIGN SPECIFICATION DOCUMENT 07-28-83 FR
FOR THE MASTER PAYLOADS DATA BASE SYSTEM
327
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I
17286 RCS ENG%NENOZZLE REPAIR TEST 05-22-81 EP D. G. STAFFORD |
17287 GENERATING THE STATE TRANSITION MATRIX 04-28-81 FM W.M. LEAR
(IN-81-FM-020)
17288 ORBIT ATTITUDE PROCESSOR ANALYSIS - EFFECT 04-28-81 FM C.R. MCCLAIN
OF lv_ _RRORS (IN-81-FM-021) _
17292 TECHNICAL MEMORANDUMACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN FOR 04-28-81 SG G.E. PROW
COLOR GRAPHICS CAMERA SYSTEM
17294 FLIGHT READINESS FIRING EVALUATION REPORT 04-28-81 MD
OF ORBITER
17295 SPINNING SOLID UPPER STAGE SIMULATION - 05-15-81 FE G. E. WEINGARTNER
LEVEL B REOUIREMENTS
17298 SOIL MOISTURE - GROUNDREGISTRATION OF DATA 06-28-81 SH J. C. RICHTER
FROM AN AIRBORNE SCATTEROMETER
17297 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 04-Oe-Bl EA _'
S/N 0011 CALIBRATION REPORT NO. Z
17299 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 08-08-81 EH J. M. LECHER
S/N 00_1 CALIBRATION REP,)RT NO. Z
17301 STS-2 FLIGHT DATA FILE POST-INSERTION DEORBIT 09-09-81 CH
PREPARATION
17303 PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSING CONTROL PLAN FOR 04-28-81 JL K. A. MAAS
ONBOARDFILM
17304 ORBITER ACOUSTIC FATIGUE TESTING SPECIMEN ID 04-28-82 ES
VSA-16, PHASES 2 AND 3
17305 AGRISTRARS SUPPORTING RESEARCH - AS-BUILT 08-28-81 SH M. A. TOMPKINS
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FOR PARPLT
17306 STS-1 TECHNICAL CREW DEBRIEFING 04-28-81 CG
17307 GENERAL PLOTTING ROUTINE FOR THE DEC VEX 04-28-81 ED I.M. HACKLER
11/780
17311 ONBOARONAVIGATION CONSOLE PROCEDURES 11-28-82 FM R.E. ECKELKAMP
(IN-B1-FM-023) i
17312 OPS BENCH ORBIT DETERMINATION PROGRAMSOFTWARE 05-28-81 FM J.C. CURRIE
DEVELOPMENT PLAN (IN-81-FM-024)
17313 OV-IOZ FLIGHT DATA FILE UPDATE_BOOK 02-01-82 CH
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
17314 OV-lOZ FLIGHT DATA FILE CUE CARDS 08-03-82 CH M.T. STANFORD "
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
17315 ASCENT POCKET CHECKLISTS AND FLIGHT 08-02-82 CH
SUPPLEMENTS (VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
17318 FLIGHT DATA FILE ENTRY CHECKLIST, STS'2 06-29-81 CH
l17317 OV-102 FLIGHT DATA FILE ORBIT POCKET CHECKLISTS 08-18-82 CG J.W. BEARLEYAND FLIGHT SUPPLEMENTS (VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
17318 FLIGHT DATA FILE ASCENT CHECKLIST, STS-2 08-14-81 CF
(REV. A)
17319 OV-102 FLIGHT DATA FILE ENTRY POC[ET CHECKLISTS OB-02-B_ CH M.P. HUDSON
AND FLIGHT SUPPLEMENTS (VARIOUS FLIGHTS) /
17320 OV-10Z FLIGHT DATA FILE SYSTEMS MALFUNCTION 08-25-82 CF




IDOC, m TIlL E DAT_ OPR ApTHOR(S)
17321 IN-FLIGHT MAINTENANCE CHECKLISTS AND FLIGHT 01-22-BB DF R.L. ROBBINS _ ;
SUPPLEMENTS
17322 DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM DICTIONARY, 10-04-85 DH M.E. KASINGER
ALL VEHICLE, BASIC (REV. G)
17323 FLIGHT DATA FILE PHOTO/TV CHECKLIST, STS-2 08-14-81 CH(nEv.A)
17324 CONTINGENCY EVA OPERATIONS BOOKS AND FLIGHT 07-31-87 OH O.S. KOEHLER
SUPPLEMENTS (VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
17325 EVA CHECKLISTS AND FLIGHT SUPPLEMENTS, ALL 03-04-8B DE R.T. ADAMS
VEHICLES (VARIOUS FLIGHTS) C.H. ARMSTRONG
17328 FLIGHT DATA FILE REFERENCE DATA AND FLIGHT 10-26-B3 DH G.F. PELS
SUPPLEMENTS (VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
17327 FLIGHT DATA MEDICAL CHECKLISTS AND FLIGHT 03-07-8B DH M.A. MOON
SUPPLEMENTS (VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
17328 FLIGHT DATA FILE FLIGHT MAPS, CHARTS, AND 09-14"84 PH G. F. SCULLEY
FLIGHT SUPPLEMENTS (VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
17320 0V-102 SYSTEMS DATA BOOK 02-08-E3 CH
17332 ASCENT PERFORMANCEAND PAYLOAD ESTIMATION 00-26 82 EX
TECHNIQUE FOR NOMINALLY SPACED SHUTTLE
OPERATIONAL MISSIONS (REV. A)
17333 SPACELAB SYSTEMS OPERATING PROCEDURES, 02-28-83 CF
MODULE + PALLET, SPACELAB-I
f
17336 CARGOSYSTEMS MANUAL - MLR, STS ALL, 11-01-83 CH A.J. FARLEY
FINAL (REV. C)
17337 LOCAL ERROR PROPAGATION SOLUTIONS OF ORBITAL OB-ZB-BI FM V.R. BOND
ELEMENT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS (IN-B1-FM-OZS)
17338 LONGLINES COMMUNICATIONS GUIDE O6"2B'B4 DH
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
1733Q PSC SCREEN MASKING TEST 10-21-61 EP E. REESE
17340 PROGRAMTO STUDY NEAR-EARTH GRAVITY MODELS 0B-28-01 FM W.M. LEAR
(IN-B1-FM-OZ6)
17341 STS-3 OPERATIONAl FLIGHT PROFILE (IN-BI-FM-030) FM
VOL. 1 - GROUNORULES AND CONSTRAINTS OB-ZB-B2
VOL. g - RMS AUTOMATIC TRAJECTORIES, CYCLE I 01-2B-$2
17346 STS PAYLOAD ASSIST MOOULE - DLLTA CLASS PAM-D 04-18-64 CF j. MOHAN
SYSTEMS HANDBOOK, BASIC
17349 ORBITER ACOL IC FATIGUE TESTING SPECIMEN ID 05-28-81 ES J. L, WARNIX
AFA-15, PHA_E 2 AND 3, VOLUME 1 - SUMMARY W. M. WEST J
17350 GROUNDDATA SYSTEMS MANAGERMISSION REPORT 01-28-84 FS R.J. MAYES e
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
17352 METEORITES FROM ANTARCTICA 00-28-81 SN _
17353 SAIL/ANIK C SUPPORT PLAN 05-26-B1 EF
17354 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAMINTERIM VIRELESS CREM OS-2O-B1 EE
COMMUNICAT|ONS PROGRAMREQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
17355 SPACELAB-4 FEASIBILITY/COMPATIBILITY STUOY 00-28-81 SM
17357 FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS/CDITZCAL 01-00-34 NO M.J. HTMEL







DOC, m T_TLE PATE _._ _UTHOR(S) :
?
17383 APU FUEL TANK TEST 10-27-81 EP E. REESE
17387 POWER EXTENSION PACKAGE BASELINE REFERENCE 00-20-01 FM A. MIAN
MISSION (]N-O1-FM-020)
VOL. 1 - SPACELA8 2
VOL. 2 - MA1ERIALS PROCESSING
VOL. 3 - POLAR EARTH OBSERVATION
17308 RCS PROPELLANT CONSUMPTION AND ORBIT 08-28-81 FM S. W. WILS_)N
PERTURBATION DUE TO ATTITUDE CONTROL -
EFFECTS OF VARIOUS JET SELECT OPTIONS
(IN-81-FM-028)
17389 AGRISTARS SUPPORTING RESEARCH - AS-BUILT 0§-28-81 3H C, L. HORTON
DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR THE CLASFYG PROGRAM
17371 AGRISTARS SUPPORTING RESEARCH - AS BUILT OO-2B-Bl SH M. A. TOMPKINS
DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR THE PARHIS PRGGRAM
17378 OPS HOPE PROGRAMREQUIREMENTS 08-Z8-81 FM Y. A. LAU
(IN-81-FM-O31)
17377 PROGRAMDOCUMENTATION USER'S GUIDE FOR 05-28-81 EA D. B. HACKLER
CCT2WA-CONVERTING CCTS TO WORD-ADDRESS_tLE S. D. WILLIAMS
FILE
17378 STS-1 ORBITER FINAL MISSION REPORT 08-28-01 WA
17379 STS FLIGHT DEFINITION AND REQUIREMENTS 08-22-82 PA
DIRECTIVE (SUPERCEDED BY JSC 07700.
VOLUME 3) (REV. D)
17380 STS-2 REAL-TIME CENTER-OF-GRAVITY MANAGEMENT 00-28-81 FM
17382 FLIGHT DESIGN SYSTEM-2 SECURE SUBSYSTEM X 04-28-82 FM H. GILLESPIE
ADP SECURITY PLAN (IN-81-FM-032) (REV. 1) E. MANN
17383 TRAJECTORY DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR FLIGHT DATA 07-25-84 OH S.C. HOEFER
FILE AND CREH DISPLAY-SPACE SHUTTLE CREW
PROCEDURESMANAGEMENTPLAN
17384 GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION SIMULATOR, LEVEL 1 07-20-81 FA
17387 ORBITER/OSS-1 AVIONICS INTERFACE TEST PLAN 09-25-81 LA
17388 DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR SPACELAB-I-NASA LIFE 09-28-81 SE
SCIENCES FLIGHT EXPERIM:NTS
17380 AGRISTARS SUPPORTING RESEARCH-AS-BUILT 08-28-81 SH C.A. SIVILLO
DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR UNIV4FC M.A. TONPKINS
17390 AGRISTARS SUPPORTING RESEARCH-AS-BUILT 08-28-81 SH M. A, TOMPKINS
DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR PA_CLS
JSC COM FACILITY AOP SECURIty PLAN (REV. B) 00-28-88 FS
17387 AGRISTARS EARLY WARNING AND CROP ASSESSNENT- 07-Z0-81 SH O.J. VALENZIANO
GENEkAL GRAPHING SYSTEM USER'S GUIDE
17398 AGRICULTURE AND RE_URCES INVENTOKY SURVEYS 08-28-81 SH
THROUGHAEROSPACE REMOTE SENSING-ANNUAL
REPORT, FY80
17398 A METEOROLOGICALLY DRIVEN MAIZE STRESS 04-28-81 SH F. W. RAVET
INDICATOR MODEL T. W. TAYLOR
17400 SUPPORTING RESEARCH-AS-BUILT DOCUMENTATION ,_-81 SH O. J, VALENZIANO






@DOC._ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
17401 AGRISTARS-FOREIGNCOMMODITYPRODUCTION 08-28-81 SH O.T. MALIN !
FORECASTINGSAMPLESELECTIONIN FOREIGNSIMILARITY REGIONSFORMULTICROPEXPERIMENTS
17402 U.S. CROPCALENDARSIN SUPPORTOF THE EARLY 07-28-81 SH T. HODGES
WARNING PROJECT
17403 INTERIM CATALOGGROUNDDATASUMMARY-DATA 07-28-81 SH V. L. COOK
ACOUISITION, 1977 Mo L. ROMERO
17405 AGRISTARS-FOREIGNCOMMODITYPRODUCTION 12-28-81 SH M. M. SMYRSKI "
FORECASTING-FY_1-FY82,U.S./CANADA SPRING
SMALLGRAI S EXPERIMENTPLAN !
17406 FOREIGNCOMMODITYPRODUCTIONFORECASTING-1980, 07-28-81 SH R. W. PAYNE
U.S./CANAbA WHEATAND BARLEYEXPLORATORY
EXPERIMENTSUMMARYREPORT
1740/ TECHNICALPLAN FORDEVELOPINGAND TESTING A 07-28-81 SH J. T. MALiN
CLOUDCOVER/ACQUISITIONHISTORY SIMULATOR J. H. SMITH
17408 AGRISTARS-INVENTORYTECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENT 03-28-82 SH C..J RAMIREZ t'SELECTIONOF ARGENTINEINDICATOR REGION C. R. REED
17409 TECHNICALPLAN FORTESTING THE AUTOMATEDPIXEL 10-28-81 SH G.M. CHAPMAN
SCREENINGPROCEDURE C. L. DAILEY ,[
17410 AGRISTARSSUPPORTINGRE%EARCH-USER'SGUIDE TO 08-28-81 SH J. A. ARTLEY
SPRING SMALLGRAINS, PLANTINGDATA DISTRIBUTION T. HODGES
MODEL
17412 EMPIRICALLYDETERMINEDCALIBRATION DIFFERENCES 06-28-81 SH A. G. WACKER _
BETWEENMDP-LIVES AND LACIE PROCESSED ATA "_
17413 A LOOXAT THE COMMONLYUSEDLANDSATVEGETATION 10-28-81 SH G. E. MILLER "_.
INDICES
17414 AGRISTARSSUPPORTINGRESEARCH-DESCRIPTIONOF 08-28-81 SH J.A. ARTLEY
THE FORTRANIMPLEMENTATIONOF THE SPRING SMALL
GRAINSPLAN/ING DATE DISTRIBUTION MCDEL
17417 DESCRIPTIONOF HISTORICAL CROPCALENDARDATA 10-28-82 SH W.L. WEST
BASESDEVELOPEDTO SUPPORTFOREIGNCOMMODITY
PRODUCTION FORECASTINGPROJECT EXPERIMENTS _ .
17418 AGRISTARSRENEWABLERESOURCESINVENTORY-AN 09-28-81 SH L. F. WERTH
EVALUATIONOF ISOCLS ANDCLASSYCLUSTERING
ALGORITHMS FOR FOREST CLASSIFICATION IN ._
NORTHERN IDAHO
17420 AIRBORNEOBSERVEDSOLARELEVATIONANDROW 08-28-81 SH R. D. JACKSON
DIRECTION EFFECTS ON THE NEAR-IR/RED RATIO J. P. MILLARD
OF COTTON _
17421 FOREIGNCOMMODITYPRODUCTIONFORECASTING- 09-28-81 SH C. R. REED
SELECTIONOF THE AUSTRALIANINDICATOR REGION
17422 AGRISTARSRENEWABLERESOURCESINVENTORY-SAN 09-28-81 SH L. F. WERTH t :
JUAN NATIONALFORESTLANDMANAGEMENTPLANNING !SUPPORTSYSTEMREQUIREMENTSDEFINITION
17424 AN EMPIRICAL, GRAPHICAL, AND ANALYTICAL STUDY I0-28-82 SH L. F. LAUTENSCHLAGER
OF THE RELATIONSHIPBETWEEN VEGETATION INDICES C. R. PERRY
17425 COMPUTERANALYSISTECHNIQUES(2 VOLUMES) 07-28-B3 PP
17426 RESOURCESINFORMATIONDISPLAY SYSTEMREMOTE 09-28-81 SH M. L. BROWN,JR.
ACCESSREQUIREMENTSPECIFICATION





1DOC.._._,_.##TITLE DATE OP.__RRAUTHOR(S) ;-
17428 EVALUATIONOF TRENDSIN WHEATYIELDS MODELS 12-28-82 SG M.C. FERGUSON
17429 REGRESSIONMODELESTIMATIONOF EARLYSEASON 01-28-82 SG K.K. LIN
CROPPROPORTIONS-NORTHDAKOTA,SOMEPRELIMI-
NARYRESULTS
17431 ACHISTARS-EVALUATIONOF VICAR SOFTWARE 09-28-81 SH S. S, YAO
CAPABILITY FORLAND INFORMATIONSUPPORT
SYSTEMNEEDS
17432 NORMAl.CROPCALENDARS- THE CORNAND SOYBEAN 10-28-81 SH W. L. WEST
5"ATES OF ILLINOIS, INDIANA, AND IOWA,
VOLUME 3
17433 PRELIMINARYTECHNICALRESULTSREVIEWOF FY81 00-29-81 SH
EXPERIMENTS-FY81/82CORNANDSOYBEANSPILOT
EXPERIMENT (2 VOLUMES)
17434 LAND INFORMATIONSUPPORT SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 09-28-81 SH S. S. YAO
PLAN AND SCHEDULE
17435 AGRISTARS FOREIGN COMMODITY PRODUCTION 08-26-81 SH D. H. GREEGOR
FORECASTING-AGRADIENT MODEL OF VEGETATION O. NORWINE




17437 AREA ESTIMATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL PHENOMENA 02-28-82 SH G, F. MILLER
FROM NOAA-N SATELLITE DATA G, TAPPAN
17438 PROGRAM REVIEW PRESENTATIONTO LEVEL 1, INTER- 11-28-81 SH
AGENCY COORDINATION COMMITTEE
17439 CONSERVATION AND POLLUTION PROJECT PIP SH
17440 APPLICATION OF THERMAL MODEL FOR PAN EVAP- 11-28-81 SH J.A. ARTLEY
ORATION TO THE HYDROLOGY OF A DEFINED MEDIUM- M.H. TRENCHARD
THE SPONGE
17446 SCIENCE MONITORING AREA CONFIGURATION FOR 06-28-81 SE
SPACELAB-I VERIFICATION TEST EDITION
17447 STS-2 MISSION SAFETY ASSESSMENT 10-29-81 NA
VOL. 1 - ACCEPTED RISK SUMMARY |
VOL. 2 - PRELAUNCH AND ASCENT
VOL. 3 - ON-ORBIT
VOL. 4 - DESCENT AND LANDING
VOL. 5 - PAYLOADS
17448 ATTITUDE PROCESSORPERFORMANCEUSE ONLY RATE 07-28-81 FM M. D. MCCULLOCH i
GYROS (IN-BI-FM-033) _-
17451 HARDWARE SURVEY FOR THE AVIONICS TEST BED 06-28-82 EM t"
17453 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER CONFIGURATION VERIFI- 09-28-81 MA
CATION REVIEW PLAN
17454 EXTERNAL TANK DISPOSAL FOR A 63.3 DEGREE 06"28-81 FM P.L. SWAIM
INCLINATION MISSION FROM FHE WESTERN TEST
RANGE (IN-81-FM-034)
17455 SPACELAB ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION 08"28-81 FM S.L. GRAHAM
BASELINE (IN-81-FM-035)
17456 STS-4 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE, VOLUME I, 09"28-81 FM
CYCLE 1, LEVEL A-GROUND RULES AND CONSTRAINTS
17460 CARGO INTEGRATION REVIEW PLAN 02-04-82 PA
332
. _ .... _w ,_,
1990007273-334
DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
17461 FLIGHT IMPLEMENTATIONSCHEDULE(VARIOUS 12-21-83 LF
FLIGHTS)
17462 FLIGHT REQUIREMENTSDOCdMENT(VARIOUS 01-13-87 LM H. M. DRAUGHON
FLIGHTS)
17464 PROGRAMREQUIREMENTSDOCUMENTFORSPACE 06-20-81 LB J. C. ELLIOTT
SHUTTLEPAYLOADDEPLOYMENTANDRETRIEVAL
CAMERASYSTEM
17466 TDRS MEASUREMENTMODEL(IN-81-FM-037) 10-28-81 FM W.M. LEAR
17468 SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR COMPUTER COMPLEX 07-28-81 C.A. GAY
WORKLOAD FORCASTING PROGRAM USER'S GUIDE L.W. MORGAN
17470 STS-2 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE, CYCLE 2 09-28-81 FM
(IN-B1-FM-038)
VOL, I - GROUND RULES AND CONSTRAINTS
VOL. Z - PROFILE SUMMARY
17471 SUBSATELLITE ORBITAL ANALYSIS PROGRAM 07-28-81 ED K. G. CASTLE
USER'S GUIDE J.M. VOSS
17472 SPACE SHUTTLE STUDENT EXPERIMENT INTEGRATION EW J.A. CICIORA
GUIDE J. T. JACKSON
C. D. PERNER
17473 COMPUTER PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION-ADDITIONOF 07-28-82 EM
A DISSPLA PLOTTING CAPABILITY TO SINDA
17474 MANAGEMENT INFORMATIONSYSTEM GENERAL DE- 07-18-81 SE W. NG
SCRIPTION AND PROGRAM LISTINGS, VOLUME I
f
17477 CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - OSS-I, STS-3 02-12-82 CH
17479 FEASIBILITYOF USING TANKED CRYOGENS TO COOL 07-28-81 SE H. T. CRENSHAW
REFRIGERATORS/FREEZERSON SPACELAB LIFE SCIENCE
MISSIONS
17481 SAFETY REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT FOR JSC SPACE 09-28-84 ND
SHUTTLE FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (REV. A)
17482 INTEGRATION HARDWARE/SOFTWAREREVIEW PLAN PB D. S. TRENT
17484 SHUTTLE FUEL CELL PROCEDURE VERIFICATION TEST 11-02-81 EP D. R. SAUCIER
17485 JSC/REMOTE POCC JOINT OPERATIONS INTERFACE 06-25-83 DH P. D. MALEY
PROCEDURES SELECTION BOOK
17486 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 08-06-81 EH L.S. MUNSON
S/N 0012 CALIBRATION REPORT NO. I
17487 MODULAR AUXILIARY DATA SYSTEM POWER AND 07_28-81 EE H.E. VERRETT .
CONTROL AND INTERFACING CIRCUITS FOR SPACF ,
SHUTTLEORBITEROV-Og9
17488 STS-3 FLIGHT DATA FILE PAYLOAD OPERATIONS 01-24-82 CG ,,"i
CHECKLIST i 1
17489 STS-5 PAYLOAD DEPLOY CHECKLIST SBS/PAM-D AND 10-01-82 CH J. V. RIVERS _.
ANIK/PAM-D _"
17490 SOFTWARE SURVEY FOR THE AVIONICS TEST BED 07-28-81 El4 J. M. COBB _.
r
17491 ORBITER ACOUSTIC FATIGUE TESTING SPECIMEN 08-28-81 ES _
ID AFA-26, OMS POD ACOUSTIC TEST, VOLUME I- *_
SUMMARY




iDOC.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) f
17500 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAMET TPS INSPECTION 07-28-81 PA ,(
CAMERA SYSTEM PROGRAMREOUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
|
r_
17504 ORBITER/IUS SEPARATION SEQUENCE DESIGN-EFFECTS 01-28-82 FM J. WHEELER "
OF IUS/SRM EXHAUST PARTICLE DAMAGE TO ORBITER
SURFACES (IN-81-FM-040)
17510 HIGH PRESSURE 02 COMPRESSOR 02-04-82 EP
17511 RESEARCH AND EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR 09-28-81 SS
VISITORS
17516 SHUTTLE IMU-TO-IMU ALINEMENT - ERROR ANALYSIS 09-28-81 FM R.W. CORSON
(IN-81-FM-042)
17517 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM MANIPULATOR FOOT 01-12-83 LA W.W. LOFLAND
RESTRAINT PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
(REV. A)
17518 SIMULATION SYSTEMS OPERATIONS PLAN 04-28-87 FE D.A. YOUNG
17521 JSC SECURE CREW ACTIVITY PLANNING SYSTEM- 09-28-85 CG C. R. MCCLAIN
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING SECURITY PLAN
(REV. D) ('
(
17523 STS-2 PRE-FLIGHT ASCENT PERFORMANCEEVALUATION 08-28-81 EX
17525 PAYLOAD DATA AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM CONSOLE 10-14-83 DF E. J. RIPMA
HANDBOOK, VOLUME 1
17532 SKYNET 4 (REV. B) 10-31-86 R. MAWBY
(
17540 COMMANDAND DATA ANNEX-OEX AUTONOMOUS',IJPPORT- 08-28-84 LH
ING INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM, FINAL (ANNEX 4)
17549 SECURE TELEVISION SYSTEM 04-30-85 D.C. DEPREE
17563 SHUTTLE PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CARGO 12-28-81 EM
EVALUAT!ON USER'S GUIDE
17579 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 08-24-81 EH D.B. HARMON
S/N 0020 CALIBRATION REPORT NO. 1
17581 RCS PAD ZERO-G EFFECTS TEST 11-03-81 EP D.G. STAFFORD
17582 STS-3 AND STS-4 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE, 12-28-81 FM i
VOLUME 1- GROUNDRULES AND CONSTRAINTS
17583 COMPARISIONS OF FDS-2 PROPAGATCRS AND OTHER 10-28-83 FM V.R. BOND
MPAD PROGRAMS (IN-81-FM-041) J.A. YGLESIAS
17584 OPS BET CAPABILITY SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PLAN 12-28-81 FM W. YORK
(IN-B1-FM-044) ¢4
17585 COMPUTER PROGRAMDOCUMENTATION-USER'S GUIDE 08 28-81 ES S.M. JUBA
TO THE UTIL-ORDC TAPE PROCESSING PROGRAM
17587 STS-3 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE, CYCLE 2 FMVOL. 1 - GROUNDRULES AND CONSTRAINTS 09-28-81
VOL. 2 - PROFILE SUMMARY 01-28-82
17588 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 04-27-83 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCEDURES
FOR BATTERY GAS SUPPLY SYSTEM (REV. A)
17589 STS-8 CARGO SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT 12-28-81 EM J.C. LANGSTON
17590 STS-2 FLIGHT DATA FILE ASCENT CHECKLIST 09-02-81 CF |





DOC. # TITLE DATE OP__RRAUTHOR(S) ,.
17592 INTEGRALSOF NOTION FORTHE CLASSICALTWO-BODY 12-28-81 FM D.J. JEZEWSKI
PROBLEMWITH DRAG(IN-81-FM-046) D. MITTLEMAN •
17593 STS-2 LAUNCHPROCESSINGSYSTEM- SHUTTLE 09-28-81 EH J.R. HARRIS '
HAROWAREISOFTWAREIN ERFACES
17603 STATE OF WORKFORTHE LARGEFORMATCAMERA 01-28-82 EM
PAYLOADINTEGRATIONENGINEERINGEFFORT
17606 SPACELABMISSION IMPLEMENTATIONPLAN- 09-14-83 SM
SPACELAB-4(REV. A)
17607 AUSTRALIAGROUNDDATA COLLECTIONDETAILED 09-28-81 SH J.D. NICHOLS I(dup. #) PLAN FOR 1981-1982 CROPYEAR C.R. REED
17607 SPACECONSTRUCTIONEXPERIMENTDEFINITION 09-01-81 EB
(dup. #) STUDY. VOLUME1, PART 1 - EXECUTIVESUMMARY
l
17608 JSC SECURECREWACTIVITY PLANNINGSYSTEM 09-28-81 CH
CONFIGURATIONMANAGEMENTAGREEMENT
17609 LANBERT'S PROBLEMWITH DRAG(IN-81-FM-047) 12-28-81 FM D.J. JEZEWSKI _,
D. MITTLEMAN |,,
17610 AN ANALYTICSOLUTIONTO THE CLASSICAL 11-28-81 FM D.J. JEZEWSKI _
TWO-BODYPROBLEMWITH DRAG(IN-81-FM-048) D. MITTLEMAN "
17612 USE OF A HARDWAREMONITORIN THE SHUTTLE 09-28-81 A, R, HAJARE
MISSION SIMULATORCOMPUTERCOMPLEX
17613 STS-2 LOW-SPEEDGROUNDNAVIGATIONCONSOLE 10-28-81 FM J. K. WEAVER (
PROCEDURES(IN-BI-FM-050)
17615 DETAIL DESIGN DOCUMENTFOR PERFORMANCEMAN- 09-28-81 D.M. ERB
AGEMENTSYSTEMOF THE SOFTWAREPRODUCTION S.R. SOBOLIK
FACILITY, _OLUME 1
17616 HIGH ALTITUDE RCS THRUSTERLEAK DETECTORTEST 11-02-81 EP E. REESE '
17617 RISK ANALYSIS OF JOHNSON SPACE CENTER'S 10-28-81 J.O. BELL ,
CENTRAL FACILITYCOMPLEX A. A. COCKRELL
17618 CARGOSYSTEMSMANUAL- CFES (VARIOUS FLIGHTS) 08-08-85 DH N. N. CARP
17621 THE SOFTWARE RECONFIGURATIONDATA BASES FOR 10-28-81 R. M. JACKSON ,
THE SOFTWARE PRODUCTION FACILITY
17624 STS-3 PAYLOADSYSTEMSDATA ANDMALFUNCTION 08-30-81 CH
PROCEDURES
17625 STS-2 MISSION COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS-RF COVER- 10-25-81 EE J. S. GIBSON _
AGE AND PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS (3 VOLUMES) J. A. PORTER . .
17626 STS-3 PHOTO/TVCHECKLIST 01-11-82 CH
17628 MEMORY REQUIREMENTSOF THE DISSPLA GRAPHICS 09-28-81 W.N. BAYS
PACKAGE _
17629 SMS/GNSFY82 COMPUTERSYSTEMPLAN. VOLUME1- 10-28-81 L.A. DIAS
REVIEWOF FY81 P.J. GREGOR * m
17630 STS-2 RANGESAFETYANALYSIS, CYCLE2 09-28-81 FM R.M. BLACKSTOCK , i(IN-81-FM-051) R.H. SEALE
17631 PROGRAMCONFIGURATIONCONTROLPLAN FOR 11-28-81 FM J.C. CURRIE ( !
GROUNDNAVIGATIONSECTION (IN-81-FM-049) J. B, WILLIAMSON Q--
17633 PRELIMINARY IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR THE 09-28-81 EA P. MARCH _I
HIGH VOLTAGE TEST BED J.C. NEELY
i]17634 REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENTFORMINISYSTEMTEST UNIT 08-28-81 EA O. GAROFOLO338
1990007273-337
IDOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AU,THOR(S)
17636 CYBER174 APPLICATIONSTUNING DURING FY81 10-28-81 K.B. HENNIGAN
17836 SIMULATORSYSTEMCOMPLEXCONFIGURATION 12-18-84 FE
MANAGEMENTPLAN FORCONTROLMODEOPERATIONS
(REV. B)
17638 SAIL STS-4 SUPPORTPLAN 10-01-81 LA W.W. ROBINSON
17639 STS-2 PRE-FLIGHT ASCENTPERFORMANCEEVALUATION 10-28-81 EX
FORA NOVEMBERLAUNCH
17641 EFFECTOF FOG ANDCLOUDSON THE SHUTTLEMSBLS 08-28-81 EM M.C. ROBEL
SIGNAL LEVEL WITH EMPHASISOF THE OCCURRENCE
OF FOGAT VAFB
17642 OEXAUTONOMOUSUPPORTINGINSTRUMENTATION 12-09-83 EX M. SCAILLET
SYSTEMPERFORMANCEREQUIREMENTS(REV. C)
17643 DETAILED REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENTAND FUNCTIONAL 10-28-81 FD H. DUPUIS
DESIGN SPECIFICATION FORTHE OPERATIONSAND L. HILEMAN
MAINTENANCEREQUIREMENTSANDSPECIFICATIONS
DOCUMENTATIONVERIFICATION SYSTEM
17644 REVISEDCYBERWORKLOADFORECAST 10-28-81 K. B. HENNINGAN
R. C. MITCHELL
17645 CARGOSYSTEMSMANUAL- GASANNEX 06-16-86 CH M. ALBJERG
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
17646 PULSE CODE MODULATION ENCODER EVALUATION 09-28-81 EA M. SCAILLET
17648 TRACKING AND COMMUNICATIONS DEVELOPMENT 12-28-81 EE A. ENZER
DIVISION INTERNAL NOTE
'7650 POST-FLIGHT PROGRAM TO PROCESS ON-ORBIT 11-28-81 FM W. M. LEAR
TACAN MEASUREMENTS (IN-BI-FM-052)
17654 INSTITUTIONAL DATA SYSTEMS DIVISION 10-28-81 FD T. B. MURTAGH
SYSTEMS AND OPERATIONS PLAN, FY82
17655 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE PROFILE PARAMETER 08-28-81 SH C. A. SIVILLO
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM M. A. TOMPKINS
17657 STS-4 OPERATIONALFLIGHT PROFILE SUMMARY, 01-28-82 FM
CYCLE 1, VOLUME2
17658 AN ANALYTICALSTEPSIZE STRATEGYFORTHE 12-28-81 FM V. R. BOND
KSUR12TRAJECTORYPROGRAM(IN-81-FM-055) H. C. FLINN
17659 INTRODUCTIONTO THE CORESAMPLESFROMTHE 11-28-81 SN R. M. FRULAND
APOLLO16 LANDINGSITE J. N. REIMOLD
17663 TEST PLAN ELECTROCHEMICALCO2 REMOVAL 02-16-82 EC N. LANCE
ENDURANCE TEST CRET-t
17664 ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT TEST PLAN FOR SPE 03-01-82 EC R. B. MARTIN
WATER ELECTROLYSISMODULE AND COMBINATION
WATER PUMP/PHASF SEPARATION LIFE TEST
17666 OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR EMU BATTERY 02-08-82 EC W. L. BURTON
SUBSTITUTE POWER SOURCE
17667 FAMILIARIZATION,OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 03-15-84 EC
TEST, SERVICING. AND CALIBRATION PROCEDURES
FOR EMU LEAKAGE, BLEED, AND STRUCTURES
rANEL (REV. A)
17668 URINE WATER RECOVERY INTEGRATION SUBSYSTEM 05-18-82 EC N.C. ELDEN
TEST SUPPLEMENT, FINAL REPORT
17669 C02 REDUCTIONSUBSYSTEMTEST PROCEDURE 06-08-83 EC R.J. CUSICK
(REV. A) O.K. HOUCK
338
1990007273-338
D_..OC.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
17670 ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT TEST PLAN INTEGRATED 04-27-83 EC N. C. ELDEN
WATER SYSTEM TEST (REV, B)
17673 HS-C C02 AND HUMIDITY CONTROL SYSTEM TEST 07-23-82 EC R.J. CUSICK
PLAN N.C. ELDEN
17674 ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT TEST PLAN INTEGRATED 06-29-82 EC N.C. ELDEN
AIR SYSTEM TEST
17676 SHUTTLE ORBITER ODOR CONTROL EVALUATION TEST EC C.H. LIN
17677 TEST PLAN-CO 2 REMOVAL SUBSYSTEM TEST CS-3 04-15-82 EC N. LANCE
17679 SHUTTLE ORBITER EVA TASK SIMULATION DEVICE 06-04-82 EC
CERTIFICATION TEST PLAN
17680 SHUTTLE ORBITER EVA TASK SIMULATION DEVICE 04'-22-82 EC
REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
17682 SPE ELECTROLYSIS MODULE AND COMBINATION PUMP/ 05-10-82 EC R.B. MARTIN
SEPARATOR LIFE TEST PROCEDURE 3. W. SANOUCE
17683 VAPOR COMPRESSION DISTILLATION SUBSYSTEM 05-06-82 EC R. P, REYSA
TEST REPORT, 1978-1981 C.D. THOMPSON
17687 TEST REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT AND TEST PLAN 06-01-82 EC M. WU
SHUTTLE ORBITER TASK _IMULATION DEVICE
TORQUE RESISTANCE UNIT
17699 FAMILIARIZATION. OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 10-13-82 EC
TEST. SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCEDURES
FOR PVC LEAKAGE PANEL ASSEMBLY-GAS
17692 SHUTTLE EMU LIGHTS-THERMAL VACUUM 06-28-82 EC L. A. TREVINO
CERTIFICATION TEST REPORT
17694 VAPOR COMPRESSION DISTILLATION SUBSYSTEM 09-30-83 EC A.T. LINTON
TEST REPORT R.P. REYES
C. D. THOMPSON
17695 INTEGRATED WATER TEST REPORT 09-15-82 EC N. ELDEN
R. P. REYSA
H. E. WINKLER
17696 SHUTTLE ORBITER EVA TASK SIMULATION DEVICE- 08-06-82 EC S. C. CLAYTON
QUICK-LOOK SUMMARY REPORT
17698 INTEGRATED AIR REVITALIZATION SYSTEM TEST 08-13-82 EC R. J. CUSICK
N. LANCE
R. B, MARTIN
17703 ORBITER BREATHING STATION EVALUATION REPORT 08-28-82 EC S. A. LAFUSE
17706 CERTIFICATION TEST PLAN FOR OPERATIONAL 11-01-82 EC R. N. TANNER
SHUTTLE ANTI-G SUIT (REV. A)
17707 SHUTTLE BENDS PREVENTION VERIFICATION TEST 07-13-82 EC J. W. SAMOUCE
PROCEDURE
17708 SHUTTLE BENDS PREVENTION VERIFICATION TEST 07-13-82 EC J. W. SAMOUCE
PLAN
J
17709 ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURES FOR OPERATIONAL 10-01-82 EC M. KANDLER
SHUTTLE ANTI-G SUIT (REV. A)
17710 FLIGHT PRE-INSTALLATION ACCEPTANCE TEST 10-14-82 EC M. KANOLER





4DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
17715 SHUTTLE ARS LIOH 4- AND 6- PERSON CREW TEST 10-04-82 EC J. O, DUNAWAY T
FROCEDURES C.H. LIN l
J. MAYS 1
17718 SHUTTLE PROTOTYPE LIGHTWEIGHT LONG LIFE 12-03-82 EC R. J. CUSICKCONDENSING HEAT XCHANGER TEST PLAN
17719 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 08-10-83 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCEDURES
FOR LIQUID TRANSPORT LOOP TEST STAND
i
17722 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 11-03-83 EC
i TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCEDURESFOR LEAKAGE TEST VACUUM CHAMBER (REV.A)
17723 HELMET PRESSURE SEQUENCE CYCLE TESTING- 12-20-82 EC J. J. KOSMO
(CERTIFICATION FOR USE WITH 8.0 PSI,
ZERO PRESSURE SPACE SUIT ASSEMBLY
17724 ORBITER 10.2 PSIA ORIFICE/PROCEDURE 01-10-83 EC O. K. HOUCK
VERIFICATION TEST PROCEDURE J.W. SAMOUCH
R. N. TANNER
]
17725 SHUTTLE ORB-TER HYDRAZINE FILL VALVE ADAPTER 09-29-83 EC S.C. CLAYTON
REQUIREMENT_ DOCUMENT I'
17726 CO2 REMOVAL ENDURANCE TEST PROCEDURE 01-24-83 EC N. LANCE
J. W. SAMOUCH
17727 SPACE STATION ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND LIFE 00-28-82 EC C.H. LIN
SUPPORT SYSTEM PRELIMINARY CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
17729 SHUTTLE ORBITER HYDRAZINE FILL VALVE ADAPTER 12-09-83 EC S.C. CLAYTON 4
AND TEST FIXTURE CERTIFICATION TEST PLAN
17739 EVALUATION OF 8.0 PSl DEMONSTRATOR SPACE SUIT 04-20-83 EC J.J. KOSMO
HARDWARE COMPONENTS- PRELIMINARY FINDINGS.
COMMENTS, AND OBSERVATIONS
17741 TEST PLAN FOR SHUTTLE SEMU CAN MAN TESTS SERIES 05-10-83 EC M. LAWSON
#2, 8-FOOT CHAMBER P. MARSHALL
J. SAMOUCE
17742 SHUTTLE ORBITER HEAT PIPE EXPERIMENT 08-28-8 _ EC S. C CLAYTON
CERTIFICATION TEST PLAN
17743 COMPUTER PROGRAM AND LOGIC FOR DETERMINING 05-28-83 EC B.A. KRAMER
PROBABILITY OF EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT L.A. TREVINO _
AVAILABILITY FOR GIVEN SHUTTLE INVENTORY
17745 ORBITER 10.2 02 BLEED ORIFICE TEST REPORT 05-28-83 EC S.A. LAFUSE
17746 STS-8 ARPCS HIGH FLOW ANOMALY INVESTIGATION 07-20-83 EC S.A. LAFUSE i
TEST REPORT i
17749 SHUTTLE ORBITER HEAT PIPE EXPERIMENT 08-12-83 EC S. C. CLAYTON
CERTIFICATION TEST REPORT
17752 THERMOELECTRIC INTEGRATED MEMBRANE EVAPORATION 08-01-83 EC R. FLOWE $
SUBSYSTEM TEST J. E. WINKLER
17753 REGENERATIVE LIFE SUPPORT EVALUATION 08-23-83 EC R. FLOWE
PRE-PROTOTYBE TIMES PERFORMANCE TEST J.E. WINKLER
17754 MMU/FSS FLIGHT HARDWARE WORKMANSHIPEVALUATION 00-20-83 EC P.F. MARSHALL
THERMAL VACUUM TEST REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
(REV. A)




DOC. N TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
Z/786 SABATIER COz REDUCTION SUBSYSTEM TEST REPORT 08-Z6-83 EC R. J. CUSICK
M. LIANDRIS Y
,i
17758 TEST SUMMARYOF HYDRAZINE COMPATIBILITY WITH 10-17-83 EC N.C. ELDEN
SHUTTLE SUIT ._
17760 FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 01-19-84 EC
TEST. SERVICING AND CALIBRATION PROCEDURES
FOR THE DCM TEST STAND
17762 OPERATION AND CHECKOUT PROCEDURES FOR 8.0 09-27-83 EC J. J. KOSMO
PSI SSA DEVELOPMENT MODELS USED IN ONE-G,
ZERO-G, AND WETF EVALUATIONS
17763 FLIGHT CREW EQUIPMENT LAUNCH DELAY ACTION 06-28-82 WC
REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
17765 ORBITER ACOUSTIC FATIGUE TESTING-SPECIMEN ID 11-28-81 ES
FFAO1/TS, THERMAL BLANKET TEST, PHASE B,
RUN 1A
17766 STS-3 SAIL NON-AVIONICS SUBSYSTEMS MATH MODEL 12-28-81 EH W. P. BENNETT
REQUIREMENTS R. W. HEROLD
17767 PERFORMANCEOF TACAN DURING THE STS-1 MISSION 09-28-81 EE C. L. HUGHES ,:
17768 PAYLOAD EQUIPMENT LANDING SITE DISPOSITIONING 12-28-85 JF
MANUAL _
17770 ATMOSPHEPIC REVITALIZATION SUBSYSTEM WATER 1Z-Z8-81 FM G.J. STEINES
COOLANT PERFORMANCECOMPUTATION (IN-81-FM-056)
17771 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 10-28-81 EH Jo M. LECHER
S/N 0Oll CALIBRATION REPORT #3
17772 CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - PAYLOAD SUPPORT 07-15-86 DH J.C. ROMIG
SYSTEMS, SSP/SMCH, STS-ALL, FINAL
17773 INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF HAZARD 12-28-84 NS
ANALYSIS FOR JSC GROUND OPERATIONS (REV. B) 1
17775 THE OPTIMAL, TWO-IMPULSE TRANSFER TRAJECTORY 12-28-81 FM D.J. JEZEWSKI
AFFECTED BY DRAG (IN-81-FM-057) D. MITTLEMAN
17776 EMU TV BATTERY SHORT CIRCUIT TEST 01-I_-82 EP D. SAUCIER
17778 DOCUMENTATION STANDARDS AND REQUIREMENTS 11-0Z-61 SM R. DICKEY
FOR THE SPACELAB MISSION MANAGEMENT OFFICE L. M. SCHNELL t
l
1777g SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 10-28-81 EH L.S. MUNSON
S/N 001_ CALIBRATION REPORT #2
17780 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT I0-_8-81 EH D.B. HARMON
S/N 0018 CALIBRATION REPORT #3
17782 STS-Z BACKUP FLIGHT SYSTEM SEQUENCE 10-28-81 EH J. DAVIDSON
REQUIREMENTS-LOGIC FLOW DIAGRAMS J. R. HARRIS
17783 EARTH RESOURCES RESEARCH DATA SYSTEMS PROJECT 11-04-81 SG
MANAGEMENT REPORT-PROGnAM RFVIEW PRESENTATION
TO LEVEL 1, INTERAGENCY COORDINATION COMMITTEE _
T17784 DEVELOPMENT OF A SURFACE ISOLATION ESTIMATION 11-Z8-81 SH P.A. DAVIS
TECHNIQUE SUITABLE FOR APPLICATION OF POLAR L. M. PENN '
ORBITING SATELLITE DATA
17788 SEMIAUTOMATED PROCEDURE FOR PRODUCING 11-28-81 SH E.R. MAGNESS .i




(TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S )
17788 AGRICULTURE AND RESOURCES INVENTORY SURVEYS 1Z-28-81 SH J.D. ERICKSON
THROUGH AEROSPACE REMOTE SENSING
17792 SEMIANNUAL PROJECT MANAGEMENTREPORT PROGRAM 11-03-81 SH
REVIEW PRESENTATION OT LEVEL 1. INTERAGENCY
COORDINATION COMMITTEE
17793 WHEAT STRESS INDICATOR MODEL-EARLY WARNING 11-28-81 SH R.F. HANSEN
DATA BASE INTERFACE DRIVER USER'S MANUAL
17794 WINTER KILL INDICATOR MODEL-EARLY WARNING 11-28-81 SH R.F. HANSEN
DATA BASE INTERFACE DRIVER USER'S MANUAL
17795 TWO-LAYER SOIL MOISTURE MODEL-EARLY WARNING 11-28-81 SH R.F. HANSEN
DATA BASE INTERFACE DRIVER USER'S MANUAL
17796 PLAN FOR ANALYSIS OF THE COLBY AGRICULTURAL 01-Z8-82 SH S. DAVIDSON
SOIL MOISTURE EXPERIMENT-REMOTE SENSING
DATA FOR NEAR-SURFACE SOIL MOISTURE PREDICTION
17797 A METEOROLOGICALLY DRIVEN GRAIN SORGHUM 11-28-81 SH F.W. RAVET
STRESS INDICATOR MODEL T.W. TAYLOR
17798 AGRISTARS ANNUAL REPORT-ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF SH
THE NASA JOHNSON SPACE CENTER PORTION OF THE
SOIL MOISTURE PROJECT IN FY1981
17799 AGRISTARS-DOMESTIC CROPS AND LAND COVER SH
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR FISCAL
YEARS 1982 AND 1983 FY1981
17800 AGRISTARS-EARLY WARNING aND CROP CONDITION SH
ASSESSMENT PROJECT I_'' _.,IATION PLAN FOR
FISCAL YEAKS 1982 " _83
17801 EVALUATION OF _HE DORAISWAMY-THOMPSON WINTER 11-28-82 SH F.W. RAVET
WHEAT CROP CALENDAR MODEL INCORPORATING A D. S_IKA
MODIFIED SPRING RESTART SEQUENCE T, W, TAYLOR
176D? AGRISTARS-SOIL MOISTURE PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION SH
PLAN FOR FISCAL YEARS 1982 AND 1983
17803 ]WC-CHANNFL METSAT TO UNIVERSAL FORMAT 12-28-81 SH S.H. ELLIS
CONVERSION PROGRAM USER'S GUIDE
17804 AGRISTARS EARLY WA_HI_,G _ND CROP CONDITION 04-Z8-82 SII W.E. RYLAND
ASSESSMENT PROGRAM-kAWPLT USEK'S GUIDE,
PLOTTING OF LANDSAT, SUN-ANGLE, AND ATMOS-
PHERIC CORRECIED DATA VERSUS ACQUISITION DATE
17805 AGRISTARS EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION 03-28-83 SC W.E. RYLAND
ASSESSMENT PROGRAM-IJMAP USER'S GUIDE
17806 EVALUATION OF THE PROCEDURE 1A COMPONENTOF 12-11-81 SH J.G. CARNES
THE 1980 U.S./CANADA WHEAT AND BARLEY G.M. CHAPMAN
EXPLORATORY EXPERIMENT
17808 AGRISTARS-YIELD MODEL DEVELOPMENT GRIDDED SH
METEOROLOGICAL DATA EXTRACTION SYSTEM
USER'S GUIDE
17809 A REVIEW OF REMOTE SENSING AND GRASSLANDS 02-28-82 SH M. C. KINSLER
LITERATURE G. TAPPAN
17810 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR GTPURE 01-ZB-SZ SH M. A. TOMPKINS t
D. E. WELTER
17813 USER'S GUIDE TO THE CS2 AUTOMATEDCORN/SOYBEAN 01-ZB-BZ SH G. L. GUTSCHEWSKI
LABELING PROCEDURE G. L. KRAUS
340
1990007273-342
. m . -
TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) ;
17814 AGRISTARS INVENTORY TECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENT 03-28-82 SH T. C. BAKER
GENERAL MULTIYEAR AGGREGATION TECHNOLOGY,
METHODOLOGY, AND SOFTWAREDOCUMENTATION
17816 EVALUATION OF THE U.S./CANADA WHEAT AND BARLEY 12-28-81 SH J. G. CARNES
EXPLORATORY EXPERIMENT SHAKEDOWNTEST ANALYSIS
LABELING RESULTS
17818 AGRISTARS EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION 02-28-82 SH D. E. ESCOBAR
ASSESSMENT-REFLECTANCE MEASUREMENTSOF COTTON H. W. GAUSMAN
LEAF SENESCENCE ALTERED BY MEPIOUAT CHLORIDE R. R. RODRIGUEZ
17820 AGRISTARS SOIL MOISTURE - A COMPARISON OF SOIL 03-28-82 SH L. M. ARYA
MOISTURE CHARACTERISTICS PREDICTED BY THE S. A. DAVIDSON
ARYA-PARIS MODEL WITH LABORATORYMEASURED DATA J. C. RICHTER
17821 AGRISTARS EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION 03-28-82 SH J. L. AMERY-RYLAND
ASSESSMENT-PRELIMINARY STUDY FOR CORRELATION
OF METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE DATA WITH
LANDSAT DATA
17829 AGRISTARS DOMESTIC CROPS AND LAND COVER 08-28-82 SH M. L. AMIS
EVALUATION OF SMALL AREA CROP ESTIMATION M, V. MARTIN
TECHNIQUES USING LANDSAT AND GROUND-DERIVED W. G. MCQUIRE
DATA
17833 SHUTTLE CRYOGENIC OXYGEN PRSD CHECK VALVE TEST 12-10-81 EP D. R. SAUCIER
17835 STS-2 RMS AUTOMATIC TRAJECTORY SOFTWARE 12-28-81 FM B. BOURGEOIS
VERIFICATION (IN-81-FM-058)
17837 OSDS TEST REPORT-VISUAL ACCESS TO SPACELAB-2, 10-28-81 EW J. W. BROWN
PDP/REM INTERFACES
17839 INTEGRATED EXPERIMENTS REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT 02-18-82 SA
FORMAT
17841 UNIFIED DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 03-L_-82 EM E.V. BROWN
USER'S GUIDE C.C. DE VALCOURT
17844 PROJECT MISSION OFFICE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 11-20-84 FM
PLAN (REV. A)
17845 AN ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS OF GLIDING FLIGHT 12-28-81 FM C.A. GRAVES
(IN-81-FM-OBO)
17846 DETAILED REQUIREMENT DOCUMENT FOR THE BOND 12-28-81 FD L. P. HILEMAN
ROOM INVENTORY MANAGEMENTSYSTEMS R, A, PHILPOT
17847 SlS-5 CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILE (IN-81-FM-081) 01-28-82 FM D. LOSTAK
17849 CONTRACTOR CALIBRATION PROCEDURE FOR GFE 12-02-81 ND L.J. WYNN
STANDARD FIRING UNIT MODEL C72-0833 .
17850 CONTRACTOR CALIBRATION PROCEDURE FOR GEE 12-08-81 EP L. J. WYNN
INITIATOR RESISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT
MO_ L C72-110g
17851 STS-3 CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL-EETV 11-30-81 CH K.P. DEICH
17852 STS-8 CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILE, TDRS-A/IUS 01-28-82 FM
(IN-81-FM-O82)
17853 STS-3 MISSION SAFETY ASSESSMENT, VOLUME 1- 03-01-82 NA
ACCEPTED RISK SUMMARY
1785__7 MISSION CONTROL CENTER AUTOMATIC DATA 04-22-87 FS
PROCESSING SECURITY PLAN (REV. D)
17858 STANDARD FLIGHT CREW EQUIPMErIT LIST FOR STS 06-18-82 PA
OPERATIONS (REV. A) 'j
_ _'glF_*''""-_ _: _ _ _"_ _ "__ r , ,
1990007273-343
i
T_TLE DATE OPR AUTHQR(_ ) ,
17858 AVIONICS TEST BED DEVELOPMENT PLAN WITH 12-28-81 EA L.H. HARRIS
SUPPLEMENT J.M. PARKS
17880 HAL/S PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE-VERSION IR-83-5 12-28-81
17861 EXTRAVEHICULAR COMMUNICATORTEST SYSTEM 02-_8-82 EE D. J. TOHARO
OPERATIONS MANUAL
17862 PAYLOAD ASSIST MODULE-D (PAM-D) FLIGHT 08-16-82 CH B. A. SCHWARTZ
PROCEDURES HANDBOOK
17885 LI/BCX AA CELL (P/N 3B39) QUALIFICATION 05-19-82 EP M. G. DOWNEY
TESTING
17867 UNIFIED DATA BASE MANAGEMENTSYSTEM 03-28-82 EA J.L. ALLISON
PROGRAMMERR_,L,cN_E MANUAL E.V. BROWN
N. MASSON-ZADEH
17868 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM-SHUTTLE ENGINEERING 12-10-81 NA
SIMULATOR CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENTPLAN
17869 STS-3 POST-INSERTION, SECTIONS 1-2 02-17-82 CH
17870 STS-3 DEORBIT PREPARATION, SECTIONS 3-12 02-12-82 CH (
17871 0V-102 CONTINGENCY DEORBIT PREPARATION, 06-28-85 DH E. D. EVANS
ALL VEHICLES, BASIC (REV. C)
17873 JSC SECURE CREW ACTIVITY PLANNING SYSTEM 01-28-82 CH C. R. MCCLAIN
OPERATIONS AND PROCEDURES DOCUMENT
17874 STS-3 ENTRY CHECKLIST 12-31-81 CH
17875 J[S-3 ASCENT CHECKLIST 01-11-82 CH
17876 USER'S GUIDE FOR PERFORMANCEMANAGEMENT 12-28-81 D. ERB
SYSTEM OF THE SOFTWAREPRODUCTION FACILITY S. PRESTON
17877 COMPUTER SYSTEMS PLAN-CENTRAL FACILITY 12-28-81 J. S. BROWN
COMPLEX F.T. CRUCIAN
17878 STS-4 FLIGHT DATA FILE CREW ACTIVITY PLAN 05-14-82 FM
17879 STS-5 CREW ACTIVITY PLAN 08-30-82 CH H.J. PIERCE
17880 EFFECTS OF HIGHER-ORDER GEOPOTENTIAL TERMS 01-28-82 FM P.M. RENNERT I
ON GEOSYNCHRONOUSLIBRATION POINTS
(IN-el-FM-Oe3)
17881 SHUTTLE PAYLOAD INTEGRATION AND CARGO 12-08-81 EM B.E. ENDSLEY
EVALUATION PROGRAMDOCUMENTATION
17883 APU WATER VALVE CORROSION TEST 06-10-82 EP R. C. GOFORTH
17887 TDRS-A JOINT OPERATIONS INTERFACE PROCEDURES 01-04-83 CH P. D. MALEY
17888 PROPULSION AND POWER DIVISION THERMOCHEMICAL 01-04-82 EP
TEST AREA SAFETY REVIEW REPORT
17889 STRUCTURAL AND AERODYNAMIC PRESSURE AND 01_15-_2 ES
AEROTHERMODYNAMICSAND THERMAL PROTECTION
SYSTEM MEASUREMENT LOCATIONS |
17893 CLASSIFIED DATA PREPARATION AREA-ADP 12-28-85 JM
SECURITY PLAN (REV. I)
17895 A PROPOSED PROGRAMSTRUCTUF:E FOR SOLUTION OF 01-28-82 R.W. ZEARS





OOC. W TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _ ;
17898 JSC CONTROLLED MODE FACILITIES CONFIGURATION 03-26-84 JN
MANAGEMENTPLAN (REV. A)17807 PERFORMANCE BENCHMARKSFOR THE ACQUISITION 01-28-82 CH W. N. BAYS
OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS FOR NASA-JSC'S CENTRAL W. P. KINCY, JR.
COMPUTING FACILITY
17898 CENTRAL COMPUTING FACILITY ELAPSED SYSTEM 01-28-82 F. T. CRUCIAN
TIME STUnY
17900 JSC CONTROLL. MODE SECURITY PLAN (REV. A) 06-30-83 W.A. LARSEN
17902 STS-5 DETAILED TEST AND SUPPLEMENTARY 02-10-82 LA
OBJECTIVE DOCUME&FS
17903 COSMIC DUST CATALOG-PARTICLES FROM COLLECTION O_-2B-B2 SN U.S. CLANTON
FLAG W7017 C.B. DARDANO
17904 SAFETY ANALYSIS REPuRT FOR OEX SYSTEM CONTROL 04-28-82 EN F.J. SCHMITT
MODULE (REV. A)
r
-179!4 EXTRAVEHICULAR COMMUNICATOR TEST SYSTEM 02-01-82 EE D.J. TOMARO
ACCEPTANCE TEST REPORT
I
17915 STS-5 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE, CYCLE 4 FM "
VOL. 1 - GROUND RULES AND CONSTRAINTS 07-28-82
VOL. 2 - PROFILE SUMMARY 08-28-82
17916 EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY/AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 02-28-82 EE D. J. TOMARO
TEST SYSTEM OPERATIONS M_NUAL
17917 EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY/AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 02-28-82 EE D. J. TOWARD
TEST SYSTEM ACCEPTANCE TEST REPORT
17921 QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN FOR THE LARGE FORMAT 10-28-82 EN W. S. PITTMAN
CAMERA PAYLOAD INTEGRATION ENGINEERING EFFORT
17924 HEAT SHRINK MATERIAL EVALUATION 05-14-82 EP J. M. SERIALE
17925 SHUTTLE H2 PRSD SYSTEMS TEST 02-18-82 EP
17927 ASCENT/ENTRY ATTITUDE PROCESSOR PERFORMANCE 02-28-B2 FM D. M. MCCULLOCH
DURING IMU DILEMMA (IN-82-FM-O03)
17929 JSC SECURE CREW ACTIVITY PLANNING SYSTEM- 01-28-82 CH M. C. HENDERSON
SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION CONTROL DOCUMENT
17931 RCS TANK BUBBLE DETECTION TEST 04-13-82 EP M. G. DOWNEY
11933 TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE TWO-BODY PROBLEM TO 03-28-82 FM V. R. BOND
HARMONIC OSCILLATORS (IN-82-FM-O08) V. SZEBEHELY
17034 BUILDING 5 AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING 08-15-84 FE D. PAYNE
SECURITY PLAN (REV. B)
4
17936 LIGHT LINK TEST BED TEST PLAN 02-28-82 T. E. ALLEN
17937 ORBITER ACOUSTIC FATIGUE TESTING SPECIMEN 04-28-82 ES J. D. JOHNSON
AFA-II AFT FUSELAGE S%DEWALL, VOLUME 1- _
SUMMARY
17938 1982 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYZER SYSTEM 01-20-B2 ES R. A. VOGT
OVERVIEW
17939 DESCRIPTION OF THE LRBET2 PROGRAMWITH 04-28-82 FN W.M. LEAR
SUPPLEMENT (IN-BZ-FM-007) _'
t
17941 STS-3 LOW-SPEED GROUNDNAVIGATION CONSOLE 03-28-82 FM J. WEAVER
PROCEDURES (IN-82-FM-OO8)





_ DOC. m T_TL_ DATE QPR AUTHOR(S) :
1 17943 COAS ALINEMENT E_ROR ANALYSIS (IN-BZ-FM-010) 02-28-BZ FM R.W. CORSOK rt
, 17944 ORBIT IMU ALINEMENT POST-FLIGHT ANALYSIS, 02"Z8-82 FM R.W. CORSON .:
_i PART 1 (IN-BZ-FM-O09) ,,
17948 CATALOG OF FORMS FOR CLASSIFIED DATA 06-28-85 FD W.T. SMOTHERS
: PROCESSING (REV. C)
k
i 179S1 SHUTTLE UPLINK TEXT AND GRA#HICS SCANNER 09-Z8-86 EE L.E. HALLEY
._,_ SYSTEM MANUAL (REV. A) ',:. G. PATTERSON
e P. R, WHEAT
_, 17952 ORBITER CRASH AND RESCUE INFORMATION 03-Z8-82 WC
i
' 17955 COMPUTER PROGRAMDOCI._MENTATION-STS PLOTTING 02-28-82 ES
PROGRAMUSER'S GUIDE
17956 RNET NET MODEL L. A. SPAETH
',._ 17957 FINAL REPORT FOR HIGH ALTITUDE RCS ENGINE TEST 02-11-82 EP C. W. HOHMANN
17959 STS-Z ORBITER MISSION REPORT OZ-Z8-82 WA :
17960 STS-3 PRE-FLIGHT ASCENT PERFORMANCEEVALUATION 03-28-82 EX I. O. AUSTIN l,
FOR A MARCH LAUNCH W. I. RICHARDS
17970 SHUTTLE STUDENT INVOLVEMENT PROJECT EXPERIMENT 03-Z8-82 EW
INTEGRATION PLAN
; 17977 SHUTTLE STUDENT INVOLVEMENT PROJECT EXPERIMENT 03-28-82 EW
INTEGRATION PLAN-INSECT IN-FLIGHT MOTION STUDY
17g78 SHUTTLE STUDENT INVOLVEMENT PROJECT EXPERIMENT 04-27-82 EW f
_ INTEGRATION PLAN-THE EFFECT OF EXERCISE. DIET.
AND ZERO-GRAVITY GN LIPOPROTEIN PROFILES
17979 SHUTTLE STUDENT INVOLVEMENT PROJECT EXPERIMENT 04-27-82 EW
INTEGRATION PLAN-THE EFFECT OF PROLONGED SPACE
TRAVEL ON LEVELS OF TRIVALENT CHROMIUM IN THE
BODY
17980 SHUTTLE STUDENT INTEGRATION PROJECT EXPERIMENT 07-27-82 EW M. ISSEL
INTEGRATION PLAN - THE FORMATION OF CRYSTALS
IN A WEIGHTLESS ENVIRUNMENT
17981 SHUTTLE STUDENT INVOLVEMENT PROJECT EXPERIMENT 09-25-82 EN
INTEGRATION PLAN - CONVECTION IN ZERO GRAVITY
_7982 SHUTTLE STUDENT INVOLVEMENT PROJECT-EXPERIMENT 08-11-82 EN
INTEGRATION PLAN - THE GROWTHOF PORIFERA IN
ZERO GRAVITY i
17983 SHUTTLE STUDENT INVOLVEMENT PkOJECT EXPERIMENT 10oZ1-82 EN
INTEGRATION PLAN - BIOFEEDBACK MEDIATED BEHAV- }
IORAL TRAINING IN PHYSIOLOGIC SELF-REGULATION j
APPLICATION IN NEAR ZERO-G ENVIRONMENT
17985 SHUTTLE _TUDENT INVOLVEMENT PROJECT EXPERIMENT 01-11-83 EN
INTEGRATION PLAN-THE EFFECT OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
ON ARTHRITIS iJ 17987 SHUTTLE _rLIOENT INVOLVEMENT PROJECT INTfGRATION 07-06-83 EN, PLAN - THE PURIFICATION AND GROWTHOF A SINGLE
GALLIUM CRYSTAL BY THE FLOAT ZONE TECHNIQUE IN •
A ZERO GRAVITY ENVIRONMENT
18150 STS-3 RANGE SAFETY ANALYSIS. CYCLE ? 0Z-ZB-BZ FM R. M. BLACKSTOCK
(IN-BZ-FM-016) R. H. SEAL[ t






DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
18162 SMS/GNSFY82 COMPUTERSYSTEMPLAN, VOLUME2- 05-28-82 FD P. J. GREGOR
FORECASTS,ISSUES, ANDALTERNATIVES L. W. MORGAN
W.B. WOOD
18165 SHUTTLE AVIONICS INTEGRATION LABORATORY 02-28-82 EF W. P. MCDONALD
DYNAMIC SIMULATION MATH MODEL REQUIRE-
MENTS, VOLUME t-SENSORS AND NAVAIDS
18168 SAIL DYNAMIC SIMULATION MATH MODEL 02-26-82 EF W. P. MCDONALD
REQUIREMENTS, VOLUME 2-ENVIRONMENT
18167 SAIL DYNAMIC SIMULATION MATH MODEL 02-28-82 EF W.P. MCDONALD
REQUIREMENTS, VOLUME 3-DYNAMICS
18168 SAIL DYNAMIC SIMULATION MATH MODEL 02-28-82 Eh W. P. MCDONALD
REQUIREMENTS, VOLUME 4-RMS/PAYLOADS
18170 ANTARCTIC METEORITE DESCRIPTIONS, 1980 02-28-82 SN C. M. SCHWARZ
R. SCORE
18173 STS-B OPERATIONALFLIGHT PROFILE, VOLUME1- 04-28-82 FM
GROUNDRULESANDCONSTRAINTS,CYCLE 1,
LEVEL A
18174 STS-2 LOW-SPEEDGROUNDNAVIGATIONCONSOLE 03-28-82 FM J. S. FRENCH
MISSION REPORT (IN-82-FM-018) J. K. WEAVER
18176 STS-9 CREW ACTIVITY PLAN, SPACELAB-I (REV. B) 11-10-83 CH G.L. SHINKLE
18177 STS-8 CREW ACTIVITY PLAN, CYCLE 3 TRAJECTORY 03-25-83 CH B.E. FERGUSON
UPDATE
18178 STS-4 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE, VOLUME 1- 03-28-82 FM
GROUND RULES AND CONSTRAINTS, CYCLE 2,
LEVEL A
18180 HURRICANE/SEVEREWEATHER PLAN-PLANT 06-28-87 Jj J.E. POUZAR
ENGINEERING DIVISION OPECATING PLAN
18181 STS-B PAYLOAD DEPLOY CHECKLIST, IUS/TDRS-A 01-05-83 CH D.W. LEWIS
(REV. A)
I8184 SPACELAB-4 PAYLOAD SAFETY AND MATERIALS 06-0i-83 SM B. DICKEY
IMPLEMENTATIONPLAN (REV. A)
181B6 SPACELAB LIFE SCIENCES I GROUND INTEGRATION 02-28-85 EX J.B. WALTERS
REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
_8188 STS-3 MISSION COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS RF EE J.A. PORTER
COVERAGE AND PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS J.S. GIBSON
VOL. 1-ASCENT n3-12-82
VOL. 2-DESCENT 03-15-82 .-
18197 STAR-CF-OPPORTUNITYTRACKINGPERFORMANCESTUDY 03-28-82 FM T.J. BLUCKER
(IN-8?-FM-021) R.W. CORSON
18198 STS-4 PAYLOADSYSTEMSDATAANDMALFUNCTION 04-28-82 CH J.E. HOOVER
PROCEDURES, BASIC
18199 AN INTERIM REPORTONA STUDYOF DISK USAGE 03-28-82 FM A. HAJARE
IN THE SHUTTLEMISSION SIMULATORCOMPUTER
COMPLEX
18200 QUALITY ASSURANCE DIVISION-INSPECTION,TEST, 03-28-82 ND D.K. NETZBAND
AND PRECISION MEASURING EQUIPMENT REVIEW AND
MAINTENANCE PLAN




DOC. # TITLE DATE n
.P,, AUThOH(S)
18202 PAYLOAD TEST SYSTEM OPERATIONS MANUAL 04-28-82 EE D.O. TAMARO
18203 PAYLOAD TEST SYSTEM ACCEPTANCE TEST REPORT 04-28-82 EE D.J. TAMARO
18206 SHUTTLE DATA INTEGRATION PLAN
VOL. I - PROCEDURES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 09-28-84 FR
(REV. C)
VOL. 2 - MAST SOURCE PRODUCTS AND END ITEM
SCHEDULES (REV. E) 04-02-84 LD
VOL. 3 - MAST II/STAR DELIVERABLE 07-28-87 FR
PRODUCTS (REV. E)
VOL. 4 - MAST CLASSIFIED DATA HANDLING
GROUND RULES (REV. C) 0g-28-84 LA
18207 STS-7 CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILE (IN-82-FM-022) 04-28-82 FM D. D. DEATKINE
18208 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM ACCEPTANCE DATA PACKAGE 03-31-81 ED
18210 A NONCANONICALANALYTIC SOLUTION TO THE J2 06-28-82 FM D.K. JEZEWSKI
PERTURBED TWO-BODY PROBLEM (IN-82-FM-023)
18211 PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION USER'S GUIDE FOR WORD- 04-28-85 ES" J. E. COLOVIN
ADDRESSABLE STS FLIGHT DATA FILE READ ROUTINES
18213 0V-099 D&C PROCEDURAL NOMENCLATUREPANEL 01-27-84 DH D. M. WATSON
CONFIGURATION (MULTIPLE FLIGHT SUPPLEMENTS)
18214 AN ANALYTIC SOLUTION FOR THE J2 PERTURBED 04-28-82 FM D. J. JEZEWSKI
EQUATORIAL ORBIT (IN-82-FM-024)
18219 SHUTTLE OPERATIONS AND PLANNING CENTER 03-28-82 FM R. L. BERRY
FLIGHT PLANNING ELEMENT SYSTEM CONFIG-
URATION DEFINITION PLAN
18220 CONFIGURATION OF THE TEST DATA OF HARDWARE 01-28-84 FD L.W. STAMMERJOHN
MONITOR IN SUPPORT OF THE SOFTWARE PRODUCTION
FACILITY (REV. I)
18221 COSMIC DUST CATALOG. PARTICLES FROM 04-28-82 SN U.S. CLANTON
COLLECTION FLAG W702g C.B. DARDANO
18222 PROCEDURE FOR SPRAY APPLICATION OF THIN 07-28-82 EH S. GAUDIANO
(I-7 MILS) RTV SILICONE CONFORMAL COATINGS
FOR ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLIES
18225 AGRISTARS EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION 04-28-82 SH K.R. DEAN
ASSESSMENT-FLOODDP_AGE ASSESSMENT K.S. MCINTYRE
PROCESSOR USER'S MANUAL
18238 AGRISTARS EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION 05-28-82 SH D.J. VALENZIANO
ASSESSMENT-METSAT5 PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION
18243 AGRISTARS EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION 05-28-82 SH T.I. GRAY
ASSESSMENT-ADVANCEDVEkY HIGH RESOLUTION N.C. HORVATH C
RADIOMETER DATA EVALUATION FOR USE D.G. MCCRARY
IN MONITORING VEGETATION. VOLUME I.
CHANNELS I AND 2
18244 AGRISTARS INVENTORY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT- 02-28-82 SH P.M. BROWN
SOFTWARE FOR THE GROUPED OPTIMAL AGGREGATION G.W. SHAW
TECHNIQUE
18246 AGRISTARS EARLY WARNING AND CROP ASSESSMENT- 06-28-82 SH K. R. DEAN
COMPUTER PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION FOR THE FLOOD K. S. MCINTYRE
DAMAGE ASSESSMENT PRbCESSORS
18249 DATA BASE CONFIGURATION tIANAGEMENTGUIDELINES 05-28-82 SH J. H. KNESEK
18250 INVENTORY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 12-13-82 SH J. H. KNESEK
18251 AGRISTARS INVENTORY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOP_,ENT- 05-28-83 SH E1 W. MARTIN l _





DOC.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S} ( /:
18252 METSAT IMAGE RECTIFICATION PROGRAM 05-.Z8-82 SH D.J. VALENZlANO
USER'S GUIDE
18254 INFLUENCEOF ENVIRONMENTALFACTORSDURINGSEED 06-28-82 SK Ao J. CHIA :
DEVELOPMENTANDAFTER FULL-RIPENESSON PRE- W. A. GOLDSTEIN
HARVESTSPROUTINGIN WHEAT- EARLYWARNINGAND M. G. HAGEMANN
CROPCONDITIONASSESSMENT H. MURRAY
18255 ESTIMATINGTOTAL STANDINGHERBACEOUSBIOMASS 08-28-82 SK J, H. EVERITT
PRODUCTIONWITH LANDSATMSSDIGITAL DATA-EARLY A. J. RICHARDSON
WARNINGAND CROPCONDITIONASSESSMENT C. L. WIEGAND
18256 CROPWEATHERMODELSOF BARLEYACIDSPRING WHEAT 06-28-85 SK S. LEDUC
." YIELD FOR AGROPHYSICAL UNITS IN NORTH DAKOTA °
YIELD MODEL DEVELOPMENT
18257. DEVELOPMENT OF A CORN AND SOYBEAN LABELING 06-28-82 SH E. R. MAGNESS
PROCEDURE FOR USE WITH PROFILE PARAMETER
CLASSIFICATION
18258 WINTER WHEAT STAND DENSITY DETERMINATION AND 08-28-82 SK J.K. AASE
YIELD ESTIMATES FROM HANDHELD AND AIRBORNE J. P. MILLARD
SCANNERS - EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION F. H. SIDDOWAY
ASSESSMENT I
18259 OPTICAL PARAMETERS OF LEAVES OF SEVEN WEED 06-28-82 SK H.W. GAUSMAN
SPECIES-EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION R.M. MENGES
ASSESSMENT A.J. RICHARDSON
H. WALTERS
18262 AGRISTARS EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION 07-28-82 SH B.A. RENFRq
ASSESSMENT-SMDATAUSER'S GUIDE, PLOTTING OF
SOIL MOISTURES FOR SURFACE, SUBSURFACE
18263 AGRISTARS INVENTORY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT- 08-28-82 SH G.W. MINK
DESCRIPTION OF CAESAR SSG3B/C, A MACHINE- R. R. MOHLER
BASED PROPORTION ESTIMATION PROCEDURE W. F. PALMER
18264 DEVELOPMENT OF THEMATIC MAPPER VEGETATIVE 08-28-82 SG B.L. BLAD
INDICES FOR ASSESSING BIOMASS IN CORN, B. R. GARDNER
SOYBEANS, AND WHEAT K.E. HENDERSON
D. R. THOMPSON
18265 AGRISTARS EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION 07-28-82 SH K.S. MCINTYRE
ASSESSMENT-COMPUTERPROGRAM DOCUMENTATION T. G. MILLER
FOR THE PASTURE/RANGE CONDITION ASSESSMENT p
PROCESSOR
18266 PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR FY83 09-15-82 SG F.G. HALL
18267 METSATTO UNIVERSAL FORMATUSER'S GUIDE 09-28-82 SH M. V. MARTIN ;
18268 AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH SERVICE RESEARCH 09-28-82 SK J.C. RITCHIE ,
HIGHLIGHTS IN REMOTE SENSING FOR CYB1-EARLY
WARNING AND CROP CONDITION ASSESSMENT
18269 SMDATAPROGRAMDOCUMENTATION 09-28-82 SH B. A. RENFRO
18270 PROJECTIMPLEMENTATIONPLAN FORFY83 09-15-82 SH J. D. ERICKSON _
18271 AGRISTARS EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION 09-28-82 SH D. J. VALENZIANO ,
ASSESSMENT-CROPCONDITION QUERY SOFTWARE _
DOCUMENTATION
e
18272 CROPWEATHERMODELSOF CORNAND SOYBEANSFOR 09-28-82 SK S. LEDUC
AGROPHYSICAL UNITS IN IOWA USINGMONTHLY N%
METEOROLOGICAL PREDICTORS-YIELDMODEL
DEVELOPMENT




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S ) r
18274 STS-2 ORBIT IMU ALINEMENT POST-FLIGHT ANALYSIS 04-28-82 FM R.W. CORSON
(IN-B2-FM-O25)
18275 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE GENERALIZED PLOT PROCESSOR 06-28-82 FM D.M. BRALEY
(IN-82-FM-026)
18276 STS-4 PHOTO/TV CHECKLIST 06-01-82 CG T. BOGART
F. RAMOS
18277 SOPC POST-MISSION DATA PROCESSING ELEMENT 04-19-82 FD A. W. HAMBLETON
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION DEFINITION _ANAGE-
MENT PLAN
18279 SHUTTLE ENGINEERING SIMULATOR ON-ORBIT 08-28-84 EH E. M. BAINS
VALIDATION PLAN (REV. 1) W. T. MILLER
G. H. SPECHT
J. A. TERMINI
18280 EQUATIONS FOR 'TONOMOUSORBIT CALCULATIONS 06-28-82 FM V.R. BOND
(IN-82-FM-028) L.B. MEADERS
V. SZEBEHELY
18281 STS-4 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE 05-28-82 FM
VOL. 1 - GROUND RULES AND CONSTRAINTS,
CYCLE 5, LEVEL A
VOL. 2 - PROFILE SUMMARY, CYCLE 5
18282 ASCENT CHECKLIST-STS-9 FLIGHT SUPPLEMENT 08-12-83 DH R.L. WALSH
18283 0V-102 ASCENT CHECKLIST (REV. B) 08-12-83 CH P. E. COLLECTOR
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
18284 STS-4 POST-INSERTION, SECTIONS 1-2 05-26-82 CH 3. A. CARDENAS
18285 STS-4 DEORBIT PREP, SECTIONS 3-12 05-28-82 CH 3. P. PENN
18287 SIMULATION SYSTEMS CONFIGURATION GUIDE 06-27-86 FE J. E. SMITH
18289 STS-4 MISSION SAFETY ASSESSMENT 06-18-82 NS
VOL. 1 - ACCEPTED RISK SUMMARY
VOL. i_ - PREVIOUSLY BASELINED ACCEPTED RISKS
• VOL. 2 - PRELAUNCH AND ASCENT
VOL. 3 - ON-ORBIT
VOL. 4 - DESCENT AND LANDING
VOL. 5 - PAYLOADS
18292 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER REMOTE MANIPULATOR 07-28-82 MP
SYSTEM REVIEW PLAN FOR OPERATIONAL READINESS
REVIEW
18293 TRAJECTORY PROCESSOR LEVEL HANDBOOK-TRAINING 05-28-83 FS
AND CERTIFICATION COURSE
18294 STS-4 ENTRY CHECKLIST 05-19-82 CH
18296 TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF A TELEDYNE TABER MODEL 05-24-82 EP L. I. WIND
2204 PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
18298 ABORT MANEUVER EVALUATOR, OPS MCC LEVEL C 07-28-82 FM G. L. NORBRATEN
REQUIREMENTS (SUPERCEDES JSC 12701) R. H. SANDERS
(IN-82-FM-030)
18299 SHUTTLE STS-4 MISSION COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS EE J. S. GIBSON
RF COVERAGF AND PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS J. A. PORTER
VOL. 1 - ASCENT 05-30-82
VOL. 2 - DESCENT 06-15-82




DOC. # T.._ZTL_ DATE OPR _,UTHOR(S)
1
18301 END-ITEM SPECIFICATION FOR THE LARGE FORMAT 05-28-83 EN M. L. RICHARDSON
CAMERA PAYLOAD INTEGRATION ENGINEERING EFFORT J
18303 PERKIN-ELMER 8132 OPERATING SYSTEMS REVIEW 05-28-82 FD L. A. DIAS '
A. R. HAJARE
18308 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE SCHEDULE TRACKING AND 04-30-83 K. BURNS
REPORTING SYSTEM (REV. A)
18308 STS OPERATIONAL FLIGHT RULES ANNEXES 04-28-87 DA
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
18310 STS-9 SPACELAB-1 CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILE 06-28-82 FM
(IN-82-FM-031)
18311 STS-5 JOINT OPERATIONS INTERFACE PROCEDURES 11-01-82 CH M.W. HAWES
R. M. KELSO
18312 GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION SIMULATOR, LEVEL I, 04-27-82 FE
(dup. #) LEVEL B/C REQUIREMENTS
18312 LI/BCX AA CELL (P/N 3B39) QUALIFICATION 05-19-82 EP M.G. DOWNEY
(dup. #) TESTING
18313 RCS FLANGE FASTENER TEST 06-28-82 EP S. TSIAO ,
18314 STS-8 CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILE (IN-82-FM-032) 08-28-82 FM R. LEE
18315 STS-4 PHI-FLIGHT ASCENT PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 06-28-82 ET
FOR A JUNE LAUNCH
18316 ADDITION OF A NAMELIST CAPABILITY TO THE 05-19-82 EM S.J. DAMICO
VAX 11/780 USER'S GUIDE
18317 SHUTTLE DYNAMICS SIMULATOR PLANNING 02-28-85 EH W.P. WEBSTER
FORECAST
18318 SHUTTLE AVIONICS INTEGRATION LABORATORY 05-28-82 EM
(SAIL) ENTRY AERODYNAMICS SITE ACCEPTANCE r
TEST PLAN
18319 WCCU LITHIUM BATTERY QUALIFCATION TEST 08-20-82 EP N. M. FAGET
18321 AVIONICS SYSTEMS DIVISION-INTERNAL NOTE 05-28-82 EH T. D. BARRY
18322 JSC/REMOTE POCC JOINT OPERATIONS INTERFACE 07-27-84 DH J. P. THIMBLE
PROCEDURES (VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
18324 HIGH ENERGY DENSITY LITHIUM 9ATTERY TEST 12-00-82 EP D. B. TRAHAN
18325 THE APPLICABILITY OF LYAPUNOV CHARACTERISTIC 08-28-82 FM R. BROUCKE
NUMBERS IN THE STUDY OF THE STABILITY OF
SATELLITE ORBITS (IN-SZ-FM-033)
18326 CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR THE LARGE I0-28-82 EN L.K. REDMOND
FORMAT CAMERA PAYLOAD INTEGRATION ENGINEERING
EFFORT
18327 FRACTURE CONTROL GUIDELINES FOR STS PAYLOADS 08-10-82 ES S.V. GLORIOSO
18329 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM FLIGHT EVALUATION PLAN 08-28-82 WC M.A. COLLINS, JR.
R. A. COLONNA
t8330 RMS AUTOMATIC TRAJECTORY POST-FLIGHT SOFTWARE 09-28-82 FM B. BOURGEOIS
VERIFICATION (IN-B2-FM-034) (REV. I) F. R. SABIONSKI
18331 OV-102 OMS POD STRENGTH CAPABILITY FOR 05-28-82 ES H. C. KAVANAUGH '
HEAVYWEIGHT REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM





DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
18332 LEVEL A REQUIREMENTS SHUTTLE PALLET SATELLITE 03-12-82 FE
SIMULATION
18333 STS-7 CREW ACTIVITY PLAN 04-28-83 CH W. R. HOLMBERG
18334 STS-4 LOW-SPEED GROUND NAVIGATION CONTROL 06-28-82 FM J. WEAVER
PROCEDURES (IN-B2-FM-035)
18338 NASA STANDARD INITIATORS BRIDGEWIRE RESISTANCE 09-16-82 EP
INVESTIGATION
18337 MODULAR AUXILIARY DATA SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 08-28-82 EE J. W. HEGEMIER
MANUAL FOR ORBITER VEHICLES 099 AND 102
18338 INPUT REQUIREMENTS FOR OMPROX (REV. 5) 08-28-84 FM _. C. HUA
(IN-82-FM-037) W. H. MOORE
18339 STS-2 ASCENT AND DESCENT GROUND NAVIGATION 07-28-82 FM L. S. JACK
MISSION REPORT (IN-B2-FM-038) L. RABURN
18341 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS CONSOLE HANDBOOK DF
VOL. I - PROCEDURES AND OPERATING NOTES
(REV. A) 03-01-85 L. OSSORIO ,
VOL. 2 - SYSTEMS BRIEFS (REV. A) 02-07-86 M.B. SCHWARTZ '
VOL. 3 - SPACELAB PROCEDURESAND SYSTEMS 04-16-84 E.L. LOCKWOOD _:
BRIEFS
VOL. 4 - REAL TIME 08-22-87 M. B. SCHWARTZ
18342 MICROPROGRAMMEDBUS INTERFACE CONTROLLER 06-28-82 EM J W. AKERS
MULTIBUS DRIVERS USER'S GUIDE - AVIONICS
TEST BED DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING SYSTEM
18343 STS-5 PAYLOAD SYSTEMS DATA AND MALFUNCTION 0g-17-82 CH T.D. KEETON
PROCEDURES
18344 ASCENT DESIGN SYSTEM USER'S GUIDE 08-28-82 FM I.L. JOHNSON
(IN-B2-FM-041) (3 VOLUMES) S. TRAN
D. C. CHLOUBER
18345 STS-3 ORBIT IMU ALINEMENT POST-FLIGHT 06-28-82 FM R.W. COSON
ANALYSIS (IN-B2-FM-042)
18346 MISSION CONTROL CENTER STANDARD EQUIP- 08-28-82 FS
MENT CONFIGURe,;/ON GUIDE (REV. A)
18348 STS-3 ORBITER MISSION REPORT 08-28-82 LA _,
18350 STS-7 CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAl. - SPAS-01 12-21-82 DH E. R. RUBIO
18351 COMSEC SECURITY PROCEDURES. MISSION CONTROL 05-15-87 FS
CENTER AND SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR
18353 SOFTWARE PRODUCTION FACILITY OPERATIONAL 06-28-82 FR
READINESS rESTING
18354 GROUND INTEGRATION REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR EN W.H. JENNI_'_S
THE LARGE FORMAT CAMERA
VOL. 1 - LFC (REV. B) 03-15-84
VOL. 2 - INTEGRATION ENGINEERING EFFORT 0g-30-84
18355 STS-3 LOW-SPEED GROUND NAVIGATION CONSOLE 06-28-82 FM j
MISSION REPORT (IN-BZ-FM-043)
=
18356 TESDATA HARDWARE MONITOR PROCEDURES AND 01-28-84 FM L. W. STAMMERJOHN
REPORTS IN SUPPORT OF THE SOFTWARE PRO-
DUCTION FACILITY (REV. 1)





DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
18364 SHUTTLEMISSION SIMULATORCOMPUTERCOMPLEX 06-28-82 FM L.W. MORGAN !
EXTRACTPROGRAMDOCUMENTATION
18365 QUALITY ASSURANCEPLAN FORTHE PROPULSION 12-28-87 EP
AND POWER DIVISION (REV. B)
18366 OPERATIONAL INSTRUMENTATIONSPACE SHUTTLE 06-28-82 ES J.A. SMITH
ORBITER THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENT LOCATIONS
18368 SHUTTLE OPERATIONS LEVEL C NAVIGATION 09-28-82 FM :t
REQUIREMENTSON-ORBIT (SUPERCEDES JSC 14713)
(IN-82-FM-044)
18369 STS-5 CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - SBS/ANIK 10-15-82 CH S. G. VAN HORN
18372 STS-3 EPS POST-FLIGHTANALYSIS (IN-82-FM-045) 10-28-82 FM C. F. WELLS
18373 AC MOTOR VALVE ANOMALY INVESTIGATION TEST 09-15-82 CG D, L. WELLS [
18375 HIGH-SPEED GROUND NAVIGATION CONSOLE 11-28-82 FM
PROCEDURES, STS OPERATIONS (IN-B2-FM-046) I_
18376 CONVERGENCE SENSITIVITYOF KEPLER'S EQUATION 07-28-82 FM V. R. BOND
(IN-82-FM-047) H, C. FLINN
18377 SNEAK ANALYSIS APPLICATIONS GUIDELINE FOR 07-12-82 NS
NEW PROCUREMENTS
_r
18378 LITHIUM BCX AA CELL DIODE PROTECTION TEST 02-14-84 EP D. R, SAUCIER
=
18379 COMPUTER PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION-USER INFORMATION 07-08-82 EM J.C. HICKMAN
FOR THE MPAD POST-FLIGHT TRAJECTORY, TAPE PRINT
PROGRAM
18381 SHUTTLE TRAINING AIRCRAFT PARALLEL 11-01-82 CC
PROCESSOR FAMILIARIZATIONMANUAL
18382 0V-099 FLIGHT DATA FILE SYSTEMSMALFUNCTION 11-04-82 CF
PROCEDURES (SUPERCEDESJSC 17320) I
i
18383 STS-7 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE RMS 02-28-83 FM C.J. GOTT
CONFIGURATIONS AND AUTOSEQUENCE DATA D.J. HOMAN
(IN-83-FM-O04) M.L. WILLIAMSON I
i16384 STS-5 ENTRY CHECKLIST 10-04-82 CH W.M. ANDERSONC. F, DEITERICH
G. C. HITE
18385 STS-6 POST-INSERTION 07-30-_2 CH J, A. CARDENAS e
18386 STS-5 DEORBIT PREP 09-20-82 CH J.P. PENN "
18387 STS-5 PHOTO/TV CHECKLIST 10-14-82 CG T. BOGART
J, M. BREMER
D. R, BROOKS
18389 FORWARD SHUTTLE/EXTERNALTANK ATTACHMENT 02-15-83 EP L R RHODES
SYSTEM
18391 A REVIEW OF ASTRODYNAMICALCONSTANTS AND THE 08-28-82 FM R, L. SARTAIN
NEW IAU AND USNO RECOMMENDEDVALUES
(IN-B2-FM-049)
18392 INERTIAL UPPER STAGE FLIGHT PROCEDURES 03-28-65 DH F. F, REYNOLDS
HANDBOOK (REV, A) L
18395 PIP/ADSF (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 08-28-85







DOC.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) ,
18397 PIP/IEF (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 00-25-87 .j
18400 PIP/SPACELAB-4 (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 11-07-85 LA ')
18401 PIP/INTELSAT VI (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 09-30-86
18402 PIP/UNISAT 12-20-83
18403 PIP/RADIATION MONITORINGEOUIPMENT 06-01-83
18404 PIP/UARS 01-]1-88
1840._.__..55 PIP/MORELOS(REV. A) (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 01-07-86
18406 PIP/SFMD 07-13-83 LA
18407 PIP/IRT (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 12-15-83 LA
18408 PIP/IOCM 07-06-83 LA
(dup. #)
18408 STS 61-B OPERATIONALFLIGHT RULESANNEX, FINAL 10-30°85 DA C. GRUBY
(dup. #) i.
18409 PIP/WESTAR (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 05-23-86
18410 PIP/ROSAT (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 08-06-87
18411 PIP/TSS (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 03-13-87
18412 PIP/STC-DBS (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 05-28-86
¢
18413 PIP/PAM DELTA-2 (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 11-01-85
18414 PIP/ASC (REV. A) (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 12-09-85
18415 PIP/ITALSAT 09-25-84
18416 PIP/ISAL 06-20-83 LA
18417 PIP/ORS (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 09-13-84
18420 PIP/AMRAD 01-04-84
18421 PIP/CINEMA 360 (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 04-03-84
l
18422 PIP/ICAT 07-19-83 LA |
18423 PIP/TOS (RFV. A) (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 11-20-86
a
18424 PIP/IMAX (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 10-12-84
1842.__..55 PIP/ORBITER COMMANDAND DATAANNEXMATERIALS 08-05-85 LH _
SCIENCE LAB-2 (REV.A) (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) [
18426 PIP/IRIS-LAGEOS II 04-28-87 TB R. IBBA
R. H. KOHRS _
G. W. OUSLEY
18427 PIP/RADARSAT 12-15-85 (
18428 PIP/GALAXY KU 12-21-83
!18429 PIP-SPARX 1 06-28-84 LH
18432 PIP/LEASECRAFT 09-12-84 '




DOC. # TITLE DATE OP._..RRAUTHOR(S)
18435 PIP/CRRES (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 07-14-87
18436 EXPERIMENTAL ASSEMBLY OF STRUCTURES WITH EVA/ 11-2Z-85
ASSEMBLY CONCEPT FOR CONSTRUCTION FOR ERECTABLE
SPACE STRUCTURE (MULTIPLE ANNEXES)
18437 PIP/RCA-DBS 03-28-84
1843b PIP/CLOUDS (REV. A) 07-2f-85 LH
18440 PIP/USSB 02-22-84
18441 °IP/ORBITER COMMANDAND DATA, CENTAUR 03-31-85 T, W. EGGLESTON
SIMULATOR CITE TEST, ANNEX 4 ,
18442 PIP/SPOC (REPLACED BY HITCHHIKER G-l)
(dup. #)
10442 PIP/HITCHHIKER G-1 (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 12-30-85(dup. #)
18443 PIP/HS 378 RETRIEVAL MISSION 09-13-84 |
(MULTIPLE ANNEXES)
18444 FLIGHT OPERATIONS SUPPORT, FRENCH ECHOCARDI- 08-05-85
OGRAPH EXPERIMENT (MULTIPLE ANNEXES)
18445 PIP/TLD 08-01-84
18446 PIP/EOM (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 05-30-86
18447 PIP/SHEAL (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 03-31-86 (
18448 PIP/AFE 04-01-85
18449 PIP/RAINBOW 04-25-84 'i
18451 PIP/AURORAL PHOTOGRAPHYEXPERIMENT 08-31-84 O.M. REECE
18452 PIP/SEMS 02-04-85
18453 PIP/HUGHES SATELLITE 370 GENERIC, ANNEX 3 10-30-84
18454 PIP/SHARE (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 10-07-87
18455 PIP/ISTP-GEOT_IL 03-17-87
18456 PIP/CANEX (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 10-09-84
c
18457 PIP/ORBITER COMMANDAND DATA, ANNE, 4 10-31-84 T. W. EGGLESTON "J
J
18458 PIP/LEASECRAFT-EOS 05-25-84 _
18459 PIP/SCOTS 01-11-85 _
18461 PIP/OCEANS 10-31-84 J.M. REECE
18465 PIP/DMOS (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 11-07-85 )_
18466 PIP/FLIGHT PLANNING FOR SPACELAB, ANNEX 2 11-12-87(SEE JSC 21000) (REV. A)
18467 PIP/DELTA TRANSFER STAGE 01-31-86
18468 PIP/MISSION INTEGRATION CONTROL BOARD CONFIG- 07-Z1-87
URATION MANAGEMENTPROCEDURES (REV. B)





FDOC,_ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
1847..__..2Z PIP/SHUTTLE-CENTAUR GENERIC, ANNEX 8 (REV, A) 03-Z4-86
1847.___33 PIP/HS 378 (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 1Z-08-84
18474 PIP/ORBITAL MNVR VEHICLE 01-Z2-88
18476 PIP/HS 378 REFLIGHT WESTAR VI, ANNEX 1
18477 PIP/FPE (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 05-14-85
18478 PIP/SAREX (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 10-Z0-87
18479 PIP/MEASUREMENT OF ATMOSPHERIC RADIANCE 06-30-85 D.C. DEPREE
CAMERA-DAY/NIGHT
1848..._0 PIP/PVTOS (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 08-Z0-85
18481 PIP/SPACELAB JAPANESE 04-Z1-87
18482 PIP/IBSE (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 11-Z9-85
18483 PIP/SURS UMBILICAL GENERIC, ANNEX 11 10-25-84
1848.____._6 PIP/FLUID DYNAMICS EXPERIMENT 12-30-85 i
18487 PIP/VENUS RADAR MAPPER MISSION
(dup. #) (REPLACED BY MAGELLAN)
18487 PIP/MAGELLAN (REV. A) 09-16-87
(dup. #)
18488 PIP/SOLID SURFACE COMBUSTION EXPERIMENT 11-09-87
18489 PIP/SPARTAN 203 UL 02-10-86
18490 PIP/IUS GENERIC, ANNEX 11 (REV. B) 07-21-87
18491 PIP/SPACELAB SCIENTIFIC AIRLOCK GENERIC, 04-22-85
ANNEX 11
18496 PIP/CST 05-31-85
18497 PIP/REACTION-TIME PERCEPTION ANALYZER, 05-31-85 D, C. DEPREE
MID-DECK
18498 PIP/CHINASAT 06-24-85 Z
1849__99 PIP/VISUAL FUNCTION TESTER, MID-DECK (REV, A) 02-28-88 O, C. DEPREE
1
18500 AGRISTARS OS'NISYMPOSIUM 12"28-82 SH G, BADHWAR
18505 PRELIMINARY IDEAS ON SOME INFORMATION SYSTEMS 07-ZB-BZ FM P. J. GREGOR i
WHICH COULD AID DAILY OPERATIONS OF THE _
SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR COMPLEX
18506 STS-3 TACAN DATA QUALITY (IN-82-FM-051) 09-28-8Z FM W. M. LEAR
18507 JACCHIA-LINEBERRY UPPER ATMOSPHERE DENSITY 10-28-8Z FM A.C. MUELLER
MODEL (IN-82-FM-052)
18508 TIES PROGRAMMER'S HANDBOOK 08-28-82 FD J.L. FISHER
A. W. HAMBLETON
18509 STS-8 CREW ACTIVITY PLAN, CYCLE 4.1 TRAJECTORY 08-10-83 ca C.L. CONLEY
(REV. A)
18510 FOO PAYLOAD DICTIONARY (REV, B) 07-08-83 CH K.M. DENNY
18511 SHUTTLE ON-ORBIT FLIGHT CONTROL 08-28-82 EH E.T. KUBIAK






DOC.# TITLE n,_TE OP__RR AUTHOR(S)
18512 SOPC FRE SIMULATION AND TRAINING REQUIREMENTS N9-08-82 CG _|
18513 INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT BETWEEN THE MISSION 08-28-82 FS _PLANNING AND ANALYSIS DIVISION AND THE GROUND
DATA SYSTEMS DIVISION NETWORKSUPPORT PLAE
28514 THE IMPACT OF THE MULTIMISSION PROGRAMCtlANGE 08-28-8P FM W. B. WOOD _
GROUNDRULE ON TELEMETRY AND FLIGHT SOFTWARE
PROGRAMS
18517 STS-7 PROXIMITY OPERATIONS BOOK 04-14-83 CH D. K. MOSEL
18518 STS-7 PAYLOAD OPERATIONS CHECKLIST, SPAS-01 05-16-83 CH A. J. BURGE
18519 STS-5 REAL-TIME CENTER-OF-GRAVITY MANAGEMENT 08-28-82 WC S.J. VACCARO
18520 AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING PLAN 09-28-82 FD
18522 APU BUBBLE GENERATION TEST 12-09-82 EP D. G. STAFFORD
18523 MCC LEVEL B/C REQUIREMENTS FOR THE NETWORK 08-20-82 FS
SUPPORT PLAN PROCESSOR (REV. 1)
18525 STRUCTURES BRANCH REPORT TILE SHOCK ANALYSIS 08-28-82 ES N.E. TENGLER
PROGRAM
18526 INSTITUTIONAL DATA SYSTEMS DIVISION SYSTEMS 10-28-82 FD T. B. MURTAGH
AND OPERATIONS PLAN, FY83
18527 AVERAGING AND INTERPOLATING QUATERNIONS AND 10-28-82 FM W. M. LEAR
EULER ANGLES (IN-82-FM-053)
18528 ADVANTAGEOUS USES OF A MANNED SPACE STATION 08-28-82 SA
FOR SCIENCt AND APPLICATIONS
18530 STS-5 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE, CYCLE 5 FM
VOL. I-GROUND RULES AND CONSTRAINTS,
LEVEL A 09-28-82
VOL. Z-PROFILE SUMMARY 10-28-82
18531 TRAJECTORY INDEPENDENT VERIFICATION HANDBOOK 09-28-82 FS
18532 REDUNDANT COMPUTERSET LOGIC FLhW DIAGRAMS 09-28-82 EH J.C. DAVIDSON
(SEQUENCING). TAPE VERSION 19
18534 MEDICAL REQUIREMENTS AND OPERATIONS 03-28-83 SD
PLANS FOR STS (VARIOUS FLIGHTS) "
18535 A CLASS OF PEOBLEMS IN CELESTIAL MECHANICS 09-28-82 FM D. J. JEZEWSKI @
REDUCIBLE TO A PERTURBED HARMONIC OSCILLATOR D. MITTLEMAN
(IN-82-FM-055)
_,
18538 LITHIUM C CELL PIN 3B464 QUALIFICATION TEST 09-10-82 EP P. B TRAHAN w
*k
18537 ASCENT POCKET CHECKLISTS AND FLIGHT 04-07-87 O,. D. M. ROBINSON _
SUPPLEMENTS (VARIOUS FLIGHTS) _i'
18538 POCKETCHECKLISTSA.OFLIGHTSUPPLEMENTS04-0 -870. 0.M.ROBINSON
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS) '"
18539 ENTRY POCKET CHECKLISTS AND FLIGHT SUPPLEMENTS 07-22-87 DH D.M. ROBINSON ,;
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS) _
18540 ENTRY CHECKLISTS AND FLIGHT SUPPLEMENTS 08-12-87 OH W.M. ANDERSON
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS) (m




_ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) ....
18542 STS-9 MISSION SAFETY SUMMARY (REV. A) 10-31-83 NS
18543 SOFTWAREDESIGN REQUEST DATA BASE OB-Z8-B2 EN N. MASSON-ZADEH
SYSTEM USER'S GUIDE
18544 ONE DESICCANT PERFORMANCETEST 12-14-82 EP L, B. JACKSON
18545 STS-5 LAUNCH PROCESSING SYSTEM-SHUTTLE 09-28-82 EH J.C. DAVIDSON
HARDWARE/SOFTWAREINTERFACES J. R. HARRIS
18546 REFERENCE DATA AND FLIGHT SUPPLEMENTS 04-14-87 DH P. HANCOCK(VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
18547 ASCENT CHECKLISTS ANO FLIGHT SUPPLEMENTS 1Z-Z7-87 DH R.L. WALSH
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
18548 SPACE STATION AVIONICS DEFINITION STUDY 09-28-8Z EH S. J, ANDERSON
T. D. BARRY
18549 OPERATIONAL SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER HEATER 10-15-82 ES J. A. SMITH
SYSTEMS
18550 STS-8 PAYLOAD SYSTEMS DATA AND MALFUNCTION 10-22-8Z CH D. K. FORD
PROCEDURES
18553 STS-4 ORBITER MISSION REPORT 11-28-82 MA M.A. COLLINS
R.A. COLONNA
18554 THF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SYSTEM FOP 09-Z8-82 FM R.M. JACKSON
IHE SOFTWARE PRODUCTION FACILITY
18555 SPACE STATION PRELIMINARY DESIGN REPORT 09-_8-8Z ES
18559 STS-8 FLIGHT DATA FILE DEORBIT PREP IZ-ZZ-82 CH J. P. PENN
18581 DIURNAL PATTERNS OF WHEAT SPECTRAL REFLECT- 0g-28-82 SK S.B. IDSO
ANCES AND THEIR IMPORTANCE IN THE ASSESSMENT R. D. JACKSON
OF CANOPY PARAMETERS FROM REMOTE SENSING P, J. PINTER
R. J. REGINATO
18582 COMPARISONS AMONGA NEW SOIL INDEX AND OTHER 09-28-82 SK A. J. RICHARDSON
TWO- AND FOUR- DIMENSIONAL VEGCTATION INDICES - C. L. WIEGAND
EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION ASSESSMENT
18583 USE OF NEAR-INFRARED VIDEO RECORDING SYSTEM 0g-28-82 SK R. L. BOWEN
FOR THE DETECTION OF FREEZE-DAMAGED CITRUS- G. COOPER
LEAVES-EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION D. E. ESCOBAR
ASSESSMENT H. W. GAUSMAN
18584 AGRISTARS-YIELD MODEL DEVELOPMENT, PROJECT 0g-15-82 SH R. A. AMBROZIAK
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR FY83
18585 AGRISTARS-CONSERVATION AND POLLUTION, 09-15-82 SH J. C. RITCHIE
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR FY83
18588 AGRISTAR-EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION 09-15-8Z SH G. O. BOATWRIGHT
ASSESSMENT, PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
FOR FY83
18587 AGRISTARS-EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION 0Q-28-82 SH K. S. N£INTYRE
ASSESSMENT. PASTURE/RANGE CONDITION ASSESSMENT T. G. MILLER
PROCESSOR USER'S MANUAL
18588 AGRISTARS-EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION 09-Z8-82 SH M. V. MARTIN
ASSESSMENT, METSAT TO UNIVERSAL FORMAT
R/FORMATTING PROGRAMDOCUMENTATION




T_TLE DATE OPR AVTHOR(S) r"
18571 AGRISTARS-EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION 09-28-82 SH K.S. MCINTYRE
ASSESSMENT, COMPUTERPROGRAMDOCUMENTATION _"
FOR THE OPTION PROCESSOR
18572 AGRISTARS-EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION 09-28-82 SH C, R. PERRY
ASSESSMENT, INPUTTING HISTORICAL STATISTICS,
SOILS INFORMATION, AND CTHER LANDS-AT-USE
DATA TO CROP AREA
18573 AGRISTARS-YIELD MODEL DEVELOPMENT, A 09-28-82 S_. C.R. PERRY
COMPARISON OF MEASUREDAND ESTIMATED J. T, RITCHIE
METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR USE IN CROP J.L. ROGERS
GROWTHMODELING
18574 AGRISTARS SUPPORTING RE_FARCH-PROGRAM TO 09-28-82 SH J.F. PARIS
COMPUTE THE POSITIONS G, THE AIRCRAFT AND
OF THE AIRCRAFT SENSOR FOOTPRINTS
18575 AGRISTARS YIELD MODEL DEVELOPMENT-EVALUATION 10-28-82 SH A.V. FRENCH
OF THE CEAS TREND AND MONTHLY WEATHER DATA
MO_:LS FOR SOYBEAN YIELDS IN IOWA, ILLINOIS
AND INDIANA
18578 AGRISTARS YIELD MODEL DEVELOPMENT-EVALUATION 10-28-82 SH A. V. FRENCH
OF THOMPSON-TYPE TREND AND MONTHLY WEATHER
DATA MODELS FOR CORN YIELDS IN IOWA, ILLINOIS,
AND INDIANA
18577 AGRISTARS EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION I0-28-82 SH O. J. VALENZIANO
ASSESSMENT-DATA BASE MODEL PROCESSOR SYSTEM
USER'S GUIDE AND PROGRAMDOCUMENTATION
18579 THEMATIC MAPPER PERFORMANCEASSESSMENT IN 09-15-82 SH J. O. ERICKSON
RENEWABLE RESOURCES/AGRICULTURAL REMOTE R, B, MACDONALD
SENSING-INITIAL SCENE QUICK LOOK ANALYSIS
18581 AGRISTARS INVENTORY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT- I0-29-82 SH J. D. ERICKSON
SEMIANNUAL PROGRAM REVIEW PRESENTATION TO
LEVEL I, INTERAGENCY COORDINATION COMMITTEE
18584 AGRISTARS INVENTORY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT- 12-28-82 SH C. R. OUINONES
AUSTRALIA GROUND DATA COLLECTION 1981/82
CROP YEAR-SUMMARY REPORT (2 VOLUMES)
18585 D(_MESTIC CROPS AND LAND COVER PROJECT 11-28-82 SK W. H. WIGTON
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR FISCAL YEAR 1983
18588 ACCURACY ASSESSMEN1 USER'S GUIDE FOR 12-28-82 SG D. QUINN
NAS-3000
18587 EARLY SEASON TASK PROGRAMMAINTENANCE MANUAL- 01-28-83 SH K.S. MCINTYRE
INVENTORY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT M.J. NIEVES
O. J. VALENZIANO
18588 TECHNICAL SUMMARYOF ACCOMPLISHMENTS MADE IN 12-28-82 SH G.M. CHAPMAN
PREPt,RATION FOR THE U,S,S.R. BARLEY EXPLORATORY C, L. DAILEY
EXPERIMENT-INVENTORY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
18589 ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS ON NETSAT DATA-EARLY 01-28-83 SH W. R. JOHNSON
WARNING AND CROP CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT )
18590 LINEAR DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS WITH 12-28-8Z SH R. CHHIKARA _ "
MISALLOCATION IN TRAINING SAMPLES J, MCK[ON 1
"t
18591 ON THE ERROR IN CROP ACREAGE ESTIMATION USING 01-28-83 SH R. CHHIKARA ¢
SATELLITE (LANDSAT) DATA "
18592 A NONPARAMETRIC WHICH ESTIMATES BOTH THE 01-28-83
NUMBER OF CLUSTERS AND THE ASSIGNMENT OF




._ DOC. I TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(_)
:_ 18593 COMPOSITION AND ASSEMBLY OF A SPECTRAL AND 01-28-82 SG D. HELMER p
t AGRONOMIC DATA BASE FOR 1980 SPRING SMALL M. KINSLER
GRAIN SEGMENTS J. KRANTZ
M. TOMKINS i
r_ ! 18594 USE OF NOAA-N SATELLITES FOR L@ND/WATER 01-28-83 SH P.C. DORAI_ ,MY
. DISCRIMINATION AND FLOOD MONITORING-EARLY N.C. HORVATH
WARNING AND CROP CONDITION ASSESSMENT G. TAPPAN
18595 COMPUTER PROGRAMDOCUMENTATION FOR THE SUGAR 0;-Z8-83 SH K.S. MCINTYRE
t (dup. m) BEET MODEL-EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION
_6
ASSESSMENT
18595 A NONPARAMETRIC CLUSTERING TECHNIQUE WHICH 01-Z8-83 SH O. B. RAW 1
(dup. #) ESTIMATES THE NUMBER OF CLUSIERS - INVENTORY
_; TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
18596 METHODS OF EDITING CLOUDS AND ATMOSPHERIC 01-28-83 SH M.P. JOHN_O,I
LAYER AFFECTED PIXELS FROM SATELLITE DATA- P. _. NIXON
EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION ASSESSMENT, A.J. RICHARDSON
FINAL C.L. WIEGAND
_e
18597 THE EFFECTS OF _ANDOM AND SYSTEMATIC VARIATIONS JH M. J. DUGGIN
IN UNRESOLVED CLOUDS ON RECORDED RADIANCE AND D. PIWINSKI
ON TARGET DISCRIMINABILITY L, SCHOCH :'
_ 18598 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE EXTRACTION OF LANDSAT 03-28-83 SG G. BADHWARSPECTRAL AND AGRONOMIC DATA D. HELMER
: J KRANTZ
":' M. TOMPKINS
• 18599 METCOR4-A PROGRAM TO SIMULATE METSAT DATA- 01-28.'83 SH W.R. JOHNSON
EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION ASSESSMENT
18801 A METEOROLOGICALLY-DRIVEN YIELD REDUCTION MODEL 0_-28-83 SH P. ASHBURN
FOR SPRING AND WINTER WHEAT-EARLY WARNING AND W.J. CREMINS
CROP CONDITION ASSESSMENT F.W. RAVET
T. W. TAYLOR
18802 AGRISTARS INVENTORY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT- 04-28-83 SC R.M. BIZZELL
THE 1980 U.S./CANADA WHEAT ANC BARLEY EX- R.W. PAYNE
PLORATORY EXPERIMENT, FINAL REPORT, VOLUME ! H.L. PRIOR
18803 CROP PROPORTION GROUND-TRUTH SIMULATOR 02-28-83 SH D.B. RAMEY
AND CROP PROPORTION ESTIMATE SIMULATOR-
SOFTWARE DOCUMENIATION, TECHNICAL
DESCRIPTION, AND USER GUIDE, INVENTORY
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT I
18804 SUGAR BEET MODEL EARLY WARNING USER'S 01-28-83 SH e S. MCINTYRE :
MANUAL-EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION
ASSESSMENT
18805 AS-BUILT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR THE 03-28-83 SG O.S. QUINN
ACCURACY ASSESSMENT SOFTWARE PACKAGE +
FOR THE NAS-3000 COMPUTER
i 18808 METSAT INFJRMATION CONTENT - CLOUD SCREENING 03-28-83 SC M. L. MATHEWS
AND SOLAR CORRECTION INVESTIGATIONS ON TIIE
INFLUENCE OF NOAA-8 ADVANCED VER'. HIGH
RESOLUTION RADIOMETER-DERIVED VEGETATION
ASSESSMENT, EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION
ASSESSMENT i
18808 OPTION PROGRAM, USER'S MANUAL-EARLY WARNING OI-2M-B5 SC K.S. MCINTYRE I
AND CROP CONDITION A_SESSMENT







DOC # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
18812 LITHIUM CELL FUSE TEST 12-17-82 [P P.A. TOMPKINS , r
18613 KU-BAND COMMUNICATIONSTHROUGH TDRS'S FOR 10-28-82 FM R. DUNCAN •
THE OSTA-3 MISSION (IN-B2-FM-057)
18614 MARKETSURVEYFOR INTELLIGENT WORKSTATIONS 07-28-82 FM A.A. COCKRELL
W.P. KINCY
18615 LITHIUM AA CELL P/N 3839 QUALIFICATION TEST 12-10-82 EP D.B. TRAHAN
18617 FRACTURECONTROLPLAN FORTHE LARGEFORMAT 10-28-82 EN G.L. BROWhr
CAMERA PAYLOAD INTEGRATION ENGINEERING EFFORT V. SHIVAKUMAR
18620 A PROPOSED ATMOSPHERIC GUIDANCE LOGIC FOR I0-28-82 FM
A MANEUVERING ORBITAL TRANSFER VEHICLE
(IN-82-FM-058)
18621 STS-6 OPERATiuNAL FLIGHT PROFILE SUMMARY, 11-28-82 FM
CYCLE 2, VOLUME2
18622 COSMICOUSTCATALOG-PARTICLESFROM 09-28-82 SN Uo S. CLANTON
COLLECTIONFLAGU2001 E. M. GABEL
J, L. GOODING
18623 HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES 10-28-82 JA
(2 VOLUMES)
18624 FLIGHT CGNTROL OPERATIONS HANDBOOK AND FLIGHT 01-13-84 DH
ANNEXES (VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
18625 SCENARIO OPERATIONAL READINESS DEMONSTRA-ION 09-28-82 FE C.D. NELSON
OF THE SECURE SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR
SYSTEMS CLASSIFIED DATA PROCESSING AND CREW
TRAINING
IR626 STS-5 AND 6 TELEVISION PLAN-SPACE SHUTTLE 02-22-83 LA F.M. PATTERSON
PROGRAM
18627 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 11-01-82 EH D. B. HARMON
S/N 0019 CALIBRATION REPORT NO. 2
18628 PERFORMANCE ESTIMATTON TECHNIQUE FOR SPACE 10-28-82 ET
SHUTTLE DIRE:]TORBIT INSERTION MISSIONS,
EASTERN TEST RANGE LAUNCHES
18832 S 3-5 MISSION COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS RF 10-28-82 EE Y.C. LOH t
t
COVERAGE AND PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS J.A. PORTER _
VOL. t-ASCENT T.H. SHIMIZU
VOL. 2-DESCENT
18634 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 10-22-82 EH R.L. BURNS , j
S/N 0013, CALIBRATION REPORT NO. I $
18636 ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST LIFTOFF LOADS EVALUATION, 10-28-82 ES J.D. DAGEN _ !
VOLUME1-EXTERNALLOADS
18637 FLIGHT DATA FILE CUE CARDS, PROCEDURAL DECAL 04-06-87 DH M. R. VANDENBROOK
BOOK, AND FLIGHT SUPPLEMENTS (SEE JSC 16513) _
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS) * i18638 RENDEIVOUS BET PROGRAM, LRBET-3 12-28-82 FM W.M. LEAR
(Ir,-B2-FM-O61) ' i
18639 SMS AFT CREW STATIONVISUAL SYSTEM-LEVELA 10-28-82 FE A.J. DA SILVA
REQUIREMENTS _ m




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) ;_
18641 ORBITER EXPERIMENTS - AUTONOMOUS SUPPORTING 10-28-62 EN R. B. SCHUCK
INSTRUMENTATIONSYSTEM CERTIFICATION PLAN
18642 ORBITER EXPERIMENTS - AUTONOMOUS SUPPORTING 10-28-82 EN R. B. SCHUCK
INSTRUMENTATIONSYSTEM SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT
18643 SHUTTLE ENGINEERING SIMULATOR/ON-ORBIT 10-28-82 EF
RMS PHASE UNIT TEST CASES, VOLUME 2
18644 KSUR12 PERFORMANCE USING STANDARDIZED 02-28-83 FM M.B. DWORTZAN
NUMERICAL INTEGRATIO_ SUBROUTINES
(IN-B2-FM-O62)
18645 OPS ON-ORBIT POST-FLIGHT ATTITUDE AND 08-28-85 FM J.C. HARPOLD
TRAJECTORY HISTORY PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
(IN-82-FM-063) (REV. A)
18647 ORBITER/SHUTTLE PALLET SATELLITES-SPAS-01 10-28-82 EE B.K. VERMILLION
TRANSPONDERVERIFICATION TEST REPORT
18648 1982 COMPUTER SYSTEMS PLAN FOR THE 12-28-82 FD J.S. BROWN
CENTRAL FACILITY COMPLEX, FY83 THROUGH FY88 F.T. CRUCIAN
K. B. HENNIGAN
18651 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 10-25-82 EH M.E. JONES
S/N 0007, CALIBRATION REPORT NO. 1 L.S. MUNSON
18652 QUATERNIONS AND THEIR USE (IN-82-FM-OB4) 12-28-82 FM E.L. PERRY
18653 STRESS ANALYSIS FOR CO2 ABSORBER CARTRIDGE 10-28-82 ES R.R. KREUTZMAN
18654 FLAT PANEL DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY SURVEY 12-28-82 EH C. KEPPLER t
18655 STS-5 SCHEDULE OF TELEVISION EVENTS AND EVENTS 11-28-82 JL B. SQUIRES
PROCEDURES HANDBOOK
18656 SHUTTLE ENGINEERINGSIMULATOR-ASCENT/ABORT 10-28-82 EF R.H. ST. JOHN
PHASE UNIT TEST CASES
18657 CONCEPTS AND TOOLS FOR OFFICE AUTOMATION 10-28-82 FD J.K. RICHARDSON
18658 DAMAGED SENSITIVITY TEST OF REINFORCED 09-28-62 ES L.P. MURRAY
CARBON-CARBON
18660 SHUTTLE 02 PRSD SYSTEMS TEST 12-20-82 EP N.C. LUKSA
18661 SAFETY REQUIREMENTSAND PROCEDURES FOR ND
HANDLING AND DISPOSAL OF LITHIUM CELLS/
BATTERIES
:
18662 A COMPARISON OF FLOATING POINT ACCURACV OF 10-28-82 FE A. R. HAJARE
THE PERKIN-ELMER 8/32 AND THE PERKIN-ELMER
3250
L
18663 A STUDY OF PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION DUE TO THE 10-28-82 FE A. R. HAJARE
USE OF SFIAREDMEMORY ON A PERKIN-ELMER 325G
18664 SHUTTLE ENGINEERING SIMULATOR ON-ORBIT 10-28-82 EF R. H. ST. JOHN i
RMS PHASE UNIT TEST CASES, VOLUME 1
18665 BUILDINGS 5 AND 35 GROUNDING BUS BAR SYSTEM 11-28-82 FG J. C. GILLIS
18666 MODELING OF VEGETATION CANOPY REFLECTANCE 08-30-32 EM N, S. GOEL
18668 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 11-04-82 EH D. B. HARMON
S/N 0021, CALIBRATION REPORT NO. 4
18669 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 11-04-82 EH L. S, MUNSON
S/N 0018, CALIBRATION REPORT NO. 6
1990007273-362
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18670 SHUTTLEORBITERINERTIAL MEASUREMENTUNIT 11-04-82 EH R. L. BURNS ,)
S/N 0011, CALIBRATION REPORT NO. 8 ,
'1
"8672 TDRS-CID JOINT OPERATIONS INTERFACE 03-28-87 DH C. MOLNAR-BOYD
PROCEDURES (REV. A)
18673 GRAVITATIONAL MODELS FOR MISSION PLANNING 12-28-82 A. C. MUELLER
18681 SPACE MOTION SICKNESS 06-21-82 SD J, L. HOMICK
18682 STS-4 TACAN DATA QUALITY (IN-B2-FM-OB6) 12-28-82 FM W. M. LEAR
18683 STS-7 PAM DEPLOY CHECKLIST-PALAPA/PAM-D, 04-11-83 CH
AND ANIK/PAM-D
18684 STS-8 PAM DEPLOY CHECKLIST-INSAT/PAM-D 06-17-83 CH J. V. RIVERS
18686 STS-6 TDRS-A/OPERATIONSSUPPORT TIMELINE 03-25-83 CH J. J. CONWELL
N. E. COOK
18687 USER PROFILES AND IMPLIED SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 11-28-82 FE P. J. GREGOR
FOR THE SIMULATOR RECONFIGURATIONSYSTEM
i,
18689 PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION TECHNIQUE FOR SPACE 12-28-82 ET
SHUTTLE DIRECT ORBIT INSERTION MISSIONS FOR
WESTERN TEST RANGE LAUNCHES
18691 MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES, ALL VEHICLES, BASIC 10-10-85 CF V. HARDWICK
(REV. B)
18692 STS-7 CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - PALAPA B-I/ANIK 05-31-83 CH
18695 DEFAULT AIR DATA GUIDANCE (IN-B2-FM-067) 02-28-83 FM L, GONZALES
18696 SHUTTLE PRSD CRYOGENIC FILL PURITY TEST 02-18-83 EP P.R. SAUCIER
18697 STS-6 MISSION COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS RF 12-28-82 EP D.R. SAUCIER
COVERAGE AND PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS J.A. PORTER
(2 VOLUMES)
18698 STS-5 EXTRAVEHICULARMOBILITY UNIT ANOMALY 01-28-63 WA R. A, COLONNA
18699 STS-4A DELTASFLIGHT ASSESSMENTPACKAGE, 10-28-62 ET O.M. UNDERWOOD
ORBITERAERODYNAMICS
18702 SPACELAB IN-FLIGHT MAINTENANCE CHECKLIST 10-15-86 DF J. JOHNSON
(REV. B) _
18703 MODULAR AUXILIARY DATA SYSTEM STRUCTURAL 04-22-83 ES J. A. SMITH
SYSTEMS MEASUREMENT LOCATIONS
¢
18704 OFT ONBOARD ORBITAL NAVIGATION PERFORMANCE 12-28-82 FM D. WALKER
(IN-82-FM-070)
18705 PAYLOAD DEPLOYMENT FORCES AND MOMENTS MATH 12-28-82 EF J.M. HARTEL _,
MODFL
18766 SHUTTLE AVIONICS INTEGRATION LABORATORY (SAIL) 12-28-82 EF J. M. HARTEL
VEHICLE DYNAMICS SIMULATION (VDS) MATH MODELS - t
ON-ORBIT DENSITY DRAG MODEL (
18707 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-ATMOSPHERE 12-28-82 EF M. K. HAYES
18708 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-RATE GYRO ASSEMBLY 12-28-82 EF D. H. LAI
18709 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-LANDING AND ROLLOUT 12-28-82 EF D. H. LAI
18710 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-RCS MRCS/AERO INTERACTION 12-28-82 EF B. K. SINGH
_ P ¶ Y
1990007273-363
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18711 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS 12-28-82 EF R.T. CAMPBELL ,l
18712 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-WIND 12-28-82 EF J. N. METNI ,,
g_
18713 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-SHUTTLE MASS PROPERTIES 12-28-82 EF J.B. HOLSDMBACK
18714 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-SUMMATION OF FORCES 12-28-82 EF M.T. DOUGHERTY
AND MOMENTS "/
18715 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-AIR DATA SUBSYSTEM 12-28-82 EF R.M. RUSSON
18716 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-ENTRY SCENE 12-28-82 EF K.R. E,EAN j
18717 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-TAIL-WAG-DOG 12-28-82 EF J.B. HOLSOMBACK
18720 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM 12-28-82 EF R.M. RUSSDN
LANDING SYSTEM
18721 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-RADAR ALTIMETER 12-28-82 EF R.M. RUSSDN
18722 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-TACTICAL AIR NAVIGATION 12-28-82 EF R.M. RUSSON
UNIT
18724 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-GRAVITY AND GRAVITY 12-28-82 EF O.Z. CHEN (_
GRADIENT &_
18725 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-ACCELEROMETERASSEMBLY 12-28-82 EF D.H. LAI
18726 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER 12-28-82 EF M.F. BERLINGER +
FORCES AND MOMENTS
18727 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-STAR TRACKER 12-28-82 EF R.M. RUSSON
18728 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-KEPLER ORBITAL PARAMETERS 12-28-82 EF O.Z. CHEN
18729 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-EQUATIONS OF MOTION 12-28-82 EF R.M. RUSSON
18730 ORBITER OPERATIONAL CONFIGURATION 12-17-82 NB M. E. MERRELL
CRITICAL ITEMS LIST (3 PARTS)
1_731 SOFTWARE PRODUCTION FACILITY PERFORMANCE 02-28-86 FD P. STULL
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL DESIGN DOCUMENT
(REV. 1)
18732 STS-4 LOW-SPEED GROUND NAVIGATION CONSOLE 12 _8-82 FM J.K. WEAVER
MISSION REPORT (IN-82-FM-071) i
18734 STS-6 PHOTO/TV CHECKLIST 12-16-82 CG J.M. BREMER i
T. BOGART
F. RAMOS
18735 STS-5 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAMMISSION REPORT 12-28-82 LA 1
18736 STS-6 POST-INSERTION 12-22-82 CH J. A. CARDENAS
18737 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG 12-28-82 EF J. N. METNI
CONVERSION
&
18738 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 12-28-82 EF R.M. RUSSON
!
18739 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-AE,IODYNAMIC FORCES 12-28-82 EF D. H. LAI
AND MO_'_TS l
18740 AVIONICS SYSTEMS DIVISION INTERNAL NOTE 12-28-82 EH S. J. ANDERSON
18742 THE SOFTWARE PRODUCTION FACILITY PERFORMANCE 02-28-83 FD R. S. CATALDO +
MANAGEMENTUSER'S GUIDE D. M. ERB
VOL. I-EXECUTIVE SUMMARY S, I. LINDE |
VOL. 2-FUNCTIONAL DESIGN DOCUMENT S. L. PRESTON 4VOL, 3-USER'S GUIDE18743 BRECCIA GUIDEBOOK #667435 12-28-82 SN G. J. TAYLOR ! ' ,'
382
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18745 FLIGHT ASSESSMENTPACKAGE,ORBITER 12-28-82 ET J. M. UNDERWOOD
AERODYNAMICS,STS-4B DELTAS
18746 STS-6 OPERATIONALFLIGHT PROFILE, CYCLE3
VOL. 1-GROUNDRULESANDCONSTRAINTS 02-28-83 C.A. GRAVES
VOL. 2-PROFILE SUMMARY
18747 STS MISSION SAFETYSUMMARY,(_ARIOUS FLIGHTS) 09-28-84 NS
18748 HARDWARE MONITOR EVALUATION FOR USE IN THE 12-28-82 FD R. RUSSELL
CENTRAL COMPUTING FACILITY
18749 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-ENVIRONMENT 12-28-82 M.K. HAYES
18750 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS'RENDEZVOUS 04-28-83 H. SAHA
18751 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS'SIMULATIONSUBSYSTEM 12-28-82 J.B. HOLSOMBACK
RECORDING REPLAY DOCUMENTATION
18752 IMPACT OF INTELLIGENTTERMINALS ON THE 12-ZB-BZ FD J. COCKRELL
CENTRAL COMPUTING FACILITY
18753 SHUTTLE LH2 RECIRCULATION PUMP ACCEPTANCE TEST 02-23"83 EP N.C. LUKSA
18754 ACIP CALIBRATION PROGRAM USER'S GUIDE 05-28-83 EN R.E. HILL
18756 MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING SYSTEM COVERAGE 09-28-8Z EE P.L. HARTON
AND ACCURACY DURING THE ORBITER STS-4 LANDING M.C. ROBEL :
18757 PROPULSION AND POWER DIVISION THERMOCHEMICAL IZ-22-SZ EP C. A. VAUGHAN
TEST AREA SAFETY REVIEW REPORT
18759 SPACELAB MISSION 4 INTEGRATED PAYLOAD CREW I0-17-83 SM B. O. DICKEY
TRAINING PLAN J. E. SCHULTZ
t8760 UNIVACIVAX WORD CONVERSION ROUTINES USER'S 12-17-82 J. H. KNESEK
GUIDE
I8762 FUNCTIONS AND FACILITIES-SPACEAND LIFE 01-28-83 SA W. E. RICE
SCIENCES DIRECTORATE
I878_ IDSD RESOURCES DATA BASE CODING HANDBOOK 02-28-83 FD S. L. LEATHERS
A. A. BRENTON
18764 CALENDARS AND DATING SYSTEMS (IN-83-FM-O01) 03-28-83 FM R. L. SARTAIN
187B6 STS-7 POST-INSERTION 04-22-83 CH J.A. CARDENAS
18767 IMPULSIVE OPTIMIZATION AND AERODYNAMIC BRAKING 01-28-83 FM D. J. JEZEWSKI
(IN--83--FM'OO2)
18768 ASCENT/ENTRY SYSTEMS PROCEDURES-ALLVEHICLES 07-02-87 DH D.M. ROBINSON
18771 VAX-11/780 SUBSATELLITEORBITAL ANALYSIS 01-28-83 EN J. M. VOSS
PROGRAMUSER'S GUIDE
18774 PROXIMITY OPERATIONS VEHICLE SYSTEM 03-28-83 EN S. G. VARSOS
REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT
18775 SAIL VDS MATHMODELS-TARGETPLUMEIMPINGEMENT 12-28-82 EF B. B. AMIN
MODEL
18778 SAIL VDS MATHMODELS-RCSF ANDM MODEL 12-28-83 EF M, K. HAYES
18777 STS-7 PHOTO/TVCHECKLIST 05-02-83 CH
18778 HP-41 COMPUTER FLIGHT PROCEDURES HANDBOOK, 12-07-84 OH D.A. LAMAR
BASIC (REV. A)
18779 SENSOR ANALYSIS LABORATORY PROGRAM BET DOCU- 05-28-83 J.E. REUSTLE
MENTATION - INTERMEDIATECCT TO UNIVAC CCT
363
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18781 STS-9 (SPACELAB) TELEVISION PLAN 09-26-83 LM F. M PATTERSON I
" j
18782 STS-7 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE SUMMARY, 02-20-83 FM
CYCLE 2 (IN-83-FM-OOS)
18783 STS-7 CARGOSYSTEMS MANUAL - OSTA-2 04-25-83 CH
18784 MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING SYSTEM COVERAGE 01-28-83 EE P. L. HARTON
AND ACCURACY DURING THE ORBITER STS-5 LANDING M.C. ROBEL
18785 STS-5 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS EVALUATION AND ORBITAL 02-28-83 LA H. D. GREE,w
FLIGHT TEST SUMMARY-FINAL REPORT J
18786 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-M50 INITIAL CONDITIONS 12-28-82 EF O. Z. CHEN
18787 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-EXTERNAL TANK PROPELLANT 03-28-83 EF C. B. RICHARDS
SLOSHING
18788 SHUTTLE DYNAMIC SIMULATOR REMOTE MANIPULATOR 01-28-83 Er W. KOHN
SYSTEM DYNAMICS INTEGRATED VERIFICATION TESTS
18789 STS-7 DEORBIT PREPARATION 04-20-83 DH J.P. PENN
18790 SHUTTLE DYNAMICS SIMULATION UPGRADE PLAN 02-28-83 EF _,
|
18791 SHUTTLE H2 PRSD LOW DENSITY BLOWDOWNTEST 04-05-83 EP N. C. LUKSA
18792 KRYTOX 143AA COMPATIBILITY TEST 04-18-83 EP N. FAGET
D. STAFFORD
18793 ANALYSIS DOCUMENTAtION-ARRAY PROCESSOR STUDY 01-14-83 ES M. J. QUINN
I
18795 STS-4 ASCENT AND DESCENT GROUND NAVIGATION 03-28-83 FM C. CULBERT
MISSION REPORT (IN-83-FM-O06)
18796 STS-11 CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - PFTA 08-09-83 DH B.L. SELLARI
18798 INTERPRETATIONS OF STS PAYLOAD SAFETY 02-28-83 NS
REQUIREMENTS r
18799 SPACELAB I OPERATIONS CHECKLIST 09-30-83 DH E.V. ENGLEMANN
18802 CERTIFICATION PLAN AND REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT 01-28-84 EN R.B. SCHUCK
FOR THE POWER SENSOR UNIT
18804 STS-13 CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILE (IN-B3-FM-O07) 03-28-83 FM K. YOUNG I18807 STS-7 PAYLOAD SYSTEMS DATA AND MALFUNCTION 04-20-83 CH
PROCEDURES
18809 CREW TRAINING CATALOG (REV. A) 08-10-87 DG
18812 SPACELAB MISSION 4 STRUCTURAL/MECHANICAL 02-22-_3 FM D. NEWBROUGH
DESIGN AND TEST REQUIREMENTS B. PATIL
18814 RELATIVE MOTION COMPUTERPROGRAM 03-28-83 FM P.M. RENNERT
(IN-83-FM-OO9) C
18815 MECHANICALLY INDUCED SETTLING TECHNOLOGY 08-04-83 EP W.C. FRASER
DEVELOPMENT TEST
;18816 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-MAIN ENGINE FORCES AND 06-28-82 EF J. HOLSOMBACHMOMENTS
18817 FLIGHT PROCEDURESHANDBOOKFOR DEORBIT 09-23-85 DH J P. PENN
PREPARATION, FINAL •
18820 DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM BRIEFS (REV, A) 06-25-84 DF J.P. SQUATRITO





DOC. # TITLE DATE OP__._RRAUTHOR(S)
18824 FORECAST- A PROGRAMFOR PROJECTINGCOMPUTER 02-28-83 FD J.F. SPITZER rl_.{RESOURCEREQUIREMENTS
18827 SPACELABD AND C PROCEDURALNOMENCLATUREPANEL 09-28-84 DH D.M. WATSON ]'
CONFIGURATION (REV. D)
18828 STS-8 CARGOSYSTEMSMANUAL- INSAT 07-15-83 OH S.G. VAN HORN
18829 A SUMMARY OF THE NEW SYSTEM OF ASTRODYNAMIC 05-28-83 FM V. R. BOND
CONSTANTS (IN-83-FM-013)
18830 OR81TAL FLIGHT TEST LIFT-OFF LOADS EVALUATION, 03-28-83 ES J. D. DAGEN
VOLUME 2-1NTERNAL LOADS AND RESPONSE
18831 SMS/GNSFY83 COMPUTERSYSTEMPLAN-REVIEWOF FY82 02-28-83 P. M. BROWN
L. W. MORGAN
P. O. GREGOR
18832 THERMAL TESTS OF ADVANCED FLEXIBLE REUSABLE 03-28-83 ES W.J. LUEKE
SURFACEINSULATION (AFRSI) L.P. MURRAY
18834 AFRSI AEROSHOCK TEST FIXTURE CALIBRATION IN 03-28-83 ES J.M. CORTELLA
AEDC 16T WIND TUNNEL
18835 TACAN SIGNAL ANALYSIS PROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS 04-28-83 FM S. ALl ,;
(IN-B3-FM-014) J. HSU
R. E. STOKES
18837 LI-BCX AA SHELF LIFT TEST 07-26-83 EP R. DELVENTHAL
M. LE
18838 DYNAMIC BUBBLE POINT TEST 04-22-83 EP R. R. KOWALSKI
18840 STS 41B CREW ACTIVITY PLAN 12-19-83 DH B. E. FERGUSON
18841 ORBITER/ET UMBILICAL BLAST CONTAINER 04-18-83 EP J. M. SERIALE-GRUSH
18843 WORKLOAD CHARACTERISTICSAND USER SERVICE 04-28-83 S. L. PRESTON
LEVELS IN THE SOFTWARE PRODUCTION FACILITY
COMPUTER CENTER
18848 ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE FOR THE SPAS COMMAND 03-28-83 EE V. J. STUDER
SIMULATOR AS GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
18849 ACCEPTANCETEST PROCEDUREFORTHE COLOR/BLACK 03-28-83 EE V. J. STUDER
AND WHITE SPAS TV CONTROL UNIT TEST SET
18850 LEVEL A MULTIMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR THE 03-18-83 FE W.A. STEVENS
SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR TRAINING FACILITY
18853 STS 61-E CARGOSYSTEMSMANUAL- IEF 12-23-85 DH R.A. GALPIN
,
18854 ORBITER PROJECTMANAGEMENTPLAN FORSECURE 04-28-83 MG
ORBITER SOFTWARE DATA RECONFIGURATION
18855 NUPROSS-4BW BELLOWSVALVE TEST 04-22-83 EP J. DOMINICK ,
18858 CPU I/O INTERRUPT ANALYSIS ON UNIVAC 1100/80S 03-28-83 FD D.M. ERB
18858 TEST AND IMPLEMENTATIONPLAN FOR VERIFICATION 03-21-83 SO M.C. SMITH " "&
OF THE MIDDECK ANIMAL ENCLOSURE MODULE FOR _
STS DS0-0421 / I!
18859 STS-11 CARGOSYSTEMSMANUAL- IRT 12-08-83 DH B L SELLARI _ I
OFT-LESSONS 03-28-83 ES H. S. LUTFI k_18880 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER VENTINGLEARNED R. L. NIEDER
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TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _
18863 GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEMS BRIEFS (REV.A) 0g-30-85 DA H. M. MITCHELL
18865 STS-5 LOW-SPEED GROUNDNAVIGATION CONSOLE 03-28-83 FM J. K. WEAVER
MISSION REPORT (IN-83-FM-015)
18866 JSC SECURE CREWACTIVITY PLANNING MULTIPURPOSE 05-28-83 DH C. R. MCCLAIN
SUPPORT ROOM OPERATIONS AND PROCEDURESDOCUMENT M. S. ROLWES
18868 SPACELAB 1 REFERENCE DATA 08-03-83 DF M. W. KIMBALL
18869 SPACELAB 1 DPS/CDMS DICTIONARY (REV. A) 08-10-83 DF M. W. KIMBALL
18870 A REVIEW OF SHUTTLE PAYLOAD BAY LOW FREQUENCY 04-28-83 ES D. A. HAMILTON
STRUCUTRAL RESPONSE FOR STS-1 THROUGH STS-5
18871 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 03-30-83 EH D. B. HARMON
S/N 0019, CALIBRATION REPORT NO. 3
18872 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 03-30-83 EH R.L. BURNS
S/N 0013, CALIBRATION REPORT NO. 2
18875 AGRISTARS EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION 04-28-83 SC W.E. RYLAND
ASSESSMENT PROGRAM-PLOTTING CROP TRAJECTORIES
USING FOUR VEGETATIVE INDICES, PROGRAMLPLOT
USER'S GUIDE
18877 AGRISTARS EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDxTION 04-28-83 SC W. W. AUSTIN
ASSESSMENT PROGRAM- LANSDAT DATA PROCESSING
18878 AGRISTARS EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION 05-28-83 SC W. W. AUSTIN
ASSESSMENT PROGRAM-SIMULATION OF METEOROLOG- W. E, RYLAND
ICAL SATELLITE (METSAT)DATA USING LANDSAT
DATA
10879 EFFF_TS OF DECREASING RESOLUTION ON SPECTRAL 06-28-83 SC
AND SPATIAL INFORMATION CONTENT IN AN
AGRICULTURAL AREA
18880 AGRISTARS EARLY WARNING AND CROP CONDITION 05-28-83 SC K. S. MCINTYRE
ASSESSMENT PROGRAM-SATELLITE, AGRONOMIC, D. J. VALENZIANO
AND METEOROLOGICAL (SAM) DATA BASE DEVELOPMENT
SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION
18884 ARGENTINA SPECTRAL-AGRONOMIC MULTITEMPORAL 06-28-83 SC G.D. BADHWAR
DATA SET D. HELMER
18885 AGRISTARS SUPPORTING RESEARCH-SEPARABILITY 06-28-83 SC N. C. MEHTA
OF AGRICULTURAL CROPS WITH AIRBORNE
SCATTEROMETRY
18886 DATA MANAGEMENTPROCEDURES FOR TIEPO!NT 06-28-83 SC B. S. NOWAKOWSKI
REGISTRATION, PRE- AND POST- PROCESSING,
AND ICD116
18887 AGRISTARS-DOCUMENTS TRACKING LIST, 7TH 00-28-83 SC J. L. HAWKINS
EDITION
188_ AGRISTARS EARLY WARNING ANO CROP CONDITION 08-28-83 SC R.F. HANSEN
ASSESSMENT PROGRAM-SYNOPTIC AGRONOMIC MODEL _ '
EVALUATION - A PROPOSEDPLAN
18891 ADABAS CATALOG/DIRECTORY AND QUERY SYSTEM I0-28-83 SC T.B. DENNIS
USER PACKET A.S. STORY
18893 MIXTURES OF EXPONENTIALS - DETERMINING THE 11-28-83 _C A.M. MCANDREW
NUMBER OF CLASSES AND ESTIMATING THE
PARAMETERS
18898 LANDSAT DATA BASED REGRESSION ESTIMATORS 12-28-83 SC R.S. CHHIKARA






1DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S )
18897 CATALOG OF SPACE SHUTTLE EARTH OBSERVATION 12-28-83 SC R.R. MOHLER
HAND-HELD PHOTOGRAPHY- STS-8 MISSION _
I
18898 AGRISTARS PROGRAMDOCUMENTATION PROGRAM 12-28-83 SC ._
L__. PLAN, I£a4 .-
d
18902 RECON SEARCH ON MATERIALS PROCESSING IN SPACE 03-28-84 SC G. CHAPMAN
18905 ARGENTINA SOYBEAN YIELD MODEL-YIELD MODEL 01-16-84 SC S. L. CALLIS
DEVELOPMENT C. SAKAMOTO
,4
".&li 18906 BRAZIL WHEAT YIELD COVARIANCE MODEL-YIELD MODEL 01-16-84 SC S.L. CALLIS
DEVELOPMENT C, SAKAMOTO
18907 BRAZIL SOYBEAN YIELD COVARIANCE MODEL-YIELD 01-16-84 SC S. L. CALLIS
-_ MODEL DEVELOPMENT C. SAKAMOTO
18908 ARGENTINA CORN YIELD MODEL-YIELD MODEL 01-16-84 SC S.L. CALLIS
DEVELOPMENT C. SAKAMOTO
'_ 18909 ARGENTINA WHEAT YIELD MODEL-YIELD MODEL 01-16-04 SC S. L. CALLIS
DEVELOPMENT C. SAKAMOTO
"_ 18911 EARTH SCIENCES EXPERIMENT REVIEW-ASSESSING 02-13-84 SC
KEY VEGETATION CHARACTERISTICS FROM REMOTE
SENSING
18913 CATALOG OF SPACE SHUTTLE EARTH OBSERVATION 05-28-84 SC B.S. NOWAKOWSKI
HAND-HELD PHOTOGRAPHY - STS-7 MISSION
18918 AN INVESTIGATION OF NOAA/AVHRR DATA IN THE 12-28-84 SC C.A. CLARK
CLASSIFICATION AND MAPPING OF LAND COVER G.P. LIVINGSTON
- M.H. TRENCHARD
18919 COVER EXPERIMENT REVIEW-CHARACTERIZATION 04-23-84 SC
OF VEGETATION WITH REMOTE SENSING
18923 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-OMS ACTUATORS 06-28-82 EF D, H, LAI
18926 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-OMS ACTUATORS 08-28-82 EF D.H. LAI
18927 SPACELAB MODULE MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES 10-18-85 DH J. BRITTON
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS) D.G. HERBEK
P. J. CERNA
18928 COSMIC DUST CATALOG, PARTICLES FROM 04-28-83 SN U.S. CLANTON
COLLECTION FLAG W7027
18929 FLIGHT APU/WSB CHECKOUT TEST 07-27-83 EP E. REESE
D. STAFFORD
18931 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM INTERFACE CONTROL 04-15-83 5E
DOCUMENT-STANDARD FOR MULTIMISSION SHUTTLE
MISSION SIMULATOR TRAINING FACILITY SUPPORT
18932 MULTICONTRACTOR MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR FLIGHT 04-20-83 FE
SIMULATION DIVISION SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR
MULTIMISSION PROGRAM i
18935 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR THE MASTER 07-28-83 FR
PAYLOADS DATA BASE SYSTEM
18936 HEATING RATES, WING LEADING EDGE, AND FUSELAGE ES
CHINE LINE OBTAINED ON A 1/80 SCALE MODEL OF -4
THE SHUTTLE ORBITER TESTED IN THE MSC 10 MW ARC-
HEATED TUNNEL FACILITY _i
18937 TRAJECTORY SIMULATION TEST OF A PIONEER IMPACT 07-02-70 ES II_
INTACT HEAT SOURCE CAPSDLE IN THE MSC 10 MW
L ARC-HEATED TUNNEL FACILITY
387
1990007273-369
DOC.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
18938 THERMAL EVALUATION TESTS OF ABLATOR AND WOOP 07-21-70 ES
MODELS OF THE MSC 25K SHUTTLE ORBT'ER WING TIP
LEADING EDGE IN THE MSC 10 MW ARC-HEATED TUNNEL
FACILITY
18939 THERMAL EVALUATION TESTS OF OXIDATION-INHIBITED 08-12-70 ED
CARBONACEOUSMATERIALS IN THE MSC !0 MWARC-
HEATED TUNNEL FACILITY
18940 TRAJECTORY SIMULATION TESTS Cr TRANSMIT HEAT 11-12-70 ES
SOURCE CANISTERS IN THE MSC 10 MW ARC-HEATED
TUNNEL FACILITY i
18941 COMPARISON OF HEATING RATES TO FLAT FACE AND 12-26-70 ES
HEMISPHERICAL MODELS IN THE MRA LOW ENTHALPY
ARC JET FLOW
18942 ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, 02-09-71 ES
EMISSIVITY, AND SURFACE CATALYCITY ON SURFACE
TEMPERATURE OF MATERIAL SAMPLES
18943 ORBITER LHz RECIRCULATIOM PUMP DELTA 08-28-82 EP G, R. GRUSH
QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT N. C. LUKSA L,|
18945 PROGRAMTO DETERMINE TDRS ORBITS 05-28-83 FM W. M. LEAR
18946 PROGRAMREQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR SPACE SHUTTLE !1-22-83 EE P. E. SHACK
ORBITER GFE WIRELESS CREW COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
18948 STS-12 CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILE 05-Z8-83 FM
18949 ARC JET SCREEN TESTS OF SURFACE INSULATION 01-08-71 ES D. J, TILLIAN
TPS CANDIDATE MATERIALS-QUICK LOOK REPORT
18950 STATUS OF TPS MATERIALS SCREENING PROGRAM 01-28-71 ES F.W. STEPHENS
BEING PERFORMED BY BATTELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE
18951 REPORT OF TEST RESULTS OF SIN BAY INSULATION 03-11-71 ES C.D. SCOTT p
IN THE NORTH AMERICAN-ROCKWELL MODEL
CONFIGURATIONS
18952 PERFORMANCE OF TACAN ON STS-5 05-28-83 EE M. E. AUSTIN
C. L. HUGHES
18954 STS-8 PAYLOAD SYSTEMS DATA AND MALFUNCTION 06-30-83 SH O. K. FORD l
PROCEDURES i
18955 THERMAL EVALUATION TESTS OF LI-1500 SURFACE 04-05-71 ES G, E. GRIFFITH
INSULATION MATERIALS IN THE MSC I0 MW
ATMOSPHERE-REENTRY MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES
EVALUATION FACILITY
18956 THERMAL EVALUATION TESTS ON OXIDATION 05-07-71 ES J.D. MILHOAN |
d
INHIBITED CARBON-CARBON THERMAL PROTECTION e
MATERIALS
18957 IN-DEPTH TEMPERATURE RESPONSE OF LI-1500 05-07-71 ES L.P. MURRAY
SURFACE INSULATION MATERIAL
18958 OMS/RCS SYSTEMS BRIEF HANDBOOK, BASIC 10-01-84 OF J.H. JOHNSON I
18959 THERMAL EVALUATION TESTS OF HCF-MULLITE SURFACE 00-02-71 ES L.P. MURRAY
INSULATION MATERIAL IN THE MSC 10 MW ARC-TUNNEL h
FACILITY
18980 STATUS OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL TEST PROGRAM 07-Z9-71 ES J. E. GRIMAUD
ASSOCIATED WITH THE SURFACE INSULATION THERMAL |
PROTECTION SYSTEM WING AND FUSELAGE PANELS




4 _ TITLE DATE OP.._R AVTHQR{$ ) ,,
18962 S-194 ANTENNA PLUM_ SHIELD TEST 09-10-71 ES R.E. VALE m
{ i 18983 THERMAL EVALUATION OF CANDIDATE SURFACE 11-06-71 ES J.E. GRIMAUD '
• INSULATION THERMAL PROTECTION MATERIALS
._ FOR APPLICATION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE
18964 THERMAL COMPARATIVE EVALUATION TESTS ON 11-11-71 ES J. E. GRIMAUD
.! CANDIDATE SURFACE INSULATION
f 18965 THERMAL PERFORMANCEOF SURFACE INSULATION TPS 11-19-71 ES J. E GRIMAUD
.._e MATERIALS SATURATED WITH WATER
,iz
-_ 18966 REQUEST FOR SUPPORT IN TESTING CANDIDATE 11-23-71 ES J.A. SMITH
MATERIALS FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE
18967 REQUEST FOR SUPPORT IN EVALUATION OF VMSC 12-27-71 ES J. A. SMITH
CARBON/CARBON WING TIP LEADING EDGE TEST
MODELS
18969 USER'S GUIDE/ICD FOR THE VCN REVISION FR H. EPPS
-'_ MAINTENANCE SYSTEM
18970 LIFE CYCLING TESTS ON CANDIDATE SURFACE 01-04-72 ES J. E. GRIMAUD |'
INSULATION
18971 THERMAL EVALUATION TESTS ON THE GENERAL 02-02-72 E$ J.E. GRIMAUG l
,_ ELECTRIC REUSABLE EXTERNAL INSULATION
3 THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM MATERIAL
18972 THEREAL EVALUATION TESTS ON THE LOCKHEED 02-02-72 ES ;
MISSILES AND SPACE CORPORATION LI-1500
") SURFACE INSULATION THERMAL PROTECTION
SYSTEM MATERIAL ,_
t
18973 SHUTTLE ENGINEERING SIMULATOR SIMULATION 04-28-83 EF
DEFINITION DOCUMENT. ON-ORBIT PHASE
VOL. 1-ENVIRONMENT t
VOL. 2-FLIGHT SYSTEM
18974 THERMAL CYCLING TESTS ON MDAC MOD III-A 04-10-72 ES J. E. GRIMAUD
REUSABLE SURFACE INSULATION THERMAL
PROTECTION SYSTEM MATERIAL
18975 THERMAL EVALUATION OF MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS 05-24-72 ES J. E. GRIMAUD
COATED COLUMBIUM PANEL GAP MODEL
18976 THERMAL EVALUATION TESTS OF CANDIDATE 07-31-72 ES R. E. VALE |
REUSABLF SURFACE INSULATION MATERIALS
"- FOR APPLICATION ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
,- ORBITAL VEH!CLE
18977 LAMINATED MAHOGANYWING LEADING EDGE 10-05-72 ES R.E. VALE ;
' MODEL TESTS j
18978 EVALUATION OF ENTHALPY CALCULATIONS 12-14-72 ES C.O. SCOTT "
BASED ON A REVIEW OF THE CARBON WING _
LEADING EDGE JOINT TESTS (_
18979 EVALUATING GRAVITY MODELS (IN-83-FM-Otg) 07-28-83 FM W.M. LEAR (/
i18980 VALIDATION/USER ACCEPTANCE TEST SCRIPTS 07-28-83 FR
- FOR MASTER MEASUREMENTSDATA BASE SYSTEMS .,|
(MMDBS) PAYLOADS REHOST
18981 NASA PRELIMINARY APPqOACH TO SPACE STATION 08-07-83 NB J.H. LEVINE
(dupl. #) RtLIABILITY. MAINTAINABILITY -_
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18985 ZN-AIR WCCU PROTOTYPE BATTERY TEST 08-03-83 EP D.B. TRAHAN ,[
w
18986 TESCOM 44-2200 SERIES PRESSURE REGULATOR 08°03-83 EP J.S. DOMINICK ;'
TEST
18987 CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - LARGE FORMAT CAMERA 08-17-84 DH J. M. THOMAS
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
18989 SPACELAB-1 ACTIVIATION/DEACTIVATION CHECKLIST 09-15-83 DH S. S. GIBSON
18990 STS-7 TELEVISION PLAN 05-16-83 LA F. M. PATTERSON
18991 EVALUATION OF CARBON WING LEADING EDGE JOINT 12-12-72 ES
TESTS IN MSC ARC TUNNEL FACILITY
18993 PERFORMANCEEVALUATION TESTING OF SHUTTLE 04-29-83 ES S. L. WHIGHAM
ORBITER THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM MATERIALS
;N AN ARC JET SIMULATED REENTRY ENVIRONMENT
18994 STS-7 DESCENT MISSION PLAN (IN-B3-FM-020) 05-28-83 FM
18995 COMPARISON OF THE THERMAL PERFORMANCEANC ES J. E. GRIMAUD
THERMAL INSULATION EFFICIENCY OF MB-tO, L. P, MURRAY l,
RTV-SBO, AND AVCOAT 5028-39 SILICONIZED &iABLATOR
18996 ARC JET TESTS OF NOMEX FELT AND RAYBESTOS 11-16-73 ES J. E. GRIMAUD
MANHATTAN RL1973 FOAM STRAIN ISOLATION PAD
MATERIALS
18997 HIGH TEMPERATURE REUSABLE SURFACE INSULA- 04-28-73 ES F. E. GRIFFITH
TION PROCUREMENT, THERMAL-MECHANICAL TESTS !
18998 DEORBIT PREPARATION, FLIGHT SUPPLEMENT 11-09-87 DH C. J. MCKENNA
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
18999 STS-8 POST-INSERTION 06-30-83 DH J.A. CARDENAS
19000 SPACE SHUTTLE PROJECTS MANAGEMENTMANUAL MA G. MALONE ;
19001 SHUTTLE UTILIZATION GUIDELINES FOR AWAKE/ 03-28-83 EN M.A. MCDANIEL
SLEEP REQUIREMENT USER'S GUIDE
19002 SHUTTLE STS-7 MISSION COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 05-28-83 EE B.H. B_TSON
RF COVERAGE AND PERFORMANCEPREDICTIONS
VOL. 1 " ASCENT
VOL. Z - DESCENT
i
19003 SPACELAB LIFE SCIENCES 1 INTEGRATED PAYLOAD 11"28-84 EX J.B. MALTERS
VERIFICATION PLAN (REV, B)
19004 ARC JET TESTS OF LOW TEMPERATURE REUSABLE 05-28-73 ES J. E, GRIMAUD
SURFACE INSULATION MATERIALS IN SUPPORT J.O. MILHOAN
OF ROCKWELL TPS SELECTION |
19005 ARC JET TEST OFS LOW TEMPERATURE REUSABLE 06-28-73 ES J. E. GRIMAUO I
SURFACE INSULATION MATERIALS IN SUPPORT J. D. MILHOUN
OF ROCKWELL TPS SELECTION
e
19006 STS-12 CREW ACTIVITY PLAN 05-23-83 DH C. B. LAU .
19008 STS-11 PAYLOAD SYSTEMS DATA AND MALFUNCTION 12-13-63 OH M. FAWCETT |
PROCEDURES, FINAL
19010 STS-7 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE DATA 05-28-83 FM
PACKAGE-PROFILE SUMI(ARY (IN-83-FM-OZZ)
19&11 APU HIGH ALTITUDE HEATER TEST 08-15-83 EP J. M, SERIALE-GRUSH m




1 . L_'_ _ _" _ "-'" _ .....
J
DO_ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
, 19014 ASCENT SIMULATION BASELX_E RESPONSE DOCUMEN1 05-28-83 EF
19016 CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL-LDEF, ORBITAL OPERATIOtMS 01-04-85 OH M. ALBJERG
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
t 10020 STS-B SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAMMISSION REPORT 05-28-B3 WC
19021 STS-8 TELEVISION PLAN 08-15-B3 LA F. M. PATTERSON
_ 19022 MODIFICAT;ONS TO LRBET3 (IN-83-FM-O23) 07-28-83 FM W. M. LEAR19023 COMPUTERSECURITY PLAN FOR THE SPACECRAFT 11-28-B4 FS T. B. BURTTSCHELL
_,) SOFTWARE DIVISION'S CYBER SYSTEM (REV.A)
19024 SIS-11 PAYLOAD OPERATIONS CHECKLIST, SPAS-01 12-15-83 DH A.J. BURGE
19025 PERFORMANCEREQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS FOR PAYLOAD 00-Ta-B3 FM J. _. BELL
DELIVERY FROkl A SPACE STATION, SUPPLEMENT-
"_ DETAILED STATE VECTOR DATA (IN-83-FM-OZ4)
19028 ZINC-AIR WCCU PROTOTYPE BATTERY TEST 08-10-C3 EP L.R. RHODES
i
.! 19029 SIS-14 CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILE 07-2B-83 FM(IN-83-FM-028)
19030 SATELLITE INTERFACE TEST AREA CONFLGURATZON- 01-28-84 EE D.J. TOMARO
AREA CONFIGURATION DOCUMENT (REV. A)
4
19031 INITIAL _ONDITION-RESGEN 06-28-83 EF S. C. MENON
! 19033 STS 41-D SYNCOM DEPLOY CHECKLIST, SYNCO;d 04-17-84 DH J. P. RIVERS
IV-I, FINAL
19034 STS 41-C CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - SOLAR 03-Z0-84 DH J.C. ROMIG
MAXIMUM REPAIR MISSION, FINAL
19036 SAFETY, RELIABILITY, AND QUALITY ASSURANCE- OO-ZB-83 NA
OO0 MISSIONS SECURITY PLAN
19037 SIS-17 CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILE 01-Z8-84 FM
(IN-83-FM-O27)
19058 VAFB STS OPERATIONS FLIGHT PROGRAMREQUIREMENTS 12-28-85 DE
OOCUMENT.VOLUMEI-PRD/PSP
29039 SAIL DRE-OP ENTRY AERODYNAMICS INTEGRATION 00-28-83 EF Y.M. KUO
PLAN
19040 STS-11 CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL-ACES, ORBITAL 0]-15-83 DH A.a. BURGE '
OPERATIONS, BASIC
19041 BOOSTER SYSTEMS BRIEFS 10-01-84 OF
T
1904Z STS-8 LOW-SPEED GROUNDNAVIGATION CONSOLE Oe-ZB-83 FM J. C. WEAVER 4
MISSIONREPORT(IN-e3-FM-OZe) _
19043 $1S-8 OPERATIONAL FLIGH[ PROFILE-RMS 08-28-83 FM C. GOTT }_
CONFIGURATION AND AUTOSEQUENCE DATA 0. HOMAN
(IN-83-FM-OZ9) G. RAMSAY
19044 STS 41-D CREW ACTIVITY PLAN, BASIC (REV. A) 07-27-84 OH C.B. LAU
R. L. _HAF
19045 RFGOLITH BRECCIA WORKBOOK 08-2B-83 SN R. M. FRULAND
10049 LARGE FORMAT CAMERA/ORBITAL REFUELING 06-28-83 EN 0, T. NAZK
SYSTEM-MISSION PECULIAR EQUIPMENT SUPPORT C. M. MOLEN
_TRUCTURE, STATIC STRUCTURAL CERTIFICATION
T_ST PLAN
l 19047 PASSIVELY COOLED APU THERMAL TEST 07-22-83 EP O. G. : IFFORD
371
1990007273-373
DOC. t TZT_E .__ DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) ......
19049 STS-B PHOTO/TV CHECKLIST 08-05-83 DH J, M. BREMER
D. R. BROOKS
M. J. COHEN
19050 MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING SYSTEM 06-28-83 EE M. E. AUSTIN
COVERAGEAND ACCURACYDURING THE ORBITER P. V. HENRY
SIS-6 LANDIN_ M.C. ROBEL
1GOS1 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 06-14-83 EH D. _. HARMONS/N 0013, CALIBRATION REPORT NO. 3
19052 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 06-14-r3 EH L. S. MUNSON
S/N 0001, CALIBRATION REPORT NO. 1
19053 HELICOID PRESSURE GA_E TEST 08-01_83 EP J. :.. DOMINICK
19054 WCCU _TTERY TEST 08"03-83 EP M. LE
19055 SHUTTLE 'JRBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 06-14-83 EH R. L, BURNS
S/N 0004, CALIBRATION REPORT NO. 1
19057 SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR CCN4PLEXEQUIPMENT 08-28-85 FE
LIST (REV. L/
19059 ABORT TO ORBIT. ABORT ONCE AROUND. TRAMS- 04-28-83 DG A. PETRO
ATLANTIC ABORT LANDING-GNC SYSTEMS TRAINING
MANUAL
lPn61 MISSION TELEVISION PLAN-NATIONAL SPACE TRANS- 09-18-84 LA ,'. E. CARR
PORTATION SYSIEM PROGRAM(VARIC'JS FLIGHTS) W. L. GILL
1;062 SPACE STATION STUDY-DATA ACOUISITION/TEL_ETkY EE C. M. HADOICK
SUBSYSTEM
19063 SHUTTLE NISSINN SIMULATOR RECONFIGURATION 09-_8-83 FE
SYSTEM TO SHUTTLE VEHICLE SIMULATOR INTER-
FACE AGREEMENT
19064 STS-60FERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE DATA 08-28-83 FN
PACKAGE-SUf_O4ARY.CYCLE 4.1 (IN-B3-FM-032)
(REV. 1)
19085 STS 51-A CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - ARC, 01-28-84 DH C.W. BAY
PRELIMINARY
19066 COMPUTER PROGRAMDCCUMENTATION FOR DISSPLA 05-28-83 EC C. D, SIMPSON
PLOTTING ROUTINES FOR THE SINFLO/EMU COMPUTER
PROGRAM
19067 SNS LANDING AND ROLLOUT DYNAMICS VERIFICATION 07-28-83 FE R. A. BURKE
PACKAGE A. 6. COHOE
H.J. DAVILA
Y. K. JANI
19069 HANOB_K3KOF LUNAR SOILS 07-26-63 SN C. DARDANO
PART 1 - APOLLO II-IS G. HEIKEN
PART 2 - APOLLO 16-17 R.V. MORHIS
R. SCORE
19070 STS-8 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE DESCENT 07-Z8-83 FM L. GONZALES
MISSION PLAN k;N-83-FM-033)
19073 USER'S GUIDE FOR VTPLY PLOF PACKAGE 03-28-83 FN R. E. HILL
19074 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING SIMULATOR CONTROl 12-28-84 EF G. J. MOORMAN
STATION CONTqOL SECTION USER MANUAL
19075 ORBITAL REFUELING SYSTEM HYDRAZINE/ 06-03-83 EP J. V GRIFFIN
GASEOUS NITROGEN LATCHING ISOLATION VALVE





DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
19077 SAIL VDS MATH MODELS-DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG 06-28-82 EF R. E. GOODWIN
CONVERSION _,
1907_ CREW SPOTLIGHT NI-CD BATTERY SHORT CIRCUIT 07-29-83 EP R. DELVENTHAL
TEST
19081 INTRODUCTION TO SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATION 08-12-83 DG N. MARENA
S. TSIAO
19082 ORBITAL BET PROGRAM-LRBET4 (IN-83-FM-034) 07-28-84 FM W. M. LEAR
19084 ORBITER EXPERIMENTS INTEGRATED SYSTEMS 08-28-83 EN J. H. CANNIFF ;
TEST PLAN G. R. SMITH
19087 ARC JET TESTS OF COW TEMPERATURE REUSABLE 09-14-13 ES J. E. GRIMAUD
SURFACE INSULATION MATERIALS J. D. MILHORN
L. P. MURRAY
19088 ARC JET TESTS IN SUPPORT OF THE HRSI MATERIAL 09-28-73 ES J.E. GRIMAUD
FIBER SELECTION
19089 STS 41-B INTEGRATED RENDEZVOUS TARGET 01-13-84 DH M.S. ROLWES
(REV. A) _,
19090 STS-41-C CREW ACTIVITY PLAN 02-29-84 DH C.R. KNARR
19091 SPACE SHUFTLE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS - THE 07-28-83 A. POTTER
FIRST FIVE FLIGHTS, PROCEEDINGS OF THE NASA/
USAF SPACE SHUTTLE-ENVIRONMENT CONFERENCE
19092 USER'S GUIDE FJR MASTER PAYLOAD DA_A BASE 07-78-83 FR M.N. MUNKRES
SYSTEM
13094 CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - PALAPA B-2/WESTAR; 12-15-83 DH S.G. VAN HORN
STS-11, FINAL
19095 STS-7 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM_;SSION REPORT 07-28-83 MD
19096 COMPUTER-AIDED USER-ORIENTED SYSTEMS 07-28-83 NS _ r
EVALUATIONS NETWORKTECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM
19099 SPACE S_ATION SUBSYSTEMS INTERFACE 07-28-83 EP I.M. HACKLER
3EFINITION STUDY
1£100 FAMIe,iARIZATION, OPERATION, MAINTENA_ -, 02-28-84 EC
TEST, SERVIC'NG, AND CALIBRATION PROCE_dRES
FOR FIT CHECX AIR SUPPLY CAPT
I@106 SHUTTLE ORBITER HYDRAZINE FILL VALVE 01-01-84 EC S.C. CLAYTON
ADAPTER TEST FIXTURE CERTIFICATION TEST
REPORT _
191q7 SHUTTLE ORBITER HYDRAZINE FII,L VALVE 12-20-83 EC S. C. CLAYTON _
ADAPTER CERTIFICATION T_ST REPORT ,,-
19111 THERMAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL PANEL 01-05-84 EC D.W. MORRIS
STUDY TASK REPORT, PART 2 - ACTIVE THERMAL '_ '
CONTROL SUBSYSTFM _
19112 THERMAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL PANEL 01"05-84 EC C. H l LIN _ "|
STUD, TASKS REPORT, PART I - ENVIRONMENTAL _
CONTROL AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
19113 (HERMAL VACUUM TEST REQUIREMENTS FOR PROTOTYPE 01-18-84 EC P. MARSHALL _,
SPACE CONSTRIJCTABLE HEAT PIPE RADIATOR L. G. WILLIS
1911, SHUTTLE/_ACELAB TUNNEL SIMULATOR/SPACELAB 01-12-84 EC S. A. LAFUSE !
SIMULATOR AIR CIRCULATION TEST REPORT




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
19117 TEST PLAN SOLID AMINE WATERDESORBED 01-31-84 EC R. J. CUSICK
SUBSYSTEM A. T, L]NTON
R, P. REYSA
19122 FAMILIARIZkTION,OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 04-11-84 EC
TEST, SERVICING, AND CALIBRATION PROCEDURES
FOR THE PPRTIAL VACUUM LEAKAGE F!XTURE
19123 TEST PLAN FOR SHUTTLE E_U CANNED MAN 03-14-84 EC B.M. , ;ON
FACILITY VERIFICATION TE_TS SERIES O.W. S_ 3UCE
NUM3ER3, B-FOOT £HAMBER
19127 SHUTTLE ORBITER MODIFIED HYDRAZINE FILL VALVE 06-01-84 EC S. CLAYTON
ADAPTER AND TOOLS FOR STS-17 CERTIFICATION TEST
PLAN
19129 SOLID AMINE IRA-45 CARBON DIOXIDE 04-23-84 EC C.E. VEROSTKO
CONTAMINANT REMOVAL STUDIES
19130 SPACE SHUTTLE SATELLITE RETRIEVAL MISSION 10-26-84 EC C.E. WHITSETT
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR CREW
SYSTEMS DIVISION PROVIDED HARDWARE (REV. B)
19131 SPACE STATION HEAT PIPE ADVANCED RADIATOR 01-09-85 EC S. C. CLAYTON
ELEMENT FLIGHT EXPERIMENT - HEAT PIPE
RADIATOR SYSTEM, FART 1, EXPERIMENT
CERTIFICATION TEST PLAN
19133 SPACE STATION HEAT PIPE ADVANCED RADIATOR 01-10-85 EC
ELEMenT FLIGHT EXPERIMENT - HEAT PIPE
RADIATOR SYSTEM, PA_T 2, SPECIFICATION
AND ASSEMBLY DRAWING
19134 REGENERATIVE LIFE SUPPORT EVALUATION 10-09-84 EC R. CUSICK
PRE-PROTOTYPE SOLID AMINE WATER DESORBED R. REYSA
SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE TEST PROCEDURE
19137 ORBITER ACTS CHECKOUT FOR RTG COOLING 08-20-84 EC S. LAFUSE
DEVELOPMENT TEST (REV. B)
19138 CGNSIDERATIONS FOR MANNED SPACE SUIT 07-20-84 EC J. J. KOSMO
QUANTITATIVE TESTING
19139 EVALUATION OF METHODS FOR THE DETERMINATION 08-20-84 EC C. E. VEROSTKO
OF SOLIDS CONTENT IN URINE RECYCLE FLUID
19141 ORBITER ARPCS N2 CHECKOUT AND SCIENCE 09-10-84 EC S. LAFUSE
INCTRUMENT PURGE SIMULATOR SETTING FOR RIG
COOLING DEVELOPMENT TEST (REV. B)
19145 LIGHTWEIGHT LONG LIFE HEAT EXCHANGER-NO 09-18-84 EC R.J. CUSICK
CONDENSING MODE
19148 SFACE STATION ENVIRONMENTALCONTROL AND LIFE EC C.H. L_N
SUPPORT SYSTEM OXYGEN GENERATION SUBSYSTEM
CANDIDATE CONCEPTS TRADE STUDY
19149 SPACE STATIGN ENVIRONMENTALCONTROL AND LIFE EC C. H, LIN ,
SUPPORT SYSTEM REGENERATIVECARBON DIOXIDE
COLLECTION/REMOVALSUBSYSTEM CANDIDATE
CONCEPTS TRADE STUDY
19151 MONOGROOVE HEAT PIPE LIFE TEST 10-11-84 EC ;_.C. Bc_KO
i
1915_ STS 41-D DUMP NOZZLE ICING INVESTIGATION 10-19-84 EC C. H. LIN
1CICLE DENSITY EVALUATION TEST REPORT







DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
19169 SPACESHUTTLECABIN ATMOSPHEREHYDRAZINE 11-05-84 EC C. H, LIN
CONTAMINATIONREMOVALMETHODEVALUATIONTEST _'!
19160 ORBITER FES CHECKOUTPROCEDUREFORRTGCOOLING 11-30-84 EC S. LAFU_. "_
OFF-NOMINALTEST t
19168 SHUTTLESUPPLYAND WASTEWATERDUMPNOZZLES 01-28-85 EC C. H, LIN
ICING PREVENTIONEVALUATION-TESTREPORT
19169 SPACESTATION ENVINRONMENTALCONTROLAND LIFE 01-28-85 EC C. H. LIN
SUPPORTSYSTEMPHASECHANGEPOTABLEWATER
RECLAMATION SUBSYSTEM, CANDIDATE CONCEPTS
TRADE STUDY
19170 SORBENT PURIFICATIONTESTING OF AIR 01-30-85 EC C.E. VEROSTKO
REVITALIZATION HUMIDITY CONDENSATE
19172 ORBITERWATERCOOLINGLOOPFILL 03-22-85 EC C, L. SEAMAN
PROCEDURESFORVERIFICATION TEST
19174 SCR PROTOTYPE- CONTACTHEAT EXCHANGER 04-05-85 EC J.R. FRAHM
TEST REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT (REV. A) K. MILLER
19175 SPACE STATION HEAT PIPE ADVANCED RADIATOR 03-12-85 EC N. HAMMOND
ELEMENT/MODULAR RADIATOR PANEL THERMAL P. MARSHALL
VACUUM TESI REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT _
19176 SPACE STATION ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND LIFE 03-18-85 EC C.H. LIN
SUPPORT SYSTEM REVERSE OSMOSlS/FILTRAFION WASH
WATER RECLAMATION SUBSYSTEM CANDIDATE CONCEPTS
TRADE STUDY
19177 MODULAR RADIATOR AMBIENT TEST QUICK LOOK REPORT 03-18-85 EC J. J. GALLEGOS
19160 AUTOMATED SUBSYSTEM CONTROL FOR THE LIFE 04-26-65 EC R. F. BLOCK
SUPPORTSYSTEM
19186 ORBITER WCL DESERVICE, PYRO VALVES REPLACE- 04-11-65 EC C. L. SEAMAN
MENT AND RESERVlCE PROCEDURES FOR VERIFICA-
TION TEST
i
191gl TEST REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SPACE STATION ECLSS 06-28-85 EC T.K. BRADY
TEST BED RLSE SYSTEM TEST H.S. CULLINGFORD :
19194 SPACE SHUTTLE LEA_AT SALVAGE MISSION - INTERIM 06-06-85 EC C.E. WHITSETT ,
REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT FOR CREW SYSTEMS DIVISION _
HARDWARE (REV. B) _
19195 SPACE STATION HEAT PIPE ADVANCED RADIATOR 06.10-85 EC N. BENKO
ELEMENT/MODULAR RADIATOR PANEL THERMAL N. HAMMOND
VACUUM TEST PLAN P. MARSHALL
19199 SPACE CONSTRUCTIBLE RADIATOR PROTOTYPE 07-01-85 EC J. J. GALLEGOS _
CONTACT HEAT EXCHANGER QUICK LOOK REPORT
19201 MULTIMISSION LEVEL B/C REQUIREMENTS FOR 02-28-84 FE
THE SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR TRAINING
FACILITY Y
VOL. I - MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL _
VOL. 2 - RESTRUCTURE iVOL. 3 - SIMULATOR RECONFIGURATIONSYSTEM r
- 119202 TEST EVALUATION REPORT-HONEYWELLGG 1300 07-28-83 EH M. E. JONES
RING LASER GYROSCOPE
19203 FLIGHT DATA FILE DESIGN AND MATERIA=S 10-13-83 DH W, M. MAASS
HANDBOOK-APPENDIXG OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE
PROCEDURES MANAGEMENT PLAN
i




DOC. # TITLE DATE OP__RRAUTHOR(S)
19205 STS-9 POST-INSERTION, FINAL 08-24-83 DH J. A. CARDENAS
p
=_._ 19208 RISK ANALYSES FOR MISSION SUPPORT DIRECTOR- 10-28-84 FD R. FAVOUT
,_,_,_ ATE DATA PROCESSING INSTALLATIONS-EXECUTIVE L. W. MORGAN
SUMMARY F.P. VENEZIA
VOL. 1 - JSC CENTRALCOMPUTERFACILITY (CCF) 06-28-84
VOL. 4 - JSC SOFTWARE PRODUCTION FACILITY 05-28-84
VOL. 5 - JSC GROUND DATA SYSTEMS DIVISION 08-26-84
:_ COMPLEX
-_ VOL. B - JSC FLIGHT DESIGN SYSTEM 10-28-848 RISK ANALYSIS DECI ION SUPPORT SYSTEM
_. USER'S GUIDE
" 19209 WORKLOAD ANALYSIS AND SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 07-28-83 ES J. H. KNESEK
OF STANDARD VAX COMPUTER SYSTEM
. 19210 PERFORMANCEPLAN DOCUMENTATION-PERFORMANCE 05-28-83 ES H.T. VU
MONITORINGANDACCOUNTINGPLAN FORSTANDARD
:,..,-. VAX COMPUTERSYSTEM
, 19211 SATELLITE SERVICES CATALOG - TOOLS AND 09-28-83 EB
EQUIPMENT
19214 STS-12 IUS DEPLOY CHECKLIST, IUS/TDRS-B 07-27-83 DH D.W. LEWIS
19215 SPACELAB COMMAND AND DATA MANAGEMENT 01-06-86 DF P.F. DYE
y CONSOLE HANDBOOK, BASIC (REV. B)
19216 NASA JOHNSON SPACE CENTER RECONFIGURATION 08-28-83 FD P. A. NUSSMAN
'_ SUPPORT PROCESSOR SOFTWARE CONVERSION STUDY
19219 SHUTTLE STS-8 MISSION COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS EE B. HUVAL
RF COVERAGE AND PERFORMANCEPREDICTIONS Y. C, LOH
: VOL. I - ASCENT 08-05-83 J. A. PORTER
VOL. _ - DESCENT 08-12-83
19220 PRELIMINARY_TRUCTURALDESIGNAND ANALYSIS 07-28-83 ES H. C. KAVANAUGH
OF A SHUTTLELAUNCHEDSPACESTATION MANNED
HABITABLEMODULE
19221 STS 41-C PAYLOAD OPERATIONS CHECKLIST-SOLAR 02-06-84 DH A.J. FARLEY
MAXIMUM REPAIR MISSION, FINAL
19222 STS-9 PHOTO/TVCHECKLIST 09-30-83 DH J. M, BREMER
D. R. BROOKS
A. B. THIETJE
; 19227 MCC SYSIEM LEVEL B REQUIREMENTSFOR SHUTTLE 10-06-83 FS
OPS CALIBRATED ANCILLARY SYSTEM
19234 ADDENDUM TO BENDIX DOCUMENT TP-3291562 12-BIT I0-Z8-85 EN J.W. TAYLOR
PCM FUNCTIONAL VERIFICATION (REV. I)
_. 19235 ACIP SN/? ANGULAR ACCELEROMETER CALIBRATION 08-28-83 EN M.J. KINTZER
REPORT SCALE FACTOR DETERMINATION








19239 USER'S GUIDE TO THE HP-g825A DESKTOP FLIGHT 09-28-83 FM C. O. GUTIERREZ
SIMULATOR(IN-83-FM-037)
_ 19240 41-C RENDEZVOUS - SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION 02-03-84 DH R. J. HIEB
19241 STS 41-D PAYLOAD OPERATIONS CHECKLIST, FINAL 05-J5-84 DH S. C. HOEFER )
376
1990007273-378
CDOC. # TIT. LF DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) }i19242 SHUTTLE DYNAMICS SIMULATOR-SIMULATION 09-28-83 EF M.T. DOUGHERTY
INTERFACE SUBSYSTEM OPERATING SYSTEM _ ,
"
19244 STS-9 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE-SUMMARY, 09-28-83 FM A. LUNDE
CYCLE 2 (IN-B3-FM-038)
19248 STS-7 LOW-SPEED GROUND NAVIGATION 08-28-83 FM J. K. WEAVER
CONSOLE MISSION REPORT (IN-83-FM-03"
19247 MOS LITHIUM BATTERY INVESTIGATION 08-31-83 EP E. MORALEZ
19248 STORAGE EFFECTS OF LI-BCX D AND AA DIODED 01-18-64 EP C. WOOTEN
CELLS (REV. A)
19249 STS-8 SCHEDULE OF' TELEVISIOf! EVENTS 06-23-83 JL P. MILLER
R. L. SQUIRES
19252 REDUNDANT COMPUTER SET LOGIC FLOW DIAGRAMS 09-28-83 EH L.J. BRAQUET
(SEQUENCING)-TAPE VERSION 20 J.C. DAVIDSON
F. E. VOLENTINE
19253 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 08-24-83 EH R.t. BURNS
S/N 0004, CALIBRATION REPORT NO. 2 _-
(
19254 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 08-24-83 EH D. B. HARMON
S/N 0013, CALIBRATION REPORT NO. 4
19255 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 08-24-83 EH L, S. MUNSON
S/N 0001, CALIBRATION REPORT NO. 2
19256 MULTIMISSION DETAILED DESIGN SPECIFICATION 12-30-83 FA
FOR THE SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR TRAINING
FACILITY
VOL. I - MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL
VOL. 2 - SMS RESTRUCTURING
VOL. 3 - SIMULATOR RECONFIGURATION DATA
VOL. 4 - PRODUCT GENERATORS
19257 STS 41-C PAYLOAD SYSTEMS DATA AND 02-22-84 DH M. ALBJERG
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES
J
19259 USAF SHUTTLE OPERATIONS AND'PLANNING COMPLEX- 09-28-83 A.W. HAMBLETON
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR POST-MISSION DATA PRO-
CESSING IN THE ORBITER DATA REDUCTION COMPLEX
19260 PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION ANALOG TEST 10-20-83 EH N. E. ANDERSON i
i
PROCEDURE - OEX SYSTEM CONTROL MODULE
19261 SPACELAB 1 JOINT OPERATIONS INTERFACE 09-01-83 DH G. A. CRESS
PROCEDURES, FINAL
19262 LI-BCX D-CELL 3VERDISCHARGE 10-13-83 EP N.C. LUSKA _ }
19263 STS 41-B PAM DEPLOY CHECKLIST - PALAPA/PAM-D 12-09-83 DH B.A. SCHWARTZ
AND WESTAR/PAM-D, FINAL
19266 TRUNNION PIN ATTACHMENT DEVICE-FAILURE MODES 09-28-83 NB M.J. HIMEL
AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS, CRITICAL ITEMS LIST
19267 BRECCIA GUIDEBOOK NO. 5, 14305 09-28-83 SN J. _", SHERVAIS ,,
L. A. TAYLOR
19268 INTELSAT VI/ORBITER AVIONICS INTERFACE 02-22-84 EH T.D. MCCHESNEY
VERIFICATION TEST PLAN
19269 STS 41-F RENDEZVOUS BOOK, SPARTAN, BASIC 04-23-84 DH C.G. GROSS
19270 CERTIFICATION PLAN AND REQUIREMENTS 01-20-84 EN _. G. BOETTGER






DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
19272 CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - SPAS-O1A, ERBS 01-10-84 DH
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
19273 SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR/NETWORK SIMULATION 10-03-84 FE ':
SYSTEM INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT
19274 BUILDING 35 SECURE OPERATIONS L,_'EL A 09-28-83 FE
REQUIREMENTS
19275 SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR RECONFIGURATION 10-28-83 FE D.A. FULLER
SYSTEM TO SHUTTLE VEHICLE SIMULATOR INTER-
FACE CONTROL DOCUMENT
19277 CRISP-A NETWORKOUEUEING ANALYSIS PROGRAM 09-28-83 FD E.S. HERNDON
19278 STS-8 NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 10-28-83 MD
PROGRAMMISSION REPORT
19280 SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR INTERFACE CONTROL 04-01-86 FE W.A. STEVENS
DOCUMENTBEFWEEN THE SIMULATOR RECONFIGURA-
TION DATA COLLECTION SUBSYSTEM FORD...AND
THE SMS DATA POOL SYSTEM SINGER COMPANY,
LINK PLIGHT SIMULATION DIVISION
k;
19293 SPACE STATION TRACKING AND OPTICAL 09-28-83 EE P. L. HARTON i
COMMUNICATIONS CONCEPTS D. E. RHOADES ,
19294 PAYLOAD/CARGO INTEGRATION SCHECULES/PLANNING 10-29-84 LA
GUIDELINES, VOLUME 1 - NASA AND COMMERCIAL
PAYLOADS
19295 TECHNICAL FACILITIES CATALOG-ENGINEERING 11-06-84 EA t
DIRECTORATE (SEE JSC 19962)
19296 TWO METHODS OF INTERRUPTING LOOPING 08-28-83 EN T. R. KELL
PROGRAMS
19297 SPACE STATION ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, 09-28-83 NB J.H. LEVINE
AND ELECTROMECHANICAL PARTS APPROACH R.R. SHEPPARD
19298 CERTIFICATION APPROACH FOR SPACE STATION 09-28-83 NB
t
19299 OPERATIONS PLAN FOR MAST 1 DATA BASE 06-08-84 FR
PRODUCTION FLOW, VOLUME 1
19300 EVALUATION OF DECISION SUPPORT SOFTWARE 09-28-83 FD R.M. PEARSON
FOR IDSD'S INSTITUTIONAL INFORMATION I
SYSTEM
19301 SIMULATOR INSTRUMENT STUDY SUMMARY REPORT 08-28-83 EN O.R. KRNAVEK
M. T. MONK J
W. A. ROSENKRANZ 1
E. A. STREET
19303 STS 41-F CREW ACTIVITY PLAN, BASIC 04-23-84 DH R.L. SCHAF
19304 STS-11 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE-SUMMARY, IC 28-83 FM
CYCLE 2 (IN-B3-FM-042)
19305 STS-19 CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILE 10-28-83 FM
(IN-83-FM-040)
19306 GDSD/SSD INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT FOR 09-28-83 FS ]
GPC MAIN MEMORY RECONFIGURATION VIA UPLINK
(REV. 3)
s
19307 STS-9 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE - DESCENT I0-28-83 FM G. L. CARMAN
MISSION PLAN (IN-83-FM-041) /
19309 CINEMA 360 GAS CAN SYSTEM STRESS ANALYSIS 12-28-83 EN K. YEUNG 4
l
378
._ _ • ' I
1990007273-380
OOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
iJ
19310 THE ASCENT/ENTRY BET PROGRAM- LRBET5 12-28-83 FM W.M. LEAR _''T
(IN-83-FM-043) .J
19312 TPS INTERIOR WATERPROOFING LIFE TEST 08-28-83 ES S.W. LEE .:
19313 EVOLUTIONARY SPACE STATION, VOLUME 5, 09-28-83 EE
PARTS 1 AND 2 - COMMUNICATIONS, TRACKING,
AND NAVIGATION SYSTEMS STUDY REPORTS
19314 STS 41-G ERBS OEPLOY CHECKLIST, FINAL 09-04-84 DH D.W. LEWIS
19319 STS-20 CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILE-SUMMARY 12-28-83 FM
(IN-83-FM-O45)
19320 0I-6 PROGRAMNOTES (PASS, BFS, GPC STP, DCP, 08-0g-85 FR J. HAMLIN
HUD) MMU SOFTWARE INTEGRATION DOCUMENT
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
19321 STS 51-A PAM DEPLOY CHECKLIST - ANIK-D/PAM-D 07-27-84 OH P.W. BURRETS
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
19323 SHUTTLE STS-9 MISSION COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 10-28-83 EE B. HUVAL
RF COVERAGEAND PERFORMANCEPREDICTIONS, Y. C. LOH
VOLUME 1-ASCENT J.A. PORTER
M. H. SAUNIER i,
i
19324 SMS RECONFIGURATION REQUIREMENTS FOR 04-28-84 FE E. S. DALEY
FLIGHT 41-D (REV. A) (VARIOUS FLIGHTS) R. G. HEITP'AN
19326 VIRTUAL DATA FEATURE OF SPERRY 1100 ASCII 10-28-83 FD F. M. RICHARDS
FORTRAN
19327 STS 41-B PHOTO/TV CHECKLIST, FINAL 12-16-83 DH T. BOGART
J. M. BREMER
S. SEUS
19330 SHUTTLE ENHANCED RECONFIGURATION SYSTEM 02-15-84 FS
LEVEL B/C SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
19331 A BRIEF COMPARISON BETWEEN RAMIS II AND 10-28-83 FD R. M. PEARSON '
IBM'S APPLICATION SYSTEM
J
19332 ORBITAL REFUELING SYSTEM PHASE I/II 10-28-83 EP J. W. GRIFFIN
SAFETY REPORT
19333 STRUCTURES AND CONTROL DYNAMICS PANEL 09-28-83 ES
PRELIMINARY CONFIGURATION STUDY I
19342 RAMAPO FLOWMETER QUALIFICATION TEST 04-04-84 EP J. S. DOMINICK
19344 LONG-LIFE ASSURANCE FOR SPACE STATION I0-28-_3 NB J.H. LEVINE
19345 CARGO SYSTEM MANUAL-OEX STS-ALL, BASIC 10-25-d5 DF J.M. WEBB _
(REV.A)
19347 GEOSYNCHRONOU5MISSION SUPPORT FROM A SPACE 11-28-83 FM G.L. CONDON _ _,
STATION - TWO-STAGE OTV FLIGHT PROFILES A. D. LONG
(IN-83-FM-047) R. L. MCHENRY
19348 ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY INTEGRATION 10-28-83 EN J. S. FOURNET _
ASSESSMENT REPORT FOR THE LARGE FORMAT _
CAMERAP_YLOAD _
19350 STS FLIGHT SOFTWARE INITIALIZATION LOAD _ I
VOL. 1 - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS (REV, 1) 12-28-84 FR
m
VOL. 2 - MISSION 1 LOAD REQUIREMENTS
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS) 11-28-85 MA _
VOL. 3 - RECONFIGURATION DATA 379 07-28-84 FR
r m
1990007273-381
_ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) k
19351 FRACTURECUNTROLPLAN FORTRUNNIONPIN 10-28-83 EC
ATTACHMENTDEVICE
19352 FRACTURECONTROLPLAN FORSPECIAL EQUIPMENT 10-28-83 EC ':
STOWAGEASSEMBLY
19355 MICROWAVESCANNINGBEAMLANDINGSYSTEM 10-28-83 EE P.V. HENRY
COVERAGEDURING THE ORBITERSTS-8 LANDING M.C. ROBEL
19356 STS-11 POST-INSERTION, FINAL 11-03-83 DH J.A. CARDENAS
19359 ORBITEREXPERIMENTSAUTONOMOUSSUPPORTING 12-28-83 EN M.G. SCAILLET
INSTRUMENTATIONSYSTEMTHERMALVACUUM
TEST REPORT
19360 SHUTTLEAVIONICS INTEGRATIONLABORATORY 11-28-83 EF W. M. RATHBONE
SHUTTLETEST STATIONCONVERTERTEST F. R. SIMMS
CONTROLLERACCEPTANCETEST PLAN
19382 AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENT IDENTIFICATIONPACKAGE 11-20-83 EN M. J. KINTZER
CALIBRATION REPORT, CALIBRATION 2 ,
19364 STS 41-D CARGOSYSTEMSMANUAL- OAST - 1, 06-15-64 DH C. W. BAY
FINAL i
19366 STS 41-G PAYLOADOPERATIONSCHECKLIST- 09-10-84 OH L.M. GODWIN
OSTA-3, LFC, ORS, RME, TLD, GA3, FINAL
19367 THE CENTRALCOMPUTERFACILITY COMPUTER 10-28-83 FD F. T. CRUCIAN
SYSTEMSMEASURESSTUDY
19368 THE INVARIANCE OF THE RESTRICTED PROBLEM 12-28-83 FM D. J. JEZEWSKI (
OF THREE BODIES (IN-B3-FM-049)
19369 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF ASCII FORTRAN 11-28-83 FD L.W. MORGAN
VERSIONS OF SVDS AND SVDS INPUT PROCESSOR,
AQQINPT
19371 SPACESTATIONOPERATIONS(IN-83-FM-050) 33-28-84 FM
VOL. 1 - PRELIMINARYORBIT MA?NTENANCE
CONCEPTSANDSTRATEGIES
VDL, 3 - PROXIMITYOPERATIONS 02-28-55 C. C. ANDERSON
M. E. OONAHO0
VOL. 4 - PRELIMINARYPOWERPROFILES FOR 02-28-84 J.T. LAWRENCE
IOC CONFIGURATION C. D. WELLS
10384 CINEMA 360 CAMERA PAYLOAD BAY SYSTEM 11-28-83 EN J. A. PENROD
FUNCTIONAL TEST PROCEDURE-MODE 2 JSC G. E. PROW
19385 CINEMA 360 CAMERA PAYLOAD BAY SYSTEM 11-28-83 EN J. A. PENROD
FUNCTIONAL/ACCEPTANCETEST PROCEDURE-
MODE2 JSC AND KSC
19387 PAYLOADASSIST MODULE- D (PAM-D) FLIGHT 01-27-84 DH P.W. BURRETS
PROCEDURESHANDBOOK,BASIC
19388 NETWORKSUPPORTPLAN PROCESSORINDEPENDENT 02-27-83 FS
TEST PLAN, VOLUME1 (REV. 1)
19389 SIMULATION INFORMATIONCENTER REQUIREMENTS 11-28-83 FE P. O. GREGOR
19391 FREE FLYER MISSION SUPPORT FROM A SPACE FM
STATION (IN-83-FM-053)
VOL. 1 - PARAMETRICDATAFORCOORBITAL 03-28-84
ANDNON-COORBITALOPERATIONS
VOL. 2 - ORBITAL MANEUVERINGVEHICLE 02-28-85 B.A. NADER
FLIGHT PROFILES A.L. DUPONT
19394 STS 41-E PAYLOADOPERATIONSCHECKLIST- 01-27-84 DH J.R. SIMONS






"! _ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S )
) 19396 BOOSTER SYSTEMS SOFTWAREHANDBOOK, BASIC 11-26-83 DF
19398 THE MCCULLOCH-LEAR METHOD OF AVERAGING AND 01-28-84 FM W. M. LEAR ;
INTERPOLATING QUATERNIONS (IN-83-FM-084) ),
19397 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 11-18-83 EH L.S. MilNSON }
.i S/N 0018, CALIBRATION REPORT NO. 7 l'
19398 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 11-18-83 EH R.L. BURNS
S/N 0011, CALIBRATION REPORT NO. 7
9 I I I I - - D.B. HA MON
-"_ S/N 0021 CALIBRATION REPORT NO. 5
"'_ 19400 SPACE STATION CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT GROUP 11-28-83 EE
STUDY TASK NUMBER 17 - COMMUNICATIONS AND
TRACKING
19401 STAR TRACKER AND IMU POST-FLIGHT ANALYSIS 01-28-84 FM R.W. CORSON
"_ MODELS AND ALGORITHMS (IN-83-FM-0563 _,
19402 STAR TRACKER POST-FLIGHT ANALYSIS 01-28-84 FM R.W. CORSON $
i DESCRIPTION (IN-83-FM-058)
19403 IMU DRIFT POST-FLIGHT ANALYSIS DESCRIPTION 01-28-84 FM R.W. CORSON _L_
(ZN-83-FM-057) ;_
19404 STAR TRACKER/IMU ALINE POST-FLISHT ANALYS_S 01-28-84 FM R.W. CORSON -_
RESULTS (IN-83-FM-058) ._,
19406 STS 4!-G PAYLOAD SYSTEMS DATA AND 09-10-84 DH J. DAVIS
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES, FINAL '_
19408 THE COMPUTER SYSTEM MEASURES STUDY FOR F.T. CRUCIAN
THE MISSION PLANNING AND ANALYSIS DIVISION
AT NASA/JSC
19409 ALL VEHICLE D AND C PROCEDURAL NOMEN- 11-28-84 DH D M. WATSON
,_ CLATURE - IMAX, LFC,OAST-1, SYNCOM IV,
: ANIK, ERBS, SPAR (VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
19410 AN ADVANCED STAR TRACKER FOR SPACE STATION 10-28-83 EH C.E. MANRY
J
19413 SHUTTLE FLIGHT DATA AND IN-FLIGHT ANOMALY 06-28-87 VF T.L. LIBBY
LIST (REV. J) L.E. MYERS
+ C.J. WALSH
?
: 19414 DETAILED DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR THE 11-28-83 FR M. SCHIMEK •
EXPANDED GRAPHICS _tSTEM
19415 STS-II WESTAR/PALAPA OPERATIONS SUPPORT 12-28-83 DH O.L. DE CAIX " )
TIMELINE, FINAL f_
19417 OSTA-3 GROUND INTEGRATION REQUIREME)JTS 09-30-83 EN T.E. FERN _ _
DOCUMENT F. C. HIRAHARA _)M.R,HOULE -'I.
R. D. VEGA !Ji-)
- 19418 OVERVIEW-SPERRY 1100 PERFORMANCE 11-28-83 FD F.M. RICHARDS
MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION AT NASA/JSC
19419 USER'S GUIDE: SPERRY 1100 PERFORMANCE 06-28-84 FD D.h. EkB
MEASUREMENTAND EVALUATION AT NASA/JSC R. RUSSELL _J
D. L. VOEGELI "$-
19420 TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION ON DATA COLLECTION - 02-28-84 FD R. RUSSELL
SPERRY 1100 PERFORMANCEMEASUREMENT AND
EVALUATION AT NASA/JSC
19421 TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION ON DATA MANAGEMENT- 03-28-84 FD 0. L. VOEGELI
SPERRY 1100 PERFORMANCEMEASUREMENTSAND




DOC,# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S ) __
19422 DATA RETRIEVAL, ANALYSIS, AND REPORIING 12-28-83 FD O.M. ERB
SYSTEM (DRARS) FOR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE D.L. VOEGELI t
ANALYSIS OF SPERRY UNIVAC 1100/808 AT
.z
NASA/JSC ',
19423 STS-8 TECHNICAL CREW DEBRIEFING 12-28-83 OG
19424 SMS/GNS HIGH-SPEED COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 12-28-83 FD R.C. MITCHELL
A. W. YUAN
19426 STS 41-D PAYLOAD SYSTEMS DATA AND 07-20-84 DH M. FAWCETT
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES (REV. A)
19427 STS-11 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE DESCENT 01-28-84 FM B.K. JJOSTEN
MISSION PLAN (IN-83-FM-059)
19428 SPACE STATION DATA MANAGEMENTSYSTEM DESCRIP- 12-28-83 EH R.C. HANSON
TION DOCUMENT-THE NETWORKCOMMUNICATION
SERVICE COMPONENTINTERFACE, FILE TRANSFER
PROTOCOL AND SERVICES, PRELIMINARY
19429 STS 41-G CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - OSTA-3, 08-31-84 DH M. THOMAS
FINAL
_.
19430 QUALIFICATION TEST PROCEDURE FOR THE IMAX 03-28-84 ZN G. L. ELLIS
PROJECT R. B. SCHUCK ,,
19431 KULITE PRESSURE TRANSDUCER EVALUATION TEST 01-28-84 EE J.W. HEGEMIER
PLAN AND PROCEDURE
19432 SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR COMPUTER-TO- 02-29-84 FE
COMPUTER INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT ¢
BETWEEN THE IBM COMPUTERSAND THE
UNIVAC AND PERKIN-ELMER COMPUTERS




19435 SPARTAN-I/ORBITER I_TERFACE LOADS IZ-28-83 ES N.E. TENGLER
ASSESSMENT
19437 APU DIAPHRAGM PRESSURE CYCLE TEST 02-21-84 EP C. NG
19438 ORBITAL SATELLITE SERVICING SUIT EXPOSUH_ 10-02-84 EP J. M. SERIALE-GRUSH
TEST !
19439 STS-9 TECHNICAL CREW DEBRIEFING 01-28-84 DG
19440 PROPULSION AND POWER DIVISION THERMOCHEMICAL 12-22-83 EP C.A. VAUGHAN
TEST AREA SAFETY REVIEW REPORT
19441 THE INVARIANCE OF THE J2-PERTURBED KEPLER 01-28-85 FM D, J. JEZEWSKI
PROBLEM (IN-83-FM-061)
19443 STS-8 tOW-SPEED GROUND NAVIGATION CONSOLE 01-28 84 FM J K. WEAVER
MIS:)ION REPORT (IN-83-FM-OB2)
19445 NASA MEDICAL OPERATIONS GUIDELINES FOR 01-28-84 SD
PROPHYLAXIS AND TREATMENT OF SPACE
ADAPTATION SYNDROME
19448 TEST REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ORBITER 12-28-83 EN V. HILTON
EXPERIMENT INTEGRATED SYSTEM TEST
19448 STS-9 NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION S_STE_ 01-28-84 MD
PROGRAMMISSION REPORT |
19453 COMPUTER SYSTEMS PLAN 1983 FOR IDSD 01-15-84 FD /
COMPUTER FACILITIES FY 1984 - FY 1989
38Z
1990007273-384
/DOC._ TITLE DATE OP._.RR AUTHOR(S ) _
19464 QUADRATIC CONVERGENCEPROPERTIES OF 01-28-34 FM V.e. BOND ; _ !
KEPLER'S EQUATION (IN-84-FM-O01) i
19466 APU TANK 150"F QUALIFICATION 02-14-84 EP N. C, LUKSA z
'r
19468 BACKUP AND RECOVERY STRATEGIES FOR THE 01-28-84 FD A.A. COCKRELI
INSTITUTIONAL DATA SYSTEMS DIVISION'S L.W. MORGAN
COMPUTER FACILITIES
19459 FUNCTIONAL DESIGN DOCUMENT FOR THE 01-28-84 FR R.M. JACKSON
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SYSTEM FOR S. Io LINDE
THE SOFTWARE PRODUCTION FACILITY E.L. WILLIAMS
19462 IMAX CAMERA SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL/ACCEPTANCE 02-26-84 EX J. PENROD
TEST PROCEDURE
19463 LABORATORYOPERATING PROCEDURE, SHUTTLE 01-09-83 EF C.N. MARTIN
ENGINEERING SIMULATION-MANNED MANEUVERING
UNIT, SPACE SUITED OPERATING PROCEDURES
19465 SF"SITIVITY ANALYSIS OF SHUTTLE LIFTOFF 01-28-84 ES N.E. TENGLER
LOADS USING A FOUR-TIE SRB APPROACH
19466 STS 51-B CREW ACTIVITY PLAN - SPACELAB 3. 03-19-85 DH J. SHINKLE
FINAL :i
19467 STS 41-D MISSION SAFETY S_MMARY _6-19-84 NS K. A, BRYAN
19468 TEST PROCEDURES FOR THE ORBITER EXPERIMENT 01-28-84 EA H. VERRETF
INTEGRATED SYSTEM TEST
19469 STS 41-C PHOTO/TV CHECKLIST, FINAL 03-02-84 DG T. BOGART
Do R. BROOKS
F. RAMOS
19474 UPGRADE STUDY FOR A NEW ARCHITECTURE FOR 01-28-84 FD P.M. BROWN
SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR A.R. HAJARE
F. C. DUNLAP
W, B. WOOD
19475 SOFTWARE PRODUCTION FACILITY TACTICAL 01-28-84 FD S.L. PRESTON
PLANNING TOOLS S, I. LINDE
19476 TEST INFORMATION EXTRACTION SYSTEM 12-28-63 FD R. SHULER
ENHANCEMENT PROTOTYPE TECHNICAL REPORT
19477 STS 41-D OPERATIONAl, FLIGHT PROFILE 03-28-84 FM
SUMMARY, CYCLE 1A (!N-84-FM-O03)
19478 PAYLOAD MANAGEMENTLEVEL C FLIGHT SOFT- 11-28-86 DH T. D. KING
WARE REQUIREMENTS (VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
19479 RESULTS OF AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 12-09-88 ES J. E. GRIMAUD
TO DETERMINE THE THERMAL RESPONSE OF CORKED (
SERVICE MODULE PANELS TO A SIMULATED
SM RCS DEOREIT
19480 EFFECT OF WATER ON INTERNAL PRESSURE OF 01-16-89 ES J.E. GRIMAUD
SLA PANELS SUBJECTED TO SIMULATED HEATING
CONDITIONS
&
!'_483 FUEL GAGING bROBE CLOSEOUT LEAK TEST 04-09-84 EP S. E. JONES _ !
1948, CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - SFMD, FINAL 07-01-84 EH J. L. CLEMENT _ t
19486 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 01-27-84 EH D. B. HARMON
S/N OOIl. CALIBRATION REPORT NO. 8




TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
19487 SHUTTLE ORBITER IMU SIN 0009, CALIBRATION 01-27-84 EH R. L, BURNS !
REPORT NO. I . j
19486 STS-9 NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 01-31-84 M.A. COLLINS, JR.
PROGRAMMISSION REPORT
19491 STS 41-E PAYLOAD SYSTEMS DATA AND 02-01-64 DH J.R. SIMONS
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES-STORABLEFLUID
MANAGEMENTDEMONSTRATION
19492 BRECCIA GUIDEBOOK NO. 7, 14321 02-28-84 SN S. KN_DP
J. W. SHERVAIS
L. A. TAYLOR
19494 THERMAL EVALUATION TESTS OF RDF MICROFOIL 04-02-69 ES T. J. TILLIAN
HEAT FLOW SENSORS FOR CHAMBER A _LST_
19495 THERMAL EVALUATION TESTS OF RDF MICROFOIL 04-25-69 ES J. N. KOTANCHIK
HEAT FLOW SENSORS IN A CONVECTIVE HEATING
ENVIRONMENT
19496 THERMAL EVALUATION TESTS OF CARBOTEX 09-09-69 ES J. N. KOTANCHIK
IMPACT - INTACT HEAT SOURCE CAPSULE
IN THE MSC 1.5 HW ARC-HEATED FACILITY
19497 THERMAL EVALUATION TESTS OF REINFORCED 11-13-69 ES T. J. TILLIAN {
PYROLIZED PLASTIC MATERIALS IN THE MSC
1.5 MW AND 10 MW ARC-HEATED FACILITIES
19503 SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR ICD BETWEEN 03-03-87 FEI J. B. NICHOLS
THE SIMULATOR RECONFIGURATION DATA FS
COLLECTION SUBSYSTEM-PAYLOAD SIMULATOR
(PLS) PRODUCT GENERATORS. PRODUCT MAN-
AGEMENT, AUTO GPM PRODUCT MANAGEMENT
VDL. 2 - PI.S DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
VOL. 3 - PLS TELEMETRY
19507 INSTITUTIONAL DATA SYSTEMS DIVISION 03-28-64 FD A.A. BRENTON
RESOURCE DATABASE CODING HANDBOOK S.L. LEATHERS
19508 THERMAL EVALUATION TESTS OF GE NOD I-A, 02-28-84 ES L.P. MURRAY
LMSC L/ -1500, AND MDAC MULLITE REUSABLE
SURFACE INSULATION MATERIALS
19509 THERMAL EVALUATION TES"S OF GE MODE-tB, 0Z-28-84 ES L.P. MURRAY
LNSC LI-1500, AND LMSC LX-900 REUSABLE
INSULATION MATERIALS t
19510 ARC JET TESTS OF HRSI TPS PANEL JOINT/GAP 12-12-73 ES J.E. GRIMAUD
CONFIGURATIONS-TEST REPORT L.P. MURRAY
19512 MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING SYSTEM 01-28-84 EE P. HENRY
COVERAGE AND ACCURACv DATA PAL%AGE FOR M. C. ROBEL
THE ORBITER STS-9 LANDING
19513 SIS 41-C OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILES 02-28-84 FM J. HANSEN !
DESCENT MISSION PLAN (IN-84-FM-O04)
19514 STS 41-C POST-INSERTION, FINAL 01-27-84 DH N. E. JACKSON
19515 SPECIAL EQUIPMENT STOWAGE ASSEMBLY 01-28-84 ES J.J. MCMAHON
STRESS ANALYSIS D
19517 SPACE STAIION HABITABILITY REQUIREMENTS 12-28-83 SP i
DOCUMENT-CREW INTERFACE PANEL l





DOC. I TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
,p
19519 LIFELINE TRANSITION PLAN - SHUTTLE MISSION 03-15-84 FE '_
SIMULATOR MULTIMI$SION SIMULATOR RECONFIG-
URATION SYSTEM
19521 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN AND EVALUATIO' OF SELECTED 12-28-83 ET
SPACE STATION CONCEPTS - EXECUTI £ SUMMARY,
2 VOLUMES
19522 CREW ACTIVITY PLANNING SYSTEM II OPERAI,ONS 05-28-88 DH C. R, MCCLAIN
AND PROCEDURESDOCUMENT
19524 SOFTWARE FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS CREW 02-78-84 FD
SYSTEM LAB/DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
19525 SPACELAB SYSTEMS OPERATING PROCEDURES 02-28-84 DF V. M. JAMISON
INSTRUMENT POINTING SYSTEM, PRELIMINARY
19528 STS 41-D CAfiGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - SBS, 08-15-84 DH S. G. VAN HORN
TELESAT. ANIK l-D, FINAL
19527 STS 41-F PAYLOAD OPERATIONS CHECKLIST 04-05-84 DH M. FAWCETT
19529 PERFORMANCEOF SOFT COUPLERS IN THE MOMENTUM 0Z-28-84 EH C. E. PARTIN
EXCHANGE REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION/SPACE W. W. POWELL
OPERATIONS CENTER SIMULATION
19533 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAMAUDIO RECORDING 02-28-84 EE
SYSTEM EXPERIMENTS REOUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
19535 SATELLITE SERVICES FLUID TRANSFER INTERFACE 0Z-15-84 EA I. RYSAVY
REOUIREMENTS WORKSHOP
VOL. 1 - WORKSHOPPRESENTATION
VOL. 2 - WORKSHOPRESULTS r
19536 LOADS AND STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS BRANCH REPORT - 0Z-28-84 ES R. L. NIEDER
SPACE SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD ASSIST MODULE DELTA
CLASS LOADS ANALYSIS
19537 STS 41-B TECHNICAL ChEW DEBRIEFING 04-28-84 DG
19538 STS 41-D PHOTO/TV CHECKLIST. FINAL 05-21-84 DG M. H. CARSON
A. B. THZETJE
19539 STS 41-C FDS ASTRONAUT SUPPORT PERSONNEL
PRE-LAUNCH DH M. HURT
19540 OPEN DOOR SIMPLIFIED ORBITER :,'ERMAL 10-28-85 ES G.M. DEVAULT
SIMULATOR DESCRIPTION (REV. _ D, J. RUSSELL
1954..___11 STS 41-B NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION 03-28-84 MD
SYSTEM PROGRAMMISSION REPORT
19542 STS 51-L FLIGHT DATA FILE MANIFEST 01-01-86 DH C. M. BARKER
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
19543 ARC JET TESTS OF HIGH TEMPERATURE REUSABLE 02-27-74 ES L. P, MURRAY
SURFACE INSULATION THERMAL PROTECTION
SYSTEM PANEL JOINT/GAP CONTIGURATIOkS-
TE_T REPORT
t9544 ARC JET TESTS IN SUPPORT OF REINFORCED CARBON- 05-15-74 ES _ W. STEPHFNS
CARBON SUBSURFACE ATTACK INVESTIGAtION-
PHASE ONE _
19545 ARC JET TESTS IN REINFORCED CARBON-CARBON Og-Og-74 ES E.W. STEPH_S ,
SUPPORT OF SUBSURFACE ATTACK INVESTIGATION- ";
PHASE TWO _ t




TITL,_ DAT_ OPR AUTHOR(_), !_ !
19547 LI-BCX SHELF LIFE LI2'IT EXTENSION TEST 05-01-84 EP K. I POAST _• !
,I
19548 LITHIUM BCX CELl. OVERDISCtARGE TEST 04-25-84 EP O. SAUCIER
19549 STS 41-r OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE. 06-28-84 FM
CYCLE 1 (IN-54-FM-O07)
19530 ON-ORBIT STRUCTURAL LOAD ENVIRONMENTS FOR 02-28-84 ES B. A. HERNANDEZ
THE ORBITER PAYLOAD BAY
19562 STS 41-F CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL, SBS, PRELIMINARY 05-01-84 Dfl R. H. BLANKENSHIP
19563 STS 51-F CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILE-DIRECT 08-28-84 FM
INSERTION (%N-84-FK-O09)
19564 ARC JET OVER-TEMPERATURE EVALUATION TESTS 02-06-75 ES L.P. MUPRAY
OF SHUTTLE HIGH TEMPERATUREREUSABLE SUR-
FACE INSULATION (HRSI) THERMAL PROiECTION
MATERIAL-LI-9OO/RICHMOND 3 FJBERS/O050 COATING
19565 ARC JET THERMAL PERFORMANCEEVALUATION OF 02-20-75 ES L.P. MURRAY
LI-900 'qSI WITH RICHMOND-3 FIBERS-TEST
REPORT
19568 TRANSFER OF TPS TESTS FRO_ ROCKWELL 03-20-75 ES O.H. GREENSHIELDS
FACILITIES TO NASA-JSC &
Q
19567 CARGOSYSTEMS MANUAL - SPARTAN-1 06-28-85 DH A.J. BURGE
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
19568 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR k MAINTENANCE TREND 07-02-83 LG G. F. STUDOR
ANALYSIS SYSTEM
!
19569 MANAGEMENTAND CONTROL S,STCM LEVEL 08-01-84 FS R.E. CCBLENTZ
B/C S_FTNARE r'PW)IREMENTS
10570 AR_ jE1 TESTS T_ EVALUATE THE £FFECTS OF 04-04-75 ES L.P. MURRAY
SALT CONTAMINATION ON THE HRSI LI 90010500
COATING.TEST REPORT
19571 _INFORCED CARBON/CARBON SUBSURFACE 08-26-75 ES E, W. STEPHENS
ATTACK INVESTIGATIOH IN THE JSC 1.5
MW ARC HEATER FACILITY-TEST REPORT
19572 ARC JET TESTING OF ORBITER CARBON BRAKE 10-08-75 ES E.W. STEPHENS
LINING MATERIAL- TEST _EPO_T
r
19573 EPS ANALYSIS OF SHUTTLE FLIGHTS " ENTRY 04-28-64 FM J. T LAWRENCE
WITH LO_S OF TWO FUEL CELLS (IN-Bq-FM-010)
19574 SHUT_'LE PO_FABLE ON'BOARD COMPUTER FLIGHT" 01-23-_ , OH P. _. COLLECTOR
PROCEDURESHANDBOOK, BASIC (REV. A) }
19575 REIN_'ORC£D CARBON.'CARBONSUBSURFACE ATTACK 12-22-7o E_ E.W. STEPHENS
INVESTIGATION, IN THE JSC 1.5 Ilk# ARC HEARER
FACILITY - SUPPLEMENT "_ST REPORT |
19577 STS 41-D POST-INSERTION, FINAL (REV. A) 07-24-64 DH N. L JACKSON
k
19578 HRSI JOIN; CONDUCTANCEEVALUA',ION TESTS 01-09-76 ES L. P, _URRAY
IN TH_ JSC 10 MW ATMOSPHERIC RE-ENTRY
MATEKtALS AND STRUCTURES EVALUATION |
FACILITY * rEST REPORT |
19579 REINFO:ICED CARBO:'CARBON SUBSURFACE 05-10-76 ES E.W. STEPHEb'S
ATTACK INVESTIGATION AT k MODEL SURFACE
TEMPERATUREOF 200C'F AND IMPACT PRESSURE






DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _
19581 KULITE PRESSURETRANSDUCERTEST REPORT- 03-Z8-84 EE O. W. HEGEMIER _ ;
J
MODEL#XCO-86-Og3-15A AND LQ-g7-125-15A
1958Z RESULTSOF EXPERIMENTALINVESTIGATION TO 08-17-78 ES O. E. GRIMAUD
DETERMINETHE MAXIMUMMODELSIZE
ACCOMMODABLEIN THE JSC 10 MWARC TUNNEL
FACILITY
19583 EVALUAIIONOF THE OVER-TEMPERATURE 10-13-76 ES E. W. STEPHENS
CAPABILITY OF THE IMPROVEDTETRA-ETHYL-
ORTHO-SILICA OVERLAYSYSTEM
19584 FINAL REPORT ON OPERATIONAL INSPECTION 07-13-76 ES L. R, DICKSON
ATMOSPHE'C RE-ENTRY MATERIAL AND
STRUCTURES EVALUATION FACILITY
19586 STS 41-G CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - SPARX I 04-17-84 DH J. M, HANLEY
19587 ELEVONCOVESEAL TEST PROGRAM,VOLUME1 03-Z8-77 ES L.P. MURRAY
19588 SYSTEMUSER'S GUIDE-AUTO-LEVEL-C 03-28-84 FR D.B. KANIPE
19589 PROGRAMMER'SMAINTENANCEMANUAL: AUTO-LEVEL-C 03-28-84 FR D.B. KANIPE
19590 SYSTEMSMANAGEMENTLEVEL C FLIGHT SOFTWARE 10-28-87 OP
REOUIREMENTS(VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
19591 TRAFFIC REOUIREMENTSFORSHUTTLE 03-28-84 FD 0. H. WILLIAMS
RECONFIGURATIONPRODUCTS NETWORK,
VOLUME 1-BUIV PRODUCTS
19592 CARGO BAY CENTERLINE AND END SEAL JUNCTION 06-20-78 ES L.P. MURRAY
TEST PROGRAM, VOLUIIE1
19593 CREW ACCESS DOOR THERMAL BARRIER ENTRY 10-31-78 ES L.P. MURRAY
HEATING TEST PROGRAM
19596 THERMALPERFORMANCEOF FRSI AND FPSI/LRSI 02-12-79 ES L. P. MURRAY
JOINTS TEST PROGRAM
19597 THERMALPERFORMANCEOF DAMAGEDHIGH 04-18-79 ES L.P. MURRAY
TEMPERATUREREUSABLESURFACEINSULATION
THERMALPROTECTIONSYSTEMTILES
19598 FLOWFIELD DIRECTION EFFECTSRELATIVE TO 06-Z5-79 ES L. P. MURRAY
TPS TILE GAPORIENTATION
19599 TILE COATINGDAMAGESENSITIVITY TESTS 06-28-79 ES L. P. MURRAY
19601 CERTIFICATION REPORT FOR THE LARGE FORMAT 05-28-84 EX R.G. BOETTGER
CAMERA PAYLOAD INTEGRATION H_RDWARE-
BASELINE ISSUE
19602 MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING SYSTEM 03-28-84 EE P. HENRY
COVERAGE AND ACCURACY DATA PACKAGE FOR M. C. ROBEL
THE ORBITER SIS-11 (41-B) LANDING
19603 THERMALPERFORMANCEOF DAMAGEDHIGH 09-12-79 ES L. P. MURRAY )
TEMPERATURE REUSABLE SURFACE INSULATION
TILES
19604 OVER-TEMPERATURETEST OF THE ELEVON/ 12-10-79 ES L.P. MURRAY '_
FUSELAGE INTERFACE _,
19605 THE EFFECTOF DEFECTSON THE THERMAL 03-12-78 ES E.W. STEPHENS
PERFORMANCEOF REINFORCEDCARBON/CARBON
THERMAL PROTECTION MATERIAL _,
19608 LOST TILE THERMhL TEST 04-09-80 ES L.P. MURRAY






DOC. # TITLE DATE OP.._..RRAUTHOR(_SJ_.
19608 SPACESTATION PROPOSEDMAiERIALS 06-28-84 NB C.J. KATSIKAS
FLAMMABILITYCONTROLS
19609 SAIL PAYLOADUSERGUIDE 03-28-84 EF T.M. WARD :
19613 SPACESTATION STUDY-CODINGCONSIDERATION 03-28-84 EE S.Z.H. TAQVI
FORNOISY CHANNELS
19616 THERMALPERFORMANCETESTS-ABLATORSIN THE 11-28-80 ES L.P. MURRAY
ELEVON/ELEVONOVER-TEMPERATUREREGION
19617 OVER-TEMPERATURETEST OF THE ELEVON/ 12-28-80 ES L, P. MURRAY
FUSELAGEREGION
19618 THE APPLICATION OF LIE THEORYIN 04-28-84 FM A.A. JACKSON
OPTIMIZATION (IN-84-FM-013) D.J. JEZEWSKI
19619 SPACESTATION INTEGRATEDTHERMALCONTROL 03-28-84 ES
SYSTEMS CONSIDERATIONS,VOLUME 1
19620 MAINTENANCE MANUAL FOR MULTISPEED REPRODUCE 01-28-86 EX W.H. MUNRO
AMPLIFIER MODULE MODEL C70-1532 (REV. A)
19621 THR REAL TIME WORK STATION IN THE SMS 03-28-84 FS W.B. WOOD
19624 RUDDER/SPEEDBRAKEUPPERTHERMALBARRIER 03-04-81 ES L.P. MURRAY
ENTRYHEATINGTEST - TEST AGENCYREPORT
19625 EVALUATIONOF SHUTTLEORBITERWINDOW 06-28-85 ES M. A, MALLINI
CONTAMINATION-TESTAGENCYREPORT
19626 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 03-28-84 EH L.S. MUNSON
S/N 0001, CALIBRATION REPORT NO. 4
19627 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 03-28-84 EH D.B. HARMON
S/N 0011, CALIBRATION REPORT NO. 9
19628 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 03-28-84 EH R.L. BURNS
S/N 0009, CALIBRATION REPORT NO. 2
19629 DETAILED DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE 04-28-84 FR G. HARDESTY
REQUEST PROCESSING AND TRACKING SYSTEM A. SILVERTHORNE
USING THE IBM 3033 H. WANG
A. G. WILEY
19630 THERMAL PERFORMANCE TESTS OF THE ELEVON/ 06-28-81 ES M. A. MALLINI
ELEVON GAP AREA OF THE SHUTTLE ORBITER- L. P. MURRAY )
TEST AGENCY REPORT D, J, TILLIAN
19631 THERMAL TESTS OF STEPPED TILES ON THE 08-20-81 ES M.A. MALLINI
SHUTTLE ORBITER-TESTAGENCY REPORT _. P. MURRAY :
,. D. SCOTT
19632 EVALUATION OF HIGH TEMPERATURE REUSABLE 11-I0-81 ES L.P. MURRAY
SURFACE INSULATION TILES WITH AN D.J. TILLIAN l
UNFIRED COATING-TESTAGENCY REPORT
19634 SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION SATELLITE RADAR 03-28-84 EE P, L, HARTON
CROSS-SECTION MODEL DEVELOPMENT M.T. HEIDEMAN ?
D. F. O'CONNELL
19635 CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - TELSTAR 08-15-84 DH S G. VAN HORN
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS) ' !
19637 SHUTTLE ENGINEERING SIMULATOR ON- 05-28-84 EF B.H. STRASSNER
ORBIT/RMS SIMULATION BASELINE CLOSED
LOOP RESPONSE (REV. A)





DOC. # TIT....__L_ DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
19B40 AUTOMATIONREQUIREMENTSSTUDYFORAIRCRAFT 05-26-84 FD R.G. FULTON
OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT AND MAINTENANCE AT 3. F. SPITZER
'4 _ NASA/JSC _!
19641 STS-9 LOW SPEED GROUND NAVIGATION CONSOLE 04-28-84 FM 3. K. WEAVER
., MISSION REPORT(IN-84-FM-014)
o_ ]96_2 STS 41-C NATIONALSPACETRANSPORTATION 05-28-84 MD _-'Y TEMPROGRAM IS ION REPORT
__ 19643 SOFTWARE PRODUCTION FACILITY STRATEGIC PLAN FDFOR FYB4-FYB8
VOL. 1 - 1883 SPF UTILIZATION AND USER 04-28-84 S. I, LINDE
SERVICE LEVELS S.L. PRESTON
J. L. STUDDARD
VOL. 2 - LONG RANGE CAPACITY PLAN 05-28-64 D. L, DE AGRO
S. I. LINDE
S. L. PRESTON
19644 KEVLAR/MMU VESSEL RUPTURE TEST 05-08-84 EP K. E. GLADDEN
"_ 1964_______55CARGO INTEGRATION REVIEW PLAN (REV. A) 10-25-85 LA |'
:I 19647 REVIEW OF THE GNS WORKLOAD AND THE SPERRY 03-28-84 FE S. V, ANDERSON
1100/70 PROPOSAL P. M. BROWN i
19648 JSC SECURE SYSTEM X FACILITY USER OPERA-. 05-28-84 FM J.D. ALEXANDER
TIONS PROCEDURES (IN-B4-FM-015) (REV. A) _i
"_ 19650 SOLAR SYSTEM DATA FOR ADVANCED MISSION 08-28-84 FM V.R. BOND "_..
P PLANNING (IN-B4-FM-016) O. HILL
__ W.M. LEAR !19651 STS 41-D OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE-DESCENT 05-28-84 FM L. GONZALES
MISSION PLAN (IN-84-FM-017)
19652 INSTRUCTIONSFORTHE PREPARATIONOF STRESS 09-28-87 ES H.C. KAVANAUGH '
ANALYSIS REPORTS (REV. A)
19653 STS 41-C TECHNICAL CREW DEBRIEFING 05-28-84 DG :
19654 FLIGHT ASSESSMENT PACKAGE-ORBITER 04-28-84 ET J.M. UNDERWOOD
AERODYNAMICS, FAD9
19655 STS 41-F PHOTO/TVCHECKLIST (BASIC) 04-20-84 DG T. BOGART
D. R, BROOKS |
M. ENGLE I19657 CARGOSYSTEMSMANUAL- SYNCOMIV, ALL 03-01-85 DH B. L. SELLARI
FLIGHTS, FINAL i
19658 OAST STUDY OF NASA ARC JET FACILITIES-FINAL 04-28-82 ES W. B. OLSTAD
REPOR OF THE NASA ARC JET FACILITIES STUDY
TEAM
19659 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE EXPANDED GRAPHICS 03-28-85 FR M. M. SCHIMEK
• _ SYSTEM
_ tgBBZ SPACESHUTTLEPROGRAMVOICE COMMANDSYSTEM 05-28-84 EE W.T. JORDAN• FORTHE ORBITERCLOSED-CIRCUITTELEVISION
SYSTEMEXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT
19663 ANALYSIS AND TUNING OF PROGRAM COMPLEX 05-28-84 W.N. COLQUITT
OMPROX
'_ 19664 STS 41-D FLIGHT CONTROL OPERATIONS HANDBOOK, 08-20-84 DH J. W. O'NEILL
,_ FLIGHT ANNEX, FINAL





...... _,_ ........... ,.4 -_ _-,, . .... _- ,...... - .... mP,.... _ -_
!,
DOC. # TITLE DATE OP..__RRAUTHOR(S) r
19668 STS-7 STAR TRACKER ANOMALIES (IN-84-FM-010) 05-28-84 FM J. P. MCINTIRE
19667 TORSIONAL BUCKLING OF UNSTIFFENED CIRCULAR 04-28-84 ES H.C. KAVANAUGH
CYLINDERS
19668 SMS/GNS FY84 COMPUTER SYSTEM PLAN REVIEW 02-28-84 FE S.V. ANDERSON
OF FY83
19681 CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - HUGHES 376, 10-01-85 DH S.G. VAN HORN
STS - ALL, FINAL (REV. A)
19682 STS 51-A OPERATIONS INTERFACE PROCEDURES - 09-28-84 DH J. APT
TELESAT, SYNCOM, HS-3 76 RETR3EVAL, FINAL
19684 FLIGHT PROCEDURES HANDBOOK .-ORBIT OPERA- 06-15-84 DH M.T. HURT
TIONS CHECKLIST, ALL VEHICLES, FINAL
19685 ALKALINE MANGANESE DRY CELL VACUUM TEST 05-07-84 EP K. E. GLADDEN
19688 FLIGHT DATA REQUEST TRACKING SYSTEM
VOL. I - USER'S MANUAL 05-28-84 FR J.S. GIBSON
O. M. HARRISON
G. QUINONES
VOL. 2 - SYSTEM PROGRAMMER'S MANUAL 12-28-85 VF M.W. ENER
J. S. GIBSON
19689 NASA PRELIMINARY FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS 05-28-84 NB J.H. LEVINE
ANALYSIS AND CRITICAL ITEMS LIST APPROACH
FOR SPACE STATION
19690 BUILDING 35 AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING 05-26-84 FF A. J. THIBERVILLE i
SECURITY PLAN
19691 STS 41-F POST-INSERTION, FINAL 06-12-84 DH N. E. JACKSON
19692 CLOSED DOOR SIMPLIFIED ORBITER THERMAL 08-28-85 ES G. M. DEVAULT
SIMULATOR DESCRIPTION (REV. A) T. K. GUTHRIE
D. J. RUSSELL
19694 MAST II TRANSITION PLAN 11-26-84 FR
19695 PAYLOAD SIMULATOR UPGRADE - CONSIDERATIONS 05-28-84 FE R. C. MITCHELL
ON THE OPTIONS
19698 STS 41-F OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE - 06-28-84 FM B. J GARLAND
DESCENT MISSION PLAN (IN-84-FM-021) "
Igfgg SPACELAB 2 JOINT OPERATIONS INTERFACE 07-28-85 DH T. H. BANTLE
PROCEDURES, FINAL
Ig700 SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR (SMS) PROGRAM 06-Z8-85 FE W. E. NAYMOLA
MAINTENANCE MANUAL (PMM)-SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM
INTRODUCTION
f
19701 SMS PMM - SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM INDEX (2 VOLUMES) 06-28-85 FE
19702 SMS PMM - RADAR ALTIMETER SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM 06-28-84 FE
CR
w_
19703 SMS PMM - SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER SOFTWARE 06-28-84 FE
SUBSYSTEM PS "
lg704 SMS PMM - TACAN SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM CT- 08-28-85 FE
VOLUME I
19705 SMS PMM - TARGET VEHICLE ATTITUDE SOFTWARE 07-28-84 FE
SUBSYSTEM FC
19706 SMS PMM - TARGET VEHICLE AERODYNAMICS SOFTWARE 07-28-84 FE
SUBSYSTEM FV
19707 SMS OMM - AIR DATA SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM SP 07-28-84 FE ,.
300
1990007273-392
OOC. # TITLE DATE OP.._..RRAUTHOR(S)
19708 SMS PMM -- BODY BENDING SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM 09--Z8°85 FE i'J
FB, VOLUME 1 (
19709 SMS PMM - MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING 07-28-84 FE
SYSTEM SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM CM
19710 SMS PMM - EPHEMERIS SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM BE 07-28-84 FE
19711 SMS PMM - ACCELEROMETERASSEMBLY SOFTWARE 07-28-84 FE
SUBSYSTEM SA
19712 SMS PMM - ENGINE INTERFACE JNIT SOFTWARE 09-28-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM _E, VOLUME 1
19713 SMS PMM - S-BAND SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM CS 07-28-84 FE
19714 SMS PMM - SUPERVISORY SUPPORT SOFTWARE 08-28-84 FE
SUBSYSTEM WJ
19715 SMS PMM - TEXT AND GRAPHICS SOFTWARE 08-28-84 FE
SUBSYSTEM CZ _ ,"
lg716 SMS PMM - ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY SOFTWARE 08-27-84 FE
SUBSYSTEM CU (
19717 SMS PMM - LAUNCH PROCESSING SYSTEM SOFTWARE 08-27-84 FE
SUBSYSTEM AL
1_118 SMS PMM - MASTER TIMING UNIT SOFTWARE 08-28-84 FE
SUBSYSTEM CV
19719 SMS PMM - MASTER EVENTS CONTROLLER SOFTWARE 08-28-84 FE _ I
SUBSYSTEM AF
19720 SMS PMM GROUNDCONTACT DYNAMICS SOFTWARE 08-2B-84 FE
SUBSYSTEM FG
19721 SMS PMM - GRAVITY HARMONIC SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM 08-28-84 FE
BG r
19722 SMS PMM - ORBITER ROTATIONAL EQUATIONS OF 09-28-85 FE
MOTION SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM FR, VOLUME I
19723 SMS PMM - HOST TO MCC INTERFACE SOFTWARE 09-28-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM XI, VOLUME 1
(
19724 SMS PMM - ORBITAL MANEUVERING MANUAL SOFTWARE 09-28-85 FE 1
SUBSYSTEM PO (2 VOLUMES) •
lg725 SMS PMM - FUEL CELLS SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM DF, 0g-28-85 FE
VOLUME 1
" i19728 SMS PMM - GN&C ERROR MODEL SOFTWARESUBSYSTEM 09-28-84 FE 4
SE _ ";
19727 SMS PMM - STAR TRACKER SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM ST 09-28-84 FE
lg728 SMS PMM - CAUTION AND WARNING SOFTWARE 09-28-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM CW, VOLUME 1
19729 SMS PMM - TREOM SOFTWARESUBSYSTEM FE, 09-28-85 FE
VOLUME 1 ; !
J
19730 SMS PMM - REAL TIME EVALUATOR SOFTWARE 09-28-84 FE :_
SUBSYSTEM AH
19731 SMS PMM - KU-BAND COMMUNICATIONS/RENDEZVOUS 0g-28-84 FE
RADAR SOFTWARESUBSYSTEM CK




OOC, _ TITLE DATE OP._._RRAUTHOR(S)
19733 SMS PMM - POWERREACTANT STORAGE AND 09-28-84 FE
DISTRIBUTION SOFTWARESUBSYSTEM DG
19734 SMS PMM - NSS NONINTEGRATED DRIVER SOFTWARE 10-28-84 FE
SUBSYSTEM XB
19735 SMS PMM - RMS ATTACHMENT INTERFACE SOFTWARE 10-28-84 FE
SUBSYSTEM HD
19736 SMS PMM - SEPARATION SOFTWARESUBSYSTEM HS, 09-28-85 FE
VOLUME 1
19737 SMS PMM - REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM CLOSED- 10-28-84 FE
CIRCUIT TELEVISION/PAYLOAD BAY LIGHTS SOFTWARE
SUBSYSTEM HC
19738 SMS PMM - PAYLOAD INTERROGATOR SOFTWARE 10-28-84 FE
SUBSYSTEM CA
19739 SMS PMM - FLIGHT SUPPORT SYSTEM SOFTWARE 10-28-84 FE
SUBSYSTEM WP
19740 SMS PMM - GROUND CONTROL INTERFACE LOGIC 10-28-84 FE
CONTROLLER SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM CG (
19741 SMS PMM - ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST PALLET SOFTWARE 10-28-84 FE
SUBSYSTEM WM
19742 SMS PMM - PAYLOAD BAY DOOR SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM 09-28-85 FE
HB, VOLUME 1
i
19743 SMS PMM - SERVO AND END EFFECTOR SOFTWARE 08-28-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM HT, VOLUME 1
19744 SMS PMM - N2/O 2 SUPPLY SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM EG 10-28-84 FE
19745 SMS PMM - REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM THERMAL 10-28-84 FE
MODEL SOFTWARESUBSYSTEM HF
19746 SMS PMM - PAYLOAD SIGNAL PROCESSOR SOFTWARE 10-28-84 FE
SUBSYSTEM CB
19747 SMS PMM - PAYLOAD RETENTION SYSTEM SOFTWARE 10-28-84 FE
SUBSYSTEM HY
19748 SMS PMM - BERTHED PAYLOAD DYNAMICS SOFTWARE 10-28-84 FE
SUBSYSTEM HM
19749 SMS PMM - COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE UNIT 10-28-84 FE
SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM CE
1g750 SMS PMM - UMBILICAL DOORS SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM 09-28-85 FE
HU, VOLUME 1
19751 SMS PMM - VISUAL EFFECTS GENERATOR SOFTWARE 10-28-84 FE
SUBSYSTEM W
19752 SMS PMM - SHUTTLE INITIALIZATION SOFTWARE 08-28-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM FZo VOLUME 1
19753 SMS PMM - RATE GYRO ASSEMBLY SOFTWARE 11-28-84 FE
SUBSYSTEM SR
19754 SMS PMM - ACQUISITION OF SIGNAL/LOSS OF SIGNAL 11-28-84 FE
SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM XA
19755 SMS PMM - FUEL SLOSH SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM FS 11-28-84 FE
19756 SMS PMM - FLIGHT RECORDERSOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM CF 11-28-84 FE
19757 SMS PMM - ORBITER TRANSLATIONAL EQUATIONS OF 11-28-84 FE _





DOC. # TITLE DATE __OPR AUTHOR(S) _ _')
W
19758 SMS PMM - AUXILIARY POWER UNIT SOFTWARE 11-28-84 FE • t
SUBSYSTEM HA
J
19759 SMS PMM - DATA DELOGGING SOFTWARE SUgSYSTEM QD 04-28-85 FE
19760 SMS PMM - GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AND CONTROL 11-28-84 FE
INTERFACE SOFTWARESUBSYSTEM SF
19761 SMS PMM - REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM/MANIPULATOR 09-28-85 FE
CONTROLLER INTERFACE UNIT SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM AK,
VOLUME 1
19762 SMS PMM - SPINNING SOLID UPPER STAGE AVIONICS 11-28-84 FE
SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM WH
19763 SMS PMM - REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM SOFTWARE 12-28-84 FE
SUBSYSTEM PR
19764 SMS PMM - SPACE RADIATOR SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM ER 12-28-84 FE
19765 SMS PMM - SPINNING SOLID UPPER STAGE ONBOARD 12-28-84 FE
SYSTEMS SOFTWARESUBSYSTEM WG
19766 SMS PMM - TRACKING SOFTWARESUBSYSTEM XT 12-28-84 FE (
19767 SMS PMM - WATER LOOP SYSTEM SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM 12-28-84 FE
EW
19768 SMS PMM - REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM PYRO- 08-Z8-85 FE
TECHNICS MANIPULATOR SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM HS,
VOLUME 1
[
19769 SMS PMM - ATMOSPHERE SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM BA, 09-28-85 FE
VOLUME 1
19770 SMS PMM - WINDS SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM BW 12-28-84 FE
19771 SMS PMM - SIMULATION DATA POOLSTRUCTURE 06-28-85 FE
(dupl. #) MANAGEMENTSOFTWARESUBSYSTEM QA (23 VOLUMES) r
19771 _MS PMM - AYDIN CRT PAGES, BOOK 8, VOLUME 1
(dupl. #)
19772 SMS PMM - MODULAR AUXILIARY DATA SYSTEM 01-28-85 rE
SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM CL $19773 SMS PMM - ATMOSPHERE PURIFICATION SOFTWARE 02-28-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM EP i
19774 SMS PMM - AYDIN CRT SWITCH OFFLINE PROCESSOR 04-28-85 FEAND POINTER DATA MAPPING SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM R4
19775 SMS PMM - AYDIN CRT PAGES. BOOK 2, VOLUME 1 01-28-85 FE
19776 SMS PMM - AYDIN CRT PAGES. BOOK 1, VOLUME 2 01-28-85 FE
19777 SMS PMM - REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM KINEMATICS 01-28-85 FE _
SOFTWARESUBSYSTEM HR ;
19778 SMS PMM - SIMULATION INTERFACE DEVICE TO 01-28-85 FE '_
MISSION CONTROL CENTER INTERFACE SOFTWARE 1SUBSYSTEM XJ
19779 SMS PMM - AEROSURFACE CONTROL SOFTWARE 01-28-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM SS +
19760 SMS PMM - AYDIN CRT PAGES, BOOK ,, VOLUME 1 01-_8-B5 FE
19781 SMS PMM-HYDRAULIC POWER SYSTEM SOFTWARE OI-_8-B5 FESUBSYSTEM.0 #
1990007273-395
.DOC. m TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
19782 SMSPMM- ATMOSPHERECIRCULAIION SYSTEM 01-28-85 FE ' i
SOFTWARESUBSYSTEMEA
D19784 SMSPMM- TRANSLATIONALEQUATIONSOF MOTION 01-28-85 FE "
SOFTWARESUBSYSTEMSFX
19785 SMSPMM- TELEMETRYSIMULATIONSYSTEMCOMkAND 02-28-85 FE
ANDTELEMETRYPROCESSORSOFTWARESUBSYSTEMCH
19788 SMSPMM- INERTIAL UPPERSTAGEAVIONICS SYSTEM 02-28-85 FE
SOFTWARESUBSYSTEMWD
19787 SMS PMM- ORBITAL REFUELINGSYSTEMSIMULATION 02-28-85 FE
SOFTWARESUBSYSTEMWS
19788 SMS PMM- OBCSSOFFLINE SOFTWARESUBSYSTEMR3 02-28-85 FE
(3 VOLUMES)
19789 SMS PMM- AYDIN CRT PAGES. BOOK2, VOL. 1 02-28-85 FE
19790 SMS PMM- SOFTWARESUBSYSTEMVR VISUAL MODE 02-28-85 FE
ANDCONTROL
19791 SMS PMM- AYDIN CRT PAGES. BOOK1, VOLUME1 03-28-85 FE _.
19792 SMS PMM- ELECTRICALPOWERDISTRIBUTION 02-28-85 FE
SOFTWARESUBSYSTEMDD
19793 SMS PMM- INERTIAL UPPERSTAGEON-BOARD 02-28-85 FE
SYSTEMSSOFTWARESUBSYSTEMWE
19794 SMS PMM- AYDIN CRT PAGES- BOOK10, VOLUME1 02-28-85 FE t
19795 SMS PMM- AYDIN CRT PAGES- BOOK11, VOLUME4 02-28-85 FE
19798 SMS PMM- AYDIN CRT PAGES- BOOKEq, VOLUME2 02-28-85 FE
19797 SMS PMM- LANDINg/BRAKINGSOFTWARESUBSYSTEMHL 03-28-85 FE
19798 SMS PMM- AYDIN CRT PAGESSOFTWARESUBSYSTEMRB 03-28-85 FE
19799 SMS PMM- REACTIONCONTROLSYSTEMJET/ 01-28-85 FE
AERODYNAMICINTERACTIONAND IMPINGEMENT
SOFTWARESUBSYSTEMFJ
19800 SMS PMM- ATMOSPHERENVIRONMENTABLE 04-28-85 FE
SOFTWARESUBSYSTEMQE !
19801 SMS PMM- AYDIN CRT PAGES. BOOK9, VOLUME3 04-28-85 FE )
19802 SMS PMM- DATARETRIEVALSOFTWARESUBSYSTEMRD 04-28-85 FE
19803 SMS PMM- ELECTRICALPOWERLOGIC SOFTWARE 04-28-85 FESUBSYSTEMDL
19804 SMS PMM- COMMUNICATIONAUDIO SOFTWARE 04-28-85 FE ]
SUBSYSTEMCO
19805 SMS PMM- PULSEDCODEDMODULATIONMASTERUNIT 04-28-85 FE
SOFTWARESUBSYSTEMAD
I19806 SMS PMM- MASTERTIMINGSOFTWARESUBSYSTEMRT 04-28-85 FE19807 SMS PMM- DATALOGGINGSUPPORTSOFTWARE 04-28-85 FE
SUBSYSTEMRL
t
19808 SMS PMM- AYDIN CRT PAGES. BOOK11, VOLUME2 04-28-85 FE





4 _ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHQR(S) F!
lgeto SMS PMM - PAYLOAD DATA I_TERLEAVER SUBSYSTEM 04-28-85 FE _'
19811 SMS PMM - OPERATIONS SUPPORT SOFTWARE 05-28-85 FEUBSYSTEM Q3 I'
19812 SMS PMM - DIGITAL IMAGE GENERATORDRIVE 05-28-95 FE
-a SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM VS (2 VOLUMES)
19813 SMS PMM - NETWORKSIGNAL PROCESSORSOFTWARE 05-28-85 FEUBSYSTEM CN
"4
19814 SMS PMM - AYDIN CRT PAGES, BOOK 5, VOLUME 1 05-28-85 FE
19815 SMS PMM - AYDIN CRT PAGES. BOOK 7, VOLUME 3 05-28-85 FE
19818 SMS PMM - AYDIN CRT PAGES. BOOK 8, VOLUME 1 05-28-85 FE
L 19817 SMS PMM - PULSE CODED MODULATION SOFTWARE 05-28-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM CP
19818 SMS PMM - MASS PROPERTIES SOFTWARESUBSYSTEM FM 05-28-85 FE
19819 SMS PMM - NSS DATA LOGGING SOFTWARESUBSYSTEM XL 05-28-85 FL
19820 SMS PMM - EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE SOFTWARE 05-28-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM CI (2 VOLUMES) {
19821 SMS PMM - MEASUREMENT PROCESSOR SOFTWARE 05-28-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM WL
19822 SMS PMM - AYDIN CRT PAGES, BOOK 7, VOLUME 1 02-28-85 FE , q
19823 SMS PMM - DATA MANAGEMENTSYSTEM SOFTWARE 05-28-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM OF
19824 SMS PMM - AYDIN CRT PAGES. BOOK 9, VOLUME 1 05-Z8-85 FE
19825 SMS PMM - PARAMETER EQUATIONS OF MOTION 05-28-85 FE
SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM FP
1_826 SMS PMM - TEST ALIGNMENT SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM VT 05-28-85 FE
19827 SMS PMM - AERODATA PROCESSOR SOFTWARE 05-28-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM QB
V
19828 SMS PMM - CONTROLS AND DYNAMICS 05-28-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM WC _
19829 SMS PMM - PAYLOAD TELEMETRY SOFTWARE 05-28-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM WN i
!
19830 SMS PMM - TARGET VEHICLES INITIALIZATION 05-28-85 FE
SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM FI
19831 SMS PMM - AYDIN CRT PAGES. BOOK 3, VOLUME 1 05-28-85 FE !
19832 SMS PMM - AYDIN CRT PAGES. BOOK 11, VOLUME 3 05-28-85 FE _
19833 SMS PMM - NS_ TA DELOGGING SOFTWARE 05-28-85 FE | "
SUBSYSTEM XG j
19834 SMS PMM - PAYLOADS IUS TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM WF 05-28-85 FE _ |
t
19835 SMS PMM - AYDIN CRT PAGES. BOOK 9, VOLUME 2 05-28-85 FE e
t
19838 SMS PMM - SHUTTLE PALLET SATELLITE SUBSYSTEM WK 05-28-85 FE _'
19837 SMS PMM - AYDIN CRT PAGES, BOOK 7, VOLIJME 2 05-28-85 FE




DOC.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
19839 SMS PMM - NSS DOWNLINK SOFTWARESUBSYSTEM XD 05-28-85 FE
(2 VOLUMES)
i
lg840 SMS PMM-AYDIN CRT PAGE SUPPORT SOFTWARE 08-28-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM R5 (12 VOLUMES)
lg841 SMS PMM - NSS MASTER CONTROL SOFTWARE 08-28-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM XM (2 VOLUMES)
lg842 SMS PMM - SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE CONTROLLER 05-Z8-85 FE
SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM PC (2 VOLUMES)
19843 SMS PMM - NSS UPLINK SOFTWARESUBSYSTEM XU 08-28-85 fE
(Z VOLUMES)
19844 SMS PMM - TELEMETRY ELECTRONMAGNETIC RADIATION 08-Z8-85 re
PARAMETERS SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM XE (2 VOLUMES)
19845 SMS PMM - NSS AYDIN CRT SUPPORT SOFTWARE 08-Z8-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM XH (3 VOLUMES)
19846 SMS PMM - SOFTWARESTRUCTURE SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM 06-28-85 FE
QS (2 VOLUMES)
19847 SMS PMM - VISUAL REAL TIME MONITOR SOFTWARE 08-Z8-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM RXVIS
19848 SMS PMM - GPC INPUT PROCESSING SOFTWARE 08-Z8-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM AA (4 VOLUMES)
1984g SMS PMM - NETWORKSYSTEM SIMULATION REAL TIME 08-28-85 FE
MONITOR SUBSYSTEM XR (3 VOLUMES)
19850 SMS PMM - SMS MASTER CONTROL SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM 06-28-85 FE
RA (3 VOLUMES)
I9851 SMS PMM - AYDIN CRT ON-LINE SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM 06-28-85 FE
RC (3 VOLUMES)
19852 SMS PMM - ERROR QUEUING SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM XX 06-28-85 FE
19853 SMS PMM - AFT DIGITAL IMAGE GENERATOR SOFTWARE 06-28-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM VH (2 VOLUMES)
Ig854 SMS PMM - CONTROL AND MOOING, COMMUNICATIONS 08-28-85 FE
SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM XC (2 VOLUMES) t
Ig855 SMS PMM - INITIAL CONDITION MANAGEMENT AND 08-28-85 FE
CREW STATION SWITCH VERIFICATION SOFTWARE
@
SUBSYSTEM OV (5 VOLUMES)
19850 SMS PMM - GPR OUTPUT PROCESSING SOFTWARE 08-Z8-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM AB (2 VOLUMES)
19857 SMS PMM - CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS SOFTWARE 08-Z8-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM SC i
lg858 SMS PMM - GRAPHICS CRT SOFTWARESUBSYSTEM RG 06-28-85 FE )
(2 VOLUMES)
19R59 S_eSPMM - SIMULATION INTERFACE DEVICE CONTROL 08-Z8-85 FE f
SOFTWARE SUDSYSTEM AC (2 VOLUMES) @
10860 SMS PMM - FREON COOLANT LOOP SOFTWARE 09-28-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM EF, VOLUME I
19881 SMS PMM - MAIN ENGINE SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM PM 08-28-85 FE
(2 VOLUMES)






DOC. _ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHORIS )
1g863 ,SKISPMN - FORWARD DIGITAL INAGE GENERATOR 06-28-85 FE _I
SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM VB (7 VOLUMES)
• 19864 SMS P_ - ONBOARDCOMPUTER SUPPORT SOFTWARE 06-28-85 FE
SUBSYSTEM RM (4 VOLUMES)
1 19865 SMS PMM - CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION DIGITAL 06-28-85 FE
IMAGE GENERATOR SOFTWARESUBSYSTEM
(5 VOLUMES)19866 SMS PMM - SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR INTELLIGENT 08-Z8-85 FE
CONTROLLER MONITORS SOFTWARESUBSYSTEM RX-SM
, (6 VOLUMES)
19867 SMS PNM - PERIODIC MODULES SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM 06-28-85 FE
XP (9 VOLUMES)
L
19869 SMS PMM - SOFTWARECONFIGURATIOH CONTROL 06-28-85 FE
SYSTEM SOFTWARESUBSYSTEM OZ (3 VOLUMES)
lP870 SMS PMM - SHUTTLE AERODYNAMICS SOFTWARE 06-28-85 FE 1
SUBSYSTEM FA (2 VOLUMES)
19903 AS-BUILT DETAILED DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FOR 02-28-85 DE J.S. RHOADES '
THE REQUEST PPOCESSING AND TRACKING SYSTEM
USING THE IBM 3081
19904 STS-9 IMU RM ANALYSIS - TWO LEVEL ENTRY 06-28-84 FM C.J. CERNOSEK
(IN-B4-FM-022)
19907 CREW ACTIVITY PLANNING SYSTEM II APPLICATION 08-28-86 DH C.R. MCCLAIN
SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
VOL. I - INTRODUCTION, SYSTEM OVERVIEW, USER
INTERFACE DESCRIPTION, DISPLAY
PROCESSING DESCRIPTION
VOL. 2 - SUBROUTINE LISTINGS
VOL. 3 - DATA FILE DESCRIPTIONS
VOL, 4 - DISPLAY DESCRIPTIONS, COMMON BLOCK
DEFINITIONS
VOL. 5 - SUPPORT PROGRAM SUBROUTINE LISTINGS
19909 RELIABILITY/MAINTAINABILITY APPROACH FOR 05-28-84 NB J, H, LEVINE
SPACE STATION
19910 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 06-08-84 EH R, L. BURNS
S/N 0004, PRE-FLIGHT REPORT NO. 3
'_ 19911 SOFTWARE CONVERSION STUDY FOR THE PAYLOADS 09-28-84 FD A. R. HAJARE
INTELLIGENT CONTROLLER
6
19912 STS 51-G CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - ADSF, FINAL 04-01-85 OH W, E. PARKMAN .s
19913 STS 41-C MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING 08-28-84 EE P. HENRY
SYSTEM COVERAGE AND ACCURACY DATA PACKAGE M.C. ROBEL _
FOR THE ORBITER LANDING <
19932 STS 4I-D OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE - 06-28-84 FM _,
APPENDIX D, NON-PROPULSIVE CONSUMABLES, _.
PROFILE SUMMARY, CYCLE 3A (IN-B4-FM-O25) ._
19933 TIMELINE FORMAT DEFINITIONS AND STANDARD 05-25-87 DH M.A. GLEESON _:
NOTES (REV. B) _
"C19936 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST OPERATIONS AND INTEGRATION 10-ZB-85 CA C. CHASAYPLAN
19940 SHUT'LE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 06-08-84 EH D, B. HARMON
S/N 0005, PRE-FLIGHT REPORT NO. 1
19941 SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT 0B-0_-84 EH J. 0, CHRISTIAN




DOC. I TITLE DATE OPR A_THQR{S) ,
...... )
"; 1994Z OSTA-3 EXPERIMENTS 08-Z8-84 DG M. F. MCKAY i
i '19943 COMMANDGUIDELINES FOR STS CUSTOMERS OB-ZB-85 &H S. B. CASTLE
.|
i 19944 STS 51-A PAYLOAD OPERATIONS CHECKLIST, BASIC 07°20-84 DH M. FAWCETT
k
19945 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING SIMULATOR ASCENT UPGRADE 08-28-84 E.! R. F. JAGGERS
VALIDATION PLAN W. T. MILLER
I Igg4B SPACE STATION OPERATIONS PLAN, BASIC 09-01-84 Dkl D.A. BECKMAN
19947 STS 51-B OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE - 08-2_°84 FM
SUMMARY(IN-E4-FM-OZ7)
19948 STS 41-G OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE, SUMMARY, 09-Z8-84 FM
CYCLE 3 (IN-B4-FM-OZ8)
19949 STS 51-A CREW ACTIVITY PLAN, FINAL 09-20-84 OH C.B. LAU
19955 STS I-A SYNCOM DEPLOY CHECKLIST, SYNCOM IV-l, 09-08-84 OH J.V. RIVERS
FINAL
19957 LARGE FORMAT CAMERA INTERAGENCY WORKING GROUP 08-01-84 SC B.H. WOLLBERG
CO-INVESTIGATOR TARGET SUMMARY-ORBITER C/U4ERA
PAYLOAD SYSTEM-A LISTING OF SPONSOR AGENCY
INPUTS FOR MISSIONS 4I-D AND 41-G
19981 STS 51-D CREW ACTIVITY PLAN, FINAL (REV. A) 03-20-85 DH P.L. ENGELAUF
19962 ENGINEERING DIRECTORATE PRINCIPAL TEST AND 11-28-84 EA
DEVELOPMENT FACILITIES (SEE JSC 19295)
19983 RELIABILITY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE 08-28-84 NU M.L. RAINES
REQUIREMENTS fOR GOVERNMENT-FURNISHED
PROPERTY CONTROL
19985 STS 4_ G CREW ACTIVITY PLAN, FINAL 09-03-84 DH W.R. HOLMBERG
19987 STS 41-E POST-IMSERTION, FINAL DB-ZB-84 DH N.E. JACKSON
19989 CERTIFICATION PLAN AND REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT 07-2.-84 EN R.B. SCHUCK
FOR THE SATELLITE _FTRIEVAL MISSION ENGINFERING
DIRECTORATE DEVELOPED HARDWARE
19a70 SPACE SHUTTLE SATELLITE RETRIEVAL MISSION 07-28-84 EX R.B. SCHUCK
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR FNGINEER- I
ING DIRECTORATE DEVELOPED HARDWARE
19971 SPACELAB REFERENCE DATA - SPACELAB 3, FINAL 04-11-85 DF J. BRITTON
19972 DASD MANAGEMENT STRATEGY FOR THE SOFTWARE 08-28-84 FR I. W. STAMMERJOHN
PRODUCTION FACILITY !
)
19975 STS 51-A RENDEZVOUS, FINAL (REV. A) 10-19-84 DH M. A. THOMAS
19978 SPACELAB ACTIVATION/DEACTIVATION 08-12-85 DH S. S. GIBSON
CHECKLIST - SPACELAB 2. FINAL
19977 STS 41-G PHOTO/TV CHECKLIST, FINAL 09-14-84 DG O. C. CARICO
S. SEUS
t
19979 THE PERTURBED TWO-BODY PROBLEM SOLVED ON 07-Z8-84 FM J, MOK
THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER(IN-84-FM-O3Z) i
19980 CARGO SYSTEM MANUAL - INTERIM OPERATIONAL 01-20-85 OH R. S. HELD I
CONTAMINATION MONITOR (IOCM), STS-ALL, !
FINAL
i
19981 SIMULATION INFORMATION CEN1ER DETAILED 09-28-84 FE A. A. COCKRELL
REQUIREMENTS - SIMULATOR AND COMPUTER
_L
SYSTEMS SCHFDULING APPLICATION _t
1398
1990007273-400
il _ T_ITLE DATE OPR AVTI_)R_ S)
19983 STS 5I-A OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE - SUMMARY, I0-Z8-84 FM _1_|
; CYCLE 8 (]N-84-FM-032) ,_
J
,l_ 19984 STS 81-E OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE - SUMMARY, 0Z-28-85 FML CYCLE 2 (Ia-84-FM-034)
19985 STS 81-F PROXIMITY OPERATIONS - PLASMA 05-24-95 DH M. L. VERES _
DIAGNOSTICS PACKAGE, FINAL
19088 STS 41-G POST-INSERTION, FINAL 07-31o84 Dh N. E. JACKSON
19987 STS 51-A PHOT$/TV CHECKLIST, F'_AL 09-14-94 DG D. R. BROOKS ,
_l M. ENGLE
• A. B. THIETJE
-w
19989 SPACE _IATION REFERENCE CONFIGURATION 08-29-84 PBDESCRIPTION
19990 STS 81-D PAYLOAD OPERATIONS CHECKLIST, FINAL 01-29-85 DH A. J, BURGE
19991 STS 51-G CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT P_O;ILE - STANDARD 10-Z8-84 FM
INSERTION (IN°B4-FM-035)
19902 STS 41-B LOW-SPEED GROUND NAVIGATION CONSOLE 07-_6-84 FM J.K. WEAVER
MISSION REPORT (IN-84-FM-OJ8) +
19997 STS 41-G CARGOSYSTEMS MANUAL - ERBS, BASIC 06-08-84 DH J. C, ROMIG
1990g A NEW APPROACH TO SIGNAL FROM NOISE SEPARATION 08-Z8-84 FM W.M. L_AR
(IN-O4-FM-038)
20000 STS 41-D REMANZFEST OPERATIONAL FLIGHT 06-28-84 FM
PROFILE-SUMMARY, CYCLE 1 (IN-B4-FM-039)
2000Z SOFTWARE CONVERSION STUDY FOR THE FLIGHT 06-28-84 FR E.I. WILLIAMS
SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS AT JSC
20003 COST ESTIMATING MODEL FOR AN INTEGRATED 08-26-84 FD W.P. KINCY
NETWORKOF ADP EQUiPME_T
20004 STS 41-G DESCENT MISSION PLAN (IN-84-FM-040) 08-Z8-84 FM J. HANSEN
ZOO05 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTION_ FOR 01-Z8-88 EH W.B. WALTON
OEX SYSTEM CONTROL MODULE TEST ASSEMBLY
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMEN:"
Z0008 STUDIES 0 _ PERFORMANCEAND ABUSE RESISTANCE OF 07-Z8-84 EP J.B. TROUT $
LITHIUM-BkOHINE COMPLEX CELLS FOR MANNED SPACE
USE )
!
20007 SPACE SHUTTLE LIGHTNING PROTECTION VERIFICATIOI_ 07-Z8-84 LE
DOCUMENT _
4
ZO006 STS 51-1 CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILE 09-28-84 FM
(IN--O4-FM-041) $,
I
ZO00D STS-SI-C PAYLOAD SYSTEMS DATA AND 06-03-64 DH J.R. SIMONS +
MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES-STORABLE FLUID
MANAGEMENTDEMONSTRATION _
ZOO10 CERTIFICATION PLAN FOR THE CREW SYSTEMS 07-Z8-84 EC M.R. ELLIS _ I
DIVISION SATELLITE RETRIEVAL MISSION HARDt_ARE i
IDOl1 STS 51-C PAYLOAD OPERATIONS CHECKLIST- 08oZ4-84 DH J, R. SIMONS ,_
STORABLE FLUID MANAGEMENTDEMONSTRATION,
FINAL REPORT i
ZOOl..____2 [NTRACENTER MOVES (REV. A) 03-Z9-_7 JF R. L, BRAZIL _ •





DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
20014 PERFORMANCEANDABUSERESISTANCEOF LI-DCX Dp 01-14-86 EP C. WOOTEN
CELLS
20015 STS 51-A POST-INSERTION, FINAL 08-21-84 DH N.E. JACKSON
20016 SECURETELEVISION PROC_AMREQUIREMENTSCOCUMENT 07-28-84 EE
20017 STS 51-C PHOTO/TVCHECKLIST, FINAL 11-07-84 DG T. BOGART
20022 CINEMA380 CAMERAPAYLOADBAY SYSTEM"BURP" 08-28-84 EX P.O. WILSON
PROCEDURE-MODE2, JSC AND KSC
20025 ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN FOR THE CREW SYSTEMS 07-28-84 EC M.R. ELLIS
DIVISION SATELLITE RETRIEVAL HARDWARE,
SATELLITE RETRIEVAL MISSION
2G027 SPACELAB COMMAND AND DATA MANAGEMENT 12-21-84 DF J. EBI
SUBSYSTEM SYSTEM BRIEFS, BASIC E. SCHAFHAUSER
P TICE
20032 MISSION 41-D OV-103 MODULAR AUXILIARY _ATA 08-28-84 EE J. W. HEGEMIER
SYSTEM LOADING DOCUMENT
20033 STS 61-A CONCEPTUAL FLIGHT PROFILE-SUMMARY 12-28-84 FM
(IN-B4-FM-043)
20034 MISSION 41-D SHUTTLEORBITER If RTIAL 08-22-84 OH D.B. HARMON
MEASUREMENTUNIT S/N 0005, PRE-FLIGHT REPORT
NO. 2, OV-103, SLOT 2
20035 STS 51-I RENDEZVOUS - SYNCOM SALVAGE, FINAL, 08-12-85 DH M.A. THOMAS
(dupl. #) (REV A)
20035 STS 51-G RENDEZVOUS - SPARTAN FINAL 05-10-85 DH C G. GROSS
(dupl. #)
20036 STS 41-B STAR TRACKER RENDEZVOUSANOMALY 08-28-84 FM J.P. MCINTIRE
(IN-84-FM-044)
20037 STS 7 STAR TRACKER LOS RATE TEST 08-28-84 FM J.P. MCINTIR_
(IN-84-FM-046)
20038 STS 41-B CATALOG OF SPACE SHUTTLE EARTH 09-28-84 SC W.F. PALMER
OBSERVATIONaHAND-HELD PHOTOGRAPHY
20040 MISSION 41-D SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 08-22-84 EH R.L. BURNS
MEASUREMENT UNIT, S/N 0007, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORT NO. 4, 0V-I03, SLOT 3
20041 MISSION 41-D SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 08-22-84 EH J. D. CHRISTIAN
MEASUREMENT UNIT, S/N 0007, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORTNO. 4, 0V-103, SLOT 1
20042 AN OVERVIEW OF SHUTTLE/PAYLOADSTRUCTURAL 07-28-84 ES O. A. HAMILTON
AND MECHANICAL INTERFACES AND REQUIREMENTS
20043 STS 51-A PAM DEPLOY CHECKLIST,ANIK-D/PAM-D, 09-18-84 DH P. W. BURRETS
FINAL
20044 COMPARATIVETHERMAL EVALUATION TESTS OF DAMAGED 09-28-84 ES L. P, MURRAY
FIBROUS REFRACTORY COMPOSITE INSULATION
20045 STS 51-D OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE-SUMMARY, 01-28-85 FM
CYCLE I (IN-84-FM-047)
20047 MOD PAYLOAD DICTIONARY-STSOPERATIONS 06-28-86 DH S.C. WOOD
20048 SPACELAB-3ACTIVATION/DEACTIVATIONCHECKLIST, 03-28-85 DH S.S. GIBSON
FINAL
20049 SHIP AND SHOOT PHILOSOPHY FOR SPACE STATION 08-28-84 NB J.H. LEVINE








DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) -,.
20052 DESIGN ANDDEVELOPMENTEXECUTIVEOVERVIEW 02-01-85 TC _ 7'
(REV. B) (HULTIPLE VOLUMES)
20053 CENTAURSYSTEMHANDBOOK-G-PRIME,BASIC 01-28-86 DF T.A. WHITE :
20055 SAFETYASSESSMENTREPORTFORTHE LARGEFORMAT 08-24-84 EX L.K. REDMOND
CAMERA/ORBITALREFUELINGSYSTEMPAYLOAD
20056 STS 41-C CATALOGOF SPACESHUTTLEEARTH 09-28-84 SC Bo S. NOWAKOWSKI
OBSERVATIONSHAND-HELDPHOTOGRAPHY W.F. PALMER
20057 REDUNDANTCOMPUTERSET LOGIC FLOWDIAGRAMS 09-28-84 EH J. C. DAVIDSON
(SEQUENCING), SOFTWAREVERSION0I-4
20058 01-4 LAUNCHPROCESSINGSYSTEM/SHUTTLEHARDWARE/ 12-28-84 EH J. C. DAVIDSON
SOFTWAREINTERFACES
20059 CENTAURSIMULATIONOPTIONS USING THE SLS 08-28-84 FE
COMPUTERS
20060 SHUTTLEFLIGHT PHOTOGRAPHICDISTRIBUTION PLAN 05-15-84 JL J, W. HOLLAND
N. T. LAMAR
20065 STS 51-A PHASEIII SAFETYREPORTFORTHE JSC 09-28-84 EX T. MICHAEL
HARDWAREFORTHE PALAPA/WESTARETRIEVAL
MISSION
20087 SPACELAB LIFE SCIENCES I CERTIFICATION/ 10-10-84 EX J.B. WALTERS
ACCEPTANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR MISSION PECULIAR
EQUIPMENT (REV B)
20068 PHOTO/TV CHECKLIST, LON-2, BASIC 09-07-84 DG T. BOGART
;
20069 SPACELAB OPERATIONS CHECKLIST FLIGHT 10-04-85 DH J. J. GAREGNANI
SUPPLEMENT (VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
20070 SPACELAB-3 DPS/CDMS DICTIONARY, FINAL 04-10-85 DF J. BRITTON
20071 RISK ANALYSIS OF THE CENTER INFORMATION SYSTEM 09-28-84 FA R. L. MERTENS
J. G. O'LEARY
20072 STS 51-A PAYLOAD SYSTEMS DATA AND MALFUNCTION 09-17-84 DH M. FAWCETT
PROCEDURES. BASIC
20073 STS 51-E PAYLOADSYSTEMSDATA AND MALFUNCTION 12-20-84 DH J. M. CHILDRESS
PROCEDURES,FINAL





20079 STS 41-D TECHNICALCREWDEBRIEFING 10-28-84 CB
20081 SPACELAB IPS OPERATIONS CHECKLIST, ALL VEHICLE, 11o22-85 DF J. BRITTON
BASIC (REV. B) P.F. DYE
20084 GENERALIZED ACCOUNTING REDUCTION PROGRAM I0-28-84 FD S.J. REYNOLDS
USER AND PROGRAMMER REFERENCE MANUAL ,,
20085 STS 51-B PHOTO/TVCHECKLIST, FINAL 04-08-85 DG D. R. BROOKS ,_
S. B. SEUS
20086 STS 4_-D NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION 09-28-84 MD
SYSTEMS PROGRAM MISSION REPORT _ '
20087 STS 51-A CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL-HS 376 10-05-84 DH N. NEEDHAM ,:




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) i _
20088 MISSION 41-G SHUTTLEORBITER INERTIAL 09-24-84 EH C.O. LERMA
MEASUREMENTUNIT S/N 0009, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORTNO. 3, 0V-099, SLOT 1
20089 MISSION 41-G SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 09-24-84 EH J.D. CHRISTIAN
MEASUREMEHT UNIT S/N 0001, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORT NO. 5, 0V-099, SLOT 3
20090 MISSION 41-G SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 09-24-84 EH D. B. HARMON
MEASUREMENT UNIT S/N 0011, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORTNO. tO, 0V-99 SLOT 2
20091 STS 41-B SONIC BOOMLEVELSMEASUREDFOR 09-28. L4 SN J. F. STANLEY
LANDING E.G. STANSBERY
20092 STS 51-C POST-INSERTION, FINAL 09-27-84 DH N. E. JACKSON
20093 FUNCTIONALSPECIFICATION FORTHE DISPLAYSAND 08-28-84 EF D. C. ST. CLAIR
CONTROLS PROCESSOR FOR THE SPACE STATION
20095 FUNCTIONAL TEST PROCEDURE FOR THE SYSTEM 09-28-85 EH M. B. WALTON
CONTROL MODULE
VOL. 1 - DETAILED
VOL. 2 - PRE-ASSEMBLY
VOL. 3 - PRE- AND POST-ENVIRONMENTAL
VOL. 4 - ABBREVIATED
20099 STS 51-E PAYLOADOPERATIONSCHECKLIST, 01-29-85 DH D. DE CAIX
FRENCHECHOCARDIOGRAPHEXPERIMENTFRENCH
POCKETEXPERIMENT, FINAL (REV A)
20100 STS 51-E PAMDEPLOYCHECKLIST, ANIK-C/PAM-D, 10-09-84 DH P. BURRETS
BASIC
20101 STS 51-G CREWACTIVITY PLAN, FINAL (REV A) 05-30-85 DH R.L. SCHAF
20102 EMULITHIUM BATTERYDEVELOPMENTAND TEST 05-14-86 EP D.R. SAUCIER
TEST PROGRAM
20103 STS 51-E IUS DEPLOY CHECKLIST, IUS/TDRS-B, 01-07-85 DH D.W. LEWIS
FINAL
20105 STS 51-E CREW ACTIVITY PLAN, FINAL (REV A) 02-19-85 DH P. L. ENGELAUF
20106 GENERAL PURPOSE UTILITY ROUTINES FOR SAL/DPL 09-28-84 SP R. E. HILL
VAX SYSTEMS J.M. VAL VERDE
20107 ISSCO/DISSPLA-MEGATEKINTERFACE USER'S GUIDE 12-28-84 SP R. E. HILL
FOR SAL/DPL VAX-2 SYSTEM
20110 SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM MISSION SAFETY 08-23-85 NS J. B. HAMMACK
SUMMARY (VARIOUS FLIGHTS) (REV. G)
20111 COSMIC DUST CATALOG-PARTICLESFROM COLLECTION 10-28-84 SN
FLAG U2015, VOLUME5, NO. 1
20113 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE SHUTTLE INFORMATION 08-28-85 DE C. R. TUPPER
EXTRACTION S_STEM PRODUCTION (REV. A)
20117 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL MISSION FAILURE MODES 10-28-84 N9 J. H. LEVINE
AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS AND CRITICAL ITEMS
LIST FOR JSC PROVIDED HARDWARE
20120 PRELIMINARY POWER PROFILES FOR 8- AND 8- MAN 09-28-84 FM J. T. LAWRENCE
SPACE STATION IOC CONFIGURATION (IN-B4-FM-051)
20127 STS 51-A DESCENTMISSION PLAN, OPERATIONAL 10-28-84 FM G. L. CARMAN
FLIGHT PROFILE (IN-84-FM-052)
20129 RCSBLOCKEDDOUBLETTEST 01-17-85 EP D. G. STAFFORD




DOC. # TTTLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
20133 STS 41-D LANDING, MICROWAVESCANNINGBEAM 10-28-84 EE P.V. HENRY e iLANDINGSYSTEMCOVERAGEAND ACCURACYDATA M.C. ROBEL )'
PACKAGEFORTHE ORBITER _, o
'1
20135 STF 41-G TECHNICAL CREW DEBRIEFING 11-28-84 CA
20136 MGAMSEXPERIMENTALBATTERYFABRICATION 09-27-84 EP C. LIDE
20138 END ITEM SPECIFICATION/STATEMENTOF WORK 11-28-84 ND J.B. WALTERS
FOR THE SLS-1 VACUUM VENT LINE
20140 MASTER SWITCH CONFIGURATION MATRIX 01-28-86 DH O.S. KOEHLER
(VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
20141 SPACE TRANSPORTATIONSYSTEM SECURITY RE- 10-28-86 JM S. AVENT
QUIREMENTS PLAN - PROGRAM PLAN (REV. A)
20143 MISSION 51-A, SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 10-20-84 EH C.D. LERMA
MEASUREMENT UNIT S/N 0004, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORTNO. 5 0V-103, SLOT 3
1
20144 MISSION 51-A, SHUTTLEORBITERINERTIAL 10-26-84 EH D. B. HARMON
MEASUREMENTUNIT S/N 0005, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORTNO. 3 0V-103, SLOT 2 _.
20145 MISSION 51-A, SHUTTLEORBITER INERTIAL 10-26-84 EH J. D. CHRISTIAN
MEASUREMENT UNIT S/N 0007, _RE-FLIGHT .,
REPORT NO. 5 0V-I03, SLOT I
20146 ORBITAL RESERVICING SYSTEM QUALIFICATIONS 02-26-85 EP M. DOWNEY
TEST FLUID MECHANICS SERIES 5000 RELIEF
VALVE
20149 SPACE STA'.IONREQUIREMENTS FOR MATERIALS 09-26-84 ES
AND PROCESSES-GENERALSPECIFICATION
(SEE JSC 30233)
20150 HR ISOLATION VALVE TEST 06-04-85 EP S. E. JONES
20155 END ITEM SPECIFICATION STATEMENT OF WORK FOR 10-28-84 NB J, B. WALTERS
SLS-I RACK 4 AND RACK 9 INTEGRATION HARDWARE




20157 STS 51-D PAYLOAD SYSTEMS DATA AND MALFUNCTION 01-28-85 DH N, L. NEEDHAM |
PROCEDURES, FINAL "
20164 WESTARVI AND PALAPA-B RADARCROSS-SECTION 09-28-84 EE P. L. HARTON
MODELDEVELOPMENT M. T. HEIDEMAN
20165 EVALUATION OF THE GRAPHICS SOFTWARE PRODUCTS 01-28-85 ES F, M. RICHARDS
PLOT97 ANDPLOT27
20167 ANALYSIS OF WINDATA PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS 10-28-84 FD D. ERB
20168 PROGRAMSTS41-GMIsSIoNNATIONALREPoRTSPACETRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS 11-28-84 MD I_ }
'i20169 STS 51-D RENDEZVOUS,LONGDURATIONEXPOSURE 01-31-85 DH M. S. ROLWESFACILITY
20170 AN EVALUATION OF THE ORBITER WING LOAD 10-28-84 ES B.A. HERNANDEZ i
INDICATOR PREDICTIONS COMPARED TO FLIGHT DATA
20171 FERRY FLIGHT THERMAL ENVIRONMENT DATA 11-28-84 ES D. WATANABE
20173 FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION FOR THE DISPLAYS AND 08-28-84 EF D.C. ST. CLAIR




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) "
20174 STS 51-D JSC/REMOTE POCC JOINT OPERATIONS 02-28-85 DH G. L. PURVIS f
INTERFACE PROCEDURES - SYNCOM, FINAL (
20175 STS-B CATALOG OF SPACE SHUTTLE EARTH 11-28-84 SC B. S. NOWAKOWSKI r,
OBSERVATIONS HAND-HELD PHOTOGRAPHY-SPACE ",
TRA_ ,PORTATION SYSTEM MISSION
20176 STS-8 CATALOG OF SPACE SHUTTLE EARTH 01-28-85 SP R.M. NELSON
OBSERVATIONS HAND-HELD PHOTOGRAPHY-SPACE W.F. PALMER ._
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM MISSION G.D. SPIKES
20177 FUNCTIONAL DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR THE 11-28-84 FR T.R. STACEY
ANNEX TABLE GENERATION SYSTEM
20178 STS 51- SYNCOM IV-3 DEPLOY CHECKLIST, FINAL 01-14-85 DH P. HOLLINGSHEAD
20179 END ITEM SPECIFICATION STATEMENT OF WORK FOR 11-28-84 EX J. 3. WALTERS
MISSION PECULIAR EQUIPMENT CABLES
20180 THRUSTER FWO-PHASE QUALIFICATION 02-15-85 EP J.M. SERIALE-GRUSH
20181 MILESTONE REVIEW CONSIDERATIONS FOR SPACE 11-28-84 NB J.H. LEVINE
STATION PROGRAM
20183 FLIGHT SOFTWARE BUILD AND RECONFIGURATION 02-04-87 FR J.L. FISHER
SUPPORT TOOLS
20184 STS 51-B OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE DESCENT 11-28-84 FM L. GONZALES
MISSION PLAN (IN-84-FM-054)
20185 STS 51-B CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - GAS CARRIER 11-21-84 DH M. ALBJERG
EJECTION SYSTEM AND NUSAT ANNEX
20186 STATION CONTROL SIMULATOR, BASIC 01-28-86 EH J.C. ERCK
VOL. I - SYSTEM
VOL. 2 - USER'S GUIDE
20187 STS 51-D PHOTO/TV CHECKLIST, FINAL 01-18-85 OH D.C. CARICO
20189 CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL: ORBITER EXPERIMENTS 11-01-87 DH C. D. PHILLIPS
AUTONOMOUS SUPPORTING INSTRUMENTATION
SYSTEM - ALL FLIGHTS, BASIC IREV. C)
Z0190 SMS/GNS FY85 COMPUTER SYSTEM PLAN-REVIEW OF 12-28-84 FD G.E. STARK
FY84
20191 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR ANNEX TABLE 11-28-84 FR
GENERATION SYSTEM !
20196 ZINC-AIR BATTERY STACKING TEST 02-25-85 EP S. W. BURGE
20200 ELECTROPOLISHED FITTINGS TESTS 02-14-85 EP M. G, DOWNEY
20202 STS 51-A TECHNICAL CREW DEBRIEFING 12-28-84 CB
20206 STS 41-G MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING 11-28-84 EE P.V. HENRY
SYSTEM COVERAGEAND ACCURACY DATA PACKAGE M.C. ROBEL
FOR THE ORBITER LANDING
20207 FLIGHT OPERATIONS SUPPORT PERSONNEL 07-18-86 DF
TRAINING GUIDE - COMMUNICATIONS SECTION
20210 AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENT IDENTIFICATION PACKAGE 02-28-85 EX S. R. PIERRE
CALIBRATION REPORT/CALIBRATION 6, JULY 1984
20212 STS 51-E POST-INSERTION, FINAL 12-07-84 DH N. E. JACKSON
20213 STS 51-F OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE, CYCLE 1 01-_8-85 FM
PROFILE SUMMARY (IN-84-FM-058)







DOC. # TITLE DATE OP__.RRAUTHOR(S) _I
20217 FLIGHT OPERATIONS SUPPORT PERSONNEL TRAINING 0g-02-86 DG ' i
GUIDE - FLIGHT DIRECTOR OFFICE
20218 SONIC BOOM LEVELS MEASURED FOR STS 41-D LAUNCH 12-28-84 SN J. F. STANLEY '
E. _. STANSBERY
20219 MGAMS EXPERIMENTALBATTERY FABRICATION 03-08-85 EP K. RYDER
AND TESTING
20220 STS 51-I CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL-MSL-2, BASIC 04-30-85 DH S. R. DAVIS
20221 PAYLOAD SYSTEMS DATA AND MALFUNCTION 09-24-85 DH D. BULGHER
PROCEDURES, FINAL (VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
20222 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING SIMULATOR TETHERED 11-28-84 EH E.M. BAINS
SATELLITE SYSTEM VALIDATION PLAN D. A. MAHDY
E. OROZCO
20223 FLIGHT OPERATIONSSUPPORTPERSONNELTRAINING 06-12-87 DG
GUIDE - NETWORKSIMULATIONSYSTEMINSTRUCTOR
(REV, A)
20224 END ITEM SPECIFICATION/STATEMENTOF WORK FOR 12-28-84 EX J.B. WALTERS
SLS-1 UTILITY TRAY ASSEMBLIES AND FLUID LINES
I
20225 STS 51-G PAYLOAD OPERATIONS CHECKLIST, FINAL 04-22-85 DH S. CREASY
20227 FLIGHT ASSESSMENT PACKAGE ORBITER AERODYNAMICS, 12-28-84 ET P.O. ROMERE
FAD14
20228 PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL EVALUATION 03-22-85 EP K.I. POAST
20231 THE ORBITAL NAVIGATION PROGRAM, LRBET 6 12-28-85 FM W.M. LEAR
(IN-84-FM-O61) (REV. 3) P.H. MITCHELL
20232 FLIGHT PROCEDURES HANDBOOK, CONTINGENCY 10-25-85 DH E.D. EVANS
DEORBIT PREPARATION, FINAL
20234 FLIGHT OPERATIONS SUPPORT PERSONNEL TRAINING 08-04-86 DF D. M. MODAFFERI
GUIDE - GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEMS SECTION
20235 SPACE STATION OPERATIONS - OPERATIONAL CONTROL 01-28-85 FM A. L. DUPONT
ZONES (IN-B4-FM-062) B. A. NADER
20286 PROGRAM REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT FOR THE SPACE 06-28-85 EX H. M. STARNES
STATION HEAT PIPE ADVANCED RADIATOR ELEMENT
20288 STS 51-E JSC/REMOTEPOCCJOINT OPERATIONS 12-28-84 DH D. E. HANSON
INTERFACEPROCEDURES,TELESAT, FINAL
20315 PAYLOAD ASSIST MODULE DELTA CLASS (PAM-D) 10-16-87 DH M.E. KASINGER "
FLIGHT PROCEDURES HANDBOOK, FINAL (REV. A) _ ,
%
20317 NASA PRELIMINARY APPROACH TC SPACE STATION 12-28-84 NB D.A. HORN
SOFTWARE RELIABILITY-MAINTAINABILITY
a
20318 DECALS, VELCRO, AND PROCEDURAL NOMENCLATURE - 06-28-86 DH G.F. PELS _
APPENDIX E OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE CREW PROCEDURES
MANAGEMENT PLAN, BASIC ._,
'I20320 INTEGRATED SYSTEM TEST - FINAL REPORT 01-28-85 EX J. H CANNIFF I
20321 COMSEC SECURITY PROCEDURES: KY-71, STU-II, 12-28-85 aM S.G. AVENT J
BUILDING 1, ROOM 704G (REV. A) i
20322 SHUTTLE IMU SELECTION SWITCHING (IN-84-FM-O63) 01-28-85 FM R, W. CORSON
20324 ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF THE SPACE STATION 02-28-85 FM D, 'VES
PLANE ON EARTH DEPARTURE _ND RETURN
OPPORTUNITIES FOR AN UNMANNED MARS






) DOC, # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
20325 CLASSIFIED MATERIAL HANDLING PROCEDURES FOR 05-28-86 JM D.H. TROUPE
: COPYING MICROFORMS (REV. 1)
f
20328 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION- 10-17-84 DG C. HOLLEYECLSS, BA IC
20327 AEROCAPTUREAT MARS AND EARTH FOR A MARS 02-28-85 FM O. HILL
SAMPLE RETURN MISSION (IN-B5-FM-O01)
L
20329 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWAREDESCRIPTION- 03-28-85 BG A. HAGGARD
OMS/RCS R. MCENULTY
20330 SIS 51-D AND STS 51-G CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL- 01-31-85 DH V. JAMISON
AFE, BASIC
20332 MISSION 51-C SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 01-11-85 EH M. POURASSEF
MEASUREMENTUNIT S/N 0007, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORT NO. 8, 0V-103, SLOT 1
20333 ORBITAL REFUELING SYSTEM LEVEL A REQUIREMENTS 12-28-84 FE
20334 PROPULSION AND POWER DIVISION THERMOCHEMICAL 01-04-85 EP J. R. WUNDERLICH
TEST AREA SAFETY REVIEW REPORT
20335 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWAREDESCRIPTION- 02-20-85 DG S.M. HOLLOWAY
SIP, BASIC
20336 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWAREDESCRIPTION- 02-22-85 DG K. HYMAN
ORBITAL FUELING SYSTEM
20337 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWAREDESCRIPTION- 02-28-85 DG D. DYAS
APU/HYD/WSB, BASIC
20338 MISSION 51-C SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 01-11-85 EH C.D. LERMA
MEASUREMENTUNIT S/N 0004, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORT NO. 6, 0V-103, SLOT 3
20339 MISSION 51-C SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 01-11-85 EH D. B. HARMON
MEASUREMENTUNIT S/N 0005, PRE-FLIGhT
REPORT NO. 4, 0V-103, SLOT 2
20340 STS 51-A LANDING, MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM 01-28-55 EE P. Vo HENRY
LANDING SYSTEM COVERAGEAND ACCURACY DATA M. C. ROBEL
PACKAGE FOR THE ORBITER
20341 JSC/REMOTE POCC JOINT OPERATIONS INTERFACE 09-28-86 DH D.L. CEGIELSKI
PROCEDURES SPACECRAFT/PAN, STS-ALL, BASIC,
(REV. A)
20342 PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS PACKAGE RADAR CROSS- 01-28-85 EE P.L. HARTON
SECTION MODEL DEVELOPMENT M.T. HEIDEMAN
20343 SIMULATION DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR MISSION 11-01-85 FR J.E. GREENLEE
RECONFIGURATION - EDM/IBM/FDDD INTERFACE
CONTROL DOCUMENT (REV. 2)
20344 STS 51-D POST-INSERTION, FINAL 01-21-85 DH N. E. JACKSON
20345 SIS 4I-C LOW-SPEED GROUNDNAVIGATION CONSOLE 02-28-85 DM J. K. WEAVER
MISSION REPORT (IN-85-FM-O04)
20346 MISSION EVALUATION REPORT-OFFICE OF SPACE 01-28-85 EX W. H. ARANT
AND TERRESTRIAL APPLICATIONS 3 (OSTA-3)/ G. W. CRAW
LARGE FORMAT CAMERA PAYLOAD, FINAL
20347 STS 61-H CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL-SKYNET 4, 04-28-85 DH K. J. EDWARDS '"
PRELIMINARY
20348 STS 51-E OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE-DESCENT 02-28-85 FM G. L. CARMAN I
MISSION PLAN (IN-85-FM-O05)





DOC. # TITLE pATE OP_.._RRAUTHOR(S) ..
20351 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWAREDESCRIPTION- 02-28-85 DG S. MERRYMAN
INERTIAL UPPER STAGE
20352 STS 41-D CATALOG OF SPACE SHUTTLE EARTH 06-28-85 SN W.F. PALMER
OBSERVATIONS HAND-HELD PHOTOGRAPHY
20355 RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS 02-28-85 FM M.D. LUNEAU
REVIEW (IN-B5-FM-OOB)
20350 RNET LEVEL B SOFTWAREREQUIREMENTS 02-06-85 FM E.N. MCHENRY
20360 STS 51-G PAM DEPLOY CHECKLIST: MORELOS- 04-26-85 DH P.W. BURRETS
A/PAM-D, ARABSAT/PAM-D, TELSTAR 3-D/PAM-D,
FINAL
20361 STS 51-A SPACE SHUTTLE SATELLITE RETRIEVAL 02-28-85 EX C.M. PEARSON
MISSION PROJECT, FINAL REPORT
20363 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWAREDESCRIPTION 02-19-85 FE E. JAGGERS
COMM, BASIC
20364 STAR - ANNEX TABLE GENERATION SYSTEM 01-28-85 FR T.R. STACEY
SYSTEM TEST PLAN
20366 CENTAUR SIMULATION-LEVEL B REQUIREMENTS 02-08-85 FE T.A. WELCH
20367 DETAILED DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR THE ANNEX 03-28-85 FR J.M. BELL
TABLE GENERATION SYSTEM
20366 ANNEX TABLE GENERATION SYSTEM USER'S GUIDE 03-28-85 FR J.M. BELL
20369 STANDARD JSC TO AFSCF JOINT OPERATIONS 04-28-87 DH L.A. EILAND
INTERFACE PROCEDURES, BASIC (REV. B)
20370 STS 51-I CREW ACTIVITY PLAN, CYCLE 3 06-09-85 DH C.B. LAU
TRAJECTORY, FINAL
I
20371 STS 51-I PAYLOAD OPERATIONS CHECKLIST- 03-21-65 DH M.A. FISHER
(dupl. #) CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTROPHORESlS Sr3TEM,
MATERIALS SCIENCE LABORATORY, INITIAL
BLOOD STORAGE EXPERIMENT
20371 STS 51-Z PAYLOAD OPERATIONS CHECKLIST- 08-12-85 DH M.A. FISHER
(dupl. #) PHYSICAL VAPOR TRANSPORT OF ORGANIC
SOLIDS SYNCOM REPAIR EQUIPMENT CHECK-
OUT, FINAL (REV. A)
20372 RNET SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS, LEVEL C 02-28-85 FR
20375 AN ABBREVIATED CATALOG OF MICROGRAVITY FLIGHT 02-28-85 SC W N. AGOSTO
QUALIFIED ANALYTICAL AND MATERIALS PROCESSING
EQUIPMENT
20376 STS BI-B CREW ACTIVITY PLAN, CYCLE 3 11-15-85 DH T L. VOLLRATH
TRAJECTORY, FINAL (REV. A)
20377 CERTIFICATION PLAN AND REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT 03-28-85 EX R B. SCHUCK
FOR THE HEAT PIPE INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL
SYSTEM
20378 HEAT PIPE INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM- 04-28-85 EX L.J. NOVY
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
20379 STS 51-G JSC/REMOTE POCC JOINT OPERATIONS 05-13-85 DH A.K. KEISNER •
INTERFACE PROCEDURES, FLIGHT UNIQUE ADDENDUM,
FINAL
20380 MODIFIED LI-BCX D-CELL VIBRATION TEST 03-13-85 EP S. W. BURGE
&





DOC.___._## TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
20383 STS 41-G MISSION EPHEMERIS FOR THE MAIDEN 04-28-85 SP R. F. MERKEL
VOYAGE OF THE LARGE FORMAT CAMERA ABOARD B. H. MOLLBERG
THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM J. J. SALMON
B. A. SIMS
20384 KEY DATA DEFINITION AND ALGORITHM LIST BOOK 09-28-85 DF D. Jo WEBB
VOL. 1 - KEY AND SUPPORT PARAMETER
DEFINITIONS
VOL. 2 - ALGORITHM LIST
20385 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWAREDESCRIPTION, 02-07-85 DG T.E. GUNDERSON
FCS, BASIC
20386 STS 51-F PHOTO/TV CHECKLIST, FINAL 06-28-85 DH S. B. SEUS
20388 SPACELAB INSTRUMENT POINTING SYSTEM CONSOLE 02-17-86 DF R. H. KOOS
HANDBOOK, FINAL (REV. A)
20389 _ST APPLICATIONS TRAINING PLAN (REV. A) 03-15-85 DG C. G. HENDRICKS
20390 INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT FOR EVA 04-28-85 EN M. G. HUGHES
POWER PACKAGE/PAM CRADLE C. M. PEARSON
20393 STS 51-C NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION 03-28-85 MD
SYSTEM PROGRAM MISSION REPORT
20394 GENERAL ELECTRIC SOLID POLYMER ELECTROLYTE 11-08-85 EP M. LE
15-CELL FUEL CELL STACK EVALUATION
20395 STS 81-A CREW ACTIVITY PLAN, SPACELAB 11-28-85 DH W. E. LOUIS
D-I, CYCLE 2 TRAJECTORY, FINAL (REV. A)
20396 AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENT IDENTIFICATION PACKAGE 07-28-85 EN S. R, PIERRE
CALIBRATION REPORT
20398 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFT_ARE DESCRIPTION, 03-28-85 DG T. E. GUNDERSON
CREW SOFTWARE INTERFACE
20400 MEDICAL STANDARDS, NASA CLASS IV MEDICAL 04-28-85 SD
CERTIFICATION CRITERIA, SPACEFLIGHT PARTI-
CIPANT PROGRAM
20402 MISSION 51-B SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 04-22-85 EH C. D. LERMA
MEASUREMENT UNIT S/N 0009, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORT NO 4, 0V-99, SLOT 1
20403 MISSION 51-B SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 04-22-05 EH C. D. LERMA
MEASUREMENT UNIT S/N 0011, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORT NO 11, 0V-99, SLOT 2
20404 MISSION 51-B SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 04-22-85 EH M. POURASSEF
MEASUREMENT UNIT S/N 0001, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORT NO 8, 0V-09, SLOT 3
20405 AF-E 332 HYDRAZINE COMPATIBILITY TEST 05-13-85 EP D. G, STAFFORD
20406 STS 61-A SPACELAB ACTIVATION/DEACTIVATION 09-16-85 DH S. S. GIBSON
CHECKLIST, SPACELAB-DI, FINAL
20407 FLIGHT DYNAMICS SECTION DYNAMICS AND TRACKING 07-01-85 DG K. FLETCHER
CONTROLLERS TRAINING GUIDE
20408 GROUND NAVIGATION TEAM TRAINING GUIDE 09-30-85 DG
20409 FLIGHT ACTIVITY BRANCH TRAINING GUIDE 08-30-85 DG E. F, KRANZ
20410 STS 51-G POST-INSERTION, FINAL 03-22-85 DH N. E. JACKSON





DOC.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
,
20413 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWAREDESCRIPTION, 09-28-86 DG T E, GUNDERSON
STR (STAR TRACKER/COAS/IMU ALIGN), FINAL "
20414 DELTA SPACE STATION 03-31-85 ES
20415 SHUTTLE ENTRY NAVIGATION PROTECTION FOR IMU 03-28-85 FM G.R. GOODRUM
UPMOrCS (IN-85-FM-O07) P.R. LAWTON
20418 BRECCIA GUIDEBOOK NO. 8-72275 04-28-85 SN P.A. SALPAS
L. A. TAYLOR
K. J. WILLIS
2041@ STRESS ANALYSIS OF LONGERON BRIDGE NO. B 03-28-85 ES G.P. OVERSTREET
FOR SOLAR OPTICAL TELESCOPE NON-STANDARD
INSTALLATION
20420 CONTROL/PROPULSION SECTION TRAINING GUIDE 11-01-85 DG R.C. EPPS
20421 STS 51-G CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - ARABSAT, FINAL 05-29-85 DH J.C. ROMIG
20422 FLIGHT OPERATIONS SUPPORT PERSONNEL TRAINING 08-09-86 DG
GUIDE - DPS AND NAVIGATION SECTION
20423 ORBITER REPAIR AGENCY DESIGN, ACTIVATION, AND 07-18-85 MA
OPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENTS, BASIC
20425 LEVEL A REQUIREMENTS - PROBLEM INCIDENT 03-15-85 DE P.N. BARNES
REPORT REDESIGN PROJECT
20426 SHUTTLE PDRTABLF ON-BOARD COMPUTER 03-28-85 SP R.B. SCHUCK
SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT
20427 CERTIFICATION PLAN AND REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT 04-28-85 EX R.B. SCHUCK
FOR THE SPACE STATION HEAT PIPE ADVANCED
RADIATOR ELEMENT
20428 NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM - MISSION 12-06-85 TO S.A. GILBERTSON
TELEVISION PLAN, FINAL (VARIOUS FLIGHTS)
20429 CLASSIFIED MATERIAL HANDLING PROCEDURES FOR 02-28-80 JM D.H. TROUPE
PRINTING (REV 1)
20430 STS 51"I PAN DEPLOY CHECKLIST, ASC-I/PAM-D, 07-11-B5 DH P.W. BURRETS
AUSSAT-I, FINAL
20431 NASA-JSC NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY SPECIFICATION 03-28-85 EP L.J. WYNN t
20432 SHUTTLE ORBITER MEDICAL SYSTEM POST-FLIGHT 03-09-85 SD D. A. RUSHING
HANDLING DOCUMENT
20434 STS 51-I JSC/REMOTE POCC JOINT OPERATIONS 05-28-85 DH A. K. KEISNER
INTERFACE PROCEDURES, FLIGHT UNIQUE ADDENDUM-
ASC, AUSSAT, SYNCOM, FINAL
20438 MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR DOPPLER MEASUREMENTS 04-28-87 FM W.M. LEAR
(IN-85-FM-O08) (REV. 1)
20437 GUIDANCE ON-BOARD NAVIGATION SECTION TRAINING 01-03-8B DG J.K. PATTERSON
GUIDE
20438 OPERATIONS NOTE INFORMATION SYSYEM FUNCTIONAL 03-15-85 FS L.R. PHILLIPS !
DESCRIPTION DOCUMENT
20441 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWAREDESCRIPTION 03-28-85 FE R.L. ADKINS
INTERFACE COMMUNICATIONS PROCESSOR GUIDE M.I. MANUSOV
20443 SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR PAYLOAD 11-26-8U FS O. NICHOLS
SIMULATOR TO WORKSTATION INTERFACE





! DOC,# TITLE DATE OP.._.RRAUTHOR.(S) .,,
20444 STS 51-I PHOTO/TV CHECKLIST. FINAL 08-06-85 DH W.H. BOWERS
20445 STS 51-I PAYLOAD SYSTEMS DATA AND MALFUNCTION 07-12-85 DH J.C. ROMIG
PROCEDURES, FINAL
20448 RNET OPERATIONS PLAN 05-Z8-85 FR R. COBLENTZ
Z0447 COMPUTERRESOURCE UNIT 03-28-85 FD K.P. HEIDEMAN
20448 ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE FOC ANALOG STIMULUS 04-28-85 EH C.A. LUMSDEN
CELL
2044g CARGOSYSTEMS MANUAL - GALILEO (VARIOUS 04-01-86 OH R.S. HELD
FLIGHTS)
20450 STS 51-r, CREW ACTIVITY PLAN - SPACELAB 2, 07-02-85 DH W.R. HOLMBERG
FINAL (REV A)
Z0451 SUMMARYOF IBM OR EQUIVALENT MAINFRAME 03-28-85 FD J.R. SCHMIDT
COMPUTERSAT JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
20452 SPACE SHUTTLE ROSAT/ORBITER INTERFACE BOX 10-28-85 EX R.T. WALTERS
PROGRAMREQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
20453 FLIGHT CONTROLLER TRAINER ELECTRICAL POWER 04-30-85 DG A.B. MERCIER
SYSTEM MODEL INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT, BASIC
20454 STS 81-J, CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - HUBBLE SPACE 05-15-05 DH A.J. BURGE
TCLESCOPE, INITIAL DEPLOYMENT, PRELIMINARY
.20458 STS 51-F SPACELAB REFERENCE DATA, SPACELAB 2, 06-26-85 DH J. BRITTON
FINAL
20459 MISSION 51-D SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 04-04-65 EH M. POURASSEF
MEASUREMENTUNIT S/N 0007, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORT NO. 7, OV-103, SLOT !
20460 MISSION 51-D SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 04-05-85 EH D. B. HARMON
MEASUREMENT UNIT S/N 0005, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORT NO. 5, 0V-103, SLOT 2
20461 MISSION 51-D SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 04-05-95 EH C. O. LERMA
MEASUREMENTUNIT S/N 0004, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORT NO. 7, 0V-103, SLOT 3
20464 SHUTTLE ENTRY AIR DATA SYSTEM PRESSURE 05-28-65 ES J. D. MILHOAN
PORT THERMAL CERTIFICATION TEST L. P. MURRAY
20465 SURVEY-DEDICATED AI MACHINES 03-26-85 FD D. M. ERB
L. W. MORGAN
20486 EVA CATALOG TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT 11-04-65 DG R. K. FULLERTON
R. C. TREVINO
20467 STS 51-F FLIGHT DATA FILE POST-INSERTION, 05-06-85 DH
FINAL
20466 SPARTAN CONTINGENCY TIE-DOWN ANALYSIS 04-04-85 ES G. A. EDEEN
20469 RECONFIGURATION NETWORK USER'S GUIDE, 04-28-85 FR
RELEASE 1.1
20470 SWAGE UNION LIFE TEST 02-21-88 EP D. G. STAFFORD
t
20471 QI4SP USER'S GUIDE FOR QMS LASERGRAF1X PRINTING 04-28-85 SP R. E. HILL
20472 GROUND INTEGRATION REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR 11-28-87 EX W. H. JENNINGS
THE SPACE STATION HEAT PIPE ADVANCED RADIATOR
ELEMENT PAYLOAD (REV. C)




DOC. I TITLE DATE OPR AUIH?R(S)
20476 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS-PERFORMANCE OF 04-ZB-B5 FD O.H. WILLIAMS ,_
APPLICATION PROGRAMFSDV ,.
20477 IRME DESIGN VERTIFICATION TEST 0Q-23-85 EP M. STAGNARO
Z0482 ANGULAR SEPARATION AND STAR TRACKER ATTI- 05-17-85 FM R. D. DUNCAN
TUDE DATA FOR 100 STS NAVIGATION STARS(IN-BB-FM-OOI)
20484 SOME PRELIMINAR), RELATIVE NAVIGATION EQUA- 06-28-85 FM W.M. LEAR
TIONS FOR THE SPACE STATION (IN-BS-FM-013) '
20485 SPACE STATION THERMAL BUS TECHNOLOGY 07-12-85 EC K. MILLER
DEMONSTRATION TEST REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
Z0487 MODULAR RADIATOR AMBIENT TEST - FINAL REPORT 07-12-85 EC A.H. FEIVESON
J. J. GALLEGOS
20492 INITIAL EVALUATION OF ZERO PREBREATHE SUIT 08-13-85 EC J.J. KOSMO
LOWER TORSO ASSEMBLY MOBILITY T, O. TRI
20405 SPACE STATION THERMAL BUS TECHNOLOGY 10-08-85 EC L. CLOYD
DEMONSTRATORTEST PLAN DOCUMENT J. FRAHM
K. MILLER
20497 TEST PLAN FOR THE SPACE STATION ECLSS TEST BED 03-10-88 EC T, K. BRADY
RLSE SYSTEM TEST 1 H, S. CULLINGFORD
S. A. LAFUSE
20498 PSA TOOL THERMAL ACCEPTANCE/CERTIFICATION 12-07-88 EC F.L. BITTINGER
TEST RrQUIREHENTS L.A. TREVZNO
20503 VULNERABILITY OF SPACE STATION RADIATORS 04-10-86 EC A.H. FEIVESON
TO METEOROID/DEBRIS DAMAGE
20504 ANALYSIS OF MRAT PANEL HEAT REJECTION TEST DATA 04-10-86 EC A.H. FEIVESON
20505 INITIAL TWO-PHASE SYSTEM AMBIENT TEST 04-15-86 EC I. CLOYD
REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT (REV. A) W.D. COLEMAN
20506 URINE PRETREATMENT MATERIALS COMPATIBILITY 09-24-85 EC C. CHULLEN
TEST C.E. VEROSTKO
20509 INITIAL TWO-PHASE SYSTEM AMBIENT TEST PLAN OZ-lO-BB EC L.M. CLOYD
W. O. COLEMAN
20510 URINE PRETREATMENT MATERIALS COMPATIBILITY TEST 02-08-88 EC C. CHULLEN
S. SANDMAN
20512 SPACE STATION INITIAL TWO-PHASE SYSTEM AMBIENT 04-01-88 EC J. SAMOUCE
TEST PROCEDURE E. STELLY
W. TAYLOR
20518 ASTROBOT TO MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT INTERFACE 02-Z7-98 EC C.W. HESS
CONTROL DOCUMENT
Z0519 TEST PLAN DOCUMENT FOR REGENERABLE NON-VENTING 03-10-88 EC L.A. TREVINO J
THERMAL SINK/VAPOR COMPRESSION THERMAL
VACUUM TEST
I
20520 INITIAL TWO-PHASE SYSTEM VACUUM TEST OZ-ZS-8E EC W. O. COLEMAN
REQUIREMENTS DOCL_ENT C. MCADAMS d
D. J. VESELKA ,_
i
20524 FLASH EVAPORATORSUBSYSTEM MAXIMUM HEAl 03-3I-RB EC B, H. HARKNESS
REJECTION TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PLAN DOCUMENT
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20528 TEST REPORT OF REGENERABLE NON-VENTING THERMAL 04-29-08 EC H. G. SLAOE t
SINK TEST ARTICLE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
AT JSC ;_
20530 SIS 51-D TECHNICAL CRFW DFRRTEFTNG 05-28-85 CB W.B.D. 3ONES
20537 e'_GLE SYSTEM TRAINER SYSTEM DOCUMENTATION 05-28-85 FE W.Z. ZANG
20538 _IRCUIT BOARD BLOW-TIME TEST 10-03-85 EP K. POAST
20541 ORBITER SOLAR/ARTIFICIAL ILLUMINATION DURING 05-28-85 SP C, D. WHEELWR]GHT
SIS FLIGHTS
a
20542 SHUTTLE DATA PROCESSOR RELIABILITY ANALYSIS- 05-28-85 FD M. S. STEVENS
SELECTION OF SDPS FOR MISSION OPERATIONS
COMPUTERAND DYNAMIC STANDBY COMPUTER
20544 VAX/VMS RELEASE UNIFIED DATA BASE MANAGEMENT 04-28-85 SP N. MASSOM-ZADEH
SYSTEM USER'S GUIDE
20545 SIMPLIFIED DESIGN OPTIONS FOR SIS PAYLOADS 07-28-85 ES D. A. HAMILTON
20546 BOOSTER AND UPPER STAGE SYSTEMS SECTION 09-30-85 DF D. B. KUHN
TRAINING GUIDE v
20547 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWAREDESCRIPTION 06-28-87 FE V, DENSON
SUBSYSTEM COMPUTEROPERATING SYSTEM, BASIC
20553 SPACE SHUTTLE LEASAT SALVAGE MISSION PROJECT 06-28-85 EC J. A. CHANDLER
REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT J. R. JAAX
20554 SPACELAB LIFE SCIENCES 1 LAUNCH SITE 04-28-85 EX H. G. SHE_WIN
OPERATIONS PLAN, BASIC
20555 FOR ZINC-AIR CELL 02 EXPOSURE 08-08-85 EP S. W. BURGE
TEST
20556 STS 51-B TECHNICAL CREW DEBRIEFING 06-28-85 CA
)
20559 JSC RELIABILITY SUPPORT PLAN FOR MEDICAL 08-28-_5 SO J, H. LEVINE
SCIENCES DIVISION AND SPACE BIOMEDICAL
RESEARCH INSTITUTE
20560 SIS 6I-B PAYLOAD OPERATIONS CHECKLIST, CFES, 11-14-85 OH D.F. HANSON
IMAX, DMOS MPSE, GAS, FINAL (REV A)
20581 COMPUTER SYSTEM PLAN FOR DPSD COMPUTER 07-28-8b FD C.G. KRPEC
FACILITIES (VARIOUS FISCAL YEARS)
20582 FLEX HOSE LIFE TEST 08-03-85 EP U.G. STAFFORD j
20563 TEST PROCEDURE FOR THE EPP/PAM CRADLE 05-28-85 EN M.G. HUGHES i
INTEGRATED TEST C.M. PEARSON Z
20585 PROGRAMREQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR IMAX CARGO 09-28-85 EX B.W. BATES l
BAY CAMERA M.R. ELLIS
20567 TPS/FOPSS/SCAP OPERATIONS AND PROCEDURESMANUAL 10-26-85 DG B, CLAIRE t )
20569 FLIGHT ANALYSIS SYSTEM SOFTWARE DESIGN FN G.B. MARTINEZ
AND DESCRIPTION (IN-BB-FM-OI!) TVOL. 3 - PROCESSOR REFERENCE MANUAL AND USER'S O7-Ze-e5
GUIDEVOL. 5 - SOFTWAREDEVELOPMENT PROCEDURESAND 06-28-85
STANDARDS
VOL, 7 - MA_TER DATA BASE DEFINITIONS 09-28-85 i /
20570 SIS 51-O NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTE_ 05-26-85 140 M. A. CCLLINS
PROGRAMMISSION REPORT





I_.]TLE DATE OPfi ApTHOR(S) _"
20572 STS 51-Z POSt-INSERTION. FINAL 0_-07-85 Dtt N, E. JACKSON [i
20573 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF THE SPACE STATION 05-28-85 ES M. E. GRIMALDI
HEAT PIPE _DVANCED RADIATOR ELEMENT T. E. PELISCHEK "
SUPPORT STRUCTURE
20574 STS 51-1 SYNCOM DEPLOY CHECKLIST - SYNCOM 06-17-83 DH P. HOLLINGSHEAD
%V-4, FINAL
20575 CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - SPARTAN REM, BASIC 12-26-85 OH R. KELLOGG "
(REV.A)
20576 SOFTWAREP_ODUCTION fACILITY STRATEGIC PLAN 05-28-85 FD K.P. HEIDEMAN
FOR FY85-F'/89, 40LUME 1
20577 CARGOSYSTEMS MANUAL - INTELSAT VI, ALL 08-28-8_ DH j.P. TRIMB'.E
FLIGHTS, PRELIMINARY
20578 STS 51-B NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS 06-28-85 MD R.W. FRICKIE
PROGRAMMISSION REPORT
2057P PAYLOAD COMPUTER SECTION TRAINING GUIDE 06-01-65 13(; R. _. KELLOGG
205e0 SPACELAB PALLET MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES, 04-04-86 DH J. BRITTON i.
BASIC (REV. A) P.J. CERNA ;
20585 CARGOSYSTEMS MANUAL - OSCS IT]/Ill, STS-ALL, 08-98-85 OH K.J. EDWARDS
PRELIMINARY (REV. A)
20589 A LOW THRUST GUIDANCE ALGORITHM APPLIED 07-28-85 FM D.P. FUHR',
TO THE AEROASSIST FLIGHT EXPERIMENT LOB
TRAJECTORY (|N-BS-FM-O14J
20590 STS 6I-F CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - ULYSSES, 10-28-85 OH L. _, HINSOALE
PRELIMINARY (REV. A)
20591 MISSION 51-G SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL. 06-07-85 EH M. POURASSEF
MEASUREMENTUNIT - S/N 0007, PRE-FL_GHT
REPORT NO. 8, 0V-103, SLOT 1
20592 PROPULSION SYSTEMS SECTION TRAINING GUIDE 07-15-85 DG L. C. YOUNG
20593 A DESIGN STUDY FOR AN AEROASSIST FLIGHT 06-28-85 ED B. J, BRAGG
EXPERIMENT C. J, CERIMELE
R. DELVENTHAL
C. D. GAMBLE
20594 STS 51-B MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING OB-2B-B5 EE P.V. HENRY !
SYSTEM COVERAGE AND ACCURACY DATA PACKAGE M.C. ROBEL _-
FOR THE ORBITER LANDING
20595 STATEMENT OF POLICY FOR INTEGRATED DAT_ 10-_8-85 FD D, L. SIMATON
PROCESSING AT THE LYNDON B. JOHNSON SP_CE
CENTER
20596 TEAM LEAD/SIMULATION SUPERV|SOR/TRAZNING 06-15-85 DG T. R, BROk/ER ¶
MANAGERTRAINING GUIOE
20606 MISSION 51-G SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 06-07-65 EH C. 0. LERMA
_EASUREMENT UNIT S/N 0005, PRE-FLIGHT _REPORT NO, B, 0V-103, SLOT Z 1
20607 MISSION 51-G SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 06-07-B5 tH C. O. LERMA _ l
MEASUREMENT UNIT S/N 0004, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORT NO. 6, OV-I03, SLOT
206'' STS 6I-A PHOTO/TV CHECKL IST , F INAL 0B-'3-65 ['_ D. C :ARICO





DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
I
20616 STS 51-L CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - SPARTAN-Z03/ 10-18-85 DH A. J. BURGE "l
HALLEY ORBITAL OPERATIONS, BASIC
20618 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING SIMULATOR TETHERED 05-28-85 EH E, A. BAINS
SATELI.TTE SYSTEM VALIDATION REPORT A. MAHONY
E. OROZCO
J. A. TERMINI
20619 SOFTWAREPRODUCTION FACILITY STRATEGIC PLAN 08-28-85 FD D. L. DEAGRO
FOR FY85-FY89 S. I. LINDE
20623 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND LIFE SUPPORT 05-28-85 SP L. J. H. SCHULZE
UNIVERSAL EC/LSS OPERATOR/SYSTEM INTER-
FACE PANEL - REVIEW
2062, KEVLAR/MMU VESSEL RUPTURE TEST 08-14-85 EP E. REESE
20627 STS 51-J POST-INSERTION, FINAL 06-28-85 DH N. E, JACKSON
20628 FLIGHT PROCEDURES HANDBOOK - SPACELAB 01-01-86 DH S. S. GIBSON
ACTIVATION/DEACTIVATION, PRELIMINARY
20629 SUMMARY OF IBM OR EQUIVALENT MAINFRAME CON- 06-28-85 FD S. I, LINDE _.
PUTERS AT JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, VOLUME 2 O. R, SCHMIDT .
20630 STS 51-I PHASE -I/If SAFETY REPORT FOR THE 06-28-85 EN T. MICHAEL
JSC HARDWARE FOR THE I.EASAT SALVAGE MISSION
20631 STS 61-A CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - SPACELAB DI 09-28-85 LM J.D. WALTHER
(BASIC)
20632 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING SIMULATOR ASCENT WTR 06-28-85 EH R.F. JAGGER
0I-7 VALIDATION PLAN
20634 SPACE STATION SIMULATIONS CONFIGURATION 06-28-85 EH J.C. ERCK
MANAGEMENT PLAN
20636 EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR INFRARED EE J.L. PRATHER
COMMUNICATION FLIGHT DEMONSTRATION R. RUSS ;
20637 A NEW LOOK AT RIGID BODY ROTATION DYNAMICS 02-28-86 FM W.M. LEAR
(IN-85-FM-017) (REV. _)
20638 SDRS/DWS USER HANDBOOK (REV. A) 07-31-86 FR F. GRAHAM
20639 STS 41-G CATALOG OF SPACE SHUTTLE EARTH 07-28-85 SN B. S, NOWAKOWSKI
OBSERVATIONS HAND-HELD PHOTOGRAPHY W.F. PALMER _
20640 DEPENDABILITY EVALUATION OF TRAINING ON THE 06-28-85 SD G. E. STARKS
SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATORS
20644 STS 61-B PAN DEPLOY CHECKLIST, SATCOM KU/ 10-02-85 DH P. W. BURRETS
PAM-DII, MORELOS/PAM-D, AUSSAT/PAM-D, FINAL
20645 SPACE STATION HEAT PIPE ADVANCED RADIATOR 08-28-85 EX R.B. SCHUCK _
ELEMENT FUNCTIONAL CHECKOUT PROCEDURE
20646 CERTIFICATION PLAN AND REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT 09-2_-85 EX R.B. SCHUCK
FOR THE IMAX CARGO BAY CAMERA SYSTEM
20647 HEAT PIPE INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM 06-28-85 EX R.B. SCHUCK
FUNCTIONAL CHECKOUT PROCEDURE (REV. C) I
20648 1.5-1NCH MICRO MOTION FLOWMETER PERFORMANCE 08-01-85 EP S. BAIRD
EVALUATION E. GRAHAM
20649 STS 51-G TECHNICAL CREW DEBRIEFING 08-28-85 CB
+




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _;,_
20653 MICROGRAVITYMATERIALS PROCESSING FACILITY 06-28-85 SN C.A. CLARK i
BIOTECHNOLOGY LABORATORY ACCOMODATIONS -
REPORT ON CANDIDATE EXPERIMENTS AND EQUIPMENT "
REQUIREMENTS
20654 MISSION 51-F SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 07-05-85 EH M. POURASSEF
MEASUREMENT UNIT, S/N 0001, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORT NO. 7, 0V-99, SLOT 3
20655 DRAFT TO SDRS TRANSITION PLAN - DISPLAY 09-16-86 FR F.J. GRAHAM
REIRIEVAL AND FORMATTING TECHNIQUES, SHUTTLE
DISPLAY RECONFIGURATIONSYSTEM AND DISPLAY
WORKSTATION SYSTEMS
20656 MISSION 51-F SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 07-05-85 EH C.D. LERMA
MEASUREMENT UNIT, S/N 0009, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORT NO. 5, 0V-99, SLOT I
20657 MISSION 51-F SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 07-05-85 EH C.D. LERMA
MEASUREMENT UNIT, S/N 0011, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORT N0.12, 0V-99, SLOT 2
20658 QUALITY ASSURANCESUPPORTPLAN FORTHEMAN- 08-28-85 ND C.H. PERNER :,
SYSTEMS DIVISION, BASIC
20659 QUALITY ASSURANCE SUPPORT PLAN FOR THE FLIGHT 08-28-85 ND W.J. HUFFSTETLER
PROJECTS ENGINEERING OFFICE, BASIC
20660 QUALITY ASSURANCE SUPPORT PL.ANFOR THE MED- 08-28-85 ND S.L. POOL
ICAL SCIENCES DIVISION AND SPACE BIOMEDICAL
RESEARCH, BASIC
20661 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION - 11-28-85 DG D. HEDIN
MECHANICAL
20663 REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM SECTION TRAINING 08-01-85 DG T.R. BROWER
GUIDE
20665 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION 02-28-85 DG E. JAGGERS
KU-BAND, BASIC
20666 STS 61-A SPACELAB REFERENCE DATA, SPACELAB-Dt, 10-07-85 DH J. BRITTON
FINAL
20667 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION MPS 02-28-85 DG W. ORTOLANI {
20668 EXPERIMENT IMPLEMENTATIONPLAN FOR THE EVAL- 11-30-87 EX L.K. REDMOND
UATION OF OXYGEN INTERACTION WITH MATERIALS-
III EXPERIMENT PAYLOAD
20670 STS 51-L PAYLOADSYSTEMSDATA ANDMALFUNCTION 12-30-85 DH M. CHILDRESS
PROCEDURES, FINAL
20671 STS 61-A SPACELAB DPS/CDMS DICTIONARY 09-20-85 DH J. BRITTON
SPACELAB-DI, FINAL t
20672 STS 51-G NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS 07-28-85 MD M. A. COLLINS
PROGRAM MISSION REPORT
20673 FLIGHT OPERATIONS SUPPORT PERSONNEL TRAINING 05-13-86 DG
GUIDE - SYSTEM SECTION
i
20674 FLIGHT OPERATIONS SUPPORT PERSONNEL TRAINING 05-27-86 DG I
GUIDE - DETACHED PAYLOADS SECTION
t -
20676 HEAT PIPE INSTRUMENTATIONAND CONTROL SYSTEM 05-28-85 EX L. J. NOVY
ACCEPTANCE FUNCTIONAL TEST PROCEDURE
20677 SATELLITE SERVICES WORKSHOP II, NOVEMBER 6-8, 11-08-85 EX G. RYSAVY
1985 (2 VOLUMES)
20678 STS 61-A POST-INSERTION, FINAL 08-07-85 DH N.E. JACKSON _!/
415 'L
1990007273-417
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20679 STS 51-L PAYLOADOPERATIONSCHECKLIST, FINAL 01-07-86 OH A.J. BURGE
(REV. A)
20680 SPACE STATION HUMAN RESEARCH F_CIL!TY 07-15-85 EH
PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING/OPERATIONS
REQUIREMENTS
20681 ORBIT DESIGN TEAM TRAINING GUIDE 02-01-86 DG M. W. CORBETT
20682 BEARINGLESS TURBINE FLOWMETER PERFORMANCE 09-25-85 EP J.M. SERIALE-GRUSH
EVALUATION
20684 STS 61-E CREW ACTIVIT_ PLAN, CYCLE 2 01-30-86 DH A.F. ELLIS
TRAJECTORY
20685 MISSION 51-F SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 07-23-85 EH D.B. HARMON
MEASUREMENT UNIT S/N 0013, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORT NO. 5, 0V-99, SLOT 1
20687 STS 61-B PHOTO/TVCHECKLIST, FINAL 11-15-85 DH S. B. SEUS
20688 KALMANFILTERING TECHNIQUES(IN-85-FM-018) 09-28-85 FM W. M. LEAR
20693 STS 51-I PHASE-III SAFETY REPORT FOR THE JSC 07-28-85 CA T. MICHAEL
HARDWARE FOR THE LEASEAT SALVAGEMISSION
20694 SPACELAB LIFE SCIENCES I, STRUCTURAL/ 06-28-83 EX B.A. PATIL
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS REPORT, FINAL
20695 STS 51-L CREW ACTIVITY PLAN, CYCLE 2B 12-23-85 DH K. F. EHLERS
TRAJECTORY, FINAL
20696 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION - 05-28-87 DG V. DENSON
ECOS (REV. A)
20697 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION - 03-28-85 DG S. STORY
SEC
20698 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER 30FTWARE DESCRIPTION - 02-28-85 DG E. JAGGERS
INSTRUMENTATION
20699 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION - 07-28-88 DG K. WELLS
CAUTION AND WARNING
20700 STS 51-I CARGOSYSTEMSMANUAL- LEASAT SALVAGE 08-24-85 DH J. M. HANLEY
MISSION, FINAL _'
20701 STS 61-A FLIGHT SUPPLEMENT, ORBIT OPERATIONS 10-08-85 DH M. HURT
CHECKLIST, FINAL (REV. A)
20702 IBM COMPATIBLE DASD PERFORMANCETEST 08-28-85 FD L.W. STAMMERJOHN
20703 STS 61-F/G CFNTAUR DEPLOY CHECKLIST-ULvSS.!S, 04-09-86 DH F.F. REYNOLDS
GALILEO, BASIC (REV. A)
20704 FUNCTIONAL DEFINITION OF AN ANCILLARY, 06-28-85 SE L.J. SCHULZE
LOGISTICS, TEST. ANALYSIS, AND SUPPORT
COMPUTER,ALL-TASC
20705 CONCEPTFORTHE APPLICATION OF EXPERTS_STEMS 06-28-85 SA L.J. SCHULZE '_
TO ENVIRONMENTALCONTROLANDLIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEMS SUBSYSTEMS MONITORING
20706 ON-ORBIT SKILL MAINTENANCE AN_ TRAI_ING- 06-28-85 SE L.J. SCHULZE
A REVIEW OF POTENTIAL SUPPORT MEDIA
20707 LINEAR PROJECTION MODEL USER'S GUIDE 08-28-85 D.L. DEAGRO
20708 STS 51-D MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING 08-28-85 EE P.V. HENRY
SYSTEM - COVERAGE AND ACCURACY DATA PACKAGE M.C. ROBEL '"
FOR THE ORBITER LANDING
418
1990007273-418
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; 20709 JSC RELIABILITY SUPPORTFORFLIGHT PROJECT 09-28-86 ND J.E. KOHANKE
ENGINEERING OFFICE, BASIC
20710 LEASATLEASEDSATELLITE SALVAGEMISSION, 07-28-85 NB J H. LEVINE• )
, FAILURE MODE_AND EFFECTSANALYSIS, AND
CRITICAL ITE_IS LIST FORTHE JSC PROVIDED
-! HARDWARE,BASIC
i 20711 IMAX CARGOBAY CAMERA FAILURE MODES 01-28-86 ND O.J. SCHWARTZSYSTEM,AND EFFECTSANALYSIS, BASIC
_| 20713 STS 41-G GROUND NAVIGATION CONSOLE MISSION 08-28-85 ON J. K. WEAVER
• REPORT
I
"_ 20714 STS 51-A GROUNDNAVIGATIONCONSOLEMISSION 08-28-86 DM J. K. WEAVER
REPORT
i 20715 STS 41-D GROUND NAVIGATION CONSOLE MISSION 08-28-85 DM J. K. WEAVER
REPORT (
20716 STS fll-C PAYLOADSYSTEMSDATAANDMALFUNCTION 10-24-85 DH D. BULGHER
.! PROCEDURES, FINAL
20717 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS 06-28-85 SP L. J. H. SCHULZE
SUBSYSTEM MONITOR-DISPLAYEDINFORMATION FORMAT
EVALUATION
20718 STS 61-C PAMDEPLOYCHECKLIST, SATCOMKU/PAM- 10-02-85 DH P. W. BURRETS
Dll, FINAL
20719 SPACETRANSPORTATIONSYSTEMEARTHOBSERVATIONS 08-28-B5 SN M.C. KINSLER
GEOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING SITES _!
MANUAL !
20720 STS 51-F TECHNICALCREWDEBRIEFING 09-28-85 CA W. B. JONES 'io
20723 APPLICATION SOFTWARETUNING-FSDV 08-28-85 FD T. B. BOYKIN
F. M. RICHARDS
20724 PROPOSEDSTANDARDFORCOLORCODINGELECTRONIC 06-28-85 SP L.J.H. SCHULZE
DISPLAYS
20725 MISSION 51-I SHUTTLEORBITER INERTIAL 08-16-86 EH M. POURASSEF
MEASUREMENTUNIT S/N 0007, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORTNO. 9, 0V-103, SLOT 1
20726 STS BI-F CREW ACTIVITY PLAN, ULYSSES, BASIC 01-14-86 DH K. M, ALIG
20728 NASA-JSC PERMIT APPLICATION, PART B (2 VOLUMES) 06-28-85 JN G. SPENCER
20729 MISSION 51-I SHUTTLEORBITER INERTIA 08-16-85 EH C. D. LERMA
MEASUREMENTUNIT S/N 0004, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORTNO. 9, 0V-103, SLOT 3 i
20730 MISSION 51-I SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 08-18-85 EH C. D. LERMA i"
MEASUREMENT UNIT S/N 0005, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORTNO. 7, 0V-103, SLOT 2
20731 STS B1-C PHOTO/TV CHECKLIST, FINAL 09-20-85 DH W. H. BOWERS
20732 PHOTO/TV CHECKLIST (VARIOUS FLIGHTS) 12-12-86 DH M. 3. ALEXANDER
20733 CHARACTERIZATIONOF MISSION OPERATIONS 08-28-85 FD D. M. ERB
FACILITIES L.W. MORGAN
20735 STS BI-E SPACELABACTIVATION/DEACTIVATION 02-07-86 DH S.C. GIBSON
CHECKLISTASTRO-I, FINAL





DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR _UTHOR(S)
:_._ 20737 STS 61-B POST-INSERTION,FINAL (REV. A) 11-12-85 DH N. E. JACKSON
F
20738 STS 62-A CREW ACTIVITY PLAN, CYCLE I 11-14-85 DH M.S. ROLWES
( TRAJECTORY, VANDENBERG-I, BASIC
! 20739 GROUND NAVIGATION OVERVIEW 05-30-66 DM J.K. WEAVER
k
" ; 20742 MATHEMATICS FOR GROUND NAVIGATION WORKBOOK 01-30-86 DM P. J. KENNEY
E
_._ 20743 BASIC ORBITAL MECHANICS WORKBOOK 10-01-85 DM W.H. HEILMAN
:,I 20745 ORBITAL TRAJECTORY INTEGRATIONMETHODS 05-21-86 OM R.A. ABOTTEEN
, WORKBOOK
_ 20746 EQUATIONS OF RELATIVE MOTION WORKBOOK 10-01-85 DM M.N. LARDAS
20747 ON-ORBIT TRANSLATION MANEUVER MODELS 08-31-85 DM S. BERNHARDT
WORKBOOK W. HEILMAN
_._ 20748 TRACKING SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION WORKBOOK 11-22-85 DM T. G. SCHMIDT
)
• I 20750 TRACKINGSYSTEMSMEASUREMENTMODELSWORKBOOK 03-07-86 DM R. A. ABOTTEEN
20751 TRACKING DATA ERRORS AND RESIDUAL SIGNATURES 01-13-86 DM T. G. SCHMIDT
._ WORKBOOK
r_
"i 20754 WTRAJ TRAJECTORY TRAINING TOOL WORKBOOK 10-01-85 DM H. HO
'_ 20755 HOPE ANALYSIS TOOL WORKBOOK 12-30-86 DM R.A. ABOTTEEN
._ 20760 ON-ORBIT ERROR ANALYSIS WORKBOOK 02-28-86 DM J.S. FRENCH
20761 BASIC SEQUENTIAL FILTER THEORY WORKBOOK 11-22-85 DM W.H. HEILMAN
20767 STS 61-G CREW ACTIVITY PLAN, BASIC 01-14-86 DH K. M. ALIG
20769 STS 61-F/G PAYLOAD SYSTEMS DATA AND MALFUNCTION 04-04-86 DH J. E. DETROYE
PROCEDURES, BASIC (REV. A)
20770 STS 51-F NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 09-28-85 VF A. D. ALDRICH
MISSION REPORT M.A. COLLINS
R. A. COLONNA
20771 STS 61-C CREWACTIVITY PLAN, CYCL= 2 11-26-85 DH P. L, ENGLEAUF
TRAJECTORY,FINAL (REV. A)
20772 CDTR BATTERYFABRICATIONAND VIBRA- 09-30-85 EP M. BUCKLAND
_ TION/DISCHARGE TEST
_" 20773 RECONFIGURATIONDISCREPANCY REPORTING 08-28-85 FR C. FOSTER
:" SYSTEM DOCUMENTATION
20774 STS 51-L IUS DEPLOY CHECKLIST, IUS/TDRS, 12-03-85 DH D. W. LEWIS
FINAL
207/5 DESCENT DESIGN SECTION TRAINING GUIDE 02-10-88 DG M.W. CORBETT
! 20776 CARGOSYSTEMSMANUAL- ASTRO. ALL FLIGHTS. 06-28-86 DH S. C. WOODS
BASIC
20777 STS 51-L RENDEZVOUS, SPARTAN-HALLEY 12-09-85 DH A. B. DOUGHERTY
2077_ VENTING ANALYSIS DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAM 09-28-85 ES R. L. NIEDER
20780 SPARTAN RADAR CROSS-SECTION MODEL DEVELOPMENT 07-28-85 EE P. L. HARTON
M. T. HEIDEMAN
20781 STS 51-B CARGOSYSTEMSMANUAL- IMAX CARGO 09-09-85 DH J, A, LARSON
BAYCAMERA,PRELIMINARY





DOC._ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _l
4
20783 REDUNDANTCOMPUTERSET LOGIC FLOWDIAGRAMS 10-28-85 EH M.D. SIMMONS '_
(SEQUENCING)SOFTWAREVERSION0I-6 _
20785 STS 51-I NATIONALSPACETRANSPORTATIONSYSTEM 10-28-B5 VF A.D. ALDRICH
MISSION REPORT M.A. COLLINS
R. A. COLONNA
20787 CATALOGOF APOLLO15 ROCKS(3 PARTS) 10-28-85 SN R. GRAHAM
20788 SHUTTLEPORTABLEONBOARDCOMPUTERDETAILED 11-28-85 FM L.E. BRYANT
FORMULATIONREQUIREMENT-DEORBITARGETING D.G. IVES
PROCESSOR(IN-85-FM-023)
20790 INTERCENTERPROBLEMREPORTINGANDCORRECTIVE 04-28-86 ND D.M. BROWNE
ACTION REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT,BASIC
20791 STS 61-C PAYLOADOPERATIONSCHECKLIST, MSL-2, 12-02-85 DH D.E. HANSON
HITCHHIKER, GAS, UVX, IBSE, STUDENTEXPERIMENTS,
HPCG, FINAL (REV. A)
20792 SPACESTATION SYSTEMOPERATIONSREO_'IREMENTS 10-18-85 DF D. WEBB
FORSYSIEMSMANAGEMENT,PRELIMINAR'.
20793 MANNEDSPACEVEHICLE BATTERYSAFETYHANDBOOK 09-28-85 EP J. 9. TROUT (
20796 IMAX CARGOBAY CAMERASYSTEMTEST PROCEDURES 09-28-85 EX B.W. BATES _ l
_t
20797 SAFETYANALYSIS REPORTFORTHE ROSAT/ORBITER 08-28-88 EX P. RICHARDSON-BAILEY
INTERFACEBOX .
20800 STS 51-A CATALOGu_ SPACESHUTTLEEARTH 10-28-85 SA R.M..NELSON
OBSERVATIONSHAND-HELDPHOTOGRAPHY
20801 PAYLOADANDOPERATIONSSUF,,JRT BRANCHTRAINING 10-01-85 DG L.C. YOUNG ":
GUIDE
20810 JSC HANDBOOKOF MATERIALTEST DATA 09-28-85 ES P.W. LEDOUX
(SEE JSC 09604)
20811 AUTOMATEDGENERP_ PAYLOADMODELFACILITIES 09-18-85 FS J. LEE
B2 REQUIREMENTSFORTHE SHUTTLEMISSION
SIMULATORTRAINING FI,CTLITY (REV. A)
20812 SHUTTLEMISSION SI4ULATORCONTROLANDMONITOR 12-29-86 FS J. LEE
ISOLATION SUBSYSTEMSIMULATORINTERFACEUNIT
TO SHUTTLERECONFIGURATIONSYSTEM
20813 SENSORANDEFFECTORMArH MODELSPROPOSED 09-28-85 EH C.E. PARTIN
FORSPACESTATIONSIMULATIONS W.W. POWELL
20816 PLASTIC BENDINGMOMENTSCOEFFICIENTS DERIVED 09-28-85 ES J, P. MCMANAMEN
FROMACTUALSTRESS-SFRAINCURVES _ (
20818 MISSION 51-J SHUTTLEORBITER INERTIAL 00-25-85 EH M. POURASSEF
MEASUREMENTUNIT S/N 0012, PRE-FLIGHT _ J"
REPORTNO. 4, 0V-104, SLOT 3 "_
20819 MISSION 51-J SHUTTLEORBITER INERTIAL 09-26-86 EH M, POURASSEF _ ?
MEASUREMENTUNIT S/N 0021, PRE-FLIGHT IREPORTNO. 6, 0V-104, SLOT 2
20822 MISSION 51-J SHUTTLEORBITER INERTIAL 09-25-85 EH C. D, LERMA .
MEASUREMENTUNIT SIN 0014, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORTNO. 1, 0V-104, SLOT I
20823 STS 81-L CARGOSYSTEMSMANUAL- GAMMARAY 0B-01-86 DH R. R. RODRIGUEZ
OBSERVATORY,PRELIMINARY




OOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S )
!
20837 STS IMU SWITCHING (IN-85-FM-OZB) 10-28-85 FM J. BLUCKER t
H, L, TILLETT
,1
20839 STS 81-B PROXIMITY OPERATIONS, OEX AAPS FLIGHT 11-08-85 DH M.L. VERES
TEST, FINAL (REV. A)
20840 SPACELAB LIFE SCIENCE 1 CERTIFICATION/ACCEPT- 11-28-85 EX G. BRANCH
ANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR SPACELAB MIDDECK EXPERI-
MENT INSTALLATION HARDWARE(REV. A)
20841 STS 61-C FLIGHT UNIQUE ADDENDUM, JSC/REMOTE 11-28-85 DH L. R. DEAN
POCC JOINT OPERATIONS INTERFACE PROCEDURES,
SATCOM, MSL-2, HITCHHIKER, FINAL
20845 CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR OEX SYSTEM 10-28-85 EX A. L. ADAMS
CONTROL MODULE (REV. A)
20846 FLIGHT OPERATIONS SUPPORT PERSONNEL TRAINING 07-10-86 DG B. D. SEVIER
GUIDE-EVA/CREW SYSTEMS SECTION
20848 CONTINSENCY RENDEZVOUS, GENERIC, FLIGHT 07-20-87 DH _. L. VERES
DATA FILE
20849 STS BI-C CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - GAS ANNEX, 10-28-85 OH O. A, LARSON (
ORBIFAL OPERATIONS




20852 SHUTTLE PORTABLE ONBOARD COMPUTER 11-28-85 EX P. RICHARDSON-BAILEY (
PRINTER KIT SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT
20857 EASTECH 2-1NCH VORTEX SHEDDING FLOWMETER 08-25-86 EP D.G. STAFFORD
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
20859 ASCENT DESIGN SECTION TRAINING GUIDE 12-15-85 DG T.R. BROWER
20860 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION- 10-28-86 DG M. AHEARN
EPS, BASIC
20861 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION- 10-28-84 DG D. HEDIN
CCTV, BASIC
20862 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION- 12-28-86 DC S.J. EARLE
PAM, BASIC (REV, A) P. A, MCCAIN (,
20863 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWAREDESCRIPTION 05-22-85 DG S. C, ARNOLD
DPS, BASIC
20865 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION- 02-07-85 DG D. GANDOLFI
PL COMM, BASIC )
]20866 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION- 05-28-85 DG S. KOVAR
CDMS, BASIC H. WATSON
20867 STS 62-A AFP-888 DEPLOY CHECKLIST, BAS[C 11-04-85 DH G. F. PELS
20869 FLIGHT OPERATIONS SUPPORT PERSONNEL TRAIN- 03-30-87 DG
ING GUIDE - ORBIT DYNAMICS SECTION tk
20870 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION- 12-28-85 DG H. WAT "_ I
HVP, BASIC
20872 AGPM EXECUTION TRADE STUDY - FINAL REPORT 07-10-85 DE J. LEE
20873 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER APPLICATIO_ SECTION 12-01-85 DG T, R. BROWER
TRAINING GUIDE
20874 ABORT ANALYSIS TRAINING GUIDE 03-07-86 DG
420
1990007273-422
WTITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) ,_ '.
20878 STS B1-E PAYLOAD SYSTEMS DATA AND MALFUNCTION 10-24-86 DH K.A. KLEIN /
PROCEDURES, BASIC
20880 A STUDY ON SPACE STATION HABITABLE MODULE END 10-28-85 ES P.L. SHERIDAN
DOME DESIGNS P. Ao TAYLOR
20881 ENGINEERING AND MAINTENANCE DIVISION PHYSICAL 10-28-85 DE K.L. PIERCE
CONTROL ZONE INSTALLATION STANDARDS
20882 SPACE STATION WORK STATION FORWARDSTATION 10-28-85 EF L.A. DUFFER-TOWNER
MANEUVERABLEREMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM
20883 PAYLOAD DATA STATION, DECOMMUTATION AND 12-28-85 DH T. KEATON
CALIBRATION TASK TO DATA PRESENTATION TASK,
INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT
20887 ADVANCED AUTOPILOT EXPERIMENT RADAR CORNER 10-28-85 EX S.R. P_ERRE
REFLECTOR REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
20888 SIS 61-B SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT FOR THE RADAR 10-28-85 EX T. MICHAEL
CORNER REFLECTOR HARDWAREIN SUPPORT OF THE P, RICHARDSON-BAILEY
OEX DTO-0909
20890 STS 6_-C CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - HITCHHIKER-G, 02-06-87 DH J. P. TRIMBLE
ALL FLIGHTS, FINAL
20895 MISSION 61-A SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 10-23-85 EX M. POURASSEF
MEASUREMEN1 UNIT S/N 0001, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORT NO. 8, 0V-99, SLOT 3
20896 SIS 62-A PHOTO/TV CHECKLIST, BASIC 11-25-85 DH D.C. CARICO
L. W. LEW
E. C. MILLER
20897 STS 61-E PHOTO/TV CHEKCLISTo FINAL 01-24-86 DG A.B. THIETJE
20898 MISSION 6!-A SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 10-23-85 EH C.D. LERMA
MEASUREMENT UNIT S/N 001, PREo.FLIGHT
REPORT NO. 13, 0V-99, SLOT 2
20900 MISSION 61-A SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 10-23-85 EH C.D. LERMA
MEASUREMENT UNIT S/N 0013, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORT NO. 6, 0V-99, SLOT I
20901 SURVEY OF RELATIONAL DBMS FOR THE PROTOTYPE 10-28-85 FD K. 0. IRVIN
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENTSYSTEM
20902 LEVEL B/C REQUIREMENTS FOR THE COMPUTER 11-28-85 DG G. E. STARK
RESOURCE UTILIZATION APPLICATION
20903 FLIGHT OPERATIONS SUPPORT PERSONNEL 07-06-87 DG 9
TRAINING GUIDE GROUND CONTROLLERS
!
20904 SIS 51-L POST-INSERTION, FINAL 11-2§-8F DH N.E. JACKSON
20905 PROPULSION AND POWERDIVISION THERMOCHEMICAL 01-15-86 EP J.R. WUNDERLICH
TEST AREA SAFETY REVIEW REPORT
20906 STS TACAN ORBIT NAVIGATION (IN-85-FM-028) 02-28-86 FM C. SEMAR P "
20907 A SIMPLE, ORBITAL DENSITY MODEL FOR DRAG 08-28-88 FM W.T. LEAR
EQUATIONS (IN-85-FM-027) (REV. I) {
20908 AUTOMATED GENERAL PAYLOAD-MOOEL PAYLOAD 10-30-85 FS J. T. WATSON
SIMULATOR, LEVEL BIL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR TRAINING
FACILITY




IDOC. I TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) I *
20910 EVALUATIONOF JPL FORCE/TORQUESENSORAND 11-28-85 SP A. BAGGEN
DISPLAYS A. R. BORONKAY
L. S. ORR
20911 STS STAR TRACKERAND IMU ALIGNMENT- SCHEDULING 12-28-85 FM H. L. TILLETT
OF FLIGHT SOFTWAREMODULES(IN-88-FM-O29)
20914 NSTSMISSION TELEVISION PLAN FORSTS 51-L, 01-23-88 TO W. L. GILL
FINAL
20916 COSMICDUST CATALOG- PARTICLESFROM13 11-28-85 SN M. ZOLENSKY
COLLECTIONFLAGS, VOLUME6, NUMBER1
20917 COSMICDUST CATALOG- PARTICLESFROMCOLLEC- 11-28-85 S_ D. S. MCKAY
TION FLAG U2022,VOLUME7, NUMBER1 L. So SCHRAMM
K. L. VER PLOEG
M. E. ZOLENSKY
20918 ANALYTICALCOMPUTATIONOF PERTURBATIVE 02-28-88 FM V.R. BOND
ACCELERATIONEXPERIENCEDBY SHUTTLEDURING )
A TETHEREDSATELLITE MISSION (IN-85-FM-030)
20919 ASTRO-1 JOINT OPERATIONS INTERFACE PROCEDURES, 11-28-85 DH K. M. DENNY {
BASIC
20921 DISC FUSE EVALUATION 01-29-86 EP K. I. POAST
20922 SYSTEMCONTROLMODULEENVIRONMENTALACCEPT- 10-28-88 EX S. S. YAO
ANCE AND QUALIFICATION TEST PROCEDURES,
VOLUME III-THERMALQUALIFICATION TEST
PROCEDURES
20923 STS OPERATIONALFLIGHT RULESRATIONALE-ALL 12-16-85 DA C. L. GRUBY
FLIGHTS, FINAL
20925 GROUNDSAFETYANALYSIS REPORTFORTHE ROSAT/ 11-28-85 EX P. RICHARDSON/BAILEY
ORBITER INTERFACEBOX
20928 ENVIRONMENTALCERTIFICATION PLAN FORTHE 00-28-86 EX M. G. HUGHES
MIDDECKACCOMMODATIONSRACK
I
20929 MISSION 61-B SHUTTLEORBITER INERTIAL 11-20-85 EH D. B. HARMON
MEASUREMENT UNIT SIN 0014, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORTNO. 2, 0V-104, SLOT 1
k
20930 STS 81-A TECHNICAL CREW DEBRIEFING 03-28-88 CA T. S. MCCLURE I
20931 ZINC-AIR 798 HP STACKINGTEST 02-12-88 EP S. W. BURGE !
20932 STS 61-E SPACELAB DPS/CDMS DICTIONARY, 02-10-86 DH J. BRITTON
ASTRO-1, FINAL P. J. CERNA
20933 MISSION 81-B SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 11-20-85 EH C. D. LERMA
MEASUREMENTUNIT S/N 0021, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORTNO. 7. 0V-104, SLOT 2
20934 MISSION BI"B SHUTfLE ORBITER INERTIAL 11-20-85 EH M. POURASSEF
MEASUREMENTUNIT S/N 0012, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORTNO. 5, 0V-104, SLOT 3
20935 MISSION CONTROLCENTERCATEGORYLIST, 12-31-85 DE P. GLENN
FINAL
20938 TETHERSATELLITE SYSTEMORBIT DETER- 12-28-85 FM S. W. STROM
MINATION ANALYSIS REPORT(IN-85-FM-032)





DOC.$ TITLE DATE OP__RR AUTHCR(S)
20940 PAYLOAD SYSTEMS DATA AND MALFUNCTION PRO- 06-20-87 DH J. M. HANLEY
CEDURES, STS 30 HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
DEPLOYMENT PRELIMINARYMISSION,
20944 OPERATIONS SUPPORT SECTION TRAINING GUIDE 12-15-85 OG E.F. KRA_Z
20945 MODULARAIRBORNE RECORDING SYSTEM 2000, 12-28-85 EX B. W, BATES
LT-3 ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURES
20946 CERTIFICATION PLAN AND REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT 01-2e-8C EX A.L. ADAMS
FOR THE MODULAR AIRBORNE RECORDING SYSTEM B.W. BATES
2000, LT-3 (REV. C)
20947 STS B2-A CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL- AFP 675, 01-15-86 OH J.C. BUSS
PRELIMINARY
20948 STS 81-M (TRAINING) CREW ACTIVITY PLAN, 12-17-86 DH R.L. SCHAF
CYCLE 1 TRAJECTORY, BASIC
20949 SPARTAN PDR TIE°DOWN ANALYSIS/LATCHING 1Z-28-85 ES G.A. EDEEN
MECHANISM DISCONNECTED CONTINGENCY
20950 FLIGHT OPERATIONS SUPPORT PERSONNEL TRAINING 05-25-87 DG
GUIDE DATA RECONFIGURATION OFFICE
20951 ORBITER/SPACE STATION ALTERNATIVE OPERATIONAL 02-28-86 FM C. ANDERSON
APPROACHES (IN-85-FM-033)
20954 SHUTTLE TRAINING AIRCRAFT ADAS FLIGHT SOFTWARE 07-28-87 CC V. WATKINS
USER'S GUIDE
20955 STS 51-j NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION 12-2B-85 VF M.A. COLLINS
SYSTEM MISSION REPORT
20958 STS 61-A NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 03-28-8B VF M.A. COLLINS
MISSION REPORT
k 20957 STS 61-E PAYLOAD OPERATIONS CHECKLIST, IEF, 01-27-80 DH R. A. GALPHIN
GAS, FINAL
20958 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING SIMULATOR ASCENT ETR/WTR 11-28-85 EH R. JAGGERS
BOOST VALIDATION REPORT
20959 STS B1-B TECHNICAL CREW DEBRIEFING 01-28-88 CB W.B. JONES
20961 RECONFIGURATION NEIWORK LEVEL C 02-28-8B FR B.A. OGLETREE
SPECIFICATION (REV. A)
20963 MISSION 61-C SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 12-11-85 EH M. POURASSEF
MEASUREMENT UNIT S/N 0010, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORT NO. 1, 0V-102, SLOT 3
20984 MISCION 81-C SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 12-11-85 EH M. POURASSEF
MEASUREMENTUNIT S/N 0023, PRE-FLIGHT
@EPORTNO. 1, OV-102, SLOT 2
209B5 STS S CATALOG OF SPACE SHUTTLE EARTH 01-28-86 SN R.M. NELSON
OBSERVATIONS HAND-HELD PHOTOGRAPHY
20967 EXPERT AND NONEXPEPT SEARCH TASK PERFORMANCE 12-28-8B SP M.J. BURNS
WITH CURRENT AND REFORMATTED SPACE SHU1TLE M. RUDISILL
DISPLAYS D.L. WARREN
20969 ENVIPONMENTAL CERTIFICATION PLAN AND REQUIRE- 03-28-87 EX R.B. SCHUCK -.
MENTS DOCUMENT FOR THE ORBITER EXPERIMENTS • '
AUTONOMOUSSUPPORTING INSTRUMENTATION
20971 MISSION 8I-C SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 12-11-85 EH C.O. LERMA
MEASUREMENTUNIT S/N 0024, PRE-FLIGHT




_ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S ) )
20974 NODULAR AIRBORNE RECORDING SYSTEM 2000 LT -3 O3-Ze-Be EX Bo W, BATES *.
THERMAL VACUUM TEST PROCEDURES(REV. A)20976 JSC CONTROLLED MODE TELEHPONE CHANGE 12-28-85 FD T.C. PAULOS
PRO_ESSING PROCEDURES
20979 ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR TETHER LENGTH DURING 03-28-8B FM V. R, BOND
DEPLOY AND RETRIEVAL PHASES OF A TETHERED
SATELLITE MISSION (IN-B5-FM-035)
20980 SAIL LIBRARY INSTALLATION AND TRACKING SYSTEM 12-28-85 VF P.T. WILSON
USER'S MANUAL
20981 SAIL DATA REQUEST TRACKING SYSTEM USER'S 12-28-65 VF P. T, WILSON
MANUAL
20982 SAIL LIBRARY INSTALLATION AND TRACKING SYSTEM 12-28-85 BF P.T. WILSON
PROGRAMMER'S MANUAL
20984 BEARINGLESS TURBINE FLOWMETERPERFORMANCE 03-06-86 EP J.M. SERIALE-GRUSH
EVALUATION-VIBRATION SCREENING PHASE
20985 STS 61-J RENDEZVOUS, HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE, 01-23-86 DH R.R. KREUTZMAN
PRELIMINARY
20986 COMPOUNDCOLUMN SYSTEM BUCKLING ANALYSIS 12-28-85 ES W.M. KOOP
20988 STS 61-H CREW ACTIVITY PLAN. CYCLE 2 02-28-86 DH R.L. SCHAF
TRAJECTORY, BASIC
20990 METHODOLOGY FOR DISPLAY FORMAT OPTIMIZATION 08-28-85 SP M. RUDISILL
EXPERIMENT-MAN-SYSTEMS DIVISION
20991 THE GENERALIZED INPUT PROCESSOR (QQINPT) 12-28-85 FM D.M. BRALEY
USER'S GUIDE, SVDS CONFIGURATION
(IN-85-FM-034)
20998 APU VIBRATION TEST 04-28-8B EP S.E. JONES
2100___.0 PIP/STANDARD INTEGRATION PLAN (SEE JSC 14029, 12-02-87
JSC 14063, JSC 18466) (MULTIPLE ANNEXES)
2101_____! PIP/SHUTTLE ACTIVATION MOfJITOR, MID-DECK 12-31-87 W. L, RILES
2101_.__33 PIP/ICBC (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 08-13-85
2101_..__5 PIP/SPARTAN 202 (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 10-12-87
2101.__.__B PIP/SPARTAN 201 01-06-88
2101___8 PIP/COMMUNICATIONS CAR_O SPACELINES 06-18-85
21019 PIP/FLUID EXPERIMENT APPARATUS 03-27-87
(MULTIPLE ANNEXES)
21020 PlP/LEASAT SALVAGE MISSION 08-31-85 C. P. RUBIN
I
2102._____1 BIP/IML 12-28-85
2102_...22 PIP/MLE 11-13-85 !
21024 PIP/VOICE COMMAND SYSTEM (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) I0-0B-87
2102..__..55 PIP/IRCFE (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 12-19-85
21026 PIP/CFMF 07-25-85
21027 PIP/INFRARED IMAGING EXPERIMENT 03-07-80
(MULTIPLE ANNEXES)
2102____._._9 PIP/HUGHES CO_U4UNICATIONS GALAXY 03-za-ee
424 _p
1990007273-426






21034 r:r/EARTH-LIMB RADIANCE 01-24-86
21035 PIP/CHAMP 04-15-86
21037 PIP/UKEXA, UKEXB 03-04-86
21039 PIP/TEACHER IN SPACE PROJECT 02-11-86
21040 PIP/SSBUV (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 09-21-87
21041 PIP/INDIAN PS EXPERIMENT (MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 03-07-88
21042 PIP/INDONESIAN SPACE EXPERIMENT 09-02-87
(MULTIPLE ANNEXES)
21044 PIP/AIR FORCE MAUI OPTICAL SITE CALIBRATION 01-31-88 _. L. RILES
TEST
21046 PIP/SPACE RADAR LAB-1 12-21-87
21048 PIP/HITCHHIKER G-2 01-15-87
21049 PIP/LDEF B 02"10-86
21050 PIP/SPARTAN 205 03"25-8_
21051 PIP/EUTELSAT-II 05"30-86
21052 PIP/HANDHELD PROTEIN CRYSTAL GROWTH 12"07-87
21053 PIP/SPACE STATION PROGRAM 12-05-85
21054 PIP/PHASE PARTITIONING EXPERIMENT 09-20-87
21055 PIP/DMD 07-01-08
21056 PIP/CANEX'2 09-08-87
21058 PIP/PROTEIN CRYSTAL GROWTH EXPERIMENT 09-15-87
21080 PIP/SATCOM KU3 04-01-86
21061 PIP/INDUSTRIAL SPACE FACILITY 01"22-88
21062 PIP/TANK FLUID DYNAMICS EXPERIMENTS, MID'DECK 08-31-87 S.L. CUNNINGHAM
21083 PIP/POCC CAPABILITIES DOCUMENT, PAYLOAD Oe-30-B7 GM R. NAYERS
SUPPORT CAPABILITES DESCRIPTION-MCC,
JSC POCC, REMOTE POCC INTERFACE, BASIC
21065 PIP/SHEAL II 02-23-88 |
21066 PIP/SRAD 06-18-86
21067 PIP/PAYLOAD DATA PACKAGE 09-17-87
21068 PIP/EOIM-III 03-03-88
2[070 PIP/COSMIC RAY UPSET EXPERIMENT. MID-DECK 12-31-87 V. L. RILES







TITLE DATE OPR _THOR(S)
21078 PIP/NAVY OCEANGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS ON 01-12-88 TC W. L. RILES
SHUTTLE 11, MID-DECK
21079 PIP/TECHNICAL OPERATING PROCEDURES TOP 08-31-87 TJ L. E. BELL
REVIEW PLAN FOR PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
HARDWAREAND CARGO MANIFEST ENGINEERING
21080 PIP/CNCR 02-22-88
21081 PIP/GHCD 02-22-88
21083 PIP/CHROMOSOME AND PLANT CELL DIVISION 02-03-88
IN SPACE (MULTIPLE ANNEXES)
21084 PIP/ENHANCED NON PALLET CARRIER 11-24-87
21086 PIP/SPARTAN 281 07-31-87
2108__6 PIP/DETAILED MISSION INTEGRATION CONTROL 02-28-88 L. S. NICHOLSON
BOARD PROCEDURES
21087 PIP/MARS OBSERVER 10-20-87 ;




21092 PIP/POLYMER MORPHOLOGY(MULTIPLE ANNEXES) 01-20-88
21093 PIP/ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY 01-21-88
SATELLIIE e
21094 PIP/OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS THROUGH THE 02-19-88
SHUTTLE WINDOW
21095 PIP/SPACEHAB 01-15-88
21097 PIP/LATITUDE-LONGITUDE LOCATOR 3 01-11-88
21099 PIP/SPACE RADAR LAB-1/SIR-C 03-07-88
22000 SIS 61-E POST-INSERTION, FINAL 01-10-86 DH N.E. JACKSON
22001 SAIL DATA REQUEST TRACKING SYSTEM 12-28-85 BF P.T. WILSON
PROGRAMMER'S MANUAL
22006 BIT-MAP _RIVERS FOR PROGRAMMABLEDISPLAY 12-20-85 SP T.R. KELL
PUSHBUTTONS
22008 STS 81-A MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING 01-28-80 EE P, V, HENRY
SYSTEM COVERAGE AND ACCURACYDATA PACKAGE M.C. ROBEL
FOR THE ORBITER LANDING
22010 COMPUTER PROGRAML_)CUMENTATION ASCII PARAMETRIC 04-28-86 ES C.Y. WATSON
PLOTTING FROM SINDA TEMPERATURE HISTORY DATA
USER'S GUIDE
22011 SIS B1-G POST-INSERTION, FINAL 04-11-80 DH N.E. JACKSON
22012 MISSION 51-L SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 01-15-88 EH M. POURASSEF
MEASUREMENT_NIT S/N 0001, PREP-LIGHT
REPORT NO. 9. 0V-99, SLOT 3
22013 MISSION 51-L SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 01-15-88 EH C, D. LERlU
MEASUREMENTUNIT S/N 0013, PRE-FLIGHT
REPORT NO. 7, 0V-99, SLOT 1 !
22014 MISSION 51-L SHUTTLE ORBITER INERTIAL 01-15-06 E;4 C, O. LERMA ,
MEASUREMENTUNIT S/N 0011, PRE-FLIGHT




DOC. e TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(_)
22015 STS 61-F P_TO/TV CHECKLIST. BASIC 01-17-88 OF S.B. SEUS 1!
22018 MCC UPGRADE, SHUTTLE ENHANCED RECONFIGURATION 0?JZ8-8B FR C. FOSTER
SYSTEM OUTPUT INTERFACE AGREZMENTS DOCUMENT 7,
22017 ADVANCED AUIOPILOT EXPERIMENT STATIONKEEPING 01-28-80 EE P. L, HARI'ON ,_
TARGET RADAR CROSS-SECTION MODEL DEVELOPMENT M. T. HEIDFMAN
22019 PROPULSION AND POWERDIVISION FY-85 ANNUAL 01-0)-8S EP C.C. MARTIN
SUI_4ARY C.A. VAUGHAN
22021 STS B1-K CREW ACTIVITY PLA_, PRELIMINARY 0Z-17-BB UH C.B. LAU
22023 PANAMETRZCSAREA AVERAGING FLOWIMETERTEST 04-28-88 EP S.W. BURGE
22024 GUIDELINES AND qEQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT 02-28-8S FM D.C. BOCHSLER
OF A RENDEZVOUS/PROXIMITY OPERATIONS TRAJECTORY M.A. GOODWIN
CONTROL EXPERT SYSTEM (ZN-BE-FM-O02)
22025 BEARINGLESS TURBINE tLOWMETER PERFORMANCE 0Z-10-83 EP J.M. SERIALE-GRUSH
EVALUATION-ZERO GRAV,TY SCREENING PHASE
22028 SIS O1-G PHOTO/TV CHECKLIST, BASIC 01-28-BB DF W. H. BOWERS
220Z7 STS EI-C TECHNICAL CREW DEBRIC_ING 03-28-80 CB W.B. JONES
22029 HEAT PIPE INSTRUIdE_TA'"ION AND CONTROL _YSTEM 03-28-86 EX R.B. SCHUCK _
ENVIRONMENTAL CERTIFICATION TEST REPORT
22030 STS 1, 2, 3, AND 4 CATALOG OF SPACE SHCTTLE 03°28-86 SN K.J. HANCOCK
EARTH OBSERVATIONS HAND-HELD PHOTOGRAPHY R.M. NELSON
B. S. NOkIAKOkISKI _W. F. PALMER
22031 LASER DOCKING SENSOR SYSTEM 01-28-86 EF V. T. TRUONG
*
22033 TRAINING PLANNING SYSTEM USER'S GUIDE, D_SIC 09-28-85 OG R. W. RICH
22034 TRAINING PLANNING SYSTEM PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE, 01-28-8: OG R. W. RICH
BASYC
22035 ROENTGEN SATELLITE/ORBITER INTERFACE 03-28-86 EX R. _. SCHUCK
BOX THEPMAL VACUUM TEST PROCEDURES
22038 PROCEDURE FOR SALVAGING SALT WATER 02-28-88 EX J.r. MELUG|N
CONTAMINATED MAGNETIC TAPE
L2037 STS BI-H PAYLOAD SYSTEMS CATA AND MAI.FUNCTION G3-31-89 DId K. A. KLEINPROCEDURES. BASIC
, L
22038 SINGLE SYSTEM TMAINER SOFTWAREDESCRIPTION- OB-28-BB OG K. K, KINARD
CENTAUR. BASIC
d_
2203Q PRODUCTION STATUS _STEM MANUAL 01-28-87 OH R. CASE
22040 STS BI-H PAYLOAD OPERATIONS _HECKLIST-ACES, 0Z-28-86 DH D. EULGEHER
MLR, AFE, IEF. STUDENT EXPERIMENT, INSPEX. t
UKEXA, BASIC ]
22041 JSC/REMOTE POCC JOINT OPERATIONS INTERFACE 03-07-88 Dr. O.E. HANSON
PROCEDURES, STS ALL, GPS/PAM, BASIC _t
22042 STS §I-H PAlMDEPLOY CHECKLIST - SKYNET, AZ-IS-BB OH M. KASINGER
PALAPA, WESTAR, _ASIC (REV. A)
22044 G, E. SOLID POLYMER ELECTROLYTE RFC 04-IF-Be EP 0. R. SAUCIER
BREADBOARDSYSTEM EVALUATION





DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) ; ,_
22046 CARGOSYSTEMSMANUAL- SHARE, BASIC 05-28-88 DH T. BANTLE
22048 STS FLIGHT SOFTWARESCHEOULING-IMURM 03-28-88 FM N. PURCELL
(IN-86-FM-O04)
22030 STS 0V-I03 STAR IDENTIFICATIONPERFORMANCE 04-28-86 FM J.P. MCINTIRE
(IN-86-FM-O05) H.L. TILLETT
22051 ACCEPTANCE FUNCTIONAL TEST PROCEDURE FOR 02-28-86 EX C.M. PEARSON
THE ROSAT/ORBITER INTERFACE BOX H.E. VERRETT
22052 THE ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS-A PROPOSED 12-28-85 FD L. W MORGAN
MULTICRITERIA DECISION METHODOLOGY FOR J.C. REYNOLDS
SCREENING OF CANDIDATE FUNCTIONS FOR
AUTOMATION AND ROBOTICS
22054 PROCEDURES FOR ASSEMBLY OF DISK SAMPLE 02-28-86 ES J.T. VISENTINE
SPECIMENS INTO PASSIVE SAMPLE CARRIER -
EVALbATIONOF OXYGEN INTERACTIONWITH
MATERIALS-Ill EXPERIMENT
22056 STS 61-I CREW ACTIVITY PLAN, CFP TRAJECTORY, 03-07-86 DH N.A. WOODBURY
PRELIMINARY
22053 A WHITE PAPER ON THE MCC UPGRADE - SPACE 07-28-86 FS A.C. BRUINS
STATION SYSTEM MISSION CONIROL CENTER MATURE
OPS TIMEFRAME
22059 NASA/JSC 5PACESHUTTLESAFETYRISK MANAGE-
MENTSYSTEM
22080 BEAMFAILURE CRITFRIA FORCOMBINEDAXIAL AND 03-28-86 ES D.D. LINDEMAN
BENDINGLOADSDERIVED FROMACTUALSTRESS-
STRAIN CURVES
22061 FLIGHT DATA FILE PRODUCTION PLAN - APPENDIX 03-05-87 DH L.M. DRAPELA
I OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE CREW PROCEDURESMAN- M.L. EDSON
AGEMENT PLAN, BASIC
22082 CENTAURFLIGHT PROCEDURESHANDBOOK,BASIC 07-28-86 DH M.C. ALLEN
22063 CARGOSYSTEMSMANUAL- HUBBLESPACE 06-28-86 DH J.M. HANLEY
TELESCOPE,ALL FLIGHTS, BASIC
22064 GUIDE FORPROCESSINGJSC-FABRICATEDHARDWARE, 03-31-86 ND T.J. ADAMS
BASIC
22085 JSC RELIABILITY SUPPORTFORMAN-SYSTEMS 05-28-86 NB J. LEVINE
DIVISION, BASIC
22066 MULTIPLE ACCESSCOMMUNICATIONSYSTEM 11-28-85 EE C.E. BAUTSCH
CRITIQUE-RCABASELINE DESIGN DESCRIPTION
22067 CLASSIFIED MATERIAL HANDLING PROCEDURES FOR 05-28-88 JM H.M. PORTER
DISTRIBUTION
22068 ATTITUDE FILTERS (IN-8B-FM-011)(REV. 1) 05-28-87 FM W.M. LEAR
22069 STS 61-H JSC/REMOTE POCC JOINT OPERATIONS 03-28-86 DH D.L. CEGIELSKI
INTERFACE PROCEDURES, FLIGHT UNIQUE ADDENDUM -
WESTAR, PALAPA, SKYNET
22070 STS 61-B NATIONALSPACETRANSPORTATIONSYSTEM 05-28-86 VF R.W. FRICKE
MISSION REPORT
22071 PANAMETRICSOFFSET FLOWMETER 05-07-86 EP S. BURGE
22072 SPACE$_UITLF PAYLOADDATABOOK 04-28-86 EX S. H, PRUDHOMME





_ _ | , W
OOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
22074 STS 61-B MICROWAVESCANNINGBEAMLANDING 03-28-86 EE P. V. HENRY
SYSTEM COVERAGE AND ACCURACY DATA PACKAGE M. C. ROBEL
FOR THE ORBITER LANDING _"
22076 SAFETY COMPLIANCE DATA PACKAGE FOR THE 05-28-86 EX T. R. TINJLE_ ,,'
ORBITEREXPERIMENTSAUTONOMOUSSUPPORTING
INSTRUMENTATIONSYSIEM - IT, PHASE II SAFETY
REVIEW
22077 BIF I-INCH UNIVERSAL VENTURI TUBE FLOWMETER 05-20-86 EP D.G. STAFFORD
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
22078 STS-26 FLIGHT ASSESSMENT PACKAGE ORBITER 04-28-86 ET P.O. ROMERE
AERODYNAMICS
22079 CALIBRATED ANCILLARY SYSTEM SUBSYSTEM 03-17-86 FS J.A. FREEMAN
SPECIFICATION
22080 THE GRAVITATIUNAL ACCELERATION EQUATIONS 04-28-86 FM W.M. LEAR
(IN-86-FM-OI5)
22081 SMS/GNSFY86 COMPUTERSYSTEMPLAN - REVIEW 05-28-86 FD G.E. STARK
OF FY85
22082 STS 51-L INCIDENT REPORT ORBITER, GFE, AND 04-28-86 VA G. COULTAS
TIMELINE (SENSITIVE DOCUMENT - LIBRARY WILL I
NOT RECEIVE COPIES)
22083 LINE CHARGING SPIKE TEST 05-08-86 EP S. E. JONES '
,. ,
22084 CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL-NAVSTAR GPS, STS ALL, 06-28-87 DH D. BULGHER
BASIC L.D. STEVENSON
22085 CATALOG OF SPACE SHUTTLE EARTH OBSERVATION 06-28-86 SN R. M. NELSON
HAND-HELD PHOTOGRAPHY - STS 51-B MISSION W. F. PALMER
22086 CATALOG OF SPACE SHUTTLE EARTH OBSERVATION 07-28-86 SA W. F. PALMER
HAND-HELD PHOTOGRAPHY - STS 51-F MISSION
22092 SHUTTLE TAPE RECORDER HISTORICAL DATA BASE 05-28-86 EX W. H. MUNRO
USER'S MANUAL (REV. A) D. T. REGISTER
22094 STS 51-L INCIDENT REPORT INTEGRATED MAIN 04-01-86 EP H.O. POHL
PROPULSION SYSTEM (SENSITIVE REPORT-LIBRARY
WILL NOT RECEIVE COPIES)
22096 STS 51-G CATALOGOF SPACESHUTTLEEARTH 09-28-86 SN D.L. AMSBURY ,_;OBSERVATIONSHAND-HELDPHOTOGRAPHY K, J. HANCOCK _
M. R. HELFERT
R.M. NELSON
22098 APOLLOR-4D ENGINE LHECKOUTAND 05-20-86 EP M. G, DOWNEY '
PERFORMANCETESTS _
22099 SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR INTERFACE CONTROL 03-02-87 FS J, B. hICHOLS ,K
DOCUMENT BETWEEN THE PAYLOAD SIMULATION _
CARRIER AND THE GENERALIZED PAYLOAD __
27100 SPECIFICATION/ASSEMBLYDRAWING DOCUMENT FOR 01-18-67 EC M, WU _},
THE RADIATOR ASSEMBLY CARRIER
22104 INITIAL TWO-PHASE SYSTEM THERMAL VACUUM TEST 06-06-86 EC L, M. CLOYD ,_
PLAN W, D. COLEMAN
C, MCADAMS _,
22105 ANALYSIS OF SHARE TEST INCLINOMETER DATA 08-_6-86 EC T, BRADY
A, FEIVESON _,
22108 SPACECONSTRUCTIBLERADIATORPROTOTYPE- 12-13-86 EC J. J. GALLEGOS





DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
22109 SPACESTATION HEAT PIPE ADVANCEDRADIATOR 12-12-85 EC H. N. HAMMOND
ELEMENTTHERMALVACUUMTEST, FINAL REPORT
22111 EVA GLOVEEVALUATIONWITH THE WORKSIMULATOR 07-10-86 EC M. FARQUHAR
SYSTEMTEST PLAN
22112 AMMONIA TBDT AMBIENT TEST REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT 07-11-86 EC J. R. FRAHM |
22113 SPACESTATION THERMALBUSTECHNOLOGY 05-16-86 EC J. R. FRAHM
DEMONSTRATOR - FINAL TEST REPORT C.C. MCADAMS
C.A. RITRIVI
2_I14 HEMISPHERICAL HELMET C02 WASHOUT AND 11-04-B6 EC W.E. SPENNY
VENTILATION DUCT LOCATION TEST PLAN
22116 SPACE STATION THERMAL TEST BED INTERFACE 08-15-86 EC J.R. FRAHM
DEFINITION DOCUMENT J. J. GALLEGOS
H. N. HAMMOND
22117 SPACESTATIONTHERMALTEST BEDHARDWARE 08-15-86 EC H, N. HAMMOND
UTILIZATION LIST J. P. HUNT
22118 ADVANCEDLIFE SUPPORTTEST PLANMULTIFITRATION 05-22-85 EC C.L. BECK
TEST D.F. PRICE :
P. _. TORRANCE
22119 SPACE STATION AMMONIA TBTD AMBIENT TEST 11-20-86 EC J.W. SAMOUCE
PROCEDURE (REV. A) E. STELLY
W. TAYLOR
22121 TEST PLAN FOR REACH ENVELOPE EVALUATION FOR 09-11-86 EC S. SANDMAN
VARIOUS SPACE SUIT CONFIGURATIONS
22122 SHARE FLAME PROPAGATION TEST PLAN 09-15-86 EC W.R. LONG
22124 AMMONIA TBTD AMBIENT TEST REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT 07-11-8B EC J.R. FRAHM
22125 SPACE STATION TRUSS ASSEMBLY FIXTURE 03-31-87 EC R.G. STINSON
SIMULATION-FINALTEST REPORT L.C. THOMAS
22126 LOCKHEED THERMAL BUS AMBIENT TEST REQUIRE- 03-06-87 EC C. RITRIVI
MENTS DOCUMENT M. SCANLON
J. THORN3ORROW
22127 TWO-PHASE THERMAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM/COM- 03-11-87 EC E. BRITT
PONENT TEST REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT M. SCANLON
J. J. GALLEGOS
J. THORNBORROW
22128 TEST REPORT FOR REGENERABLENON-VENTING THERMAL 08-28-86 EC L.A. TREVINO
SINK/VAPOR COMPRESSION THERMAL-VACUUMTEST
22129 AMMONIATHERMALBUS TECHNOLOGYDEMONSTRATOR 10"08-86 EC J. R. FRAHM
AMBIENTTEST PLAN DOCUMENT J. HUNT
J. PATRICK j
22130 BRE-DELIVERYACCEPTANCE AND PRE-INSTALLATION 12-31-86 EC A. M. ROCHFORD
ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURES FOR SPACELAB
EMERGENCY BREATHING SYSTEM
22131 EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY RETRIEVER, PHASE 1 07-28-87 EC A. ROCKFORD
HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT, BASIC
22133 TEST PLAN DOCUMENT FOR SHUTTLE CABIN AIR 10-22-86 EC D, A. BROWN
CLEANER DEVELOPMENT TEST
21243 SHUTTLE GSE HEAT EXCHANGER FREEZE EVALUA- 06-04-87 EC J. DUNAWAY








OOC. # TITLE DATE OP.__RRAUTHOR(S) _ =4"
22147 SPACE STATION LMSC THERMAL BUS TEST PROCEDURE 04-24-87 EC O. W. SAMOUCE /
E. STELLY
W. TAYLOR
22151 SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR PUTOMATED GENERAL 03-03-87 FE D. CONNELLY
PAYLOAD MODEL DETAILED DESIGN SPECIFICATION
FOR PAYLOAD SIMULATOR (REV, A)
22152 STS 51-L. JSC CONTINGENCY TEAM FINAL 04-03-86 GA R. W. MOORHEAD
INTEGRATED REPORT (SENSITIVE REPORT-
LIBRARY WILL NOT RECEIVE COPIES)
22154 STS IMU PRE-FLIGHT MODEL (IN-BB-FM-OI6) 05-28-66 FM N. PURCELL
22157 STS 61-B IMAX CARGOBAYCAMERASYSTEM 02-28-86 EX A. N. DESAI
EXPERIENCEREPORT
22158 CENTRAL COMPUTING FACILITY REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT 09-05-85 ON T. D. CONGER
22159 MODULAR AIRBORNE RECORDING SYSTEM ENVIRON- 03-28-86 EX B. W. BATES
MENTAL CERTIFICATION TEST REPORT
22162 REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PROTOTYPE OF DPSD'S USER 04-28-86 FD M. M. SCHLAGER
INFORMATION SYSTEM E.L. SHERIDAN
22183 ENGINEERING COMPUTATION FACILITY UPGRADE 04-11-86 EF E. CALVILLO
PRE-SOLICITATIONNOTICE (DISTRIBUTION R.J. MAUL
LIMITED TO NASA CODE EF3)
22164 PLAN FOR IMPLEMENTINGOPERATIONAL ORBITER 02-28-85 ES W. WEST
CONTROL SURFACE INSPECTION VIA MODAL TEST/
ANALYSIS PROCESS t
22170 STS 61-C MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING 04-28-86 EE P.V. HENRY
SYSTEM COVERAGE AND ACCURACY DATA PACKAGE M.C. ROBEL
FOR THE ORBITER LANDING
22173 STS 51-D CATALOG OF SPACE SHUTTLE EARTH 12-28-86 PE B.S. NOWAKOWSK!
OBSERVATIONS HAND-HELD PHOTOGRAPHY
22174 OPS5 AND OPS5+ BASIC GUIDE (IN-86-FM-017) 05-28-86 FM J.C. GIARRATANO
22175 STS 51-L JSC VISUAL DATA ANAtYSlS SUBTEAM 06-28-86 SR J. ERICKSON
REPORT, FINAL (2 VOLUMES)
22177 COMPUTERSYSTEMPLAN FORFY86 FORDPSD-MANAGED 05-28-86 FD W. N. BAYS
COMPUTERFACILITIES (2 VOLUMES) V. G. FISHER
K. P. HEIDEMAN
A. M. HUANG
22178 SYNOPSIS OF REPORT OF THE JSC ADP STRATEGIC 04-28-88 FD O. R. GARMAN
PLANNING COMMITTEE
22179 FOBJOIN1 PULL TEST REPORT 05-01-86 EP N. M. FAGET
P. A. SVEJKOVSKY _
22180 OPERATIONS INSTRUCTIONS FOR OEX SYSTEM 05-28-86 EH M.B. WALTON
CONTROL MODULE POWER CONTROL BOX GROUND _':'
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT ,_ .,/
22181 FILM/PLOT PROCEDURESMANUAL500.000 07-28-06 DE C.A. OUBRAY :
R. ERBE
W. T. SMOTHERS _ ._
K. E. WILSON
22183 SURVEYOF CURRENTTRAINING TECHNOLOGY 01-28-87 FO O. ERB _t
(2 VOLUMES) L.W. MORGAN ,,




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)22187 AN OVERVIEWOF SSED NASA/LOCKHEEDJOB ORDERS, 05-28-86 SN K.V. ODGERS
JOB ORDER REVISIONS, AND BUDGETARY TRACKING
PROCEDURES
I
22188 LI-BCX D-CELL SHELF LIFE TEST 06-22-87 EP C. W_TEN
22190 CARGOSYSTEMSMANUAL- SHEAL-1, BASIC 08-01-86 DH R. L. HAHNE
22191 SYSTEMCONTROLNODULEENVIRONMENTAL 08-28-86 EX A. L. ADAMS
CERTIFICATION TEST REPORT
22192 STS 51-L ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 05-28-86 ES J. D. DAGEN
K.L. EDENBOROUGH
N. E. TENGLER
22195 CREW ACTIVITY PLANNING SYSTEM I/ TRAINING GUIDE 05-28-86 DH V.G. P[CARD
K. L. SCOTT
22196 STS 62-A CARGOSYSTEMSMANUAL- AFP 888, 07-04-86 DH C. D. PHILLIPS
PRELIMINARY
22197 SOFTWARE DETAILE_ DESIGN DOCUMENTATION FOR 12-08-86 FS K. JORDAN
THE SPACELAB SIMULATOR DATA COLLECTION
SYSTEM(REV. A)
22199 DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS DIVISION NEAR-TERM 06-28-86 EC K.P. HEIDEMAN
PLAN
22200 THE USERINFORMATIONSYSTEM 06-28-86 FD M. M. SCHLAGER
VOLUMEI - EXECUTIVEOVERVIEW E. L. SHERIDAN
VOLUME Ill - USER'S GUIDE
22201 CENTER INFORMATION SYSTEM STRATEGIC PLAN FOR 06-28-86 FD S. I. LINDE
FY86-FY90 A.T. LOVELACE
22203 SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT FOR THE MIDDECK 08-28-86 EX T. R. TINSLER
ACCOMMODATIONS RACK
22205 SYSTEM SPECIFICATION FOR THE AIR FORCE 08-15-88 FE C. K. HENDERSHOT
SATELLITE CONTROL FACILITY GENERIC
TELEMETRY SIMULATOR
22206 INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATIONOF FAILURE MODES 10-10-86 NB D. L. DUSTON
AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS AND CRITICAL ITEMS
LIST, BASIC
22208 STS 61-H POST-INSERTION, FINAL 05-24-86 DH N. E. JACKSON
22210 SHUTTLEMISSION SIMULATORCENTAURG-PRIME 06-13-88 FS T. DIEGELMAN
FINAL DESIGN DEOCUMENT(5 VOLUMES)
22211 CATALOGOF SPACESHUTTLEEARTHOBSERVATIONS 10-28-88 SN J. M. DISLER
HAND-HELDPHOTOGRAPHY- STS 51-I MISSION R. M, NELSON
W. F. PALMER
22212 PHASEO/I SAFETYCOMPLIANCEDATA PACKAGEFOR 02-28-87 EX T. R. TINSLER
THE SHUTTLERADIATOR ASSEMBLY DEMONSTRATION,
JSC HARDWARE
22213 ORBITAL ELEMENTS INCLUDING THE J2 HARMONIC 09-28-87 FM W.M. LEAR
(IN-86-FM-018) (REV. I)
22216 SAFETY ASSESSMENTREPORTFORTHE LARGEFORMAT 06-28-88 EX V. ZAVALA
CAMERA-2
22224 AN INVESTIGATION OF ADAANDC AS TARGET 02-28-86 SD L. W. STAMMERJOHN
LANGUAGESFORMISSIO_ OPERATIONSCOMPUTER
SOFTWARECONVERSION
22226 PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SYSTEM (PROFS) VERSION 2 06-28-88 FD S. E. BAYER





DOCo# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
22227 NASA/JSC INFORMATIONTECHNOLOGYSYSTEMPLAN 12-28-88 FD P.T. MCLAIN _z
( INSTRUCTIONMANUAL _ •
22228 SRB BOLTEDJOINT-AXIAL LOADTEST REPORT 08-18-80 EP N.M. FAGET " "
P. A. SVEJKOVSKY




22231 FORLI-BCX HEAT EVOLUTIONTEST 08-11-86 EP M. LE
22233 FORTURBINE/TURBINEDELTA-P FLOWMETERTEST 10-31-88 EP S. W. BURGE
22234 CENTAURCONTROLUNIT FLIGHT SOFTWAREINITIAL 07-08-86 FS R. A. FERRIS
CONDITIONSMANAGEMENTPROCESSING
22235 PROGRAMREQUIREMENTSDOCUMENTFORTHE SHUTTLE 07-28-86 EX R. 8. SCHUCK
RADIATORASSEMBLYDEMONSTRATIONINSTRUMENTA-
TION AND CONTROLSYSTEM, PRELIMINARY
22235 TRANSITIONPLAN FORTRANSITION OF SPF 06-20-86 FR T.B. SHERLEY
RECONFIGURATIONTOOLSTO STSOC _
22238 ZINC-AIR BATTERYTEST WITH DURACELL 10-13-86 EP D.R. SAUCIER |
1204 HP CELLS _ t
22246 VIEW USER'S GUIDE 07-28-86 FD C.A. KNIGHT I
;2
22248 WCCUOPERATIONALBI;TTERYPROTOTYPE 11-25-86 EP K.I. POAST
22249 SOLID ROCKETMOTORO-RING FAILURE ANALYSIS 09-15-86 EP R.R. KOWALSKI _" (
22250 SOFTWAREDESIGN FORTHE RENDEZVOUS/PROXIMITY 08-28-88 FM D.C. BOCHSLER
OPERATIONSTRAJECTORYCONTROLEXPERTSYSTEM M.A. GOODWIN
( (IN-86-FM-021)
22251 ADPE ACQUISITION PLAN ENGINEERING DIREC- 12-28-eB EF E. CALVILLO
TORATE-ENGINEERINGCOMPUTATION FACILITY
UPGRADE/SUPERCOMPUTER
22253 SHUTTLE RADIATOR ASSEMBLY DEMONSTRATION 06-28-86 EX K.D. CDPELAND
INSTRUMENTATIONAND CONTROL SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL S. B. LACOMBE
REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT G. C. STREUDING
22254 METHODOLOGYFORCONDUCTOF NSTS HAZARD 05-20-87 NS J. B. HAMMACK |
ANALYSES,BASIC !
22255 SHUTTLEORBITERRADARTEST AND EVALUATION- 04-28-87 EE P. L. HARTON
EXECUTIVESUMMARY
VOL, 1 - TEST DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS
VOL. 2 - DATA AND PERFORMANCE PLOTS _
PRODUCED BY PROCESSING AT JSC
22258 SINGLE SYSTEMTRAINERSOFTWAREDESCRIPTION, 08-28-86 DG P. EASTABROOKS
INSTRUMENTPOINTING SYSTEM W. WANG ,(
22259 SOFTWAREPRODUCTIONFACILITY STRATEGICPLAN 07-28-88 FD E.L. WILLIAMS _
FORFY86-FY90 _
_2263 SYSTEMSPECIFICATION FORTHE SHUTTLEMISSION 09-20-86 FS K. FREVERT
SIMULATOR GENERIC TELEMETRY INTERFACE PROCESSOR A. GANCH (
(REV. A) C, HENDERSHOT
22281 FATIGUECRACKGROWTHCOMPUTERPROGRAM- 08-28-86 ES R. G. FORMAN
"NASA/FLAGRO" J. C. NEWMAN
V. SHIVAKUMAR





T_TLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) , i_
22270 EVALUATION OF OXYGEN INTERACTION WITH 01-28-87 NB G. O. WRIGHT L_,
MATERIAL-III EXPERIMENT FAILURE MODES ,,(
AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS, BASIC
I
| 22272 AUT_ATED MISSION AND PAYLOAD TRACKING SYSTEM 08-28-88 FD W. N. BAYS ',B M. A. BICKEL
22274 RFC EMS THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 09-30-86 EP O. R. SAUCIER
22275 STS CREW EGRESS AND ESCAPE STUDY 08-28-88 AE W. A. CHANDLER
VOLUME I - ANALYSIS A. J. LOUVIEREVOLUME II - APPENDIXES B. D. O'CONNOR
22277 FACILITY REOUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR THE AIR 08-15-86 FE C. K. HENDERSHOT
FORCE SATELLITE CONTROL FACILITY GENERIC
TELEMETRY SIMULATOR, PRELIMINARY
22278 NUMERICALLY DERIVED INTERACTION CURVES FOR 09-28-88 ES D. D. LINDEMAN
UNIAXIALLY AND BIAXIALLY LOADED BEAMS
22279 STS TACAN DETAILED TEST OBJECIIVE - ORBIT 08-28-86 FN T. J. BLUCKER
NAVIGATION (IN-86-FM-022) D. L. SCHRECKENGHOST t_ :
22280 WORKSTATION CONSOLE PROCEDURES HANDBOOK, 08-12-86 DG C. HOLLIMAN
BASIC l,
22281 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS PLAN 08-28-87 EA R.D. SCHWARTZ
(SEE JSC 22442)
22282 ROSAT/ORBITER INTERFACE BOX THERMAL 10-28-86 EX R.L. FIELD ,
ANALYSIS AND MODEL CORRELATION L.F. MALLERY
D. G. PROBE
22283 PAYLOAD PREPROCESSORSUBSYSTEM PAYLOAD 04-03-87 FS L.A. BREWER
NETWORKDATA DRIVER TO PAYLOAD LOCAL G. SCHEUCH
AREA NETWORK- INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT
22284 PAYLOAD PREPROCESSORSUBSYSTEM PAYLOAD DATA 04-03-87 FS L.A. BREWER
INTERLEAVER MISSION PLANNING TO PAYLOAD NET- C. MATUS
WORKDATA DRIVER - INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT
22291 CARGO SYSTEMS MANUAL - PANEL A6U/PAYLOAD 04-17-87 DH C. MOLINAR-BOYD
RETENTION LATCH SYSTEM, STS-ALL, BASIC
22292 SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAMCOLOR TELEVISION 08-28-88 EE V. Jo STUDER
MONITOR PROGRAMREQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
22293 SKYLAB EXPERIMENT M-479 ZERO GRAVITY 08-28-86 ES O.H. KIMZEY
FLAMMABILITY - FINAL REPORT _l
22294 FLIGHT ANALYSIS SYSTEM TOP LEVEL DESIGN 09-28-88 SD M. R° GNABASIK
ANDDESCRIPTION
]
22295 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION, 12-28-88 DG M. S. HOLLEN
SPACELAB ELECTRICAL POWERAND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL SYSTEM
22298 SRC RELIEF VALVE TEST 11-12-88 EP D. G. STAFFORD
22297 SYSTEM SPECIFICATION FOR THE TELEMETRY 09-15-88 FS A. N. GANCH
SIMULATION SYSTEM GENERIC TELEMETRY
INTERFACE PROCESSOR ¢
f
22299 SOFTWARE TEST PROCEDURE FOR THE SPACELAB 09-10-88 rE D. E. WARD
SIMULATOR RECONFIGURATION DATA COLLECTION
SYSTEM
k
22300 CATALOG OF SPACE SHUTTLE EARTH OBSERVATIONS 03-28-87 SN O. M. DISLER
HAND-HELD PHOTOGRAPHY-STS 61-A MISSION R. M. NELSON 1




DOC. I TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _ #
22301 STS Bl-C NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 08-28-87 VF R.W. FRICKE
MISSION REPORT
22303 FLIGHT SOFTWARE FRONTROOM/BACKROOMINTERFACE 10-07-88 FR E. 3. KENYON
CONTROL DOCUMENT
22306 MANAGEMENTOPEN PROBLEM LIST FOR ORBITER 11-26-87 NO T. 3. ADAMS
2230) WESTERN TEST RANGE LAUNCH SUPPORT SYSTEM- 10-28-86 FM D. SCHRECKENGHOST
PHASE IZI AND V VALIDATION TEST RESULTS
(IN-86-FM-O24)
22308 CLIPS USER'S GUIDE (IN-86-FM-025) 10-28-80 SR 3. C. GIARRATANO
22310 ALKALINE REGENERATIVE FUEL CELL BREADBOARD 10-31-88 EP K.I. POAST
22312 WORKSTATION PROJECTION PLOTTING DISPLAY 04-23-87 FS E.J. HOLEWINSKI
APPLICATION SOFTWARELEVEL B/C REQUIREMENTS
22316 PRIME ITEM DEVELOPMENT SPECIFICATION FOR THE 11-03-86 FS W.W. HOERNI_
SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR GENERIC TELEMETRY
INTERFACE PROCESSOR, BASIC (REV. A)
22317 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING SIMULATOR RETURN TO FLIGHT 11-28-86 EH W.T. MILLER !
ASCENT/ENTRY/GRTLS UPGRADE VALIDATION PLAN G.H. SPECHT
22319 LEVEL A REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SHUTTLE MISSION 10-30-86 FS B. R. LITTLE
TRAINING FACILITY UPGRADE STEP 1, BASIC
22320 FLIGHT SOFTWARECLASS 1 INTEGRATION PLAN 12-16-86 FR E.J. KENYON
22321 CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENTDATA BASE SYSTEM 09-28-86 FD F.T. CRUCIAN
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
22322 3SC PROBLEM REPORTING AND CORRECTIVE ACTION 10-28-86 ND T.J. ADAMS t
DATA SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
22323 CARGOSYSTEM MANUAL-DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES 02-28-87 DH J. P. TRIMBLE
HANDBOOK, ALL PAYLOADS, BASIC
22324 FACILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SHUTTLE MISSION 10-31-86 FS L.B. MCGOWAN
TRAINING FACILITY UPGRADE, STEP 1, BASIC
22325 HANDHELD MICROPHONE FMEA J
22326 TEST REPORT ON THE MDAC BERTHING AND DOCKING 09-28-86 EE W.D. PITTS
ATTITUDE SENSOR
22331 ACCU BYPASS MODULE FAILURE MODE/EFFECTS 12-28-87 N8 R.B. HENDRIX
ANALYSIS
22332 THERMAL INTERACTIVE MISSION EVALUATION SYSTEM. 10-28-88 ES C.R. ORTIZ
VERSION 1.0 S.L. RICKMAN
22336 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION, 01-02-87 DG W.Z. WANG
CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION, BASIC
J
22340 FMEA FOR THE IN-FLIGHT MAINTENANCE BREAK- 03-28-87 NB D.L. DUSTON
OUT BOX. BASIC !
22343 FNEA FOR THE EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY CABLE 03-28-87 N8 G. 3. WRIGHT
CUTTER
22345 EVALUATION STUDY OF THE IN-FLIGHT MAINTENANCE 10-28-87 NO R. L. ALLISON
TOOL KIT (REV. A) F. A. McALLISTER _ ,
22346 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS PLAN 10-28-80 FD J. E. BROAUFOOT
22347 SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR AUTOMATED GENERAL 03-07-87 FS E, A. VANCE
PAYLOAD MODEL DETAILED DESIGN SPECIFICATION t




DOC.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOr(S) ; _
22348 SUN AND MOON ORBITAL ELEMENTS, 1980-2018 11-Z8-88 FM W. M. LEAR
(IN-86-FM-028) (
22349 SOFTWAREDEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE AIDS 10-28-88 FM D. BRALEY _
CATALOG (IN-88-FM--O27)
22350 SYSTEM CONCEPT PAPER FOR THE SHUTTLE MISSION 12-31-86 FS E. D. NEWION
TRAINING FACILITY UPGRADE STEP 1, BASIC
22352 FMEA FOR THE AN/PRC-90 AND HAND-HELD RADIO 12-28-87 ND J. E. PINSON
22353 HIGH ALTITUDE QUALIFICATION 11-28-88 EP S. E. JONES
22354 A PERFORMANCEMODEL OF THE SPERRY 1100/44 BASED 09-28-86 FD A. M. GORSKI
SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR FRAME TIME DISPATCHER
22356 NSI FIRING EVALUATION 12-17-86 EP K. I. POAST
22357 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION, 01-2a-87 DG D. THROWER
PAYLOAD COMMUNICATIONS, BASIC
22360 USER INTERFACE LANGUAGEOPERATIONS CONCEPTS, 10-28-86 DF D. A. MURATORE
PRELIMINARY
22361 SPACELAB SIMULATOR MULTIMISSION RECONFIGURATION 11-04-86 FS P.N. SCHILLER
DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM QUALIFICATION TEST (
PROCEDURES
22362 HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE EVA TOOLS AND CREW 02-09-87 EC C.E. WHITSETT
AIDS PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
22363 WORKSTATION EXECUTIVE SOFTWARE MCCU DELIVERY 11-17-88 FS C. MURRAY
2.1, LEVEL C REQUIREMENTS o
22364 STS ONBOARD PROGRAM CERTIFICATION-RENDEZVOUS 11-28-86 FM D. HOFFMAN
NAVIGATION (IN-86-FM-028)
22365" PLAN FOR CONDUCTING THE ENGINEERING CAPABIL- 01-31-87 F.J. DEVOS
ITY PORTION OF THE CARGO INTEGRATION REVIEW
22368 STS ONBOARD ATMOSPHERE MODEL-STREAMLINED 03-28-87 FM W.C. BEAN
I-LOAD OCCURRENCE SELECTION (IN-88-FM-029) L.V. ZYLA ,
22371 THE RELIABILITY OF SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULA- 05-28-87 FD A.A. COCKRELL
TORS-FY83 THROUGH FY85 G.E. STARK
W. 8. WOOD
D. T. WICK i
22374 ORBITER MOUNTING AND STOWING OPTIONS FOR 11-28-88 EX C.M. PEARSON •
THE PAYLOAD HIGH RATE RECORDER
22377 PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR THE 10-03-86 P J.H. BARNETT i
PHASE I CREW ESCAPE EQUIPMENT
22380 SHUTTLE INTERIM OPERATIONAL VIDEOTAPE 12-28-87 EE S.V. PIRRONE .4
RECORDER SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT
i
22388 STS 61-M IUS DEPLOY CHECKLIST - IUS/TDRS, 11-25-87 DH F.F. REYNOLDS
BASIC (REV. B)
22387 A BRIEF USER'S GUIDE TO THE MITRE/HOIJSTON 11-28-86 FD D.E. JAMAIL
APOLLO
22388 STS OV-104 STAR TRACKER AND IMU PERFORMANCE 01-28-87 FM H.L. TILLETT
(IN-86-FM-030)
22390 WORKSTATION CATEGORY A SOFTWAREMCCU, 11-17-88 FS T. MASLYN
DELIVERY 2.1, LEVEL C REQUIREMENTS
22392 IMPROVED APU QUALIFICATION TEST 02-06-87 _P D.G. STAFFORD
, !
22393 RECERTIFICATION OF STS SECURED SYSTEMS-1986 12-28-88 JM R. WADE
436
1990007273-438
IDOC.# TITLE DATE OP...RR AUTHOR(S )22394 NSI LOT EFFICIENCY TEST 08-24-87 EP J. T. JOHNSON ,
22396 SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS LEVEL B/C REQUIREMENTS - 05-29-87 FS d. ALLEN
DELIVERY 2.1 AND 2.2 :_
22397 HARDWARELEVEL B/C REQUIREMENTS FOR THE 94-03-B7 FS E.D. NEWTON
SHUTTLE MISSION TRAINING FACILITY UPGRADE.
STEP 1
22398 SOFTWARE LEVEL B/C REQUIREMENTS FOR 03-25-87 FS E. D. NEWTON
THE SHUTTLE MISSION TRAINING FACILITY
UPGRADE-STEP 1
22399 SOFTWARE TOP LEVEL DESIGN DOCUMENT FOR THE 12-04-BB FS W. HOERING
SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR GENERIC TELEMETRY
INTERFACE PROCESSOR, BASIC
22400 VM PASSWORDMANAGEMENTSYSTEM, VOLU_E I 12-28-8B FD A.M. ROGERS
22402 PAYLOAD SYSTEM DATA AND MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES, 11-28-86 DH K.J. EDWARDS
STS 2B, BASIC, FLIGHT DATA FILE
22406 STS B1-M PAYLOAD SYSTEM DATA AND MALFUNCTION 11-28-8B DH K.J. EDWARDS
PROCEDURES, BASIC l.
22412 TRACKING AND COMMUNICATIONS OIVISON FY-8B 01-28-86 EE R.W. RICHARDS
ANNUAL SUMMARY
22413 RESULTS FROM THE EVALUATION OF WTR C-BAND 12-28-8B FM D.L. SCHRECKENGHOST I
SOURCE SELECTION LOGIC DURING STS B1-A AND
STS B1-B ENTRIES (IN-86-FM-032)
22415 DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS DIVISION NEAR-TERM 12-28-86 FD K.P. HEIDEMAN
PLAN
22416 A PROGRAM T 'UTE SUBSTRUCTURE INTERFACE 12-2B-86 ES N.E. TENGLER
FORCE COF' ,_ENTS
22418 BULLETIN BOARD SYSTEM ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES 12-28-8B DC _. E. KEASLING
22e19 PERSONNEL APPLICATION TEST PLAN SPECIFICATION 12-28-B6 DC M. SECHELSKI
22421 APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS AND 04-28-87 DC M. SECHELSKI
GUIDELINES (RL,'. A)
22<_3 JSC RELZABilI'FY SUPPORT FOR TRACKING AND 01-2B-87 NB R.H. STEELE
COMMUN_CATL3NS DIVISION, BASIC
22425 COSMIC DUST CATALOG, PARTICLES FROM lZ-28-8B SN D.S. MCKAY
COLLECTION FLAG W7013 L. S. SCHRAMM
K. L, VER PLOEG 9
M. M. ZOLENSKY
.i
22426 BIILL.ETIN BOARD SYSTEM USER'S GUIDE 12-2B-8B DC R.E. KEASLING
t
22427 PROPULSION AND POWERDIVISION THERMOCHEMICAL 12-03-86 EP J.R. WUNDERLICH '
TEST AREA SAFETY REVIEW REPORT I
22428 ON-ORBIT ELEMENTS SIMULATOR-ORBITAL MANEUVER- 10-28-8B EF A.O. SYLVESTER (
ING VEHICLE REQUIREMENTS AND PROJECT PLAN
22429 MACHINE SHOP MANUAL 12-28-8B JH K.J. LESENSKI &
t22430 MISSION DATA BASE APPLICATION DETAIL DESIGN 01-28-B7 DC M. SECHELSKI ,SPECIFICATION
22431 JOHNSON SPACE CENTER SECURITY REQUIREMENTS 01-30-87 JA J.W. ANGELY _ |
FOR THE SHUTTLE MISSION TRAINING FACILITY
UPGRADE, STEP 1, BASIC J I




o r • "
_ TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
22433 GUIDELINES AND SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR THE 12-IS-Be FM G, B, MARTINEZ
ONBOARONAVIGATION CONSOLE EXPERT/TRAINER
SVSTEM (IN-BB-FM-035) i
22434 VALIDATION RESULTS FOR TETHER-1-A TETHER 05-29-87 FM R. M, DEPPISCH
DYNAMICS SIMULATION (IN-B6-EM-O3fi) Y. JANI
W. L, OTHON
22435 STS 6I-M POST-INSERTION, BASIC (REV. A) 11-23-87 OH D.J. JACKSON
22430 MDAC PROJECT 23 ROBOTIC TRACKING SENSOR 02-28-87 EE A.M. CHING
DEMONSTRATION-FINAL REPORT
22437 ORBITER/PAYLOAD THERMAL INTEGRATION MODEL 04-28-87 ES G, M. DEVAULT
DESCRIPTION, BASIC J. A, LESIEUX
O, J. RUSSELL
22439 FMEA FOR THE OPERATIONAL BIOINSTRUMENTATION 05-28-87 NB R. C, F,LLISON
SYSTEM ASSEMBLY J.H. JOHANSEN
22440 USER'S GUIDE FOR THE MISSION OPERATIONS 01-28-87 DC L, SATTERFIELD
DIRECTORATE PERSONNEL APPLICATION
22441 CARGO SYSTEM MANUAL, COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE 06-28-87 DH L.A. EILAND
EQUIPMENT, STS-ALL, BASIC
22442 ENGINEERING COMPUTERSYSTEMS OFFICE - 01-01-87 EA R. D, SCHWARTZ
FY88 ANNUAL SUMMARY (SEE JSC 22281)
)
22443 A COMPARISON OF FOUR SPACE-SUITED AND NON-SPACE 01-28-87 SP J.H. STRAMLER
SUITED REACH ENVELOPE CONDITIONS-A PILOT STUDY
22444 PROJECT STATUS SHEETS PROTOTYPE DESIGN 06-28-87 DA S. LE FLORE
SPECIFICATION
22446 PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR THE LIDAR 07-28-87 EX L. K, REDMOND
IN-SPACE TECHNOLOGY EXPERIMENT PAYLOAD-BASE-
LiNE ISSUE
22449 GALLEY SYSTEMS RELOCATION STUDY 12-28-88 SP J. H. LANE
C. M. PEARSON
22452 EVALUATION STUDY OF THE EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY 03-28-87 NB P. A. ALLISON
TOOLS NORMALLY MANIFESTED ON ALL SPACE TRANS- G. PEREZ
PORTATION SYSTEM VEHICLES
B/C 04-03-87 FS L. A. BREWER22454 PAYLOAD PREPROCESSORSUBSYSTEM LEVEL
REQUIREMENTS (REV. 6) M. JOHNSON
22456 WORKSTATION HOUSING USER REQUIREMENTS 02-04-87 FS A. C. BRUINS
L
22457 PAYLOAD NETWORKDATA DRIVER TO POCC DATA 04-02-87 FS L. A. BREWER
SELECT SWITCH - INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT K. NOONAN
J
22458 SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION, 11-06-86 DC S, S, WEI
DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM, BASIC
22459 LASER DOCKING SENSOR TEST PLAN 02-28-87 EE W. D. PITTS
22460 MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS OF A PREDICTOR/CORRECTOR 05-28-87 FM P. A. CUTHBERT
AEROBRAKING GUIDANCE ALGORITHM (IN-87-FM-O01)
22461 COMPUTERSYSTEM PLAN FOR FYB7 FOR DPSD-NANAGED 03-26-87 FD W, N. BAYS
COMPUTERFACILITIES (2 VOLUMES) K. P, HEIDEMAN
K. B. HENNIGAN
S. I. LINDE I
i
22453 SOFTWAREREQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION FOR 01-30-87 ED J, D. POEL
THE SCIENTIFIC UNIVERSAL MANAGEMENT t
SYSTEM HOST LANGUAGE 1NTEqFACE Lr
438
1990007273-440
OOC. I TITL_ DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _ s
22405 PROPULSION AND POWERDIVISION FY-86 ANNUAL 01-01-87 EP C. C. ORAUGHON
SUMMARY C.A. VAUGHAN
22467 USER'S GUIDE FOR DATA FLOW PATHS WITHIN THE 02-2B-87 ED M.L. BROWN ,
ADVANCED PROGRAMSOFFICE COMPUTER FACILITY K.A. HUFF
22468 WORKSHOPON COHMONALITY IN COMPUTING FOR NASA 01-28-87 EH R.G. MUSGROVE
FLIGHT SYSTEMS, VOLUME 1 - OVERVIEW
22470 STRUCTURES AND MECHANICS DIVISION 1986 ANNUAL 02-28-87 ES H.C. KAVANAUGH
REPORT
22475 STATUS REPORT ON MOD'S DECISION SUPPGRT SYSTEM 02-28-87 FD S. V. ANDERSON
O. B. LEIF_ER
S. I. LINDE
22476 HANDGRIP PERFORMANCEWITH THE BARE HAND AND 02-28-87 SP J. R. ROESCH
IN THE EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY GLOVE
22478 OUTBOUND ASYNCHRONOUSACCESS FROM AN SNA 03-28-87 SD F. E. MARTIN
NETWORK
22479 PHASE 0 SAFETY COMPLIANCE DATA PACKAGE FOR 02-28-87 EX A. K. SINGHAL
THE INTEGRATED LIDAR IN-SPACE TECHNOLOGY
EXPERIMENT PAYLOAD
22480 FMEA FOR THE EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY PORTABLE
FOOT RF_TRAINT ASSEMBLY
22481 THERMA_ EVALUATION OF REPAIR COATING OF 03-28-87 ES S. M. KEYSER
ORBITER RCS THRUSTERS
22482 SSE PROOF-OF-CONCEPT PROTOTYPE, VOLUME ! - 05-28-87 FU N. C. ADAMS
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY F.N. KAUTZMANN
C. L. NORTON
M. E. PARKIN
22486 PAYLOAD SUPPORT SYSTEM MISSION PLANNING - 04-03-87 FS L. A. BREWER
INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT C. MATUS
22489 MISSION DATABASE APPLICATION TEST PLAN 07-28-87 FD E. BORSKT
SPECIFICATIONS (REV. A) R. KEASLING
M. SECHELSKZ
22490 ZN-AIR MODEL 796 HP CHARACTERIZATION TEST 11-25-87 EP D. B. TRAHAN
22492 DRAG IMPACT ON ONBOARDNAVIGATION DUE TO THE 04-02-87 FM K. A. LEE
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM (IN-87-FM-O03)
22496 MOLFLUX-MOLECULAR FLUX USER'S MANUAL 03-26-87 ES R. G. MOFFITT
E. R. RIOS
K. E. VINSON
22500 PHASE III GROUNDSAFETY REPORT FOR SHARE 03-28-87 EX E. A. WEISBLATT J
PAYLOAD
2250_ MOO STSOC CHANGE REQUEST TRACKING APPLICA- 04-28-87 DC M. SECHELSKI
TION PRELIMINARY DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS I
22503 KOD STSOC CHANGE REQUEST TRACKING APPLICA- 04-_8-87 FO M. SECHELSKI
TION TEST PLAN SPECIFICATIONS \
22504 FMEA FOR THE RESUSCITATOR AND PATIENT
RESCUER RESTRAINT SYSTEM
22500 NOD STSOC CHANGE REQUEST TRACKING APPLXCA- 0B-28-$? OC N. SECHELSI(| _ . t
TION USER'S GUIDE _
22509 PAYLOAD SUPPORT WORKSTATIOfl DETAILED DESICdt 04-0|-17 FS L. A, |REbqER
SPECIFICATION "
_"_',_'_'_7 _ -- I II III IIIII1[1111 IIII III III II F
1990007273-441
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r
22510 FLIGHT ANALYSIS SYSTEM EXECUTIVE ARCHITECTURE 03-28-87 FD M. R. GNABASIK
22612 THE PROGRAMSTRAJI AND TRAJ2 (IN-87-FM-O04) 04-28-87 FM W. M. LEAR
/
22513 CATALOG OF SPACE SHUTTLE EARTH OBSERVATIONS 03-28-87 SN J. M. DISLER
HAND-HELD PHOTOGRAPHY-STS 8t-B MISSION R. M. NELSON
W. F. PALMER
22514 DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS DIVISION 04-28-87 FD K. HEZDEMANN
FEBRUARY 1987 NEAR-TERM PLAN J. PITTMAN
22522 CATALOG OF SPACE SHUTT[ EARTH OBSERVATIONS 05-28-87 SN R.M. NELSON
HAND-HELD PHOTOGRAPHY-SIo 61-C MISSION
22528 PAM DEPLOY CHECKLIST OMP-GPJ, SKYNET, BASIC, 08-24-87 OH M. KASINGER
FLIGHT DATA FILE
22528 TEST REPORT FOR THE RENDEZVOUS/PROXIMITY 04-28-87 FM D.C. BOCHSLER
OPERATIONS TRAJECTORY CONTROL EYPERT M.A. GOUDWIN
SYSTEM (IN-87-FM-005)
22529 IMU ATTITUDE MEASUREMENTERROR VARIANCE 09-28-87 ES R.W. CORSON
ESTIMATOR (IN-87-FM-006) H.L. TILLETT
22531 ZERO-G VENT DEVELOPMENT TEST FLIGHT 1-5 07-17"87 EP M. DOWNEY
N. MUNOZ
22534 FLIGHT SOFTWARE RELIABILITY AND QUALITY 04-10-87 FR E.J. KENYON
, ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS R.A. PLUNKETT
22535 PRECESSIONAL. MUTATIONAL. AND EARTH 08-28-87 FM V.R. BOND
ROTATIONAL TRANSFORMATIONS BASED ON
STANDARD EPOCH OF J2000 (IN-87-FM-O07)
22538 COMPARISON OF DESIGN METHODS WITH TEST 04-28-87 ES H.C. KAVANAUGH
DATP FOR STRUCTURES FABRICATED OF
CROSS-RULED BERYLLIUM SHEET
22537 ATTITUDE AND POINTING PROGRAMDOCUMEN- 04-28-87 DH R. KHATRI
TATION, PRELIMINARY
22539 ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE BUSINESS SYSTEM 04-28-87 BJ R. JACKSON
DESK REFERENCE M. SULLIVAN
22540 CATALOG OF SPACE SHUTTLE EARTH OBSERVATIONS 08-28-87 SN C.L. DAILEY
HAND-HELD PHOTOGRAPHY-STS 51-C MISSION J.M. DISIER
R. H. NELSON
B. S. NOWAKOWSKI
22541 CATALOG OF SPACE SHUTTLE EARTH OBSERVATIONS 08-28-87 SN J.M. DISLER
HAND-HELD PHOTOGRAPHY-STS 51-J MISSION
22543 SPECIFICATION FOR THE EVALUATION OF OXYGEN 07-28-87 EX J.W. TAYLOR
INTERACTION WITH MATERIALS-III PULSE CODE
MODULATION SYSTEM
22545 PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT FOR THE 08-_8-87 SP D. A, CROUCH
SHUTTLE ORBITER BLLEY UPGRADE MODIFI-
CATIONS, PHASE Ii
22551 "LANDMARK" NAVIGATION AROUND MARS 05-28-87 FM W M. LEAR
(IN-B7-FM-O08)
22552 CLIPS REFERENCE MANUAL, VERSION 4.0 03-28-87 FM C.J. CULBERT
(IN-87-FM-009)
22553 VEND(_R SURVEY-UPPER LAYER PROTOCOLS 04-28-87 FD E. L, EVANS
FOR THE END-TO-END TEST BED EFFORT
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22564 TURBINE/DELTA-P TWO-PHASE ZERO-G FLOVMETER 0B-23-87 EP R.S. BAIRD
TEST S.W. BURGE
22586 INVESTIGATION REPORT OF THE TUNNEL INCIDENT, 0_-28-87 SP J.L. LEWI_
JSC BUILDING 17 (SENSITIVE DOCUMENT- LIBRARY
WILL NOT RECEIVE COPIE_)
22367 TEMPERATURE CYCLING EFFECTS ON FIBER OPTICS 07-28-87 EL J.L. GRADY
IN A VACUUM CHAMBER
Z2572 FMEA FOR THE OPERATIONAL WATER DISPENSER 08.28-87 NB J.H. JOHAN_EN
AND CONTINGENCY WATER DISPENSER
22578 LUNAR MISSIONS GUIDE 09-01-87 ED R.B. BRISFON
22580 NOD PROJECTS BUDGET LEVEL A ReqUIREMENTS 07-2_-87 OC J. OMEN
22581 PROJECT STATUS DETAILED DESIGN SPECIFICATION 0B-28-87 DC S. LE FLORE
22582 NOD STSOC CHANGE REQUEST TRACKING APt'LICA- 07-_B-87 OC M. SECHELSKI
TION SYSTEM MANUAL _.




22588 SAFETY, RELIABILITY. AND QUALITY ASSURANCE OB-2B-87 SP _. A. C JUCH
PLAN FOR THE SHUTTLE ORBITER GALLEY UP-
GRADE MODIFICATIONS, PHASE II
2258g JSC ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE NETWORKMASTER 0B-OI 87 SP I. PADULA
PLAN
22590 DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS DIVISION JUNE 1987 07-28-87 FO P. T. MCLAIN
NEAR-TERM PLAN
22598 RECERTIFICATION PLAN FOR THE SHUTTLE 08-28-87 SP D. A. CROUCH
ORBITER GALLEY UPGRADE AODIFICATIONS.
PHASE II
22599 PERSONNEL APPLICATION SYSTEM MANUAL 07-28-87 DC _. ACKER
L. SAfTERFIELD
22802 CREW ACTIVITY PLAN OMP, CYCLE 1 TRA- 07-01-87 OH M. K. GERBICH !
JECTORY, BASIC, FLIGHT DATA FILE
22803 NIPS-THE GOOD. THE BAD, AND T_tE USEFUL 08-28-87 FO J. K. RICHARDSON
;
22BOB AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENT IDENTIFICATION OB-IB-B7 EX d. W. TAYLOR _
PACKAGE ROTATING TABLE USER OPERATING
AND MAINTENANCE MANUAL
22608 HUMAN PERFORMANCEASPECTS OF CURSOR CONTROL 0B-Ie-BT £D O.A. MURATORE
DEVICES )
22B09 PAYLOAD SYSTE,S DATA AND MALFUNCTION PRO- 07-29-m7 OH X.A. KLEIN _ :
CEDURES, OMP, FLIGHT DATA FILE, BASIC .
l
22BIB FMEA FOR THE ORBITER SIDE HATCH SAFETY OE-IB-B7 NB J. H. JOHAN$[N _ J
LOCK, BASIC
22615 POST-INTEGRATION ONP - FLIGHT DATA FILE, IO-2B-B7 OH D, J. JACKSON _
BASIC (REV. A)
22619 TEST PLAN FNR THE GLOBAL POSITIONING OB-IB-17 EE W. ABBOUCHI i
SYSlEM FLIGHT TEST AT THE NASA JOHN F. L. E. MERKEL





DOC.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S1
, J
22620 LOCKHEEDTHERMALBUSAMBIENTTESI 06-18-87 EC J. PATRICK
OUICK-LOOKREPORT M. SCANLON
G. STARKS
_2626 QUALITYASSURANCESUPPORTPLAN FORTHE 08-28-87 ND L.C. SHAW
AVIONICS SYSTEMSDIVISION, BASIC
226Z8 COMPUTERFACILITY OPERATIONSPLAN, BASIC 07-20-87 SP L. PADULA
2Z52@ SYSTEMCONTROLMODULE/SHUTTLEAVIONICS 07-28-87 EX D. FAVORS
INTEGRATIONLAB COMPATIBILITY TEST S. PIERRE
REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT
22031 PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONOF THE HAMILTON 09-30-87 EP D.R. SAUCIER
STANDARD 22 CELL ELECTROLYZER
22832 HYBRID REGENERATIVE FUEL CELL EVALUATION 09-30-87 EP D, R. SAUCIER
22840 SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT FOR STS FLIGHT CREW G5-28-87 SP T, R. TINSLER
EQUIPMENT STOWAGE CUSHIONS, PADS, BAGS,
POUCHES,LINERS, AND LABELS
22641 SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT FOR STS FLIGHT CREW 05-28-87 SP T.R. TINSLER
EQUIPMENT BUNGEES, RESTRAINT DEVICES, RE- !
TENTION STRAPS
22b42 SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT FOR TREADMILL 05-28-87 SP T.R. TINSLER
EXERCISER ASSEMBLY
22643 SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT FOR SHUTTLE 07-28-87 SP T.R. TINSLER
ORBITER IN-FLIGHT FOOD WARMER
22644 FMEA FOR THE MID-DECK STOWAGE LOCKER
ASSEMBLY
22650 SAFETYHAZARDANALYSIS REPORTFORTHE WATER 07-28-87 SP V. ZAVALA
DISPENSER
22653 EXTRAVEHICULARACTIVITY RETRIEVERPHASEI 09-28-87 EC C. HESS
TEST REQUIREMENT_ ANDTEST PLAN DOCUMENT,
BASIC
22656 SOLAR SYSTEM ORBITAL EQUATIONS (IN-B7-FM-014) 09-28-87 FM W.M. LEAR
22657 KNOWLEDGE REQUIREMENTSFOR THE ONBOARD NAVI- 10-28-87 FM W. L. BROWN
GATION CONSOLE EXPERT/TRAINER SYSTEM, ENTRY
PHASE SPECIFICATIONS,BASIC (IN-87-FM-015)
2265_ SATELLITE SERVICESSYSTEMBOOKOF KEY ISSUES 08-28-87 EX G. RYSAVY
22659 100 NSI FAILURE INVESTIGATION 07-30-87 EP K. POAST
D. SAUCIER
22664 ACIP/PCM/HIRAP FUNCTIONALTEST PROCEDURE 08-28-87 EX J. W. TAYLOR _,.
USING ACIP ROTATING TABLE
22865 SHUTTLE MISSION TRAINING FACILITY, STEP 2 08-28-87 FS A. M. GORSKI
UPGRADE DEFINITION S. H. HINSON
22666 SHUTTLE MISSION TRAINING FACILITY, STEP 3 08-28-87 FS P. M, BROWN
UPGRADE DEFINITION S. H. HINSON
22669 BOEING AEROSPACE OPERATIONS FLIGHT EQUIP- 08-28-87 VP B. KIRKLAND
MENT PROCESSING CONTRACT ACTION DESK V. G. LILt.Y-TALLMAN
USER'S GUIDE
22671 ACCEPTANCE TE_T PROCEDURE FOR THE REHOST 08-13-87 FS E, NEWTON
OF THE 51-J AND 81-A PLD IC LOADS




DOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _\
22675 CTSL - DARSUSER'S GUIDE (OPERATOR)FOR 07-28-87 EC F. A. BURGETT "
THE CREWANDTHERMALSYSTEMSLABORATORY L. E. EL-SHEDRAMAY
DATA ACQUISITION AND RECORDING SYSTEM R. W. KRUSE
B. E. POND
22676 CTSL - DARS USER'S GUIDE (MANAGER) FOR 08-26-87 EC F. A. BURGETT
THE CREW AND THERMAL SYSTEMS LABORATORY L. E. EL-SHEDRAWAY
DATA ACQUISITION AND RECORDING SYSTEM R. W. KRUSE
B. E. POND
22678 CTSL - DARS USER'S GUIDE (OBSERVER) FOR 08-28-87 EC F. A. BURGETT
THE CREW AND THERMAL SYSTEMS LABORATORY L.E. EL-SHEDRAWAY
DATA ACQUISITION AND RECORDING SYSTEM R. W. KRUSE
B. E. POND
22661 STABILITY ANALYSIS OF TETHERED SATELLITE 09-11-67 FM V.R. BOND
MOTION (IN-87-FM-DI6) V. HOLLOMAN
22666 CREW AND EQUIPMENT TRANSLATION AIDS 08-24-87 ES N. R. GONZALEZ
CONCEPT STUDY
22699 DC4 REQUEST FORM-TRACKING PRELIMINARY 11-26-87 DC M. T. SECHELSKI
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
22709 JSC PROCEDURE FOR SAFETY, RELIABILITY, 08-28-87 ND H. BRZGGS
AND QUALITY ASSURANCE SURVEYS, BASIC
22711 OPERATIONAL VIDEO CASSETIE RECORDER 09-28-87 EE D. J. SZUMIGALA
SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT K. H. VGRHABFN
22713 SHUTTLE 17-1NCH DISCONNECT VALVE STATIC CP-28-87 ES G. EDEEN
STRUCTURAL TEST
i
22726 PC NOMAD PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT 10-28-87 FD D. L. BRYAN
M. F. CARTER
R, M. PEARSON
22731 INVESTIGATION OF SHUTTLE MAIN PROPULSION 10-21-87 EP J. BENNETT
SYSTEM GASEOUS OXYGEN FLOW CONTROL VALVE J, MCGEE
IGNITION INCIDENT DURING IMPACT CERTIFI- G. B. MORRIS
CATION L. RHODES
22?35 NASA PERSONNEL/PAYROLLSYSTEM SOFTWARE 11-28-87 DC E. BAUGH
REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION
22?40 SHUTTLE-C OPERATION CONCEPT DOCUMENT, 10-30-87 DF D. J. WEBB
PRELIMINARY
22743 DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM DIVISION NEAR- 11-28-87 FD P. T. MCLAIN
TERM OCTOBER 1987 PLAN, VOLUME I
22745 SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND FLIGHT SOFTWARE 10-30-87 WE J. A. RICHART
RETURN TO FLIGHT DESIGN CERTIFICATION
REVIEW PLAN - NATIONAL SPACE IRANSPOR-
TATION SYSTEM
22757 SIMULATION OF THE AURORAL CHARGING ENVIRON- [I-28-87 SN W. BERNSTEIN
MINT IN CHAMBER A-AN ASSESSMENT OF CHARGING A. KONRADI _
STUDIES OF MAN-SIZE OBJECTS B. MCINTYRE : }
22758 STRUCTURALTEST OF THE SPACESTATION HEAT 11-28-87 ES T, X, DAD
PIPE ADVANCED RADIATOR ELEMENT PEDESTALS
22778 NSTS SAFETY, RELIABILITY, MAINTAINABILITY,
AND QUALITY ASSURANCE ASSESSMENTREPORT





!D_OC.# TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S)
i
22794 A SYSTEMINDEPENDENTCOMPUTERGRAPHICS 11-28-87 ES O.E. ROGERS I
CAPABILITY
22808 ORBITERBULK INSULATIONBLANKETTHERMAL 12-28-87 ES J.D. MILHOAN '" !
DEGRADATIONANALYSIS ANDTEST FORTYPE IV C.R. ORTIZ i
AND TYPEV BLANKETS
24359 CSTL-DARSUSER'S GUIDE (INSTRUMENTATION 08-28-87 EC F, A. BURGETT
ENGINEER) FORTHE CREWANDTHERMALSYSTEMS L. E, EL-SHEDRAWAY
LABORATORY DATA ACQUISITION AND RECORDING R.W. KRUSE
SYSTEM B.E. POND
30000 SPACE STATION PROGRAM DEFINITION AND 10-15-85 PE N. B. HUTCHINSON
REQUIREMENTS
t
30202 SPACESTATION PRE-LAUNCH/POST-LANDING 12-15-87 PE
OPERATIONSPLAN, BASIC
30203 SPACE STATION ON-ORBIT MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS 01-15-87 PE |
PLAN, BASIC ,_$
30204 AUTOMATIONANDROBOTICSPROCESSREQUIREMENTS 02-15-87 PE M.D. HOLLEY j
(REV. A) (
30205 EXTERNAL THERMAL ENVIRONMENT DATA BASE 06-29-85 PB J.W. ORSAG _;
GEOMETRICMATHMODELANDDATA FORMAT
30206 EXTERNAL THERMAL ENVIRONMENT DATA BASE THERMAL 06-29-85 ES S.J. THOMAS
MATHMODELANDDATA FORMAT
30207 INTEGRATED LOGISTICS SUPPORT PLAN, BASIC 12-01-86 PE C. N. CREW
30210 MAN-TENDEDAPPROACHSTUDYMANAGEMENTPLAN 07-06-85 PE L. E. LIVINGSTON
30211 MAN-TENDEDAPFROACHREFERENCECONFIGURATION 07-06-85 PE L. E. LIVINGSTON
30213 SPACE STATION PROGRAM DESIGN CRITERIA AND 04-15-86 PE T. EDWARD3
PRACTICES, BASIC
30216 SPACE STATION MAINTAINABILITYPROCESS 12-30 _8 PE
REQUIREMENTS,BASIC
30218 SPACESTATION-A MAN-TENDEDAPPROACH 05-28-86 PB L.E. LIVINGSTON
30219 SPACESTATION REFERENCECOORDINATESYSTEMS, 12-16-86 PE
BASIC
30221 CUSTOMERREQUIREMENTSFORSTANDARDSERVICES 06-30-86 PD A. R. JOHNSON
DATA BOOK
30222 CUSTOMERSERVICING REQUIREMENTSDAI,_ BOOK, 05-15-86 PE J. BELL t
BASIC I30223 PROBLEMREPORTINGANDCORRECTIVEACTION SYSTEM 01-15-87 PE
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SPACE STATION PROGRAM,
BASIC
30224 TECHNICAL AND MANAGEMENT INFORMATIONSYSTEM 06-30-86 PE K. CLARK
PHASE ONE-MASTER PLAN i
30225 SPACE STATION INFORMATION SYSTEM ARCHITEC- 01-15-87 FS G. HECTOR
TURE DEFINITION DOCUMENT (REV. A)
30226 TECHNICAL AND MANAGEMENT INFORMATIONSYSTEM 06-30-8_ PE J. D. DERBORNE
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT |
30233 SPACE STATION REQUIREMENTS FOR MATERIALS AND 05-30-86 PE




DOC. # TITLE DATE OP___RRAUTHOR(S) _-
30234 INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF FAILURE MODES 01-15-87 PE - '
AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS AND CRITICAL ITEMS LIST /
FOR SPACE STATION, BASIC '
30236 SPACE STATION ELECTROMAGNETIC EFFECTS CONTROL 12-01-86 PE
PROCESS REQUIREMENTS, BASIC
30251 SPACE STATION IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS 12-01-86 PE
CONTROL PROCESS REQUIREMENTS, BASIC
30252 SPACE STATION PLASMA EFFECTS CONTROL PROCESS 12-01-66 PE
REQUIREMENTS, BASIC
30253 SPACE STATION FLIGHT SUPPORT EQUIPMENT AND 12-15-66 PE
ORBITAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT INTEGRATION PROCESS
REQUIREMENTS, BASIC
30254 SPACE STATION GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 12-15-86 PE
INTEGRA_'qN PROCESS REQUIREMENTS, BASIC
30255 BASELINE CONFIGURATION DOCUMENT, BASIC 01-15-87 PE
30256 ARCHITECTURAL CONTROL DOCUMENT-EXTRAVEHICULAR 01-15-87 PE
ACTIVITY SYSTEM, BASIC :.
30257 ARCHITECTURAL CONTROL DOCUMENT-MAN SYSTEMS, 01-15-87 PE
BASIC
30258 ARCHITECTURAL CONTROL DOCUMENT-THERMAL CONTROL 01-15-87 PE
SYSTEM, BASIC
30259 ARCHITECTURAL CONTROL DOCUMENT-GUIDANCE, 01-15-87 PE
NAVIGATION, AND CONTROL SYSTEM, BASIC
302_0 ARCHITECTURAL CONTROL DOCUMENT-COMMUNICATIONS 01-15-87 PE
AND TRACKING SYSTEM, BASIC
30261 ARCHITECTURAL CONTROL DOCUMENT-DATA MANAGEMENT 01-15-B7 PE
SYSTEM, BASIC
30262 ARCHITECTURAL CONTROL DOCUMENT-ENVIRONMENTAL 01-15-87 PE
CONTROL AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM, BASIC
30263 ARCHITECTURAL CONTROL DOCUMENT-ELECTRICAL 01-15-87 PE
POWER SYSTEM, BASIC
30264 ARCHITECTURAL CONTROL DOCUMENT-FLUID MANAGEMENT 01-15-87 PE I
SYSTEMS, BASIC >
30285 SPACE STATION COMMONALITY PROCESS REQUIREMENTS, 12-30-86 PE
BASIC
30285 SPACE STATION OPERATIONS PROCESS REQUIREMENTS, I0-31-R6 PE
BASIC
30309 INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF HAZARD 01-15-87 PE C
ANALYSES FOR THE SPACE STATION, BASIC
30312 ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, AND ELECTROMECHANICAL 01-15-B7 PE
PARTS MANAGEMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR
SPACE STATION PROGRAM, BASIC !
$
30313 SPACE STATION RELIABILITY/MAINTAINABILITY 01-15-87 PE
;,NALYSISMANUAL, BASIC !_ I
30420 SPACE STATION ELECTROMAGNETIC, IONIZING 12-01-BB PB " "
RADIATION, AND PLASMA ENVIRONMENT DEFINITION
30423 SPACE STATION APPROVED ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, 01-15-87 PE
AND ELECTROMErHANICALPARTS LIST, BASIC
445
1990007273-447
OOC. # TITLE DATE OPR AUTHOR(S) _:V
"°i30425 SPACESTATION PRGRAMNATURALENVIRONMENT 01-15-B7 PG
DEFINITION FORDESIGN, BASIC
30426 SPACE STATION EXTERNAL CONTAMINATION CONTROL 11-19-86 PE - -"REQUIREMENTS, BASIC
30430 INTERFACE REOUIREMENTS DOCUMENT-ATTACHED 01-15-87 PE
PAYLOAD ACCOMODATIONS EQUIPMENT/TRUSS
ASSEMBLY, BASIC
30431 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT-SERVICING 01-15-87 PE
FACILITY,TRUSS ASSEMBLY, BASIC
30432 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT-SOLAR POWER 01-15-87 PE
MODULE/TRUSS ASSEMBLY, BASIC
30433 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT-MODULE/TRUSS 01-15-87 PE
ASSEMBLY, BASIC
30434 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT-TELEROBOTIC 01-15-87 PE
ASSEMBLY/SPACE STATION, BASIC
30435 INTERFACEREQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT-PRESSURIZED 01-15-87 PE _,
LOGISTICS CARRIER/SPACE STATION, BASIC
30436 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT-UNPRESSL#RIZED 01-15-87 PE
LOGISTICS CARRIER/SPACE STATION, BASIC
30440 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT-NATIONALSPACE 01-15-87 PE
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM/SPACE STATION, BASIC
30441 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT-ORBITAL 01-15-87 PE
MANEUVERING VEHICLE/SPACE STATION, BASIC
30444 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT-jAPANESE 01-i5-87 PE
EXPERIMENT MODULE LABORATORY AND EXPOSED
FACILITY/SPACE STATION, BASIC
30445 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT-COLUMBUS 01-15-37 PE
LABORATORY/SPACESTATION, BASIC
30446 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT-MOBILE REMOTE 01-15-87 PE
SERVICER/SPACE STATION, BASIC
30447 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT-MOBILE 01-15-87 PE
TRANSPORTER/SPACESTATION, BASIC
30448 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT-MOBILE 01-15-87 PE
SERVICING CENTER MAINTENANCE DEPOT/SPACE
STATION, BASIC
30449 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT-JAPANESE 01-15-87 PE
EXPERIMENT MODULE EXPERIMENT LOGISTICS
MODULE/SPACE STATION, BASIC
30451 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT-RESOURCE 01-15-87 PE
NODES/UNITED STATES MODULES, BASIC
30454 EXTERNAL CONTAMINATION CONTROL PROCESS 12-15-86 PE
REQUIREMENTS, BASIC i
30456 SPACE STATION SYSTEM ENGINEERING PROCESS 12-30-86 PE l
REQUIREMENTS,BASIC I
30457 SPACE STATION VERIFICATION AND INSTALLATION, 12-30-86 PE , |
ASSEMBLY, AND CHECKOUT CONCEPT PROCESS
REQUIREMENTS, BASIC




DAT._._L__ OP.__RAUTHOR(S). . i_DOC. # TI TLE
, f
30460 SPACESTATIONAERODYNAMICSCHARACTERISTICS, 01-15-87 PE _'i
BASIC
30467 SPACESTATION PROGRAMASTERVERIFICATION 01-15-87 PE
PROCESSREQUIREMENTS
VOL. 1 - MASTERVERIFICATION REQUIREMENTS,
BASIC
VOL. 2 - MASTERVERIFICATION IMPLEMENTATION
REQUIREMENTS,BASIC
30468 SPACESTATION PROGRAMCOMBINEDELEMENTSAND 01-15-87 PE
INTEGRATEDSYSTEMSPROCESSREQUIREMENTS
(2 VOLUMES)
30469 RESOURCEALLOCATIONPROCESSREQUIREMENTS, 12-15-86 PE
BASIC
30470 SPACESTATION COSTMANAGEMENTPROCESS 12-30-86 PE
REQUIREMENTS,BASIC
30471 PROCESSREQUIREMENTSFOR DESIGN KNOWLEDGE 12-15-86 PE _"
CAPTURE, BASIC
I"
30473 SPACE STATION CUSTOMER/EXPERIMENTSVERIFICATION 12-30-86 PE t_
PROCESS REQUIREMENTS,BASIC
30500 SPACE STATION SOFTWARE SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT 08-03-87 PC J. T. CHAPMAN ;
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION "
30501 ARCHITECTURAL CONTROL DOCUMENT-SPACE STATION 01-15-87 PE
SERVICING SYSTEM, BASIC (
30502 ARCHITECTURAL CONTROL DOCUMENT-ASSEMBLY 01-15-87 PE
AND MAINTENANCE, BASIC
30503 SPACE STATION PROGRAM/NATIONALSPACE TRANS- 12-15-86 PE
PORTATION SYSTEM INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS,
BASIC
31010 SPACE STATION PROJECTS OFFICE CONFIGURATION 11-28-85 KX C. COVINGTON
MANAGEMENT MANUAL
32001 CONCEPTUAL SKETCHES FOR SPACE STATION MODULE 09-28-85 SP J. FRASSANITO
OUTFITTING, FIRST EDITION
32002 SPACE STATION HATCH STUDY, FIRST EDITION 12-28-85 ,o t
I
32003 SPACE STATION VIEWPORT STUDY, FIRST EDITION 12-28-85 SP R.L. BOND
M. L. JOHNSON
4
32004 SPACE STATION INFORMATION SYSTEM USER 05-28-86 FR J. SNYDER
INTERFACESCOPE G. WEISSKOPF
32005 SPACE STATION MAINTAINABILITY TIGER STUDY 01-28-86 ND J. SCHWARTZ ;
32006 OPERATIONSDATABASESFOR THE SPACESTATION 12-28-85 OH G, L. JOHNS
32007 MAN-SYSTEMSREQUIREMENTSFORSPACESTATION 02-28-86 SP F. MOUNT _ k
DESIGN AND PRODUCTIVITY 4
32010 SPACESTATION PROGRAMTRAINING CONCEPTS 05-28-86 DG D.L. DAHMS _ II
32012 INFORMATIONASSET MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES 06-28-86 PF S, V. ANDERSON •
VOL. I - INTRODUCTION TO IAM CONCEPTS J. 3, BELL e
VOL. 2 - STRATEGIC INFORMATION PLANNING S.E. SMYLIE '"
VOL. 3 - DATA ARCHITFCTURE METHODOLOGY _'
VOL. 4 - SPACESTATION PROGRAMPRELIMINARY
1990007273-449
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32013 PRELIMINARYPOWERANDTHERMALPROFILES FOR FM S. A, BENSON
8-MAN IOC SCRUBSPACESTATION (IN-BE-FM-020) O.U. HEATH
VOL. 1 - EXECUTIVESUMMARY 08-28-86 J.T. LAWRENCE '
VOL. 2 - ANALYSIS DATA 11-28-88
32017 SPACE STATION ORBITAL DECAY PREDICTION 10-28-86 FM W.M. LEAR
(IN-88-FM-O23)
32018 SENSOR AND EFFECTOR MATH MODELS PROPOSED FOR 09-28-86 EH W.W. POWELL
SPACE STATION SIMULATIONS, PART IT
32019 ON-ORBIT SPACESTATION DYNAMICSSTUDIES 0g-28-86 ES B.H. BECKER
C. E. LARSEN
32023 SPACESTATION GPS NAVIGATIONDEGRADATIONWITH 01-28-87 FM B. A. KRIEGSMAN
REDUCEDCONSTELLATION(IN-86-FM-031)
32025 CONTINGENCYRETURNVEHICLE FORSPACE 01-28-87 ES K. NAGY
STATION-A DESIGN STUDY
32028 REGENERATIVEFUEL CELL SPACESTATION PROTOTYPE 11-25-86 EP K.I. POAST
REACTANTSTORAGESUBSYSTEM
i
32027 TWOPROPOSEDSPACESTATION STARCATALOGS 12-28-86 FM R.E. YATES(IN-86-FM-033)
32030 SPACE STAT;ON PROGRAM ORBITER MATING INTERIM 02-28-87 ES K.A. KURTIN
ASSESSMENT REPORT B.V. ROCHON
32031 GPS NAVIGATION FOR LOW-EARTH ORBITING 05-28-87 FM W.M. LEAR
VEHICLES (IN-87-FM-O02) ,
32036 TENSION AND COMPRESSION TESTS OF THE 05-28-87 ES T.X. DAD
SPACE STATION GRAPHITE/EPOXY TRUSS TUBE
32038 SPACE STATION FACTOR OF SAFETY STUDY 05-28-87 EZ R.L. NIEDER
32040 PRELIMINARY INTEGRATED OPERATIONS SCENARIOS 07-28-87 FM L. NORTON
SPACE STATION (IN-87-FM-012)
32041 SPACE STATION WARDROOM STUDY AND CONCEPTUAL 07-28-87 SA M.L. JOHNSON
ILLUSTRATIONS, FIRST EDITION W.R. JONES
R. L. BOND
32043 SPACE STATION PROGRAM HARRIS FIBER-OPTIC 08-28-87 EE J. GRADY
IMAGING CONNECTOR/PROJECT31 ADVANCED
DEVELOPMENT BREADBOARD TEST REPORT _
32044 SPACE STATION PROGRAM MULTISYSTEM INTEGRA- 09-28-87 FR B. BECKHAM
TION FACILITY CONCEPTDOCUMENT, PRELIMINARY,
VERSION 1.1
32045 SPACE STATION NODE/STRUT CLUSTER EVALUATION- 08-11-87 PB L.C. THOMAS
FINAL TEST REPORT i
32047 APPENDIX TO PRELIMINARY INTEGRATED OPERATIONS 08-10-87 FM S. BENSON
SCENARIO-ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM ANALYSIS T. LAWRENCE
FORSPACESTATION (IN-87-FM-Ot3)
32052 GROUNDSUPPORTINTEGRATIONAND OPERATIONS 11-28-87 SE F. R. SPROSS
FOR SPACE STATION - FINAL REPORT !
32053 GPS RELATIVE NAVIGATION FOR THE SPACE STATION 11-28-87 FM W.M. LEAR
(IN-87-FM-Ot7)
44000 PIP/GET AWAYSPECIAL CARRIER 12-30-87
|
NASA-JSC
448
f,
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